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INTROBUOTICN

I

The Problem

Despite the fact that Arabic is the best known of the
classical Semitic languages, and in the present state of
things is likely to remain so, there persist nevertheless
many problems connected with its long and complicated
history that still await solution, and in some cases
even recognition.

To anybody familiar with CClassical) A(rabic) even the
most superficial acquaintance with any one of the many
modern colloquials is bound to provoke certain questions
as to the linguistic and historical connections between
the two. As far as the colloquials are concerned the
matter is fairly clear and their status can be safely
established, for here we have to do with an audible entity
of which we can collect authentic specimens as the occa
sion requires, and, if necessary, the results may be
checked by a native speaker. But with CA the case is very
different. It is the mother-tongue of nobody and for its
study the philologist is entirely dependent on written
sources of varying age and authenticity. What exactly is
it?

Where does it come from?

How old is it?
of several?

Who, if anybody, spoke it?

Does it represent one dialect or a fusion

What is its relationship to the Arabic spoken

today?

These and similar questions have customarily been app
roached, by both Muslim scholarship and, in close depen-

lxi

dence, "by the European Orientalist tradition, from an
examination of CA as reflected in four main sources:
Pre-Islamic poetry, the Quran, the Prophetical literature
-r-

1

'

(hadTth, sTra, correspondence ), and the narratives of
»

the Ayyam al-cArab.

The results to which the examination

of these sources has led are by now familiar and, with
little variation, are set forth in the many handbooks
on the subject,

Yet, when one considers more closely

the nature of these categories of material, the date of
their redaction and the manner of their transmission,
one may well feel entitled to entertain certain misgivings
regarding their value as a fully reliable witness to the
Arabic language as it was written and spoken immediately
before and after the appearance of Islam, for it can by
no means be taken for granted at the outset that these
works in the form, in which they are presently available
are genuine, inviolate products of the periods to which
they are held to refer. Certainly in terms of manuscript
attestation there is nothing to force

one to make such

an assumption, and even within the MS, tradition itself
the textual problems connected with these writings are
of such moment as to oblige one to proceed with extreme
caution.

Among the more obvious difficulties one may mention the
following interrelated circumstances as deserving of

1

2
C.Rabin, El I, 565b, separates had 1th from, the corres
pondence of the Prophet and thus distinguishes five cate
gories. This is merely a matter of preference.

Ixii

serious considerations
(i) There is no contemporary* documentary evidence for any
of the four categories of material mentioned above. The
earliest MSS* of these works date from the 3rd century
A.H. or later^ i.e. contemporaneously with or posterior
to the activities of the Mesopotamian philologists, who
had set themselves the task of codifying CA as the Islamic
lingua sacra, and of deciding in just what linguistic
form the Muslim inheritance was to he handed down to
posterity. By the time the classical works of Arabic lite
rature appear in their present form the canons of the
Islamic lingua sacra had been discussed, decided and pre■I I

“

scribed. To what degree this body of literature reflects
the linguistic situation antedating the editorial super
vision and rhetorical

ideologies of the cAbbasid phi

lologists remains to be established. That the present
form of the texts of the JahTlT diwans, the Quran, the
Prophetical literature etc. is a faithful representation
of pre-normative Arabic has very frequently been assumed;
1
it has never, -however, been demonstrated •
It is true that some fragments of this literature, e.g.
Quran and JahTlT poetry, are preserved in fairly early
copies, but one must not be tempted by this circumstance
to overlook the facts that (a) the texts of these few
early copies are frequently in conflict with what later
became the standard versions, and (b) that the existence

1
Gf. already the remarks of J .G-.We taste in, Zeitschrift
fdr Ydlkerpsychologie und oprachwissenscha’
it 7 (To'TTT
T5T/T.
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of an early copy of part* of any one text does not by any
means prove that the same text as it later came to be
known was in circulation in its entirety at the same time.
In this connection it is significant to note that the two
longest Arabic texts on papyrus, PSR Held. Arab. 23
( = Khoury) dated 229 A.H. and Ibn Wahb1s Jamic

from the

late 3rd century A.H. are both written in a type of lan
guage which very often deviates from GA.

(ii) There are, as far as I am aware, no linguistic cri
teria according to which a JahTlT may be distinguished
from an Islamic poem. This observation is made despite
anecdotes such as that reported in ICitab al-AghanT VI
(Cairo, 1935), 88, where Dhu al-Rumma is said to have
been able to make a distinction of this kind (
jLpI

cr’

). The attribution of pre-

Islamic origin to any given poem must therefore appeal to
extra-linguistic factors, usually of a pseudo-biographi
cal nature, and it should not pass unremarked that neither
Muslim nor Orientalist scholarship has’yet succeeded in
establishing an agreed corpus of JahTlT poetry. To a
very large extent these same problems of authorship and,
hence, dating apply to post-Islamie poetry also*
As a striking, yet by no means atypical, example of the
kind of problem with which an editor will often be con
fronted I refer to Ndldeke, Zur Grammatik, 97n., where a
line of poeti^ is quoted from three different sources, in
each of which the verse in question is attributed to three
different authors and occurs in as many quite different
compositions. Only when some means has been devised of

overcoming difficulties of this kind can the production
of a genuinely reliable corpus of datable pre- and early
Islamic poetry become a realistic possibility.

(iii) Allegations of forgery are a commonplace in Arabic
literature and have for long been a source of acute em
barrassment to Muslim and Orientalist scholarship alike.
Yet, although the existence of forgeries may readily be
conceded in principle, it is no easy matter to define
and identify such productions and hence exclude them from
consideration. For a selection of references dealing with
this subject see e.g. W. Ahlwardt, Eemerkungen tiber die
Aechtheit der alten Arabischen Gedichte ... (Greifswald,
1872); I.Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien II (Halle,
1890), 88ff.; D.S. Margoliouth, The Origins of Arabic
Poetry, JRAS 1925, 417ff.; Ftick, c ArabTya, 58; Grohmann,
Per Islam 33, 218/9.

(iv) Even more serious than these questions regarding the
authorship and date of many early Arabic writings is the
problem of the textual form of the compositions themselves.
How is one to choose on any kind of scientific basis be
tween the often quite bewildering number cf variant forms
in which a given line of verse or Prophetical utterance
has been handed down?
It is, of course, quite a simple matter to edit what
appears in a certain MS. and to record in the apparatus,
or even include in the text itself, whatever variants may
be attested in other sources; but it is evident that a
text so constructed, with little or no critical evaluation
of its constituent parts, can hardly serve as a basis for
detailed philological enquiry. Is it in fact possible to
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reach behind the process of editorial manipulation?
I quote in this connection 0.Rabin, Studia Islamica iv
(1955), 21: "Pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry. With
regard to the former, doubts have been raised as to authen
ticity, and we must, even if we consider the corpus &s
a whole authentic, reckon with the possibility of any
individual verse or poem being a later forgery. Both
pre-Islamic and early Islamic poems have been revised by
editors, as can be seen not only from the extensive
variants, but also from the not infrequent cases where
verses are quoted by grammarians for some linguistic
oddity, while on looking up the PTwan we find the same
line slightly reshaped so that the oddity is eliminated".
These difficulties notwithstanding, Rabin goes on to
conclude:" Nevertheless, we possess here a first-class
source for the study of the pre-Islamic language".

In

the present state of textual research this is surely true
in principle only; just how the genuine is to be distin
guished from the false is not made clear. In this respect
the textual study of early Arabic writings has made very
little progress over the last one hundred years; many of
the problems discussed by Ndldeke in his essay "Zur
Geschichte und Kritik der altarabischen Poesie" are today
no nearer solution than when that essay was first pub
lished as the introduction to his Beitrgge zur Kenntniss
der Poesie der alten Araber (Hannover, 186 4),

In setting down these few brief observations it is not
at all my intention to claim that the texts of a number
of the classical works of Arabic literature cannot in
their present form be fruitfully made the subject of
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philological investigation; I do maintain, however, that
to base one's studies of early Arabic on these sources,
and these sources alone, cannot but lead to results which
may at worst be erroneous, at best somewhat one-sided.
This is not the place to enlarge upon these matters; for
a sustained critique of those results see now J.Wansbrough,
Quranic Studies, Sources and Methods of Scriptural Inter
pretation, Oxford, 1977, Ch. Ill, "Origins of Classical
Arabic".

II

The Material

Were the four categories of material mentioned above the
only sources available for the study of early Arabic,
there would be every justification for the reverence they
have been accorded; indeed, no other approach to the sub
ject would have been possible. But other source materials
are available, available in abundance, and it is to the
linguistic investigation of one category of these materials,
the papyri, that the present work is mainly devoted.
The papyri represent but one, albeit the most important,
class of documentary material which has survived from the
early centuries of Islam. The total number of such papyrus
documents extant in the libraries of Europe, the Middle
East and the United States runs to perhaps some 16,000,
1
to which must be added c. 33,000 items written on paper ,

1

The exact numbers of texts available ore difficult to
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as well as several, hundreds of texts written on materials
such as leather, parchment, linen and wood. Beside this
already considerable mass of source material written on
perishable stuffs there is also available a large corpus
of early coins and inscriptions, and, to a lesser, extent,
inscribed glass-weights, marble slabs, ostraca etc.
Contemporary documentation of Arabic during the Islamic
period begins as early as 22 A.H., from which year there
are extant two papyri, PERF 558, a completely preserved
Greek-Arabic bilingual first published by Grohmann, Apercu, 41, and P. Berol. 15002, of which a plate is given
idem, HO, Tafel 11,2. From later in the first Islamic
century we have e.g. the archives of Nessana (54-70 A.H.)
and Aphrodito (mainly 90-91 A.H.), as well as a number of
bilingual Greek-Arabic protocols such as those published
1
in APEL I, 1-18 . From the end of the first century A.H.
estimate, and figures vary considerably. These estimates
are taken from Grohmann, FV/AP, 2, and refer,' apparently,
to moderately well preserved documents (the figure of
10,000 papyri given idem, HO, 51, is a misprint for 16,
000 ).
By counting separately each minute fragment the totals
become quite enormous; thus S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society I (Berkeley - Los Angeles, 19^7TJ 397 n.29,
gives" for the Erzherzog Rainer Collection in Vienna, alone
the following figures: 40,000 papyri and 50,000 papers.
In a private communication dated 25/3/1976 Dr Helene
Loebenstein informs me that the total of inventoried
documents in the Rainer Collection at the end "ojFT575 w&s
8558 papyri and 9465 papers.
1
Cf. the list of papyri from the first century A.H. known
up to 1958 in Grohmann, Der Islam 33, 221/2 n.32.
I have left out of consideration in this work the few
extant documents attributed to the Prophet Muhammad;
these have been collected and translated by M. Kamiduliah, Documents sur la Diplomatie Musulmane a 1'Epoque
du Prophete^e't de sHKhalifes Qrthodoxes . Paris, 1935/
The Arabic texts were published by hiin in a separate
work_under the same t i t l e , e Caire_, 1911 (Arabic tit 1e ;
Ma Jrnuf a al-\Yathaoiq al-Siya siyya fi al-c Ahd al-Nabawi
"va-1■
-Eh11 afa al-Ra shi diyyaJT"
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onwards the flow of Arabic papyri steadily increases, and
the wealth of material is such that by the third century
A.H,, when the use of papyrus was at its peak, almost
every year is represented by at least one dated document.
It is also to this century that most of the many undated
texts are very probably to be attributed. Thereafter
papyrus as a writing material begins very quickly to
lose ground in favour of paper, of which the earliest
specimens bearing Arabic writing date from the late second
century A.H, During the the fourth Islamic century the
use of papyrus was sporadic only; the latest dated instan
ces are from 370 A.H. and, less certainly, 4-80 A.H. (APRL
1
XV 6 3 and X 10 respectively) .
For climactic reasons the great bulk of extant Arabic

papyri and papers have been, and continue to be discovered
in Egypt, the country which has also produced by far the
greatest number of papyri in languages other than Arabic.
One must assume that other centres of the early Islamic
world employed papyrus in broadly similar quantities for
both official and private business, but the fact is that
very few documents written on this material, or, indeed,
on paper, parchment etc., have yet been found outside the
Nile Valley. The most significant non-Egyptian finds are
the early collections from Nessana and Khlrbet el-Mird in
Palestine; there are also a handful of texts available
from Syria and Iraq.
In extent these materials range from minute fragments

1
See Grohmann, Einftthrung, 70/l and idem, Palograph!e I,
66b, 11.2 .

bearing trace a of perhaps only a single le titer or word,
to fairly well preserved literary codices, of which the
longest is the codex of 87 folios containing the Jami£
of Ibn Wahb. Outside the field of literary texts the
longest Arabic papyrus thus far known is the letter from
141 A.H. recently discovered by J.Plumley*s expedition
to Nubia (see

^10 n.ll). This document contains e, 700

words in 69 lines; the formerly longest Arabic papyrus
letter, PSR iii No. Ill from 91 A.H. contains c, 450
1
words in 90 lines .
With few exceptions, such as the Jewish letter published
by Jahn, AO ix, l8ff. No. 10 (see

Sj220) or the Christian

text edited by Fathers Anawati and Jomier in Melanges
early Arabic papyri
—Islamologiques ii, pp. 91-102, the
2
and papers are cf Muslim origin .

literary papyri, Quran,

poetry, hadTth t grammar etc., though in extent sometimes
«

quite substantial, are in number relatively few; the
great bulk of the extant material is of a documentary
character, represented by business and private letters,

1

~
This state of affairs does not compare very favourably
with that prevailing among the similar, but later and
more extensive Oudaeo-Arabic material from the Cairo
Geniza; there the longest known letter contains c. 4,000
words, see S.D.Goitein, op. cit., opposite p. 20; idem,
Letters of Medieval Jewish Traders (Princeton, 1973),

2
I have not noted any linguistic features which can be
with certainty Interpreted as indices of confessional
affiliation; for a possible case see Jll8 n.l.

legal deeds, marriage contracts, administrative surveys,
economic lists and registers, passports, petitions, tax1
receipts, demands for payment etc.
It would be superfluous to describe here these source
materials in greater detail; this has already been done
on several occasions with great authority by Grohmann in
the relevant portions of his Allgemeine Einf tlhrung , FWAP,
Einftlhrung, HO and Pal&ograph!e. All the necessary infor
mation will be found there.
It is an axiomatic prerequisite of any philological
research that the starting point for enquiry should be a
sound and reliable text; the editorial ideal is to re
construct as nearly as possible the text as the author
himself composed it. It is precisely in_ this regard that
the value of the Arabic papyri is greatest. Whereas a
great deal of CA literature has been edited, revised and
embellished for the edification of posterity, copied and
recopied to satisfy a constant demand, and is available
only in comparatively late MSS., the papyri represent
a corpus of original documents. With the probable excep
tion of some of the literary papyri, none of this material
2

has been rewritten or recopied , and may therefore be
1
See for a brief survey., of the types of document available
J.Sauvaget, Hevue des Etudes Islam!ques 194-0, A. 77-79,
where a break-down""*is given of the contents of APEL I-III
2

Forgeries of Arabic pajgyri are rare, see on this Grohmann
Einftthrung , 35. legal formularies, a class of composition
often compiled by transcribing earlier documents with
omission of proper names and other specific details, have
not yet been found among the Arabic papyri, cf, Grohmann,
op. cit., 113 n.2.

accepted without misgiving as

directly

representative of

the Arabic language at the time at which it was written,
free from editorial interference of any kind.
Indeed, the practical, day-to-day nature of most of the
extant texts precludes the need for any such activity,
and herein lies a second important advantage. Most of the
CA sources belong to the genres of poetry and ornate
prose, surely very far removed from the Old Arabic usus
loquendi, which may be thought much more likely to be
reflected in the material studied in the present work.
This is particularly true of the large number of business
and private letters, many of which represent fine examples
of early vernacular Arabic.
Against these very important advantages of the papyri
and cognate materials, however, one must mention several
factors which somewhat limit their usefulness and restrict
the contribution they are able to make.
A number of them are too fragmentary to be of any use
whatever for the main purpose of the present investigation;
pieces such as the Aphrodito fragment discussed by Littmann
et al. apud E. Rabel, Papyrusurkunden der Offentlichen
Eibliothek der Universitat zu Basel, 6/7 or the protocol
in P.E. Kahle, Balaojzah II, 795 may be of interest to
the palaeographer, but have very little indeed to offer
the philologist. Others, although fairly well preserved
in general, may be broken or damaged at a crucial point
1
in the text. This is a continual source of frustration .
1
Some documents can hardly be used for serious investi
gation. I have in- mind pieces such as the amuj.et con
sisting entirely of Quranic and liturgical phrases pub
lished by Dietrich, Der Islam 33, 49. This text, short
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A great variety of handwritings is represented in the
papyri, ranging from the finely executed hand of the pro
fessional scribe engaged to copy a literary text

to the

abominable scribble of a tax-receipt. Vowel marks are
rarely used 1 , y if at all only sparingly, and the great
majority of the texts from which examples are quoted in
the following pages are written not only without signs
for the vowels, but also without the diacritical points
which in later forms of Arabic script customarily serve
to distinguish homographic consonants. When one considers
the highly cursive nature of Arabic writing, it will be
appreciated that the decipherment of these documents is
thereby made an exacting and very time-consuming task.
Texts such as these cannot be read freely; each item
requires hours of patient attention, and a considerable
background of experience in this type of work is nece
ssary before satisfactory decipherment is possible.
Inevitably,

there remain enigmas which not even the most
2
skilled and experienced palaeographer is able to resolve c
Quite apart from the handicap of these cruces interpre

tations , the manner in which most Arabic papyri are
written means' that these documents have but little to
contribute towards alleviating a difficulty from which

as it is, is replete with curious forms; some indeed
could be accommodated within the paragraphs of the pre
sent study, but to include them would seem to serve no
useful purpose, and would merely result in a list of
garbled liturgical formulae,
1
Almost exclusively in literary papyri.
2

I cannot omit to mention here the name of A,Grohmann,
whose remarkable skill and phenomenal industry have pro
duced most of the publications upon which this thesis is
based. His brilliant studies in this field are quite
without peer.-
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the linguistic study of Arabic necessarily suffers: the
absence of vocalization. The only early text which is
able to supply information of this kind is the remarkable
parchment published by B. Violet, Psaimfragment, contai
ning portions of Psalm 78 in parallel columns of Greek
and Arabic, the latter being transcribed into Greek
uncials.

Ill

The Present Work

The first publication of Arabic papyri dates from as
long ago as 1825, when De Sacy edited two early passports
in the Journal des Savans of that year, but since that
time the study of these and other early Arabic remains
has almost entirely been relegated to the specialist
departments of palaeography, papyrology, numismatics etc.,
i.e. areas well outside the mainstream of Arabic studies.
Their contribution to the history of the Arabic language
has never been properly discussed - in fact it has been
woefully neglected. Until quite recently the most that
was available were the few notes given by Becker, PSR iii,
30-33 and the scattered quotations from some of the Aphrodito documents included in Brockelmann's CVG and Reckendorffs Syntax. During the post-war period the position
improved somewhat with the publication of the more detai
led, but still only sketchy, grammatical notes by Grohmann,
FWAP, 88/9, 94-98; Einf&hrung, lOO/l, 103-107; HO, 96-3,00;
Dietrich, DAB, 10=12 and especially Blau, Seripta* 220-
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224; Emergence, 123-132, 203/4 . As an indication of this
neglect one need, do no more than point out the fact that
a recent and very important contribution to Arabic philo
logy, Ffick’s cArabTya, mentions papyri hardly at all, and
then only at second hand, despite the circumstance that
these texts are virtually the only contemporary witnesses
to the problems discussed in at least the first half of
his book. The present work is intended as a first step in
putting right this state of affairs.
It is clearly impossible within the -scope of one thesis
to lay under contribution all the source materials that
have been mentioned above, and the study which follows
is therefore based principally on the papyri, the great
majority of which are datable to the- first three Islamic
centuries, and on those documents on paper which can
either certainly or probably be dated to the same period.
Texts from the fourth century A.H. and later have, been
used also, but coverage of these is by no means exhau
stive. I have relied mainly on published sources for the
information given in the following pages, but examples
have also been quoted from documents which I have deci
phered myself-* As far as the papyri and early papers
are concerned, I believe I have covered nearly everything
that is available in print; a small number of publications,
however, I have not been able to consult. A list of
sources used is given in the bibliography.

1
Despite long searches I have been unable to locate the
study carried out in Cairp under Grohmann*s supervision
by one cAbd al-cAzTz al-Dali; this is referred to by
Grohmann himself in Der Islam 34, 206, but is known to
me from no other source.
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Phenomena from early sources other than papyri and papers
have also been adduced where I have been in a position to
do so. Coverage of documents written on parchment etc*
and the few extant ostraca is, I believe, complete, and I
am not conscious of having overlooked any publications in
these areas; coins, glass-weights and inscriptions, on
the other hand, have not been investigated in anything
like a thorough manner, and I have used these sources
only incidentally.
This work is in no sense a systematic grammar of the
Arabic language as it appears in these early documents.
What I have done is to single out for mention those featu
res which seemed to me the most noteworthy, paying partic
ular attention to those which deviate from the accepted
norms of CA and referring in the notes to parallels
from other strata of Arabic. I have no doubt that some
body else studying the same corpus of material would have
found occasion to mention phenomena which do not find a
place in the present work.
The resultant-collection of perhaps somewhat arbitrarily
"selected examples has
splendid ASP,- which

been ordered according to Blau’s
for its arrangement and lucidity

has constantly been before me as a model of excellence
to follow. Blau's Y/ork serves at the same time as an
encylopaedia of Arabic philology, and for bibliographical
information I have therefore at all points simply referred
to his footnotes, where aJLl essential details of this
kind will be found set out in full* Additional biblio
graphical references I have supplied as the occasion
seemed to require„

As far as reasonably possible, all examples quoted in this
study have been verified according to the original docu
1
ments. In many instances it was found, necessary to correct
the readings and interpretations given by the editors, and
I venture to hope that my work will also be found to have
contributed something towards the textual criticism of
Arabic papyri.
The examples are quoted in chronological order according
to the datings suggested by the editors. In some cases
where the editor has not cared to commit himself I have
suggested approximate datings myself; wherever a date is
not specific, i.e. the document in question is undated,
such indications should be taken as no more than informed
guesses.
The following editorial conventions, customary in editions
of Arabic papyri have been employed:
for lacunae and suggested restorations.
for erasures or cancellations in the original
<***>

for omissions, e.g. haplo'graphies.

(...)
• « •

for solutions of abbreviations.
superfluities, e.g. dittographies.

1
This has been pointed out on each occasion.
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Conclusions

From the data collected in the present work the most im
portant result is undoubtedly the recognition that in
almost every case in which the language of the Arabic
papyri deviates from CA, it deviates unmistakeably in the
direction of Middle Arabic, typologically akin to most of
the modern colloquials. This language, therefore, lies
fully within the mainstream of Middle Arabic, of which it
is the earliest representative. A large proportion of the
features attested later in mediaeval Jewish, Christian
and, to a lesser extent, Muslim Middle Arabic, many of
which are familiar today from modern dialects, occur here
for the first time. This fact speaks for a very impressive
continuity in colloquial Arabic usage, and the roots of
the modern vernaculars are thus seen to lie very deep.
This conclusion may also be supported by pointing to items
of vocabulary, such as
nalways"

"good" FvVAP 164., 10 and
both very common in modern dia-

lects, but almost unknown in literary 'Arabic.
No certain cases of chronological or dialectal cleavage
have been defected in the mass of somewhat heterogeneous
material studied here. It is true that some phenomena are
attested only or predominantly in certain groups of papy
ri or in certain types of context (see e.g.

^67; 145a),

but at the present state of research into these matters
it would be.unwise to believe that the same phenomena
may not yet be found elsewhere. For a possible case of
dialectal difference according to confessional affiliation
see

qll8 n.l.
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Foreign influence has nowhere been identified ; not even
in the Greek-Arabic bilinguals have I been able to dis
cover any feature which cannot be adequately and convin
cingly explained from within Arabic itself. In this res
pect the papyri enjoy an important advantage over much
of the Christian Arabic material treated by Blau in his
ASP, for a number of phenomena described in that book are
the the result not of internal Arabic development, but
merely reflect faulty or stilted translation from texts
in Aramaic or Greek.
Impressions of the type of Arabic studied here have varied.
Becker, PSR iii, 30, regarded the language of the Qurra
correspondence from Aphrodito as !,ein wundervolles klassisches Arabised"; W. Fischer, ZDMG 117 (1967), 59, on
the other hand, believes, much as I do, that the papyri
already represent Middle Arabic (ebenfalls Formen des
neuarab. Sprachtyps haben). Blau, however, the most
experienced and learned authority in this field, has
recently expressed the view that the language of these
2
documents contains "only a slight Neoarabic admixture" .

It is my belief that the documentation provided in the
present work shows that appraisal of the Middle Arabic com
ponent to be something of an underestimation.

Pace the case of Persian influence maintained by
Ihrabacek, MPER 1, 108.

1

PAR T I
ORTHOGRAPHY AID FHONjSTICS
1

■

a, Many of the details of the sound pattern of early
Arabic must of necessity remain obscure.

This is

particularly true of tie vocalization, which in most
cases is fully concealed by the Arabic script.

The

situation is aggravated by the fact that the great
majority of the documents on which the present
description is based are written not only without
diacritical signs for the vowels, but also without
2

those for the consonants..

Glues to the pronunciation,

therefore, rest largely upon those instances which
exhibit a deviation from the orthographical norm;
in such cases the pronunciation can sometimes be
established with a fair degree of probability by a

.

careful comparison with phenomena known from other
strata of Arabic.
b. A source for the pronunciation of early Arabic, which
has as yet barely been exploited, is represented by
a large body of contemporary transcriptions into
other languages.

Most notable among these are the

transcriptions into Greek.

These are of particular

value in that they consistently indicate the vocal
ization*

For the most part these transcriptions
3
concern only proper names , but in one case a

continuous Arabic text has been preserved in Greek
4uncials , and others occasionally contain isolated

2
5

words or phrases ♦

To a lesser extent relevant

matter can be found in Coptic, Syriac., Iranian,
Latin, Hebrew and Armenian.

To ^collect and evaluate

all this material would be a lengthy and complicated
undertaking; with a few notable exceptions it has been
6
left out of account in the present work ,
• • *

'THE VOWELS
THE SHORT V0.7ELS

$ 2

a. A feature common to all non-Classical varieties of
Arabic is the general absence of short vowels in
final position.

That this is also the case in the

material studied here is strongly suggested on the one
hand by the lack of mood distinctions in the verb
( §§ 6 5a,b; 8la,b; 82d-f) and, on the other, by the
absence of case differentiation in the noun (ifI6lff.).
In many cases this phenomenon i-s hidden by the Arabic
script, in which short vowels are not ordinarily
indicated.” Its occurrence, however, is explicitly
confirmed- by the transcriptions of Violet7s Psalm—
fragment (c.800 A.L.) e.g. y 78,20 t
"he is able";
etc.

For an exception

t£K.

"and bread (acc.)."
f 5; this does not, of

course, apply to reflexes of GA tap marbuta in
status absolutus for which s.

§:
V7a-

REMARK; .The final short vowels of the perfect of
the verb were also affected (§ G-Va), as were,
presumably, all other final short vowels (of. j 8C n*.10,
end).

b • It seems that the elision of short voxels in c-pen
(unstressed) syllables outside final position was
also widespread, for this phenomenon was doubtless
much more frequent than the available evidence allows
one to infer.

It is indicated (i) by transcriptions

of Arabic words into Greek, and (ii) by the occurrence
of prosthetic alif in words which in CA contained an
1
open (unstressed) syllable in initial position .
i. In the early bilingual protocol texts the regular
transcription of Am.Tr aITmuQininTn is
with elision of the vowel in the penultimate syllable,
as e.g. APEL I 1,8 (86—96A.H.)*
the writing

Much less common is

ou Vi\/

as in the

contemporary .document APEL I 9, n. to 1.2 and the
references there.

A detailed exama.nl tion of the Greek

transcriptions would certainly reveal many more
examples.
ii. Examples of prosthetic alif in cases where it does not
occur in GA ^re not very plentiful:

h.
—

"five asses’* PERE 600,9 (early 2nd cent, A.H.) in
Grohmann* Apercu, 90 n.2, representing humur >>
_
J* 2
hmur
- ahmur , and, similarly,
v-h-*
~
~
,3
"ten, strokes of the whip" APEL III 170T 2/3 ; 3 ^ *2_
"five glass containers" Grohmann, TV:A 2,3 (both 3rd
cent. A.H.)
VaJ*!

■ (cf.

87d) and s. also

"tomorrow" s.

^ 7 n.4*

For

& 4 REI.I.3 and for prosthetic

alif in derived forms of the verb

^-<■ '72; T3&* b; 74-4 .

c. A distinct but related feature is the presence/absence
of alif before -words beginning with cayn.

'.Vhilo most

4
instances of prosthetic alif in AS"-1 may be explained
by a shift in the syllabic structure; it is nevertheless
noteworthy that it is before cayn that many of the
5
examples occur ; less common are those occasions when
alif does not occur.before cayn where one would expect

6
to find it *

Such a state of affairs prevails also
7

in the papyri •
i. Alif occurs before cayn:
cAmr" APEL I 51,23

"the judge

J ^ ^
3
(195 A .H .) ;

ibid.

V 322,5 (3rd cent. A.H.), probably means, si vera
9
lectio , "you know" rather than tne editor*s "I have
10
been informed" . Gf . JT72 n.7.
ii. Alif is absent before cayn:

j

I

^

"Upper Ashmun and Upper Ansina" APS1 17 266,12 (3rd
11
cent. A.H.)
;
L
ibid, 7 291,4 4 (4th cent.
A.H.) means, pace the editor, "what I should do" (cf.
12
U 1.39)
. Cf. §10 n*4.
REliARK.

It is perhaps this lade of certainty as

to when .and when not to write alif before ca.yn that
led to the (hyoer-correct?) form

4-Ul

^
13

"may God-honour you!"

DAB 26,1 (3rd cent. A.H#)

$3
'.Vith the general absence of diacritical points most
documents naturally are unable to threw any light on
the Question of the o^&lity of short v&vels; the main
source of information are, therefore, the
criptions.

trans

Cf these the most important is Violet*s

Fsaimfragment, which serves to confirm the existence
of two important features:

1

a, Imala

of short a •

It seems that Violet coll , 41

(as against col.35) was wrong in his opinion that the
marking of CA
unsystematic.

by either

or

x

£ is arbitrary and

On the contrary, the factors governing

the occurrence of imala throughout the fragment seem
to tally very closely with those obtaining in Syrian
and Levantine dialects today.

With minor inconsist

encies and exceptions, the state of affairs can be
2
summed up as follows : (i) Imala never occurs in the
neighbourhood of the seven huruf mustac liya
3
b,g) e.g. 4>k .6pct
U> as against
f"
ibid. =
— 9 . (ii) As in modern dialects of the
*

*

•

#

•

^

r

y

same area imala sometimes occurs and -sometimes does:;'
4
not in the neighbourhood of the labials b,f,m,w , the

5

6

pair r and 1 , the pharyngals h and c

and in initial
~ 7
position where CA shows the ^syllable oa- . In these
surroundings the fragment renders CA a how by
§
now by
£
e.g. :
=
against

^£p£X ibid.v.54 =

f^XC

as against
\J\

v.29 =

as against

or
cj>t<T6^

and

X

as

v.23 =
v.23 =

^

;
;

£a.i<£v v.60 =

with initial X at ^8,55!).

k k Z-Xcv

(but

When none of these factors

applies the vowel corresponding to C'A a regularly appears
as

£

.

b. Taltala.

For fecil <. facil(a) s. $64b.
That the transcription cf Violet’s text

operates consistently in marking by

k

the vowel

corresponding to CA ^ in the neighbourhood of any one
of the huruf musta^li.ya allows the identification of
«

another important phenomenon:

in common with many otl;er

6

varieties of non-classical Arabic, the vowel of the
9
imperfect prefix was ± rather than a (taltala) .
The only exception to the principle that GA a contiguous
to one of the huruf mustacliya is written with x is
«

f'7 8 ,20 =

j

.

This is therefore best

interpreted not as an aberrant writing of a, nor as
1C.
an example of OA a > e
, but rather s,s an instance
of the taltala phenomenon, reflecting not a > e but
11
1 > £
under the influence of the following

12
Another example is perhaps

itv.cj>K. <foo

lf 7 8 » 5 6 ~

13
Out aid e these transcriptions

, indications of change

in the quality of the short vowels are ver 5r rare, for
the vowel signs, when they do occur, are generally
applied in accordance with classical usage.
such as

"fullness"

(pointed so.

Cases
•X

c

§20b)

Ibn Vvahb 4,13 (late 3rd cent. A.H.,) are extremely
14
uncommon

?*
Lengthening of short vowels and scriptio p l ena.
is difficult,

It

if not impossible, tc make a neat

distinction here between those cases which attest to
a genuine phonetic process and those which simply
exhibit a peculiarity in the orthography;

for the sake

of convenience, both cases are treated together.
a. The vowel a..

I have noted only one certain example

scriptio plena of this-vowel:
that"

Ibn Wahb 29,10 (late

3 rd

j}

cent. A.H.)

"indeed,
.

In

ASP the .writing fal- for GA fal- is not uncommon ;
possibly related to this may be

!,so God"

7
3

DAB 51,7 (ith cent. A.K.) .
"thing”

s.

Per t h e spelling

gy

^"'-^d.

b. The .vowel i.

To be interpreted as a xhibiting a

genuine long vowel and not scriptio plena is the form
j

^

"shawl"

Orohmann, T'7A 3,9 (3rd cent. A.K.)

.

H.ere belong also P.7AP 199,2 (3rd cent. A.K. ), where
(apoc.)

"will relieve from want” of
c r^ L

appears as

accordance with

Quean 4,130

^ 8 2 d (but

cf.

§ 9a):
„\ (read so?) "yesterday” DAB lr,15 (late
°
' CS
5
3rd cent. A.H.) ;
"the house” ibid. i2as^-(after

6
304 A.H.)

—
.

for another possible case s.

For the spellings

{
JZ^\ 3

rpj' and

^ 7 n*4.

j c^u>

§§59&

s.

64c; 101 and for t;.e plural faC alTl in place of
facalil s.

_^8 7 a.
7
Scriptio p l e n a of short u

c. The vowel u.

I find

in APBL 711 5 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.)

I.12,

only

"this w o r l d ”

j I ”0 my sister!” ibid.1.13 (point so with

§ 27d for

j\ ?), and in the spelling

23* Pr * horn., for the more usual

, Ibn 7/ahb

1,12

(late 3rd cent. A.H.),
RELIAHK A: ~ The word for "hand” , co ntaining in CA
a shcr t vowel, appeal's in the papyri,

as in many

modern dialects, in a form with a iengthere d tv c w el,

o

i.e. Td

The following y e

probably the earliest

attested occurrences of this phenomenon:

ADEL V 3^3,2 (2nd — 3rd cent.. A.H.) ;
IV 222 r, col,A, * and
10
cent. A. II.)
RK7ARK B:

^

'

ibid,,

[pjA- ibid., col.B,10 (3rd

"tomorrow” is also recorded in a
.
11
lengthened form:
\as \
PEcfT 693., 3 (2nd - 3rd

8
12

cent. A.H.) .in BVAIp 148

5
It appears, contrary to

$2a, that final -a may not

necessarily have been dropped after the
semi-vcwels w ( w ) and y(t
y ).

(geminated)

How far t h i s may or may

not have been the case cannot be estimated, but it'is
suggested by two isolated spellings.
a.

0^ p

clb*

’’you are t he one”

Khoury 142,2

(229 A.H. )
<u)\ J j f r

b.

J j

P ERF 882,5

(loth cent. A.D.

according to Kgrabacek ad loc. but perhaps earlier)
means, if I am not mistaken,

2
’’the letter reached m e ” .

6
Anaptyxis .

Until a study of the transcriptions of

Arabic words into vocalized scripts is undertaken,
information on this subject is unobtainable, although
anaptyctic phenomena are likely to ha.ve been quite
widespread ,~ Cf., for instance, APSL III 167,82

r

2

-

(137— 40 A.H.) . where

j

of 1.98 •

• * •

IKS LOITG- V'OWSIC

Imala naturally affected the long a also.

This is

clearly indicated by the transcriptions, especially

1
those of the P salmfragment , and is suggested by
various features of the orthography.

9

a. In Violet's, text imala of long p: takes place in
conditions sinilai to those described at
a.

Some examples:
; (ixK

ivc-iv

=

< j\ ^

~

^

otXvK^

j

~

=

( Y 78 vv. 21,27,52), a s against

; ftf

\

^ j a for short

=

c,r-p ; k w

&V

=

( f 7 S YY. 2 5 , 2 9 , 3 0 ) .
b* Imala is suggested, but h ardly proved, by the alternation
in spelling between alif and yah in the following cases:
(i) Alif maqsura in words which in CA tend to be spelled
9

with alif can in the papyri he spelled with yeP
( § 12e).

(ii) CA forms ending in alif mamduda can

also be spelled with yah

( f 2 1 b).

(iii) Alif mao sura
9

spelled with yao can be preserved before pronominal
suffixes ( $12f).

For

^

c

Lsvi^-P I /
2
104 .

and

c. The only occasion outside these categories on which I
have noted the possible representation of imala by ?

_ 3

spelling with yaQ

occurs in the word

<t*>prr "subsequent

claim" which appears in 3AU 12,5 (382 A.H*) but is
4
not recognised by the dditor .

It is open to question whether a conditioned shift
£

>

before n y such as occurred in a number of
"i
a.

Aramaic dialects , can be identified for the period of
Arabic studied here.

There exist in the papyri a

number of propel** name doublets of the kind
j

suffix

q

:

the one stowing a suffix -an, the other a

-o'/tun.

For

s.. e.g. Af'Hh IV 255,6

^2nd — 3rd cent. A.K.); ibid. I 43,6
for the commoner

(306 A.H.), and

AFiO If index s.v. and the

ID

references given oy Grohmenn, Islam 26,277.
also occurs, e.g. Jahn, 11,5

(late

The fern.
2 nd

cent.

A.H*)*

Other names ending in - o/5*i paralleled by
2
forms in -In a r e : (.j ^L cT '
AO xviii/3, 98,4 (223 A.H.);
(read so!) '.Veasely 20,8 (3rd cent. A.H.);
APHL III +,3 (299 A.H.);

ibid. XV

19,2

(presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.) and further references
4
in Giessen. 5. Many su.ch doublets exist to this day .
The ooint at issue is whether one has to do here with
„

a separate suffix

5

-un , or whether these forms are

developments from those with
intermediary

*~on.

- an by way of a possible

Perhaps an examination of

transcriptions of Arabic proper names into vocalized
scripts would be ahle to throw light on the question.
REMARK:

Possibly

can also be detected in

Grohmann, T7A

19*6

is correct in

reading and understanding

"capers” .
but

j \J

(2nd-3rd cent. A.H.)if the

editor

The standard f orm is generally

,

is also known (e.g. Dozy, Supplement, s.v.)

and is perhaps reflected here.
According t o lev! della Vida,JA0S 64,137 n.59
=

s) t u

!lmay

in Jahn 17,30

(God) give you health!” is to

be read

(3rd cent. A.H.).

In many modern dialects and other non-classical strata
of Arabic the distinction between long a n d short vowels
1

at the end of a wcrd does not exist

.

In view of the

close affinity that the language of the early papyri
bears to tnese varieties of the language, it is very
likely that here, too, final long vowels were shortened,
although there is not a great deal to prove that such
was the esse.

The transcriptions of Violet's text

2

Some indication, hew ever, can be

are of no help .

seen in the fact that spellings w ith ai if man anna ,
alif mamduda and ta j marbuta alternate

5

this is

9

unlikely to have been possible were alif mao sura and
_
‘ 4'
alif mamduda pronounced as anything but
. C f . also

$ 14b.
Unlike CA, long vowels in final closed syllables in
forms of v erba med. w/y were not shortened ( J>8 la).

5
Again, in common -v ith many modern dialects , it is
very orobable that medial long vowels were sometimes
6
shortened in open unstressed syllables . This phenomenon
7
is particularly frequent in patterns cf the kind CaCaCiC ,
and it is here that it can very likely be assumed for our
material.
°£

Cf., however, the very frequent occurrence

3 QPi?tio

defectiva of

-a-

( flOa), which could also

account for the examples suggested below:
and

"thirty”

"eighty” are decidedly commoner than
Li? ; some early examples e.g. PSE iii, Anh.b,5;

8
e,l; 1,7 a^d

XIII-X7I,

4- (all 91 A.H*)

;

"dinars” ( p a s s i m ) is quite regular from the earliest
texts, whereas

'9

is rather ■uncommon •
"
18

, e.g. APEL I Y 237,5-9 (249 A.H.),

,-Ob,>

further instances:

x

-

J>

carat s ” in PEHF 573 (57A.H.) in Grohmaim, Einfdhrung,
i;

cbob'

62/1, 67,5

"three kerchiefs” All. Xien benksc.hr.

(1 st cent. A.H,).

The plural of

^

—

"trousers” appears in two

different .forms in the same document AO xvi:li/3*117*6
and verso,

2, (3rd cent. A.H.), where

El JAj y.-- and

— ? ^ach showing the -shortening of a-■differentlong vowel, occur together.

■- itself appears in

12

1.7.

Ox.

§ S 7 e , REK.3.

REMARK:

The names

^j)

and

cJUx.6-'r^ , usually

written without alif e.g. APEL III 167,94 (137-40
10
A.H.)
, ibid. 168,6 (159 A.H.) might also belong
11
here
~

d. Other cases of the shortening of long vowels, as the
spelling of

"in" simply with fa? , occur only
12
very sporadically . Cf. also
^ — ■'* "what is your
name {" £49f.

J

For the shortening / scriptio defectiva

of vocative _ya s.

$27d and for

perhaps yakhdliu* C

yakhdhu

<

representing
yakhudhu

<

yaokhudhu

10
Scriptio defectiva of medial [a, restricted for the
most part to nominal forms, is extraordinarily frequent
in the early papyri, where it alternates freely with
scriptio plena.
those of

Some common words, it is true, such as

§9c are preponderantly written without alif,

but in general "eine Regel ist nicht zu erkennen"
(Becker, PSR iii, 27).

This feature is much commoner
1
here than in any other branch of Arabic ; I have
collected without difficulty hundreds of examples evenly
2
distributed over the f irst three Islamic centuries . In
a number of cases ( § 9c) it is difficult to decide
whether we are dealing with scriptio def ectiva or with
a genuine shortening cf the long vowel.

The following

is a classified selection of examples;
3
a. Nominal forms ;
41,7 (22 A.H.);

’’companions" Crrohmann, Apercu,

"and peace"
\
1,1+ (90 A.H.); 3AT
J 2,2 (143 A.H.);

Abbott, Kurrah
•

"dinar"

/

P5R iii, 1,3 (91 A.H.) and often;
PSR iii, XI,3t> (91 A.H.) ana

"my letter'1

V'A'>

"document"

APEL III 174,2 (103 A.H.);

"five

irdabbs" PSR iii, Anil.c,7 (91 A.H.) ;

— M

’’end

of the month.” APEL III 175,8 (112 A.K.}, Grohmann,
Papiri... Milano 1,8 passim (113-5 A.H.);
"needful" Jahn, 10,10 (late 2nd cent. A.H.);
"Islam" APEL I 56,16 (239 A.H.);
5

ibid., II 93,8 (251 A.H.) ;

-

"his testimony
»

"and his mother"

ibid., IT 222r, col. A,3 (3rd cent. A.H.);
"well-being" ibid., T 295,16 (3rd c.ent. A.H.) etc.

For

^thousand (s)" s. ^203, where other apparent
cases of singular counted nouns after the numerals
3-10 are dealt with, and for
REMARK A:

"table" etc.

^24a.

The form t > "Torah" occurs several times

in the literary text published JHES v, 172 (3rd cent.
A.H.); it is best taken not as scriptio defectiva
but as a reflection of the Hebrew orthography (as also
the same spelling in GQ 111,55).
REMARK B:

Cf., however, $47i.

Scriptio defectiva of medial a” occurs

not only in cases where the c orresponding CA forms
have original a”, but also in words which in CA show
fatha -t* hamza, i.e.

> a, thus demonstrating the
6

absence of the glottal stop ( §§ 19,20a) .
example I have cf this is

IJJA

The only

"the garden" APEL

IT 238r.v 1 and **rerso, 1 (3rd cent. A.H.) for which
the editor prints

«JLlJ\

; the plural

occurs

several times, s. the references in APEL IT,99 as
well as APRL XI 11,4 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.) as corrected

by Grohmann, Anpelger de:1"* ttsterr. Ale, cu V/isg.,
Phil.-hist. XI., 85,240.
7
k* Nomina propria ;
i.

»

>lAj >

(54 A.H.);

"al-Harith", "Khalld" Hessana 60,2,4

JJi? "Hilal" Jahn 4,5 (c. 127 A.H.); ZDMG

34, 636,2 (169 A.H.);

"Salih1* APRL IV 2,3

X~P

(133 A.H.); DAB 25r,4 (3rd. cent. A.H.);
APEL II 91,1 (2nd-3rd cent. A.H.) 5
I 48,10 (233 A.H.);
(236 A.H.) etc.

Por

"Ishaq."

c/jJ?

"BSrun" ihid.,

"MuCiwiya" ibid., II 80,3
spp

,

p -y tr~' 1

s* /9c,REM.

ii. This spelling is extremely c ommcn in proper names
_ 8
__
ending -an :
j
"Ramadan" PAR X,7 (90 A.H.J,
"Rucman" PSR iii,II,42 (91 A.H.);
"CTJthmpi", "Sufyan"

CJ-P-'’

(2nd—3rd cent, A.H.);

y j y

APEL

,

xv 249,8,9

"Marvan" AO xviiK3»

100, seal of no.9 (223 A.H.);

"Sulayman "APEL

I 48,12,14 (233 A.H.) etc.
c. Verbs:

Absence of alif marking ja in verbal forms is,

on the other hand, quite rare; I am able to record
only the following examples:
9
HPAF II, 17 (90/1 A.H.) ;

"they wished"
I

"God be blessed!"
10
Idttmann,~Arabic Inscriptions 6,7/8 (probably 207 A.H.)
"they need" APEL V 294,6 (3rd cent. A.H.);
"I paid attention" DAB 12,12 (3rd cent. A.H.);
apparently - J ? " m a d e
22,37,4 (295 A.H. )**
*

the optative
eJi U

a contract" Islam

It occurs several times in forms of

\

U'

"may (God) give health!" as

Jahn 1,31 (a. 100 A.H.);

688,5 (early 2nd cent. A.H.);

U

Hirbet el-Mird 43v,l (c„ 127 A.H.);

U) ^

Z-DMG 34,

(read so!)
BIE,

15

Beuxieme Sdrie 1,15,4 (elate ?)
d.

11

.

/•
y78a.

Of*

’'Oh!",of frequent occurrence in ASP (Blau,ASP,78/9)
seems not to occur in the papyri, The spelling of ga as
ya, however, while not known from ASP, is attested
12
several times :
"0 my master!" Jahn 7,6 and
PERF 615,5,11 in FWAP,l86/7 (both 2nd-3rd cent.A.H.)
and probably also DAB 36,8 (3rd-4th eent.A.H.);
ijjl

"0 messenger of God!" Ibn Wahb 97,2 (late 3rd

eent.A.H.).

For scriptio defectiva of words beginning

with alif after this particle s.

0 27d; 49b,ii.

e. Most, if not all, of the examples given above can also
/
be found written plene. as
^\5j
(read so!) PAF III,
3 (c. 90A.H•) ;
A.H.);

u

rJ_j^LP

PAF

VsjIS j

(178 A.H.) etc.

APEL IV 249,4 (2nd-3rd cent.
11,16 (90 A.H.), APEL II 77,9

The alternation

even the same document

is so arbitrary that

sometimes spells the same word

in two ways: APEL IV 261,7 (3rd cent. A.H.) has
"eight" but 1.17 spells
A.H.)

Ze)\

uif

; BAB 4,7 (3rd cent.

"al-Qasim" as against scriptio plena

in 1.1; ibid. 22,13 (3rd cent. A.H.)
but 1.14

-

5/3 hr

0>

>

"dinars"

•

f. In a few documents, however, there are signs of some
convention behind the alternation of

a

spelled now

with alif and now without. APEL IV 237 (249 A.H.) is
such a document, and is quite consistent in always
spelling the plural

^

"dinars" with alif but

the singular and dual without. The same convention is
followed by BAB 7 (3rd cent. A.H.).

16

-

Scriptio plena of si can also appear m words which in
arc
CAXcustomarily written without alif as a mater
lectioni3*
^
1
“
'—
---& \Jt> j-M
is rare : JEA xii, 173 (697 or 712 A.D*);
AO xvii/3^ 91,4 (339 A.H.).

Commoner are examples

involving tie demonstratives
which are
I o IP

i

sometimes written

,
I> \p

Qp%
>

,

»
*

APEL I 48,32 (245 A.H.); ibid, IV 291,22

(4th cent. A.H.);

^

:

Wessely 3,10 (3rd cent. A.H.);

APRL IX 4,13,18 (250 A.H.); APEL I 49,5 (297 A.H.);
Ibn Wahb (late 3rd cent. A.H.) e.g. 35,3; JESHO viii,
173,11 (310 A.H.);
(338 A.H.);

Grohmann, Papiri... M ilano 1,3,8

diPV:> •

Giessen 9,5 (c.178 A.H.); ibid.

10v,2 (early 3rd cent. A.H*); APEL V 288,14,17f.
(c.236 A.H.) alternating with

(j/J >

in 1.20; Grohmann,

TWA 4,9 (3rd cent. A.H.) and further referenc.es in
DAB, 145.

^3/ \p

"thus" occurs Ibn Wahb 74,9 (late

3rd cent.

A.H,), andfor

etc."these"

s.

/ 6lg.

£12

As in other branches of Arabic. alif map sura spelled in
9

CA with ya/ is very frequently found spelled with alif
as well as with yao .

Again, where two scribal c onven-

tions exist side by side (cf. the case of scriptio
pi ena/def ectiva of a* above £lOe) both alternate quite
promiscuously, even within the same document.
a. Fominal forms:

"villager" APEL III 153,8-9

(91 A.H.);

Lr— ^ "named" ibid., I 56,12 (239 A.H.);

"lord, master" Ndtzel, Katalog, no,2177 (178
A.H.); CPR 111,158,12 (229 A.H.);
DAB 13,2,12 (3rd oent. A.H.);

<>U (

"highest"

1 * > "claim" APE1 X

3,3 (2nd-3rd cent.. A.H.) ay agiiire t

> Arizejger

17
fler bstei-r. Ak.d.Wiss., phil.- hist;. Kl*,85,239,9APRL X 2 (227 A.H.) , etc.
b. Homina propria; y

^

175,3 (112 A.H.) but
AO

"Upioer Ashmun" APEL III

cr^

1*5?

"Antinoe"

*viit /3,98,7 (223 A.H.) as against

psr ±±±9

XXII,2 (90-1 A.H.) or APEL II 117v,3 (2nd - 3rd cent.
2
r
A.H.) ;
I " H e l i s a " ( <■ Y&'k/c) is consistently
*■"

*

•

spelledwith alif in APEL I 56 (239 A.H*), but t he sa#e
person appears only as

ibid. 48 (233 A.H*);

1j> L ( r e a d so with Dietrich, Islam 25,189) "Jumada"
Abbott, Pay.yum 1,32 (335 A.H.) etc.
with

For

alternating

s * Oiessen 5 n.6 .

c. Verbs;

y J> "undertook" G-iessen 9,5 (c.178 A.H.);

bX.

"named" APEL II 98,8 (236 A.H.);

5^

C^oint

so!) "winnowed", ibid., V 288,10 (c.236 A.H*);
(read so!) "did not remain " ibid., II 114,14d (241 A.H.)
Le > \

"brought a claim" APH 3,3 (297 A.H.);

"rented" APEL II 92,2,3 (3rd cent. A.H.);

"bought"

BAU 10, Fcxrtsetzung, 2,3 (405 A.H.) etc.
d. Particles:

"until" is very frequent, as Hirbet el-

Mird 23,15 (2nd cent. A.H.) and further references
ibid., 25 n. to line 15;
(late 2nd cent. A.H.);

"until, up to " J&hn 10,3
I

c

"perhaps " idem, 11,3

(late 2nd cent. A.H.), DAB 24,6 (early 3rd cent. A.H.);
(miswritten

UT-* ) "and if/when" APEL I 37,9

(393 A.H.).
e. Much rarer is the inverse phenomenon whereby alif
maqsura written in CA with alif is rendered by a spelling
' _ 3
/'
with .yao .
Here belong
(s^J
"such and such"
APRL IX 1,5 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.); Ibn War.b (late 3rd
cent. A.H.) 1 9 ,+ (!

a 'J

j

\ 'J

)s 4-9,3; 52,19’

18

5
"what?" ibid. 73,j; 91,16; 103,2 .
*

and

-jo U

f ♦ The yaJ cf alif mag jpura is occasionally preserved before
pronominal suffixes :

It** U

"God give us health!"

Jahn 3,4 (127 A.H.}, JESHQ xiv, 1,4 (mid 3rd cent. A.H.};
"he has leased it" APEL II 89,3 (209 A.H.);
L " m a y

He keep them alive!" APH 6,12 (322 A.H.).

REMARK. Speatal attention is due to the feminine forms
of L)j\ and

I when connected with pronominal

suffixes, for their interpretation is a matter for
delicate consideration.

At APEL II 86,8 and 87,7

(both 312 A.H.) appears the word
of them”.

' 11the first

Since this is written, as is quite usual,

' in unpointed script, the identity of the antepenultimate
letter is left in doubt.

Is it yah, in which case

would stand for GA <^ ^ a n d

would therefore

belong to this paragraph, or is it rather tao, i.e.
qsia) ^

standard

, representing a suffixed form of the sub
«)J

"first”, in which ease the word

would belong not here but to

$104?

The balance of

probability seems to be with the' latter alternative.
Not only does t he comparative rarity of the preservation

make the former possibility rather unlikely , but
also the interpretation as

distinctly

favoured by the explicit (pointed) occurrence of this
form in DAB 11a,3 (probably 30.4 A.H.).
considerations apply to the unpointed

Similar
L « v ^ * "one

8
of them (fern.)" APRI 17 3,4 (127 A.H.) , ibid., 4,4
9
(13V A .H.), 5,5 (contemporary?) , which could stand
either for GA
10

I or for the non-Classioal
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13
A s in CA, a in a small number of words can be marked
~
1
by waw as well as by alif i ©
"prayer" Khoury
68,12 (223 A.H.)5 APEL VI 394v ,B,12 (?) (3rd cent* A.H*)
as against

•J W

DAB 2,9 (probably 205/6 A*H.)*

Further cases e>g.
>lv

"their lives" Ibn Wahb 14,10;

"his prayer” ibid., 22,8 (late 3rd cent* A.H*)*

14
Scriptio defectiva/shortening of long vowels other than
a! is very rare.
a. For medial T I have noted only
1
on a coin of 75 A.H*

'’Deputy of God”

“

b. In Quranic orthography T in final position is often,
especially in the case of pronominal suffixes of the
2

first person singular, written defectively ; as such it
occurs in the papyrus mentioned above
(141 A.H.) quoting Quran 2,40:

^

QlO n.ll, 1 *11,
3
,rfear me” .

c. I have found no example so far of the t endency to avoid
_ 4
double waw or yao . The two waws, however, in
J)1
( § 11 HEM.) "that they should not give shelter" HPAF Y,

11 (91 A.H*) are perhaps to be regarded as a shortened
form of a spelling with three (CA yuovm,

15
a* To Judge from the transcriptions of Violet's Psalm-*fragment ay and aw are preserved and not contracted:
QtXcOti tu
Ojj

thorn";

~

"above"
/«.
y'XijjitT

c±>j

"and the rivers";

'j778,20,23;
i.
(Xi\\ov^A =

i

=
_

<J>i<uk
rfA*

•

=
"upon

"tabernacle

of Shilon"

Y 78,27,60.

Long diphthongs resulting from the alision of inter1
_
vocalic hamza were often .shortened I.e. --a ^i- > ayi> -ay- > -ay-, as
2
(3rd cent. A.H.) *

"CAbisha" FWAP 199>4,8
'
S. further y24a.

For the contraction of diphthongs the only possible case
is one of ay;> a

in Jahn,17,13 (3rd cent. A.H.):

*

"beast of burden” (so, with Levi della Vida, JAOS 64,
3
136 n.46) .
The spelling

CT ^

for

(y^’ "thing" is not rare in the

papyri,and may refle ct ay > ay, or rathe r , if shayy
is posited as -a likely pronunciation of the word
_ 5
ayy > ay . Some examples of &
: NPAF 1,13; APEL
III 153>13 and 158,17 (all 91 A.H.); and as accusative:
HPAF 1,18; PAF 17,8 (where read sol) (both 91 A.H.);
Grohmann, Aperju,90 n.2,11 (early 2nd cent. A.H.);
JESHO xiv,2,23 (mid 3rd cent. A.H.) .

To describe such an elusive phenomenon as stress on the
basis of written records only is at best a precarious
undertaking, and in the cease of the present material an
almost impossible one.

Froman unvoealized script

without accentual markings of any kind no reliable
information concerning stress-patterne is .likely to be
forthcoming.

The only text which might be made to

yield some data in thi3 connection is Tiolek's Psalmfragment♦

This has been studied by Blau, 3S0AS xxxv

480/1, where a theory of Maghribi stress is attempted.
The argumsnt, however, must be considered somewhat

21

Inconclusive; at any rate sucli a reconstruction cannot
"be said to emerge clearly from tin material for the
following reasons: (i) the very existence/non-existence
of a number of the diacritical signs is doubted by the
editor himself, the only person to have actually seen
1
the document ; (ii) the signs are applied inconsistently
(e.g. the plural suffix of the verb is sometimes written
— ov. with circumflex, as in the cases cited Blau, loc.
cit.480, but sometimes without as

^78,57);

(iii) there

are exceptions to the theory of oxytone Maghribi stress
(ibid., 481); (iv) some of the phenomena adduced can
be explained differently in accordance with Eastern
2
stress-patterns (as ibid.,481, £4.2) . Moreover, it
is easy to overstate the role of stress in the formation
3
of syllabic structure , a defect from which many of the
explanations in e.g. Yollers, Volkssprache suffer.

In

view of this state of affairs, therefore, it seems
unwise to make any general statement as to the stress—
pattern(s) obtaining in the language of the early Arabic
papyri.

•CONSONANTS

17
Geminate c onsonants in final position were s ometimes
1
proxxounced as single . This is made explicit only by
the transcriptions of Violet's text:
"perhaps**;
as against e .g. yiSfc =

XtjxX =

"The lord"
^

J jO
2
^'78,20,21 ,

"very" where the geminate

is clearly marked in medial position .

Devoicing of final consonants seems perhaps to be
reflected in some strata of Greek transcriptions of
Arabic words, but not in others (as ATessana or Tiolet's
X
Psalmfragment) « E.g. «Xov\ir WA1—WalTd” APEL I t,7
(86-96 A.H.) and the frequent

jULMf/itT / jjmCfjLlT

"Muhammed” of the early protocol texts .

For all practical purposes it can be stated quite
plainly that in the language of the early papyri hamza,
the glottal stop, barely exists, being weakened to such
an extent as to be e ither disregarded completely
(usually in those cases where in CA hamza has no kursT),
or absorbed into the categories of words containing
1
w or £ * This a phenomenon common to all non-Classical
varieties of Arabic .

Exceptions to this state of

affairs are rare indeed; the sign for hamza is extremely
uncommon in these texts, and as it occurs (so far as I
have noticed) almost exclusively in date or literary
3
papyri , it s eems not unreasonable to regard it mainly
as an intrusion from the CA tradition.

Accordingly,

I tend to believe that the absence of hamza in these
documents is better interpreted not as an innovation,
but rather as an inherited f eature 9 continuing the
situation prevailing ia those dialects of Old Arabic
which formed the basis of the CA orthography.

The

latter, as is well known, reflects a variety of the
5
language which had already lost the glottal stop *
The few attempts to indicate the glottal 3top by means
other than the hamza sign ere also either quite late,

or confined to literary texts, again suggesting the
influence of CA.

Here belongs the ’writing of double
_6
alif to mark a glottal stop adjacent to a long a :
~
~
7
c^\U- ^
"when she wishes'* ISiam 22,34,4 (28?.A.H.) ;
- it
"
®
^'Iri "quittances’* Wessely 47r,2 (440 A.H*) .
Possibly in this way should be understood the practice
peculiar to the papyrus text of Ibn Wakb (late 3rd
cent* A.H.) whereby the glottal stop in final position
after u is marked not as in CA by the hamza sign without
kursT, but by alif, as
"pearls'* (gen.) 71,17.
9
More likely , however, is that these are simply instances
of alif fasila (

2Ga;50a,iii) comparable to those

given in GQ 111,47/8, and thus attesting more to the
disappearance of the glottal stop than to its preser
vation; i.e. luolus
any other final

> lulu

I

( f20a) written, like

_

10

-u, with waw and alif

On the other hand, at least partial preservation of
hamza (and with it the case endings) is suggested by
eases such as
(91 A.H.) or

°j L* "its water" (nom.) PAP IVv7

APR1 I 18,13 (presumably c. 3rd

cent. A.H*) as against the more regular treatment
( § 21a)

0?

Grohmann, Apercu, S5n*6 (176 A.H.)*

For further examples s.

_^21c.

Post-vocalic hamza, when not followed by another vow&l,
is omitted, and the preceding vowel, if short, is
1
,
lengthened * Thus, for
"head" e.g. apUL IV
261, passim (3rd cent. A.H.) one can posit as that most
likely pronunciation;

ras, a supposition which derives

some s.upport from th& occurrence in roughly comtemporary texts of the plural
as e.g. AO vi,385,4,5*

0 "jv , i.e. rus ( § 25c)

Explicit attestation of this

feature is, in unpointed script, naturally rather un
common; for i^ >

T

X note (f\j{

ion!" (c. mid 1st cent. A.H.) ; «

"what a had opin
cji— -j."what a had

woman!11SALP 111,2 v,10 (late 3rd cent. A.H*);
"you wished" Ihn Wahb 15,8 (late 3rd cent* A.H.) and,
3
rather later, TOPS 5,441,1,2 (11th ■B'12thaent* A.D.) all four cases pointed with yao.

The development uo >

u is very probably to he deduced from the spelling

^3^3

"pearls" Ibn Wahb 71,17 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) where the
terminal alif is best explains d ( § 19) as alif f'asila
a

occuring after final u (in this case u

<

absence of the c.ase vowel according to

$ 2a).

b. It is

ub with

a result of this change that verba tertiae

hamzatae merged with the categcry of verba tertiae
_
c
t
_
4
yao ( ^ 79): gara:> ( \J> ) > gar a ( ^ j ) . This
adaptation of roots III2 to roots III (w/)x can also
be seen in noun forms of the patterns fa/i/uCl derived
from roots III2 .Here two treatments are possible: the
final.hamza (in CA without kuraT) can either be deleted
altogether ( ^ 23), or the word c an be visibly rederived
from a root. XII(w/)y.
only,7jb^I j ^

In the latter category I note

"the beginning- of creation" JNES v,172,2

(3rd'cent* A.H.)

and

(sic with danrna

£3c)
6
"fullness" Ibn Wahb 4,13 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) .
c. If, however, the preceding vowel was long-, the hamza
was simply omitted, .and the resultant long vcwel in
final position was, at least in nominal patterns ending

in CA with alif mamduda, shoi'tered, i.e. »
-si ( § 9a) — *

>

-IT

The resultant spelling w ith alif only

of all those classes of words which and in CA with
8
is almost too common to require illustration .
.
9
A few examples:
"wages'* PSR iiiyI ,8 (91 A.H.)
t\ —

and, as n. pr.hqm., APEI II 114,12 (241 A.H.);

^

"if Godwills" PSE^Lii,I,10,25 (91 A.H.), BAIT 2,2 (143
A.H.) et passim;
A.H.);

j

"black" DAB 38,8 (early 3rd cent

"faithfully" (= CA waf’aoan)

in the

papyrus mentioned above ^10 n.11^1.16 (141 A.H,);

$

"these" APED I 51,10 (195 A.H.) etc.
The same principle naturally holds good for hamza
preceded by longvaveia other than H, as

"evil"

e.g. DAB 26,4 (3rd cent. A.H.).

It was as a result of

$*20c that alif mamduda

maqsura coalesced as -ja (> -a

and alif

o 9a), naturally and

predominantly (s. however, below,b) spelled with alif
(£ |2).

The subsequent identity of these two endings

extends also to forms containing a pronominal suffix :
^JP

"their stipend" (acc,) PSH iii,I,25 (91 A.H.)
^"jour

A.H.); (?)

clients" (gen.) DAB 24,6 (early Irdoent
b Hvj "our sons" ibid,, 30,4?

"your reticence" (gen.) ibid., 43*9 (both 3rd cent.
A.H.); o)j* ^/"behind him" Ibn Wahb 32,14 (late 3rd
3
cent. A.H,);
cloak" ibid., 32,5 ? for verbs
cf. e.g. the common cjb \*\ "when there reaches you"
as NPAE V,X2 (91 A.H.)
Beside the very many cases where the reflex of CA

alif mamduda is written with alif ( ^ 20c), there are
also a number whei'e the spelling is with
examplest

*

Some

(jj> "rent" 3AU 4,5 and 6 (202 A.H.);

Grohmann, TWA 14 >4 (2nd — 3rd cent. A.H.); AO xviii/3,
113i3 (3rd cent* A.H.) as against
If e.g. APEL II 89,5
5
(209 A.H.) ; <
3 *^
"hirelings" Wessely 19,1 (2nd - 3rd
cent. A.H.);

^

"the *virgin1,r BIFAO lix,153,8 (late

2nd - early 3rd cent* A.H.);
"black" APEL II 81,3
6
(253 A.H.) as against b
e.g. ibid., 82,3 (same
date);

tffull receipt11 APEL I 42,4;

<3 ^ ^

"end" ibid.; cry? "red" ibid., VI 394r,B,5;
price" PWAP 139,5 as against

"high

b Q HPAF IV,4 (91 A.H.).

These last examples are from the 3rd cent. A.H.; from
the 3ate 3rd cent, and 4th cent. A.H. we find:

3

^ ^

n. pr. hom. Ibn Wahb 7,1 (cf. ibid., 11,20);
"reconciliation" DAB 1,8;

^ _^ "clothing" and

"cloak" Wessely 67,4 and 8.
In some documents both spellings, even of the same word,
occur side by side: APEL VI 391 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.)
"red" in 1 .5 , but
(3rd - 4th cent. A.H.)
as against KxjjW ^

in

ibid., 385

"Wednesday" in 11.11,15

in 11.12,13,16.

Por

^ ^ 9

"these" s. ^61g.
♦ Alif mamduda

can be spelled before pronominal suffixes

not only with alif alone and w ith elision of the glottal
stop fabove, a), but also with alif + waw/ya^, in a
7
manner conforming to the conventions of CA . These
spej.lings seem to indicate quite clearly at least a
partial preservation both of the glottal stop and of

.

: —

•

the case—system (of* $19 end),
nominative:

27

£lif. + 'wiW for the

"its water" PAP IT,7 (91 A.H*);

"the absolving of them" Stu&ia 5ina.itica XI,
lxx,14 (early 3rd cent. A.H.);

o L-J

"May He be

greatly praised I” (point and translate so) APEL I
39,2 (264- A.H.)

"their expiry" Islam 22,34,

5 (287 A.H.);

"its water" APR1 I 18,13 (presumably

c. 3rd cent. A.H.).
In several cases instances of the genitive spelled with
alif + yah alternating with alif alone for the accus
ative, apparently bear witness to the functionings of

8
a case-system

- this is of some significance, as the

other available evidence points unequivocally to the
conclusion that the case-system in the Arabic of the
papyri had broken down, and was already at a stage
comparable to that of the. modern colloquials ($161).
Some examples:

^0^

1,25 (91 A.H.) but

"their stipend" (acc.) PSR^Lii
in the contemporary NPAP II, .

22 which is from the same archive;
in the text mentioned
(gen.) in 1 .12; g) &

^U.>

"your blood"

10 n.11,1.6 (acc.), but
"your life" and

DAB 59,1 and 2 (3rd cent. A.H.) but

(acc.)
(£en*)

in 11*2,3Some documents, on the other hand, make nc such dis
tinction, using the spelling with alif alone quite
indifferently: APRL VI 19 (presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.)
g) \ju acc. in 1.1 as against gen. in 1
REMARK. It is perhaps worth stating explicitly that
I have so far not found any example of the hypercorrect application of these spellings with
ya-3 as documented by Blau, ASP, 90/1.

or

Of. $47 n*17.
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d. A most unusual feature in any branch of Arabic is the
writing of alif + ,ya^> for alif mamduda when
g that ending is not followed by a pronominal suffix .

In the

papyri I have noted two instances which, outwardly*
seem to illust'rate this phenomenon:
(y))^P 11these
10
people”
Grohmann, Papiri..> Milano 1,2,4- (3rd cent.
A.H*);

o JAJa cS'1
^-

85,2 C399 A.H.)

u

. pr * horn, (gen.) Wessely 84,2;

.

is not fully clear*

What lies behind these spellings
I rather doubt whether an explana

tion either in terms of diphthongization of final -]a,
or as a quite artificial abstraction from suffixed
12
forms written with alif + yaQ is applicable here *

It

seems, rather, on the basis of these examples, that the
yai> should be s een a s a glide, and the spelling a phen
omenon of (external close) juncture

.

This would tally

well with the circumstance that the first case is of a
demonstraiive followed by its noun and the second a
status oonstruotus .

Juncture of a different kind

(internal close) is perhaps exhibited by
14'
ing” APR! IX 1,5 (o* 3rd cent* A.H.)
e* For noun forms ending in

"beginn*

(mamdud munsarif) CA is

slightly hesitant as to how the hamza should be rep
resented when no longer in word-final position (nisbat,
feminine, dualr sound plural), recommending for the
most part that ham7a be retaineds out at the same time
allowing for ibdal to w

or y as in the case of

‘

What seems to be a clear instance of such a spelling
_ 16
with waw
occurs ?r. G-rohmanns TWA 20,5 (3rd cent. A.H.)
11

5^

1

rj

"two builders"

.

The more expected spelling

with yaP appears in C-rohmann, Forschungen zur Kunst
Asiens, In Memoriam Kurt Erdmann...302.passim (also 3rd

29
cent* A.H*), and cf.

(unpointed) "the water18
carriers" Wessely 91,2 (4th cent. A.H.) .

22
fotal assimilation of the glottal stop is no more
common in the papyri than in other strata of Arabic*
Regressive assimilation is illustrated, at least
outwardly ^ by

Cl^c \ "trust", occurring several times
1
in Ibn Wahb (late 3-^d cent* A.H.), e.g. 86,9; 73,2 *

For a possible example of progressive assimilation
s.

^73 n .2 *

23
A glottal stop in final position preceded by a vowelless
1

consonant was probably simply elided :

o—

^ '

n. pr. horn. Hirbet el-Mird 33*11 (1st - 2nd cent. A.H.)
1
—
V
;
j Jl\ "the man" NPAF 1,9 (91 A.H.), apparently also
DAB

4,6 (3rd cent. A.H.), Ibn Wahb 50,1 (late 3rd cent.

A.H.) .

24
Intervocalic hamza between heterogeneous vowels becomes

a * a°i >

ayt is attested by a number of examples, some

of them made explicit by the pointing of yah, in CA
1
the kuiv/i for _
hamza,
with
two
dots
• Words of the
.
2
pattern fa^ll develop through fay11 into fayyil , a
orocess for which I find only one example:

3

"hase" Ibn Wahb 50,3 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) .

^
xMore

readily available- are cases exhibiting the development
Hoi

>

ayi

ay which, through shortening of the

long diphthong ( J>15b), resulted in ^

(/I?) *

5?hi3 development is perhaps reflected in one of the
/r
two extant papyri from 22 A.H.;
"his squadrons"
5
Grohmann, Apercu 4-1,7 * Some mor e assured example s:
(pointed so) "al-Wahili" APEL III 167,93 (137 140 A.H., s. APEL 17, 251);

cJLugJ

j\

"four velvet

6
covers" Ak. Wien Denkschr. 62/1,67*4 (1st c~ent. A.H,) ;
t —
“
T
JZs-f "field." ibid. 33/1, 230,4 (203 A.H.) ;
n. pr. mul* "cA 5isha " Grohmann, FWAP, 199,4 and 8 and
~
8
S
Einfuhrung, 121 n.2 (both texts 3rd cent. A.H.) ; LJ
"angels" MPEr4,1Q3,23 (253 A.H,), VBPS 5, 12,16 (3rd
cent. A.H.) ;
A.H.-);

"wall" APRI 71 15,10 (c. 3rd cent.
10
"table" PWAP 174,5 (4th cent. A.H.) .

fha. shift aoi > a^; (and probably also >

ay) is further

demonstrated, it seems , by several words in 7ioletfs
/*'r c
3.1
Psalmfragment (c. 800 A.L.): ytuaoio1 "table" ^78,20 ;
"the angels" ibid. v. 25
"their fathers" v.57

.

Por

*;

.\JjJL

(JLJi "the Y/ater-

carriers" Wessely 91,2 (4th cent. A.H.) s. above ^ 21e.
and f or ^j\P etc.

$61g.

As an example of the intrusion of this..£ arising from
aoi > a£i

into other forms of a paradigm., I can cite,

(apart from the case mentioned

^21 n.14), onl

"to see one another" Ibn Wahb 21,8 (late 3rd cent.
A.H.)14.
Uoj >

uyi

is hardly exemplified by the form

"he was asked" (pointed so) which appears in Ibn Wahb
(late 3rd cent. A.H.) e.g. 16,6, though this is the
15
opinion of Blau, Emergence» 125
o > v

after I is also, but rather sparsely attested in

these documents*

"his sin:i Khoury 80,10 C229

A.K.) exemplifies iba

>

5J2-*

as does also

(presumably an error f cr

291*23 (4th cent* A.H.).

<Us)

lya > iyva

"will" APEL V

In this latter document

"because" appears with suffixes as LlJ ,
17
(all pointed with ya>) 11.40,57,63 , and the

,

18

.

same word is spelled

£;tJ DAB 42a,3,5

(c*304 A.H.)

Cf* also )U "that not" APRL Till 6,6 (presumably e. 3rd
'19
cent. A.H.) . For forms s ucii a 3 (&*** "your coining"
APEL V 310,11; Giessen 11,9 (both 3rd cent. A.H.) and
"my coming" (pointed so) APEL T 291,62 (4th cent.
A.H.) cf. the remarks of Blau, ASP,97,REM.C.
d. The remaining combinations of hamza flanked by heterogeneous vowels are very rare indeed:

uoa > uwa is

responsible for the passage of verbae primae hamzatae
into the category of verba primae waw (. ^ 77a); a m
awu is perhaps represented in

>

"provisions"

Wessely 91, 1 and 4 (4th cent. A.H.), but for i^u > ’
20
iyu I can produce no example *

f2
5

Hamza between homogeneous vowels is elided and the
complex resolved into the corresponding long vowel:
_

a. Aea >

a

1

is represented by the follcwing instances:
2
\ j>\ "his wife" oocuring already in PEEP 575,3 (mid
.3
7th cent. A.D.) ;
"Serge*s wife." APEL IT
250,3 (3rd cent. A.H.), as against the commoner

I

etc. as PSR iii, IT,8 (90/l A.H.); Islam 22,30,1 (2nd
cent. A.H.) and often;
7!
"quittance" PEEP 585*3
4
(75 A.H.) ; PAF X,5 (90 A.H.); BAH 4,2 (202 A,Hj;
Grohmann, TWA 12,2 (260 A.H.) and frequently

V

Vsti.*

32

:fsecure" in the papyrus mentioned above
1.16 (141 A.H.)}

\ "he

(late 3rd cent. A.H.) ,

j>10 n.3.1

saw" Ibn Wahb e.g. 13,12

lp[, "he

saw it" Wessely 56,10

(4th cent* A.H*)*
For forms which, externally, exhibit this shift, such
as (s)\j> "there came to you1f s.

<j21a, and for the

passage of verba mediae hamzatas to verha mediae w/y
s. ^78a *
hr i31 > T may be reflected in
above

"my coming " cited

^24c.

c. For uQu > u I have noted only
"leaders” APEI
9
III 167, 96 (137 - 40 A.H.) ; Khoury 140,12 (229 A.H.)5
"their poll-tax" AO vi, 385,4 and 5 (2nd
cent. A.H*), and in APRL XIY 2,2 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.)
10
read: (^jy for the edited c t j ^j
*

§26
Post-consonantal hamza is omitted with no further
1
change . This is attested several times in
<
"woman" , which appears in the following forms:
Hirbet el-Mird 18,7 (second half of 1st cent.
u 3
JUH.);
Khoury 150,19 (229 A.H.) ; APR1 XI 4,2 and
o

1.6; ibid. XV 1,2;

ibid*, Omisoum, p.221,20

(these three texts are undated by the editor, but belong
to c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

PER? 885,14 (297 A.H.) .

It’.is also responsible for the development of the plural
arus

arous "heads" at

/ 88d.

Extremely common is

the absence of post-consonantal hamza in derivatives
of the root sol "to ask" (cf.
VIII,5 (91 A.H.) ;

^78a):

J), > HPA?

Jahu 3,6 (127 A.H.)}

Kirbet el-Mird 20,2 (137/9 A.H.);

Jshn 5,4

(mid 2nd cent. A.H.); , - \ Byzantlon r.vii,214,5
6
(238 A.H.) etc.;
aJ—
DAB 26,1; 38s8 (3rd and
^

early 3rd cent. A.H. respectively).

Outside this root

I have noted this phenomenon in a verb only in
"he is distressed" DAB 33r,6 (early 4th cent. A.H.),
and, probably, in

O

(

$*73&)*

There are several details to be recorded concerning
the glottal atop in initial position:
1
The shift pu >

probably to be recognized in

the n. pr. hom. 1 . ,

Jahn 5,7 and 8 (mid 2nd cent.
2
A.H.), representing "Usama" . Bor the passage of
verba primae hamzatae

primae waw s.

§7 7.

Initial hamza is elided after an inse.perable prep3“
osition in:
cAr* "why?" Islamica 4,251,4 and
4
"with God's permission" ibid., 264 ,D . Elision after

^

. .,p„„,l, preposition o.cor. In ^
Sir" Jahn 16,3 (3rd cent. A.H.)

and in

-to ibn
(J^'

(read so with Dietrich, Islam 24,94) "to the acknowledgement"of" APEL I 59, 12 (341 A.H.).
6
Elision of the glottal 3top after the definite article
takes place in:

c o W * " f r o m

70,6 (3rd cent. A.H.);
365,12 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.);

Abu /ir" Wessely

"the asses" APEL YI
<•/>'^3

7

of Mortgages" FWAP 174,6 (4th cent. A.H.) ;
8
4
"first" Islamica 4,250,7 .

"Book
c_J_A\

The writing of only one alif when the word following

34
vocative ya begins with
is exc ssdingly
9
frequent in the papyri ; it would be a simple tash to
list dozens upon dozens of examples.

It is in the

nature of things that most instances occur before nouns
denoting family relationships:

^

^

»

'
’following is a brief selec
tion of references:

Jahn 9>4; 10,2 (late 2nd cent*

A.H*}; JESHO viii,305»10; Grohmann, IWA 10,2 (2nd 10
11
3rd cent. A,H.) ; Byaantion xvii,214,4 (238 A.H.) ;
APEL 7 292.12; BAB 12.11 (both 3rd cent. A.H.); Melanges
12
Massignon 111,376,6 (?); Ibn Wahb 55,9
(both late
3rd cent. A.H.); APEL 7 320,2 (328 A.H.); BJD II 287
e.g. 7,14 (4th cent. A.H.); APHL II 5,6 and 8; ibid.,
71 1,4 an& 18; 711 11,4 (dates not estimated by the
editor, but probably c. 3rd cent. A.H.). This spelling
>Uiy»»
, 13 : Hirbet
occurs also before the vocative
•**

w

el-Mird 23,5 (2nd cent. A.H.); AO i,20? (3rd cent. A.H.)
Islamica 2,223,3 (400 A.H.).
Exceptions to this convention are r ather scarce; I
14
have at hand only APEL 7 303,4 (3rd cent. A.H.)
and
BIPAQ

xxx,40,8,14,19 (late 3rd - early 4th cent.
15

A.H.)

.

-

16
e. The omission of hamza after wa
is exemplified by
"and may God preserve!" BIFAO xxx,39,2
17
> .
j
(late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.) ; 0^
"and

18

your sisters" BAB 33^,9 (early 4th cent* A.H.)
;
1 . j ,randalsofl Islamica 4,26?
, no.4 e.g. 24 ’19 ;
and after fa by

-o

"then its indemnification"
20
APEL I 54,10 (448 A.H.) .
~

f. Initial hamza is also elided in other cases as well,

35
including absolute initial
and

position

21 *

Both

t
/>--1

l-l

occur, the former already l:c PAF XII 6
22
(90 A.H., a* APEL III no*150)
, the latter e.g. APEL

IV 238r,5; ibid., 239,3; 241r,l*3; We.saeiy 21,3,5
(all 3rd cent* A.H.), and the two alternating in
identical contexts APEL VI 377 (288 A.H.) where in
11.22,26,30

,fS* (jr^

'

‘from various people"
23
^
in 11.9,71 .

,

is written, as against
Further examples:

o-" ^

>&

“indemnification" JAOS 56,

289,10 where read so with Abbott, ibid., 57,314- (205
24
A.H*): APEL I 56,16 (239 A.H*) ;
n. pr. loo.
25
APEL IV 224,1 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H*) ;
jg n. pr*
hom. APEL IV 250,5 (3rd cent* A.K.);

^rJ j) n. pr.
26
hom. Krall, Koptische Texte no.CII (4th cent* A.H.)
;
r> (read so!) n. pr. hom. Etudes... L^vi-Provencal
2Y
--- -----—
-----------J—
11,511,8 (263 A.H.) ; j * "brother1* Musdon Ixv

262.4 (4th-5th cent. A.H.);

\jjl>

.

4

250,7 .

Eor

<

sJ> v

r

s.

"also" Islamica 4,

—

/91c*.

REMARK. Some (loan-) words which are w x’itten in CA
both with and without initial hamza are also written
thus in the papyri:

"rice" APEL VI 423,11 as
it

against

Jj

Grohmann, TWA,2,9 (Loth 3rd cent* A.H*);

"two ounces" in the late text Islam 1,244,15
as against ‘OJ*j Grohmann, TWA 2,10 (3rd cent.
28
A.H.)
. Cf. also
j Sj \ /
jJJ
"goblet"
Grohmann, Elnfdhrung. 106,170; Hirbet el-Mird 48/9*

^28

Initial hamza is the result of dissimilation (?) of
~~

cayn before ha 3 in

\

1

"pacts" I si an*1ca 4,262*2 »

Although spirantisatlon of b is recorded for a number
1
of Arabic dialects , its presence in earlier times
cannot be deduced from sporadic transcriptions of Arabic
by Greek

u

as

oculf XX k X o u A t<f

(si vera lectlo)=

J J 4 ) ' ^ APEL I 9,2 (86—96 A.H.)? such spellings
'
2
are to be explained from within Greek itself *

The shift th

>

t, nowadays a characteristic feature
~
!
of many sedentary colloquials , is attested for

Palestine already in the middle of the first century
2
A.H* in
cBotJ (pointed so) ftwe send* , but not in
3
Egypt; until the 3rd century A.H. , at which period
there appear a number of instances where CA
explicitly pointed as

is

: APEL III 202,2,3,10;

IV 216, passim; Grohmann, TWA I6r,7; JNES v,172,6
(clearly pointed

).

Later examples: APEL V I ’

365, passim (3rd — 4th cent. A.H.) and frequently in
4
the collection published Islamica 4,249 ff •
There are some indications, admittedly of a rather
inconclusive kind, that devoicing of d >
in final position ( $18).

t took place

This suggestion is made

purely on the basis of certain transcriptions into
Greek, and I know of no example in Arabic itself of
the kind adduced by Blau, ASP,106.
dt > tt ' occurs in

"I praised God* occurring

in an unpublished Michaelides papyrus (c* 3rd cent.
A.H»);

jt

"I wished* LAB 53,5 (early 4th cent*

6
A.H,)

and

\>\ (divide so with

$70) "if you

7
wish" Islamica 4 S 263 recto» A,X; 264 recto, "8,1 •
c
V
dht

tt

i

Since dh has very probably, at least in

some strata of early Arabic, passed

>

d ( ^34),

apparent cases of dht > tt perhaps represent only an
extension of the assimilation dt >
<S<J \j "and I took” BAB 38,10

and similarly

tt (above, c):

(early 3rd cent. A.H.),

\ APEL VI 389>5 (3rd cent. A.H.}.

10
tht > tt

: Again, since th has shifted to t (above,

a) a ease such as

"I sent’1 APEL V 334,7

(before 278 A.H.) does not differ in principle from
the phenomenon described by Wright 1,56,

^90 REM.a*

!he shift tht

( < th)

> trfc, or rather, perhaps, t

+ Jt written with only one tao (cf. ^54c) may also lie
behind those cases where

^

/

cilJf

is used in
— r> \A°
— <■>Ir> J11

contexts which in GA would require
(^193c,ii; 195b-d) as ^ j \ O y C
WZKM 54,52,9;

^ tl cEjf

(both 3rd cent. A.H*);

"three quarters"

"three days" Wessely 94,7
cEJf "thirteen (dinars)”

APEL VI 390,6

(3rd - 4th cent* A.H.).

thth > tt, or

rather, similarly, t +■ t( < th

tt spelled with a single tefe, occurs in

-tth)

>

fs0 ®5S.)

"third of an eighth" APEL III 202,2,10 (3rd cent*
13
A.H.) .
REMAPS:

‘-coerced" BAU 13,3 (458 A.H.) is

not, as it appears to be, a fifth form of dhd in
♦

accordance wjith

/41, but a hyper-correct spelling

mutt ah ad (for which s. ^40c). Since tt < tt/
:|n'V*-"
W
0t
c
tt ( ^40a,b), the spelling tt was transferred to
«
*
render jfct even when the iatte^ivas of different origin

fin this case < ,dt)* The form is a monstrosity and
*' 14nothing concerning tao can be deduced from it
Per the haplology of -ta- in forms of the verb istafat
9

s.

£57 and for tab marbuta spelled with tao as oppo—

sed to haQ s. ^47a.

In some strata of the material studied here th as an
1
independent phoneme has disappeared . This disappear
ance is reflected in two ways;

(i) it has merged with

t ( ^30a) or (ii) it can be respresented by sTn ( $36b).
The fact that CA th can be spelled with (and pronounced
as) sTn has given rise to the inverse spelling whereby
CA s_ is spelled with (but not pronounced as) thab.
Such a hyper-correction seems to occur in the writing
of suftaja "bill of exchange" as
(so, with three
_
*
2
dots on the thab) JESHO viii,279,7 (3rd cent. A.H*) *

It is arguable, though not in any way certain, that
1
Moritz, El I,383b, was correct.in deducing from the
(I believe unique) spelling

— ■£ "treasurer"

HPAE 111,27 (= APEL III 149,27;90/91 A.H.) for the more
usual
(j\k— -a 1 f that the pronunciation of ^
was
,vx
not as an affricate (g) as in CA, but as a plosive
(g).

According to this interpretation the well-known

modern Cairene pronunciation of

£

as g would be

regarded not as a recent innovation, but as a contin
uation of the state of affairs in Egypt at the beginning
of the Islamic era.

Such a point of view could be

supported by further examples of loanwords/transcriptions
2
which fluctuate between (j and g 1 O V ^
<££.* hom.

APEL IV 217,2 (2nd cent* A.H.) as against

O'I iMd.,

220,3 (3rd cent. A.H.), I 60,3 (406 A.H*};

— -

n. pr. hom. APEL VI 365,6 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.) as
against

^ s— - ibid., IV 250,3 (3rd cent. A.H.},

I 37,4 (393 A.H.).
This conclusion, however, tempting as it may appear
at first glance, is fraught with difficulties:
legomenon, and so, it seems, are
Crj-K and

ii. Even a ssuming the identification of the Coptic equiv
alents of the latter two names to he correct, it must
he noted that the Coptic spellings themselves are not
stable, but fluctuate in a similar way, s. APEL 1,190;
ibid., VI,15.
iii. Words containing g can be adopted in Arabic with both
£

and rj , s. e.g. Praenkel, Premdvv5rter, xviii/xix,

121; Blanc, qal-gal,20.
iv. Words originally containing k adopted in Arabic are
also known to fluctuate similarly* s. e.g. Praenkel,
pp. cit.,230,275/6.
v. Even if it is admitted that (in some contexts) reflexes
of o and g were similar ( or identical), it does not
follow that
Cairo;

g

was therefore a plosive as in modern

(j could conceivably have been fronted, cf.

Blanc, art. cit.,22.
vi. The Cairene g seems, in fact, to be of quite recent
origin, s. Blanc, ibid., nn. 12,77,99 (where read /g/
for / g 1/ and vice versa).

Islamica 4,249,3 is printed the word;

trans-

40
1
lated "he washed" *

This is certainly to be repointed

with hha^ and interpreted as the common Maghrebi/
2
Egyptian kh—s-l < gh~g—1 (khs < ghs) •

34
That the interdentals had shifted to plosives, at
least in some early dialects, is clear from the case
°f th > t_ ( $30a), and phonological symmetry requires
dh to have been affected by a similar shift, i.e. dh >
d •

This, of course, cannot be demonstrated from un2
pointed texts , but remains a safe enough assumption.

35
The assimilation sb <
*1^3^

bb is attested by the doublet

"coriander" APEL VI 423,9 (3rd cent.. A.H.)

and

v — -'ibid., 420,6 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.);
1
426,4 (3rd cent. A.H.) .

36
1
a. for an early example of the shift js > j3 I have noted
only

— - "wool" APRL VI 11,11 (date not estimated
2
by the editor, but c. 2nd cent. A.H.) . In several
documents from the 5th cent. A.H. the word
*C
3
(
<
?) occurs : APEL I 61,3 (423 A.H.);
ibid., 62,3 (429 A.H.); BAU 21,4 (447 A.H.); ibid.,
20,3; APEL I 54,3 (both 448 A.H.); ibid., 67,5 (450
A.H.)} the spelling with _s appears rather more rarely,
t

as APEL I 63,4 (434 A.H.).
b. Grohmann,APEL VI,242 cites an instance
spelling

*

— J

(date?) of the

"tragacanth", thu3 demonstrating

4
the development th > js (cf\ ‘above

^31)

§37
A curious and somewhat confusing1 feature of some
documents is that sTn appears to be differentiated from
shTn by the very same diacritic device a3 is used to
differentiate shTn from sTn, i.e. three dots (or a
dash) *

A good example of such a text is APEL III 170

(3rd cent. A.H.) which, by explicitly writing
J* LJX’I "ten strokes of the whip" and

C — -**'

H i I "survey

ing", clearly gives the impression that s_ and sh had
coalesced.

Now, the loss of the jsish contrast is a

phenomenon not altogether unknown from modern dialects,
where examples range from sporadic cases of dissim
2
ilation to more or less regular shift * Is it entirely
idle to ponder the possibility of a connection between
these two states of affairs, or is this* usage of the.
diacritical points to be reckoned purely a s a phenome
non of orthography?

1
The shift s > s occurs in the following cases:
“
~
2
“we measured (it)" DAB 8r,6,10 (3rd cent* A.H.) ;
o - W 1 (?) "Pentateuch" Ibn Wahb 15,11 (late 3^d cent.
< "the terrace" Abbott, Fayyuxa 1,5,15

(335 A.H.);

c

For the alternation

3
"copper" APEL III 119,6 (348 A.H.) *
/

ajuuJ*

q*

^36a and for

further examples Grrohmann, Einftlhrung, 104 *

§ 39

a. There are no direct indications as to the pronunciation
1
of fj? in the period of Arabic examined in this study .

4-2

Two attendant circumstances* however, enable one tc
draw what seems to-be a fairly safe conclusion con
cerning its realisations

(i)

(J? and J? had already-

merged early in the second century A.H. (s. below, b
and.

$4-1). and (ii) the inter dentals

H

and

passed tc the corresponding plosives (s.

> had

30a,34).

Now, since th and dh had shifted to jfc and jd; it stands
to reason that J? , the third member of the interdental
triad, had also shifted to the corresponding (’' e m p h a t i c " )
2
plosive, presumably therefore & . Farther, since
within the history of the language it was (j? that was
absorbed into JI
?* and not vice versa3 , it must follow
that the pronunciation of (JP too was plosive, not
spirant, and that this process wa3 complete in some
4
dialects by the early second century A.H. . Such a
reconstruction would be fully in accord with the
situation obtaining in most modern dialects, where
reflexes of

C;P are pronounced as plosives in dialects

which have lest the Inter dentals, and a s spirants in
5

those which have not *

At least for a later period,

this realization d for (JP can be directly demonstrated
*

in

*eJjLP

"eleven" (below,c) and is probably (but,

not certainly!) reflected in dt > Irfc
*

t>

( §§ 30 REM.;

» «

4-0c) .

b. The earliest certain occurrence of
(~J> < Jk
P 6 is
* t "and keep!" WZKM xxxii,277,14 7 .
from 101 A.H.;
Further examples:

’.
’’
great” in an unpublished

Michaelides papyrus (early 2nd cent. A.H*);
(read so!) "X was expecting" Jahn 5,7 (mid 2nd cent.
A.H.) and another instance cf the same root in 1.8
8
. i i - (recorded in the apparatus) :
j^p Li*-*

"you can argue the matter, and X can ascertain5*' DAB
9
10
4,7 ;
j*
> **strung-pearls*- JHES v, 176,10
(both 3rd cent*. A.H.);

(read sol) ’‘great”

APEL p.222,21 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

(?)
11

"

"the pure" APEL V 329,3 (4th cent. A.H.)
The only example I have found of the shift A > ji,
"T
and ®t tne same time the only direct evidence for the
12
plosive pronunciation of
(Jf (above, a)
, unfort
unately occurs in a rather late document (s. £ 27 n.4):
X J)

"eleven" Islamica 4.267,4,4

.

tt > tt:
A & ,f^° y°u see omens?" Ibn Wahb 98,2
*
••
~
i
(late 3rd cent. A.H.) . Cf. ^73 a.
tt > tt may be present in
*

(ii

"care of you both

2

• •

DAB 31,6 (early 4th cent. A.H.) .
,

’

dt > tt;

Since

"constrained" BAB 22,4 (407 A.H.)

o/

and

3

J* had coalesced in pronunciation

( § 39a), the resultant sound, inmost cases probably
d (ibid.), could be spelled with either* letter.
of

(j£> for CA

phenomenon,

J? are listed at

for* CA

Cases

$39b; the inverse

occurs as follows:

2
"His bounty" ZDMG 34,688,8 (early 2nd cent. A.H.) j
cC^Li3

(read so!) "you have received it" JESKO xiv,

6,12 (mid 2nd cent. A.H.) ;
y?

"forenoon"

"so went astray"

Khoury 154,1;5 (223 A.H.,) ;

(so, w.ithj) "and in his presence" APEL II 98,11 (236
A.H.) and the same word again BAIT 21,29 (447 A.H,.;

44
-i p
where wrongly transcribed with dao :
6*
APE! V 291 s18 (4th cent. A.H.) .

j{•*■
vij

^settlement”

§42
a* h > £:

"mandrake” Ak. Wien Denkschr. 33,236,
C
x
5 (3rd cent. A.H.) <>

b* A very widespread f eature in modern Arabic dialects is
the dissimilatory disappearance of c in the numerals
2
14,17 and 19 * The earliest example, so far as I know,
of this phenomenon is found in

”fourteen"

APEL VI 365,10 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.) (cf.

$95a).

£43
a. Eor the alternation of

q

with

^

s. above

^32 .

b. The. Iirkish name Tugh.j, held by the founder of the
IkhshTd dynasty and generally spelled -v ith ghayn in
Arabic sources, is plainly written with s^af AO xviii/3,
85,6 (328-33 A.H.) .

^*44
It is probably somewhat optimistic to expect Greek
transcriptions of Arabic words to provide any infor
mation on such a delicatesubject
of 11 in the pronunciation of

as tafkhim (taghlTz.)
I
"
“
9 but what small

hints there are seem to suggest that the position was
not uniform.

On the one hand, the transcriptions of

Violet's Psalmfragment (c. 800 A.D.)
ii t

-

dJJl

against

i

;

■ ■i i■ m -|in n

— --------

f?fAA«<u ( f 78,22)
|

k X X pco
(ibid., w . 31,595 ~
c
/c
f
€\.l .\£U (v.56) = *J )apparently

J

^

(as

intend

-

-

2

Allah with a back vowel, i,et Allan with tafkhim ,
* 9

while, on the other hand* transcriptions of
as

tfprtXXfc/£

^

5 i.e. with, a front vowelbefore (and

occasionally after) the 11, might well be thought to
“
4
reflect a pronunciation without it *
For the assimilation nl > 11 in

3^

s.

§ 51e and for

the assimilation of the 1 of the definite article to
sun-letter$= s.

§ 52b,c.

As in CA, final m of the apocopate of ^
after 1
1
r
may disappear , e.g. HPA? X,8 C90 A.H.); PSR iii,I7t7
(90/l A.H*); likewise after
15 (latejrd cent. A.H*)*

"if": Ibn Wahb 65,

Unlike CA, however, dis

appearance of final n also occurs in the papyri after
ay in the status absolutus of the dual X

§ 85d).

Tanwih on rare occasions is written with nun:

\

’’roots" SUMO 92,131,9 (cu 241 A.H.) alternating with
in 11.8,10;
fi_jJ— * "lodgings" APEL II 97,
2
9 (356 A.H.) * In only two words is this spelling
found in CA3 ; one of these,

*1
& >
\

"then" 4 , appears in

PSR iii,IIIs85 (91 A.H.) and SALP I,6r,4 (2nd cent*
A.H.).

The only indications of tanwTn being pronounced

as in pause, i.e. without the final n, are
"very" Violet, Psalmfragment,
A.L.) and perhaps (?)
cent. A.H.) for which s.

ye.£f«

Y 78,29 (c.800

j I "first" LAB 31,4 (early 4th
^47b,REM.

Final n is written as m in PAF X,3 (90 A.H.), where
t

<C

—

n. pr. loc =, and likewise

probably PSR 111,1111,4 (contemporary) •

The dissimulated form

"reverend"

<

Kpptx,

fcz (C appears already in PSR iii X,6 (91 A.H*};

Hirbet el-Mrd 46, address (2nd cent. A*H.).

Disappearance of final - h is demonstrated not only
by the alternation of alif mamduda / magsura with tad
marbuta, i.e. -ah > -a ( $47b ff. and cf.

^9a) ,

*

but. also by the marking of final -a by had in other
2
cases as well ( §5) .
Elision of intervocalic h seems to take place in
3
"their hands" APED V 314,4 (3rd cent* A.H.) *

jT j^\
C- '

The behaviour of ta^ marbuta was very similar to that
current in most modern dialects, i.e. -a/e (not -ah,'
1
§ 46a) in status abgolutus , as against a/et in status
constructus *

This is made quite clear from the trans

criptions of Violet's Psalmfragment (c .800 A.D.), where
c
the st. abs* is regularly rendered by -0, but the st>
constr., when it occurs, by - t .

Of the latter there is

only one examp7i.e: ^pajAfr c-xvVoyjX"tabernacle of Shiloh"

^78,60 .

^

This alternation is

only very rarely visible in documents in Arabic script:
JAOS 56,289,2 (205 A.H.)
"allotment" (constr.) as against 1.7
"this allotment"r.

(read so!)
W J U (! $6ld) J P

It is, however, confirmed by

the fact that the spelling of the fern, ending in st.
3
constr. with
<jr.- is not uncommon , particularly in

Scare spelling for the fem* ending in st. abs* appears
5
not to occur at all * Some examples:
cr^
6
" y © ^ thirty-one" JRAS 1930,322,7 (31 A.H.) ;
.

o r ,

(!

14a) O

jX p

"Deputy of God" Archaeologica

Orient alia in Memoriam Ernst Herzf eld, 158 (75 A.H.);
"food taxes" PAP X,3 (90 A.H.) ;
"mercy of God", Arabic and Islamic Studies...
5*A*R. Gibb 23,13 (106 A.H,), BAH 2,3 (143 A.H.), BAB
7*17 (3rd cent. A.H*), all three cases to be read so;
"wife of Serge" APE1 IV 250,3 (3rd cent.

8
A.H.) , and, from later times. Islamica 4,261,7
-

V

c--— - ■ "parting from the young ones" 9 .

The pronunciation of tao marbuta in st. constr. as t
*

is further borne out by the very rare transference of
this jfc from the numeral to the counted noun, s. ^93*
REMARK:

The frequent spelling

as opposed to

41^

"daughter"

in status constructus is

probably not to be reckoned among those cases where
CA

is spelled

in st. constr., although it

was certainly influenced by them

*

However, it is

only in st* constr* that I have noted this form in

11

"

the papyri

12

™

:

Hirbet el-Mird 48,2 (1st cent* A.H.)

AO xii,110,2,5 (2nd cent. A.H.). APEL, II 91,2 (2nd 3rd cent. A.H*); ibid., I 48,25 and 56, passim (233
A.H.* and 239 A.H* respectively); AO vi, 390,2 (249
A.H*); Stndia Sinaitlca XI, Ixix-xx, passim, (early
3rd cent* A.H*); Giessen nos.7,8 passim (279 A.H.);
Islam 22,37,4 (295 A.H.); BAH 10, Eortsetzung,3 (405
A.H.) etc,, alternating with

, which is less

common, in the same position, e.g*:

APE1 I 51,5

48
(195 A.H.); ibid* IV, 241 ,0 (3rd cent. A.H*}; Ibn
Walib 18,1 (late 3rd cent* A.H.) and the very much
later text (749 A.H.) in Grohnnnn, Stufli*. *Calderinl
**•11,501,3; 502,1*

When connected to pronominal

suffixes or in forms of the dual, tha two spellings
are, of course, indistinguishable! APRI I 5*11 (1st
cent. A.H* js. FWAP 171 ); APEL IV 254,10 (c*280
A.H*); Islam 22,37,2 (295 A.H*); ZLMG 95,62,8 (336
A.H.) and, for a case of the. dual, JESHO viii 174,8
(310 A.H.}.
In some d ocuments the spellings
occur side by side.
cent. A.H.) uses

/ cUb

Thus ZDMG- 34,688,2 (early 2nd
d p

in st* constr. but has \^X>\$

689,18 in status pronominalis; APH,1 (342 A.H.), on
tha other hand, employs just

opposite practice:

dJL/\ fat* st. o onstr. (11*2,4,13) as against
in st. pron. (11.2,7,12).
early 3rd cent. A.H*) uses

Jahn 12,2 (late 2nd in st. constr*t,

whereas on verso the same w o m a n s name is written
'appai'ently, with

•

b* After the loss of final hamza the termira tion alif
mamduda coalesced with that of alif maqsura as -a
*

( § 21a)

>

a ( ^9u); ta> marbut a was also pronoun

ced (outside status construotus) as ™a (above, a).
The result of these developments v/as that reflexes of
all three endings, alif mamduda and maq,sura and taJ
m

mar but a (including alif + ta^ marbuta_) became
identical, and each could therefore be spelled with
the orthography of, or pass into the category of the
13
other * For alif mamduda and maqsura behaving in
this fashion s*

^^12;2Ib*

REMARK:

It is possible that In o m case had/ta?

marbuta may mark a reflex of CA tairvTn alif, such
*
™'""
as occurs in JA (Blau, JA»152) but not, apparently,
in ASP (Blau, ASP,323 REM.).

DAB: 31,4 (early 4th .

cent. A.H.) reads

.

be certain from Taf. xi that
is written.

It is hard to

and not simply

If the f ormer is read then it seems not

unlikely that it represents

and should be

translated "deserving of praise first and foremost"
(Dietrich: "an erster Stelle").

In support of this

could be cited the JA examples (likewise adverbs) as

<X) yi'j DAB 68,4 (3rd- 4.H, ant. A.H,).

well as

It seems less likely that
CA

should represent

(s. e.g. Wright 1,260*) with

__
14
Ta^ marbuta for alif maq sura
:
“ ~ *
: (
“ ”*
•
Grohmann, TWA 3*10 (3rd cent. A.H.)
"first" and the question of

tr> I

»

§5.

"other"
For

*0j\

( "one (f.)" s.

§ 12f,

REM.; 91b; 104.
_
_ 16
Alif + ta? marbuta for alif maq sura
occurs, as far
as I have observed, only in status pronominalis, thus
demonstrating not merely a spelling variant of final
-a (as below,e), but a genuine passage from the category
alif M q sura to alif + tad marbuta.

This is how I

prefer to interpret APEL IV 234rl (270 A.H.);

(s'j-^. ^

17

LA' \ j?

"and what follows it3 course"

, and perhaps
18

also Mdlanges Islapiologiques ii,92,9 (3rd cent. A.H.)
_
19
Alif (maosura) for jao marbuta
is simply a spelling
variant of tad marbuta pronounced in jst. abs. as -a
4

(above, a).

It may occur ZEMG 92, 111,5 and 122,5

(243. A.H.) in

LI; M

"the buildings (?)"«•

Of* further

.

the spellings of the phrase ( $36a)
2^

* cjjt^

"with one s triking of the hands" occurring

frequently in deeds of sale.
is also written

{j

in this expression

s APEL I 61,3 (423 A.H*);

ihid., 54,4 (448 A.H.)? 67,5 (450 A.H.), partly by
i
I i^
20
attraction to
j
which generally follows •
A late example (s.

$ 27 n.4) of this feature in

status pronominalis (involving therefore not merely
variant spelling but genuine morphological transfer)
appears in

°

"its night" Islamica 4,250,15

(as against

ibid., 251,4).

_ 21
^/
Tao marbuta for alif mamduda
is rare:
*
""
"tragacanth" APEL VI 444,3 (3rd cent. A.H.) with further
references given ibid., 242, and

y vVl

"Wednesday"
e

'

22

is recorded by Grohmann, EinftUarungv. 101,222 n.5
23 '
Alif + tao marbuta for alif mamduda :

*1 /
c \J>

*

"rent"

almost certainly (pace the ^editor) occurs beside

^3

JESHO Xiv,22,12 (208 A.H.) and also APEL VI 391,11
(2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.);

o

U m JI

Pa,piri... Milano 1,3,4 (338 A.H.) and
ibid., 1.6;'
A.H.);

•

^1/^5

"white" Grohmann,
—X

"black"

n. pr. mul. APEL I 37,7 (393
"spacious" ibid., I 61,3,7 (423 A.H.)

2 4*
♦

__
_
_ 25
26
Alif (maqsura) for alif + tao marbuta
I find only
in

"shepherds" Jahn 17,15 (3rd cent. A.H.).

Tab marbuta for alif + tab marbuta. can be recognized
------—
c7)
“
^27
in
It-'3
"woman" <
( § 2 5a) , and, perhaps,
in

"Torah"

£lOa, REM.A.

A form which occurs fairly regularly in legal deeds
is

"with his knowledge", existing beside the

more frequent

:

APEL II 9 3,>3 (read so?), 11

(251 A.H.); ibid., 129,2,3 (272 A.E.); 3AV 11,16
(276 A.H*),' Giessen 7,12,16 (279 A.H.); APEL I 46,2
(3rd cent. A.H*).

This spelling" nary perhaps be taken

as an example of the omission of tao marbuta before
28
a pronominal suffix . Another case which may be
included here is

plausibly taken as =

Mits fore-courts" APEL I 54,6 (448 A.H.) and
29
a
'30
ibid., 67,12 (450 A.H.) . Por
lU U * s. £40b .
It is not only in JA that the marking1 of final

in

the 3rd person feminine singular of the perfect by
_
31
tao marbuta occurs . The earliest example I have come
32
across is
<t*Jj "remained1* BIPAQ ii,122,6 (224 A.H.)
Purther

"she died" ibid., 128, no.9, 4/5 (263

A.H.)•
The alleged occurrence of taQ marbuta
mmi- - for fanal t
# in
7 W

=

"tailor" Grohmann* IWA 4,8 (3rd cent.
33
A.H.) is, I believe, quite impossible

The expression of tashdXd not, as in CA. by a diacritical
1
sign , but by the writing of the relevant consonant
twice, is very uncommon.

In one case occurs the morph

emic spelling whereby the final radical of the verb a m
the first of the suffix are not united, but written
2
«
separately ;
(—
of Quran 9,128)
VBP3 5,422,21 (3rd cent. A.H.).

Otherwise I Lave so

far found this phenomenon only in the later (s.
texts Islamic a 4,251,10
with clay";
Por

^ jJ0\

ibid., 253,6

27 n*4)

"bottle daubed
"good,pur e ".

Jahn 17,24 (3rd cent, A.H.) reads

*
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a* For a discussion of alif al-wasl in the transcriptions
of Violet’.
3 Psalmfragment s. Blau, ASP,125, where the
suggestion is made that it was pronounced in verbs but
not in nouns.
b. The presence / absence of alif al~v;asl in the writing
*

of

A

'*sonlf is not always in accordance with the

conventions ( in^as^much as such, can be said to exist)
of GA:
1
i. Alif al-wasl is absent after (separable) prepositions :
*

after

<J\ APRL XV, 38r 13 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.) 5 after

APEL V 29B,9 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.); after
JNES v, 176,18; after
Milano
ii.

1,5, e.g. 1.6

^

Grohmann, Papiri...

^

(both 3rd cent. A.H.}.

It may also be absent after vocative y a .(cf. for alif
al—qatc

^27d):

^

^ L ”0 cousin!” DAB 65,6,14

(late 1st - early 2nd cent. A.H.)- ;

ibid.,‘

33 e.g. recto,3 (early 4th cent. A.H.) can, but need
not, be regarded as = ya bunayya.
iii. After wa, —ibn
— is written without alif al-wasl in
APEL VI 392,14 (3rd cent. A.H.); APEL I 16,4 (?)
‘

»

(presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.); APEL V 291,33 (4th cent
A.H.)s (Cf. for alif al-qatc

^27e)

iv. and in other cases as well:
Malih. has been appointed" APR! I 5,16 (1st cent. A.H.,
s. FWAPr171)5 j

dK

“the ships of the

son of the AmTr a|l~MuominTnJ" PSR iii, XXII,3 (90/l
A.H.);

£/<

"Ibn

al-Zubayr used to pray

Melanges Massignon 111,376,12 (late 3rd cent* A.H.);
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V

e^. ^

God,

Tonifoattab*'

(4th cent. A-,H.), (For alif al-qatc s.
*5

v.

APEL V 291,24

^2?f.).

Ibn. spelledwithout alif. may stand at the beginning
3
*
of a line : EWAP 137,20 ; AO vi, 369,5 (both 237 A.H,);
APH 2,21,23 (295 A.H*); ibid., 3,3 (297 A.H.)? 4,5
(314 A.H.)•

vi* Some cases of ibn spelled without alif at the beginning
of a line occur in absolute initial position (usually
5'
in lists of names) : Hirbet el-Mird no.33, passim
(1st - 2nd cent* A.H.); APEL XV 250,1,5,9; ibid., 252,5
(alternating with

£j->\ in the same position);

ibid. 71,402,6; 434,4,8,13; 439,3,7 (all 3rd cent. A.H.)
VI 396, e.g. 8 (4th cent. A.H.).
vii. On the other hand, ibn may also be spelled with alif in
cases where CA orthography omits it, i.e. when occurring
6
between the name of the son and that of the father :
Jahrb. d* flat, bya. Ges. ix,3 (22-54 A.H.) where read
so; Grohmann, Papirl... Milano I, 6c, recto,8 (1st cent.
A.H.); Mdlangea Xslamologiques iii,18 no.42 (105-16
A.H.); ibid 33 no.114 (c. 125 A.H.) Hirbet el-Mird, 46
address (2nd cent. A.Ho) where read so; APEL IV 271,10
(c. 273 A.H.); Islam 22,40,27 (295 A.H.); APEL IV 277,
7 (alternating with CA orthography in the same line);
ibid., V 33^,1 (both 3rd cent. A.H*); AO xviii/3,89,8
7
(337 A.H.); APEL VI 367,2 (4th - 5th cent. A.H.) .
c.

,— > “in the name of God15 is regularly spelled
^ *
8
in OA without alii * In one case, occurring in a
rather obscure magical text , this formula is spelled
with alif: APRL XIII 3-7 (probably e. 3rd cent. A.H.),
and in another, JE3H0 viii,282,1 (3rd cent* A.H.) the
alif appears in the wrong place:

^— >1 .
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^

Alif al-wasl. may also be omitted after wa:

— -_>

*

“and his name11 ZDMGr 34,689,14 (early 2nd cent, A,H,);
(! $66)

“and greet!*1 ibid,, 16;

“and beware!” APEL V 314,5 (3rd cent, A aH„);
“and the drawing of water” APEL II 97,6 (356 A.H.),
and after fa:
cs
"so buy!“ APEL V 311,2 (3rd “
9
4th cent* A,H,) * Less certain are
(— ‘if1 U
“departed”?)

APEL III 203 between 11*16/17 (3rd cent.

A.H.) and

“there stirred (?)n (-

G

?)

ASAE ix, 194,4 (date ?)*
Por alif al-qate absent in this position s.

$27e,

for the wasl of ibn, above, b, iii and for that of the
article

$52c.

e* There seem to be no clear early examples of the omission
of alif al-wasl after a preposition,

as of the only

two cases I have noted one is the problematical reading
of Hirbet
el-Mird 49,5 ( $97c) and tlae other from the
v
late (s. ^27 n*4) text Islamica 4, 252,2:
“on two”.
Cf*

^ \ below

^52 n*9 where a possible example

of the absence of alif al-wasl of the definite article
after

is also mentioned.

f. Quite without parallel is Ibn Wahb 9,11 (late 3rd cent,
A.H.):------- --- P

(pointed, apparently, so) “what

is your name?", presumably the result of ma smulr >
masmuk ( § 9d)

> musmuk

Por spellings of
f

s*

s. above, e, and

«

( $3c).
s-

§§ 25e; 26; 471; for

$*47a REM., and for the numeral “two11
^92a,
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^ 50
a* Alif fasila very frequently appears in cases where it
“
~
'
1
would not he usual in CA (though, admittedly, the
2.
position there is by no means uniform ). Some examples;
i. Outside the 3rd person plural of verbs:

"so I

hope" APEL 7 288,19 (c. 236 A.H.); iMd., 298,7 (read
sol) and verso,2 (3rd — 4-th cent. A.H.);

^

LAB 24,13 (early 3rd cent. A.H.), and very commonly in
3
this verb ;
( "I summon" APRL XV 3 8 v ,1Q (c.3rd
cent. A.H*)*
ii. In nomina propria: frequently in

->V "Edfu" as

LAB 2.,9,19 (probably 205/6- A.H.); ibid., 3,8 (3rd cent.
4
A.H.}; APEL V 312,8 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.) . In other
nomina propria:

LAB 24,8 (early 3rd cent. A.H.); ibid.,
5
lr,ll (late 3rd cent A.H.) .

iii. In nouns I have only noted this spelling in Ibn Wahb,
for which s, the editor’s introduction p.v and also
above ^ 19;20a.

It appears to be restricted in this

text to those, nouns which in OA end in waw + hamza.
b. Alif fasila may also be absent, against CA, in the
#

3rd person ‘plural of verbs; the apelling with final
alif is, however, much more frequent:

j jj_

VI

"that

they should not give shelter" (— CA yuowu, ^77 REM.)
EPAE V 11 (91 A.H., s. APEL III no. 151);

V

"they do not pay" (point so and translate the verb with
Levi della Vida, JAOS 64,131) lahn 9,4 (late 2nd cent.
A.H.);

oV.

“iikey came" LAB 26,5;

"(days) had

ai

passed" Grohniarm, TWA 21,2 (both 3rd cent. A.H.);
"they greet" APEL VI 20,5 (e. 3rd cent. A.H*).

Some texts are quite inconsistent- in their writing of
alif fasila , so, e.g. ZDMGr 34-,688*10 (early 2nd cent.
*

" L'' '

A.H.) %

yf

U ,fwrite and then deliver!” and

APEL 7 291 (4th cent. A.H.).
In one case what is presumably alif fasila is added in
«

the wrong place (pseudo-correction?):

j

G

"they

paid" DAB 30,1, and in another unpublished document
from the Michaelides collection it is maintained
before a pronominal suffix:

^ \jy* I "they ordered me”

(both 3rd cent. A.H.)*

The end of a line need not,and frequently does not,
1
coincide with the end of a word *
Combinations involving U as their second element can
2
be written as one :
"about that which” Hirbet el—
Mird 18,5 (second half of 1st cent. A.H.}, BAB 13,12
and 20,3 (both 3rd cent. A.H.);

"on account of

that which” APEL II 77,7 (178 A.H.), BAH 5,4 (213
A.H.), APR! III 1,4 (295 A.H.) and passim, in tax receipts
e.g. APEL III nos. 181 f f . ; U * MPBR 2/3 167,3 (390
3
- /
4
A.H.) ;
IK "everything that" APEL II 114,9 (241
A.H.), ibid., V 289,9 (3rd cent. A.H.)',
APRL IX,8v (pi^esumably contemporary);

Lr*-* "with that

which" APEL VI 379,11 (248 A.H.) ibid., V 292,5 (3rd
cent. A.H.);

L* "from that which" APEL I 53>7 (2nd -

3rd cent. A.H.) as against

U

Jahn 10,2 (late 2nd

cent. A.H.), AQ xviii/3 101,3 (265 A.H.).
IT

V

So also combinations with second element

57
"of whoever" In the papyrus mentioned

10 n.ll (141

VII 1,16 (c. 3rd. cent, A.H.), ibid,, 18,3 (presumably
contemporary);

"concerning whom" APRL VII 5,9

(jjQ*

(?) (c. 3rd cent. A.H.) .
3-*

Status constructus relationships may be written as one
word ; this is common only in numerical expressions:

i. compounds of "one hundred" are usually written separat
ely, but the writing of the two components as one is
6
by no means rare , especially in later texts e.
7
"three hundred" EATI 12,8 (382 A.H.) , and in some
documents both spellings even occur side by side, as
APEL IV 261 (3rd cent. A.H.).
ii. Fractions of fractions may be written together:
"half of an eighth" Wessely 14,6 (261 A.H.), APEL IV
265 8,10 (262 A.H*), ibid., 21£,10 (3rd cent. A.H.)
where pointed with ta^> for that ( ^30a);
"half of a sixth" ibid., 1 .5;

"third of an

eighth" APEL II 88,1 (261 A.H.), ibid., 196,6 (262
A.H.), III 202,2,10 (3rd cent. A.H.) where spelled and
pointed

( $30f).

iii. The numerals 11-19 had developed into compounds and
are sometimes spelled as such ( $95a).
iv. That the units and the counted noun had amalgamated
into a e ompound is shown by the very rare transference
of the t cf tap marbuta from the end of the numeral to
*

the beginning of the following counted noun, ( 5)93).
For

CJLA f CrgJ

s.

^ 62b.,c; 27b.

8
e. Both

y

and

y\ "that not" occur:

y\

: PSR iii

58
III,41,79, HPAff V,ll (both 91 A.K.), APEL II 88,2
(261 A.H.);

y

yV :

Jahn 1,5 (c.100 A.H.), DAB

35.7 (3rd cent. A.H.}, ibid., 31,7 (early 4th cent.
A.H.).

I have not come across

y c/ in the meaning

"except", for which I find only

y\ as e.g. PSB iii,

111,77 (91 A.H.).
f. Other cases:

4AJI till

"if Sod wills" APRL VI,7/8

(c. 3rd cent. A.H.) ;
"if" APEL V 291,15 (4th
10
/
cent, A.H.) j
(an<i variants) “written in"
11
/
ibid., XI 89,7 (209 A.H.) ;
a7j>
(and variants)

12
“has written his testimony" ibid., II 98,7 (236 A.H.)
“written in his own handwriting'*1' ibid., II
13
96.8 (227 A.H.) ;
"in his own handwriting"
BAIT 11,20 (276 A.H.) where read so with Karabacek,
W ZKM. si,17;

“may I be made your ransom!"

Mdlangas Islamologiques ii,92,10 (3rd cent. A.H.) BIFAG
xxx,34,8; 35*12,18 (late 3rd - early 4th cent A.H.).
For vocative ya

being written together with the

following word s.
brought"

^79d.

§§ 27d; 49b,ii and for

“he

A possible case of the preposition

11 + pronominal suffix amalgamating with the preceding
verb is recorded at

^21#

g. j “and" is sometimes written at the end of the first
rather than at the beginning of the seaond of the two
words it Joins:

“fifty-three" APRL XI 16,

1 (253 A.H.); (sol)

"thousand and seven"
14

APSL IY -261,7 (3rd cent. A.H.)

„
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a. When the definite article is prefixed to a word beginn-

;

59
1
■
ing with lam 01?^ one lam is written :
n* pr. hom.
^
,
' 2-x
"al-LaythT" APEL III 167,93,94 (137-40 A.H. ) as against
Jy})\ ibid., 168s7 (159 A.H.);

cfUH

n. pr. hom.

"al-Layth" Grohmann, IV/A 12,4 (260 A.H.) as against cJAOh
in 1.9 and in APEL V 314,3, ibid., VI 414,5 (both 3rd
cent. A.H.}; ^JLJI "night" JNES viii,132b,3 (early 3rd
/

cent. A.H.), DAB 42a,6 (after 304 A.H.);
APRL XV

3 8 v ,10

<gLM "night"
""
"}
(c.3rd cent. A.H.),'Islamica 4,261,8 ;

"and the beans" APEL V 300,9 (4th cent. A.H.).
b* Sometimes only alif of the definite article is written
before "sun" letters, thus demonstrating the complete
_ 4
assimilation of the lam :
> I "the dirham"
Jahn 10,8 (late 2nd cent. A.H., but 9th cent. A.D.
according to Karabacek,PER? 651);

"the dirhams"

APEL VT 404,7,11 (3rd cent.. A.H.) ;
I "the dirhams"
/•
r
6
( § 10a) PSR 109 B,3 quoted AO xiv, 175- (date ?) .
c. On rarer occasions the definite article before "sun"
letters is not visible at all, a spelling combining
c
the phenomena of
^49d
and above, b 7 . Here belongs
APEL VI 419,2 (3rd cent. A.H.) where it stands to reason
that the phrase there should be read and understood as
rSrP/

yvbVH ^

f

-

~ min al—dananTr ( $ 9c) waddarahim
—

“8 9

—

( j’IQa) "of dinars and dirhams" ,

§53
In. CA the only survival of the Nabataean practice
whereby.nomina propria are spelled with final waw is
“1
"CAmr" as against
"cUinar". This practice is
attested several times in pre-Islamic Arabic inscrip2

tions , but the only example besides j
from Islamic times is the n. pr. hom.

yet recorded
Grohmann.,

3
4
Aperc’i, 4-1,8 , occuring in a papyrus davaH 22 A.H,
J

The phenomenon of involution whereby a sign required
twice is written only once* has received detailed
1
treatment elsewhere * There are some additional cases
in the papyri where such a phenomenon may have been a
significant factor in the spelling.
Sometimes only one alif is written where one would
expect to find two*

The main category to be subsumed

under this rubric is the very frequent spelling with
one &lif

'fck8 combination of vocative ya with a word

beginning with alif ( §§ 27a; 49b,ii)*
might include

oXf ^ ( § 2c,ii);

and the spelling

Other cases
$ ( § 25 n*8)

for the demonstrative

occurring (though not exclusively) before the definite
article ( ^6ld) .
Occasionally one upright stroke seems to do duty for
two*

This may possibly account, for cases such as
3
"God", Grohmannj Apercu,4l,4 (22 A.H.) ;

oJV

.

"oppression" PSR iii,III,68 (91 A.H*) ( J*39 n.7) or
(read so!?) "may (God) preserve you!"
4
Wessely 94,5 (3rd cent. A.H.) *
CJUt-Zj’

Other instances might be thought to be
22,34,6 (287 A.H.) representing

& — ~ Islam
"ways / practices"

5
which is required by the formula * or the forms described
at

$ 30e,f; 57 n.6; 65a,ii*
R3SMARK:

For

"then", an instance of invclutio /
6
assimilation occurring freely in CA and which is
*t
7
matched by comparable cases in the papyri { j find

61

only Jl'?

>V

Islam 22,37,3 (295 A.H.) ,

§55
9\
JL

A problem of palaeography occasionally i\oted , hut
never, to ray knowledge, discussed in detail, concerns
—

2

-

the writing of final ya3 after lam .

In many (perhaps

most) cases, what is written is unambiguously

^

—

,

but at the same time there are also many other instances
3
where the final ya^ seems not to he represented at all *
This latter spelling, i.e. with apparant omission of
the final yah, not uncommonly occurs in words where
comparison with the orthography of CA would lead one to
expect it*

How is the editor or grammarian to proceed

in such a case?

Is it that we have to do with a purely

orthographical convention whereby final J may, if
4-_____________________ _
necessary, bu read as
^
, or is it that the yao
is indeed absent, and the question therefore a linguistic
one?
This dilemma is by no means as trifling as it might at
first appear, for there are occasions when it is
precisely by this ambiguity

J —

^ —

that import

ant grammatical distinctions are obscured*

The

following-examples will illustrate the point:
i.

Js

Mon " apparently occurs freely beside

Is one justified in editing MS

cJr

as CA

, or

does the spelling represent cal, a fcrm well known
6
from a wide range of modern dialects ?
ii. Similar considerations apply to

lftoif beside ^\

( § 107a).
iii. The gender of gome month-names flucinates ( § 83d ,i).
What is the gender of e^g*

"the first

62
Jumada"?
iv. At DAE 24,5,11 (early 3rd cent. A.H.) appears the word
"expensive”.

Is one to point

require, or is one to understand
v. Is

(Jf' y

Jli as CA would
with

/82g ?

"we shall not neglect" of APRL 1,1,12

(c. 3rd cent. A.H.) to he accounted a hyper-correct
jussive (

§ 82f) or, as would seem more probable, a
<. 8
long imperfect (i.e.
) ?

vi. PERF 823,8 in AO xviii/3,107 (265 A.H.) clearly reads
, but the context requires it to be interpreted
as a dual construct, i.e.
9
officers" .

^

"the two finance-

It does not seem possible to reach any finality of
interpretation on this point; the case of

J~

/(J~

must be added to the many ambiguities already inherent
in the type(s) of Arabic script in which most papyri
10
are written „ In general each document / scribe tends
towards consistency in the manner of writing final
but scribal practice is often quite haphazard.
Instructive, for example, is a comparison

of PSR iii,

X, APEL III, 154 and 155, three letters all on much
the same subject, and all written by Muslim b. Lubnan,
a clerk of Qurra b. SharTk, in the year 91 A.H,

The

writing of cala in identical phrases is as follows:
APEL 111,154
cM

(1.12)

PSR iii,X
Jc

APEL 111,155

(1.7)

,>

Cl .14)
yif

(1.20)

(1.9)
(1.12)

Jf

(1.11)

(?)

(1.17)

The usage of this particular scribe would plainly
seem to rule out the possibility of understanding
as cal.

The spoiling must therefore be taken as an

example of a scribal convention according to which
final

J is to be read as

requires it

^

wherever the language

.

There the situation is fairly clear—
12
cut; in other cases the ambiguity remains

It is of interest to note that the metathesized root
1
3ys ( < y^s) «despairtr , which is typical of (but not
2
confined to) later Arabic , also occurs in the papyri;
Giessen 11,8 (3rd cent* A.H.) where read

cJA—

"I

despaired11*

1
Of haplology * which cannot, in some cases, be neatly
distinguished from involutio ( $54), the following
2

examples occur;

U\ "that I / we" passim ;
i
^
derivatives of
f
\ "to be able" as Hirbet el-Mird
C
4
25,11 (1st - 2nd cent. A.H*) , Jahn 17*5 (3rd cent*
A.H*);

/
II

"when two nights (had passed)" APEL

IV 282,2 (3rd cent* A.H*), i.e. 7 307r,2 (4th cent. A.H.).

Similarly,

as ibid.,
jX* I (read

apparently, so) "it was possible for me" LAB. 3,7 and
bJu^ " m a y He cause us to dwell!(?)" ibid., 7,11
6
(both 3rd cent. A.H.) * In a case such as
^ jJ—

"they ask me" DAB 26,5 (3rd

cent* A.H.) itis impossibl
-I
r
to insist upon the presence of a haplology >
REMARK:

Haplology of ta in the imperfect of the 7th

or VIth forms of the verb, which is not rarfe In CA,
has not yet been recorded

in the

papyri*Per Ibn

n

§58
In common -with collections of similar- material, be it
in Arabic or any other language, early Arabic papyri
and papers (and inscriptions) naturally contain mary
examples of 3cribal lapses, lithographies, haplographies,
etc. as wall as of abbreviations.

The cases adduced

in this paragraph do not belong to orthography or
grammar proper, but are included simply to illustrate
a few characteristic features often encountered in
reading these documents.

The list could easily be

amplified:
a. Lithography:

C

^

f

^

trhad the money been accumulated with me* PSR iii,I,
22/3 (91 A.H.);

£X<r£ / o'^jxp<

Yiolet, Psalmfragment,
^
1
2
b. Haplography :

=

U— ^

"heaven"

^ 78,23 (c* 800 A.L.) ;

HI- hSE- APEL I 56,32 (239 A.H.).
Jd*"" <(//'J

"and the messenger*

Abbott, Krrrah 1,11 (90 A.H.)

j

<:r-^

"year two hundred and f orty—five" APEL I 48,33/4
(245 A.H.).
c. Lapsus t

"eight" PERE 573>14 in Grohmann,

Einftihrung, 184 (57 A.H.) ;

w

Le-3

Jahn 10,3

(late 2nd cent. A.H-) is, apparently, to be understood
4
as
1/
"to his prayer" .
d. Words added laterr

L

"they know what is

due from them" added between the lines at HPAE II,15a
5
/
(90 — ^1 A.PI*) i
added to
"this letter of
mine" PSR iii,I,11 (91 A.H*)*
e. Abbreviations:

=■

^ ^

"in

Fustat" BAIT
6
3,10 (late 2nd cent. A.H., Karabacek W2KBT xi,7) ;

6i?

t -

^

A.R.} etc.

"ten* APEL IV 216,6 (2nd n- 3rd cent.

P A M IT
MORPHOLOGY
PRONOUNS

,
1
The form ^ l f o r the second person feminine singular

appears in Melanges Xslamologiques ii,92,6 (3rd cent
2
A.H.)* IHn <Vahb, 15,3 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) *
I have noted only one occurrence of the pronoun for
third person masculine singular spelled as

*

:

Khoury 142,2 (229 A.H*), for which s. above

^5a.

It is very probable that the pronominal suffix of the
third person masculine singular was mostly —uh / hu
in all positions, as against the CA alternation -3ru//
iir>according to the case of the noun to which the suffix
1
is attached . This, of course, is never visible in
unpointed Arabic script, but is suggested (i) by
comparison 'with middle and modern Arabic to which the
language of the papyri is closely^ akin, and (ii) by
the transcriptions of Violets Psalmfragment (c.800 A.
2
L.) • The relevant forms in this text are as follows:
’’for His people,!;
^p(Xi*<ru ji?j ~

,fin His salvation” ;j?t| Koueru

His power” ;
^

J

ypAs*

[^]

^(*^''cr [* * ^] “

’'the mountain of His holiness”' ( f 78,w .

20,22,25,54).

The reading and interpretation of some

of these forms is far from clear, and they do not appear
at all to reveaJ. a uniform system in the structure of
the pronominal suffixes.

Significant, however, is

KtfUvTV -

in particulary as it points quite

unequivocally to an invariable third person masculine
singular suffix, perhaps -uh, a form which has parallels
in many modern dialects .

For the masculine singular ‘

of the pronominal suffix occurring in place of the.
feminine s.

£14?b.

b. The transcriptions of the Psalmfragment also bear witness
to an invariable suffix of the third person masculine
7
plural, probably -hum (as against CA -hum / -him) , even
in cases where that suffix is preceded by a clearly

8
marked ± of the genitive .

The forms containing a

suffix of the third person masculine plural which in
CA would be —him, are these: ycxXfduju,

—

OKcrpc.T

j

&<cr.

camp” ; ^<uX

— <r

"on them”*
"middle of their

W>

^

"round

their tents” (^ ?8 ,27;28);
0A
;5ajl
=
^
3-0 jj r i
i)/ ' tc
'j« j
"like their fathers" ; b ^.J ku. uxv. ivju, flS J L\
"with their idols"; pvj. jAtv, yovr£ , r-vj. u
■L*L
I2
"with. their graven images11 C f 78,57;58)
.

f a

a.

"this (these)" may be used with reference to
1 i.

feminine nouns (or inanimate plurals?). :
"these four dirhams” APEL Y 359,4;
ted to

\

£j j '

^)| \XP (correc

?) "these prices" ibid., 292,10 (both 3rd
2

cent. A.H.) .

Of, also |83 n.25*

b. Conversely,

occurs, though only rarely, v/ith
3
,.
masculine nouna :
"this half
faddan” DAB 7,6 (3rd cent, A.H.) *
5
"this half shop" APIrL IX 3,-4 (306 A.H.)";

*TJ>
"■
6
"these twenty dinars" ibid., 7 r14 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.) .

may also refer tc a dual; ^>^3
"these
_
7
two faddans" APEl 7 292,6/7 (3rd cant* A.H*) .
olS

A demonstrative

(also spelled

o
z>
occurs as follows x

£U*JLl

J>lP

)

(i) before the definite article:
10
allotment" JAOS 56,7 (205 A.H.)
;

jJ? (read so?) !,this dinar" JE.SH0 xiv,21,6/7
11
/
(208 A.H.) ;
t-* td)\ JS "this document" ASAE ix,202,9
( 256 A.H.);

"this deed", and
Jj>
__
12
"this price" Abbott, Pa.yyum 11,9,10 (336 A.H.) ;
(ii) separately:

^ ^

1/ XP

"this is what the

Amir ordered" CPR III 38,12 (89-90 A.H.};

->^P

^

"and this i3 from" Ibn Wahb,39,17 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) and
the rather later example

XP

(j^-

"this writing of

mine" YBPS 5, 434,2/3 (4th - 5th cent. A.H.}.
Whether a demonstrative (or presentative) ha/e (hay?)
can be identified in

<u cS~>o}

(_pj APEL V 305>7

(3rd cent* A.H.) seems rather doubtful; translate:
14
"And as for that rent, send it!" (?) .
There is little to record in connection with
"that" (alternating with the less common

($ >

as

$

Jahn 5,7,9 (mid 2nd cant. A.H.); FWAP,187,11 (2nd 3rd c-ent. A.H.) ), except to point out that it does not
15
refer to an inanimate plural
in Grohmann, TWA 1,3
(3rd cent. A.H.); the word there is to be read ^3

16
"medical powder"

.

(Incidentally, in the same line

of that document occurs the only example I have noted
of the dual

"those" ^ .

The plural demonstrative "these" is written in a
number of different ways:

(S^ " t h e s e

people"

Grohmann, Fapiri... Milano 1,2,^ (3rd cent, A.H.)

;

APRL IX 2,19 (2nd - 3rdcent„ A.il.}; AP1I
1,18 (342 A.H.);

APBL I 51,10 (195 A.H.); DAB
I l 18
40,6 (3rd cent* A.H*);
c? J IP
APEL II 75,15 (5th
19
cent. A.H.);
(f
Khoury, 27 (229 A.H.)
$ J>

$62
a. Madha "what?" occurs in the spelling
h. I have not noted

^50 L.

( $l2 ,e).

(j~\ "what?" from the papyri, hut

the contraction
, a typically vernacular
2
feature , occurs a number of times: PERF 857r,15;
3
PERF 882,6 (both unpublished) ; APRu VII 51,6 (all
three c* 3rd cent. A.H.); DAB 32,4 (before 314 A.H*)j
4
APEL V 291,49 (4th cent*. A.H.) .
5
c.

"why?"

crh)

I find only in the late text (s. $27

n.4) Islamica 4, 261,14.

$63
q

r,
1
— ' "thing" occurs as an indefinite pronoun :

L^J

^Jj>

"let his obligation concerning

them be the most important thing" FWAP 161,4/5 (3rd
2
cent. A.H.) ; v
^
£3 "I have not seen a
-

reply to any of them" DAB 32,4 (before 314 A.H.);
"and a garment, a new one" APEL V 308,
3
3 (4th cent. A.H.) .

THE VERB

64
a, As in all non-classical strata of Arabic final shc?,‘c

70
vowels are a bsent in the conjugation of the perfect of
1
the verb * (i) This is made full? (and consistently)
explicit by the transcriptions of Violet’s Psalmfragment,
and, though never visible in unpointed Arabic script,
can safely be assumed to have been the o.ase elsewhere*
2
Some examples from the Psalmfragnxent (c*800 A.D.) :
“ordered";

=

“opened" (f 78,23);
(w.24,27);
pe.UKy

g*

“caused to rain”
=

=

cSuLi,

"sent" (v.25);

"roused" (v.26):

“drove11 (v.52) etc.

ctkk

=

J

(ii) It is also suggested by

the cases mentioned above

§51 n.6 (for the parallel

phenomenon in the imperfect s. below ^65a,ii) .
b. The only source which reveals the internal vocalization
of the perfect is again the P3almPragment.

The. trans

criptions of this text establish the existence of the
4
assimilated form fe^il < faCil(a) . Of this phenomenon
there are two examples:
21; 59);

^£ppu

=

^

“

gc

“heard" (^78,

"were sated" (v.29) *

6
e. The Christian

text published in M elanges Islamologiquas

ii,92 is unique, so far as I know, among Arabic papyri
in marking the suffix of the second person feminine sing
ular of the perfect as -ty (cf ♦ for sc.rlpt.lo plena
J
J
§§ 4b; 59 n.2) :
(j j /
"you were" 1*5;
1/ "you
8
read" ibid. (3rd cent. A.H.) *

65
a. In accordance with^2a and as in the case of the perfect
( § 64a), final short vowels are absent in the imper—
1
feet . (1) This is made fully clear by the transcrip-

•cions or tno r aaimrr agnen * ; m u
v
AAG ^.0
c
c f
3
s“*
t
^
able.*; \ou . octet
-’'He prepares* (v.20j *
(ii) It ia also suggested by the fact that should an
imperfect verb and w.ith the same consonant as t hat with
which its suffix begins, the relevant consonant need
5
be written only once t
V^P> > uand you will send them*
Grohmann * TWA 3*6 (3rd cent * A.H*).
The corollary of this circumstance, namely the absence
of mood distinctions in the imperfect is visible princ
ipally in verba mediae / tertiae w/y ($ 8la,b; 82d-f),
but in the strong verb only in forms of the plural
c
of the
(5138a); examples^second person feminine singular seem
not to be available.
At least in the dialect of Violet's. Psalmfragment (c.800
A.D.), the vowel of the prefixes of the imperfect was
_e (i?) (marked £> £3b).

It is probable tha/fc this feature

can be assumed also in cases where it is not visible
(i.e. in documents in Arabic script).
That an N— form for the first person(s) of the imper6
feet can be identified in the papyri is exceedingly
doubtful.

Gahn 9»5 (late 2nd cent. A.H.I) reads <^0 ^

(Jd? I- j

qJIM 0VL

* and translates> witl1

no word of explanation, ,{dass ich m m tlber kein
Einkommen verftige, bis dass Gott fdr mich bereitstellt,
was ich den Lenten schulde*.

Levi della Vida, LAOS 64,

132, on the other hand, proposed to read *innT laysa
yur ja hatt'a yahib Allah IT.•. " which is said to mean*...
1

there is no hope for me, unless Gcd gives me what I
owe to certain persons*.
as an improvement.

This can scarcely be regarded

Is it possible that the third word

72
be

i'

rj r/

111 cc.nn.Ou go home X leave11,
' i.e.

an N- imperfect?
JESHO xiv,2f12 (mid 3ir-cL cent. A.H.) gives

L?**'1

translated without comment as "comme nous le. souhaitons
Is this in fact an N—imperfect of the first person
pluralj as the editor evidently believes, or should we
not rather repoint

7

e„ For the possible neutralization of gender in the second
person singular of the imperfect s. $&3i.

66
In one case what is plainly intended as a plural
1
imperative ends, against CA, in —un and is also with2
_
out initial _alif
i
c)jj!)
"and greet.!
ZDMGr 34,
_
3
689,16 (first half of 2nd cent. A.H.) .
_

67
In most modern dialects of Arabic a form corresponding
to the GA modus energicus is lacking; this absence is
also very characteristic of the papyri.

An exception

to this state of affairs, however, is provided by the
official correspondence of the Aphrodito archive, for
it is only here that the energetic appears with any
regularity ("eine sehr beliebte Form" Becker, PSR iii,
1
30) . From this very limited source I have noted at
least fifteen instances, e.g. NPAF XII,10; Abbott,
Kurrah 1,12; APEL III 150,13 (all 90 A.H.); PSR iii,
•

1,14; NPAF VIII,14; Abbott. Kurrah 11,13 (all 91 A.H.),
4

whereas from many hundreds of other papyri I can record
2
only
])
APEL Y 301,4- (3rd cent. A.H.) .

There is little to record from the domain of the in
finitive t
Unique is the form of the infinitive in
CW'

"write to me that they have reached you,r

DAB 24,3 (early 3rd cent* A.H.); on all other occasions
the infinitive of this verh is

j

*

1
The pattern fac ji f a vernacular form , occurs in
"pounding* Is?<-amica 4, 249,3 (for the date 3. g 21 n*4).

1
A characteristic of most modern eolloquials and,
2
earlier, of many strata of Middle Arabic , is the
disappearance, or at least severe restriction, of the
internal passive*.

In the papyri, on the other hand,

no such recession appears to have taken place, and
the internal passive is of by no means rare occurrence.
It is particularly common in set phrases introducing
a further or closer identificationt
called" in the papyrus mentioned at

<0 J U b

"is

$10 n.ll, e.g.

1.28 (14-1 A.H.); APEL YI 379,29 (248 A.H.) 5

/cf' ^

'hiamed" AO vi,392,7 (180 A.H.); APEL IV 261 passim
(3rd cent. A.H.);
(2nd — 3rd cent. A.H.);

"known as" ibid., I 53,13
trwhose kunya is" ibid.,

II 98,8 (236 A.H.)s or in other set formulae, such as
the extremely freuuent epistolary
3
"may I be made your ransomI"
LAB 10,7 (3rd cent. A.H.)
^
4
et passim, and the common
j "and it was written
Other examples, e.g.*
Ij9 (91 A.H.);

"is rewarded" NPAP
"agreement has been

/
*

reached with you" in the text above <>10 n. 11,1.5
(14-1 A.H.)?

"was purchased" APEL VI

377 e.g. 1.9 (288 A.H.};

^

( "I have been

told" DAB 28,8 (3rd exeat. A.H.) etc.

Form I of the verb, particularly in verba mediae
geminatae and mediae infirmae, sometimes occurs where
CA would have used form IT ;

"whoever you

wish* ZDMGr 3^,689,17 (early 2nd cent. A.H.);

cW*

"may God love you!" APEL V 321,4 (3rd cent. A.H.);
AUl

"and may God prolong!" BIFAO xxx,39,2
2
(late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.) ;
^
"he
3
acknowledged" APEL V 291,15 (4th cent. A.H.) ; <— v
"you wishe-d" ( $30c) Islamica 4,263,1; 264, recto B,l;
L
"
r
cr^
"wa3 given" 4 ibid.,
269,27 5 .6 Cf. also $72
REM.

Form II of the verb occurs very rarely instead of form
I s

jj

DAB 35,1 (3rd cent. A.H*), translated

"Ich ging" by the editor, must be held very uncertain;
much more probable is

£

j

v 2
or to go" ibid., 48,7 (3rd cent. A.H.) .

"to stay

3
More common is the supplanting of form IV by form II t
j

^

"you will please me" DAB 7,15,25 (3rd

cent. A.H.) ;

"you informed us" Ibid.,
5

44,11 (3rd cent. A.H.) .
formula of private letters

In the frequent greeting
£ \

He fulfil His favour towards you!", the variant

"may
^

6

sometimes occurs , thus reflecting the disappearance
7

of form 17 in this verb »
-

i

Similar is the alternation

"may He grant enjoyment!"8 *

\ /

Rlau, ASP, 155/6 cites instances of the form
appearing as

in status pronominalis* Such

a feature may occur in the late text (598 A.H.)
•published by Grohmnn, Islam 22, no.13,12: Of
9
date" *

"its

Mere common than the occurrence of form I for CA form
17 ( $70) is the inverse phenomenon, viz. 17 for CA
”1 fined him (?)" PSR iii,11,11 (91

l\
2

*

i

3

A.H.) ; ojjrj \j . tt-ancL promise him !"

Jahn 10,6 (late

2nd cent. A.H.);

"you promised me-"
4
.
JNES viii,132*6 (early 3rd cent. A.H.) ;
"and sell!" JESHO xiv, 6,12 (mid 2nd cent. A.H.);
5
6
"so sell!" Jahn 10,8 (late 2nd cent. A.H.) ;
"and they recognised" idem 17,19 (3rd cent. A.H.) ;
"there have been counted" PER Ostracon
U

"so please me!" DAB 20,2;

"you know" APEL 7 322,5

I

(all likewise 3rd cent. A.H.);

d - U I
"I intended" Ibn Wahb,6,10 (late 3rd cent.
.10
A.H.) . Eor
I ^ o&P
”1° do especially"
e.g. DAB 22.17 (3rd cent. A.H.) s. the various forms
11
of the expression discussed ibid., 110 and APEL 7,84
anrl for

^

"come forward, present

oneself" e.g. APH 4,4 (314 A.H.) s. APEL 1,116 and
APH,30 where examples are given of these two forms
12
alternating within the same locution . Eor
y\
& t. $?8b,ii and for reflexes of

*

with prosthetic

,

76

alif |79o* JESHO xiv,9>4 (256 A.H*) probably also
belongs here (s. §85 n.9).
REMARK:

It sometimes happens that an intransitive

form I construed with a preposition (usually fci— )
to mark what in English appears as the direct object
is felt as a transitive construction in its own
right, and the phraseology consequently modified*.
This development is generally prompted by the ex
istence of a transitive form IV of the same root*
The commonest case involves examples of the kind
’

'

"he took it out" being a blend of
'. 13
* Here the result of the

contamination is IV + bi— , but the inverse phenomenon,
i*e. I without bi— is also possible.
is

^

Such a case

cr

"to relieve

Maomun of a deathly misery" DAB 36,9 (3rd - 4th
14
cent. A.H.)

I7
3
a* That the vov/el of the ta— prefix of form V was elided,
1
as is generally the case In non-classical Arabic r
seems to be clear from the isolated example

^

"do not remain in arrears" NPAF 1,10 (91 A.H.).

))

The

development of this form can be presented schematically
as follows:

tata^akhkharan(na) > tat^akhkharan(na)(&2b)
WIUI

— i

' ii,i* ■ml.nu

V

>. tatakhkharan(na)( j>26) . The seme process is probl
ably exhibited by
^
"you see omens" Ion Wahb 93*
—

2 (late 3rd cent* A.H.) for which s. above

/40a*

for

, externally form V, s* j>30 REM.
b* For form V opening with prosthetjc alif, thus necessarly

77
demonstrating- the absence of the vowel of the prefix.
4
ta— , X can produce no example from the papyri, 3.3
JSSHO xiv,23,l (e.2Q8 A.H.) render'ed, hes
itantly, by the editor Tfet reconnai3-le*r, is too
vineertain to bo considered.
c. It is very xmlilcely that

0 )jy

mentioned above

/lOc

5
is an example of form V for VI f it is surely a case
of scriptio defestiva.

f a

The corresponding absence of the vowel of the ta—
prefix in the Vlth form of the verb may be assumed in
many cases, even though it is not generally visible in
the orthography.

In only one example noted so far can

this process be demonstrated quite uneauivocally i (J?
1
"mutual con£3nt!t Abbott, Eayyum 11,11 (-336 A.H.) ,
_

exhibiting the development tarad(in)
( 52b)

>

itrad (in)

>

trad(in)

( § 2b,ii) .

£75
1
a. form VII as the equivalent of an intransitive form I
occurs in*

.A—

"was spoiled" APEL V 306,12 (c.334

A.H.)•
2
b. form VII as the passive of form I is not yet attested
from the papyri, as the text of APEL V 291,36 (4th
cent. A.H.}, edited as containing
sown’*1, is to be divided differently (

*was
^

143 n.15;

275c ).

§76
a. Of the jussive and imperative of verba mediae

gemlnatae both uncontracted and contracted forme occur
1
apparently indiscriminately, side 'by side * Bhcon—
tracted:

"and shave his beard!"
2

PSR iii,111,53 (91 A.H.) ;

(?)

<Lj

"and he

did not perceive it (?)" Hirbet el«Mird 51,£*;
"so send them back!" Wessely 54-,6 $

cUo)

(i »»s0

desiat from!" ibid., 95,4 (all 3rd cent. A.H.) .
r*

Contracted (the commoner case):

"and urge

j

them!" Abbott, Kurrah. 11,6 (91 A.H.};
<S^Pj> "and
,
hasten!" APEL V 305,8 ;
eJ* U "so safeguard it"
5
BAIT 15,11 ;
^ "H* was no^ correct" BAB 3,5;
*

(J>j

J

"and please me!" ibid., 27,6;

I did not insist" APRL VII 2,5;

j

^

"and pour!"

Ak, Wie n Denkschr. 33,236,8 (all 3rd cent. A.H.) etc.
The perfect of verba mediae geminatae before suffixes
beginning with a consonant is generally formed after
the regular CA pattern, hence e.g.

^

"we paid

back" ShW 37>53,3 (1st or early 2nd cent. A.H.).
Similarly Hirbet el-Mird 18,7 (late 1st cent. A.H.);
APEL V 307,4; Wessely 56,6 (both 4th cent. A.H.) etc.
6
In only one case
have I noted formation after the
7
pattern of verba mediae infirmae ? occurring in an
unpublished 3rd cent. A.H. papyrus from the Michaelide
collection:

I "you were very

8
ill" .

Acccr ding to the development mentioned at

j>24d the.

imperfect and participle of verba prlmae ham3atae in
fcrms II and III became identical with those of verba

primae wlw.

Prom hero the Identity of these two verbal

categories spread to include not only the perfect, but
other derived forms as well, a process which resulted
in later stages of Arabic in the widespread disappeara
nce (or partial disappearance) of the whole class of
1
verba primae hamzatae * The papyri provide the earliest
attestations of this development:

t-l-p ^

"so I

paid" APEL V 334,5 and similarly 1.7 (before 278 A.H.);
CS>J

"he has paid":

Melanges Islamologiques ii,

112,3 where read sol (3rd — 4th cent* A.H. J; BAIX 12,9
2
(382 A.H.) and also in two unpublished documents from
the Michaelides collection, one a 3rd cent. A.H.
papyrus, the other a paper dated 455 A.H* The only
other examples I have noted of this feature concern
form VI:

[>*/-* ^J

"they took counsel together"

APRL IX 1,3 (e. 3rd cent, A.H.);

'y

"became

brothers" Ibn Wahb 27,1 and the corresponding participle
3
ibid., 32,7 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) .
This absorbtion of verba primae hamzatae within the
category of verba primae waw is also illustrated by
the form VIII

\ "confide", which occurs a number
3
of times in Ibn Wahb (late. 3rd cent. A.H*) , e.g. 66,
4
.
9; 70,6; 73,2 . Of. £22.
REMARK:

The form

j SSI

"they take" APEL V 291,44

(4th cent. A.H.) presumably does not reflect the
absence of the. f ?xr st radical as if conjugated on
the model of verba primae waw, but rather the short
ening of the long vowel of the first syllable ( ^9d).
The pronunciation would therefore have approximated
very closely to the form in use in Egypt today, i.e.
yakhdu.f

e.g. Willmore,

Arabic of Egypt, 160.
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(Note, however, that the full spelling with alii
occurs in 11.19,40) *

Groinsann, APBl V, 22 n*44 was

therefore probably correct in his view that this is
a "vernacular spelling".
Nor is the first radical unrepresented in

j>jP y\

"that they should not give shelter" NPAP V,ll (91
A.H*), for the verbal form is not I (Becker, NPAF,
258), but IT, corresponding to CA yu^wu (Littmann,
ZBMG 94-, 300).
c.

The imperative of Jj> I spelled with alif after fa— is
5
,. 1:
—
.
contrary to CA orthography t
"30 seise him 1"
6

Hirbet el-llrd 19,4 (1st cent* A*H*) *
hand, in the case of
alif after wa-

On the other

^

"orderI" the retention of
5
or fa— is in accordance with CA t

JESHO viii,305,7 (late 2nd - early 3rd cent* A.H*);
Grohmann, TWA,4,10 (3rd cent. A.H.), alternating with
forms without alif as APRL IX 9,3 (presumably c. 3rd
cent* A.H,)*
d. Blau, ASP, 171/2 records cases where the imperfect
of form II of verba primae hamzatae is spelled not with
waw, as in CA, but with alife

I have noted only one

rather late example cf this feature:

L

"that He give him support" BAB 6v,4 (5th cent* A.H.) .

£78
a* Since saQal passed to sal in accordance with

^25a,

one must suppose that verba mediae hamzatae had been
absorbed. If only partially, within the category of
1
verba mediae w/y * though it is hard to be fully sure
of this on the basis of the extant examples.

The

81
shift is suggested by cases such as

(read so!)

"I asked you" APEL V 292,5, alternating with the
commoner (historical?) spelling with alif, e.g.
JE3H0 xiv, 2,12 (both 3rd cent* Adi.).

Here, too,

probably belongs

L. (read, apparently, so)
2
"what he aslced" APEL V 288,20 (c* 236 A*H*) * Document

ation of this point is very scanty indeed? nothing can
be deduced from the imperfect forms of these verbs
described at

^26 (alternating with spellings with alif),

nor from the imperative, for which I find only
"ask!" as BIFAO lix,153,12 (late 2nd - early 3rd cent.
A.H*);

DAB 5,9 (3rd cent. A.H.)* Of* also

i)20a.

b.

s
i. Also as a result of ^25a (c^.v.)
gjjy "to see" devel—
! 8
oped into
; in addition to the cases mentioned

there, this may also be reflected in

Hirbet

el-Mird 53,4- (1st cent. A.H.) if this is to be trans
lated "and I saw her/it" (?)*
ii* The form

"you. saw me" DAB 33r,10 (early 4th
4
cent. A.H.) is to be accounted a pseudo—correction ,

combining both the alif (hamza) of the CA form and the
5
prosthetic alif of the vernacular .
- -i
^
iii. The imperfect
j-i.
(presumably form IV?) occurs
7
NPAF 1,29 (91 A.H*) *
~ ~

iv. For

“

-

"to see one another" s*

^24a. end.

v. Very peculiar and of uncertain explanation is

J

'J

"so show your opinion in that matter I" PERF 600

8
(2nd cent. A.H.) .
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a* The loss of hamza according to

6 20b was responsible

fcr the passage of verba ter+iae hamzatae to the cat—
_ I
“
egtry of verba tertiae yao . Some examples from many;
—i
2
"and greetJ" Hirbet el-Mird 52,3 (126 A.H.) ;
"greet!"

ibid*, 44,4 (early 2nd cent* A.H*) ;

Jahn 12,15 where road so with Levi della Vida,' JA05
64,133 (late 2ndcent. A.H.);
Khoury 74,23 (229 A.H*);

(

^

"so be read”'

S

,rand she released him"'

APEL I 56,11 (239 A.H.) and similarly
* ibid., 49,
4
.
5
4 (297 A.H*) ;
"they greet" LAB 7,16,17 ;
"greets you" ibid., 35, e.g.
A.H.);

11 (both 3rd cent

I "you ( translate so 7) did wrong" APEL
6

V 328,6 (4th cent. A.H.) ;

"so I filled" ASAE

ix,194,9 (date?) etc.
REMARK;

The curious form

APEL V 335,3

(c. 434 A.II.), said to correspond to CA sa—unabbiouka
"I shall inform you", is too uncertain for any con
clusion to be drawn from it.

This interpretation is

highly dubious, but I am unable to offer an altern
ative .
With the disappearance of the glottal stop after a
long vowel ( ^2Gc), CA

s\jt and '^-developed into ja,

sh~a (and fairly certainly in some cases further to ja,
sha with j9a ).

This is reflected in the following

examples ( a few out of many):

"came to you”

8
e.g. PSR iii, I j10 (91 A.H.) ;

(point sol) "she

came to me" JESHO xiv,1,8 (mid 3rd cent. A.H.)
9
I,.
"they come" LAB 26,5 (3rd cent. A.H.) ; $J\
&\ "if
God wills" is ubiquitous, e.g. PSR iii,1,10 (91 A.H.)
and ef. also

61^

"you wished"

^20a.

REMARK: Examples of the maintenance of hamza in
these verbs are extremely rare; for

0\\S~

"she

wished" in a text wnich is somewhat sensitive with

regard to the glottal stop s.

/l9 n.7, and for

APKL 711 31*5 below,d.
In several strata of Arabic reflexes of CA **\J> occur
10
with the addition of prosthetic alif . Vvhat would
appear to bo an imperfect of such a form occurs in
"they come and go" Semitioa iv,68,3
H
(zaid 3rd cent. A„H.)
&

“

“

The absence of the glottal stop in this root is further
indicated by the existence of the new verb tab < jaba
12
bi—
"to bring", of which the earliest example known
to me occurs in Violet's Psalmfragment (c.800 A.D.)j
13
Fp
r 78 ,29 . It is perhaps to be detected also
in APKL VII 31,5 (c. 3rd cent* A.H.)

.

The retention of the first radical in i- imperfects of
1
verba primae y/aw is attested, but is rare :
jJj ))j
"and do not swell!" Semitica iv,68,9 (mid 3rd cent. A.
2
H.) ;
"it will reach" APEL V 300,32.8, Address
3 4
(both 4th cent. A.H.) .
The inverse phenomenon, viz. the absence of waw where CA
requires it , seems to be present in

"he will

deliver it" (form II or IV) APKL VI 9,15 (c. 3rd cent.
A.H.).

This is probably to be accounted a pseudo

correction, born from a desire, in this case miscon
ceived, to avoid the sub-standard feature mentioned
above,a.
In one case the imperfect passive of form I loses, con6
trary to OA., the first radical j
"there exists"

J
Ibn Wahb 7,15 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) «.

For the passage of verba primae waw to me hi ae inf^rmae
s.

<1 "we did not find" PEKF 600 (2nd cent. A.H.)
10

An imperative of form I prefixed by prosthetic alif
I find only in the early document in FWAP 163,14
<W

15 "so grant him a deduction!" (2nd cent. A.H.

but earlier according to Karabaoek, PERF, 568).

As in ASP, forms of verba mediae infirmae containing
a long vowel in contexts where CA requires a short
vowel (jussive and imperative) are extremely frequent,
and well outnumber those cases where shortening takes
1
.
place as in CA . Some examples;
\j
2
' /
"and I shall grant you favour" TTPAP 1,5 ;
"and may they receive (corn)" PSR iii iii,34- (both 91
A.H.);

"and if you meet11 DAB 28,10
3
(3rd cent. A.H.);
^
"but we did not find"
/
APRL I 18,4- (presumably contemporary); cj ^.h (1 "was
*

.

not" APRL I 5,20 (1st cent. A.H.; s. FWAP,173); ibid*
VI 11,11 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.); APEL V 306,7 (c. 334
A.H.); ibid., 291, e.g. 12 (4th cent. A.H*) and frequently;

J> "and let it be" Y/essely 83,4 (3rd
;
cent. A.H.) ;
<0 J ^ j
"and tell him!" Jahn 10,9
5
(late 2ndcent. A.H.) ;
‘j?
"and. sell!" JESHO
6
xiv,6,12 (mid 2nd cent. A.H.) ;
\ fL "I did
4

.

'

V

not sell" Crohiaann, TWA 3,9 (3rd cent. A.H.)?

C--

i'j

"and do not fester!" Semitica iv,8,9 (mid 3rd cent.
7

Much, rare** is the occurrence ox short imperfects of
8
verba mediae inflrmae where. CA requires the long- form •
So far I have recorded this phenomenon only with

130,

so that it will be"

FWAP 164,$;

"we ask that there should be"

APRL VT 15,14/5 (both 3rd cent. A.H.)*
As in 0A„ some (mainly denominative)
1Q
—verba mediae
. inflrmae are inflected strongly

.

This is attested

also, but rarely, in the documents studied here;
j If*

"and he married her" APEL I 39,3 (264

A.K.);

do not fox'ce them" APRL

II 5,9 (px*esumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.).
For haplology in forms of

s.

j>57.

It is most surprising that no examples of the develop
ment of verba tertlae waw > tertiae yaQ have yet been
found in the papyri.

As this is a very well attested

phenomenon within Arabic, documented from CA and old
1
dialects down to modern vernaculars , it seems that this
2
absence is due simply to accident (ox’ oversight) . For
this reason, not too much importance should be attached
3
to it . On the other hand, examples of the independence
of the category verba tertiae waw are not rare:

^

y\

"I hope" NPAF 1,20 (91 A.H.) and often in this verb:
Abbott, Kurralx II}, 2 (01 A.H*); Margoliouth, Arabic
Papyri.** Bodleian Library; 1,5 (late 2nd cent. A.H. ) ;
APEL T 310,4; ibid., YI 389,5; M B 7,7
"I complained" APRL VX 4-2;

86
"may I not be deprivedI" APB1 Y 325,4 (3rd — 4th cent.
K

a .h

*;'".

6
b. The shift —iya > -a in the pex*fect occurs in two
.

documents in the verb

EWAP 131,4
7
(91 A.HO;. APEL VI 421,6 (3rd cent. A.H.) .
REMARK:

W

&

’’remained";

Abbott, Fayyum XI. 11 (336 A.H)

ia not a dual perfect of rdy VI as if attesting to
*

a shift -aya

> -a; read

tlZZV

with Dietrich,

Islam 25,139*
c. In one case the imperfect/ imperative of form I ends
not as in CA in -T , but in -a :

0

"know that and take note of it!"

Grohmann, Studi...
9
Calderini... 11,508,4 (3rd cent. A . H O *
d. Extremely common is the occurrence in the jussive and
imperative of verba tertiae infirmae of non-apocopated
forms which, according to CA, should have contained a
10
short vowel • As in the Case of the parallel
phenomenon in verba mediae inflrmae ( ^8la), shortening
of the jussive and imperative

is of decidedly less
12
frequent occurrence than the longer forms . Some
examples from many;

"pray!" Littmann,
13
Arabic Inscriptions 57,6 (2nd cent. A.II.?) ;

..
^

"then go!" BAIT 15r,10 (early 3rd cent. A.H. ) ; DAE
5,9 (3rd cent. A.H.);

^ 3 ii

"then judge!" BIE,

Deuxiexne S£rie i,13,4 (early 2nd cent. A.H.?);
■• ervZzO. "deal favourably (with so and so)!"
ibid., 13,6 and similarly Jahn 10,6 (late 2nd cent.
15
A.H.) ;
J Hs0
BIFAO lix,153,6
(late 2nd - ear3.y 3rd cent. A.H*); similarly APRL VIII
14,6 (v/here read so!); F.VAP 164,16 (both c. 3rd cent.
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A.H.;; APEIi 7 311,2 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.}; ,r
K+j

X>
•«)

"and do not buy!" APR! VII 23,3 (presumably o. 3rd
cent* A.H.);

^

,rso ^

APEL V 295 j5;

"and do not tarry i"

(translate so!) ibid., 305,8;
see" ibid., 339,5:
\jiy^ ^

similarly DAB; 35,7; APR! XV I6r,6;

^

CP1' "if you are not satisfied with them,r

Grohmann, TWA 2,6/7;

^

Pj

(j\j

it'* APRL VII 6,4;
mei" ibid., XV 38v,ll;
Semitica
REMARK:

lfI did not

"there did not remain" APEL VI 369,16;

Ip L / A

26,11;

n°t give him"

,r^ ^.d n0^ Pay" ^AB

"and if he does not produce

A*— ^ ^ vi ~

"then do not forget
yj

"and do not bleed

16

!11

iv,68,9 Call c. 3rd cent. A.H.) etc.
Occasionally, both the long and short forms

of the imperfect of verba tertiae infirmae appear side
by side in the same document; thus APEL II 114 (241
A.H.) where

"there does not remain"

occurs in 11. 5/6, 14b as against

^

(read

so I) in 14d.
e. Verbs which secondarily came to belong to the category
verba tertiae infirmae

in accordance with

also behave in similar fashion.
are discussed above
/ <S J* ^

§193.

.Derivatives of qrQ

^79 n.3; cf. further e.g.

"greet!" Jahn 10,9 (late 2nd cent.

A.H.); DAB 35,9 (3rd cent. A.H.);

\} \ /

"I

have not read" JESHO xvi,4,2 (3rd cent. A.H.) and often.
Although through lack of diacritical points it is im
possible to insist that yah (or waw) may not be
interpreted as kursT for hamza. it stands to reason
that cases such as the following are also to be
reckoned as long imperfects of verba tertiae infirmae

88

rather than as regular CA forms of verb a tertiae
i,
'
hamzatae*
j7^ V "do not force me!!) PSR ill,
111,82 (91 A.H*) and
305,9;

with this verh APEL V
17
Uan& do not he slow!" 1bid. 305,8 ;

Cr^

similarly

310,10 where point and translate sot (these three
examples are all from the 3rd cent. A.H.)*
f. Of much less frequent occurrence than these long forms
verba tertiae infirmae against CA are short forms
where CA requires a long.

As in the case of the

parallel feature in verba mediae infirmae ( § 8lb)
such instances are to b.e accounted pseudo-corrections
Examples:

I "we wish to see you" APRL p.221,

0missum,10;

"that you buy with it"

L*

19
APEL V 301,8

;

JESHO vlii, 302,3

"so buy for me!"

LJ

20

;

,

"until there reaches

me" Jahn 17,10 and similarly perhaps JNE3 v,176,8,
though the context there is broken and the status of
,A7 U
u

therefore uncertain (all these examples 3rd

~

cent* A.H.)

21

*

g. Indefinite derivatives of stirpes tertiae infirmae
ending in CA in tanwTn -in (spelled without yaP)
occasionally, as often in non-classical varieties of
^
_
22
Arabic, end in —T (spelled with yab) . This phenomenon
is not particularly well attested in the papyri:

^

"pasture - tax" APEL III 212s e.g. 1.6 (3rd cent. A.H*);
ibid., IY 233, recto 3, verso 8 (7) (late 3rd cent.
23
A.H.) ;
rendered by the
A
editor:
"without any controller oh qabhal of his
24
- 1
r
harvest" APEL 17 270,23 ;
J*
"four
irrigation canals (or water-wheels ?) Jahn 17,2? (both
3rd cent. A.H.);

"hex’aid (acc*)" Ibn Wahb

89
U ,

23,3 D ate 3rd cent* A.H.);

"satisfied"
25
Isi arnica 4,261,12 (for the dating s. ^ 2 ? n.4) *
*- * *

THIS NQTJff
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Considerable variation and inconstancy can be observed
in the gender of nouns, reflecting not only the often
fluid state of affairs obtaining in this regard in
1
CA, but also further development *
a. The material is not extensive enough to allow a definite
pronouncement, but to judge from the available examples
there exists a tendency for nouns of indifferent gender
in CA, but lacking any external sign of the feminine,
2
_
to be used as masculine * Thus:
"six
cubits" Weasely 55,6 (2nd cent. A.H.);
"eight cubits" PWAP
(yl/jl

\^J>

^

c
3'
138,3 (3rd -*4thcent A.H.) ;

"thia

shop"APEL II 92,6

(3rd cent. A.H.)

"the road along- which" APRL IX 8,4

OsJ

(presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

i)/

"in the

j j i

whole country" APE! V 312,5 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.)
for both of which cf. £l47b * yiJI
ihid., 291,23 (4th

cent. A.H.) .

"this house" s. ahove

"this country"
Per

jh*' U p

p61 n.l.

b. This, however, is by no means always the case and such
nouns are also attested as feminine:
tyj

j Uxl>

I

"Put it together in a pot, close

the lid and pour into it I" Ak. Wien DenJcschr.33,236,
7/8 (3rd cent. A.H.);

U—

"the lower
6

heaven" Ibn Wahb 23,3/4 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) .
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c. Contrary to tills tendency for nouns of indifferent
gender in CA to be used as masculine are to be mentioned
a number of cases where nouns exclusively (cr very
predominantly) masculine in CA appear in the papyri
as feminine .
i* Sometimes this shift of gender is effected by the
7
influence of a synonym . Thus the feminine use of
in
***

(J J*-* ... (point sol)

\ft/J

))

n^° no*^ omit... to hasten

^

the goods to me, and let there be among them...I"
AO xviii/3,116 ,5 (3rd cent. A.H.) may have I?
(*>

by

0r* Per*
aaPs> simply

The gender concord of

C

P

"

influenced
8

6i)LJ^ *
t

w

o

HimyarT knives'* APEL VT 423,6 (3rd cent. A.H.) is
clearly due to the impact of the feminine
9
the same meaning , and that of
^
^j
^r'

x

in
/

"two letters, and I have not seen a

reply to either** ibid., V 339,6 (3rd cent. A.H.)
perhaps owes its origin to interference from the syno—
10
ntjm
*0
j
ii.

’'woman's shirt" is feminine in Jahn 5,6 (mid
2nd cent. A.H.) i

^

-

(read so !) f

‘

C

- (W)usama brought me the woman's shirt"

t\j

11

12
The word, however, in CA is masculine in this meaning
and has plainly been influenced here by
of mail", which is predominantly feminine

fs>

13

"coat

.

iii. In other eases a shift of gender from masculine to
feminine seems to have taken place with less apparent
reason; «*'■

"the flax which" Wessely 70,5

O'
14

(3rd cent. A.H.)

CS-^ ^ "one of the two
15
gates" Ibn Wahb 17,4 (late 3rd cent. A.H.)
. For
q)

L'j

; c^.wl

s. above

§ 61 n.4.
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In the case of certain nouns the gender fluctuates*
This may take place either (i) generally, or (ii)
within the same document*
i* The gender

of the month

constant,

names RabTc andJumada’is not

CA usage, in as far as it is stable in this

respect, generally construes RabTc as masculine and
Jumada as feminine, but instances occur in which either
one may assume the gender of the other* This is
16
particularly the case with Jumada . Many instances
involving Rabat I and Jumada I are ambiguous for the
/
17
reason given above ^55 (iii) ; for Rabat II and
Jumada II the

matter is clearer* Thus we find vpVi
18
19
20
APEL II 89,7 (209 A.H.) ; APR 3,40
(297 A.H*)
and

APEL V 324,6/7 (3rd - 4th cent.
21
A.H.)} ibid., I 45,21 (461 A.H.) .

ii. Fluctuation of gender within one and the same document
2-2

can be observed in the following cases
y

_ . ..

:

j

I'

light fire, not blazing"" Islam i,148,2

(late 2nd - early 3rd cent.A.H.) where the adjective is
feminine but the verb explicitly, but perhaps merely
23
^ .
carelessly, pointed as masculine ;
"the well and its land(s) Melanges Islamologiques ii,
104,5 '(253 A*H.) and similarly 11.11/12

, alternating
25
jj
(read so!)
11*9/10 ;
26
"palm plantation" is of inconstant gender
,

with
cM"

.

in APRL IX 2 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.), for whereas it is
construed as feminine in most cases e.g.
' "this palm plantation which
CAbd Allah gave in trust" 1.12, in 1*3 it appears as
masculiner

"the two palm
27
plantations given as a pious foundation" * Cf. also
£ 61 n.5.

r I

It is worth recording explicitly that I have not so
far noted in early papyri a shift to the feminine of
a noun ending in —t after the analogy of ukht, hint
28
etc* , for in FY/AP 161,9 (2nd cent. A.H.) the correct
~

reading is

"two empty houses", not

«•

as given by the editor 29 .

Nouns of feminine gender but not morphologically
marked as such, may receive the addition of tab
_ 30
marbuta . The best known, and best attested, such
r 31
case ia zawja "wiye" , which occurs in the following
~

places:

APEL I 56,10 (239 A.H.); Islam 22,37,4 (295

A.H.); Wessely 81,10 (?) (3rd cent* A.H.); APEL II
125,5 (319 A.H.)*

This phenomenon is probably

responsible for

(read sol)

"the two palm plantations known as..." APRL IX 2,17
(c* 3rd cent. A.H.), where it appears that the feminine
use of

elsewhere in the document (above,d)

(JJr

has induced an externally feminine form Identical with
32
the nomen uni tat is
even where the nomen uni tat Is is
not intended

3T

*

The opposition masculine: feminine is sometimes marked
in CA not morphologically but lexically. In the case
-34
of one such pair viz. himar: atan
the tendency
*

described here to mark feminine nouns explicitly as
such by the addition of tab marbuta has ousted the
*

latter from the languagef
thus being

the ward for "female as3"
: DAB 38,8;10,1jl yearly 3rd

36
cent* A.H.)

; JESHO xiv,2,13 (mid 3rd cent. A.H.).
"the condition" DAB 9,2 (3rd cent. A.H.),

though well known in CA also, may also be mentioned

93
g. A very widespread feature outside the CA tradition is
the suppression of the feminine plural by the mas37
culine * This occurs in the papyri also. Thus one
unpublished document from the Michaelides collection
dated 102 A.H. is a letter from a man to four women
who are addressed, without exception, in the masculine
plural, e.g,

))j JcLsCAsj
',>Ajuo

i/l

j_^\

U«JI

"write to us about your news and

health, and do not omit to send letters P r Similarly
consistent in this matter is the letter published in
ZDMG- 34,688/9 (early 2nd cent. A.H.), written by two
/

/

y

women to three others, e.g.

o

^ / .

^

^

"so write and then deliver your letter!" 11. 10/11
Further:

» y

cb

"and Umm al-Harith, Umm Junada
and Umm Rayila send you greeting" Jahn 5,9 (mid 2nd
3Q
.
.
/
cent. A.H.)
; ^
^ ^
j
c - l K

"the agent of the four women mentioned in
40
this document" APRL IX 2,19 (o* 3^'d cent. A.H.) .
h. Since the dual has largely beeh supplanted by the plural
in the language of the papyri ( £ 84a ff .), the occurrence
of the masculine plural with reference to two females
should also be mentioned here

:

^

j

"we are well and in good health/ ZDMU 34,688,7 (early
2nd cent. A.H.) ' \

^
\
"Maryam and her daughter send you greeting" ibid., 688,
39
18/19' ;
\jjii C<U
y ' r->j
^
^
g Xa_£~

"Umm Abu al-Qasim and Umm Abu cAlT send

you greeting" DAB 7? 16 (3rd cent. A.H*).
i. It is possible that traces may be found in the papyri
of the coalescence of the feminine with the masculine

in the second person singular of the imperfect, i.e.
43
tf£l may stand for either gender . document at 5011 of
this feature is unfortunately rather meagre; it may
4-4
_
—
occur
as follows :
L tryou (I.) will order
45
him" 21IG 34,689,15 (early 2nd cent* A.K.) ;

VII 41,5

cJL? "that you (f. ) bring it with you" APKL
^
46 47
(c* 2ndcent* A.H.)

In a large number of instances the clual has either
(i) been superseded by, or (ii) may alternate with
1
the plural *
The dual is superseded by the plural;

^

1

"that you hear his case and that of

(^ >\

his brother-in-law and bring them to the truth"
Giessen 9,8 (c. 178 A.H.);

CJ ^ \j

,fand CAbd a I-Rahman and his brother send
you greeting" Jahn 12,14/15 (late 2nd — early 3rd cent.
2
A.H.) ; JAOS 56,289 (205 A.H.), a deed of sale in which
the two vendors are always referred to only in the
plural;

(read sol)

^

(j>\

"M. and M. have paid of the tax encumbent upon them..."
APEL III 182,3 (241 A.H.);
v l

b/b

Oh*

...

cJJ\ ^

(J\f v >

<tA* 1s j ’ &>'

"testified to the acknowledgment of CAbd Allah... and
to the acknowledgment of al-Qasim ... after it had been
read to them and they had understood it and assented
to knowledge and c.omprehension thereof" Islam 22,38,9/10
1—

oj^

^__ "for himself and for

/ 3
his brother and sister Jacfar and c/fisha," APH 2,2/3

(both 295 A.H.);

>g» I

jJ })j "and do nox

hold either of them (both) back!" Giessen 20,3;

>’' >'i

^

•’and bring Muhammad and Tayyib the guides

e ri.> j _sj
and bailiffs,

and do not hold them back!” APEL 111,178,4-6; (both.
3rd cent* A.H*);

j>(

ZPUp

“from cAta or Jubara or anyone else" APEL
(4th cent. A.H.);

V 29-1,11
“the sons

^

of CAtTq., (namely) cAbd al- Rahman and his brother”
'ibid., 1.14*
In the case of the inanimate duals, plural concord is
rarer, but not uncommon (the regular agreement being
feminine singular, sometimes alternating with
s. below, b):

ylc/

the dual

0-P (YrYY^J “and two small

red silk tunics” in which feminine singular and plural
concord alternate, APEL VI 391,6 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H*)
cJiJ CL*

"two mithqal dinars” ibid .y I

<^y_j C^J

49,4 ('297 A.H.);

<tb

-A-t

J_hA "the

dwelling and house in which...” APRL IX 2,12;
b Cj,

/j) VkJ^

"and two excellent shiq.qa kerchiefs”

FWAP 164,8/9 (both c. 3i*d cent* A.H*).,
ii. The dual alternates with the plural:
^I}

'transla‘t:e& by the editor "and they

both own the open areas and the bakery, according to
their partnership” APEL I 53,20/21 (2nd - 3nd cent.
A.H.); y\

Ubii j

(read,I think, so)

^

_

(read so!) .

&\

Q\*

...

/ /
^ jM

"you have both asked and petitioned me that X lease
to you... that you may cultivate it” ibidj, II 80,
- ,
5
4-7 (236 A.H.) ;
UL, L ,r>\
^
ci
Z
..rj CSU)
"Bring before us Yohannes and Moses the two sons of
QTr... and do not allow for either of them a sub
stitute I” ibid *, III 177,2-4;

<v ^ j j

9

r> >

^

6 ?^

^

"IhrahTin H. and M s mother,

what was in their hand(s)"' ’ ibid., IY 222, recto A,
3/4 as against a resumptive pronominal suffix in the
dual ibid*, B,10 C

); A,16,20 C

]jXi£j

q^>

dJ

V

Lc-^a ^,

);

"do not bring a case

against him, but hasten his release!" ibid., Y 323,9:

the letter published in AO xviii/3,116/7 begins in
elevated style with greetings in the dual to the two
addressees, but by line 2 has already lapsed into the
plural and continues in the singular, presumably add6
ressing only one of the two recipients
(all these 3rd
cent. A.H.} ;

[d/*]

and petitioned

t

"you have asked me

[me]

AO xviii/3,85,8 (328-33 A.H.);

...

Uv

Lrjo^

"their minds

and bodies...* their consciences" APH 1,9-11 (342
A.H.) J

1 1

d ^

"I look forward to learning your news, 'and from me to
you both greetings!" DAB 31,7/8 (early 4th cent. A.H.) .
b. Duals of inanimate objects very frequently take agreement
9
as if they were plural, i.e. in the feminine singular .
10
Some examples:
1> <a>^ CLo> cl/-1j VI o "two washed
mithq.al dinars" BAD 5,2/3 (213 A.H.) where dual and
feminine singular concord stand side by side;
^

•ll) ( (Jpj\ aa*

jM

^ '

"two faddans of

fallow ground from the land of al— Qasim which you will
11
sow with wheat" APEL II 144,5 (217 or 219 A.H.)
;
/
(?)
cb ^ ’ & k— ^
CPi/ ^

*X

"these two shops... empty of tenants

and free of dirt, just as he received them" APRL IX 4,
18—20 (250 A.H.), again with dual and feminine singular

concord in alternation;

oP~jr~i'>

"two dinars

to be paid at once" Islam 22,39,17 (295 A.H.);

97

•Mi

12
"these two faddans" APEL Y 292,6/7 ;
J

^ --*--------Cj^“--’

"two irrigation canals

(or water-wheels?) giving water

to the clover, and twogiving water to the
Jahn 17,27/8;

^

corn"

"the two dinars

<JJ\

belonging to me" Wessely 60,6 (all 3rd cent.A.H.);
j

330,2;

XsL jJ\

"the two dinars which.*." APEL Y

j--- **

c^r->j L/ A

"two oriental dinars"

ibid., VI 403,5/6 and verso,2;
^
13
v—^
"two Caliph cups" F7AP 174,8
(all 4th cent. A-H.J.
c*
i. The coalescence of dual and plural is also reflected
in the fact that

"all", unusual in CA with
14
reference to a dual , may in the papyri appear quite
regularly in that function:

hu/

La/^

"I

ordered them both" Hirbet
el-Mira 18,8 .(second half
v
of 1st cent. A.H.);
"and both were
satisfied" Z33MG 34,686,8 (169 A.H.);

U^.

"and the cognizance taken by them both" APE1 I 56,14
(239 A.H.);

Ljc-v^ LSI/**

"of them both" Mdlanges

Islamologiques ii5104,X6 (253 A.H.);
L^
/
c- C-.LJJI KJ J>
L* "the acknowledgment of them both

J

concerning all that is in this deed" APEL I 52,14/15
(274 A.H.)5

IxsJ*.

"upon them both" APRL

IX 7,15/16 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

Ole

"and if both die, both (doors) will
Ibn Wahb 17,4 (late 3rd cent. A.H.);

^

0 L
closed"
L

"and both of them" &FEL I 57,3 (341 A.H.) and similarly
BAIT 16,2 (418 A.H.) etc.
ii. For

construed with the plural, though in
~ ’
15
fact referring to a dual. , representing the complete

98
recession of the category of dual, I cariuote onliy

LOA^ s$\* ui

•

V

x

\yW

I? "they were both

satisfied ... each of them11 APE 1,4/5 (342 A.H.)*
d. Emphasis of the dual by the addition of Ithnayn to
16
” “
either the dual or the plural
seems not to occur in
the papyri.

An inscriptional example of ithnayn +

plural however, occurs in

otr' V

“when two

days (had passed)” BIPAG ii,135 no*18,2 (334 A.H.)
e*
i. In the case of aome nouns, mostly those denoting paired
parts of the body, vernacular Arabic in all its
Varieties has extended the historical dual into the
domain of the plural, with the result that a form
etymologic ally dual comes to be used with reference to
17
18
numbers above two * As in ASP , this feature has
been so far recorded in the papyri
of “hand“

:

j...J

of the people of

3

only in the case
"in the hands

£**] APEL II 79,10 Co* 250 A.B.);
"^7 various persons” ibid.,

IV 235,2;12 (27oi.H.);

"by

^

the lulunids” AfKL I 6,19 (second half of 3rd cent*
‘21
A.H.) . "
ii. Contrary to this tendency to extend the dual at the
expense of the plural, are to be listed a few cases
in which the singular has intruded into the domain
22

of the dual

*

Again, the only noted examples are of

certain stock expressions containing "hand**.
APEL IV 222 passim reads

Thus

”in his hand(s)/

possessionrr, but the singular is maintained before the
suffix of the dual. ioid. recto, A,16;20;B,14 (

);

B,10 C

U*

k

, for which

. ^4 REM->A>), and of
tj
^ ^yvf
j

the plural ibid,, recto A,4 (

"by means of / through" alternates with 0"i

ibid*,

278 (both 3rd cent* A.H*), the former occurring 11*3,5
24
/
.
_
the latter 1.6 ;
k" ^
J
,rI have written you a letter to he delivered by Yusuf"
ibid*, Y 291,26 (4th cent* A.H.) and similarly 11.28,
31.

Of. also

<2) ^

and

q)

a l t e r n a t i n g in

identical contexts DAB 26,2 (3rd eehty-,A.H.) as against
ibid., 34*3 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.).
REMARK:

Problematical is the passage Ibn Wahb 56,16

(late 3rd cent. A.H.):

'•> J lie— -

c\jj j \

"four, my two lips and my (two rows of) teeth".
MS. points the last two letters

The

of "'lips" clearly as

~ty t but there is also asublinear correction to the
expected

„

is this word to be interpreted
25
as it stands as a plural *shafatat , or should one
...

rather repoint
rhyme with
belong to

/j i X d

'

(perhaps intended to b e in

I ?), in which case it would
^85c?

f. A further indication of the recession of the category
of dual may be seen in the number

of nouns preceding

a pronominal suffix in thedual.

In CA a dual noun

may occur before a suffix of the dual, but is often
replaced in this position by the plural (less often
26
by the singular) . In the papyri, on the other hand,
dual nouns seem to be unknown in such a context, only
singular and plural being so far attested. Singular:
27
L
j (read so!
)
J
nto pay their
poll-tax and to find their subsistence" Journal des
Savans

1625,463»6 (133 A.H.);

Lv;

()j> I

1 00

"people who know them both, by sight

\_c-is^h

and by name" APB. 3,12 (297 A.H*);
"their minds and bodies" ibid., 11.12/13*
LsV

Plural:

"their minds and bodies" ibid.,

4,5 (314 A,H.); 1,9 (342 A.H.) and not uncommonly in
this expression.
REMARK:

When the genitive dual is not in the form

of a pronominal suffix this restriction appears net
28
to apply :
<111*
U> J jjj
"his provi
sions and those of his following and officials"
Islam 33,39,8/9 (90 A.H.) for which s. below ^175*
g. To denote a "pair" CA uses the dual of
reserving

j

£-0

generally

itself to mark one of two similar

or identical objects.

The use of

with reference
Li"
to a "paii'" is not common in CA and is disapproved by
29
30
many grammarians ; in other strata of Arabic
and
31
in modern dialects , on the other hand, the word is
widely attested in that meaning.
also in the papyri:

A similar usage occurs

jy

"six pairs

of tumars -(of papyrus)" JESHG viii,305,5 (late 2nd — early
•

.

3rd cent. A.H*), and similarly

j L J> 9jj
32
\
f,^wo turners of papyrus" APEL VI 423,2/3 ;
Cr-wj

"two rolls of papyrus" Grohmann, Allgemeine Einftlhrung,
49 (both 3rd cent. A.H.);
ibid.;

j?

JVx)

APEL YI p.221 (daires?)

"two tumars"
"two pairs of sandals,2"

.

85
a. In common with the general trend of non-03a ssical
varieties of Arabic, in both the dual and sound mas
culine plural ( $86a) there are no distinctions of

±u±

case, the cnjy genuine endings of these categories
1
"beingreflexes of the CAcasus ob.liqu.ua
.
O
~J """ '
The earliestattested examples of
this important phe
nomenon in the status rectus of the dual are from the
late first - early second centuries A.H,:

j>

"and

two carpets" (translate as dual!) occurring in a list of
textiles Hirbet el-Mird 39,2 (1st - 2nd cent. A.K.);
"with two moles on his neck" APEL III 175,
4 (112 A.H*);

"two dinars

thereof are for your poll-tax" ibid., 180,7/8 (113 A.H./;
(read so with

^83e) "and therein are

two empty houses" F7AP 161,9 (2nd cent. A.H.). Further:

l*i)I?

(j_y LnJ^

"and all their rights thereof are two thirds, complete,
and they also have two thirds of ... " APEL I 53,4/5;
UrrJj "and they have twothirds

Qy

of the arable land" ibid., 1.12;

^

"two

3

dirhams were spent on meat" ibid., VI 420,3 (both 2nd 3rd cent. A.K.);
are ...

ATJRlGr

"and the two witnesses
92,111,5 (241A.H.);

...

-a /* I

"Ahmad ... two dinars" occurringin-a list of payments
APEL IV 237',8 etc. ;

"brassica: two faddahs"

ibid., 265,8 (262 A.H.);

Qjry^r-^y

"and there remain

the two purses" ibid., V 334,9 (before 278 A.H.);
o

^Zjud'\ ^

j

"and the two baskets of cheese have

reached me" LAB 22,6;

"the price is two

dinars" APEL VI 389,11,13;

"and you have

tt

two carats" Crohmann, TWA 3,5 and similarly ibid., 4,7
(all ^rd cent. A.H.) etc.
4
-ay for -a in status constructus of the dual is also
^3^
r
attested at a very early period:
(J .J
1 • • *

102

!r(

[and the price of]

.** is eighteen) and two thirds

of a dinar” Ressana 64*1—4 (56 A.H.);
£

crt?J

"and the total thereof is two hundred

and seventy-nine modii of corn5* ibid*, 18/19 and similarly ibid., 65,15-17 (55 or 56 A.H.);

...

/t/l

aJV

"there has fallen due from you ... two

.£

hundred artabas of corn" PSR iii V,3~5 and similarly
ibid., Anhang k,3; 1,5 and 6; APEL III 160,6 (all 91
5
A.H.) ; further:
^j\ "the two sons of Homise"
APEL IV 222,recto,A, 15; (read, apparently, so)
"Hunayn and Muhammad, the sons
of Faraj the lawyer" ibid., 267,12, both occurring in
lists of names;

^

p?

"and he has to

4

his own credit two thirds of a dinar,2/3 " ibid., V 336,
3;

c " t h a t

which was delivered

to him was ... two hundred bundles" ibid., VI 367,2/3;
P

^ "the price is two thirds of a dinar"

^ (S^

ibid., 389,12 (all 3rd cent. A.H.). For

l£\

s. ^97a.

The hyper-correct occurrence of the casus rectus of the
dual where in CA casus obliquus would have been necessary
is rather uncommon o The following are the only examples
known to m e :
£

tfJX ( § 21b
"May G-od reward - for to

(SpJ*

reward is in His power - two companions who alighted
at the two tents of Umm MaCbadJ" Khoury 152,16 (229
7
A.H.) ;
o U ^ > q )1P
Zjp p
"s0 CAli struck
him a blow; he broke his two coats of mail" idem, 172,
2/3 ;

0 X_+J>

iiyJ s

1

O y

"after he had called two witnesses to testify on her
behalf" JESHO xiv,9,4- (256 A.H.) ;

oM

Jl ^>

"May God open your hands to perform every
10 / N
kindness!" DAB 26,2 (3rd cent* A.H*) ; (!jc^?'00 ^ ' \?
(?)\*s ’kfjb?

L jzJUL\

Gf

"the two vendors have

^

acknowledged receipt of the price from
APEL I 60,1 (406 A.H.);

the two buyers"

C>\ j & £/-»•*" ^

nile

acknowledgment of the brother and sister who acknowledge
ibid., II 138,14 (412 A.H*) (alternating with
"*ys» "the acknowledgment of the
who acknowledge"
s. below

in 11.17/8).

$92c and for "twelve"

For the

Jjp

j \j >\

man and woman
numeral "two,r

^97 n*4.

The identification of cases in which the nun of the
11
dual is preserved in status constructus
is complicated
by the fact that final yao and nun are often very hard,
sometimes even impossible, to distinguish (cf. above
n.2).

As an example of this difficulty, one may quote

the expression in use denoting "the two districts of
al- Ushmunayn": in APEL III 181,7 (233 A.H.) this is
edited as

-3/\

» but "khe same phrase

appears ibid., II 88,1/2 (261 A.H.) as
I•

(jj

The palaeographical justification for

this distinction is small indeed, and it seemsj to me
at least, that in these two cases either reading might
12
with equal validity be substituted for the other
This circumstance should be borne in mind an evaluating
some of the following examples.

The earliest occurrence

of-this phenomenon may be detected in the Hessana papyri
referred to above

^1 n.5 (54,56,57 A.H.) in the phrase

v

"the two months of RaoTc ".

p^|5?j j 1

though one cannot overlook the fact that in the only
text where the corresponding Arabic is preserved the
reading is clearly

^

j

(no.,60,6 dated

XU4

54 A.H*}..

Further j

U*Jl ^>\

ly

'’the two

finance-ministers of Abu al~ cAbbas AO vi,388,5 (244
13
A.H.) ; > W i j
the presence of the two representatives of JaCfar...
14
and al~ cAlav ibid*, 391,5 (248 A.H.)
and similarly
SBAWtf 153/V 25,6 (264 A.H.)

;

_,Uo

"two

^ 0 5

thirds of a dinar" APEL V 322.7 and likewise JESHO

16
xvi,4,4 (both 3rd cent* A.H.)

.

The preservation of

nun occurs a number of times in the numeral "two
—

hundred"

^

:

i

-

o^'^

"two hundred gist" Grohmann,
#

TWA 5,4; ibid., 6,4 and 5 (3rd cent. A.H.);

L

"two hundred dinars" APR! II 9,13 (presumably contem-

18
porary)
For a later instance ( s. §21 n.4) cf.
"two toes" Islamic a 4,258,4.

Cf. also below,

<^97b.

ii. Another difficulty in identifying cases in which the
huh of the dual is preserved in status constructus
is caused by the frequent absence of alif in the
indefinite accusative singular ( ^*l67b);

this

circumstance often makes it impossible to distinguish
between

a status constructus and an appositional

relationship.

Thus, in constructions involving weights

and measures such as
Miles, Glass Weights, 85 no.32 (116—24 A.H.) it is
difficult to decide whether this should be regarded
as corresponding to CA ratlay lahmin, in which case
•

▼

the example would belong here* or to ratlayn lahman,
^
in whxch case it would not . On the whole, probability
r “

seems to favour the interpretation of such constructions
20
as appositional rather than genitival , but as the
possibility exists' that nun in similar cases may be
21

preserved in. status constructus

ey.amp1 es ar e given

here;

j^

> • "two faddans of fallow land’* APEL

II 144,5 (217 or 291 A„H»);

£

^

utw0

art abas of wheat" ibid. , V 34-0,4 (3rd cent. A.H.) 5
"two dirhams of pomegranates'* Wessely 78 1
5 (3rd —

4th cent, A.H.);

pairs of

sandals,2" above

|?

"two

$84g, end (date?).

Apposition also seems more likely insimilarcombine—
22
11
tions involving specification of material :
^J)
-

"two gold carats" Grohmann, TWA 11,3/4 (2nd
cent. A.H.);

"and two garments of
23
silk" APEL 71 391,6 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.) ;
<-r*_r--r

J~P

j

"and two garments of linen / silk" ibid.,

389,13 (3rd cent. A.H.)*
A feature for which the papyri offer abundant docu
mentation is the absence of final nun in the status
24
'
absolutus of the dual • Although the -identification
of this feature is beset (at least partly) by the same
palaeographical difficulty as that of other phenomena
25
relating to the dual , there remain a fair number of
26
secure instances . It appears to be restricted to
numerals and measures; very common is

(and

variant spellings, s. 9101b) "two hundred", which
27
28
occurs as follows s Nessana 67,14 (70 A.H.) ;
29
APEL 7 344,5 (207 A.H.) ; ibid., I 48,13 (233 A.H.);
CPR III 175,3 (250 A.H.); APEL II 93,7 (251 A.H.);
ibid., 81,9 (253 A.H.)f JESHO xiv,9,7 (256 A.H,) whe-re
read
A.H.)

so (cf. above n.25)? APEL IV 265,5 and 6 (262
; Etudes...

L^vi — Provencal 11,511,4 and 8
j
(?.63 A.K.); APEL XX 99,8 (272 A.H.); Grohmann, Papirl..

SIila.no I, 4,9; APEL IV 261,14 (both 3rd cent. A.H.);

ibid, V 306,19 (after 334 A.H*)*

In. fractions I find

absence of nmi only in the case of
/{JS "two
31
thirds" : Hirbet el-Mird 36,1 (?) (2nd cent* A.H*):
APEL IT 269,8 (262 A.H*) ibid.,HI 202,3; IV 266,8;
32
282,6 ? 71 393,5 and 11 (all 3rd cent* A.H.) MPBR ii/
J*
iii 164,5 (344 A.H.) .
"two" also seems to
34
occur ? APEL II 88,4 (261 A.H.); ibid., YI 389,14;
392,5 (both 3rd cent. A.H.}; IT 280*1 (342 A.H.).
.
35
"two thousand"
has been found thus far only
in APEL IT 261,21 and 26 (3rd cent. A.H-,).
of measure the phenomenon occurs in

j

With nouns
"two
36

waybas" WZKM viii,293,4 (2nd half of 1st cent. A.H.)
it

' and, less certainly, in Crohmann, IV,rA 2,9 (3rd cent.
A.H.)*

86
a* Parallel to the general absence of the status rectus
in the dual ( $85a) is the occurrence of the same
phenomenon in the sound masculine plural, where the
only living ending is a reflex of the CA casus obliquus
viz. -Tn used irrespective of case .

The existence- of

a single, form only in each of these two categories (i.e
dual: -ayn? sound masculine plural: -in) is one of the
key features separating the language of the papyri
(and all other varieties of vernacular Arabic) from
CA.

The very nature of the extant texts means that

this phenomenon is particularly well documented for
the decads 20—90, but it is very frequent in other
2
j
cases besides . Some examples: f c y ^
ilf-*j "and the total thereof

is sevent3r modii

of wheat and the same of oil" Nessana 60,17 (54 A.B1)
and the similar cases ibid. 61,16; 63,12 (both S’iTA-HO;

107

64-,18 (&6 A.H,); 66,11 (57 A.H.}; 67,14 (70 A.H,);
/

\Jj) t

51and. let the Qg.bbal officials

receive measure (of corn)" PSR iii 111,34- ; .j (>Z ^

A-

"what the Qabbal officials receive/’ ibid,,
46/7; sq>\j,

Zl

£,V

^

^

...

X.U/Uj*

"there has fallen due from

you of the poll-tax for the year.** dinars to the num
ber of four hundred, sixty-one and one half, and of
the food-tax two hundred and seventy artabas of corn"
ibid.., 7,3-6 and similarly the texts ibid*, Anhang,
6
7
a-e , g, i~lj BPAF XIV - XVI (all 91 A.H.);
Ul
"that we are well and
q in health" Hirbet
u
el— Mird 42,5 (1st cent. A.H.) ;
j
Ca7_I

"and that is twenty faddans" MBZP 19,338,8 (179 A.H.)
and likewise ibid* 339,6 (l80 A.H*);

<^311

gi)j>
Cr

cJ^eZj )/-0

'

j> "and the total thereof is fifty-

two and one half dinars" FWAP 161,10/11 (2nd cent.
A.H.);

4j'

c^>y— O

"and it is ninety-

four verses" occurring in a Quranic rubric dating
'9
perhaps from the second century A.H. in Wright,
Palaeographical Society, Facsimilest Pl.lix; c)Z>
”and the total thereof is
fifty dinars and one. sixth" APEL IV 237,10 .(249 A.H*);
ibid., Ill 214 passin,in a list of artisans (early 3rd
cent. A.H.);
I--' Z

(i^lg)

j

"the tot al is twenty—three

thousand, seven hundred and eighty-eight head" ibid.,
IV 261,7 and passim in this text;
^j
jPj
one
"and they are ^hundred and fifty walnuts" ibid., V 303
4; VI 392 passim (in an account);
we are obliged" LAB 7,5 (all 3rd cent* A.H.);

J MaTLl-

c/j,

"and that is thirty dinars'’ ibid* lv,4 (late
3rd cent* A.H.);

Lu £a>

“and they are poor

and needy” ibid., 32,8 (before 314- A.H.) etc.
REMARK:

I have not come across so far any examp3.e

of this feature in status constructus, for which cf.
Blau, ASP,224; Schen, J3S 18,76.
Examples of the hyper—correct application of the sound
masculine plural -un in contexts where OA usage would
—
10
have required ~Tn do occur , but, as it seems, only
in variants of one particular legal locution:
[o- feldl ll^j j

"the acknowledgment

of these persons named in

[this deed]

Grohmann,

Papiri ** .Milano I 2,4/5 (3rd cent. A.HJ.);
c^QJi \^j> J>

-*

ppj

" ^ e agent of the four women

named in this deed" APRL IX 2,19 (o. 3rd cent. A.H.)
and likewise ibid., X 11,9 (324- A.H*);
c-^UXM

\JJ? j

(read so!)

cS\x
— 11

"upon these persons named and mentioned in this deed"
APS1 II 74,8 (344 A.H.) where hyper-correct casus
rectus alternates with the expected casus obliquus.
Whether any examples occur of —n of the sound masculine
•plural being preserved in status constructus seems
11
somewhat doubtful . It may be exemplified by the
following two cases:

APEL

VI ^69*2 which is rendered by the editor: "until the
12
\
'
preceding (days) of Babe" ;
JPj \
"surveyors of the clover crop" (editor*s translation:
13
"trefoil—reapers") ibid., 429 v,4
(both 3rd cent.

109

f 87
There are certain points to be noted in the domain of
the broken plural:
a. FaCalTl for CA fa^alil
:
_ _

,>^*1
2

v

"the
^ seals (?)'*

APRL XIII 1,1? (c. 3rd cent. A.H.) ;
3
Mtlle danigs” APEL VI 397,17 (4th cent. A.H.) .
4
/
b* EaC alii for faCalTl may occur in
/C>
“
5
bowls" EWAP 174,8 (4th cent. A.H.) .
Ea^ allla

for facalii

"three

is represented by

Lq "sai

lors": 2A 22,150,3 (95 A.H.); 5y?iantion

xvii,214,5

(241 A.H.); APEL VI 379,19 (248 A.E.); Giessen 16,14
7
(4th cent. A.H.) .
REMARK:

Another case is perhaps

^Ix-L-h

"food-tax" PAE X,3 (90 A.H.) if it reflects *
it may, however, belong- rather below,e.

;

Cf. ^4? n.7*

d.
i. CA ficaA

>

*fcal > afCal

with prosthetic alif

is exhibited by
9
xviii/3,101,4 (265 A.H.) ; J>

"meadows" AO

( § 2b,ii)

I

"ten strokes

of the whip" APEL III 170,2/3 (3rd cent. A.H*) for which
s. above

q2

n.3.
_

ii. A similar process fuCul
j

-

>

_

10

*fcul > afcul

occurs in

{ 1— J* "five asses" cited from an early second

century A.H. document above

^2b,ii

e. The addition of the sound feminine plural ending to
a broken plural

12

is rare:

"their buildings"

Arabic and Islamic Studies... H . _ A Gjbb , 23,10
(106 A.H.);

<v 1/

(pointed so) "his clients"

APRL IX 2,10 and perhaps also 1.8 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.)

1 10

where the reference is to four women*
REMARK As

A possible example might also be

"food-tax" PAF X,3 (90 A CK*) mentioned above
§§

47 n.7; 87 c, REM*

REMARK Bi

The forms

j ^

?

aid

^— ■

"trousers” ( j> 9c) in AO xviii/3,117,6 and verso,2
(3rd cent* A.H*) do not,, synchrcnically at least,
belong here, as the singular "one pair of trousers"
in this text is

(not

This is borne out by 1*7:

^ J \

)*

J

\ ih l> &\'j>

^

"not one of us has a pair of trousers"*

This

singular occurs also at APEL VT 394r,B,20 (3rd cent*
A.H.}, and s* also ibid*, p.126 n*20 where

5/— -•

"two pairs of trousers" is mentioned*
f * The CA conventions (inas much as they -are systematically
applied) governing the use of plurals of paucity are
!3
_
not always observed :
j
<n—
"five asses"
^
14
Grohmann, Aparcu, 90 n*2 (early 2nd cent* A.H.) ;
j
I
rtten strokes of the whip" APEL III 170,
.15
2/3 (3rd cent* A.H*) *
*

g* Do&y, Supplement 1,220 observed that

£pVl> , in CA

the plural of

"garden", is in the "modern
16
language" used an a singular * This transition had
already taken place by the. 3rd cant A.H*, as is shown
by the papyrus published in JESHO viii,282/3:
0-

j

*.* /-AM
If

they recorded it" 11.5—12

*

"the garden which...
t
For O * \ r — "trousers"

as singular s* above, e, REM.B.

Ill
$68

Several examples of unusual plural, forms occur in the
1
papyri *
a*

qJj

-r^ "barns" APEL V 289,15; APEL XI 2,6 and XI 3

passim (but perhaps here in a different sense) for the.
more usual

■ c)\r?\ which occurs APEL 71 15,8 (all
‘2
c. 3rd cent* A.H.) o

b*

"slave-traders" as plural of
than the commoner

cJl^

rather

AO xviii/3,97,5 (3rd cent.

A.H.).
e.

( "gardens" JE3H0 viii,304,2 (late 2nd - early
3rd cent. A.H.)j APH 12a,5 (o* 294 A.H.); Giessen 4r,
3
14 (3rd cent. A.H.) perhaps belongs to the singular
4
qj
au ^ 27 g rather than to
PJ-P

d.

"four/three head (of cattle)"'

(r~j\ *£& /

APEL VI 3^6,3;6 (3rd cent. A.H.) represents, or so it
would appear, the plural arus (<arous
e*

^

j)26) .

"quarters" ZLMG 92,123,16 (241 A.H.) is

probably, provided that the interpretation is correct,
a mere scribal error for
f.

y\

.

cl L j I— ' "irrigation canals/water-wheels" occurs
AO xviii/3,90 ult.; 91,5 and 10 (339 A.H.); the more
expected

j> (i .e. =

c? Vi*-' § 82g) is found in

6^
Jahn 17.27 (3rd cent. A.H.) .
g.

Por J*bLc-7 Hmy

ix. For

lips"

plural of

at ^142b,HEM.

^

s.

^84 e, REM*
"fresh" s. the references

Most unusual is

^

oJL** "six carats" DAB 22,7

(3rd cent* A.H.);

APEL III 191 *4-, on the other

hand, is doubtless simply a scribal error and

_Ir> \ l>

Wessely 74,2 (both 3rd cent, A.H,,} a misprint ,
"water-jugs" for the commoner

(JXj

t

EvYAP 164,16; APRL VI 12, 17 (both c. 3rd cent, A.H.) •
Ljf as plural of

"noble” is reported from

an unpublished text by Grohmann, E.lnf&hrung, 106.

The development of the nisba termination —iyyun/
Tyun > ~i as in ASP and in non-classical Arabic
generally

may also be assumed for the language of

the papyri.

This may be presented schematically and

in a ©omewhat simplified manner as follows: —Tyun/
iyyun > Ty/iyy ( jl61) > T/iy

( |l?)

>

i(^9a).

2
Lhe nisba ending -ani

is of very limited occurrence:

"from Sanhaj" APEL VI 389,9 (3rd cent. A.H.)
and the much later example
3
54,16 (448 A.H.) .

The irregular elatives

"upper'*APEL I

and

of OA are

incorporated within the afcal pattern of the dative
category to which they belong:
.

. 1
\ t

,

♦.

' "better than you are" and

the best of you" in an unpublished papyrus- of
the Michael ides collection (c. 3rd cent. As.H.); Xbn
2

W'ahb 65,18 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) .

h.

jJl'i

;

L ^ J

"we should ha-

ve come to blows or worse" Margoliouth, Arabic Papyri..
—4

Bodleian Libraiy ff 1 ,p.2,8/9 (late 2nd cent. A.H. );
UJi

"1 do not think anyone

has ever ridden a worse" ibid., 11,22 (c. 3rd cent.
A.H.)•

THE NUMERALS

$91
a. For

Lu> I/

198b

\ instead of CA

and for

s.

^I69a;

in place of

^ 198a-c.
b. It seems not at all impossible that the feminine of
'***? \ dn status pronominal is was farmed from (an

as yet unattested)

T>U> ( ( <

i’

with

^47c ).

For a discussion of this possibility s. above ^12f,
REM.
2

c. For the loss- of initial alif

of

in forms of the

numeral "eleven" s. $96 (i)-(iii).

£92
a. Forms of the numeral "two" without prosthetic alif
are rather scarce:
i. Masculine:.
, s. $ 199a)
alternating with
(sic)

(referring, however, to the feminine
JESHO viii,289,6 (202 A.H.)
( read so!) in 1.10;

Isiarnica 4,252,2 (for the date s. § 2? n.4 and

cf. above $49e)*»
1
ii. Examples of the feminine lacking prosthetic alif have

114
2

not been found in papyri , but only on coins, as Waller,
Catalogue ii,89 no. 294 (92 A.H.) and elsewhere*
b. For the numeral "two" larking final n in status
absolutus s. above $85d.
Co Pseudo-correct

for

( $85b, and in

this case representing CA
3
occurs in

with Sl99a)
"the year one

hundred and twenty-two" Melanges X s1amoIogiques iii,
4
25, no. 78 (122 A.H.) .
d* For

gjj

in the meaning "two/pair" s* $84g.

^93
A feature well known in modern dialects- is the tendency
to regard tip mar but a in the numerals 3-10 (pronounced
m

—jt in status constructus, $ 47a) as part of the counted
noun rather than of the numeral itself when the former
1
begins with a vowel (cf. $51d,iv) . The earliest
documented cases of this displacement occur in the
text APEL VI 387 (4th - 5th cent. A.H.) 11.1,9,12/13:
jyj

Cr_*P

,

JjT

/

J

"five

looms”, "three looms" .

£94
For the possible epicene use of
s. $194.

(yLc "eight"

Cf. also j>99.

$95
a. The cardinal numerals 11-19 tend to develop into a
compound (cf*& 195 ), a fact occasionally reflected
1
2
in the spelling . Thus: (?S)
(read sol )

"fourteen" Herzfeld, Samarrat 276 no.18 (dace?};
(sic, w±th^30a)

"twelve" APEL VI 365*2; 3

(3rd -» 4th cent* A.H.) where also (l.IO)
(sac, ^42b) "fourteen" and
■passim;

"fifteen"

"sixteen" Islamica 4, 26? no. 4,3

and

(s. ^>95c) ibid., 1.4

3

^for the date of

the last two examples s*$27 n.4).
A spelling- of very frequent occurrence in papyri (and
other early monuments) is that of
* "ten" in
4
the numerals 11—19 * Perhaps the earliest case is
found in

[?

i

"fourteen" vVZKM viii,

j\

293,9 (mid - late 1st cent. A.H.).
^-2-^

>u>(

;

Further examples:

APRL VII 48,7; ibid., VIII 9,3;

XI 17,5 (all presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.}; APEL VI

5

6

403 v,l (4th cent. A.H.) ;
Wessely 51,5;

I cSX

^ cub /

<v y T

.

JESHO xvi ,

4,5 (both 3rd cent. A.H.); APRL X 13 (313 A.H.);
r

ajuj'K

DAB 63,3; APRL VX 20,7 (both 3rd
*

^--S---- ?

cent. A.H.);

:

JESHO xiv,6,14

(mid 2nd cent. A.H.); JNE5 v,176,3 and 14; AO xviii/3,
116,3;

o— ^

WZKM 54,51,6;

ibid., 1.7;

:

cent* A.H.);

<_

APEL 7 339,9 (all 3rd

Lr /

*L^Lf

: Mdlanges

Is1am o1 ogi que s i.iis20, nos. 52—3; 21 nos. 54-6 (early
1st cent. A.H,); Grohmann, TWA 3,4;
JESHO xvi,4,8 (bath 3rd cent. A.H,).
and "twelve" s. below

^

— -*

For "eleven"

^96,97-

Common to a wide spectrum of mod.ern dialects is the
acquisition of emphasis in the numerals 11—19, whereby
the reflex of GA tab marbuta of the unit is realized
r?

!

not as i:, but as t „

*

in many dialects d. of the n urnera.

.116
"eleven" is affected similarly, and comes to be pro8
nounced as d . An early case of this latter phenomenon
occurs in

"eleven" cited

^39c and above,a.

d. I have not traced any example in which final r is
9
absent in the numerals 11-19 ; Herzfeld, Samarra, 276
no.18 (date?) is misread and should be corrected with
Grohmann, above, n.2 and for

Q ~ ^ - ^ "eleven"

ZDMGp 92,123 note to 1.14 (241 A.H.,) s. above n.3 where
the correctness of the reading is doubted.
e.. Yery rare is the use of
j
to connect the ten with
10
the units . For the numeral "twelve" constructed in
this manner s. ^97c; otherwise I find only

£—

V -— cj "seventeen/nineteen" Melanges Islamologiques
11
iii,24 no. 76
(117 or 119 A.H.) and
^
“

(?!)

'

_

_,S "nineteen kharrubas" Miles, Glass Weights,

110, nOo71 (141-3 A.H.).

J
96

The numeral "eleven" has developed into a compound
invariable
sumably

as regards gender

(^ 196

) and pre

to be realized for the most part along the

of (i)hdaGshar.
_

lines

The compound
can be spelled in a
i

number of different ways :
2

i.

^_J1^

ii*

:

APEL YI 399,8 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.)

:above, $95c.

iii*

lo? :

cited from an unpublished Berlin papyrus

by Grohmann, Elnf&hrung t 105*
i
3
iv.
ig»l
; APEL YI 403v,l (Ath cent. A.H.).
v.

^

* Melanges Islamologiqiies iiitl8, no.

44 (111 A.H.); 20, no.50 (early 1st cent, A.H.).
Vi

va.

I

oi

I

:

JESHO viii,095, verse.5 (211 A.H.),

ii
where it appears that ta? mar huta. has hoen erased.

^97
a* The numeral "twelve" has also developed into a com—
pound, invariable

for both case and. gender {§ 197

and for which the

most

)

likely pronunciation will have

been along the lines of it(h)nacshar,

This compound

is reflected in the following spellings ;
i*

2

\

:

cited from an unpublished docu

ment by Grohmann, EjnfttViWhg, 105*
ii*

:

cited above

$95& (3rd — 4th cent*

A.H.)*
4
iii.

j—

v

APEL VI 399 >4 where referring to a

feminine noun and also governed by the preposition li
(3rd — 4th cent* A.H.)*
5
iv.
^
t BIPAO ii ,122 5/S (224 A.H*)*
b. In

"the twelve dinars" JESHO viii,

289>1 (202 A.H*), which appears to accord with
the first word must be read

^850,1,

> of* however,

BIPAO ii,136,10 (34? A.H.) where a similar form is said
to occur.

Cf* below,c.

c. Hirbet el~Mir& 49y5/S (2nd cento. A.H.) reads
;r,',^ien twelve nights (had passed)".
Por the first word I read
^197b,iii
lying

i)

-

( j>92 n.2) with

Whether the editor is correct in supp

in the lacuna ( £ 95e) cannot be decided;

this example, therefore, may belong above, b.

A

clearer case of the two components of "twelve" being
joined by

j>

would seem to be

June 1887, 333*4 (412 A.H.)*

PSBA,

.iix<
98
Very peculiar is

"thirteen1- BAIT 5,9

^

(213 A.H,)5 it is likely to he either a scribal error
1
or due to a fault in the reproduction .

99
Both long and short forms of the numeral "eighteen"
1

occur :

v—

H.);(i)_/^ =

yl?

(f^

APRL XII 2,4 (c. 3rd cent, A.

APEI III 195,3 (318 A,H.)

.

100
a. For the numeral "one" in connection with the decads,
i 1
CA usage hesitates Between
v and
j
The preference of
favour of

the

papyri is

(S^ ^

^

quite

unequivocally in

this position:

Twenty-one:.

F.YAP 153,2; APEL IV 216,6 (both 3rd cent,
2
A.H.); thirty-one: PSR iii, Anhang b,5 (91 A.H,) ;
forty-one:

APEL VI 392,12; APRL Til 1,16 (both c. 3rd

cent, A.H.); fifty-one:

APEL IV 265,6 (262 A.5.);
TJ 3
ibid., 261,25 (3rd cent* A.H.) ; sixty-one: PSR iii,
4
V,4 (91 A.H.) ; seventy-one: APEL II 124,6 (271 A.H,);
ninety-one:

APEL III 146,35 (91 A.H*)*
5
could be multiplied at will •

These examples

b. Exceptions to this state of affairs are very uncommon.,
I am able to quote only

(read so!)

"seventy-one" APRL X 1,3 (c* 3rd cent. A.H,), where it
^o
is not possible to understand
as
~
^ \j
(cf. above nn.2,3 )*

The plate of APEL V 327,3 (4th

cent* A.H.) is not fully clear; could one read
for the editor's

\ ?

sJ> ]y

119

Q 101

Jf

.a* The following are the various forme of the numeral
1
"hundred" which have been recorded :
2
i.
; Nessana 62*17 (55 A.H.); PERP 573 quoted
3
by Grohmann, Einf&hrung, 184 (57 A.H.) ; PSR iii*111,

28; ibid., Anhang a s5; k,2 (all 91 A.H.); APEL III
174,6

(103 A.H).; JESHO xiv,12,10 (156

398,9

(3rd cent. A.H.) etc.

ii.

:

A.H.); APEL VI

iii,V,4; ibid., Anhang b,5; HPAP XIII,

4 (all 91 A.H.); APEL III 180,6 (113 A.H.); Hirbet elMird 21,3
168,8

(120-29 A.H.)j .BAH 2,7 (143

A.H.); APEL III

(159 A.H.); AO vi,3S0 (164 A.H.); APEL I 51,6

(195 A.H.) etc.
REMARK:

There is no discernible principle governing

the distribution of these two spellings.
iii, Anhang a,5 reads

Thus PSR

but ibid., b,5, an

almost identical document written by the same scribe
in the same month of the same year ( Safar 91 A.H.),
has

.

The two spellings may even occur

within the same document, as JESHO xiv,12,10
as against 13*17
9

as against

(156 A.H.) or APEL VI 398,
‘v U

occurring frequently

elsewhere in the text (3rd cent. A.H.).
4
b. "Two hundred"
i.
ii.

(selection of references):
:

/P- V.^

APEL I 48,11 (232 A.H.).

RAU 4,8 (202 A.H.) where read probably
5
so; APEL I 48,13 (233 A.H.) .
6
iii.
; APEL III 183,2 (248 A.H. ); BAU 7,9
t

/

where read

sg

(260 A.H.); Grohmann, TV*A 5,4; 6,4

(both 3rd cent. A.H.).
iv.

f h*

:

APEL II 144,8 (217 or 219 A.H.)

8
and

alternating with

<^3 U,

in the same document APEL IV

265,5/6 (262 A.H.}.

:

PERP 701 (205 A.H.) ir Lrohmann,
9
Eiuftlhrung, 101; APH 13,5 (c. 294- A.H.) .
Nessana, 64,2 (56 A.H.); ibid., 67,10 (70

t

9
A.Ha) *

10
i

APEL II 96,6 (227 A.H.)

.

2

The sequence in compound numerals of the (thousands),
1
hundreds, tens and units is not constant .
The date of a text is generally given in the order of
units, tens, hundreds as e.g.
j

^

d>ire— j (^r"7 "and that was in Raj ah of the

year two hundred and ninety-seven,r APEL I 49,5 (297
A.H.).

The order of hundreds, units, tens in such a

cantext is extremely uncommon, and has been noted only
in

cyV ~— cJ

t § 101,b,vii)

,rthe year two hundred and twenty-5even” APEL II 96,6
2
(227 A.H.) .
When preceding a counted noun, however, this latter
order of hundreds, units, tens is rather the norm.
The contrast is very well illustrated by APEL IV 265
(262 A.H.) where, 1.4, the date is given as
($85d)

"the year two hundred and

sixty-two”, but a similar numeral before a counted
noun appears in the following line as
(^ z—

"two hundred and fifty-one faddans".

Further examples:

U>

( read sol)

^

“two hundred and twenty-eight dann" 7.LMG 92,131,7 (c.24l
A.H.);

J / ^J

/ ^ u°ne hundred and thir ty-

121

four head (of 1.1vestook)1* APEL IV 261,17 (3rd cent.
A.H*);

L* t>^y*

"two

hundred and forty-one dinars and one half” APRL VII 14,
4 (presumably contemporary);

«aiX*

c^r/1j a5 0 - ^ \ j

^l*

"one hundred and forty-two wrappers,r Wessely 56,3 (4th
cent. A.H.).

For a later example s.$103 b,iii, end*

c. When "thousand" is involved I have noted only the order
of thousands, hundreds, units, tens as

l

j

l_rj

ayj-~~crj

"the total is twenty-three thousand, seven hundred and
eighty-eight head (of livestock)" APEI IV 261,7 (3rd
cent* A.H.)*

0103
There is a certain degree of inconsistency in the emp
loyment or non—employment of connective-

j

in

compound numerals:
a. For the use of
s. above

J

against CA in the numerals 11-19

^95© *

b. More frequent is the non-occurrence of connective
1
in cases where in CA it is obligatory ;
2

i* Bet ween the tens and the units :
"twenty-two" Melanges Islamologiques iii,25 no.78 (122
A.H*);

— 31/;
£—
"twenty-five" PERF 600 in
~
3
_
•
_ ,o
AO vi,148 n*3 (early 2nd cent. A.H.) ; o—
/ c^Jusr
4
"thirty—eight/five" APEL IV 216,5/6 ;
(
"sixty-one jars" APRL XII 2,7 (both c. 3rd
4_—
cent, A.H.) ;
o
y
"twenty-six" APEL II
4
5
107,8 (527 A.H.) . S. also below, iii.
ii* Before fractions:

v

"sixteen and

122

one quarter51 APEL IV 216“,4 and likewise 1*27 (3rd cent.
4
A.H.) I
<.^'1/ "two artabas and one sixth”
ibid*. II 108,10 and likewise 1*9 (527 A.H.).
iii* Other cases:

,?one hundred and

seventeen/nineteen" Melanges Islamologiques iii,23/4 >
nos* 69—75 (117 or 119 A.H.);

L*

"the year two hundred and seventy-six” KtQinel in
Documents Islamica Inedita,l64 (276 A.H.) and similarly
6
elsewhere in these tira% texts ; c-/^ 5
CUc-'”
”one hundred and forty-six dirhams” Islamica 4,267,
no.4,4 (for the date s.

$27 n.4) *

$104
The form

II

2i)j \ ”first” instead of CA

c_yj^

1

occurs in BAB 4b,1 and 2 (3rd cent. A.H.) and in status
pronominalis ibid*, 11a,3 (probably 304 A.H.) where the
word is pointed

j

"the first of them” *

105
The use of

to express the indefinite ”one” is

attested only once, the earliest instance of this
widespread colloquial phenomenon :

(kp

”and a/one red lining” APEL VI 391,5 (2nd - 3rd cent.
A.H.).

PREPOSITIONS
o'L06
3
1
oAla athar/itbr "after11 occurs in an unpublished
papyrus from the Michaelides collection in the phrase
^U.3 J^\ CJlf

L. I =

after” (iq^ A ,H .) and also in

”as for what comes
\LP

Jl\

B^

(read so!) r,an& I shall arrive

after this letter of

mine" Jahn 5,7 (mid 2 nd cent* A.H*);
3* * in the
2
^
same sense appears in Khoury 138,11 (229 A.H.).

$107
a. It has already been remarked ( $ 55) that final J and
final

^

are not readily distinguishable in a

number of c.ases*

The preposition ila is often written

with reverted yah or quite plainly as

as one

would expect, but there are also cases where the same
word appears equally plainly as
iii VIII,5 (90A.H.).

cj!

, so. e.g. PSR

The question therefore arises

whether one is dealing here with a mere phenomenon of
orthography, in which case
be simply read as

may, without further ado,

, or whether this spelling is

intended to represent a form of the px^eposition with—
1
out the final vowel * If it is admitted that the latter
alternative is at least a possible one, one may be
justified in proceeding to detect the same form of the
2

preposition in status pronominalis *

Thus, for example,

AO xviii/3,114,9 or JSSHO xvi,4,9 (both 3rd cent. A.H.)
seem clearly to offer
eZJl

cJJi

"to you" rather than

3.

b. I have not noted any certain example of the supersession of li by ila .

The only possible case is the

very doubtful passage APEL V 289,3.6 (3rd cent* A.H.)
read as
what is suitable to

<2^->
you

and translated; "and
11.

This is hardly likely to

be cori"ect, but I am unable to suggest a better
reading.

XdQ610 8
1
WaOiyya "with" :
may

/

f

t

y

V^>^Jl.-^-^j "and

He in His mercy make our

reward to be with, you
2
in paradise!" ZDMG 34-*688,6 (early 2nd cent* A.H.) *
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-1
Bi— instead of fi : (j

x r
IDJ\

^

'fw^ ^ L

all that is in this dowry-contract" Islam 22,39,19
- . ny nlL.
x
(295 A.H*) 2 ^ and for"his property in
the city" APEL IV 275,11 (3rd cent. A.H.) fl might
have been a more natural choice in CA*

f

110
1
Badal for GA badalan min

"instead of"

seems to be

present in the fragmentary context of APRL II 6,5
(c. 3rd cent* A.H.):

G>A) 3 cJ-y

"instead of that".

C
pill

There is a slender possibility that barra(n) can
1
"except, outside of" occurs in the barely legible
passage

5 ^

U.

APEL II 77,7 (178

\_f

A.H.) said by the editor to mean "save what is due for
water for -the year* *.

$112
As in CA, hayna "between" is sometimes replaced by
_
1
,
fxna bayha :
ALy. \jrf
^ o*

\

"he i;old me that he had shared out between himself and
his brother-in-law" Giessen 9,4 (c. 178 A.H.);
eijji

c\,yyj c s ^ ‘ ^

cr^

"I went to the

plot which is between myself and Abu cAbd Allah" APEL
V 288,14 (c * 2j6 Adi.).

125

$113
Min Jihat- "on aeha If of, because of" is not typical
of CA i it occurs, however , in the material studied
here:

(?)

<L^

qj?*

“on behalf of ohlry (?)"

APEL IY 2.78,4 (3rd cent. A.H*);

cy

"because of

it" DAB 33r,12 (early 4th cent* A*H*).

$ 114
Of the various by — forms of the preposition liawla
"aboitt" , only

0^^^

the papyri:
cent* A.H.);
s.

^as been so far recorded in

"around it" APRL VI 15,10 (c. 3rd
(j^\^

Islamica 4,258,2 tfor the date

$27 n*4).

§ 115
Kharit
j "except" is said to occur in APEL IY 246^,17
]
(3rd cent* AJE*):

1

1

"except herbage" ,

116
_1
Khala "except" rather than ma khala 1 ^
S**
—
^%
*
n*jX^
e
J
c
j
Ll^>{ "whatever types of crop
_

_

you wish, with the exception of indigo and sugar-cane"
Wessely 4*8 (246 A.H*}*-

i

117
Bi~ sabab "concerning": CU^

^

(j-r^^

"and Abu cUthmaii gave me news of Abu fAbd Allah" APEL
1
V 288,4/5 (e* 236 A.H*) .

fns
Suhbat—

"in the

company

of, with" is not common and

confined it seemsf to quite late texts:

"with.

him1* Dietrich, Progenhandel, 8, 15 (o. H O C Adh);
Islamiea 4 9269,29 (for. the date s. $27 ru4) «■,

§119
a* For the spelling-

<>

for

c/5

and the possibility

that it may represent cal rather than cala s. ^55 •>
b. The price of an article, usually marked in CA by the
preposition bx-

, is marked by £alj£ in ^ — JI

jj ^

"and I sold the butter for

^

six and one quarter carats” DA3; 22,7 (3rdcent. A.H.)*
A little earlier is the construction

j

uand may God bring him and it (the female ass) together!”
3
DAB 38,11, likewise with Cala rather than bi- «.
c. I have not come across the supersession of ila by
Cala , for in BIPAO xxx,39,3 (late 3rd — early 4th
cent. A.H.) read

d)/*

for

120
Unusual is

(^r P

rather than

in the phrase

”from the village of Baysanun (?) ”

Oj

PJB 11,284,2/3 (327 A.H-.).

Perhans "on behalf of” may
1
be a more suitable rendering ?

f
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Common in CA is the combination

1
cr* nfrom” ,

and this occurs in papyri too, e.g. ItPAP >111,8 (90 A.
Byzantion xvii,214,6 (241 A.H.); APEL V 309,9
(3rd cent. A.H.).

^

"to”, on the othe:r hand, is

characteristic rather of the later language, is con
demned by the nomative tradition of CA and is typically

journey to you” APEL V 291,32 (4th cert. A,E.);
(sj^JLf ^

lfwe shall come to you” ACAE i;c,197,4

(date?).

^122
a* In arithmetical combinations "minus/less” is expressed
not only as usually in CA and most modern dialects by
VI

, e.g. APEL 71 366,4; LAB 22,15 (bo-fcli 3rd cent.
2
A.H.), but also by
j Ll>
J> \^J

,rtwo thirds of a dinar' less one third

of a carat” APEL

V 322,7;

j

Ox'st?

"two and

one thirddinars and twocarats
less
4
one third” ibid., VI 392,10 (both 3rd cent. A.H*).
Further examples:

b.

DAB 13,6 (3rd cento A.H.); APEL VI

422.4

(3rd ~ 4th cent. A.H.);ibid.,364,28

412,6

(4th cent. A.H.).

(317 A.E.);

has also developed into a preposition "with—
5
out” in the expression
L* ^.s (road so!) "without
fail/willy-nilly” Jahn 14,8 (3rd cent. A.H.).

$123
Egyptian lighayet—

"until”

ci>\i

seems to be reflected in

UuP to (the time of) our letter

to you” DAB 7,3 (3rd cent. A.H.).

$124
1
a<> Fx for bi— I note only in

. . .
,lll\ j> qj

vl
j> jo

"and should not enjoin it upon him to remain” APEL V
290.4 (3rd cent* A.H„).
b. Hather unusual is fX in a termi native temporal sense

128
in

^
<3X)x>

^

* Ul

"tlia harvest,. God willing > will take

place in forty nights or there about s'1
' APEL III 147,
8—10 (91 A*H*)o
2
here »

One might rather have expected ba^d
*

0125
Charac teristic of the papyri is the widespread use of
the proposition qibal, which occurs, or so I have the
1
impression, with greater frequency here than in CA «>
Some examples:
a* As a synonym of cala in the recording of debts or
obligations:

eAlh> U

"what you owe" PSR iii,1,19

(91 A.H*) j

q j s

Cjf~^

"there is not in favour of Muhammad b. Abu HanTfa to
the debit of cAlisha ( § 24a) any..." PWAP,199*4 (3rd
cent. A.Iio).
b. As a synonym of £ind:

"was approved by

him" APEL T 290,3/4 (3rd cent. A.H.)*
2
rn. txon L!2H I . 3 - . 4 ^

In the comb-

"and if there should come ... from whoever is in charge

of them" PSR 111,111,68-71 (91 A.H.);
^

))\ J J

«i>

ss-t ---^jP)) "this is a quittance for Ahmad

from the AniTr" 'fright, Palaeographical Society,
3
Facsimiles» pl.xxxiv?2 (c» 259 A*H„) and likewise the
identical phraseology in the roughly contemporary text
in FWAP,121.
c. Resolved after another preposition into a relative
4
_
/ ~ .
clause :
^ ^
"towards you" BIFAO
xxx,35,14; 40,17 (late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.)

and similarly DAB Ir,6 (late 3rd cent. A.H.).

s

1 26
1

Vernacular in appearance la the use of £,ala cp.dr
V

in

"according to their partnership"

APEL I 53,21 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H.)*

i
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Quddara "before" is characteristic of Middle and Modern
Arabic rather than of CA *
encountered occurs in

The sole example I have
^ " b e f o r e

Abu

al-Qasim" DAB 4,7 (3rd cent,. A.H.).

_$128
hi- and ila in some letter headings may be interchanged
with indifference; thus, while

^J\

is the preposition

generally used in the headings of the Qurra corres
pondence from Aphrodito, as
I

(JJ>\ ^\

h/ ^

&

"From Qurra b. SharTk to the people

pf the town of Eshqawh (Aphrodito)" PAF X,2 (90 A.H*),
s
(J also occurs in a very similar context: 1/ ^
Vc e > y -

np "this is a letter from Q. b. Sh.

to the people of Pedias" PSR iii,V,2/3 (91 A.H.)* A
similar alternation of these two prepositions, this
time within the same text, very probably occurs in
APEL V 289 (3rd cent. A.H.), where in 11.8,10 is
written
x

d - L 3 "I wrote to you" as against
’*
‘ 1
of II.11/12 .

__
2
. .
Li- may supersede ila entirely ; O)- ■^ (J

3

W

^ — f*h

"and they treated us well in thar" APEL V 288,3.8 (c.
236 A.H.);
(295 A.H.):

1/

’’assigned to her" Islam 22,38,8
I
-?
c^ a j> "and write to my lord"

.APEL V 31 <% 2 (4 fch cent. A.H/),

Ka-mithl ’’like'* Is not common1 ; U Jzl
cP jh^

' J jo(

^

'fand in ii; C1 -6* tlla1: year) you

will be liable to tax just the same as all the people
of the district- of lower Ashmun" APRL IX 6,9/10 (152.
A.HO*

130
a* The use of mac pregnantly in the sense of "through/
“
1
by
means of", known from both CA and ASP occurs.
also in papyri:
... Ui eL ^

cDbb cr~\S

(read so!) ^

cJkEd

"You have written a letter to me, borne

by Urnm lyas bo Mucarik, concerning.*." Hirbet el—Mird
v

18,5 (mid—late 1st cent. A.H*);
eV

^

O

^

c

"ana write a. letter to me, to be delivered

by the soldier, about what happens to.,." APEL Y 290,
6/7 (3rd cent. A.H,):

Mac in this sense after verbs

of sending is in fact quite common:

HPAF XII,7 (90

A.H.); PAP 111,6 (90/91 A.H.); DAB 26,7; APEL V 301,4
(both 3rd cent. A.H.) etc.
b. An example of
•

^

I'J ^ v-

where one might have expected e.g.

tut
‘ *^2
DAB 12,5 (3rd cent. A.H.)

"at the door of our house"

131
rtSince" is well attested both as mundh
the former e.g.:

1
and as mudh ;

APEL III 150,8 (90 A.H.); ibid., 148,

13 (90/1 A.H.); Y 295,10; 305,5; DAB 8r,8; ibid., 12,5;
APRL YI 18,4 (all c. 3rd cent. A,H.); the latter e.g.
APEL Y 294,4; DAB 25v,2; APRL YI 5r,8; ibid., 20,4
(all o.r 3rd cent. A.H.); DAB lr,4 (late 3rd cent. A.H.);

ibid., 31?5 (early 4th cent. A.H.K

ADVERBS

32
i11
a. Unusual for "yesterday" is the expression

^

DAB 16,4 (315 A.H.)*
b.

o —^

"the day before yesterday"

is used in

DAB 44,9; G-iessen 11,4 (both 3rd cent. A.H.).

J133
Through ellipsis of

"time"

alone aquires

1
the meaning "again" :

Wessely 54,7 (3rd cent. A.H.);

Islaxnica 4, 250,7 (

with

$30 and cf. in 1.8

SjJU "for a third time"; for the date s. ^27 n*4);
c\jJ,'CJ\

where also

with the article:
UJ1

ASAE ix, 194,5 (date?),

in the following line.

134
Beside

as in

cr* "in the future" DAB 26,10

(3rd cent. A.H.), "now/at once" is very often exo!
ressed by
<^lp !■—-H : Wessely 53,9 (2nd - 3rd cent.
A.K.); DAB 23,8; EWAP 148,4; ibid., 182,8;
ibid., 7,3; VIII 6,5 (
XV,2,4 (all c. 3rd cent* A.H.).

a PRL

VI 1,6;

UJ( ) and similarly
L— M ^

also occurs:

EWAP 146,5/6 (3rd cent. A.H.)*

135
a. The demonstrative force of the article when prefixed

132
to nouns of time as in the preceding paragraph is seen
1
also in
^ oJ\ "this year” Abbott, Kurrah 11,2
(91 A X ) a
be. "Last year” is generally expressed by
:
2 ^
v
Giessen 14,7; PER Ostracon no*5,6 (both 3rd cent.
A,H.); DAE. 45,5 (before 308 A.H,}; APEL V 291,39 and
41 (4th cent*. A.H,),

However, in Giessen 16,11 (4th

cent. A.H.) this expression appears as

^ ^

*

r-
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Most noteworthy is the use of al-tamallT "always" in
APRL VI 14,5 where

is i^ 1co-ordination with
(c. 3rd cent. A.H.) .
*

o

PARI III
SYNTAX
PERFECT AND IMPERFECT

Through blend between the expectation of an event
1
to take place and its actual occurrence , the perfect
after

(j\ is sometimes used in place of the
2
,
imperfect . Such a case is
c—
^

"I was obliged to send" DAB 26, 6 (3rd cent. A.H.).
The perfect may also be used to express a resultative future:

^

c/ > ^

"let me not

discover that you are in arrears" PSR iii, I, 14 (91
A.H.) ;

£-^‘3

^

'— *

It/Afi ipi

"I had wished to feed them (but shall -wait) until I
have received your letter concerning the sale of the
4
clover" Jahn 17, 10/11 (3rd cent. A.H.) .
The perfect in

the function of optative is in the

process of being replaced by the imperfect ( &138e),
5
but neverthless remains very cosmnon :
<W U

Qp— 1 L

g)I \j 4J\

(read so!)

J

L*\3 U

^ ^3

"may God grant us and you the best of health and
avert from us and you the calamitiea of this world
6
and the next!" BAH 3, 4/5 (late 2nd cent. A.H. );
U?

JlS? i

"may God prolong the lives

of them both!"APEL II, 79,7 (early 3rd
$j

ox* be deprived of you!"

/

" W

cent. A.H.};

I never lose you

ibid.. V 325,4 (3rd-4th

cent. A.H,) etc. often,
ii* In CA the optative is expressed by the perfect
followed by the subject, but in later periods of the
language the order of the components is reversed and
the place of the perfect is taken by the imperfect
( ^138c).

An intermediate stage

seen in

(!

£ 40h)

in this process is
'w>

I

^J\i

^may God continue long- to protect you both!"

DAB

31, 5/6 (early 4th cent. A.H.), where the use of the
verbal form is in conformity with CA whereas the
word order is not.

Cf*

^138 n.23>

a. To a very large extent the moods of the verb have
disappeared from the language of the papyri; as far
as the non-suffixed forms of the imperfect are
concerned, this is made clear at

^ 65b,

This state

of affairs is demonstrated further oy the distribution
of the suffixed forms of the imperfect plural y/t —
w(n).

1
i. As in most strata of Arabic outside CA , the imperfect
suffix -u , continuing the CA subjunctive and
apocopate, has ousted ~un(a ), the CA indicative, and
comes to be used indifferently in all syntactic
2
environments . Some further examples of —w forms
3
where CA would have required -wn i
L-J ^ ^
(read sol)

^

” X have

granted them both permission to go to Upper Egypt to
pay their poll-tax1* Journal des Savans 1825, 463,5/6
4
/
(133 A.H.) 5
jfZX ^
nthen you should write1*
ZDMG 34,688,12 (early 2nd cent.. A.II.) and similarly

j.3S

ibid., 689,15;
^jP | {
J\

V^JL^o

c/1

j\*J\ $

5?

(read so!)

j\j/J\

''and send message to tlie gardeners to spend

the night at home and to go in the daytime to work
5
in their gardens” (translate, it seems, so) JESHO
viii, 304,1/2 (lata 2nd~early 3rd cent. A.H.);
Jju^1

(point so with ^65d) "as you would like"

*

JESHO xiv,2,12 (mid 3rd cent. A.H.);

V^>

o-c5

’fihey/you do not need it” in an unpublished Hessana ■
papyrus ;

A

j-P J

"you hope” Melanges

Islamologiques ii, 92,9;

«L*/

"and he must he brought to Edfu before Abu al-Qasim
l
where you can argue the matter ” DAE 4, 6/7;
j
rt

"they only see” ibid., 7*8 and likewise

22;

^J\

q)M

o^' P

rb

1jk' f-'

"Emm Abu al-Qasim and Umm Abu

caiT

send you greeting”

ibid., 1.16 ;

"they take it away”

Giessen 14,4 (fragmentary, but a fairl5r certain
example);

"and they

send you their best wishes” APRL YI 20,5 and ibid.,
1.12 read

"they give them” for the editor’s

^1/

"that the:" inform"

ibid., VII 20,2 (all c. 3rd cent*. A.H.);

^

"we were expecting you to come" El FAQ
xxx, 34/5,8/9;

^

iZf* L-

’-what you need”

ibid., 35,15; 40,18 (both late 3rd - early dth cent.
A.K.);
A.H.);

^

"they await" DAL 16,7 (315
U

j

"the amount they imbibe”
,0

Islamic a 4, 254,9 (for the date of which s,

^27 n.4)

ii. Much less widely attested is the hyper** correct ose

131

of an imperfect in «wn where CA would have required
11
the form -w * It occurs sost frequently in literary
"■o
papyri , as one might expeat, but otherwise is rare:

rj\ aJjuo^i c P

JpI lS

J

Uv> <-r I*"-51' "and make them responsible for the full
measure of what they receive from the people of the
land until/so that they deliver it to those in
13
charge of the granaries” PSR iii III, 31-4 (91 A.H.)
(read so!)
(*>>•’
-£>3

t
j

jJipi

- ••

^

^

;

*

”1 have ordered... the wardens in the

villages to count...” Margoliouth, Ar. Pap.... Bodleian
library, 11,5,5 (c* 3rd cent. A.H.);

Qj* y

^

”on condition that you pay” AO xviii/3, 91,7 (339
A.H. ) ;___________ __ *

I

Uy°u did not &°" AP£L v 327,

10 (4th cent. A.H.).
b.
i. Characteristically frequent is the use of the imper14
feet rather than the imperative to express command :

”and if his affair is otherwise, write to me about
it I” PAP "1, 11-13
me about

15

;

<u a3’

"so write to

it!” KPAFTill , 15/17 (both 91 A.H.);
"then write a letter to be deliv

ered by him!” ZDM(434, 688/9, 12/3 (early 2nd cent.
A.H.);

^ 7'
-'
"so give order!” Jahn 6,11 (2nd 16
3rd cent. A.H. );
(point so!)

Cl (j\ "present yourself i;o the t.ax-office,
God willing!” AP3L III 176, 2/3 and similarly AO
xviii/3,97,3 (cut here, apparently, .form II of the
verb)?

c/llj-*

"and write to me!” Wessely

59,5 (all 3rd cent. A.H,).

Por the question of fa-
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"before this Imperfect -- imperative in the apodcsis
of conditional elause s s. £$251.; 252 a ,ii .
ii. In some documents the imperfect in this function and
the imperative alternate.
imperative i

Imperfect continues

cup L/ ^

**■*

^ c

^

as sX< r " s o write to
buy whatever remains
^
17
with ibs owner and proceed
with insighti" DAB 24,

4/5 (early 3rd cent. A.H.);l,vbh
; <j^\

^

^v) JSj

"and tell Abu Bahr to hurry and

buy what is needed, and you yourself hurry as much
as you can!" APRL YI 1, 15-17 (presumably c. 3rd
18
cent* A.He)
. Imperative continues imperfect:
"tell me... and quote!" JHES viii,
132,5/6 (early 3rd cent. A.H.);

^

c\ f ...

"write... then wash it!" APRL XIII 1,2;

jJ> t

"take!" continued later by imperatives in Ak.V/ien
Denkschr. 33, 236,2 and 7/8

(both 3rd cent. A.H,).

iii- Other documents, however, employ consistently either
the imperative or the imperfect to the exclusion of
the other.

Thus PAF IX (90 A.K.) uses only the

imperative, whereas PSRF 1072 (4th cent. A.H.) in
FWAP, 173/4 has only the imperfect in this function.
c. For the expression of the optative the trend of*
development within Arabic is to invert the CA cons
truction: Perfect + Subject into: Subject 4“ Imper***
19
feet . While the perfect as optative is still the
norm ( £l3 7c,.i), the mechanics of this process are
well illustrated by papyri.
i„ The later construction Subject + Imperfect has so
far been noted in only two cases, in one of which' it
stands in co-ordination with an example in which the

J.3o

same components appear in the reverse order;
j/

(SO: )^

(£^i-A'
“Ai.

"May my soul stand ransom for you from all evil,
and may God preserve your life!" JESHO xiv,20,2 (mid
3rd cent. A.H.);

q)LjJ7

^-- ^ "may my soul stand

ransom for you" occurring in a contemporary unpub
lished Michaelides papyrus,
ii. Much, commoner is the arrangement exemplified by
of the first examnle in preceding section,
20
i.e. Imperfect + Subject : '-ikM
"niay God
°

have mercy on you!" Jahn 4,1 (c, 127 A.H,); FWAP
162, 4/5 (2nd cent. A.H.)

21

;

<tJU

w|

"may God bring him and it (the she-ass) together!"
DAB 38,11 (early 3rd cent. A.H*)*
iii. Such an imperfect may be continued by a perfect:
^

/

_j—

—

i

4^

oJj

uA)\

o

^

"and it was - may God bear witness and may H e suffice
22
as Master!
- the most pleasing at* letters" APEL V
291,3 (4th cent. A.H.).
iv. Inversely, an optative perfect may be continued by
an imperfect:
\rjf

I
d J-f j>

(read so with
(read so!)

£lOc?) g)j l-£

<JlP I t

"may

God keep you in health my sister, and reward you with
good!" APRL YI 11,6 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.)*
On the basis of this evidence it would seem that
in the development of the construction of the
optative, the change Perfect

Imperfect took

place before the reversal of the word orcxar
Subject followed by Verb,

1>

1'his may he presented

schematically in the following stages;

(i) Perfect

+ Subject = CA, (ii) Imperfect -s~ Subject - intermed-*ate
23
stage , (iii) Subject + Imperfect -- the later

construction with

f?330b.

* * *

CONCORD

Much rarer- than one would expect in view of its
widespread distribution throughout the history of
Arabics is the occurrence of the so-called lughat
akaiunT al-baraghith, i.e. agreement in number
between a verb and its following plural subject *
Thus far, this phenomenon has been encountered in
13 ^.31

only two documents;

“the prefects have already arrived in. Egypt/Cairo”
DAB 33v,5 (early 4th cent. A.H.);

'j

“and the people requested to take the
m ad d e r c - c O

“and all the

farmers said1* APBL V 291,40 and 41

(4th cent. A.K.).
2
In all cases the subject is a personal one *

Collectives denoting persons are generally construed
1
,■
ad sensum as plurals : Ahjs
O ^
cs

“the people of your district

have already finished their work in the fields" PSR
iii I j 3.6/17;

<2^ o'j

•••

tPl

“the people of the land... their affair, that will be
their ruin,r ibid.. H I , 69-72;

CJPf

"ciUt'ivation by the people of
the land is their first priority” Abbott, hurrah II?
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13/4 (all 91 A.H.,);

.Ar-O
ZjcS jlX c>9‘
v people of the estate and ethers” APHL 3’ 17.8

"the

(presi’mably c . Ix-d cent- A.H.); Al; a/jJ iLH <)\
"and on his (^Ali’s) pure kinsfolk” APHL V 324,4
(3rd-4tu cent* A.H*); Jamaca:

"the

said group" Studia Sinai tic a xi, lxx, 17 (first part
of 3rd cent. A.H*); Jund :

7JV^o

^

“the stipend of the troops and their families” NPAF
II, 4/5 (90 or 91 A.H*);
(point so? ^ )

*

—4

^1,^1

Cr°^

^

^

"then some of the inilitary

caught up with him and arrested him” DAB 13,3 (3rd
cent* A.H*); Qawms

^

h

^

t j^)Sj,

"and the people sought to take the madder” APEL V
291,40 (4th cent* A.H.) and cf. ibid., 17ff; Nafar:
"these people" APH 1,18 (342 A.H*)*
The construction of such collectives as singular is
very

unusual;

"and

the people of the house send you greeting" APHL VII
32,10 (c* 3rd cent* A.H.), 'where the singular verb
is perhaps due to the proximity of the non-collective
bayt .
i*7 _.r
rL*
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The rules and preferences of GA in the matter of the
concord of verbs with following subjects in the
feminine are. not always foilc/wed by the papyri.
1
a. Against CA , the verb immediately preceding a
naturally feminine subject in the singular stands in
the masculine:

<rb W i-V*

"Hewa (Eve), the widow paid m

her own behalf" APEL

cf ^

3
Also against QA

is the masculine singular of the

verb he tore a feminine subject in the dual:
"and the two purses remain" APEL V
334,9 (before 278 A.H.).
In CA subjects which are morphologically feminine
and refer to animals require the verb preceding them
to appear in the feminine singular, even though the
4
male species may be intended * This rule is cont
ravened by

^

^

57)

f

"had

X been able to acquire a riding-beast" DAB 3*8 (3rd
cent. A.H.}.
In the case of subjects which are grammatically but
not naturally feminine, the agreement of the
immediately preceding verbal predicate fluctuates in
CA between masculine and feminine singular, prepond5
erance perhaps tending towards the latter . Several
examples of masculine concord occur in the papyri:
sj&j

""and these remain" APEL V 323*4;
->

jjL

trand of dirhams there

remain with al—Hascma: 40" ibid., VI 421,6;
bave heard the news of the

qs!

death of I£usa b . Halid" J&kn 14,13 (all 3rd cent. A.H.)
(point so with

a '(o

!)

low

j\ ^

j ^jlp

"if you should suffer either contention or a
6
subsequent claim"' BAH 12,5 (382 A.F.) *

L d

Several examples occur in which nomina relativa
1

(nisi)a) have become invariable for gender and number
cs-.>'U-iv

"two Baghdadi shirts''' in an

unpublished Michaelides papyrus and
i
2
in
&
T^

probably

Sanhag" APEL

VI 389*9 (both 3rd cent.. A.H*);
\J_p

also

c )^

I " s i x pounds of cheese, two

j

thereof being Algerian" APEL V 347» 2/3 »

£■_

"five LaythX pounds of grapes" ibid.
348,3 (both 3rd-4th cent* A.H.).

Cf.|l74 n.5.

This invariability as regards concord seems to have
been extended in some cases to other adjectives
o>
ending in -i, i.e, participles of verba tertiae
infirmae :

(jZp \±\

q/— ^ J

"last year" APEL IV

222v, col.A, 10; Col.B,11,13 as against
UA
j
3
~
ibid., 3 ; [^]
^£ V
tf^ e first time
96 and the second

[2]

H *Groh marm, Studi **.

Calderini***!!, 507,3 (both 3rd cent. A.H*);
(point so with 1*16)

"the rest of his

wages" Giessen 16,5 (4th cent. A.H*).
REMAKE:
here:

APEL I 49,4 (292 A.H.) may also belong
;>^

^Jp

<JlJ

^

j tdo

"two

mithqal dinars, freshly minted, excellent pieces".
here appears to be invariable; one
cannot, however, exclude the possibility that the
spelling with yah might represent the plural
(for which s. APEL I, p.71) according to
^21b. In general on this word s : Grohmann,
Einf tiltrung, 200 and especially S.31,Stern, gtiidl
IvTedievali xi (1970), 177ff. I have not yet four a

?

the plural

in an Arabic dictionary,
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Other words may also he invariable as regards
concord in gender?
a. Adjectives which by the very 3ense they convey can
refer only to females need not receive the feminine
1

ending :

r

A/

^ L*-A

"a she-ass

of his, black and near to giving birth" DAB 3b,8
(early 3rd cent*

A.H.);

o) t

woman, a virgin,of marriageable

^l,7^*1

u$

age1' Islam 22,37*3

(295 A.H*) and similarly APEL I 42,8 (3rd cent* A*H^) •
b* Conversely some nouns / adjectives in CA, although
_
_
2
provided with tab marbuta are of epicene gender *
An example of such a word occurs in

"of

medium size" APEL IV 260,4,8,12 (2nd cent* A.H*).
c* Some adjectives of the pattern facTl may remain withou“ ^a:> mar but a when referring to a feminine noun .
Among such words are
x

for

"few" and its opposite
cJLi-?

see a possible case in

the example from DAB quoted below,d ;
(-musanacatuka

with

^10a)

j

"and your

affability towards me is great" ibid., 45,3 (before
6
_
310 A.H.) ; otherwise I can quote only jJ p cj*j j I
^

"with four pieces of Haffi

embroidery, with pretty trimmings" APEL V 308,2 (4th
cent* A.H*).
d. Some passive participles may be invariable as to
7
gender :
xJ(L^Ay u ^ j \
J
"and

a shirt ana tx'ousers, dyed yellow " APEL 71 391,7
3

(2nd -* 3rd cent, A*H.) ;
"

j~

—

~>j

r

1
J

Iteen garments, hound up" ibid*, 389,8;

"two shiq>ia handkerchiefs*
q
of special quality,r EtfAP 164,7 (both 3rd cent. A.H.);
S'jzJf

(J^j j

^

^

"partly with a

feeling of pride and partly feeling uneasy'1 DAB 33v,
4 (early 4th cent. A.H*), where the reference is tor
10
the writer herself, a mother .addressing her son ;
,

^
"a velvet turban" FWAP 174,5 (4th
11
cent. A.K.)
; but sheer carelessness is probably
responsible for

Krr?

c^

”ne^ iler

compelled ncor coerced" APEL I 37,5 (393 A.H.)
The pattern afcalu when not expressing the elative
sometimes remains, against CA, unchanged for gender.
This usage is perhaps to be accounted ‘a pseudo
correction, wrongly modelled after the invariability
12
in many contexts
of the elative af1
calu in CA.
Examples:

<u

z j u

1 j-P

J1

"and in a bale the thin red garments,
. 1 3
amounting to thirty-three items" APEL VI 392,4 ;
h,
.
14
' (Jf / "dry soil" Wessely no*26, p.275, 14/5
(both c. _^rd cent* A.H.)}1

(2/^

£I

"six other artabas for you" APEL V 29-1,34- (4th cent.
15
A.H.)
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In constructions involving the numerals 11-99 and a
following counted noun appearing in the accusative
singularf the conflict between form (the singular
noun) and notion (th plural number) is responsib3_e in
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CA for a astain fluctuation as regards the concord
of such arrangements; if the counted noun denotes
inanimate objects agreement may be either in the
feminine singular ad sensumt or the masculine singular
1
according to form ; less common is agreement in the
2

plural .

All three possibilities are attested by
3
the papyri :

4
a. Agreement is most commonly in the feminine singular :
I/-*

U

-•'

>1-^

(3^ >

0*

^

I
"so take... fifty "
ritls
* T~ of iron... and make out it...*,1'
PAE IX, 2-4 (90 A.H.) 5
"for twenty full-weight dinars" MBZP 19, 338,9 (179
A.H*) and likewise ibid., 339,6 (160 A.H.); ^ ^SLjJ I
(y^fl Iia^P

jU o

"the twenty dinars for which Yahya

stood surety” APEL II 114, 2/3 (241 A.H.) 5
cylJ i

( £ 68a)

^

L»Va^ jWll

CJ3

"...the twenty 0intars of stripped flax, so write to
me whether they have reached you!"

LAB 24, 2/3 (early

3rd cent. A.H.);
"the three hundred and fifty
dinars which...” APEL Y 290,3; ibid., VI 390, 17,
5

19;393, 12/13; AFRi VII 1,13; JliSKO viii, 302, 4/5
r\

(all c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

OLr-P

A .

/ U -5

"the other thirty dinars" LAB 1 v,5 (late 3rd cent*
A.H.); ibid, Ila, 5/6 (probably 304 A.H.); APEL VI
390,5

(3rd - 4th cent. A.H.); ibid.. 403,5 (4th cent.

A.H.);
c A zT&T

Lj

j

e^ *

"sixteen

dinars" BAH 12,4 (382 A.H*); APEL II 113s3

(4th“5th cent. A.H.) etc*
b* Barer is agreement in the masculine singular:
JO \

j -~j >

t

*

L r i ^

C'j^z—

^

" f i f t y
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dinars and one sixth which have bean talcen,...w

IV 237, 10 (249 A.H.) ?

,U->

y% "fifty washed

dinars" AO xviii/3, 68,5 (337 A.H,);

,%r>rS^'j

J1\r^ "twenty—two washed carats"

(Jj

APEL

APEL VI

396,27 (4th cent. A.II.)
6
c. And rarer still is concord in the plural s

The "twenty

qintars of stripped flax" quoted from LAB 24,2/3 (early
• “
~
7
3rd cent. A.H.) above, a, are, it appears, referred to
in the plural, there in 1.4.

sJ

‘Ui'i <y5/ (/■ ^

"and write to me whether God has allowed (you)

^

any gain on them!"; ^PJJD\

yS-^ "twenty asses, I

shall despatch them" Giessen 16,15 (4th cent. A.H.) as
against 1.12, where ‘the twenty asses are construed in the
singular.
d. Counted nouns in the singular after the numerals 100
and 1000 may also he construed ad sensum as plurals,
concord being either in the feminine singular or in the
8
plural * Both types of concord appo ar to gether in the
document published JESHO viii, 279 (3rd cent. A.H.):
(!

i 31)
W*
Cf/6
^ UA "the hundred
,
■
**
9
dinars for which I received a bill of exchange" 11.6/7 ;

13

. .«

>^f vrt^> C*y
)\cJLs "six thousand

dinars, correctly counted, weighing ... so take them!"
11.8/9;

lx/^J

yj>

cs

e£h "three thousand

dinars, dakhil, among them ..." 11, 9/10.
145
a.

In CA when inanimate plural nouns do not exceed the
number of ten con core, may take place in the feminine
1
plural rather than the feminine singular . This is
the ease in the papyri also, though restricted to

certain stock expressions connected with the
calendar:

(read act

^ }

)

l— A

"five years beginning from the month of Kabac,r APEL
3
I 38,8/9 (259 A.H.) and similarly ibid II 145, 4
(271 A*H*)s

A

"their expiry” referring to

"ten years” Islam. 22,34,5 (287 A.H.)j

lr

^J\

L^hJJV Vp

"until the expiry of
(.*
eight consecutive years, the first of which is to he
reckoned from the date of this document” APEL I 42,4/5
.4
(3rd cent. A.H,} and similarly APB! IX 3>2 (306 A.H.) ;
Islam 22,45,6 (4th—5th cent. A.H.).
y

”when three days had passed”

MPER i,105 n.4 (192 A.H.) and AO xiii/3,109,7 (264
A.H.}s
<y>'^
&
c^ "with ten (nights) remaining of Jumada I ” APEL V, 325,
3 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.).
REMARK:

i'his use of feminine plural of the verb is

extended in APEL VI 399 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.) to
mark the date even when the number of days elapsed
exceeds ten, as 1.8:

^ ^

& Aj

"Sunday, when sixteen (nights) had passed”. As a matter
of fact, the very use of the verb

here

would be unusual in CA, which prefers (but does not
demand) the verb

for dates falling in the

second half of the month, s. Hariri, Durra, 75/6;
Grohmann, HO, 20/1.

In the present example CA

would have employed
Cf c also

rather than
(J^ y

’'when twelve

(nights) had passed” Wessely 92,2 (also 3rd - 4th
cent.

.H .) e»

* When, however, the plural denotes objects of

14 b

indefinite number or exceeding the limit of ten,
concord in the plural is contrary to the. usage of
5
CA, which here requires feminine singular * Never
theless plural agreement im such oases is well
6
t/
attested in the papyri :
\y
-cy0

"four

dinars which wore.,." PYYAP 186,5 (2nd - 3rd cent.
A.H.)*

"various dinars" APRL III 11,3
1
(250 A.H.) and this same word also in
r»

"various payments" APEL IV 278,2 and

,

-AJC~0'\

"at different prices" ibid., V 292-8 (both 3rd cent.
A . H . );

*J j \j

>W,

lo

Zju j\

"four mithqal dinars, freshly minted, excellent and
of full weight" APEL I 38,6 (259 A.H.) where plural
8
and feminine singular concord occur side by side ;
<1JS

d/?///

"ten

tXy

mithqalT dinars less one eight of a dinar" ibid., V
301,7/8 ;

cl

^ (S^ '

villages" ibid., 314,4;

"the khaiva jT

j 11/

^_2

"five dinars minus two-thirds of a dinar" ibid., 322,
6/7;

J

VI 363,5 i.e.

"we found among them" ibid.-

cyLoH

"the sheep" which are

referred to in thefeminine

singular in 1.3 and by

in 1.5(below

^\}

^147a);

^

"and the remaining (e.g. fields) have already been
(e.g. dealt with) days ago" DAE 8r.7;

ft)J ^

"but the most important of them" i.e. the affairs to
10
be attended to, ibid., 10,6 ;
W-A £*'' ,
j>
j ^
-

"excellent baskets" ibid., 27,4;

s
'
"he will take them and undertake to sell them"

4referring to
ibid., 35,3;
^J|

LJ1 \ "items" of the previous line,
li\ ^ 1/

J )aj

ou /

"four small jugs for the servant-

us

girl fcr her to serve water in, lor X need them*1
i’WAP 164 s 16/T;

^

„, /
"forty-four large ones'* referring to
"rams"
11
PER Qstracon no*5,4
(all these 3id cent* A.H.)

with which of. APEL VI 364,3 (317 A.H.) and APH 5,7
(320 A.E.);

& J> j ^

"and put them

(the ingredients) on a fierce fire" Islamica 4, 254,
c
12
10 etc. (on the date s. J27 n.4)
•

0146
1
As in CA and elsewhere in the language

a subject -

pronoun may be congruent not with the subject, but
with the predicate:
j

<213

^

C^Lf

^

"and fear God in your governorship,

for that is what you have been entrusted with and
your religious duty!" PSR iii, III
tf'A

JyJS

J>j

.. .

j *j \

63/4 (93. A.H*);

(read so!)

c^ l ^ ,

"the allotment of Anf/qar... namely the dwelling which. ,*"
JAOS 56,289,2-4 (295 A.H.);

-

^

if

<ds

Ij

rendered by the editor "And what he has asked is no
trifle" APEL V 288, 20/1 (c. 236 A.H.);
<

UM

Ljh

2

i*it is an indication to you" ibid., 301,5
2
(3rd cent. A.H.) .

&147
When referring back to a noun or nouns already
mentioned, concord is often rather loose, the masculine
singular being used in cases where one would have
expected to find feminine singular.

*r

, This is commonly the case with
gWT ^

i -e #)

ou^

c/‘->

^

^

J

<--■t?j ^

,1

"that" :
^ ^

^

^ (11. 15/6

"and when you have found out what there is

of it

(i.e. of that register) in each village, send me a
report of what you have discovered concerning it"
2
APEL III150,16-19 (90 A.H.) ; c^i t> (j\j U / 1
t*'l
e ^ %s cf

^

(2t*i J' >3 n^ile harvest,

God willing, will take place in only forty days or
thereabouts" ibid., 14-7,7-; 0 (91 A.H*);

pA’5 ^ ^

"you will pay that in installments"
referring to "twenty dinars" MBZP 19, 338,10 (179
3
A.H*) 5
t
u
o
^
J
"and there remained to him thereof (i.e. of the
3
twenty dinars ) only four dinars" APEL II 114, 5/6
(241 A.H.);

(o))v
->

23,788 asses (
with
kV
cy\<o

"thereof-referring to
) ibid., IV 261,10 alternating

in 11.13,23;
"we slaughtered thereof 22;+" referring to

sheep (

) which, is feminine in accordance

with Wright I, 1.79, top,ibid., VI 363,5; U
^JJ3

tXrJ U £/ cy

dt JSy

«x understood

what you mentioned therein of God's keeping you in
2
health, and that pleased me" LAB 22,4/5 ;
,
* yK
\
[*
yvyS* ^ (read so!)
g))^
GX c$T~j * 9 ^J
"I have heard of the death of Musa

b* WalTd; that

distresses me greatly" Jahn 14,13/14;
^

gA)-> (-y ^jr

J

^

^^ ^ ^ ,
^jrJ ^ ^ v
^
"The dinars on the account of Abu

Muhammad - may God honour him!

five dinars minus

two carats and a half mithq~a.lT, uf which there has
2
.
arrived..." Grohmann, TWA 15,6-8 (all 3rd cent. A.n.J

i.r>u

7\

^J

aJjj_.>0 Jj lvj\

£lJ If

"eight washed dinars, and get a receipt for them!"
APEL V 324,9/10 G r d - 4th cent. A..K.).
h. Sometimes a singular pronominal suffix occurs in the
masculine in cases where CA would have required the
5
feminine ;
ecXfj\
"his land
which he sowed" Ak. Wien Denkschr* 33,230,3 (203 A.H.J
<StJ,

^

./ cJUlL-/’_/

. . .

"your note arrived ... which you sent me, and wherein
you mentioned..." where masculine and feminine
6
reference alternate APEL V 292,3/4 (3rd cent. A.H*);
- /j

y

^

^

jy\

"the note I had with me got lost, hut I remembered
part of it" BIFA0 xxx,4-0,14/15 (late 3rd - early 4th
6

cent. A.H.) ;

<y\£)\ 6^

,tof clothes

and other items" Wessely 56,7 (4th cent. A.H.); or
the dual;

tj^uuj y y

"one dinar and a

half which he has pa id" BAH 4,3 (202 A.H.).
two examples at

Cf.

^83a and ibid., d,ii.

148
For matters connected with the concord of the dual
s.

^84.

149
a. It is possible that in certain optative formulae a
syntactical blend may have taken place along the
lines of "I + you (--wo)"
"we"

"we +

you",

X

resulting in a construction

which is, strictly speaking, illogical*

Potential

jlj r
*.

examples of 'tills phenomenon1 are as follows:
gs> >j <v<J>

^\> 1 OVL?

IT

v U> U

4U1 (read so!)

“may God grant us (~me?) and you tto.e best of health
and avert from us (=me?) and you the evils of this
world and the next!**

2 3
BAU 3,4/5 (late 2nd cent. A.H. )
'Of*

(J

j

’’and may

He unite

us (=me?) and you in paradise 1" APRL VII 5,10/11
(c* 3rd cent. A.H*).
b. For the use of the first person plural for the
singular referred to in the preceding note s.

U\?

Ji "we have ordered” PSR iii 111,13 (91 A.H.)

alternating with
^((probably read JJlc)

^

in 1.36;

J*

(JuA.

<y\

*'•

<J._j c r ^ J

"and we ask him... to transmit to me" APEL V 293,&
(4th cent. A.H.)*
c. Transition

from the third to the first person takes

place in the change from what was presumably first
4
intended to be oratio obliqua in
"ShabTb b. Hajjaj has testified

g a£ \

that Makenas... called me to witness" APEL II 104,3
(241 A.H.).

Similar shifts of person in testimony

clauses:

(ji

cJ^j

"and al-

Barith b. al-Layth wrote in my (=his) own handwriting"
Grohmann, TWA 12, 8-10 (260 A.H.);
J o'*

*•* ^

^

"al~cAbbas b. Muhammad bore

witness.*, and my (“his) testimony was in Dhu
al-Hijja..
Jy

A?H 2,16/17 (295 A.H.);

...

-•* a7->L > "and al-Husayn (testified)...

and wrote his testimony... and my (=his) testimony
was at the end of the month of..." ibid., 3,17/18
(297 A.HO*

Should the subject of a sentence be of the first or
second person and the predicate qualified by a
further clause or phrase, pronominal reference in
that clause or phrase will generally be in the first
or second person also*

This has been well documented
5
for the relative clause , but would seem to apply to
other cases as well*

It is therefore perhaps worth

noting the third person pronominal reference in the
following example :
4JU

Ujo

^

3*3

Ir "do not be the last of the officials to

send what he owes" APEL. III 145,27/8 (30 or 91 A.H.)*

Cases of attraction are scarce:
An adjective agrees with the nomen roc.turn rather than
with the nomen regens of a status construetus :
t

i

s

surely more likely to mean

"pure ewe’s-wool" rather than the editor:s "la lain©
d'une brebis pure" Semitica iv, 68,8 (mid 3rd cent*
A.H.).
In one doubtful instance a verb agrees with the
/
psychological, i.e. extraposed ( 5 262b) rather than
with the grammatical subject:
^ J\ (_|p^

"my aunt's children, all

the people of Armant know about them" BAB 7*3 9/20
(3rd cent* A.H*).
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DISJUNCTIVES AND INTERROG-ATIVE3

^151
a. In strict CA a distinction obtains between the use
s
r 1
of tlie disjunctives.
^
and
Since

^

is used to enquire which, of two

alternative possibilities should apply in any given
case, the employment of

jl

in this function

requires notice:

(^1

<$) j ^

s> j\

2

^

tread 3 0 !5

"for God, may He be blessed and exalted, knows
whether I shall return or not*

JBSHQ viii286,15

(actually 14)/16 (mid 3rd cent. A.H.)*
b. The use of

A
in disjunctions resulting from the
r
3
blend of conditional and interrogative clauses is

exemplified as follows:

°i/*

h

^

fx

,rjust as I did not see him, either alive or dead"
DAB 35 >6/7 (3rd cent. A.H.);

^

cZ^j)

"whether you cultivate or are idle the
land—tax will still fall due" AO xviii/3>83,12
(326 A.H.).

r

^152
Interrogative

^
t

followed by

rather than

the accusative is not a favoured construction in
1
CA » X have encountered this combination only in
(stf

tj'

c U — i Os*

is your tongue?"

"behind how many layers

Ibn Wahb 56,15 (late 3rd cent.

A.H.)*
+ e *
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NEGATION

$153
i

a* Tiie form of the word

"father" after la
«
li-nafy al-.jins is not constant in CA;
ci- I ))

recorded but

^

$

(with or without tanwTn) is

1

‘

preponderant *
form;

is

In the papyri I find only the latter

FWAP 186,8 (2nd - 3rd cent. A.H*}.

REMARK:

The dual after this generic negative

generally retains final nun; cases without it are
rather rare in CA s* e.g. Wright II, 95 HEM*a;
Reckenaorf, Syntax, 118 n»3*

This phenomenon is

not yet attested in the papyri as the text cited
above appears to contain a misreading*. Instead of
I*

m

y

translated as "I have no

father, no parents" Pl.XYn
L?

^

seems to offer

V

”T have no father, no parent".

y

However, since Karabacek at PERE no.615 also has
"Nun habe ich keinen Yater, keina Eltern mehr" the
reading deserves to be examined more closely from
a new photograph, PWAP Pl.XY a being rather blurred
and unclear.
b*

+ Perfect may continue a negative which does
not refer to the past ; ^
^

^

^

^ ^J

r,and let me not learn that

yJ

you are in arrears with what you owe, or that there
has been any withholding of it" PSR iii X 11/15
(91 A.H*); similarly ^
ij 15 JUX e/ W

j

^
cl/

'Jj

"and leu me not

learn that you have been inadequate or fallen

short of what is required or ocme to me leaving- any
L
'
•
4
of th.ejmo^6y behind" APEL III 146, Id--14 (both 91 A.H.)
Curious is the repetition of bi after
"without"

in

V? continuing

</

3k

"without change or loss" (instead of the more usual
6
^
f
) Islam 3 3 ,42 s5 (294
A.H*); MIEAO lxviii,10,6 (297 A.H,}*
In one case the negative preceding a co-ordinated
7
is missing :
Cr>
i}2, ^

"neither debt nor fine, money nor goods"

FV/AT 199,6 (3rd cent* A.H*).

There is very little material to Illustrate the
recession of l]9 in favour of ma, despite the fact
that this is the trend of development throughout the
1
history of Arabic . Some examples occur'in which
the imperfect is negated by
L* but in ail cases,
2
in accordance with CA , the present is intended, net
the future :
Jj

U

* U>M

"and the threshing-sledge which cAbd

al—Qaoim sent is worth nothing, neither little nor
much" APEL V 239,16;

jjjS

301,6 (both 3rd cent. A.H.);

L?

"we cannot" ibid.,

_^o?3 I ^ j

^

11i

can neither stand up nor sit down" DAB 33r,5 (early
4th cent. A.H.);

Sjto ,A^
^ d/iL .
,
praise
°
^
"and by God I cannot^myself enough for thafc" APEL V

291,29 (4th cent. A.H.);
(_}^

(point so!)

• .<7 [J
ar ^ *
"you don’t answer me a. single

letter thereto" ibid., 11.44/9 etc.
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b. In many modern dialects, and, earlier, in several
strata of middle Arabic., mab or another negative
particle , may be complemented later in the sentence
4
by shay "anything" ; should the former be- omitted, as
5
is sometimes the case , this shay alone comes to
6
assume the function of negative particle e One
example of this may perhaps occur in the papyri.
Wah'o 4 3 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) reads:

Ibn

JU

y? I ✓hi (read so with $55)
\c
CS'^' O* J' (S^
J
cr*
,rHe said: ’no deeds of mine inspire more confidence
7
in me than...,,r. Is this a mere scribal omission or
a genuine example of negative shay?

§155
a. Contrary to one's initial expectation is the very
frequent occurence of

, a particle which has

largely disappeard from modern dialects as already
1
perhaps from ASP and JA . Some examples of
^
followed by the indicative rather than the apocopate
have been given at $8la; 82d; other cases of
could be supplied at will.
b. Since

X

still belongs to living speech it

V

figures only very rarely in pseudo-correct construe2
tions . I have- noted only one occasion on which
3
is followed by the perfect : (road so!)
"there did not remain" JESHO xiv,21,10 (208 A.H.).

§15 6

a* While lays(a) often agrees with the noun to which it
refers, there is a fairly strong tendency for it to

become invariable *

This may take place

Preceding an Imperfect a

L-1

ar^

'-we

Cj --''
2

hold nobody back" PSE iii III.14/5 (91 A.H.) ;
£ ^

"and I do not need" Melanges

Islamologiques 11,92,9;

cJ,^ \

"I do not

cjrz)

know" in an unpublished Michaelides papyrus;
dJf

UL?

"thejr / you do

not need it" in an

unpublished papyrus from nessanamentioned above
^138 n.6 fall c. 3rd cent* A.H*).

For Jahn 9,5

(late 2nd cent. A.H.) s. above
3
ii. In a nominal sentence :

$65d.
u
...
^J>y cr^J
4
has an excuse" PSE iii 111,18 (91 A.H.) ;

"nobody
cr^)^

ri) "Armant is no place for them to
5
stay" DAB. 7,23 (3rd cent. A.H.) .. for the possibilit
jl*s

<JX* A
-

<

of including here Jahn 9,5 (late 2nd cent. A.H.)
s. $65 n.7»
h. Blau, ASP, 309 collected examples of
peculiar occurrence of
expected

< - _)

also appears in
H

the very
in place of the

.

If I am not mistaken this
.6
I (read so? ) cgq J
^

"although I always continue to

ask after you" DAB 38,6 (early 3rd cent. A.H.).
c.

cjr~^
*j

7
negates the perfect :

<jr" j

"Biheu did not come to Banhure" DAB 5,12

8
(3rd cent. A.H.) .
9
may refer to the future :

d*

.
oj I

cr~ "and I know that nothing
C$~~
O'
O ' "
T have with you will go amiss" AO xviii/3,113,6/7

(3rd cent. A.H.);
CX

J/

t>X? j

&

jz —

^ cr~~ s

/>' "none but this mount will carry you

this week" APHL VI 1,11-13 (presumably contempoz’ary);

ci^ I <z/

(j *** a/3 Im -P yJ' /j'P.

Cy-'A^

"and Abu c Abd Allah will not

(y^t

divulge what he knows of the situation between me
10
and you" DAB 17,5/6 (late 3rd cent. A.H.)

Is157
La>I

"ever", as occasionally in CA, need not
1
appear in a negative sentence ;
cXP
cX-' j
La/^

"and make constant enquiry

c

about these sheep in the village" DAB 5,9/10 (3rd
cent. A.H.).

§158
Likewise

"yet" need not apoear in a negative.
1

sentence :

^

c y J >

Ajjj\

_a&

^

j

"so far they have taken from them twenty-four" DAB
7,29 (3rd cent. A.H*).

§159
A feature not often mentioned in works on Arabic
grammar is the use of

^

"all" rather than

<S{ ,

in conjunction with a negation in the meaning "any" .
This is known in CA in paronomastic arrangements
of the kind

J*" j^x)\

^

”the servant

will not have any faith" Ibn Wahb 72,1.1/12 (rate 3rd
2
3
cent. A.H.) but occurs elsewhere too :
U ,j \
/
js ji
j l/1 <jj
xy L/* 6/°”
’
< "tha *: I
do not omit to pray for the lives of you all at any
time or place" Mdlanges Xslamologj quos

in ,92,11/2

J ou

*

1

(3rd cent > A* S.);

f

s

I^

^

^ (><^

"that I should not be cut off from hearing news of
you both at any time" DAB 31?7 (early 4th cent. A.H»).

(

§160
I have not encountered any certain cases of pleonastic
1
negation after verbs of fearing ; what may well have
been an example occurs in a broken context in
j[**'

j>\ "I fear that (not?)

15,3-0 (late 3rd cent. A.H.)*

•

*

»

cA U b

[ ’ " ' ] " ^lessen

With certain minor exceptions (

19 end; 21c;

85 n.l; 86 n.2) it is quite clear •chat the language
treated in this study was characterized "by the
absence of a case—system, a feature held in common
1
between all varieties of Arabic outside CA . That
this is so has already been indicated by the phenomena
mentioned above

^2a (absence of final short vowels),

20c,21,47b (disappearance of alif mamduda),
^30f (absence of the case-vowel between similar or
identical coiisonants), ^60 (structure of pronominal
suffixes according to Violet's Psalmfragment),

^82g

(invariable ending -T in words from stirpes tertiae
infirmae ending in CA in tanwin -in), ^8 5a (invariable
ending

-ayn

as the suffix of the dual), ^86a

(invariable ending -in as the suffix of the sound
masculine plural),

^93 (-t of the status construetus

of a numeral transferred to the following counted
noun).

Cf. also below

to adjectives only) and

^186 (definite article attached
^206 n.l.

This state of

affairs is well illustrated by the transcriptions of
2
^ke Psalmfragment (c. 800 A.D.) a^-d will be further
documented in what follows.

yl.62
Ab "father" in status construetus and pronominalis
may be inflected as in CA, e.g.

y

"CAbci al-AfXlS b.Abu Hakim" transcribed as
•

u^ K
J \.x
/i {5o£ X kX £
\

1C 2
J

Uiofu)

mL

/|gi^)(iK]

/

EAP VIII,2 (9C A.H,) ;

V

y>

"lie mentioned that Abu Muhammad, rt PAB 26,8 (3rd
2
cent. A.H,) , but commoner by far is the unchangeable
->
abu in all syntactical positions . The follov/ing
—

examples of this extremely frequent feature could
very easily be multiplied:
a, Unchangeable abu in status eonstructus:
i* Abu for GA abi

(the most frequent case): 4ju\

”to Abu CAbd Allah” Hirbet el-Mird no,93 (2nd cent*
A.H.);

"to Abu

c a i T"

Krall,

Koptische Texte, no* ccxxviii (8th cent. A.D.) and
similarly Wessely 62,2-(205 A.H.); BAU 5,6 and 8
(213 A.H*); APEL V 288,5 and 14 (c* 236 A.H*); PER
Inv* Ar. Pap* 960 (quoted by Grohmann, APEL II, p.238;
APEL III 206,8; ibid., IV* 245 v,JL7; 250,1; ibid., V
340,3; DAB 4,7;

JU

^ i ^i

"the mother of Abu al-Qasim and the mother Abu c Ali”
ibid., 7,16 (all these 3rd cent. A.K.).
In some instances
to

is' altered by the scribe

so as to accord with CA: APEL II 126,7

,A5

6

(225 A.H.) ; ibid., V 289,15 (3rd cent. A.H.) , and
in others GA and non-CA

usages alternate;

in addition to the two documents just referred to

^ _.J j'jl

s. e.g. APEL I 39,25 (264 A.H.)
n yji\

SA

j

"the acknowledgment of Muhammad b .

Rashid, the bridegroom’s father” as against the
same phrase with

in 3.*28 (same document but

different scribe),

y\

won behalf

of Abu Jacfar” Grohmann, Papiri*.. Milano I, 5v,
6/7 and similarly 1.12, but
A.J.” in 1*14 (3rd cent* A.H.).

,l-rom
S. also $18 3 n.8.-
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ii. Abu for CA aba :

"ana Abu cUmarJf

7
WZKM xxxii, 276,15 (101 A.H.) ;
,51 have
Qlr" BAU 3 , H
(j\* J*

126,3 (225

sent to

c_rJ?>v
you my messenger

Abu

(late 2nd cent* A.H* );
ira church, called Aliu Quzman” APEL II
9
A.H.) and similarly ibid,., IV 261, 26

(3rd cent.

A.H*);

cl3 j W ”1 made an
'
334
10
agreement with Abu JaCfar” ibid., V 306,16 (after)/-.H, )
b. Unchangeable abu- in status pronoratnaiis:
i . Abu- for CA abi— :

^ "1° our
»

*

father the Keverend Magnilliosff Hirbet el-Mird 46,
11
Address (2nd cent. A.H.) 5
"from their
father" JAO5 56,289,3 (205 A.H.);

.CAaJ\ J>V

"to the servant and his father" BAB 5,11; further
12
Ibid., 25r,3 (?);A0 xviii/3, 117,1
(all 3rd cent.
A.H.); APEL V 306,41 (after 334 A.H*);* APH 1,14 (342
A.H.); BAU 10, Portsetzung,3 (405 A.H*}.
ii. That I have not noted abu— for CA ab’a— in status
pronominalis is certainly a mere accident*
c. Some examples of abi and aba- against the principles

a

of CA are probably to be accounted as pseudo-eorrec—
13 tions :
_14
Abi for CA abu :
j~, f
J' . t ' t / t
jL-J\ d > _ t ,

t £-?-j

"and

J**-?.

Abu Salam (?), Abu Bala', Abu Yusuf, Abu Jet far and
„15

all our friends send you greeting” BAB 25,5/6
^3

(j ^

;

"Abu QTr the palm-merchant"

standing alone in a list APEL XII 1,6 (both o. 3rd
cent. A.H.);
called 1 CAtTq 1 ”

jC^

c

"Abu Bakr we s

Ibn V/ahb 11, top of the page
16
/ - .
•
r
(late 3rd cent. A.H.)
;
,sxLi> U '
^ 3 ^

.

16 4

"Abu al-RazT has gore to you'1
■BIFAO xxxj,35,14/5; 40,17 (late 3rd - early 4th cent*
A.H*)*
17
11* Abi* for CA aba

i

(J*

Abu cAbd Allah” JESHO viii,279,2o" ?

"greet

^jd\

^

"so tell Abu al“Qasim!” (translate so!) ibid., 292'? 5
(both 3rd cent. A.H.);

£

j

O'J^

"greet Abu Ja^far!" APRL Y U 39*17 (perhaps late 3rd ~

18
early 4th cent. A.H.)
ill. No example of aba for CA abu has yet been recorded
19
in the papyri
20
\
iv. Aba for CA abT :
tl sfjy*
"Salih,
freedman of Abu ShuCayb" APEL XV 243 v,24 as

against

the 3ame phrase with
(A at recto, 1.2; ^
H
—
—
..
21
'/
*
"with Abu Ayyub" G-rohmann, TWA 24 .,1 ;
^).j ^ (S^
22

"to Abu Khael" JESHO viii, 309^,1
jC

U j (y^)\ CXh>

(all 3rd cent. A.H.)

"behind the Prophet and Abu

Baler" Melanges Massignon III, 376,7 (latter half of
3rd cent. A.H*), but this may be waw al~mar-iyya.

il63
a. Similar considerations apply to the word akh
"brother" in status construetus and pronominal!s;
while this may be inflected for case as in CA, it. may
_
1
also remain invariable as akhu(-) ;
i. Akhu (-) for CA akhJ (-):
"from Samak brother of f.rj\ .

. . jj
v

0/
an incomplete

but certain example in the fragmentary context of
Abbott, Kurrah V,ll (90 or 91 A.H.};
"from your brother" DAB 8v, 8;
(y, ^

I
C<U

(xoU

"and also by Yohannec brother of Cyril"

165

APEL IV 278,6 (both 3rd cent. A «B -);

0>U^

greet 7 oa# your sou and your
brother'5 ibid. V 306,32-6 (after 334- A.H.) ;/jw^

Xv? ^ V

^ AiJi ((1/1 Cf

o1! ^

^

“with £iy lord your brother Abu iVlahdT - may God give
you both support! - and the name of your brother
Abu Salih has been confirmedf! ibid., V 325, 4/5
(3rd - 4th cent. A.H.) .
ii. Akhu(--) for CA akha(-):

" that his

brother 11 APEL VI 10,7 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

jJ)

O-P L?
.2
< _ L 1
“and I summoned CAta an& Jubara and Husayn and the
sons of CAtXq, (namely) cAbd al-Kahman and his
4
brother" APEL V 291,13/14 (4th cent* A.H.).
,_5
b. Ho pseudo-correct occurrence of akhX or akha has
yet been found in the papyri.

I1
64
-Dhu, which I have noted only in a few stock expressions,
may be (a) inflected as in CA, (b) fossilised as
invariable dhu, or (c) used pseudo-correctly as dhi
JL _
or dha .
a. Inflected as in CA:

j

-irA Dhu

2

.

al—QaCda" Hessana 60,8 (54 A.H.) ;

(*•* 3

"in X>hu al-Hijja" PAP VIII,7 (90 A.H.) etc.
b. Invariable, dhu:

"The Look of

(the Romance of) Alexander" FvYAP 174,6 (4th cent.
A.H.);

^3 J>

"in Dhu al-Hiyia" cited by

Grohmann, Einftihrung, 104 ult. from P. Herd. 8177
3
which is dated 449 A.H. (s. ibid., 232 n.l) .

166
_4
c. Pseudo-correct dhi and dha :
i „ jjhT for CA dhu:

^j

<J

"the

month of Khoiak, that is Dhu a,l-*Q.acda,J APEL VI 364 ,
22 (317 A.H.) and similarly APH 6,14 (322 A*H.) where

read

^9

for

^19 .

S. also J213 n.3.

ii* Dha for CA dhu/dhi: this occurs several times in the
5
fossilised form of the name Dhu al-Nun as Grohmann,
„

_

Papirt..« Milano 1,3,8 (338 A SH.) and another
example from P. Berol. 9159 cited ibid., 0.248 (date?)
b
APH 1,14/5 (342 A.H.) .

f

165
The absence of the case endings ( $161) is seen most
clearly in the many instances in which tanwin alif
which would have been obligatory in CA is missing .
This takes place in all syntactic environments with
great regularity, and though I am not in possession
of any statistics to illustrate its occurrence and
distribution, I have the impression that cases showing
absence of tanwih alif are certainly as frequent, if
not even more so, as those in which it is maintained
as in CA* It stands to reason that those forms,
lacking tanwih alif reflect the spoken language;
those in which tanwTn alif is maintained aie to be
ascribed to the influence of CA*

§166
Despite the fact that the case-system had broken
down and had already in the earliest texts reached a
stage similar to that obtaining in many m o d e m
dialects ( ^161), cases of tanwih alif are by no

15?

means rare*

"'he following is bui & selection of

the categories in which it occurs as in CA*
1
a* Adverbs 2

,

2
"in number / counted"

5 (91 A.H.) and often;

PSR iii V,

L j^— - "quickly" APRL I

5,7 (1st cent* A.H., s. FWAP, 173);

YZvStf
- W
d
’3
^ 78,29 (c*800 A.D*)

"very" Violet, Psalmfragment ,

"much" APR1 VI 20,5 (c* 3rd cent* A.H,)and
often;

"firstly" DAB 68,4 (3rd-4th cent.

^j\

A.H.);

Lz&s}

"also" passim.

5
b. Various adverbial accusatives :

, ,
CL-^

"and

the same amount in oil" Nessana e.g. 60,17 (54 A.H*);
\j>

Uho

"in sending what he owes" NPAE

11,24 (90 or 91 A.K.);
U

3

-

"

t

r

u

U'j
e

to our promise, honouring

our word, trusting in our Lord and believing in
our Prophet" in the papyrus mentioned
A.H*); (read sol)

^10 n.ll (141

LL~^

C5^'

"in two copies, identically" Wessely 7,6 (4th cent.
A.H.).
Mafcul mutlaq.:

"and

ward off-..* firmly" PAP 11,12/3 (90 A.H.)*
d. Direct object;

to^l <£^

))j "and do not

delay a single arfcaba thereof" P3.R iii 111,12/3;
U":>

"they will make a good

profit" HP Ah IV, 6;

A

”ile was

demanding from a HabatT" ibid., VIII,5 (all 91 A.H*);
£

./-‘
hi / ’-tncy had prescribed

yjj

them neither too little nor
167,98 (j.37-40

s.

$6

jtoo muchj" APEL III

n.l).
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e, Predicate of

;

gjf

^

"indeed, whoever is unable, or neglectful'1 PSR iii
111^20/1;

{ U

"and if what

y\f

he told me is true" ibid., X,?/8;
LU

...

^ <OL^

"[that]

\pP

this year be... a

well~-Llessed year" Abbott, Kurrah II, 3-5 (all 91
A.H.)f, After

5

c/

c J ^ &'

"GUty official"

Abbott, Kurrah IT, 6/7 (90 or 91 A.K.)j
(^ti
*7 v ' ~
a JL^I
"some army people" APEL III 150,6
(90 A.H.).
g, After numerals:

<ir~^

PSR iii 111,54-;

lo,*

Qy*^r*

n thirty dinars"

"seventy artabas"

ibid., V,6 (both 91 A.H.).
REMARK:

It is not uncommon for forma with, and

without tair/on alif to occur side by side in the
same document and even in the same sentence e*g.
r*

LTj>
1

*

y^^,
{ (J~j ^

Osj

^

"ten dinars of the new standard weight, in gold
pieces, good currency" APEL I 48,3/4- (233 A.H.);
\

-

5^3*

eLX/j\ e/^/1 (/

"that I should lease you fourteen faddans of good
black soil" ibid., II 82,2/3 (253 A.H.).

At AO

vl,394,4, on the other hand, the correct reading is
\j

(3rd'-4th cent. A.H. ).

Cf. for

similar cases 31au, ASP, 324,

16?

TanwTn alif may be absent in every syntactic
environment an whien it would have beer obligatory

4,69

1
in CA *

Ihis is an important feature distinguishing

the language of the papyri from GA and will there
fore be documented in some detail in what follows;
f

2

t

a. Adverbs :

Ll (! ^66)

^

"and greet. Salama and. her mother greatly on our*
behalf!" 2.DMG- 34,689,16/7 (early 2nd cent. A.H.) and
similarly DAB 35,11, 13/4- (3rd cent. A.H.) in free
. ^ 3
alternation with
; Ue>l cP'^ j W
U
(.read so!) \^J> "and they acted favourably towards us
c '
4
in that also" APEL V 288,18 (c. 236 A.H.) :
J

<UA

"inside it and outside it"

ibid.. I 56,3 (239 A.H.) and likewise II 73,5 (320
6
A.H.) , I 57,6 (34-1 A.H.);
q)J\
Ir'j
"and I only (sent) quickly to you on the previous
occasion.c. (translate along these lines!) ibid.,
7 289,3 I

yjo

"tomorrow or the

9\

day after" JESKO jciv,2,l6 (both 3rd cent. A.H.).
b. Various adverbial accusatives ;
<bo(read so!)

^

"you sent me only to be a partner with

him" Margoliouth, Arabic Papyri... Bodleian Library,
1,19 (late 2nd cent. A.H, );

"going up

stream" APRL VI 12.9 (2nd-3rd cent, A.H.)}

g

"you will sow it with wheat" APEL IX 14-4,5 (217 or
219 A.H.) and likewise 1.10, ibid., 80, 7/8 (236
10
A.H.) ; 81,1/5 and 82,4 (both 263 A.H.); c J ^ cj^J>
"letter for letter" cited by Grohmann, EinftLhrung,
11

104 from PERB 749 (227 A.K.); APEL II 98/9 (236 A.H.)
^

"directly" LAB 62,2;

c h

"in

Vain" APEL V 305,6 (both 3rd cent, A.H.},
Cf. also cases such as

AU)lj
\

"the two baskets of cheese and the pot of butter"
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DA.0

22,6 (3rd cent* A.H.}, for which cf.

^85c,ii

and 167h? HEM.
c. Maf cul mut-lagy

W

"you

^

will cheer us greatly thereby" Hirbet el-Mird 4-2,13
(1st cent. A.H.) |

(read so 1)^3

(f

(J ^ i

"that distresses me greatly" Jahn 1.4,14 (3rd cent.
A.H.),
d. Direct object:

g_ L ‘

Jj

y, Jj

J {j?

G-1.J

J J>

_^>l J

...

^

^]

j/

<Jjy

"fand give as wa ges to each shipbuilder (= VoCuT'vj j'c* )
two dinars, and as wages for each man... and as
wages for a native carpenter one dinar and one third!"
PAP VIII 5/6

12

b "the n give one
13
dinar I" ibid., IX, 8
(both 90 A.H.);
y\
(

y

;

cUT1 (3

"that anybody should see in

your administration anything of which he may disapprove'
HPAF 1,17/8 (91 A.H.);

j

"and take a

XJj

pledge from him" WZKM xxxii,277,12 (101 A.H.) and in
the same document 278,15/6

eJUU*

cX^r^

"that he 'should find a way against you";

JL^ li

"give a mount to Rashid!" APRL IV 1,3

A.H.) and

similar examples in this section of APRL

j

^

u^t "so that you may meet us again"

Jahn
X

12,20 (lato 2nd cent. A.H.JjJjO
y i

c

"^alak the black has rented a dwelling in

this compound" APEL II 91,3;
I?

tx^

.

"hand over... 1-g-,one and a

^

half!"

ibid., V 342,3-5 (both 2nd-3rd cent. A.H.);
"and if you have not sold anything" DAB 2,13;
ol(both

J-J U

"he took a dinar from him" DAB 37;11

texts probably 205-6 A.H.);

T, L*?

\j
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a)

"and. he lost s. blade 3he-ass of

his, close to giving birth” DAB 38,6 (early 3rd
A.H*,);

cento

-j> " and I asked Shut ay fa-11 APEL

' “
14
7 288*8 (c * 236 A.H.) ;

J_>

**«

"she. bought... a house of his" ibid., I 56,2 (239

j

A.H.);

{JLsJts

. # .

(jr^J

O"-3^

"Metok(os) and Marcus have paid .«,. one half and one
third’1 ibid., Ill 182,3-5 (241 A.R.).
*0

"she called witnesses for him” ibid.,

I 38 j4 (259 A.H*);

>

...

W

>'

"you

two hand over ... one dinar I" ibid., V 351, 2-4 (262
A.H.).

Further cases: APRL VI 12, e.g. 1.8 (2nd -

3rd cent. 14_
A.H.); Ak. Wien Benksehr. ^3,236,14; APEL
^

III 177,2

?, ibid., 178,4

; 202,13; APEL V 289,18;

ibid., 295,9; 301 11.4,8; 339,6; 350, 8/9; 356,5/6;
DAB 7 S4; ibid., 12,11.5,7,12; 22.11; 23,4-6; 26,11;
28,8; 40,14; APRL II 4,4/5; Grohmann, TWA 2, 11.10,11
(all c* 3rd cent. A.H.);

Qp

<_^j

"and nor have I 3.earnt anything of your news" DAB
Ir, 4/5 (late 3rd cent. A.I-I.); APEL V 306,13 (after
334 A.H.*); ibid., 291 e.g. 13/4 (4th cent. A.H.) etc.
e. Second object (and similar constructions): ^)\
"and I ask Him to make it blessed
wat er " Gr ohmarm ?T7/A 25,2 (2n d~3rd cent. A .H .);

})\

(^bJlkg t?that he should not ask me
for any tax" DAB 2,19 (probably 205-6 A.H,);
^yJ

\—

4i'l "perhaps God will allow us to

profit something by them" Ibid., 24,6 (early 3rd
cent. A.He);

^ U3*

give me any food" Giessen 12,3;

"and nor does he
(JT~^

(j3^

"He will provide me with something thereby" APEL V
301,9 (both 3rd cent. A.*".);

^
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"you uiu not inform me of anything concerning it"
BAB Xr ,9 (late 3rd cent * A ,H *) *

1/
g/’

f . After

end its sisters 16 :

i ,

r U CJP^

"so hasten ’.vhat you were going to send!" (translate
along these lines!) APEL III 147,10/11 (91 A.H.)

;

c J ^ "I was a young lad" FWAP 186
5/6 (2nd“3rd cent. A.H.);
*

L

J3l

<yl

"I hope that the least ... will be a

faddan" APEL V 288,19/20 (c. 236 A.H.) 5
tjl*

J

<$y "and became part of her property" APEL I

56,12 (239 A.H.) and similar phrases ibid., 57,11
(34-1 A.H.), 61,10 (423 A.H.);

o\j>

e»'/

"he was

a pilgrim" BAB 38,7 (early 3rd cant. A.H.); APEL V
289,5 (if the restoration is correct); (?)^,U* J'J ^
"you have always blessed (?)" ibid., 301,9;

^

J j

"even if it were a saddle of gold" ibid. ,
305,5;

"that makes one

dinar ana a half" ibid., VI 393 ,13;
"and be trusting!" BAB 7,10;

Jf'

J

L^*

" and

had you been present" ibid., 8v,5; ^
Vy

"I-was resolved upon a ride" APR1 IV 6,3; cz^j)

"and I should be happy with that" ibid.,
s
p.221, Qmissum,17;
ct-b "I was sitting"
j

Giessen 20,3;

^

"had he been present"

Margoliouth, Arabic Papyri... Bodleian Llbrary, I, p.2,
1.4 (all these late 2nd-3rd cent. A.H.);

— i^

"his name was Qalil" Ibn Wahb 9,14 (late 3**d cent*
A.H.)

14

;

"that makes one dinar" APEb

V 327,5 (4th e.ent. A.II.).
w k 18
g* After

,
-v g/

"that he has

a different matter " HPAP 11,13 (91 A.H.); CJ.>^ of

I 73
"and they informed him that a nan .. „" DAB 3-3,8
(early 3rd cent. A.H.);

cJ l?

g/

bi.b Jj j

. . . ’’and we have heard that with a nan.#.
is something excellent” APEL V -310,6/7 (3rd cent.
A.H,);

^s\

<yl "Ha san told me" APRL VI 21,7

^

(presumably contemporary); ^

6/ *•*

"and he said ... that Hubab was the name of a demon"
Ihn V7ahb 9,11/12 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) and likewise
14 19
ibid*, 10,1
20
h. After numerals :
"thirteen
dinars" Nessana 65,17 (55 or 56 A.H.) as opposed to
JjL >

ibide, 64,20 (56 A.H.) in two

ZuJL?

very similar documents possibly even written by the
same scribe;

(j

(67 A.H.);

"thirty dinars" ibid., 56,3

V— -

"thirty-three and one third pounds of- nails" PA? IX
21
4/5 (90 A.H.) ;
"forty dinars"
Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts«.. John
Rylands Library, n o .214 (late Ist-early 2nd cent.
A.H*);

(read so!)

J*

"thirty

carats" Melanges Islamologiques iii,19 no.48 (early
2nd cent. A.H.);

"thirty-two

qintars" APEL II 122,13 (272 A.H,);y Ui
"forty-five dinars" ibid., 101.2 (273 A.H.-);

c£}S

22

...

"twenty-three chou-sand and..."

^fj\

ibid., IV 261,7 (3rd cent. A.H.).

Puriher examples:

APEL V 323,6; ibid., 336,2; 338,7; VI 389,14; 392
passim; DAB 7,29; ibid., 22,10; 27.3; Jahn 17,18;20
(all these 3^d cent, A.H.); APEL V 324,11 ord-lth
cent* A.H.}; ibid., 306,19/20 (alter 334 A.H*);
Cr_ U

^

>

"fif.ty people" APEL 7 221,25 (4th

cent. A,H.) as against

11?^

c^r’
-p—

^

n-

”seventy-fivs men1* in the preceding line,, but t-anwTn
alif is missing also in similar constructions in 11*32,
42*

REMARK';

It is frequently very difficult to decide

in numerical constructions involving counted
materials and measures whether we have to do with a
status constructus or an apposition / tamyTzt cf.
j 85c #ii.

In the example above n.20 one is quite

at liberty to understand a status constructus, i.e.
CA hhamsTna
ritla hadTdin
rather than the absence
- “ V
4
of tanwTn alif against CA. But in other cases such
an analysis is impossible:
’’thirty pounds of grapes” (the editor’s ’’two thirds”
is a slip) PERF 839 in F7/AP 144,4 (274 A.H*);
U jj/ ’’twenty artabas of grain” Wessely 6,3
(288 A.He).

_23
i* After ilia :

^ __» y\

ra)JL^ ^ "I

°f y°u only

a little” JE3H0 xiv,6fl8 (mid 2nd cent. A.H.);
\j

^ 1

”that I should deal with only

one” Margoliouth, Arabic Papyri ... Bodleian Library.
24

I, p.2,1.6 (late 2nd cent. A.H.
3 \rj

);

”you sold my crop for one dinar less

one carat” APRL Till 7,2 (e. 3rd cent. A.H.).
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The special status of tanwTn alif with adverbs
( _£$166 n.l; 167 n.2) is illustrated by the fact that
this tanv.ln mey remain as an integral part of the wcr d
even when the adverb in question is governed by a
1
preposition * I have so far noted this only in the
fossilized use of

”tomorrow” :

175

"today, tomorrow, and the day after
3
tomorrow-* WZKU xxxii, 277,10/11 (101 A.H,) ; ^
yj.

gV,

Lr

K "tomorrow^ Saturday, and the

day after tomorrow, Sunday" FA’A? 161/5,6/7 (3rd cent.
A.H.)*

\s>j> I

and

may appear with tanwin
”1
alif irrespective of the case required by the syntax
2

: ^p\

Ji j

(!

^80o)

JL

y'j

Z — t "hardly anyone was found among the
3
people of Hasm. called Muhammad** Ibn A/ahb 7,15 (late
^jf

3rd cent. A.H,); possibly also

lg> 1

(^X> ^

"there was nobody therein1* APH1 1 18,3.2 (presumably
c. 3rd cent. A.H.) out the context is- broken and. t he
4
sense not entirely clear 0
"and nothing struck
5
him" Ibn .Vahb 38,2 (late 3rd cent* A.H*) j
Xj

U X c^XJJI
~ 4
71,17 ;

"whoever has ever told a lie" ibid.
\^JX*

<Js

j' £U ^

’'concerning it

or concerning any part thereof" APEL I 54*9 (448
6

A.H.) ;

'’because it is some—
7
thing inevitable" LAB 6v,ll (?th cent. A.H.) .
^

y

y

lanwin alif occurs in the papyri in a number of
syntactic categories in which it would not have been
possible in CA; most of the following cases are to be
1
atrributed to oseudo-correction ;

17 6
2

a. Nominal predicate :

U-J-

e)/rj- iL*

j

<J> L-

"what was an error on my part ana a duty on yours"
3
Ibn Wahb 45,10/ll (late 3rd cent* A«-H. ) ; ... q)) JPj
^J>13 f?and be is grateful to you .

and

mindful of your favour’1 DAB 34,5 (3rd-4tb cent. A.H*);
\jgJL-

^

ok.\J "and your opinion concerning

tbat will be irreversible” ibid., 32, 15 (before 314
4
A.H.) ;
^
laJ
!
/jL (jP (5 ^
’’the
mill which belongs to my master" AO xviii/3,94,3
5
(427 A.H.) *
wi

b. In classes beginning with

and other particles

which in CA necessitated the appearance of the
following subject in the accusative ;
c

hr

\^J> j

j>P eJJL^

&\ <^3 cgaJ

bad thought your adminis

tration more successful and better than what I see it
to be" Abbott, *Kurrah

IV,19~21 (90 or 91 A.H*);

9 "not an evil omen, but a good

c/jj

one" Ibn Wahb 91,3/4 (late 3rd cent. A.H.); possibly
also

qJL,

A.H.) cited above

y

oj y

DAI3 6v,Il (5th cent*

^l69b.

7
c. In circumstantial clauses :

LI L'

.r
Ug*

■

«

reached it in good health" DAB 2,9 (probably 2Q5-S
' A.H.);

r
Jj

(read so?)

^

"and they were in two rows, lying in wait by the
8
way" Khoury 140,4 (229 A.H.) .
d. The reason for believing that most occurrences of
franwTn alif against GA adduced in this paragraph are
to be attributed not to living usage but to pseuctocorrections (above, n*l )t lies in the fact that the
most important syntactic category in which the use of
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tanwTn survived (and survives) in several strata of
Arabic, vis* that of an indefinite noun followed by
an attribute, is without certain representation in
9
the papyri . Had this feature been a n integral part
of the language one would certainly have expected it
to be attested by a more convincing selection of
examples than is presently available; as it is, most
potential cases so far noted may be interpreted other10
‘
_
.,,
.
.^
wise ; eibj> U \— S Jj
o })j
j
3^
"and let there not be in your affair deficiency, delay
or withholding concerning what you owe” PSR iii I,
20-22 (91 A.H.) belongs below, f,j; the regimen of a
preceding numeral is perhaps r esponsible for
l‘bi^

y^JJL/

”the twenty qlntars of stripped

flax” HAH 24r,2/3 (early 3rd cent. A.H#) and also for
"dinars to be paid- la ter" APE! I
42,4

(3rd

cent* A.H.);

Le—-i

...

^1

"hardly anyone was found ... called Muhammad” Ibn

Wahb 7,15 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) has. been mentioned
already at

^I69a (and s. also ibid., n.3);

\*Py>

"one dirham" AO vi,394,4 (3rd-4th cent.. A.H.) is
misread and is to be corrected to
^3-66 REM.;

L cJ

^

with

[?

li-W ”the mill

which belongs to my master” AO xviii/3,94,3 (427
A.H.) may
(448

be interpreted as above, a, and APEX. I 54,9

A.H*) and DAB 6v,ll (5th century A.H.) owe the

use of tanwTn probably to invariable
v 169b,

Below,

, above

£l71a two cases are cited of tanwin

alif attached to diptotes, but both appear in
syntactical environments necessitating an accusative
in CA and probably owe the us e of tanwTn to this very
circumstance.

This leaves only Ibn Wahb 19,8 and 63,
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13 (late 3rd cent, A,H.) for whj oh e <> ^>l?2b.
also

Cf*

^171 REM.

e* After

<Jj>

;

"he said Tis
11
there any milk in it?"' Khoury 150,24 (229 A.H.)
1/

f. Subject of
gJlLJ

UJ

lc

L,n

(and its sisters)

\— ^

Dj

_rw ^

12

:

z'
J ^ y j

Jj?' "let there not be

in your affair deficiencyt delay or withholding
13
concerning what you owe" PSR iii 1,20-22 ;
j\ t'j?
DLi

"and I

hope that you will show trustworthiness, action and
14
efficiency in your office" NPAP 1,20-22.
(both 91
A.H,);

U

\?\ "if there is no other

<6

father besides him" Ibn Wahb 12,9 (late 3rd cent.
15
c
A.H.) . Of. yl69 a and b, n.i.
/ - '
*
J
(j-^ u J
"and
c '
17
if you have only good" BIFAO xxx,35,ll
as against

g. After

. 16
:

yI

~r^

^

f

i *

y\

m

^ er'e is not anything

tr^

but good" ibid., 40,11, a letter written by the same
scribe (both late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.).

' “I
\rJ
"ther
v*
~
\
came to me no news" (read and translate sc!) APEL V
19
302,5 (4th cent, A.H.)

h. Subject of an active verb

18

*

:

i. Por the subject of a passive verb ending in tanwHTn
alif

s. $169 n.3*

20
j. Enumerations : to this category may belong PSR iii
21
I, 20-22
and L4PA.F 1,20-22 (both 91 A.H.) quoted
above, f.
k. At ter

<J»/
6

22 : this usage is peculiar- t o the late
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(s. ^27 n.4) text Isiarnica 4,262?
b>J

---

(j

0 ^

L? lX "that you bring about... relief from all

vexation’* 1*3* followed by several similar cases.
1. Hirbet el-Mird no.35 (first part of 2nd cent. A.H.)
employs a strange construction to denote quantities
of certain goods, first stating the commodity, then
the measure

'’pounds" in the accusative

plural irrespective of the numeral which follows, e.g1.11

ctA'Vj

u538 pounds of cheese".

m. Apposition to a noun in the genetive

23

:

. _ ,
\jf

"and the obligation of His prophet Muhammad" Islam
24
38,7 (295 A.H.)
.

22
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TanwTn alif further appears in a number of morphological
categories in which its occurrence would not have
been possible in CA.

As in the case of the examples

cited in the preceding paragraph, pseudo-correction
is to be accounted the motivating factor:
a. Diptotes :

\Pjl?

^

eP

"than

prepare for yourself mail-coats of certainty!" Khoury
-i *
f
’
138,18 (229 A.H.);
U*
^ I
"I had received from him some bills of
exchange made out by the Sultan" DAB. 11,6 (probably
304 A.H.).
b.. Nomen rectum of a status cons true tus 3 :

.

~r

"third of a dinar" APBL IV 237s2,5 (249 A.H.) and
4
cs''^ "sixth of a dinar" ibid., 1.9 ;
J-Pj,
"and take Abu Muhammad!” AFRL VI 1,9 (presumably c»

±00

3rd cent;* A r
,Hf) shewing the fusion of nomen reigns
and rectum into one syntactical unit, but at ibid*,
VI 9 (cc. 3rd cent* A.H.) the end cf 1.6 is broken
/( .
off and
^
r,0 Abu Akthamk* seems to be mis
read; read perhaps

^

Abu cbrthmani".

c. In one late example (347 A.H.) from an inscription
what appears to be tanwTn

alif is even affixed to a

noun determined by the article;

,JUI

A* A
5
"have mercy on Ahmad al-MakkT!" BIFAO ii,.136,6 „

HEMARK*

said to mean "in the hills of..,"

ZDMOr 92,122,2 and 124,1 (c. 241 A.H.) seems most
improbable and hardly an example of tanwTn alif
attached to nouns governed by a preposition (for
which cf. Blau, ASP, 342).
considered to belong to

Nor will it be

^170d.
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a. A most important feature typical of, but not entirely
restricted to JA is the development of tanwTn into a
1
separate word:
jfC * Were it not for the fact
that the commonest use of this in, viz, as a link
between an indefinite noun and its immediately
following attribute, is not securely attested in the
papyri ( j>170d), one might have been tempted to seek
such a case in

Uvyb

<■/ Biy

"discharged

a debt encumbent upon them both" Ibn Wahb 14,10 (late
3rd cent. A.H.)-

But this seems unlikely; not only

would this be the sole example from such an early
period, but the assumption would a?so fail to explain
adequately

hbb

with tanwTn represented twice

in place of the expected
\

(vi>, Accordingly,

ol

181

here is probably a mere lapsus due to unconscious
assimilation to i;he common collocation
2 3
’'if'1 .

^

aj\

b. Blau, Emergence, 176/7 shows how this newly developed
independent tanwTn may be re-interpreted as the
definite article, a process which evidently began when
the attribute following the tanwTn began with a sunletter, but which may have become productive and
extended to moon-letters as well.

Two possible cases

from Ibn Wahb (late 3rd cent,. A.H.) are quoted ibid,,
203:

"for a long time" 19,8 and
^

^

T _ w # ,j

"in a beautiful form" 63,13,

Nevertheless, in view of the absence of independent
tanwTn not only elsewhere in this particular text but
also in the papyri in general, these cases belong more
probably to

^186.

Certain examples of this feature

are available only from a later

(s.

27 n.4) period:

( ^68b)

"and be
^
1* ■
j0 J

4
pounded thoroughly" Islamica 4, 249,3 ;
"in a blazing fire" ibid., 249,5 ;

^

^

"a fire of hot ashes" 253,18 (as against

j

250,14).
also
e. It is\only in late texts that the emergence of
I <
independent
tanwin can be documented 6 :
I;..?

/

Jjr'

cM

"and be

turned i?rfco an amalgam on a flat stone by being
pounded well" Islamica 4,250,12/13 (for the date s.j
2? n.4);

</ q)\ f

"a whole day" ibid., 253,15®
1
^
In constructions opening with
gjp "whatever-" :
\

8
25^,20 ;

g/ (point so)
"

-h sc I (.y

ibid.,

.

(s' (jr

"in any place you

182

c
Since the car.es had disappeared ( j-1.61), particles

which, in CA require to be followed by a noun in the
accusative (or by a pronominal suffix) have lost their
1
regimen and. need not even precede a noun at all :
C.-V? \r-~* ^

^ ^ ^

^ " n o t

trousers" AO xviii/3 117>6 ;

'iJl

j[^ /

J j-

qjV

one of us has any
j

^\

31 o b

^
f ji

d/

j)j
<=u X

mo to
TTA '
— '
*
\
~
me
u-s
*
^ '
"and had he v/ritten tGjydespatch it, it would have

p

been sent off to him the day he wrote to me about it"
DAB 25v,3/4

(both 3rd cent* A.H.).

Cf. also

translated as "verily there has been delivered" by
Grohmann, APEL VI 390,2 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.)*

In CA the accusative denoting spatial relations tends
to be used only when the distance, place etc. mentioned
is general and grammatically indefinite; when the.
place in question is specific and grammatically
1
definite, a prepositional phrase is used instead .
In the papyri this need not be so, and nouns may be
used adverbially of specific locations without being
2
dependent on a preposition . Some of the following
cases illustrate the transition from noun of place 3>
3
preposition ; ^ j> (read so!;
/

^

U

"and that is

the land which he leased on the outskirts of the city
4
next to the grove of Abu al-Bum BAIT

land watered by the ir r igation-channe 1

(or water-

wheel?) south of the canal of Kor" APEL II 80,6/7
(236 A.H*);

[ ..-\

is east of

[* • * ]

A.H*;

0 UM

[ ..,

jj-—

q

[p \

"the- village which

” ibid., 79*9 (early

\s--J*

3 rd

cx o*"*'

cent.

^

"the tenancy of goat-pasture occupied

by Ishaq, b. Hamdan al-3adisT east of the

[ * * * ] *’
J }j

ibid., IV' 270,4/5 (3rd cent. A.H.) ;

"and I have summarised it at the bottom
of my letter" Grohmann, Papiri ... Milano 1,10,3 (3rd
cent. A.H.) and similarly 1.5.
REMARK A:

^ ^

Here may also belong
cJu y\

j

"and he mentioned

*5 ^

to me that he had (put) a brand-mark on its left
nostril" DAB 38,9 (early 3rd cent. A.H.).

But this

is not the only possibility of interpretation: the
expression may be elliptical for
c>*yi ^ ^

...

j>\j

"and he mentioned... (and

that it i.e. the she-ass) was branded on the left
nostril" and Dietrich, ibid., 167 suggests:
calamatun

muharraqatu 1-anfi 1-aimani.

In.

Zu) j)\

"office is given to you in Misr, Barqa and
Alexandria" Grohmann, Apercu 27n.
etc.

(so, not

(242 A.H.),

p

a s in F.VAP 119,6) are

probably explanatory appositions rather than adverbial?
Different from all these cases as being directly
dependent on a verb is

^

^

"they

both settled at the two tents of Umm Ma^bad" Khoury
152,16

(229 A.H.) for which of. Wright 11,111*.

REMARK B :

the accusative instead of a prepositional

phrase when marking a specified time

(os opposed to

place) is in harmony with CAi
a?>

j

"an<I lulavq wrote

(it) at the

*

beginning of Bhu al- Hijja" APEL III 175,11 (112
A.H.), where there is accordingly no
the preposition

J ^

;

"on Wednesday morning" ibid.,
cent* A.H*) as against
morning" in

1

*6 .

js

need to restore
1\ a£

bo
V 325,3

(3rd - 4th

J "tomorrow

135

STATUS CONSTRUCTUS

i 175
1
As in CA , the nomen regens of a status constructus
may stand in the dual when followed by two nomina

<Jjjj ^ jj

recta :

"his

provisions and those of his following and officials"
Islam 33 >39,3/9 (90 A.H.) 5
ct

".in the presence of

the representative of Jacfar h« Muhammad and that of
al-cAla b. Hashim, the two finance-officers of Abu
al-Basan" AO vi, 391,5/6 (243 A.H.);

05^^

Cs— ^

cA5

t/c/1.

mr: & —

UK

"in tne presence of the representative of Ahmad b.
CAmr and the representative of AL^Hasan b. CA1 I , the
two finance-officers of Abu eIsa" AO xviii/3, 107,

3
7/8 (265 A.H.)

.

Por the singular of the nomen regens in such a case

s. e.g. the example mentioned-at ^180.

176
5

Two, or sometimes three, nomina regentia. may precede,

JL
contrary to CA, one nomen rectum , but this construction
has thus far been noted almost exclusively in
combinations involving fractions:

^ t/ £

jj

"and one half and one quarter of an artabe." PSR iii,

2
third of a dinar" Ibid, Anhang k s2 (both 91 A.H.)
2 (S ^ J

.A>

\r tP

;

/ ■ "forty-

four dinars and two thirds and one eighth of a dinar"
APEL IV 266,14

;

Jj

cJLuU j

n

"ami

JLOO
4.

six gadahs and one half of rice” Grohmarn, T,YA 2,9
j

(both 3rd cent* A.H.);

"two

thirds and one ciuarter of a dinar” PIPER ii— iii, 164,
3“
. •
5/6 (344 A.H.) j
c ; W ^ j \ c ^ ; "one half
and one quarter of a faddah" APEL YI 400,3
cent* A.Ii.);

.

(3rd— 4th

’’for one half
C

"

5

'

and one quarter of a dinar” BAIT 16,4 (410 A.H*

).

Ihree fractions may precede a single nomen rec t u m :
c J -^ v

JU/Z

"one half, one third and

one eighth of a mithqal" APEL III 184,7
ty
'
-

Ojjr

—

^J

u

(249 A.H*);

"one half, one quarter

and one sixth of an eighth" ibid., IY 265,11 (262
A.H.) and similarly APR! Ill 1,5 and 2,5 (both 295
A.H.); APEL IY 282,12 (3rd cent. A.H.); Wessely 15,3

(302 A.H*)*
This construction is less often attested in cases not
involving fractions as nomen regens:
e >- —

j

<SJS

Zi---

£

cP>j

LL
j

"and that

is for the water and land-tax of the year two hundred
^P ,>

and fifty-three" APEL II 81,8/9 (253 A . H . ) 5
(read so!)

Lv£>»

j

(j^ ^ J

"a dirham

Itii

u

and a daniq, o f sublimated camphor" Grohmann, T'.VA 2,11

6
(3rd cent,. A.H.)

.
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It is possible that cases exist in which the nomen
regens is separated from the nomen rectum not by a
second nomen regens as in the preceding paragraph, but
by an attribute to it. which in CA would have
1

appeared after the nomen rectum .

In most such

instances? however, it seems more reasonable to
suppose that the construction represents a tamyTs

187

accusative in CA without 'the tanwfri alif ( &157b)

£

rat hex' than a status cons true tus :

L*

,r°ne wa-yha of grain” APEL V 297,11 >
It
"two waybas less one third of almonds" Grohmann, Tv7A

3

2,9

(both 3rd cent. A.H.);

*-^5/

"one wayba of barley" APEL V 299,8 (4th cent. A.H.).

0
^178
In CA two nomina regentia may not ordinarily precede
one nomen rectum (cf. £l76).

In order to avoid such

a sequence, the second nomen regens is positioned
after the nomen rectum and provided with the appropriate
pronominal suffix;on rarer

occasions the nomen

1
rectum itself is repeated .

The combination of these

two possibilities in APEL I 56,15
a scribal blunder;

(239 A.H.) is merely

(soi)

"according to Islamic law of sale and Islamic deed
of sale".

Ihe regular expression is the expected
as ibid., 57,15; 58,10

(both 341 A.H.).

)179
Apart from cases involving numerical expressions
(

££188,189) ^he occurrence of a defined nomen

rectum forming the second element of a n indefinite
’

status construetus

1

has been observed only in

1 ,

"melon-seed oil" appearing in list of commodities,
all of which are otherwise without the definite
article, APEL VI 427,6 (3rd cent. A.H*)o

The question of the. presence

; absence of the definite

article with the nomen regens of an improper annexation
(idafaghayr haqTqiyya) can in certain cases in CA be
a complicated one.

This is particularly so. in the case

of active participles acting as the equivalent of im
perfect (not perfect) verbs and governing a genetivus
objeotivus as nomen rectum.

Such participles are

defined by the article provided that the nomen rectum
is already so defined, but should the nomen rectum
of such a genetivus objectivus construction not be
defined by the article, then the nomen regens may
receive the definite article only if it happens to
1
be a sound masculine plural or a dual . Even in this
case, however, the addition of the article is by no
2
means necessary . In the papyri I have noted one
example of such a construction in which the nomen
regens does in fact receive the definite article:
*0 X2 j
C 'J 3 * ^

'

cr;

Mthe acknowledgment of al-

Husayn b. Salih the glass-maker and of Qame daughter
of IdrTs, both of whom dwell in the town cf Ashmun"
3
APEL I 52, 3/4 (274 A.H.) . •
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In some cases the status constructus relationship has
developed into a compound noun, with the result that
the definite article may appear, against CA, (a) vdth
nomen r egens alone, and (b) with the nomen rectum

Tne definite article with the non1an r egens alone :
.For the period of Arabic dealt with In this study
this occurs only in constructions containing a
°-X9 /

fraction preceded by the demonstrative
.yh?

cTel)( ( §61b)
.J

faddan" DAB 7,6 ;

oji7

"this half-

(jU*

"this

quarter-acre vineyard" ibid.,12,18 (both 3rd cent.
A.H.};

j Li i

^

"tnis quarter-dinar"

BAIT 20,5 and 6 (448 A.H.)*
Cases such as

>j j IU

"the rose-water", not

preceded by a demonstrative are, it would seem,
available only from a later period;

^

U'

itself

is cited by Grohmann, AFEL 7T, p.207 from a document
4
dated to the 11th cent. A.h. .
More commonly the definite article appears with both
nomen regens and rectum of a status constructus
~
5
compound ;
cy j

"and whoever presents the

document” AFEL I 48,6 (233 A.H.) and similarly PERF
764 (242 A.H.) quoted by Grohmann, Studi..» Calderini
II, 506 a propos of ibid., 504, Fragment b,3 (3rd
cent. A.H.).
is

CP-f

The corresponding undefined expression
which occurs also in AFEL I 48

(1.2); ibid., II 103,2 (3rd cent. A.H.}; APH 4,1 (314
6
_
,
A.H.) . Beside
6^
Ov
"through! are" (lit
"the way of the pedestrians") e.g. AFEL I 57,7;58,5
(both 34-1 A.H.); Wessely 9,9; 17 (4th cent. A.H.) on d,
in the plural,

P U\

A.H.) there also occurs

O JP

AFEL .1 70,11 (459
o UA

as APEL

1 59,5 (341 A.H.); JBAU 10, Fortsetzung, 10/11 (405
A.H.); AFEL I 60,6 (406 A.H.); DAD 21,8 (447 A.H.);
AFEL I 54,4 where read so with Dietrich, Islam 24,94

ISO
(448 A.H.)
REMARKt
V ^

la APEX. I 69.11 (c. 459 A.H,) occurs
(i

a context where i1; is evidently

required tc be grammatically defined.
remarks that
r, H\

The editor

*, b is "obviously a scribal error for

".

But might this not be a.case of pseudo

correction?

Could it not be that the scribe, aware

that the verenacular form of this expression contained
an extra occurrence of the definite article as
compared with CA, in wishing to classicize his

lan

guage went too fat, and deleted the article from the
nomen rectum as well as from the nomen regens?
ii. More commonly attested are cases of status constructus
compounds being doubly defined in this way after a
7
,
/
^
preceding demonstrative : ( J21b) ,^-3^
"this deed cf hire" APEL II 93,7 (251 A.H,); ibid.,
90,4- (274 A.H#); PSR Inv. Ar. Pap, 4593 quoted by
Grohmann, MBZP 19, 349n. and APEL II, p.82 (date?);
p\£j\

c— W H

"this marriage contract” APEL I 39,

20 (264 A.H.),

o-.tJJi

"in this dowry

contract" Islam 22,39,19 (295 A.H.) and similarly APEL
I 46, 2/3 (3rd. cent. A.H.);

cIUJ*. ( jsib)

"this half-shop" APEL IX 3,4 (306 A.H.) .
iii. Other similar instances are possibly better thought of
O

r

n

as appositions :

y

*s-P J*

DAB 5, 14/5,

plausibly restored by the editor and rendered "diese
ganze V/eizen [domdnj e";

"this

piece of land" Wesselv 52,4:

"the

plot of fallow ground" APEL IV 270,16 (all 3rd. cent.
A.H# );

”anci the ^aj? of

(early 4th cent. A.F.);
^87g)"

w'essely 9,16;

DAB 33v ,2

,!the palm-garden(s

o

”i-he gold-necklace"

191
ibid., 56r. 5 (both 4th cent. A.H.)
iv. Remaining eases are probably due to nothing more
than acriba-l error

10

^

;

r

^

1

L .,

(0

0> .JcJ(

"the two finance-off icers

. . J b. al-Faraj and al-Husayn b. Ahmad"

of

AO vi, 388, 4/5 (244 A.H.);

*J

h V 1 <j J I'

"the evil of this world and the next" APR! VII
11
5, 11/2 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.)
>182
Sa5ir in CA generally meaning "the rest of" may
be used in the sense "all"

1

in

'^jLp

"the maintenance of all his affairs" DAB 15, 9
(c. 308 A.H.).
REMARK;

DAB 38, 10 (early 3rd cent. A.H.)

does not belong here, although it is so inter
preted by the editor who reads:
it I— ■

(^30d)

^

and renders "und ttbernahm

alles von ihm" taking, p. 168,

j \— - as

—

yL*

with reference to Lane, Lexicon 1/4, 1484 c.
This would involve an unexpected shift a3jL > a
(but cf. Rabin, AWA, 139) and is also palaeographically unsatisfactory.
208

suggested the reading

Abbott, ZDMG- 108,
<uX-'

"impingto recover his stolen property".
Perhaps what is written is

\
j

"and I undertook his affair".
r)183 In many strata of Arabic

governing an

indefinite noun is used in the meaning "another/
1
more than one" ,
This is the case in the papyri
as well;

<^\j>

gJLJf

c^f

"I have written you

192

more than one letter" APR! XV 135; PWAP 164, 13/4
and similarly APR! VII 42,6 and an unpublished
Michaelides papyrus;

^

-n/

e)jl^ Sjj "and I

have informed you more than once" APR! XV 91,3
(all c. 3rd cent. A.H.)
184
As in CA, an adjective may govern as nomen rectum
the noun to which it refers :

<s)^J

"your

good news" DAB 38,5 (early 3rd cent. A.H.);
"Muhammad His dear messenger" APR!
VI 11,4 (c * 3rd cent. A.H.).
185
Emphasis of an idea may be achieved by the constru
ction of

governing a paronomastic infinitive
1
as nomen rectum :
iX
"after your departure they caused us all manner of
distress" DAB 8v,6 (3rd cent. A.H.);
^liu1 yi < y "and will attend fully to his business"
V
2
ibid., 56,3 (6th cent. A.H.) . Similar is
OF

"praise be to God, His best praise!"

AO xviii/3,111,1 (4th cent. A.H.) .

193
THE DEFINITE ARTICLE E T C .

1186

In accordance with a construction very widespread
in modern dialects of Arabic, the definite article
may be present on an adjectival attribute, but absent
1
from the noun to which the latter refers :
"the straight path” cited in a Quranic passage (I)
VBPS 5,417,3 (c. 100 A.H.);

0 Jb>‘J li^

"the weight of a/the large fils” Miles, G-lass heights,
Supplement, no, 9 (116-24 A.H.};

cji^y\

"measure of white cumin” ibid,, no, 16 (136—58 A.H,);
2
no. 23 (141-3 A.H.) ;
(read so!)
BAIT 5*3 (213 A.H.) translated "Baargeld
3
Einkommens” by Rarabacek, WSKM xi,9 ;

desCharadschx -

•'the lands for which kharaj is payable” APEL II 78,5
4
__‘‘i W "the middle prayer”
(3rd cent. A.H,) ;
Melanges

5
Massignon III, 377,2 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) ;

from a much later period:
Islam 1, 242,9-

^

Por

"palm-oil”
etc, s. ^83 n. 20

and for this phenomenon in cases involving other
ordinal numerals

^212.

0137
A usual manner of expressing the superlative in CA is
the construction of the elative governing an indefinite
singular noun as nomen rectum

(type: afdalu rajulin);
c

much lews commonly is the elative found governing a
1
definite singular noun as nomen rectum (as opposed
to a definite plural noun, which is very frequent ).
This construction is uncommon in the papyri as well:

3 94

^ ^Jil, tji\

gpW'

-O-'> V

lji

1,1 shall

punish him vdth the severest punishment and tine him
the heaviest fine" NPAF III, 1-3 (90 or 91 A.H.), a
sentence which at the same time exemplifies the unusual
3
use of the paronomastic object defined by the article .
Here may be mentioned also

^

"so live up to the best opinion I have of you" ibid.,
I, 22/3 (91 A.H.)o
in this way s.

For awwal "firsu" being construed

£ 205.

188
In a large number of cases a numerical expression
which is by context and English translation indefinite,
nevertheless appears with the definite article.

This

occurs occasionally in the case of fiT.ctions, a feature
1
*•
*
already noted for CA :
"and the two of them also have two thirds of the whole
palm-grove" APEL I 53, 5/8 (2nd—3rd cent. A.H,.) and
similarly 1.12;

^

"forty per cent," DAB 2;

13/4- (probably 205/6 A.H.).
It is much commoner, however, in constructions involving
2
the numerals 3-10 , sometimes alternating with the
expected indefinite form.

The manner in which the

definite article often tends, with no apparent reason,
to follow these numerals is clearly seen in APEL VI
378r, 10/11 (2nd-3rd cent* A.H*)

2

,jj

cP-/f^
^

"and there was paid

to Nusayr as his maintenance for half of the month
♦

■A-OK
U S

RabiC I:

two dinars;

and there was paid to Mohadir
** •
three dinars’* where the dual

the guard:

remains indefinite as one would expect, whereas
>J( is provided with the article*

oSX

The same

principle is observed c o n s i s t e n t l y throughout the
3
document : the numerals 3-10 are followed by the
article, other numerical expressions remain indefinite,
further:

«r T-c

APEL I 48,3 (233 A.H.);
0)3^

^ y

nj

"he owes ten dinars”
6fji ^ U o

1

2

^ ^ J

cuo j\

...

Jf

iH

"the twenty dinars

which ... he has received thereof sixteen and there
remain outstanding to him only four dinars” ibid. II
4
114,2-6 (241 A.H.) ;
\j^e ’’the
equivalent thereof is ten dinars” ibid., VI 382,7;
"and that males five dirhams
and one third” ibid., 418,12 ;

^2^ J>

^ ^

’’four

dirhams” 7/ZKM 54,52,9 in a text where all other
numerical constructions are indefinite; further
Grohmann, TWA 3»3 (where read

i) - 5;

APRL VIII 8,3; ibid., XI 10,9jDAB 28,6 (all c . 3rd
cent. A.H.-);

>U> U

7s?}

"the wages for the two builders are six dirhams, and
their subsistence one dirham” APEL VI 386, 5/6 (3rd4th cento A.H.) etc.
Outside monetary contexts this usage is rare:
( ^27e)

(^30a)

<w-lr "eight assss

365,12 (3rd-4th cent. A.H.) as against
in 1.15.

APEjj vl

196
il89
Ihe conflict "between the notional and grauimatieal
definition described at

^188 occasionally resulted

in the circumstance that a formally definite numerical
expression or counted noun could be construed according
to notion and not to form,

'thus such an expression
1
may be followed by an indefinite attribute ;
^

<3^* 6/* "and all their rights thereto are

two full thirds" APEL X 53, 4/5 (2nd-3rd cent. A.H,);
7lK

Af

4^,1c "eight washed ( &84 n*10) dinars"

ibid.„ V 324,9 (3rd-4th cent* A.H.)
relative clause

( ^288):

^

or an asyndetic
^X-— \

^

"(the) six dinars, of which five are
C z

for me. and one for Haytham" AO xviii/3, 116,2 (3rd
cent. A.H.) .
(p-90
Sometimes the definite article is missing where one
would have expected to find it J
cJXlr,

^ ' (J J

j\P

"and for the wages of a native carpenter;

one dinar and a third" PAP VIXX,6 (90 A*H*)*

As there

is only one na j jar in question and as he has in all
probability been mentioned earlier (Pecker’s restoration
2
3
of 1*4), this is odd . Rabb "the Lord" is indefinite
in

ji. -b

1

c

V

"they

do not know the Lord or believe in resurrection" quoted
from the papyrus mentioned at J10 n ,11, 3.22 (141 A.H.)
and in

"praise be to the
*
*
4
glory of the Lord and Master]11 DAB 35;12 (3rd cent. A.H.)
Cf. further:

£>(/* e-q7

"and do not leave the place!

Jahn 9,7 (late 2nd cent. A.H.;;
_y'

-a— JO

r, L/> j

”4- "the quart ex' of *he ch<ireh named Abu

197
Quzjr.aii" APE! II 126,3 (229 A.H. f ;

‘r l /

-j , y ^

Bysanti on xvii, 214,8 (241 A,HI) seems much more likely
to mean MI have a copy of the letter”, i.e. the letter
Just mentioned, with Grohmann, PV/AP, 122 than "a letter”
as translated by the first editor;
the day" Giessen 11,8;

"all of

^y

APF.1 VI 1,7 (both

these c. 3rd cent. A.H.) is probably to be understood
6

as "during the course of the day"

rather than the "in

one day" of Margoliouth, followed by Grohmann, FWAP, 178*
191
Defined and undefined expressions may occur in alter—
1
nation . 1'his occurs quite commonly in constructions
involving numerals, for which examples have been given
at

^188 (and cf. also the last example in

is by no means restricted to them.

^209), but

Some examples:

crJ-iU ^ ^ , 5 / j £ >

"there

was spent on meat: two dirhams; and on dough : two
dirhams; and (on) red (dates) and saffron ..." APEL VI
420,3 (2nd- 3rd cent. A.H.) ;

<-L^

s,}\ ^ L "to keep favourably and to release amicably"
^
4
Islam 22, 37/8, 6/7 (295 A.H.) ;
j

"concerning the tax, water and food" DAB 8v,7;

V

%\X)
'-A 3 \)j
-A "he gives me no water to
C*
5
drink nor food to eat" Giessen 12,3 (both 3rd cent. A.H.)

REMARK:

Mention should also be made here of the

convention according to which the greeting formula
at the opening of a letter should contain
without the article, whereas the greeting at the end
of the letter should contemn the defined form
6
This is in accordance with CA , and is also observed
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(always?) in the papyri:

4JJ*

c^;

c^j, ly c)^J ’’peace he to these of God and the people

who ooey Him!” in the papyrus mentioned above

<*>10

n. 11. 2/3 (141 A.H.) which ends, 11* 67/8, with the
same locution, but opening with
? SAU 3
7
c
(late 2nd cent. A.H. ) and John 12 (late 2nd- early
3rd cent. A.H.), both of 7/h.ich open with
and close with

.
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1.92
The papyri, by their very nature, offer rich documen
tation concerning the syntax of the numerals; as is the
case with all other strata of Middle and Modern Arabic,
it is in this area that syntactical deviations from the
1
CA norm are perhaps the most conspicuous •

a. There is a strong tendency for the numeral ending in
tIPmarbuta to precede feminine as well as masculine nouns .
In some modern dialects this occurrence of the historically
"masculine11 form of the numeral before feminine nouns
depends to a great extend upon the shape of the following
counted noun and is thus conditioned by phonetics rather
2
than by syntax <> In the papyri, on the other hand, no
such conditioning factor can be identified; a numeral
ending in ta’mar but a may govern a feminine noun as nomen
3
rectum irrespective of the phonetic shape of the latter :
i. The counted noun contains a long vowel in the first
syllable: "I have noted only

cJt

nild "three

irrigation-eanals/water-wheels" AO xviii/3, SO ult.,
91,5 and 10 C33S A *H •)•
ii. The counted noun opens with a closed syllable:

this

occurs fairly regularly with the word wa.yba: ^
"eight waybas" APR! I 5*8 Cist cent, A-Ho, s. P'-YAP, 173)
and similarly Ch-ohmanu, TWA14,3 (2nd~3rd cent. A.H.);
APEL VI 372,5 (3rd cent. A.H,) : ibid., 396 passim (4th
cent. A.H.).

Other cases;

hi L j> TuJJ?

,f"less
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eight grains” Wessely 65,8;

^

"and three

garments” APEL 71 .389, 14,15;

"seven times”

APRL XIII 1,3 (all c. 3rd cent, A.II*)
iii. The counted noun begins with a short open syllable:
(^24a)

"four velvet covers” Ak. Wien

cX^J

Denkschr0 62/1, 67,4 (1st cent* A.H.);
h
"five years” APEL I 41,6 (279 A.H,);
cl- tA
/,

<>
rjl*

_

"of which ten are female and ten are
5
male” PER Ostracon no.5, 8-10 ;
cJf IJ
^
2u)lr
*j

*

0-1—O

"eight succesive years” APEL I 42,4;
n>_L*
"three
6
hundred” ibid., IV 261,8,25 and similarly V 313,2;
EWAP 161,4 (where read

with Dietrich, Islam 31,

86); (jfHLl nh ur^ "and eight garments” APEL VI 392,10;
- I- I" _ r.|r.
11
(j
"three garments" Grohmann, TWA 15,5,10;
■V— l

^_J* "five Jars of black olives” APRL

VI 12,17;

j\ "four irrigation canals/water-

wheels” Jahn 17,27;

"eight linen

straps” Grohmann, TWA 2, 7/8;
robes” ibid., 15,10; tJf L/lp

cX
^ f

vi* "eight
"five beams" ibid.,

21,4 (all c. 3rd cent. A.H.) etc.
iv. It is certainly due to mere accident (or oversight)
that I am unable to produce a certain example of a

numeral 3-10 + ta’marbuta preceding a feminine counted
* 7
noun opening with a vowel , as the instances involving
at ^83a (and elsewhere) need not be so inter
preted*
b. But the numeral ending in _ta5marbuta
,
—
r- need 8 not govern
the feminine counted noun as nomen rectum :
i. The numeral follows: This is very commonly the case after
"year":

%n

J

—-

—'

eighty-six" APEL I 12,13 (86 A.H.) ;

J

*

"in the year

j

2C1

r,for the year two hundred and twenty-three11
AO xviii/3,99,8 (233 A.H.) and similarly APEL II 95,6
(227 A.H,); ibid., 80,8 (236 A.H.); AO vi 390,4 (249 A.H.)
9
APH 9,4 (28^ A.H•); APRL X 13 (3-13 A.H.) sto.
Otherwise
I have to hand only

"small

£

females: four*,4" APEL VI 364,24 (317 A.B.).
10
ii* The numeral forms a compound with a following decad

:

"twenty-four kharrubas" Ittdlanges

j

Islamologlques iii,19,nos. 45-7 (early 2nd cent. A.H.).
c. But the inverse phenomenon, viz the "feminine" form of
the numeral with reference to a masculine counted noun,
11
is by no means uncommon « It seems, however, that
some cases in this category may be ascribed to phonetic
causes; most conspicuous is the fact that a significantly
large portion of the examples I have collected include
12
numerals ending in cayn, i.e. "four", "seven" and "nine"
cJZJs

/ <JZ

SJelTj

for the expected

yS

can with more probability be accounted for by phonetic
factors ( ^30e).
i. The numeral without ta *mar but a ends in

l
c ayn;

The manner

in which this factor appears to operate is most clearly
seen in cases of alternation of the following hind;
M

"nine/seven cubits" Grohmann, TWA 21,

6,7 as against

^>1

j

in 11. 7,3

;

^ ^

"seven/nine faddans" ibid., 27 as against
^CZ^f

preceding this word in the rest of

J

the document;
13 but
A.H.); q 131

j~>_

"four dinars'-' APEL 71 392,

ZL^J> in the following line (all 3rd cent.

^V'-5 0 ) Z-J’ "five waybas and aeven

qadahs" ibid., 396,22 (4-tli cent. A.S.); F'.VAI-, 160 (date?)
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where

‘-arrabas" is preceded by

but also by

.T^Z-?

j^c
14 V
in the space of six lines

Additional cases:

(’ s o ! ) ^ _

" (the) nine dinars less (the) seven dirhams'1 Grohmann,
TWA

‘-ris^ t r ^ Xj "and the seven garments"

3 j 3;

APRL VIII 8, 5 1

"and four books" IRES

v, 172, 5;

"(the) four dirhams"

LAB 28, 12; \YZKM 54, 52, 9;
cent. A.H.)?

APEL VI 359, 4 (all c. 3rd

Xl>j [J> £<— *j

"and seven carats" APEL

V 324, 11 and similarly ibid., VI 375, 7 (both 3nd-4th
cent. A.H.);

VJ

£j j f "four quintals" ibid., V

291, 42 (4th cent. A.H.).
The numeral ending in cayn forms a compound with a
following decad:
"one hundred and thirty-four head (of livestock)11
APEL
^J

IV261, 17 (as against
j

1. 21);

£r*

(read sol) "twenty-seven garments" ibid.,

VI 392, 18 (both 3rd cent. A.H.),
On one occasion such a numeral follows the counted
noun:

"its four corners" APEL I

56, 4 (239 AAR.)
ii. Some cases of

/ cJlX for CA

have already been given at

JA/

^30e; further:

cPXy

"the three dirhams" APEL VI 12, 11 (c. 3rd cent.A.H.)
as against

in 1.14:

<~y£J

"three qadahs" APEL VI 396, 8 (4th cent. A.H.)
iii. Other examples of "feminine" numerals referring to
masculine nouns:

..,21*3* "the ten dinars"

APRL VI 6, 3 (where read, so with EWAP, 178);
*

0 — ^‘M (the) five dinars"
1-^

1R
6 :
-*• x

LAB 28,

"ten carats"APEL VI 366,

5 and
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similarly AO xviii/3, 117, 6:

ULp

j

"twenty-five yesirs" JHES v 3 172, 14 (all 3rd cunt.
A.H.);

"ten asses" APEL 71 365, 15

(3rd-4th cent. A.H.).
d. In the preceding sections some examples have already
been presented of fluctuation in the gender of
nura erals within one and the same text.
instances;

<*LZ—«■ refers to

(understood)

JE3H0 xiv, 12, 10 (156 A.H.) but
in 1. 18;

^y>

br ^

Some further

(read sol)

M^our handles" APEL 71 367,

4 (3rd cent. A.H.) as against

dr 1- 7 etc.

0194
On the basis of a very few
appears in place of CA

examples in which
^
r\
Lr , it seems possible,

on the assumption that such cases do not belong to
^193c, that the numeral "eight" was sometimes
represented in the papyri, as in some other strata of
1
Arabic, by unchangeable thaman :
^ evX'
L-l. o L? (so, with ?51g) ^Jt)^ "three thousand and
_
2
eight head (of livestock)" APEL IV 261, 13 ;
<g>L<

"that makes (the) eight dirhams"

ibid., 71 426, 8 (both 3rd cent. A.H,);

\
y\

q

\2

"eight art abas" Jj'WAP 160, 4 (date ?) .
•195
The numerals .11-19 hove already in the papyri
developed into compounds, very much along the same
lines as in modern dialects.

This fact is sometimes

indicated by the spelling ( S$95-7

) and is further

reflected in the circumstance t.hat ail manner of
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combinations of ten + unit arc attested which would
O
have been impossible in CA . In the numerals 13-'19
c_

the tendency is for forms of the type
(the masculine form in CA and the ancestor of the
corresponding invariable numeral in most modern
oolloguials) to become fossilized and hence be applied
with reference to feminine nouns also.
this type

One supposes

^ _tr 2bo/ to have been the only form

current in the spoken language;

other forms cr con

structions impossible from the point of view of CA ,
3

are most likely to be attributed to pseudo-correction .
The unit ends in ta> marbuta, the ten in zero with
7
—
^
— rt
reference to a feminine noun :
or—
in

’’thirteen waybas" PWAP 135, 16;
’’seventeen beams"
cent. A.H.);

Grohmann, TWA 21, 21 (both 3rd
"sixteen sugar-

j\,\

loaves” APEL VI 399, 4 (3rd-4th cent. A.H.) and
similarly passim;

2b^h AML*

"the year three hundred and fourteen" APH 4
(314 A.H.) where this phrase appears seven times but
5
with
fj. A
only once in 1.10 ; ’SjL/,
3AT

"the total of females thereof

is thirteen" APEL VI 364,
The spelling
context

23

(}95h)
2b ^

i

(317 A,Hj;
also occurs in this
l,eignteen Idaar rub as"

Melanges 1s1amologiq.ues 111,20/1, nos. 52-6 (early
2nd cent. A.H.);

2h-f» ^JL-h\

"arid seventeen

jars" APEL V 339, 9 (3rd cent. A.H.);
\jJ*j

PuJ/

hl--

!,ihe year three hundred anu thirteen"

APRL X 13 (313 A.H.).
REMARK:

Perhaps the peculiar form (

98) in

V ,

(?)

2^-

"the year two hundred
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and thirteen" BAU 5, 9 (213 A.H.) represents an
invarlab?w6 compound of a similar tvpe „
b. Both the digit and ten end in ta3 marbuta, a form
impossible in CA with reference to either gender,
Since this combination is attested only once in both
7
ASP and JA
its relative frequency in the papyri is
8
somewhat surprising
. I have collected the following
instances:

r

APEL VI 42C, 2 (2nd

"thirteen dirhams"

— 3rd cent. A.H.) and similarly

Grohmann, '07/A 24, 3 (3rd cent. A.H.);
"thirteen dinars"
j A

I A

APEL

IV 237, 11 (249 A.H.);

^

"the year three hundred
and seventeen" ibid,, VI 364, 10, 18 (317 A.H.);
"eighteen dinars" ibid., 397, 18
(4th cent. A.H,).

Cf. also the strange -example from

Miles, Glass Weights. 110, no. 71 (141-3 A.H.)
f'
quoted at ^95e.
c. The unit ends in zero, the ten in tao mar buta with
reference not, as in CA, to a feminine noun, but to a
- 9
masculine one .
1 am able to quote only one
instance:

I/O >

"thirteen

dirhams" APEL

10
V

359, 5 (3rd cent. A.H.)

.

d. The unit and the ten end in zero, an impossible form
11

in CA with reference to either masculine or feminine
J

^ j\

(3rd cent. A.H,);

"fourteen robes" APEL VI, 392, 9
(f

cf-lf

-IP-'

"sixteen dinars of which thirteen are complete (?)"
ibid*y 390, 5/6;

>X)>

"when thirteen

(nights) had passed" ibid., 399. 5 and similarly
c
VJ .M
3
c ell J
J.
—
- y .!
.J-Cjr~? '
^
of the fojlowing lines, occurring in a text ’
where
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other examples of the numerals 13-19 belong to the
12
type described above, a (both 3rd-4th cent. A,K.)
;
^JL 1 "for the year

^S l~£

three hundred and eighteen" ibid., Ill 195, 3
13
(318 A.H.)
.
The spelling

( §95b) also occurs in this

context:

_/--c ^

"fifteen dirhams" WZKM

54, 51, 6 (3rd cent. A.H.) and similarly
14
ibid., 51/2, 7/8

jSu.\

96
The numeral "eleven" has developed, as in most modern
dialects, into a compound (i)hdacshar (or something
approximating thereto), which is invariable for
gender.

The various ways in which this compound is

spelled have been listed at

^96;

that it is

invariable is demonstrated by the fact that it may
be used with reference to feminine nouns as well as
1

masculine ones

:

cr-4 ^

"the .year one hundred and eleven" Melanges lslamolo2
.
giques iii, "18 no. 44 (111 A.H.) ;
jJ>

,feleven kharrubas" ibid., 20 no. 50

(early 1st cent. A.H.);

(J^j

3I

^

<S

"the year two hundred and eleven" J.E3R0 viii, 295,
verso, 5 (211 A.H.) where it appears that the tab
marbuta has been erased j

^ ( S y

"when eleven (nights) had passed" and a.;?
,).*/
\-"
"eleven sugar-loaves" occurring together in APE! VI
399, 3, 8 (3rd-4th cent. A.H.), a document remarkable
for its construction of the numerals and from which
examples have been cited already at

&195a, d;

9
07
U. ^ j

"eleven silver pieces" Xslagiloa 4,
267, no, 4, 4 (for the date of which 8 *

^>27 n„ 4).

dl97
In a similar fashion the numeral "twelve" has also
developed into a compound whose pronunciation will
have been something along the lines of it(h)nacshar
and which can be spelled in any of the ways indicated
at

^97a,

a. This compound is invariable as regards both gender
1
and case :
i.

(S^

*4

j

^

ra&y refer to a feminine noun:

s-p "twelve kharrubas" M elanges Islamologiques

iii, 63 no. 242 (o. 180 A.H.);
TjOUlM (j i>

qj ?

(! $47k)

"when twelve -.nights

remained of Dhu al-Qa^da" BIEAO ii, 122,-5/6
(224 A.H.);
APEL 71

3^ "except twelve bundles"

367, 3 and similarly JESKO viii, 309, recto

1 (both 3rd cent. A.H.).
ii.

j—2—^

may occur in syntactical contexts

which in CA would have demanded casus obliquus
(cf,

^97 n. 4):

(,-°r twelve months"

APEL II 89, 3 (209 A.H.)

;

(?)>-?

UM

J

"by twelve jails (?)" Z33MG 92, 122, 8 (241 A.K.);
(read so?) u l ]j

41// 5^*
/
"for one (?) full year, twelve months" Etudes ...
Ldvi-Provencal II, 511» 3 (263 A.H.);
"when twelve (nights) had passed" APEL 71 399, 4
3
(3rd“4th cent. A.H.)
; ^ ^^
^ ^
"Heliver ... twelve buckets!"
ii, 110, 1/2 (324 A.H.).

/

Mdlanges Islamoj ogiqu.es,
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REMARK:

I have not yet found in r.'ae papyri an

example of the inverse phenomenon i,e.
used in contexts in which CA would have required
casus rectus,

For this s. Blau, ASF, 240 n. 193;

idem, Pseudo-Corrections, 95•
b. Other combinations,occur, impossible from the point
of view of CA, in which the digit component of the
numeral ’’twelve" has masculine form but feminine
reference:
i.

ir— ^

refers to a feminine noun:
(j‘
^ V "when twelve nights had

cZ^>

passed" APEL VI 428, 2 (first half of 3rd cent. A.H.)
CJjXf

"when twelve (nights) had passed"

a
_r~-~c

Wessely 92, 2 (3rd-4th cent. A.H.); ^
"the year three hundred and twelve" AFE1 III 192,
4
7/8 (312 A.H.)
.
Such a hybrid combination is attested also with
reference to a masculine noun:

^ ^

($& j

"twelve pounds" APEL VI 395, 8 (late 3rd cent. A.H.);
"dirhams: twelve" (apparently
accusative, cf•

above a, ii) ibid., 397, 16

(4th cent. A.H.).
ii. For

^

"when twelvo (nights) had

passed" BIFAO ii, 136, 10 (347 A.H.) s.
iii. For

UJ

j](?)

5/6 (2nd cent. A.H.) and

§27 o.

Hirbet el-Mird ^9,
J

q v

\

"the year

twelve" PSBA, June 1887, 333, 4 (412 A.h.) s.

£>97c,

c. I have noted only one case of the hybrid form of the
numeral "twelve" in which the digit has feminine
5
form whereas the ten ends in zero :
^r---c (j^ ■>
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a JX

'’when twelve nights remained"

WZENL xxxii, 281, 6/7 (102 A.H.), where, to judge from
the facsimile, the reading

_r-L-r

is quite clear

and there is no need to restore Isj/Lc with the editor•
198
a.

_yj> I may refer to a feminine noun outside a
negative sentence, the only context in which this
1
occurs in OA .
Thus far, however, this phenomenon
has been noted mainly in cases in which

{ is

2

co-ordinated with a following decad

W ^

"the year two hundred and forty-one"
APEL II 104, 2 and 4 (241 A.H.) and similarly ibid.,
3
124, 6/7 (271 A.H.) ;
->
'
"twenty-one way has11 PER Inv. Ar. Pap.’560, 2/3 in
H A P , 153;

•>.

($103 b,i)

<v^rL'

"sixty-one jars" APRL XII 2, 7
A.H,);

(both c. 3rd cent.
\ "twenty-one silver

'kXzJ

coins" APEL VI 396, 12 (4th cent. A.H.).
-*J> J - is also found with feminine reference
5
when followed by a pronominal suffix of the dual :
./
csjjy\
"... tv/o palms, one cleans
the other" Ibn Wahb 27, 5/6 (late 3rd cent. A.H.);
(jJ.p\)\

**•

UN

"two things, as for one

of them ... and as for the other ..." ibid., 43
6
8/9 .
b.

o'-'h

referring to masculine nouns probably

does not represent a misapplied CA feminine but
rather, perhaps, vernacular ihda

7

«

Per

«
CrrJ>'

"one of the two gates" Ibn fahb 17, 4

2 10

(late 3rd cent. A.H.) s. already

^C3 n.15.

A more

decisive example occurs in the same text:
(y^ I
• l/'\ "one of the
' liars" ibid* , 73, 8 8

c. The occurrence of
is uncertain.
\

— - ?

1

with feminine reference

Some cases of the expression
/

_ -

.

"with one striking of the

j

hands" are cited, with a different explanation, at
^47e; cf. also

aPEL I 63, 4

^J>

(434 A.H.).

r
§199

"two", the masculine form in CA, may in
1
the papyri be used to refer to a feminine noun
a. It is probably due to the very nature of the avail
able material that this phenomenon is attested
almost exclusively after

"year" indicating

2

the date

.

The earliest case- I know occurs on a

coin from 82 A.H. :

j

"the year

eighty-two" Walker, Catalogue II, 83

but from a

papyrus the earliest example yet noted occurs twice
—

in

I

H

^

ift I

1

£ru^

"the year one

hundred and eighty-two" FIorilegion
ds Vogue,
4
' 413, 7, 10 (182 A.H.) .
Further instances;
1V1PEH i, 105 n. 4 (192 A.H.); 3AU 4, 8 (202 A.H,);
5
APEL II 88, 4 (261 A.H.) ; ibid., IV 265, 5-and V
351, 6 (both 262 A.H.); ibid., II 129, 1 (272 A.H.)
5
APH 1, 11. 11, 16,
23 and AO xviij/3, 112. 3
6
(both 342 A.H. ): BAIT 12, 8 (382 A.H.) .
b. Otherwise I can attest this feature only in an

211

example where

^ yJ'Jj\ precedes a deca.d with which
-M
it forms a compound numeral ^ :
<i **1
oX*

n°ne hundred and forty-two coverings'*

Wessely 56r 3 and similarly 1.4- (4-th cent. A.H.).
(200
Awwal ’’first'* is occasionally found to refer to a
1
2
feminine noun :
(read sol
&— *J

"five years, the first of them

(beginning from) the month of Rabic M APEL I 38,
8/9 (259 A.H.) and similarly ibid., II 145? 4 (271
A.H.}; I 42, 5 (3rd cent. A.H.); where
to

"years".
3
^145&
^

above

refers

All these examples are quoted

(201
"one" occurs in a negative sentence (against
1
CA which uses
--w* ’ in such cases ) in ^ U \ iH
"that I should deal with only one"
Margoliouth, Arabic Payri ... 3od1e1an Idbrary,
I, p. 2, 11.5/6 (late 2nd cent. A.Eh, s.
REMARK:

^90 n.4).

Levi de3.1a Vida, JA08 64, 135 n.40

proposed to read Jahn 16, 9 (3rd cent. A.H.) in a
manner which would have produced .aJ> i in a
positive sentence, a phenomenon largely foreign
to CA (s. e.g. IdLau, 10! iii, 210)-

i'his

however, should be disregarded and preference given
to Jahn’s reading of the word in question as
1202

Only rarely does the counted noun after mira

.

212

"hundred" and s X t “thousand" appear In the accusative
•1^
' 1frT~
'
singular .
-or*-"*
oJ^
"two hundred art aha s
of barley*' (translate sol) APEL VI 378r, 18 (2nd—3rd
cent* A.H*)',

i— '[/

"two hundred head (of live

stock)” ibid*, IV 261, 14 (3rd cent* A.H.);
ay 1*
ibid*, 16*

( $51g)_?lH

"one thousand and four hundred head*
Gf* above

^85 n*17 *

|203
a* The accusative singular of the counted noun after the
"
1
numerals 3-10 is very rare indeed ; I can cite only
two examples:

(I

L'

^ 5 1 g and below,b,ii)

"three thousand and eight head (of
2

live-stock)” APEL IV 261,13 (3rd cent. A.H.) ;
^

"wkan six nights had passed” ibid., VI 412,2

(4th cent. A.H.).
b. Much more frequent is the singular not marked as
3
accusative in this position :
4
i* The noun denotes a coin or a measure :
(£58c)^ir
"eight dinars” PERJ? 573 in Grohmann, EinfUhrung,
R
184 (57 A.H*)-" and similarly APEL II 104,1,4 (241
A.H.): ibid., IV 266,14; JESHQ viii,302,6; APRL V 2r,
3,7 (7) as read by Grohmann, Anzeiger der dsterr. Ak.
d.

V/iss,, Phil.-hist. Kl., 85,234;
6

"nine dinars” APEL VI 366,4 (all c. 3rd cent. A.H.) ;
j?->
C
so!)

"three dirhams” Jahn 9,6; (read

31 > <7 ,1*
V
"five dirhams” BAH 3,12 (both late 2nd cent*
7

A*H«) and similarly Grohmann, TV/A 14,11. 2,5 (2nd—3rd
cent. A.H*); ACEL IV 282,3 (3rd cent. A.H*).
ibid., VI 392,2 cannot be included here; s* the correct
reading given there p*245*
g j j "two” s ,

Q84 n *32 ■
>

Bor such a singular after

213
8

ii. The counted noun is

d-H "thousand" s

"four thousand" APEL VI 379,20 (248 A.h.) and similarly
ibid., IV 261, 11. 8,10,13 (3rd cent. A.H,),
iii. Other counted nouns:
kerchiefs"
A.Ho) So

For

"three

Ak. Wien Denkschr. 62/1, 67^5 (1st cent.
^Sc where

is accounted script!o

defective; a mox’e certain case is
faddans"

^ — ' "nine

Wessely 5,6 (273 A.H.)*

The plural of
occurs in the

the counted noun after the numerals 11--19
I
- *
following examples1 .
*—
su — >

"nineteen carats"PERF 573 in Grohmann,Einfdhrung. 184
2
,
- (57 A.H.) ; (I?)
— * "nineteen kharrubas"
Miles, Lrlass Weights, 110, no. 71 (141—3 A.H.) mentioned
above

)$95e-i 195b;

<£— f "fifteen

^

artabas of grain" ME3P 19, 339,10 (180 A.H,);
(?)
.i.
3
"ej.even dinars" Wessely 65,6 (3rd cent. A.H.) ;
gl M

"thirty sugar-loaves" APEL VI 400,5 (3rd-

4th cent. A.H.)c
205
t) <>\ "first" is found governing a grammatically definite
I
. . .
nomen rectum :
< ? ) ■ ? , )j\*
CJ> ^ *0'j

"for it would not be the first favour you have done me"
2
Jahn 1,6 (late 1st-early 2nd cent. A.H.) ;
(Jj J
q

j,

Ju.^ r\

^

"and the first prophet of the children

of Israel was Moses" JNES v, 176,5;
first request" LAB 26,1;

njl il

"the

,/1L8 co-v

"from our first earnings, and from the second ..." ibid.,
28,5 (all 3rd cent. A.H,).

Of, h 87”
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a. Numerals which govern the counted noun in status
constructus may receive the definite article, which
also appears with the noaen rectum :
'hnd the four dinars'' APEL III 152, 5/6 (90 A.H,);
jU J1 r.Hj( ( £ 61a)
"and these ten dinars" ibid.,
^
2
I 48,4 and similarly III 181,13 (both 233 A.H.);
I

"the hundred dinars" JESHO viii,279 ,6/7;

^jj}\

"with the three dirhams" APRL VI 12,14 as

against

dl/in 1.11 (bothcgrd cent. A.H.).

For

an example of nisf "half" construed in this manner s.
above

^I8ib,ii,end.

b. But there are also cases in which only the numeral
3
receives the definite article : Jh> O) Vt "the thousand
dinars" 2NW 37,53,3 (lst-early 2nd cent. A.H.);
(read so!)

"the four dinars" JESHO xiv,12,8

(156 A.H.);

^

"the three hundred and

fifty dinars" APEL V 290,3 where single determination
(against OA) and double determination (with CA, ^2Q8b)
alternate;

"per one hundred branches" ibid. ,

VI 398,9;
7j 3
"these four women" APRL IX 2,
4
19 (all c. 3rd cent. A.H.);
"and the seven
garments" ibid., VIII 8,5 (presumably contemporary); *XP
V
^
X.
"these five months"ibid,, IX 3,6 (306 A.K.}For fractions construed in this manner when preceded by a
demonstrative s. above

^l8la,i0

/o?
In the case of a single numeral governing a counted
noun in the accusative, in CA the article may be

211?

attached either to the numeral a.l one or to both the
1
numeral and the counted noun «> In the papyri I have
recorded only the former possibility;

L/U-o

"the twenty dinars-" APEL II 114,2/3 (241 A.H,).

For

the situation with regard to compound numerals s.
the next paragraph.
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In constructions involving compound numerals (i.e.
consisting of more than one element) governing the
counted noun in the accusative, the definite article
may be prefixed (a) to the first element

oi' the

numeral alone or (b) to both the numeral(s) and the
counted noun.
a. The article appears with the first numerical
1
element only :
2

i. The unit has the article, but the ten has not :
^
JESHO viii,302,4/5;

"the twenty-seven dinars"
"tfcs

L

forty-six garments" APRL VII 1,16 and

s iWl

"the sixty-five dinars" ibid., 1.18 (both o. 3rd cent.
A.H.).
ii. "Hundred" as the first element receives the article:
s/u

( £ 199b)

<r^pO

cXP

"these one hundred and forty-one coverings" V/essely
56r,.4 (4th cent. A.H.) a
b. Both the numerical element(s) and the counted noun
3
c
receive the article : J^J\
(read sc with J97b)^i/
"the twelve dinars" JESHO viii,289,1 (202 A.H.);
(!)^

\ "the thr«.

hundred and fifty dinars" APEL V 290,3 (3rd cent,
A.H.-).

Very commonly a counted noun is not. repeated after a
j If

fraction :

"

(J tJ

JjiinarJ

and a h a l f ; and as

wages for a native carpenter one dinar and one third
^

monthly" PAP VIII 6/7 (90 A.H.};

^

"ten dinars and a half" ibid,, 1,5 (SI A.H.);
c J ju ju j

L"eight

wayb as and a half" APRL I 5,

8 (1st cent. A.H., s. FWAP, 173) and similarly often
e.g. FWAP 161,10/11

(2nd cent. A.H.); BAU 4,3 (202

A.H,); APEL II 89,4

(209 A.H.); ibid., 88,1 (261

A.H.); ibid., Ill 202,6; BAB 28,5; Orohmann, TV/A *,7
(all 3rd cent. A.H.).
Repetition does occur, but it is less frequent:

>

C-L-iS t> KS^J>

sU> 1/

"one hundred and thirty-one dinars and one Third" PSR
( o6ld) SP
2
"this dinar and a half" JESHO xiv,2.i,6/7 (208 A.H.) .

iii,Anhang b,5/6

(91 A.H.);J^> c

1
As in CA , the counted noun may or- m y

not- be

repeated after the elements of a compound numeral,
The former possibility:

L X j _/>

^ /

//

"p/*

"one hundred and thirty-one dinars ana a third" PSR
iii, Anhang b,
c—-j J 1

5/6 (91 A.H,)
J/j

2

.
^

The latter:
teu ^

XL,--

"six hundred

and seventeen and two thirds artabas of wheat''' .APEL

k*i

:lr
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Numerical disjunction is expressed by the conjunction
aw

1

$S.A? j \

in

“two or three days" DAB 44,12;

j \

“in four or five days"

Wessely 57,5 (both 3rd cent. A.H*).

2
Asyndetic disjunction, as in CA and modern dialects ,

1 find only in the later text ( § 27 n.4) Islamica
4,254,7:

(

J>30a)

^

jX/

“two or three

times'1*
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An ordinal numeral may receive the definite article

1
whereas the noun to which it refers does not .
< J

j

>'

<5*v

etc. and

cJjVl

have

^

n. 20-and 135 n.3

already been dealt with at
respectively.

^

Other instances:

"and the second day"' Grohmann, TWa

0?
20,53

ibid., n o *21

contains a whole series of such constructions from
^

to
cent. A.H*);
XT 55,4

\$J\

(both 3rd

"the first day" APRL

(pre sumably contemp 0 r a r y ).
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a. In CA the day of the week/month ana the month of
the year are .normally indicated after the pattern
CW

^

Cv/

"when ten (nights) had

passed of Re jab", i.e. the day is introduced by Ii—

1
and the month by inin .

2
.But in the papyri

the day

and the month are pnite regularly simply juxtaposed
with no intervening or preceding preposition:

\L

^ >4 "Sunday, 15th Mekhj.r" APEL IV 285,

7; similarly VI 415 passim (both 2nd - 3rd cent*
A,H.);

^

ibid.., Ill 182,1 (241 A.H.)*

"Monday, 26th Mesori"
further: ibid., IV
p

235,1 (270 A.H.);

P d'
"Wednesday,
3 '
r
6th Dhu al-Hijja" 240,1 ; VI 369 passim (both 3rd
.
5
cent. A*H*);
qo
"Saturday, 5th Dhu
al-Hijja" IV 279v,3 (301 A.H*)^ etc.
In one case the preposition hi-

is perhaps used:

s . y —G “the twentieth of Shacban"
4
APEL IV 265,10 (262 A.H.) *

P R O N O U N'S
C
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Neither in GA nor in the papyri is usage consistent
concerning the employment of the pronominal copula*
a& The pronominal copula is used in an environment; in
which it may have been omitted:
w.
g/

i. After a subject introduced by
u

d ^i70b)

/

:

\J> j £ \ j? e>u

_\

a { <J*'X

"I had thought your administration more successftil
and better than what I (now) see it to be" Abbott,
hurrah IV, 19-21 (90 or 91 A.H.).
2

ii* Before an attributive prepositional phrase : o p
Is

»

"and every right pertaining to this
dwelling"' APEL I 59,4 (341 A.H.) and elswhere in
this formula of property contracts as BAU 10,
Fortsetzung,5 (409 A.H.); APEL I 60,7 (406 A.H.).
(yjp jpO\

In

n) I

"that which is

from Thubayt al— QusT" APEL VI 406,2 (3^d cent. A.H.)
inna

h-

pronominal suffix appears in this function.

bo The pronominal copula is absent between subject and
3
predicate when both are grammatically definite :
\ID\

"its southern

boundary is the tenancy known as..." APEL IV 270,16/
7 I3^ci cent. A.H.) and not uncommonly in boundary
specifications of this kind as ibid., I 57,6 (341
A.H.)*

c
ouite commonly personal pronouns ace juxtaposed

220

with verbal forms with no discernible emphasis
resulting from this double mention of the subject:
1
a* The personal pronoun precedes the verb t

^j

'•and I hope1' NPAF I, 6/7,20 (91 A.H.)?
"and you know" DAB 2,10 (probably 205/S A.H.) and.
ibid., 3° >5 (early 3rd cent. A.H,):

cU ’J~jo

"and you know it" BAB 24,9 (early 3rd cent,. A.H*)
\

and

"and we hope" ibid., 1.1.3;
r

tranj3L I saw" APEL V 289,12;

"and we r e q u i r e D A B 8r,9; (read so!)

^ j
^XZei y

"and he will not be prevented" Jahn 14,9

^

\

"and I know" AO xviii/3,113,6/7 (all 3rd cent. A.H.);
<p— •(

^0

"so I ask" A?HL VIII 8,3

(presumably contemporary);

c-><_£j U(

"I

came back and returned" DA3 3S,5 (3rd -4th cent.
A.H.)*

For conditional clauses s.

§ 309a.

b. Less commonly does the personal pronoun follow the
2
o
verb :
^
-'-1 "they claim" Abh. _d. ktinigl.
Ak. d.. Wiss.

zu Berlin, Phil.—hist. Kl. , 1875, 137,

14;

"I was a young: lad"

FWAP 186,5/6 (both

c. 2nd-3rd cent. A.H.);

.sjO j

U\ cdb'/"'fand I used to..." APEL V 291,19/20 and.
U\

cJZc^ ju

«i remined" ibid., 1.22 (.4th cent.

A.H.).

216

‘
A certain degree of emphasis is perhaps implicit in
the addition of the personal pronoun to inna +
1

y-

J-

pronominal subjectin

cpc/— *

"(Indeed) I am a poor

man" Jahn 7.4 (2nd - 3rd

A.H.)~
*

*
■

(>5^-- (p'

221

Ail anticipatory personal pronoun refers to a
prepositional phrase
f
(j

in

( Jl38a,i)
*

G^J-57

"and those at home

send you their hest wishes'*' .APRL VI 20,5 (c. 3rd
cent* A.H.).

For damTr al-sha^n s » ^263.

For fluctuation of person in epistolary and He gal
style s. Grohmann, Allgemeine Einfdhrung, 19; DAB,
37 and 160 and above ^ 8 3 n.45; 14-9

Co-ordination of a noun to a pronominal suffix of
1
the genetive is contrary to the usage of CA . I
find two cases only in the papyri: <GX^j

^

— 'c'

"that you hear both his case and that of his brotherin-law 11 Giessen 9,6 (c. 178 A.H.) ;

^J

JJ

^

\f

,r^ g^eet you and your son

and your brother" APEL V 306, 32-6 (after 334 A.H.) .

Sometimes a noun is repeated instead of being
C 178 n.l) 1 i
referred to by a pronominal suffix (cf. 0
(Jj> Ij

\

"Asher and his

family being hateful to him" (read and translate, I
think, soj the letter is evidently Jewish) Jahn 10,4(lote 2nd cent,. A.H.); al yJ'j (y 11-A
eJOo

Lj

LcXJ1
- Lrij

"the half a grass belongs

unly to us, to my servants and the farmers who

222
2

cropped it" DAB 3,4 (3rd cent* AJI.) *

Owing to the nature of Arabic script, which
effectively conceals many linguistic features about
which one would like to be informed, no certain
cases are identifiable of indirect pronominal suffixes,
i*e* cases which exhibit the amalgamation of li

+

pronominal suffix into one stress-unit with the
1
preceding verbal form * Possibly
IJ i)~9^j ’’and
I shall say to her" Ibn Wahb 71,9 (late 3rd cent*
A.H*) reflecting something like aqullaha should be
2

viewed in this light
^8lb.

rather than in accordance with

A case such as

"there did

not remain for me" spelled, or at least printed, as
one word at APEL VI 389,16 (3rd cent* A.H*; may also
3
.exemplify this phenomenon *

222

Ihe typically Egyptian postposition of the demons1 '
trative is not certainly attested in the papyri, for
in

LL^
(2^L L

pL

o-fl/
" Pay to the mustard-dealer these

four dirhams, and he has taken from you***" APEL V 359,
3/4 (3rd cento A*H.), the post-position of
L/P
2
is in accordance with CA usage , Nevertheless, it
will be noticed that the word-order in this example
is at variance with the usual manner of construing a
demonstrative with a numeral + counted noun found
elsewhere in these documents, s. some examples in

$ 206.

223
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No ease occurs in the papyri of a demonstrative
1
coupled with an indefinite noun as
qP

(?)i'

BAIT 3#13 (late 2nd cent* A*E. , s* Earabacek, WZKM xi,
7) should be corrected to

dV

<Jv

11about

any need you may have" with Fraenkel, ZBMG- 51,170*

224A1though demonstratives preceding proper names which
.are not defined by the article are well attested in
1
several strata of Arabic I prefer to interpret

~jj

A

V

U O

APEL V 289,10 (3rd cent.
2
A*H*) as containing presentative
^26la ):
"and now Abu Muhammad has gone and ordered...11.

225
The occurrence of

"that" instead an expected
1
(or possible) personal pronoun is uncommon i

"thereof”-APEL IV 261,10 alternating in identical
contexts with
of livestocks

11.13,23 with reference to head
*ip\— -H

gXb ^J\ £ LI/ !

^

\j

"... one dinar, for I need it now" DAB 23,6-8.
In one instance the noun in question is itself repeated
preceded by

(*)''■>

j

*

*

*

LeA^I

j

"the half a grass..* (those) who
„

cropped that half a grass" DAB- 3,4 quoted above

c
y220

(all 3rd cent* A.H.),,

226
I have found no example in the papyri of the construction

bacd .»» ~bacd mentioned by Blaut ASP, 407
•

!)295* 2

«

Only the OA arrangement seems to occur as APR1 XIV
Col.ii,4 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.); DAB 32,15 (before 314-

225
PREPOSITIONS

&

►227
j
11a:
1
2
a. The non-CA construction min ... wa—1la "from ... until"
"

has been noted but onee:

tJJl

(_^

c)^/

6y*

"from time past until now" DAS 10,5 (3rd cent. A.H.).
bo Somewhat unusual is ila in the temporal sense exempli
fied by

Ul \s

finished with my

"that I shall be

v r esent

business in a few days" DAB
s3
/ n
lr,7 (late 3rd cent, A.H.) j
^ "how long
will it be before you send it?" ibid., 33v,3 (early 4th
cent. A.H.)
228

Bia. Repetition/distribution may be expressed by two identica
!
nouns, the second being introduced by bi- : <_/
"letter for letter" APEL II 98,9 (236 A.H.) for which
expression s.

§16? n.ll;

"each day"

APRL XII 2,2 (a. 3rd cent. A.H.).
2

b, Bi- introduces the subject of a nominal clause
^

j

<0

in

"whose son owes him a dinar"

Hrohmann, TWA 12,6 (260 A .H .) 0
Co .For the strange use of bi- to mark the day of the month
s.

$213b*
J

d, For bi— used to introduce animate as well as inanimate
objects after verbs of sending s.

§333 n.l.

225

(229

After the model of ba^d *•« ba^d ( y226) repetition
of bayn serves to express reciprocity:

(^J>

"among themselves" DAB 8v,2 (3rd cent* A.H*) *

(230
Li:
a*
i*. The preposition li— is occasionally and for the
1
circumlocution of the definite direct object :

"four canals (water-wheels?)f two irrigating the
clover and two irrigating the wheat" Jahn 17,27/8
(3rd cent. A.H*); Li ...
g )^:'J

(s^. J W

ex

(_£ ^

Cr^J

11and Abu cAbd Allah..,

will not divulge what he knows of the situation
2

between us"' DAB 17,5/6 ; *_>*— j <9 *

\j>\

^

^

"you will not be able to suffice people

with your wealth" Ibn Wahb 65,8;

LJJ

c J l ?!.

3
"preaching to the people" ibid., 71,3
4
cent. A.-H.) .

(all late 3rd

ii* li- marks one of the objects of a verb usunllv
5
construed in CA with two direct objects t
f) cJZ^
CriS* "sell me ( ^312a,ii) two hundred
artabas!" DAB 2,12 (probably 205-6 A.Ji.)*
b. Li-

-i- pronominal suffix construed with a noun of

time and a circumstantial, complement indicates the
period elapsed since a certain state cf affairs first

6
took effect :
gjvbjh

C(j

^

, ./
J o
"I fell heavily
r >

22 (

from the roof, and today it is a month that I have
been laid out on my side" DAB 33r,4/5 (early 4th cent.
A.H.)*
7
Li- vised to circumscribe the status const on otus
hardly occurs in the papyri; DAB 3>3
ILlJ f^ r'l

UV

cy\

is translated by the editor; Mass

er Haifa, welches (anderen) leuten (gehtfrt), zu
unserem Bew&sserungskanal gebracht habe" (3^d cent.
A.H.).

-231
Mins
There is no consistent practice with regard to the
use of min to indicate the year of the date; it is
present or absent according to no discernible principle,
Thus in

m

crW1

cs*

<3

"in Safar of the year ninety-one" PSR iii 7,7 and VT*
6/7 the preposition is used, whereas in the otherwise
identical phrase PAP 1,16 and EPAP 7111,20/1 it is
not (all 91 A.H.).
1
According to Reckendorf, Syntax„ 259

this min

between the month and the year is obligatory when the
month in question is one of the four which are
accompanied by an adjectival attribute.

This is not

so in the papyri, at least in those from the Aphrcaito
archive.

Thus wo find

^ ^ - —1

h/--*

ii£n t}ie month Rabid p of the year ninety"

APEL 111 150,22/3 (90 A.H.) as against
Jj

(jy\p i

11,42-4 (both 31 A.H.).

J

PSR iii 1,30/1 and

228

h, Peculiar to the document published by G-rohmann, TWA
20 (3rd cent. A.H*) is the construction of numeral
+

min

+

counted noun:

"four

j\

3*\

hired workers" 11.4 and 9;
2
hired workers" 11,5/6 .

"six

v

c. Min occurs after a demonstrative j

j

eib j

j*. yt

"during such a period" APEL III 175*9/10 (112 A.H*)
and similarly Journal des Savans 1825*4-63,8 (where
it can be safely i»estored), 464,7 (both 133 A.H,)*

232

In strict CA mundhu "since" is followed by the
nominative when in construction with an undefined
1
expression denoting the time elapsed * The genetive,
however, in

"for forty years"

tCL-*

APEL III 150,8/9 (90 A.H.) and

^

,f two

days ago / for two days" LAB 12,5 (3rd cent. A.H.) is
not a peculiarity in any way connected with the
2
construction of this particular word , but simply
reflects the disappearance of the whole category of
nominative
masculine

from the morphology of the sound
and the dual (

233
There is little consistency in the matter of
repetition : non-repetition of prepositions in
1
parallel members :
xne ppeiJ08j.u.L.uri as nu u pepeaueu.;

ol-

G* ^ 1

^ j

"the half"a grass belongs only to us, my

servants and the ploughmen" LAB 3*4 (3rd cent, A.H.)

229

jC>

( ^162c* ,iv)

grP'

CA-lf

"behind the

Prophet and Abu Bakr” Melanges Mas signor; 111,376,7
(latter half of 3rd cent* A eE.)a
b* The preposition is repeated;

^\j cXi-J>

<Jtk—-h

^

"to the treasurer of your- district
and to the headmen of the villages” NPAP III, 27/8
(90 or 91 A.H*)*
But the repetition need not be consistent when more
2
’ V
/
than two members are co-ordinated ;

<*1?Iv c^'

6^ Gl-Jo L?j

fyVpj "write

to me about

your news and state of affairs, and about what you
3 4
need I” BAU 3*8/9 (late 2nd cent. A.K. ) *
5
c* Bayn "between” may be repeated even between two nouns ;
G 'U I

vJL/? a g y j

Cs?

gp-y: c i- / ^

"the boundary dividing the land of Safra from this
6
*'
row " APEL X 53,15-7 (2nd - 3rd cent* A.H*);
(fP
j

c‘->

<U<Xy

"and leave the agent

of Hada (?) and his crop alone!" APRL II 8 .,10/11;

*>j

C^j

^uulJ\ o^P

oph"between this plot

and between Manhalawe" APEL IV 270,11 and similarly
1*19 (both c. 3rd cent. A.H*)*
Cf. also
cJ j'

q *}

y/h

^

"there occurred some hostility

between me and between Abu al—Pawaris, and between
last year’s guarantors" APEL V 291,39 (4th cent. A.H.),
where, however, the first b ayn is provided with a
pronominal suffix.

234
Variation in the use of propositions in parallel

I?30
1
members

is very rare in the papyri ; the only cases 1

have so far encountered are

--

y -X ^

"come to me

fj>\

I ordered

you to come to me" Abbott, Eurrah IY?15“T (90 or 91
T™

A.H*) and the rather doubtful example APEL 7 289,11
(3rd cent* A.H.) which is read by the editor
cAy j

q >}

(X/

La/ 1 (jS

cX'Jj-

rendered by him: "from the side of

^

and

A b u oi—cAbbas

agent and from Abu. Muhammad one man".

an

But the papyrus

is a little damaged at this point and the reading
hence suspect;

may he "and Chael", a

frequent name in the papyri, and behind

one

(Jy

may well detect a further proper name.

>235
The succession of two prepositions is avoided by
1
employing a relative clause • Examples of fima
bayn have been given at
at

^125c.

locution:

^112 and of 13a ma qihal

Some further instances of the .latter
APEL III 177,2; ibid., 7 339,8 (both 3rd

cent. A.H*); DAB lr,713 (late 3rd cent. Adi.).
REMARK:

Gases such as

"from" APEL VI

403,4 (4th cent. A.H.) and
"from/to"

^121 and

^125h,

O

-^1-*"

/ cy

"from on" DAB 33r

4 (early 4th cent. A.H.) do not belong here, s*
e.g. Wright 11,189; Reckendorf, Syntax,222,

236
The price of a commodity per measure for sale .may
be expressed by mere juxtaposition of the constituent!
without the use of a preposition;

m '— r

231

,rat the rate of ten carats per
1
hundred branches” APEL VI 398 p9 (3rd cent* A.H.) .

QAJj

237

There is no trace in the papyri of the recession of
qad9 which is used ever more sparingly in the
development of colloquial Arabic and in many modern
1
dialects has disappeared altogether *
a. Before the perfect qad is extremely frequent from
the first century A.H. onwards :
U —- \
”

U

cS<J^

^ I?
"you know how
2

‘

much time has passed, and the tax is late ” PSR iii
I, 5-7 (91 A.H.) etc.
(j^i

Bor

and the perfect s.

construed with
^238b.

b. Before the imperfect, on the other hand, the occurrence
3
of qad is not securely attested i
^
Jahn 12,8 (late 2nd cent. A.H.) is an error and
should be read

(

J

,rso he entered” with Levi

della Vida, JA03 64, 133; for the very peculiar
J|

g)j^}

translated "And

the boy of thy father has bought us the frying-pan" by
(Jrohmann, BWAP, 168 (3rd cent. A.H.), Dietrich, Islam
31,86 offers
"Vielleieht wird Lein Vater Dir den sag aush&ndigen",
cf.

Sl62 n.12.

This leaves only the broken context of APEL VI 374,
12 (3rd cent. A.H.)s

o j rr^ 0 ^
J
C- L
which is said to mean "and for sowing one faddan
there has arrived *• »" .
here is suspect*

The editing cf the text
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AUXILIARY YEHBS

'238
Kan(a) followed by the perfect need not always be
translated as past perfect :
«3Jj

£y

£

» etU3 "of what CAbd Allah b. cAbd

al-Malik (has) distibuted among them of his provisions"
2

NPAJ? XIX 2-4 (Becker: "auf sie verteilt batte" );
C S ^ "look into what

is still outstanding from the bishop of your district"
Abbott, Kurrah I, 6-8 (both 90 A.H.).
clauses s.

Bor conditional

^>313h and for hypothetical clauses cf.

$317; 318b.
b. Nor need the combination of gad with kan and the perfect
denote past perfect, although in some cases this will be
the most suitable interpretation:
x

__

i, Qad separates kan from the perfect:

"I

^

had departed" APEL V 291,21 (4th cent. A.H.).

This is
3
probably the commonest sequence of components in CA ,
but, apparently, is less frequent in the papyri than
the following arrangement:

jio Qad precedes both kan and the perfect:

gib

I yj

"and I cannot but think that has reached
i
.
you" NPAJB* III, 3/4 (90 or 91 A.H.);
(sJHM <-7-J
x*
**I have already informed you" APEL V 292,5;
X
x
/,jP
x (jO g,Ul
"I have already written you a
letter before this one" ibido, 301,4 (both 3rd cent.
A H -)s b/p

JiK

^ p- ...

^ " a n d he has

already ... arrived in aI“Bakhi3.a" APEL V 291, 23/4
(4th cent. A.H.), the same document as that cited
ab ove, i *

2 34
'39
The combination jkan + imperfect in addition to expressing
a durative past as frequently in CA, e *g\
"I was under the impression that

cU'f -da'

(A

" Abbott, Kurrah

IV. 19 (90 or 91 A.H.)? Is used also for hypothetical
1
stat aments : fgL)3
^
t
\
i
!\j "By God, I
have
would never^thought it of him!" Jahn 10, 4/5 where
read and translate so; negated:
o) tup l-cj

/ L.

"he gave me to hear words which

I would not, by God, have tolerated even from his master
had he been present" Margoliouth, Arabic Papyri ....
<

2

Bodleian Library I, p. 2, 3/4 (both late 2nd cent. A.H. ).
Cf. also

"he ought to buy" in the later G-eniza

text in Dietrich, Drogenhandel, 6,16 (cf. ibid.,21),
For kan + imperfect referring to the present in the
z'*
protasis of conditional clauses s. ^313a.
240
An v akiln (a) + perfect corresponds to a perfect subjunc
tive :

1^2 \s^\ jL/

^

'**

d//

"and 1 hope that G-cd . .. has given you health" FY/AP
184, 10/11 (2nd-~3rd cent. A.H.); ^ U i J

0 jh

G\

"and I hope that you have already done that" APEL
V 298v ,2 (3rd”4ih cent. A.H*).
For yaku(n) + perfect in the protasis of conditional
clauses s0 #3130*
241
An unusual phenomenon is the employment of yakun as an
1
index before the imperfect : [vc> \j>\ ^y\ (?)
//o
"books of a sailor (?) which i can. read" APEL V 309,
9/6 (3rd cent. A.H.).

235
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/

APEL V 302,12 (4th cent. A.H.) reiidered

\) J >

by Grohmann as " do not take it (read:

? S.A..H.)

for yourself'* is in my opinion much too uncertain to he
included as an example of kun preceding an imperative
1
(in this case prohibitive) .
>243
I can attest the combination of kun + participle as
1
periphrasis of the imperative by only one example:
^

d/j> "and be trusting in Ood!" DAB 7,10

(X

(3rd cent A.H.)*
J244

_ 1

Invariable kan

K
O'* "she used to

is very rare:

testify" occurring on a tombstone in BIBAQ ii, 127, 12/3
(256 A.H,);

j U e//jJ in the sentence from Ibn Y/ahb

(late 3rd cent0 A.H.) quoted belov/

^246,

)245
1
Auxiliary rajaC ,!to do again"
(s. ^27 n.4) example

occurs only in the late

( ^30a; 133)

cj^

"and you will do it again, a third time" Isi arnica 4, 250,
8.
246
The unique occurrence of £ad "still/yet" as an adverb
presupposes the use of the seme root as an auxiliary
1
2
verb ; the auxiliary will have become invariable and
have developed into an adverb :
<2 XsJ\j o>U'

>\j

J) J b

*Is your mother still alive?1.

j) J'3 "so he said

He said 'No1t

He said

'If your mother were still arive, 1 would have told you1"

236
4
Ibn Wahb 12,18-13,1 (late 3rd cent,, A.H.) .

Ij247
The extension of function whereby jngressive verbs develop
into duratives

is exhibited by

^

g)J cJuf I CXJ*'*

J i O "and were I to set about describing to you

all that has happened to m e , it would be a long story"
2

APR! VII 50,2 (c.3rd cent. A.H.).
)248
The language of the Arabic papyri makes very little use
of any explicit markers of the future; the time reference
of any particular verb is generally quite clear from the
context, sa- and sawf(a) are of rather rare occurrence,
for the former s. e.g. APRL XV 34,2, the latter Jahn 14,
7 (both presumably 3rd cent. A.H.).
In one instance the future is expressed, or so it would
C
appear, by s.rad(a)1 construed asyndetically ( ^269i)
with
a following imperfect;

"you think

you would be going to work at it to no avail" APEL V 305 5
6 (3rd cent. A.H.).

237
asyndetic; distributive rep etition

As in CA and other varieties of Arabic asyndetic repe1
tition of two ncuns expresses a distributive meaning- s
t^n!> "letter by letter" APEL I 39,11 (264 A.HO;
APH 14,8 (270 A.HO; APEL II 122,6 (272 A.H.); ibid.,
I 41,15 (279 A.H.); APH 3,13 (297 A„H.);

t>y

"in the name of each man" APH 13,3 (after 294 A.H.);
"village by village" APEL IV 261,3 (3rd
cent* A.H.);

7l\st

"under one palm-tree

after another" APEL V 291,29 (4th cent. A.K*);
"bushel by bushel" ibid., 1* 30*

*

But this is not the

only means of denoting distribution in the papyri; the
same effect may be achieved by the preposition bi( ^228a) or by fa- ( ^250) or wa- ( £>225).

238
EA~ AND WA~

In addition to the asyndetic arrangement documented in
the preceding paragraph'distributive meaning is achieved
by the linking of two identical nouns with fa— :
“installment "by installment

NPAf II, 12 (90

or 91 A.H.)» PSR iii I, 12/13 (91 A.H.).
251
No certain examples have yet “been recorded of otiose
1
fa- introducing the apodosis of a conditional clause .
REMARK:

One could be tempted to include hero

g/j

affair turns out to be different, then write to me
about it!" PAP I, 11*13 (91 A.H*)o

this example

presumably belongs among thos e cases in which the
apodosis f!eln affirmativer Oder negativer Heischesatz
ist" (Reckendorf, Syntax, 499) and Is thus indeed
accounted by Reckendorf, op. cit., 487, despite the
fact that the main clause here does not, at least
from a formal point of view (elk

^138b,i and Blau,

Emergence, 129 n.l) contain an imperative.

Nevertheless,

this category of "Ausdrtlcken befehlenden und wtlnschenden Sinneo" (Reckendorf, SV, 702), of main clauses
“expressing a desire, wish, command, or prohibition"
(Wright II, 346) is a somewhat vague and arbitrary
criterion and appears to apply, outside the imperative
and prohibitive, mainly to forms cf the prefix- conju
gation (but oil Wright II, 3B).

Thus in conditional

.

239

structures involving "Pas Perf(ekt) des Haupts
(atzea) in auffordendem Sinne" the apodosis need not
be introduced by fa- (Reckendorf, Syntax, 485/6)*
Examples of this latter construction are given
below

r

^312a,ii.

252

On the other hand* the absence of fa- from the
apodosis of a conditional clause which, according to
CA, should have been introduced by this particle, is
1
quite securely attested . This takes place:
a» After

nil

:
/

i. The apodosis is an imperative:

^

(/jj

}j*l "if you want him to write or to

^

read a letter for you, ask him! " ZDMG 34,689,13
(early 2nd cent* A.H.);
11a n d

— r ^

if he recognizes his she-ass, give it back to

him!" DAB 38,11 (early 3rd cent* A.H*);
($J>

U

&\j

"and if he has gone to

you, let me know!" DAB Ir,12/13 (late 3rd cent. A.H,);
^0

^

^ 0^J "and if

you need anything, write to me (! ^5b) what it is!"
PEB?F 882 cited by G-rohmann, Islam 22,43 (for the
dating s. ^5b).
Li. The apodosis is an imperfect in the function of
imperative (^138b; 312a, i) :

"if you are not asleep, tell me the story you promised
me, and relate,,.!" JWES viii,132,4-6 (early 3rd

240

cent:, A.H,), where the co-ordinaced imperative
clearly Indicates the force of the imperfect
C
4
( 0138b,ii) ,
iii. The apodosis contains an ordinary imperfect:
b. After

^

s. Sj312h

c)^

’•and if he has handed that over to you, let me know!"
DAB lv,3 (late 3rd cent. A.H,) .

$253
1
Ba~ introducing the apodosis of lamina "when"
unusual:

(

j

^

r

'

J

>

is

U*

"and I have heard... that when Cyrus

came to you he told you that I... " Jahn 17,12
(3rd cent. A.H,).

£254
A construction very characteristic of the official
correspondence of the Aphrodito archive is that after
the imperative

"order I" the c ommand to be

carried out is introduced not by a dependent clause
1
2
as usually in CA , but by fa- followed by the
jussive
iii5 no

(prefixed by IL) • Thus,

in the volume PSH
A
other construction after
r* occurs :

^iVxJo

!tso order them to sell

their grain I" and similarly

‘

"order

them to sell it!" E3R iii II, 15 and 22; Jpl
<J>"30 order

Cr*

the people of each village in your district to hasten.
^
ibid. , 111,22-4;
yUlX*
y "so
-

order the qabbal officials to measure I" xbid. , t\/A

241

(both text^ 91 A.H.)*
An earlier example, from the middle of the first
century A.H., of this construction occurs in an
5
unpublished Nessana text s
( §7 7 0 ) ^ U
<&<*

(?)

(jb "so order

BanT Sa^d h. Ivialik to send

.

Such a jussive introduced by fa- may also appear
after imperatives other than

^

Mund see that they sell the
remaining half!" PSR iii II, 29-31 (91 A.H. ).
por the corresponding negative construction s. PSR
iii 111,76/7 (

J>G

91 A.H.);

gjt^l Jtp I^

Morder the people of your land not to carry...!1’.

Repetition / distribution is sometimes effected by
1

repeating the noun in question with connective wa— *
Thus, beside the asyndetic construction mentioned
at ^249> APEL V 291

(4th cent. A.H.) also employs
/■
/• .
wa~ in distributive function!
{-r U > j <a- LJ ^
"in
letter after letter" 1.44.

256
When the complement of

"beware thou I" is

an an— clausa, in CA syndetic and asyndetic construe—
s
tions both freely occur, i.e'.
dj ^
a n&
>
i
i. <* I
-1*
£ / ci b'
; but when the complement is a
substantive,

the asyndetic construction is distinctly

less common and not approved by the normative
P
tradition . It seems, however, to occur in the papyi
jI (/ \,|

(

^49d)

ysJj

"and be careful!

24-2

Beware of short-measure dealing I
^ %3
cent * A.H.) *

APEL V 314,5 (3rd

5257
No certain example of wa- introducing the apodosis of

1 ”
a ‘conditional clause

has yet' been recorded in the

papyri; the only possible case appeal's in the rather
opaque situation depicted in APEL V 291,15/16
cent* A.H,);

(J J>

^p\j

or

( J 5If)

°V*-=r Lf

I

(4th

4/01^

s4>\j

.

What is meant here is somewhat obscure and I cannot
make sense of the translation proposed by the editors
“But by Bod, when one of them had secretly promised
me one bushel

(m u d d ) irrespective of what might be

its (monetary) e q u i v a l e n t , they rose, and the dinars
remained lying before me.,.'h
something

Perhaps it means

along the lines of: "And by God, if one

of them grants

( J*3 1 3 "b) me a single bushel, not to

mention any other quantity, they will rise and the

2
dinars will remain before me.,.'*?
^

(' j \ j

"and if you don't like

them, give them back!1' Brohmann, TWA 2,6/7

(3rd cent*

AcH*.) cannot be included here; the correct reading
is

!

^ 30 n.7; 76 n* 6 ).

^258
Yery characteristic of the papyri is the par atactic
construction according to which a wish or a command
1

to be carried cut is introduced by wa~ , not by a
dependent clause as would have been usual in CA
(cf.

^254).

This is very often the case after forms

243

of the verb iafartd & l (a) ,!to be so kind as to..." :
s' r
v
^
I'd c^)I xjX ' f
"that you should
be so good as to... pass on to him Abu Nasr's letter*'
MB

37, 15-17
J K

(probably 205/6 A.H*);

<?lj>J>j?

^ j\

%

.

c^i

"I should like... you to be

kind enough to send m e ...” A PEL V 321*4/5;
y

4JJ'

c^jgj

honour you I

- as

"so be kind enough — God
to send him tome" BAB 3,9;

LJ/dje^ Q \

Litsee fit ...

to

be good enough as to have aletter

sent..." ibid., 12,16

3

^j j

^

"so if you

0i

(all 3rd cent. A.H.);

j

"that you be kind enough to

produce a list(?) for me" APRL II 3,3 and further
ibid.., VII 2,3/4; VII 13,6

6 ) ) J ^ (Ji

A.H.);

(all presumably e. 3rd cent

^

"that you do me the favour of taking 'the trouble to
go to your house" BAB 39,2 (late 4th cent. A.H*).
In two cases an imperative is thus connected to
3
,
tafaddal
:
( } ^ ) j
"please give me morel"
.

APR1 VI 3,1 (presumably c.
...

gJJL£.x;

3 rd

cent. A.H.);

"be so good... as to write!"

APEL V 316,2 (4th cent. A.H.).

Of.

£268

n.4 for

asyndetic imperatives offer this verb.
H^-t tafaddal is not the only verb to figure in such
constructions:
^J(

,

j

c/

e/,

^

’ (j^ ^

"and I wish - may God give you

pleasure! ~ that you will be kind enough to bring me
a sack" BAB 3, 9/10

(late 2nd cent. A.H.) as read

and dated by Karnbacek, WZEM xi,7;

cut

(}\

^
cJ jj

"order whoever will deliver 51 to him to greet him

?44

and tell him that I am sending him the veil’1 M U
4(c» 3rd cent- A.H. ) *

15r,7

59
A subordinate clause is linked by wa- with a preceding
conjunction £

<// ^

cJhi/

<-h U

Vif

’’just as I have not seen him either alive or dead, I
fear for you, my son, that you will not see me and
I shall not see you until I die or you di e ” DAB. 35,6“8
(3rd cent,. A.H.}*

60
Various features connected with wa— :
a. for the presence / absence of wa~ in certain numerals
s.

$95e;

97c; 103.

b. Some strange cases involving wa- are due to nothing
more than scribal omissions:
. .

J

ohh)

_A/ ' y

’’and Muhammad b. CAbd Allah

j

a.l-Sadafi

^

djJ(

wrote it

, and he wrote

]

APEL III 167,100 (137-140 A.H.' );
Oi
thereto

”and there testified

<^so-and-so

and Ayyub b* MuaaT” ibid*. II

96,6/7 (227 A.H.)*

2

v

Pleonastic wa- : (jS cjSj
> CfP3

.
//''

.
hy>^:7.

.

"anh J.

complied with you in that, on condition that you
... ” AO x.viii/3»

91

» 7 (339 A . H . )

24 5

PRESENIAI'IVES

261
Presentatives are of very rare occurrence In the
papyri:
1
a* Hadha :

V jlA

f,and look,

Aba Muhammad has also orderedu APEL Y 289,10 (3rd
2
cent. A.H.) .
b. Is it possible to find presentative
hay?) in APEL Y 305,7 quoted above

^

^61e?

( ha,he,

246

ISOLATION (EXTRAPOSIIION)

262

Isolation of the natural subject ("extraposition’* in
1
the terminology of 0* Jespersen ) occurs quite
commonly in Arabic papyri, but perhaps not as commonly
as one might expect considering the very widespread
occurrence of this phenomenon in all other varieties
2

of non-Classical Arabic .
a*

11)

^rr-f y

11the land has

0^3

no resistance against oppression" PSR iii III,

66

-8 ;

tal ( j P 6/^ "if the soil is sown
it will flourish” Abbott, Kurrah 11,10 (both 91 A.H.);
9
/
( 5 51c)
"and
they took everybody they were able to” Byzantion xvii,

ly

214,5 (241 A.H.);

J*

"and the

shearing is over" APRL VI 20,5/6 (c. 3rd cent. A.H.)*
b.. Ihe natural predicate is introduced by fa-, a
construction particularly favoured when the predicate
contains an imperative t

j\

<u>P

iPl

"whatever merchants there are
4
in your district.*. order them!" PSR iii II, 12-15 ;
"whatever right
t ^ y5
he may have, x^rccure it for him!" ibid., X,9/l0
*0

‘Rp

T Ip

Cy

(both 91 A Jt.); oj]

^

U

^

c<>jJ

cy

y}J

"and send to Abu Ishaq b, Abu Zurcal" (translate so!)
DiB 28,11 (3rd cent- A.H.);
Iy o .yb>

...

I

(J^

^P y

"and hand ever the dirhams you

have, taken!" APEL V 325 ,8 (3rd — 4th cent. A*H„).
Hut the natural predicate may equally well be

247

introduced by fa— when it .does not contain an
6
“
,
/
,
imperative s . . .
0\r <) cJj \
...
Ip, (§7Sa)

(f,_rS ...:WlSt*?.(if! b

y \j

'*a M 1 have

heard no news of Abu al-Husayn ... and as for the
lands of BabdTq.au (?),... he has nothing to do with
them” ibid.* lr, 10/11 (late 3rd cent, A*H.);
C\J l/

i^/(*

» •*

yK

C—^ (? ^y) \

\/

”and as for the dirhams which were, t. Abu Mahdi has
written ...that they all belong- to him” APRL V 325,
9/10 (3rd -4th cent. A.Hr).
c. Extraposition also takes place in object clauses
introduced by
T* d-O

^
(^83o,ii)

( y ^

you ]

cslj

,r [e-g* and I inform

that Usama ( ^27a) has brought me the

woman’s shirt” Jahn 5,6 (mid 2nd cent-. A.H.);
( y t/J ^3

• ..

\ L/ ji

V ^4^

^jr

cyy~~~^^ 6^ • • •

J*\

*d )\

”cAbd Allah has acknowledged

that of the twenty dinars which „.. he has received
sixteen” APEI II 114,1-5 (241 A.H.);
0\
y
^l/ 7 £
j\
^
uand he informs
you that all the people of Armant know about my
aunt’s children” BAB 7,19/20 (3rd cent*. A.H.);
<l/J

C

r-^}

(O'

*

* *

d f f

4

^

4

p h ;■)I ”and note, my brother, ... that

this is a time in which nobody can get any money”
APEL V 325,7 (3rd - 4th cent. A.He).
Similar to the construction just mentioned above, c,
is that in which the extraposed element is at. the
V*/

same time the direct object of a preceding verb :
(?JX*

U

IIT— «J> /

'Jj

”and let

248

me not learn that you have withheld from us what you
9
...
owe11 El'AF IXj 12-14 (90 or 91 A.K.) ;
J lj'j
. V

•** *

(J UH

"and see that they sell the

remaining half!1* PSR iii 11,29-31;
i

(*)j\

^j

3^ "and I can only imagine that you

have received it" ibid., III,10/11 (both 91 A.K*);
(J\

(JXg 0-.l)l

(read so!)

<JCjzjC J

l>

qj\

"and I should like you to do me the favour of seeing
that you send what remains to..." APEL 7 322,8/9
(3rd cent. A.H*).

^263
Quite common is the occurrence of damTr al—shabn in
the form of a pronominal suffix after

sewing

qj\

to introduce sentences (and clauses)
a,

sj ULi

(J\

Jj

j)

U

"for had the

money reached me..." EPAF 11,19-21 (90 or 91 A.H.)
and similarly

cjU

t

Js J> Z b

"and had I (the) money collected with me" PSR iii I,
2
22/3 (91 A.H.) ; l)L Xfi \ *j\j
e/
- ZZJ* JupI c y

cAf

"and he asserts that the

peasant has died, and that another peasant from his
village has taken his property" NPAF 7111,8-10;
sp ( (3)Jj

<v U

"and, by G-od, nobody

C-jJ

does that" ibid., 1,14; . . .

^^

"there has fallen due from you as tax for the
2

year..." PSR iii 7,3/4
(all 91 A.H.);

and ibid., Anhang, passim
^

$

eh

U

"so I told him that there would be no surplus in his
favour" APEL V 288 ,10/11 (o. 238 A.K.)

-7/A

^

”ard there came down to ham jus Ibn Abu al-Husayn and
CAdT b. Hasaala" APRS I 12,4/5 (presumably c. 3rd
cent. A.H.).
A masculine pronominal suffix in the function of
daBiTr al~shaOn must refer to the following sentence
V

TLm T---

as a whole when the subject of that sentence is a
3
. /■
_ \ . - .r
feminine noun :
^ bJ
(read so!)
^ — -»
,ffor a sealed letter from you would please me" APSL
VI 11,9 (c. 3rd cent* A.H.).
SamTr al—shahn may precede the (natural) subject,
n
~
4
strictly, therefore, being redundant :
^sr
djj( tufij,

"God will help

anyone v/he effects prosperity and sees that he is
trustworthy” NPAP 1,28-30 (91 A.H.).

Well attested in the papyri is the extraposition of
adverbials, the rest of the sentence being introduced
by fa- *

In CA proper, however, this phenomenon is

almost entirely restricted to cases in which the
following main clause contains a virtual or actual
2
imperative ; the only exceptions to this state of
affairs which have so far been documented involve
bal'd
(hadlia)faintroducing clauses not containing an
_
3- .
imperative •

further examples of hacd (*-•) fa-

before' narrative clauses occur in the papyri;
3.U/1
you” SAB 44,11;
God honour you,

’’further;
y

Jki

nUl

there has departed”

I shall come to
” also,
APEL V 339,8

250

"furthermore ? G-od give you hoth support , I sought
counsel from God"' ibid.,, 324-,4/5;
"moreover, I ask" DAB. 47,4 (hoth 3rd - 4th cent. A.R, )„
•^u"^ ka C *-• ta- may also he used before imperatives
as in CAj

^

\^P

^ ^

<t> tyz-J* G - * « dL/’
l "also: if God grants a safe journey
* to the bearer of this letter of mine to you, then
take from him,..!" APEL Y 301,6/7 (3rd cent. A.H.) .
Further:

^JJ\ ^

"and now,

Q^b

may God support you, I have been told" APEL Y 302,6
(4th cent. A.H.) and, with an extraposed prepositional
phrase,

^V\

Qjj\

ybu (Jj J\ £>j

"and with

the man is a certain slave-girl belonging to Abu
CAbd Allah" DAB 38,12 (early 3rd cent. A.H.).
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Sometimes the grammatical subject is linked to the
predicate by fa- :
a.

<Lv

(J

\J> ‘t h

Uj,

APEL V 288,20/21 (c. 236

A.H.) translated by the editor as "And what he has
asked is no trifle";

cJ~^

^~Py ^

"the she-asa is full-toothed and the man a young
slave" DAB^ 38,10 (early 3rd cent. A.H.);
(read so with

^4b ?)

^ j > ) j

"and Abu al-Yusr (or Yasar with Dietrich?) came davn
2

to me yesterday" ibid., lr,14/15 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) .
b„ The extraposed grammatical subject linked by fa- may
3
also be an independent personal pronoun :
c^rJ>^ d?J’

(S'*^

^

"Dut you, God give

you supportj told me nothing about it" DAB lr,9 (late

3rd cent. A.H.) ;

/P. b

t-'' '-'.U ^ ■■>+' _ '•‘I?

"and I, my brother, may God honour you,

sjxi

going to

return" APEL V 325,5/6 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.);
,_p

(J'j "and we, may God

honour you^ wish that...11 DAB 32,12 (before 314 A.H.).

No examples have yet been found of amnia ''as to11
1
without a following fa- .
REMARK: Jahn 5,8 (mid 2nd cent. A.H.) cannot be
included here; the editor's

yj

4*

said to mean irVttas aber
das anbetrifft, was er geboten hat, so bei CJott,
ich erwarte nur den Wasama" makes no sense and the
suggestion of Levi della Vida. JAGS 64-,130 is no
improvement.
u

li

Ihe papyrus actually seems to offer
rather than

L L\

, but I cannot

complete the sentence satisfactorily.

Some cases seem to occur in which the isolated
natural (and at the same time grammatical) subject is
1
linked to the predicate by wa- ;
(i.xr [jd-'l fj
*\jt
... Q)\ (J\

<j)J (J>j

ilvSj

APEL VI 389,1" (3rd

cent. A.H.) which G-rohmann seems correct in translatin
as "and the goods in wrappings and baskets are in
my care for you, until...".

It must, however, be

mentioned that the papyrus is a little damaged at
this point and the interpretation hence a little
uncertain, Less clear is

6^'^V ^ y

, gj\

^JL.-».>

APEL V 291; 17 (4th cent. A.H.) for

which the editor offers "People f to whom the price is
offered, will demand that...”.

ASYNDETIC CLAUSES

268

In comparison with CA where such constructions are
fairly restricted, asyndetic clauses are quite
common in the papyri, a circumstance which the
language studied in this work shares with all other
1

varieties of Middle (and colloquial) Arabic .
2

a* A co-ordinate asyndetic clause after a verb of motion
is of doubtful occurrence in
(jd& ^

*j\

(

j

C* ^
"Muhammad b* Yahya has

.

come to me (?? Grahmann: hat sich bei mir eingefunden)
- he is my servant - and has informed me that he...'"
3
Giessen 9,4 (c. 178 A.H.) .
4
b„ Two co-ordinated
j

imperatives:

\

e/f / ,rand see and take care that you do

not forget my land and leave it fallow!" (read and
translate so!) Jahn 14,2/3;
'V

ch*'(

^

"see that you send me the

dirham you owe to mel" G-rohmanns Studi.. . Calderini.. .

II,508,8; S^\J\ ()\

l.t

J J ju J

•Vj U *; "be so kind. Abu al—Qasijri. .», send me the
slave-girl at once!" APR! VI .1,4-6;

sjj'

(J\ "so be good enough to hand over to the
5
boy...!1’ ibid., VIII 2,5 (all c. 3rd cent. A.H.):
,v*

"and write and te3JL me!" DAB 33v,

(s^^

8 (early 4th cent. A.H.).

0269
1
Asyndetic object (and second object ) clauses in the
imperfect are extremely frequent in the papyri*

Since

this feature clearly marks off the language of the
papyri from CA, placing it within the mainstream of
2

Middle Arabic , and is at the same time abundantly
attested, it will be documented in some detail in
what follows:
a.

"to allow":

UlXh

cfb'oi

"I have given them both permission to go to Upper
I'gypt" Journal des Savans 1825 >463 >5 and ibid., 464,4
one may safely reconstruct

£

"I have given him permission

[to go]

;

\}\

"we have allowed him to work" Wright,
3
Pal aeogr agh
^ to al Boc.ie.ty, Facsimiles , PI. V, 5 (all
(Jjrv_ <])

.

133 A.M.) ;

0-^3
"allow me to answer
5
*.
him!" Khoury 124,2 (229 A.K. ) ;
c^-odj" \^)
(j\
^

"that he should allow her to play" Ibn Wahb 53?14

6
(late 3rd ccnc. A.H.) stnd similarly 1.15 b.

"to order":

^

3*

ordered him not to hand over" and

<37^

"you
(}^

"he ordered me to hand over" Viessely 55,4 and 5 (2nd
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,7
cent, A.H*) ;

t
eA/3'

"and t.ell She nut e the gardener to go I” JESHO viii,
305,7 (late 2nd - early 3rd cent*. A.H,);
{ "and he ordered me to count the palm-

trees" APEL V 289,4;

M.

"and

jrl

order Yusuf to go I" (translate sc with Levi della
Vida, JAOS 64,133) and

-S-* k.

"he will

order him to go out" Jahn 14, 4 and 7;

(?) ^— - Ij

O ' ^ O x if* \l "and I should

ho

pleased (?), my sister, if you would order Sa^Td

to

CSlt -^-

buy..." APBL VI 11,10 (all c. 3rd cent. A.K.).
I
c.

8
"to leave" :

(j)J>

/
j > <£■)yj>
^

"and let

it cool" Islam 1,148,3 (3rd cent. A.H.).
d.

^

"to wish/want":

( ^82f) jj_/

\

"we wish to see you well" APRL p.221, Omissum, 10
(c. 3rd cent. A.H.);

1 $ ) c—

{ c/'

,-4 !,L

did not wish to say it" Ibn V/ahb 47.15 (late 3rd cent.
9
A.H.) ;
(jU
(read so!)c^W \
\ ^ j "and I do
not wish' to describe to you" APEL V 298,8/9 ( 3rd 4th cent. A.H,)*
10

z

e.

i "to do well (
/
.
c

<-8 \

/

I r

n j

\yZJ>

/
I

n

be able
.
^

A

)" ;
O '

*

CL

L*
/ -I i

^

y-

^

*

"and I imagine he gave his letter to somebody who
could not read properly, so he read out to him
something I never wrote" APEL V 295,8 (3rd cent. A.H.)
11
f.

£ Ul!> I

"to need"

/

:

£j-* 1/

^1 *
w j ( gU)>\ c.r^

"I do not. need to counsel you concerning him"
IvldLange s Islamologiques ii,92 ,9/10 (3rd cent«. h i ) .
12

g.

c^cP >

"to proceed to do something"

:

„ ^
j ./
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\ «were I to .proceed to describe to you"

Ky)J

APRL VII 50,2 (c, 3rd cent. A.H.) quoted above ^?247.
h.

65 P

u’k° Bee -t'l-t:-” followed t>3r an asyndetic

imperfect is said to occur in
Jahn 1.6,4 (3rd cent. A.H.) translated there as "ich
bin jedoch nicht der Ansicht, irgend etwas von seiner
Sache entscheiden zu kiJnnen" and similarly rendered
by Levi della Vida, JAOS 64,135*

PI.XXII, however,

shows rather (?)

and the above

]/

g*kj

interpretation may not be correct.
i.

"to wish"

:

^

^

^ J

"and if you want him to write or to read a letter for
you..." (translate so with
14
(early 2nd cent. A.H.) ;

&252 n.2) IPMGr 34,689
3
o^J ^ Z
(pM "that you
O'
15
wish to sell"DAB 2,11 (probably 205-6A.H.)
; y _$
c h ->•

c £ 30c ) <— o' "and I wished to enter"

ibid., 53*5 (early 4th cent. A.H.)*
j.

(J\— * "to ask"

.

(Js

L-*

"and I

asked him to come to me" DAB. 8v,3 as against the
syndetic construction of the same verb ibid., 10,4;
( ^ 81b)

l}—

^

" we ask that there should

be" APRL VI 15,14/5 (all 3rd cent. A.H.);

\

«i ask you to make" Islamica 4,262,3
(for the date s. |27 n.4).
k.

"to allow / be generous":
^

clJi

"how can they allow

themselves / b e so generous as to lend something?"
(translate along these lines!) APEL V 291,19 (4th
cent. A.H.)*

"and the people sought to take the redder" APEL V
291*40 (4th cent. A.H,.).
( "to be able":

\

( $ 51)

\£

"I could not sell" Jahn 17,5 (3rd cent. A.H.).
17
"perhaps"

c

q

\
%

4jj\ (_^

(<p~-

"perhaps God will allow us to gain something thereby"
DAB 24,6 (early 3rd cent. A.H„).
"to be so kind as to...":

{JJjuu

£j\

"that you be kind enough to pay" Wessely 58,2;

sJ

(read so!)

U "and I should

like you to he good enough to see..." APEL 7 322,8;
^

C

Vh.

J

"and be so

good, Abu al-Qasim, as to be with the slave girl!”
APHL VI 1,18/9;

(

J

g/

^

"that you be

kind enough to inform me" ibid*, VI 13,5;
yCp

dy-f \j

JlDeJL^ g/ "and I should like you to be

^ e

kind enough to order your servant..." ibid., VI 18,
8/9 (all c. 3rd cent. A.H*).
j^r-3

"to be able":

<a-CJ I jJ} I )J "I

~

18

'

cannot write" Byzantion xvii,21.4,8 (241 AdL)
gyju

j

))

y— j-* 6?^

;

"LIusa cannot open"

APEL V 289,15;

"and I could

not come" DAB 40,3 ;

£ ^

})

"I

cannot go on the pilgrimage" Jahn 14,9 (all 3rd cent,
Ahl.);

xtV \

j j 3\

L‘h

"and I can go up"

DAB 42a,5 (c. 304 A.H.).
Perhaps one may find form II of this verb so construed
in DAB 2,12 (probably 205-8 A.H.) by reading: j

c)
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above, n*15).
q.*

"to say":

(J\j

c)^-

0

\^ ^ ^

"and tell

Abu Bake to hurry!" APRL VI 1,15 (presumably c. 3rd
cent * A.B*)»
r.

U^° for^e*fc,t"

(S~~*
j{J\ jjt V

(read sol)

db-—

1

"Tforgot yesterday to tell you about

the donkey" Jahn 8,6 (second half of 2nd cent. A.K.);
J)j.l

«and I forgot to mention to. you"

APEL V 291,64(4th cent. A.H.)*
s.

£>j

"to let/allow":

)-> (point

(y^

so with Levi della Vida, JAOS 64,136 n*56) "then do
not let him know anything!" Jahn 17,22 (3rd cent.
a.h.jj
so

^

m

i yj

• ••

1

£-^ a

uAr-f \ "and do not let Abu cAbd Allah*., or

any one of his colleagues teach!" AO xviii/3,113,4/5
and

°j >

y j "and do not let them

pay (?) it!" ibid.., 1.6, both examples to be read
and translated, I think, so;

... (point so!)

j

^

"do not omit... to, send me the goods
19
v
, ‘
quickly I" ibid., 116,5 ;
cvt CA^i.
~^J
s\s

"so do not let ham be killed on your account I" APRL
II 9,3.4 (all e. 3rd cent. A.H.).
t.

y t

"to wait for":

\,s j-*

f * 3 ■y'

1

"we were expecting you to arrive" BUT AO xxx,35, 8/9
(late 3rd - early 4th cent* A.H.)*
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In the case of asyndetic clauses dependent on nouns
it is not easv to distinguish between object and

260
1

attributive clauses .

All such instances are listed

together here: ... (~y

*■*

5/k li5

*0

"and her acceptance of the agency of Qasiin.* * to
marry her to*.." Islam 22*38,13/4 (235 A.H.) and
2
^
_
likewise 39,15/6 \
e)3v p- lit
q m X^ ^
... "that you should be kind enough to order
a, letter (to he sent) from you to Kayl ... to the
effect that he should take" DAB 12,16/7 and similarly
^

—

y

,/

U ^i(

(point so!) d l y

yhi ^

qs)J\ <yJ^J

J3^

"and I have written you a letter before to the effect
3
that you send me the jug" F7AP 164, 13/4 (hoth 3rd
cent* A.H.)*
An attributive asyndetic clause can he seen in
^

u

c.^ni y

^

y

"and he went to such a point, that had I not shown
him forbearance,* we should have come to blows"

\

Margoliouih, Arabic Papyri.*. Bodleian library, I ,p *2
”~Z"
8/9 (late 2nd cent* A.H., s. q SO n.4) «
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Asyndetic' clauses containing a verb in the perfect
may occur as second objects after verbs of percept ion
1
and supposition :
^j)^c
^ ^3
"I cannot but think that you nave heard that" NPAF
2

111,3/4 ;

JU

(&X?

"and

(j&

I have found that there is outstanding from you a
large amount of revenue" (pace the editor’s tranolati
Abbott, ICurrah IV,2/3 (both 90-91 A.K«.)$
<vjD3 cl j/ |

„Vi

^

"and I can only imagine that

you have received that" PSR iii 111,10/11 (91 A*H*);
(y— -^3 ^

Cy*

^

/

"anlu

J.
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Imagine he gave his le liter to somebody who cannot read
properly*1 APRL 7 295*8;

o

I

g/

"'that your messenger found I load pa±d,r APRL VT 6,7
(hoth 3rd cent,. A.H.; for the latter s. EWAP,178);

Cr-*t^ c M 0 ]g/CT-^I

s-*—

*jpl-f (j

"and they found that the pair which were in the crab
(

KK^Kpit

) were spoiled" APEL V 306,12 (after

334 A.H.)»
hut such asyndetic perfects need not serve only as
second object clauses:

cr~

cJ?

"and I do not believe anyone has ever x'idden a worse51
Margoliouth, Arabic Pap.yri ... Bodleian Library, II,
3
p.4,22 (e. 3rd cent. A.H.) *
REMARK:

Very peculiar is ^ UM

/*

j

/'

cr U)

... APEL V 306,12/3 (after 334 A.H.)

which is translated there as

,rMy

lord thejudge...

would like to write a letter

for

me". Thewhole

construction here is odd in the extreme and one
cannot but suspect a misreading of the text.
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1
Asyndetic subject clauses are very rare .

I can cite

examples only following
2
a.

.A'. ))

_

i

viPw

..

^

U3rou

would certainly please me thereby” APEL V 301,10 (3rd

cent. A.H*) and the much later
"he must see to his

example

^

( $?338b) needs” LAB

56,2/3 (6th cent. A.K.).
i..

(pi ?

3
■

x j

. xt y

n±t

is not permissible for a Muslim to break off relations

26.0

with h-±3 bi'other" Ibn Wahb 36-3 (late 3rd cent*
4
A H
»

»)

c

■REMARK:
^

o^

Perhaps here belongs also
U J l/ APEL V 301,5

(3rd cent. A.H.)

which may possibly mean: "it is a presumption (?)
on your- part to constrain us to do more than this"»
The editor's translation isi "Verily, it gives you
a hint (that) you make us request more than this".
Cf. $14-6 end.
273
1
Asyndetic predicate clauses are also very scarce :
(point s o ! ) ^

q)J

ck

"I have hope and trust in you that you will not omit
... to send speedily..,’' AO xviii/3,116,5 (3rd cent.
A.H.)*

I have not found any examples-of asyndetic genetire
1
clauses -in the papyri other than those dependenton nouns of time, a construction occurring quite freely
2

in GA . ~ Thus, asyndetic genetive clauses appear
commonly after

*6? L-"

"(the hour) Alien", for

instances of which s* $305b.
REMARK:

This construction has very likely been

contaminated with a relative clause in APEL V 295,
10/11 (3rd cent. A.H*):

U

„
for which the editor suggests:
C "~
"since the day on which I desired what I disregarded
till today".

For this phenomenon s. Reekaniorf,

Syntax,, 390 n.l; Blau, ASP, 503 n.5.1.. * the same
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possibility exists also for the ccntempor ary DAB
25v, 3/4, s* above

S}173 n*3.
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Asyndetic preposition clauses are very sparsely
1
represented by the papyri :
a. Very uncertain is

(j}^

4^-^

"}

<Sj

[aft I er this letter of mine had been read to him*'
L
j
APEL III 171,5 (242-7 A.H*); more assured examples of
2
asyndetic clauses after
occur in
^ V

"after Sadaaa had bought it.” APEL V

299,7 and

Cr-c^

er*

"after he had gone

up from Qays” ibid., 300,4/5 (both 4th. cent. A.H.)*
REMARK:

A case such as

^ ^

^

"until the end of I'Juharram" APEL III- 175,8 cannot
be included here;

^

(

is not a verb in the

perfect but an infinitive spelled with soriptio
defective according to

^10a.

b* Sometimes the subject at the head of a subordinate
asyndetic clause is governed by a preposition which
would ordinarily have governed the verb of that sub*
v

ordinate clause „
record

- ‘Up
lil

Under this rubric I am inclined to
j

^ (J

L*

F7AT 164,16 (3-cd cent. A.H.) which is
\

most naturally. 1 think, taken: "and buy

me four small

jugs, so the servant; girl can fetch water with them!".
But one may also render: "and buy

me four small jugs

for the servant girl; she can fetch water in them",
being thus understood as a prepositions
attribute to

j \juf

31au,I0S vi, 160 quotes a JA sentence v/a-inasav/ tula
nahariliim M i a

~-l-casiyyi (?)

nazalu

"and they

walked the whole day until evening, then they stopped"
where ila

+

noun is followed asyndetically by a

4

verb . An earlier example is found in
«a/

aXsJI (J\

«IX ^ qX^Ip

j\(sowithout

)

g?

" then lend me three artabas of grain or barley until
harvest time, then I shall send it to you51 Jahn 12,
17/8 (late 2nd cent. A.H.) and occurs also in
^
(! §4-1 n.6)
epc

a/— M ^
6/^-^
k '
j\ ^
1*
y h
<Wl 1U y' (divide so! s.

^75t>)

" and I ordered them to sow for us four fad-

dans until next year, when, God willing, we shall
sov/ twice that amount11 APEL V 291, 35/6 (4th cent.
A.H.).

q)J U

is followed by an asyndetic clause

in

^ "why is your face beaming with
delight?" Ibn Wahb 4-3,8 (late 3rd cent. A.H.).

1
An asyndetic (indirect) question
\)

\

occurs in

V/

_.\ ^31 g^{> "and I do not knew whether he

has gone to Aswan or not" DAB lr, lO/ll (late 3rd
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CLAUSES

278
S

A verb of perception and its direct object is fol1
lowed by a circumstantial clause introduced by wa- :
^ U-

&X

"because

I found you to be friendly all of today" DAB 36, 6/7
(3rd - 4th cent. A.H.)„

*

«

*

SUBSTANTIVE

CLAUSES

.^27g.
Above

§173 some examples were given of

in ways not customary in CA.

f
» 1
(j\
used

Additional instances.

264

*

probably reflecting the fusion of

a.

,

w f

r \\

may introduce a non-fact els,use 2 :

y\

I

«

I-'

"you: think you would be going

( ^248) to work on it in vain" APEL V 305,6 (3rd cent.
A.B.)^
b*

3
"because"* reflecting an al-mukhaffafa
* (jy
~\i 4 :
U)1
rather than the more us vial CA
£)\y
/.jV

I

(jr*^

Iext/

not one of your brothers with you

'* [becaujse

£*. *J

" LA3 26,11

(3rd cent. A.H.)'
c.

(*)\

5
introduces a main clause :

A/H1 })\ "he would

only

(

[}\

§ 324)

give them both

together " APEL V 295,14 (3rd cent. A.H*).
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The preposition governing a clause opening with
1
.
may, as in CA also, be omitted; ' U /
cjr^ >
//

"about a man who has withheld his grain

from sale" PSR iii II s 10/11 (91 A.H*);

cJiol

yjud/. "I have given him permission to work" APEL
III 175,6 (13.2 A.H.) with which cf. the examples above
^269 a;

Qj

qj \

^ (y<J> "for I need

to send it" APEL V 321,7/8 and with the same verb
( £ 137a)

cStyy-kj

"and I was obliged
1

to send" LAJ3 26,6;

C'J' f*wr^

j

x^

"and I have ordered Abu al-Karram to confer with you"
ibid., 1.10 (bo th 3rd o ent. A .H *) .

26?

281
The supersession of

by a final particle

(usually 11-) documented by

hlau5ASP, 522ff. is

•

perhaps to be detected in the broken context of PAP
V 14 (90 A.K.), for which the editor suggests:
j L*

(point so!)

jjiruni gib dir MtLhejj

n

q

UL? JXJ

dass du

jcJ^f ^ f
jmeinen Befehl

su meiner Zufriedenheit erfitllst".
REMARK':

On the other hand, this phenomenon cannot
*

be identified in a case such as

. . „

T,so order... that they
hasten... and choose!" PSR iii III, 22-5 (91 A.H.),
for the second of the
must be analysed asl(i)
tive.

two verbs following
+

j

jussive not subjunc

This is made clear by

for
%

which s. above

o254.

282
(w),
.
The conjunction
q \
may occur twice m rhe same
1sentence ; thus is repeated after the extraposition
of an element of the subordinate clause ( ^ 262c) in
• w

Ip

...

<J?j o' •>*'-* "alld

informed

him that it was with a man*.." DAB 38,8 (early 3rd
cent. A*K.).

!83

‘

\

introduces substantive clauses;

a. The only possible cases I have encountered of the type
1.

al-hamdu Itllahi alladhi.. . "thank Dod. that..."

axe

9

not decisive enough to establish the existence of xhe

phenomenon in the papyri, since :in both cases

(_y

may be interpreted as the relative particle rather
than as a subordinating conjunction:
cJJS'

(
y

dJJ

"thank God that he (He) didn't change

your mind" or "praise be to God, who..." Jahn 10,5
(late 2nd cent. AoH.) for which the editor offers:

2
"Gott sei lob, der Deine Meinung nicht
( MS. appa-^^U*
<[J U

J

(read so!)

andern mcge "

^1*

c

j

£&)

rently(?)^^) "thank God for your- well-

being, that He has kept you in health" or perhaps
who has kept you in health" APRL VI 15,4/5 (c.
3rd cent* A.H.)*
%11/

o

"as"

8

seems to occur only in variations of

a certain epistolary formula:

q

^jtL^

J

"and we are well and healthy,

(S^ ^

as you will be pleased to know" ZDI.1G 34,688,7 (early
2nd cent. A.H.);

[, , , ]

are as you would wish

(jJ)'/

[* ■•]

;'and we

" ^a*m 8,5 (127 A.H.),

where point and translate so along the lines suggested
by Levi della Vida, JA03 64,130.
also be read for

^

must
Jskn 5,4 (mid 2nd

cent. A.H.).
^

as

in this locution alternates with
(point so with

^6 5d)

"that he is well, as you will be pleased to learn"
JESHO xiv,2,12 (mid. 3rd cent. A.H.).

Characteristic of the Aphrodite papyri is the use of
L*

to introduce substantive clauses ; all examples
2
I have to hand are object clauses
dependent on

HI
y ’Met me not iaiow";
Lf

(j)XaJ?

^

^

"and let not know that you have

withheld from us what
C Z \

^

you owe" NPAF II, 12—14;

c y ^ c^ u£md det me

not know that you

have been in arrears" PA? 111,12 and similarly HPAF
3
111,20/1 (all 90 or 91 A.H*); PSR iii 1,14 ; RPAF I,
11/2; ibid., V,15 (all 91 A.H.J.
b. Perhaps best interpreted as a subject clause is the
ma-clause in

L*

y

V

j

(jZ*

CS^\s

\

"and, my son, what

is between us is not so important

that because of it

you should stay away so long" DAB

33r,11-13 (early 4th cent. A.H.).
For ma-clauses after

etc. s.

^302a;

303b

285
' follows

U

1
"when" :

"when he had let him go" and

I

^j\ U-3

IO

^

~
2
translated as "Als nun der Dinar ausblieb"' DAB 12,7
and 8 (3rd cent. A.H.).
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Among the various constructions possible, with bi^sa
"to be bad" (and ni£ma "to be good") there seem to be
no attested cases of bi^sa followed immediately by a
.Jverb, without the intervention of ma . Grohmann is
'

probably, therefore, correct in supplying
L* />

Off y

L«

in

^ Cr?. "bad is what

he had done and badly has he administrated" APEL III
146,16 (91 A.H.}*

Of. also Becker, NPAF, 250.

RELATIVE CLAUSES

It is onlv rarely in the papyri that a syndetic

1
relative clause occurs after an undefined antecedent «
I have noted the construction on only two occasions:
*
*
\ * f'j
C<W (J
O ? 0/ * * ‘
d X "three
faddans ... of (the) land which is owned by Pa-Hor"
APEL II 80,5/6 (236 A.H.) and a less clear example
CJ-

J\ j

<yJJ\

(3

£/'

:l°ne Pair

on the island and another pair which is cn the sand"
ibid., V 306,11 (after 334 A.H.).
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More common! v attested are asyndetic relative clauses
'1
following formally definite antecedents : ^
^
.1

s:

qJH)

iLH ^>s "Musa b . cAbd Allah whose

nickname is Be josh" and

UL

\}

^

^

"Ismacll b. Qadim who is surnamed Abu al-Hasan" APEL
II 98,2/3 and 8 (236 A.H.);
O t.— 'W! [J

(J 1

6^-fh

"and the courage and cowardice which

are in mankind" JEES viii.132,8/9 (early 3rd cent.
A.H.);

Jz>j

(}

^

"(the) six dinars, of which five are for me and one
for Haythan" cited already at
j

\ "a

c.r >JL

$189 and

ul/X

Li

tiwpsn you have sent the garments

In which the carats will be" AO x viii/31.16.2 and
2
. /
ibid., 117, Trerso .1/2
(3rd cent. A.rl„)j
L L/’

( J Z "the smount of work which has

occupied you and us" LAB 32s6 (before 314 A.H.).

26 9
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Invariable

£5'-^'

, a very typically Middle

1
Arabic and vernacular feature, is amply attested ;
a,

tor

O'^

(MS.

Usjjj)

which... had

:

(read s o ! ) , g ^ L ^

{Pj*J9 * * * ( S ^ '’the allotment of Anf/qar

inherited” and

-/ Pu /

cJ^JP

"the boundaries of this < allotment >
which Ifyade

(probably

<

I <j) I /\ J *V| $

) has

bought”

JAOS 56,289,2/3 and 10/11 (205 A.H.) as against
Ht UeJl

( $6ld)

P-P "this allotment

which.,.” ibid., 1.7;
(!

^31 )

"the hundred dinars for which I received

a bill of exchange” JESHO viii,279,6/7 where the
feminine suffix of

shows that the sum of

money as a whole is construed as feminine and
hence invariable (ef»

^144d);

CpUH-M (pb>

"f or the shiq.qa kerchiefs which
you sent are very poor” FWAP 164,9; @y)\
<j)^Jy

U/

"the books

[°^? '**1

I know are with you” APEL Y 309,7;
%

**J y ' ^
which

^j

—

ly*-? o

51the slave-girl which you handed over” APRL

VTI 29,4 (all c. 3rd cent. A.H*);
Itsj>>

"and. the jar of figs which you mentioned”

LAB 33 v s2/3 (early 4th cent. A.H.) ;

gylJ I

"and the palm-tree which ..." APEL II 74,4 (344 A.H.);
"the conditions which you

(S^

explained" ibid., Y 291,6 (4-T.h cent, A.H.) described
there as a "scribal error";
j

^

JyUA

hy

O'vvK hi

i.

"at the words which the

angels uttered” I.s.I.arnica 4,259,26/7 for the date of
wh iah cf .

^27 n .4.

270

( j' j J \

l>.

(dual) i

for CA
<S~'A

./*>

"and those two mixtures which remain"

3
Orohmarm, T\VA 1 ,3/4 (3rd cert* A .i-I») ,
c*

^ or ^
uJU

cZ ^>

(plural):

cr-^1’ j

"the merchants about whom I/you wrote"

V

BIE, Deuxieme Serie 1,

(5,6 (c. 3rd cent.

A.H.?)

.
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For the only possible case yet noted in the papyri

1
of (pseudo-correct)
s£)\

for expected

^ J0\

"the flax which .*," ’iVessely 70,5

(3rd cent. A.H.), s. above

^83 n.14.
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In CA

L*

while

forms only substantive relative clauses,
Cf3/(

, as well as serving in this function,

is generally used attributively to an antecedent.
It is characteristic of the papyri, particularly of
the early archive from Aphrodito, that

£jvoM

is

used for substantive relative clauses to a very
considerable degree; whereas in CA such clauses are

1
fairly uncommon, at Aphrodito they are quite normal :
a. General cases:
i.

c>^y

cs^

^

"according to what

they have been accustomed to pay" BPAF 111,13/4;
(«JLJLfir

o~

'
•

^ (j "in delaying what is due

from you." Abbott, Kurrah IV, 23 (both 90 or 91 A.K.);
<x/) s

( j'J \

Q jsF

"let them hasten to bring

what is encumbent upon them" PER iii 111,24 and further

2
ibid., 1.1*51? 56 , 60,86

i9 l

A.Ii.)*

271

Bat this usage is attested also outside Aphrodito;
?

C> S

„

g/ j l j

. ,

0-'*' "that that which

has reached me * =. is five dinars *.. " Alibi V 322,
5/6 and similarly ibid., VI 403,4

(both 3rd cent.

A •rl* ) «
ii. In some documents both

(T-^

find

U

occur

side by side; thus NPAF III (90-91 A.H.) q.uoted
^

above s a,i, has in 11.12/3:

U\

"considering that which you have collected from them"*

'b

.

£ ¥y j

i. j*f ^

a

a

(J^j

w

gC

!

*

JU\ aJ* os

a^,
{ c-lir

1
f
4>' c f tryou know what I have written to you
( - '

concerniiig the collection of the money and concerning
what has fallen due of the troops'
3
1-4 (90 or 91 A.H.) ;
...
^

stipend" NPAF II,
** •
(J * ( J
bP'-*

"look into what remains outstandin

... of what he imposed upon him!" Abbott, Kurrah I,
6-8

(90 A.H.) and further ibid., 17, 4/5 (90 or 91

A.H.); NPAF I, 3 and 10/11; Abbott, Ihirrah 11,11

Cboth 91 -A.H.).
This combination, however, is by no means limited to
f “
the Aph roditc papyri:
(yy-y "I have already told you of

the brotherly friendship between myself and
Helistus" Jahn 1,9/10 (late 1st - early 2nd cent.

A.H.);

V
■

3Jbq>,cf>M-» ^

IpjJi s y

/

'-J

J/ir "you know the terms upon which

agreement lias been made with you and the fidelity
which you have bound upon yourselves" occurring in
the papyrus mentioned at

^10 n.ll (141 A.H*), 11-

5/S and s. another example ibid., 1*11-

For further

cases e, e.g. APEL VI 363.2;

367,2;

389A3;

4-21 >3

(all 3rd cent* A*H*)»
i i . In some documents both

. - . cf--4^' Gn&

oy

. * - L>

are found side by side: thus in MPA? II (,90 or 91 A.K.)
(jy

quoted above, b,i, as containing
(y

ll* 1 0 /ll read

- . .
'

,

Lr

"hasten to send me the money which has been accumulated
with you!"
4
Even the same sentence m a y contain both constructions :
c d < ^ d %-J j

<y3^l

ij *

CP A 8

~/°iC

’’after that which you are going to send of the tax
you have collected” WPAE 111,22/3

(90 or 91 A.H.) and

similarly APEL VI 414,2 (3rd cent. A.H.).
c.

rather than

refers to persons:

<5^/ dls, i p
\2p j \

JL2'\ ( \y

,fbring me the

revenue of your district

and those persons of the people of your district
whom I ordered you to bring!" Abbott, hurrah IV, 15—
18

(90

or 91 A .H .).
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It would be a fact of great importance if the relative
pronoun H I T ,

i

_L.

dialects

“

current in a large number of modern

, could be identified for the period of

Arabic covered in this study.

I have encountered only

one passage where the word may occur: DAB
cent. A.H.) reads*

81 ',4

(3rd

jj, (j J \

’’the mortar and hr i d s which are in the foundation” ,
in which the feminine singular relative pronoun will
be judged according to

^ 8 -tbi

In the note to this

line, hcwevei , it is r e r o d e d that what the id.

gives is in fact

not

Only an

examination of the original will establish for certain
whether we indeed have here the earliest attested
example of the relative pronoun 11IT.
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Sometimes

1
is found with reference to persons :

u

"and whatever merchants

ay

there may be. in your district who*.." MPAJ? IV, 12/13
as against the almost identical phrase with

‘CSVf. e X

PSH iii 11,12/3;

&fj\

in

y

*0

<y

^

"what fugitives of his there are in your district"
HPAF 7,13/4

(all 91 or A.H.);

JLJ \ gJXJ U

<Js

j}\>

"and greet those people who are with you!" Jahn 5,10
(mid 2nd cent. A.H.) as against a similar expression
with

in e.g. IY7A? 183, bottom. (3rd cent. A.H.);

y

>Jj>

(read so!) U p

^d\jj , . .

(?)f/-lkrO

^J)l

"0 G-od, pardon al-3itash(?).. . and his parents and
those he has fathered!" littmann, Arabic Inscriptions
5,2 (probably 177 A.H., but not later than 199 A.H.);
I/J> U

"(JUi (J^-*

U

"and all those with me

are in a state of health" BIEAO xxx,34,5 and 40,6
(both late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.),
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As elsewhere in Arabic, the use of
y
with
1
reference to objects is much rarer than that of
for persons.

I

7(j

y \

produced of Abu
A.u,).

can cite only
"hU y

gy

L-

,y

"the total of what has been

Salaba’s crop" F.7AP 159/1 (3rd cent.

L«

1

may be construed as feminine singular :
y

^

"and you will obtain

cJ^Y

anything yoit require" ZDMCf 34,688,9/10 (early 2nd
cent. A.H.) and similarly ibid., 689,17;
Zr 1

^ <— •

j>

cP* ^

^

"and I forgot to take today what I had with me-, so
send it on to me at once I" FWAP 182, 6-8 (3rd cent
A.H.).

(\y
J?J>

may be construed as plura 1 : c;lV
. . .

.,LfW cy A h

? ;b

■ "so look into the

matter, and whatever merchants there may be in your
area ... order them ...!" PSH iii II, 12-5 (91 A.H.);

ci

"whoever is in

^

the house - may G-od preserve them!" DAB lr,15 (late
3rd cent. A.H.);

L/U

Qp

^

"or anybody else that I know has got some" APEL V 291.,
11 (4th cent. A.H.).

As sometimes in CA the resumptive pronominal suffix
1
in a relative clause (caold) may be missing :
-

_

The accusative Csbid is missing:

2

In a syndetic attributive relative clause : y^])\
y
(read so!)- (jJ
and that is the land which
he leased" BAU 5,7 (213 A.H.) on which s. above

275
^ (fjsj

j

what cAbd Allah (has)

',o^
distributed among them

of his provisions and the provisions of his following
and his officials” HPAF XII, 2-5 (90 A.H.); tjju

q

‘g

"with somebody he knows” ZIMJ 34-J6bb,12 (early 2nd
cent. A.H.).
iii. After

v/-4--*■ (fV

"srt

whatever price they wish” APEL V 291? 15 (4-th cent*
A.H*).
b. The prepositional cabid is absent:
i. When the relative pronoun (or its antecedent) is
already governed by the same preposition that would
5
have been expected to govern in its turn the ca^ld :
—

”and tell Shenute the gardener to go to ... with the
vegetables he was going to bring to us!” JBSHO viii,
305?7/8 (late 2nd -early 3rd cent. A.H.)*
6
/ 7
ii. After a noun of time : 'sjJj

<5/L h J

”at the time when my letter reaches you” Jahn 16,12
8
(3rd cent. A.II,) .
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There occur in the papyri a small number of examples
which may be interpreted as containing demonstrative
1
pronouns in correlative function :
VJ?

:

gp

"for the

(S'

price I have mentioned to you” Grrohmann, TWA 2,7;
”the date-wine which

(y*u% £ > S ’
\

remains” PERF 857,9/10 (both 3rd centc A.H.).
b.

0 -jJH

vSV->

"«ie dinar

276

which, is with you'1 F/7AP 3.48,2/3 (3rd cent, A.H,).
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The resumptive pronoun in a relative clause does not
1
always agree with the antecedent , s. some of the
.examples given at

^147b,

5300

I have encountered one case which seems to result
from the contamination of a substantive relative
1

elause and an indirect question : (so! q39bX/^!>U
^ L/

"and I can see who the

halfa-grass has gone to" DAB 4,7 (3rd cent. A.H,),
V
which, is best regarded as combining <0 Ujt^\
^
(relative clause) and
question) o

U-l/I ^ U/*

(indirect

TEMPORAL CLAUSES

cy301
a* Two possible cases of

I

followed immediately

by the subject of the following clause are too un1
certain to establish this feature in the papyri :
L
^
Abbott, Kurrah

is all that appears in
,

V,5 (90 or 91 A.H.) and

[• . . ] er*

^

JNES v,172,17 (3rd cent.

A.H.) is likewise too fragmentary to allow any firm
conclusion to be drawn,
b. The protasis of a conditional structure introduced
P
I* I
**■ %
by
contains an imperfect i ^
\ol>
"if you iind the herald,
send him to the wife of Jirjl" LAB 28,10 (3rd cent.
A.H.).
Por imperfects after

s

.

^311a; after

§ 314.‘
c. Fo

certain exampleof the perfect after
Id
3
referring to the past has yet been noteu, since
(Jj^

dV'

lv »3 (late 3rd cent.

A.H.) translated there as "Wenn er Dir dies fibsrgegehei
hat, teile (es) mir mit" may also be rendered;
he

deliversthat to

"when

you,inform me!".

»302
Temporal clauses after

"until" are

attested with both the perfect and the imperfect :

we came" DAB 50,4 (4th aent. A.H.}.
Imperfect after

b0

q.jl

truntil a letter reaches him" APEL 7 289,4 (3rd- cent*
A.H,)(

As in CA, both
1
are attested :

and

L* ^

(y*y)

"after"

*

6>'

/

With the perfect:

/

‘-y

c " a n d

after I had written this letter" APEL V 306,40
(after 334 A.H.)*
With the imperfect:

£)\ -*-*/

r* after you
o
have fined him" PSH iii 111,54/5 (91 A.H.) .
3
L*

_aju

{gy)

:

With the perfect:

"after he
4

had read it" JNES viii,141,2 (266- A.H.) j X> \ U
"after he had taken" APEL VI 400,5 (3rd-4th cent. A.H.).
With the imperfect:

^

*

"and

L.'

it should be taken out after it has cooled" Ielarnica
4,250,6 (on the date s.

^27 n.4).

Noteworthy is the use of the imperfect (hardly
subjunctive) referring to the past after temporalin

cJZ)\j U/Jj pbn cpJ

</'

"and I did not empty the pot until I had found out
its weight, so I could write to you" DAB 22,0 (3rd

2YS
2

cent. A.H0) .

For the

perfecn after

one might have expected an imperfect
example at

sp*

where

s* the second

^13?b.
3

he For

pip

*\V\

apparently equivalent to fa-

jcjvC

*-*

cf*

/
UJ

cf.

"we were

expecting you to come ... when Abu ciTbayd Allah told
me ..." BIFAO xxx,34/5, 8—10 (late 3rd - early 4th
cent* A.H.).
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in the papyri is popular not only for
adverbial expressions ( ^134) but also for introducing
temporal clauses 0

This has been noted as follows:

2
a. As antecedent to a syndetic relative clause :
p

(read so!) ^j;)l S u O l j

time when

"at the

my letter reaches you" John .16,12 (3rd

cent. A.H.) discussed above

^297b,ii«
3

4

b* More commonly governing an asyndetic genetive clause :
s _
@)J\
y—
"when I wrote to you" APEL V
289>10;

11as soon as 1 saw him"

^

LAB 10,6 (both

3rd cent.

A.H.);

Al>

"when my letter reaches you" ArHL I 4,4/5 (presumably
i .

s

i—

~

contemporary);

.

1—

"'when you

read this letter of mine" DAB 18,3 (late 3rd cent*
k\H .)|

^ 5

"v/hen she reaches

you" APEL V 335,5 (c. 434 A.H*)* Giessen 1 0 i ,3
(early 3rd ceait. A*H.) doubtless also belongs here,
but the context is broken.
Once

(.yf

UJ

is used thus:

"from

*-\s U-

the time this lev ter of

280

mine reaefc.es you” Aossely 83,2/3 (3i'd cent. A.H.,)*

3.06
L

"w.hen / while” is typical of later
1
Arabic rather than of GA * It does, however,, occur
in the papyri, probably always spelled as one word
(cf*

^51 n.2);

TV$"-K/JL.

OK .yiv&.JXK

jry).<j>PC.U.^(

(?)

lP,
j/

.

K£\h

^60 n.12)

eA.
representing

"and while the food

was yet in their mouth(s)" Violet, Psalmfragment,
2

Y 78,30(c*800 A.B.)

;

"when

they sold" JAOS 56,289,6 (205 A.H.};
Ljy>

L^Zs

"when he coiicluded his marriage

contract with her" Islam 22,37,4-/5 (295 A.H.);
j

L " w h e n

he returned" APEL V 289,7 (3nd

cent. A.H.).
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U

"when":
1

a.

Li
^

pi

with the perfect refers to the future : J t U
-cS S jj U, y)Jw- LU/"so I shall look into how

much you ewe us when you have sent the garment" AO
2

xviii/3,117,verso51 (3rd cent. A.H.) .
b.

tl

with the imperfect refers to the past :

iy\

U

LJs/g. "when we heard that

you had carried your goods into the ships" BIEAO
xxx,35,9/10 (late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.).
perhaps this

U-

But

is better taken as lima:

"because of what wa hear to the effect that you..,".

J

281

c. For

^

s * ^285.
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In CA the dividing line "between conditional and
temporal

can be very hard to draw, and

^

to a very considerable extent has become synonymous
with

In some of the later documents the

conditional import of

"v/hen” has in a

similar way overshadowed its purely temporal
associations :

Cy Lq? i (y*J

^

"and

if any damage should befall this wall” APEL I 52,
10/11 (274 A.K.); (read so
<2)0^

^

(jX

j\J\ (Jj? J

ji

L

with ^7c)

"if you

should suffer either contention or a subsequent claim
concerning this donkey, it will devolve upon me to
compensate you” 3AU 12,5/6 (382 A.H,);
(Ji \

o \jjcsJ

- •*

j L^lO'iS.

W

IX/*

) "and should

any son ... make a claim, then his claim will be in
. vain" APEL I 37, 9-12 (393 A.H.).

262

G0ITf)ITI0ITAL CLAUSES E t G.
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may be followed not by a verb but by the

£j\

subject of the conditional clause ;
a* A separate personal pronoun follows

6^

and

2

precedes the verb of the protasis ;

j

^

(y\

"if you are faithful" in the papyrus mentioned at
& 10 n ,11, 11.5/6 (141 A.H.);

t! (jb

"and if I execute or make" APEL III 173,4 (270-282
A*K.)*

for independent personal pronouns x^rece<3-ing

verbal forms outside conditional clauses

s.

^215a.

h. In one case in introducing an indirect question
—

3

( § 327) is even followed by a pronominal suffix ;
\)

j\

s^-j\

^*1

(read so!) ^ U J(

4J) o [

"G-od - may he be blessed and exalted — knows whether
I shall return or not" JESHO viii,286,15 (actually II)
/lo (mid 3rd cent. A.H.) where

is perhaps due

to the influence of the more frequent construction of
cim with syndetic object clauses, i.e. the writer
thought here of ya^Iam anna
■+
suffix accordingly .

and added the pronominal

I have not observed in the papyri any example of

q

\

introducing a nominal sentence as the protasis of a
1
conditiora 1 structure * for in Jain 10,10 (late 2nd
cent. A.H.) the correct reading is; (Jahm
c^A^i

(point so!)

JLdL

^

.3
Cl

ih)\

"if you see fit to send us news, do so 1", exactly the

ii

>

same construction as in G-rohmann, T'vYA 2., 3/1 (3rd
cent * A.H.) where under stand

with

^

76

n,6; 312 a,ii.

The protasis of conditional

(.j\

:

The protasis of a conditional clause introduced by y\
generally contains as in GA, either the perfect or
the jussive (apocopate).

Now the language of the

papyri does not, by and large, possess distinctions
of mood in the verb (

^ 138 a-b), and the term

"jussive" here is used simply to be able to formulate
the matter within the framework of CA,

It stands to

reason that many cases which in unvowelled script
appear to represent the GA jussive are in fact better
described simply as imperfects; explicit examples of
verbal forms in the protasis which must, according to
CA, be understood as imperfects are of course
available (in the singular) only in verba mediae or
‘
1
tertiae w/y ( S65b) * Thus far I have found such
overt imperfects only after
jj

£^-1-

c/ 1 *

^ 6*'-A

"and if you do not sell any

thing, and find..." DAB 2,13 (probably 205-6 A.H.);
^
find the sheep" ibid., 5,11;

"and if you do not

\j^L>.y

^

"and if you do not like them" Grohmann, T.7A 2, 6/7

(both 3rd cent. A.H.).
82d.
for the imperfect after

On these examples of. ^ 3 1 a ;

284

b. In GA
i
(y\

ina^ n0^
2

after' conditional

; this construction occurs nevertheless in

the old text Hirhet el-Mird, 4-2110 (1st cent* A.K.):
IJkj

<2/^

^

"and if we have no

alms(?) this year", alternating with

& Kj>

in the preceding line as GA usage requires ( ^313d).

312
The apodosis of conditional

g/

:

a* Very commonly the imperative occurs in the apodosis
of a structure introduced by
as

.

( <

0 - ^ 1

(cf.
y

^ 252a,i)

"and if you wish

... then do so!" APEL V 296,7/8 (3rd cent. A.H.), hut
other verbal forms also occur in this function:
1
2
io The imperfect ( <
jussive? , of. * a 311a):
oj

^ 1 (L^SJSj

ci)i-> ^n/ *6 \s c^0

"and if his

affair’ is different, then write to me about it!" PAP
I, 11-13 (91 A.H.) for which s. above ^138b,i and 251
REM. ;

. ..

P j J c A t ) !

"if you are not asleep, tell me the story... and
relate...!" where imperfect and imperative are co
ordinated, JNES viii,3*32,4-6 (early 3rd cent. A.H.)?
mentioned already at

^ 1 3 8 h ,ii; 252a, ii.

This imperfect may be negatived by
hy ^

^ ^

j

^

: b,^:>
c

y

gy' <3)/'

"and if they offer you for the dates a price with
which you axe satisfied, (wrell and good

^325), but

if not, then sell on3_y the amount I require!" DAB
2,22/3 (probabDy 205-6 A.H.),

(j^ O /

.yl (point so with £269s)
^ )J "so if
O
■>
^ ~
t
Gyrus is with you, do not let him know anything!"

28b

Jahn IT* 22 (3rd cent. A.H.)*
ii. The Perfect in the apodosis of
g/ has imperative
5
. function s Two examples have already been given at
^ 3101 further:

67^

if you see fit to .

"and

then do sc!t? Jahn 1, 4/5 (late

1st - early 2nd cent. A.H.) and similarly idem, 4,
6
<
1/2 (c„ 127 A.H.) ;
(read so
gb'l ^ J <p U>
(J

with

c JZ<jo

^26 9p ?)

"if God

enables you to sell,, sell me *.. !" DAB 2,12 (probably
205-6 A.H.) with'additional examples in 11.14,16;
6*^

c

k

...

dLX*

^

Mand if that does not seem right to you, act **.
according to what is proper!" ibid.,3,5/6;
(read so with $30 n.7) ^

Ivil ^ "if you

^

like then, keep them; but if you do not like them,
U

/

/

send them back!" Grohmann, TWA 2,6/7 (both 3rd cent.
A.H.).
b. It is rare for the apodosis of a conditional clause
rjp.

to contain an imperfect :

c^o^<jr

^

cy
c-sf—

O^J

^

cav^?)^ ar— Pj

"and if I find with you what I should wish respecting
efficiency and orderly remittance, I shall be good

8
to you and do you. favour" NPAP I, 3-5 (91 A.H.) .
This sentence belongs to
REMARK A:

|252a,iii.

In EWAP 199,2/3 (3rd cent. A.H.) Quran

4,130 is quoted in a manner which belongs to this
section:

gi/ 4b*(

g/vj> A/bi (
j 't/Vi KJ\j

(~yJ "God said in His book:

’and if the two

separate, God will provide for each one out of His
bounty’". Since, however, the Quranic text has
here, I have treated this as a case cf scrlptio

cjV
'j
-

plena (

$4b)

REMARK 3t

There is, of course, nothing unusual

about the occurrence of the imperfect in an
apodosis introduced by fa- (s. e.g* Wright II,

<UU*i

"and if 1 find your work (~ administration)

otherwise, then a man is rewarded only according
to his works" NPAF 1,8/9 (91 A.H.)*

Ike idea

expressed here is Quranic (cf* o.g. 1*37,39) but
the latter part of the sentence is not actually a
quotation.

Similarly

(read so! )

&Pj>

cr— ac
^

"and if

I live and God prolongs the terra, then I, by God
will derive benefit for myself and for you" APEL V
291,22/3 (4th cent. A.H.).
f
^ le modus energicus preceded by la- in the apodosis
occurs when the protasis is introduced by la.sin,
9
exactly as in CA :
[ ... ]
"if you are in arrears
there will certainly befall you from me
V, 11/12 (90 A.H.) ;
/

& ^0

(!

p3«a, ii)

[°°• ]
I.

11 ^3?

^

(~f !,if you do not obviate him soon

you will certainly get..." Khoury 132,12/3 (229 A.H*)

Auxiliary
clauses:

in the protasis of conditional

287

"and if you order us to till" ibid., VII 47,2 (both
presumably o. 3rd cent. A.H*).
h» Kan

+

*

perfect in the protasis referring to the
2

"

present is not a combination current in CA

and in

other strata of the language must often be held to
reflect the transition of in Kan to an independent,
3
invariable conditional particle * A possible example
of this might be detected in the strange sentence
APEL V 291,15/6 (4th cent. A.H.) mentioned at
where

^257,

is even spelled as one

word ( ^51 n,10)c
R'JSKAHK:

Kan

+ perfect in a protasis with reference

to the past, on the other hand, is quite regular in
CA (s* e.g. Wright. II, 15/6; Reckendorf, Syntax,
486) and occurs freely in the papyri also:
&L?
\ * ! 1/
\ Qi
"and if he has taken" Hirbet elMird,19,5 (1st cent. A.H.);
"if any

6

d/

$

rose (— water) (?) has arrived" Jahn 10,8/9

(late 2nd cent. A.Ho); DAB 24,4 (early 3rd cent.
A.I!*) where in kan +

perfect occurs in an indirect

question ( <J327).
5
c . Yaku(n)+

/

Perfect

refers to the past in
6
"if he has gone out
in the negative:

o $
_

^

Jl y h

"if he has not arrived" KPAP K,8 (91 A.H.)•
d «. In CA

may not by itself appear in the

urotasis of a conditional clause, but must be introduced by

as in

"and if tb.ere is not with us" Hirbet el-Mird,42,9 (1st
cent. A.H.).

The same construction without

however, occurs in the following line

(

^311b)*

,

Z OO

14
Ihe imperfect in the T>rotasi.s of conditional clauses
1
is very rare, cf#
j^301b; 311a. After
gy
/
I have noted one example:
\f (J &
^ i

U>

(J dJl

( !)

*

“whoever helps his brother,

God will help him" Ibn Wahb 33 ,7 (late 3rd cent. A.H.) •

315
An important distinction in GA between the construction
of conditional particles and indefinites is that the
latter may introduce a nominal as opposed to a verbal
1
protasis . I find this exemplified in only one case:
Lfl

“whatever the market-price

may be" APEL V 297,6/7 (3r3 cent* A.H#).

The papyri have not a s yet produced certain examples
of

introducing conditional as opposed to hypo1
'
_
thetical .clauses . A possible instance is
y3
^

^

dJU

ct-Jj

"if you saw

my son and the weakness of his condition, you would
see someone compassionable and in need of alms" in the
begging letter Giessen 12, 6/7 (3rd cent. A.H.)#
As a borderline case one might have included here
Ql/-

^

<4,1;I If-*

g/U*

j) c\j U

PSR iii 1,22-5 (91 A.H.) which could

be translated: "and if I had any money collected
with me, I would, God willing, pay the military their
stipend".

It seems, however, that with 3ecker and

Gro}unarm, F'.VAP 1Z6 a rendering of

jr*

as introducing

a hypothetic ail condition is more probable here:
"had any money been collected .
have paid...".

i wculd already

Accordingly, Becker^PSR iiif 31 top

(followed by Heckendorf. Syntax, 498n.) is probably
correct in

hisview that

4^!

LI-

qj \

j.n this

sentence is, strictly speaking, illogical®

Very

similar to this example is NPAF 11,19-23 (90 or 91
A.H,), where again the

-clause should be under-

2

stood as hypothetical , followed by an illogical
4JU1

Li-

REMARK:

3.

For illogical

cs~
4>U(

cf.

c?Ip y o/ CriL (2^^

13/

Li-^

Ll (/

111 fear for you,

my son that

you will not see me, nor I you, until I die or you
die, God willing" DAB 35,7/8 (3rd cent. A.H.};
aJJI

LL

"habe iiin-aber (nooh)

nicht ausgej&tet, so Gott will" ibid., 16,15 (315
A.H.).

Cf. also

^326 n.3*

317
The verb following lav; in the protasis is generally
the perfect (1 have not found any example of law
1
preceding the imperfect ) as e.g. APEL Y 292? 12
or a negated jussive, ibid., 1.6 (3rd cent. A.H.) «,
__
2
But kan + perfect also appears in this position i
g>\

DAB

Q v y>j "and had he written to me"

25v,3 (3rd cent. A.H,).
_

For kan + imperfect in the protasis of law

->

s.

i
yj>

JUi
"and had I known" aPEL Y 337,4 (2nd L
3rd cent. A.H.).

£.y\J

L

18

The apodosis of law;
a.. Noteworthy is the imperfect in the apodosis of P> in
' (read s o ! ) ^ ^

a^ %

:>vi

^

^

^;2)\(^77 REM.; 138 a) ;,.3>L , * « "and had I not put my
hand on the madder a.nd given the people my signature
... they would have taken the. madder" APEL V 291,
43/4 (4th cent. A.H.).

S.

1)317 n.l.

b. Kan + perfect, in addition to appearing in the protasis
Of

A

( $317 ), may also, as in GA and especially in

1

modern dialects , appear in the apodosis:
j\* s

iJl

p (

<u? p

c_mD

^

./
J

d/

,J\

"and had he written to me to despatch it, it would
have been sent off to him the day he wrote to me about
it" DAB 25v ,3/4 (3rd cent. A.H.) for which sentence
cf. above

^173.

statements cf.

For kan + imperfect for hypothetical

^239.

2

c. As in CA , there is no discernible consistency in
the employment or non-employment of la- to introduce
the apodosis of law:
i* With la- (the most frequent ca‘
se)
Cp

c-iy, JL

Cf'

"and had I gone to town I should

have paid you a visit" Jahn 12,21 (late 2nd - early
3rd cent. A.H.), to be read so with Levi della Vida,
JAC S 64,133.

Further: DAB 3,8; ibid., 8v,5; 22,16

(Icuvia); AKAl VII 50,2 (all c. 3rd cent. A.B.).
3
ii. Without ]_a- ; .APEL V 337,5 (2nd-3rd cent. A.H®).
iii. Both possibilities even within the same document:
ABEL V 292,7 with la- as against 1.3.4 without la(3rd cent. A .H .}„

$319
vv

p

>J "to wish that” is a. quite usual construction

in Quranic Arabic, but otherwise- hardly occurs at all
1
in GA prose * It occurs, however? in papyri: (Jty P j
(point sc! )

llAiL/ j) ;>ju "and the man wishes

to dispute with us" APRL VII 6,5 (c. 3rd cent® A.H.)
in a letter, and in the literary text Ihn Wahb 5,15
(3-ate 3rd cent... A.K.):

4WI

^ j "and

by God, I wish that God...".

s

320

by(p

"were it not" has been noted only followed
1
t the usual
construction in GA also :
were it not for the fact that

the.halum cheese had

reached me" DAB 22,16;

H)\ i\ uand were it

that the problem

nor:

is urgent" APR1 VII 2,5 (both c, 3rd cant. A.H.).
REMARK:

P

is also attested in the papyri

followed by an an(na)-clause

as in CA (s. e.g.

Reckendorf, Syntax, 497/8); s. examples given
above

^3l8c,i and below

^321b.

)321
Concessive clauses are introduced by
1

or by J *

f
*)\j
-

in exactly the same manner as in CA :
a.

L(>

O.J-Y

"evan if some

d*

of it has already been disposed of" DAB 24, 3/4
(early 3rd cent. A .H .).
bo

y> j

i

g

P

a saddle of gold" APEL V 305,5;

9

"ever- if it were
"w

y

fi ^ *j)*

292

"even had 1U not been taken from him” DAB 26,9
(both 3rd cent. A,,H„).
*

>322
a* According to Brockelmann, G-VO 11,650, circumstantial
clauses after

Vi

'’except*1 introduced by j are

less frequent than those from which this
s is
1
missing * Xo judge from the examples presently
available, this is not so in the papyri:
i. Without

:

j

cXxJL-- ))\

" without asking

its inhabitants1’ APEL III 150,14 (90 A.H,);
c^

^

Vi

Vj

(JV I "and I do not imagine that

that has not reached you" NPAF III, 3/4 (90—91 A.H,);
CJ^r-c V'

I

vJoL*'. V "nobody does that

without knowing..," ibid., 1,14/5 (91 A.H.),
ii. With

:

j

Vi

Jjj

"without you

sending" BPAB 111,17/8 (90-91 A.H.), a document which
also uses the construction without
a,i);

IN

10 (297 A.H.);

j

(s. above,

"without it going" A?H 3,
"without me going"

c^J>^

DAB 43,7 (3rd cent. A.H.}.
I

be. Am an- clause occurs after
.r-A

V‘

2

/•

;

(*)

£)\ VI

(V "unless his affair be different" HPAB

7111,15/6 (91 A.H.).
c. for asyndetic second object clauses after
two examples at
do In one case

?

s.

^271Vi followed by fa— seems to denote

suddenness s Vi

'p iX

Vi

^

(point so, with DAB, 153)
"

^

we suddenly found ourselves

indeed in a sad country" APR1 I l b ,14/5 (presumably

293
c.

cent* A.H.)*

£j\ y\

, not preceded by a negative sentence

may mean "but" :

*5\7 ^

c i w \ <v\

}J\

«but

he affirmed his testimony" APEL V 289*6/7 (3^d cent.

A.H.);--/!
oJJL?J

J i y<

(J*

'^3}\

"the note I had with me got lost, but

I remembered part of it” LIFAO xx x ,40f3A/5 (late 33?d
early 4th cent. A.H*).

))\ , through elision of the negative preceding it
1
..
. V
comes to mean “only* :
/' "then
2
blame only yourself I" NPAF 1,19/10 (91 A.H.) and
ZjU*

y\

li' "he would only give

them both together” quoted already afc

Sj2?9c from

APEL Y 295,14 (3rd cent. A.H.)* where it seems most
improbable to find negative

In CA bhe apodosis of the first of two mutually
exclusive conditions may be omitted when its sense
is provided without difficulty by the context, the
second clause being introduced by
takes place in the papyri as well:

/V/
^3-^

.

This
(Jxj

J*U3 K^P "and if they bring this money (well
and good), but if not..*"

APEL III 170,1 (first half

of 3rd cent. A.H.) and similarly LAB 2.22 (probably
205-6 A.H.); APHL TI 6,13/2 (3rd cent. A.H., s.
FWAP, 3,78/9 (where read

, j J J and point

;

ibid*, VII 20,10 (presumably contemporary)*
But this

"otherwise" may also occur when a
2
statement, not a condition precedes :
(J)

cZ~'Z$ c-Jx

ciU'

y

i1'

^

"I have not sold any of this cheese; otherwise I
would have written to you"' BAB 22,11 (3rd cent* A.H.)*

§326
Sometimes the apodosis of a conditional or hypothetical
clause is missing (cf- ^325):
1

_

a. After

c/

- ..

S'

^

“if you see fit ... to

have a letter sent from you

to

be kind enough to
•*.(then doso!)"

BAB 12,16/7 (3rd cent. A.H.), where the editor supplies
"(so w&re das gut)".
.

b. After
<iV\

(jr

2
preceded by an oath :

La- <y'

lb.

q

"By

^

my life 0 Abu al-Fadl ..., if I have left it behind
(- I hope I have not left it behind), G-od willing"
3
BAB 62,2/3 (3rd cent. A.H.) ;
...
j JJjt
<oJI

(j^

oLV

j

yl

"By my

right over you, ... if you fall short (= do not fall
short!) in this matter (that would be very bad), for
I need it" APEL V 327,8/9 (4th cent. A.H.).
4
e. After
7

^3

:

£r-^ ^
Qy

>3

"if only you could see the

confusion and pressure which the people with us are
now in!" Byzantion xvii,214?4 (241 A.H.).

Conditional

1
introduces indirect questions ;

c/

y

t j

1/

£j\

<t_<* t---'

$

'^CO/j

"and write to me via Usama ( ^ 27a) whether Majida
has given birth or not!" Jahn 5,8/9 (mid 2nd cent.
A«B»);

(S^

^

^

^

(~yf\}

"and write to me whether God has allowed any profit
to be made on them!" (translate, I think, so!) DAB
24,4 (early 3rd cent. A.H.) ,
Sometimee an interpretation as an indirect question
2
is less obvious : . . . £jolP ^JUi £j\' t)\ » „ ,
(3 . , .

_>XJi

cj V

uh

"and see ... if/

whether the land is quiet ...; but if the land is
in disturbance ... then keep ...I" APRL VI 22,5-7
(c. 3rd cent. A.H.).
For this
suffixes s.

<j/

"whether" occurring with pronominal

^309b.

1

WORD ORDER

$ » 8

The occurrence of an indefinite noun opening a
2

sentence

has been noted so far only in the somewhat

obscure context of APEL V 291,17 (4th cent. A.H.):
£j\

( ^267)

translated there as:

"People, tc whom the price is

offered, will demand that

§329
For the rare phenomenon of an adjectival attribute
preceding its noun

s.

Ay

"and for the wages of a native carpenter" PAP VIII,6
2
(90 A.H.) and cf. ibid., 3/4 .

§330
1
The subject precedes its verb . t
a. This is hot at all uncommon in the greeting formula
at the end, or towards the end, of many Tetters:
^JL^(

( ^

84a,i ; 138a,i ) ^ j

o y\j

^^5

"and cAbd al-Rahman and his brother greet you" Jahn
12,14/5 (late 2nd — early 3rd cent. A eH.):
C5jJ^r

csJ*L

CJ

,,and

your brother CAli the muezzin sends you many greetings
APEL V 322,13 (3rd cent. A.H.).

Farther DAB 7,15-7;

ibid*, 35,11-14; APRL XV 11,4 (all c. or presumably
a. 3rd cent* A.H.).

b. Other cases:

Uhl’l

gy

297

"and the astir

lia

left for al-RTahalla” Byzantion

xvil,2l4*6 (243. A.K.)j

(read so?) Uj?

"and what that requires” (translate sol)
APEl V 289;16;

<lAf

lUU

yJ

_y,__ J

“and we have printed the saffron-dye onto itt! BAB
2
,
„
25v,l ;
GP-X
o;_j__>
"Sod
knows that you would please me thereby" ibid., 43>2
(all 3rd cent. A.H.);

cZkj W

d S / <jp\ <=u3yh

^

11the note I had with me got lost" BIEAO xxx,40,14/5
(late 3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.),

for this word

order in optative constructions s. ^137c,ii; 138c,1
REMARK?

There is nothing unusual about this word

order in circumstantial clauses as
£^1—

.«*

u/V j

"our governor .., having

settled us there years ago" BIE, Beuxieme Sdrie,
1, 12 ult. (early 2nd cent. A.PI.?)., Of. on this
a.g. Bloch, Vers und Sprache, 100.

c. The pronominal subject of
precedes :

4)J

"how good!"
^

"and what a

good servant of God he is!” ZBHG 34,689*13/4 (early
2nd cent* A.H.),

§3 31
1
An interrogative is placed in final position :
( ^12e) O " ^

c

M

"doing what?" Ibn Wahb 78,3

(late 3rd cent. A.H.).

§332

The word order Verb - Object - Subject occurs as in
CA, i*e. when the object is already known from the

t'ye
1

context whereas the subject is new t
<JU>\ cy cJ^<J *0^ -4 f ^

c/

^ yj

L>

"and he

claims that the nabatT had died and that another
nabatT from his village has taken his x^r°pertyH NPAF
Till, 8-10;

Lv> SHj

i cJj?'

O'j-

"and if oppression and ruin should befall the people
of -the land" PSR iii 111,68-70 (both 91 A.H.);

^JJ\

^

'Jj— ■’ Lpj,)\

"{and there contracted

(j-^--• O l d ,~i_—

J

^ [C

£Pj J L £

the marriage of cAbbasa

lu SarT her father, SarT b. c a m Allah" APE1 I 39,3
(264 A.H.};

J^UM

{
jj>

c-L/i

"and if ( ^308) any damage should befall this wall"
ibid., 52,10/11 (274 A.H.).

j>333
Word order of prepositional elements:
a* For the late position of the prepositional phrase in
^

\ (Jj>\

(read so with

$150

n„2) ^

"all the people of Armant know about them” DAB 7,19/20
(3rd cent. A.H.) cf. Bloch, Vers uud Sprache, llOff®
b. Position., of prepositional elements after verbs which
govern their complements by means cf the preposition
bi-:
i. If such a verb governs as complement hi-

+ pronominal

suffix and there is present at the same time in the
sentence an indirect complement introduced by

^

(almost always + pronominal suffix), there is a strong
tendency for the bi- element to precedes
/
. ,Isu
i
cJZc^S)
v/
^

.

"and when

we hear any news, I shall write to you about it

299

quickly" APKL X 5,6/7 (1st cent. A.H.,a. FWAP.173)
and simAla:?'3.y 11,20/1;

^

(J^

send it to'met" APE1 V 319,4;

"so

“K

Jii

1
"I have sent him to you” DAB 10,5
A.H.).

("both 3rd cent*

Further examples; DAB 24,7 (early 3rd cent.

A.H*); ibid.* 3?9? 59#2; Grohmann, TWA 3,8; AO xviii/3,
113?4; APRL II 8,4j ibid., VI 7,7; VI 21,12 (all c.
or presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.)*
The reverse sequence of e3.ements is rare:

L/

"what we wish and pray to
2
God for" Jahn 1,13 (late 1st - early 2nd cent. A.H.) T
t

"send it to me!" Grohmann,

Studi ... Calderlni ... II,508,5;

*V c/9

"you sent it to me" APEL V 292,3 (both 3rd cent.
A.H.).
ii. But should the complement introduced by bi- not be a
pronominal suffix, then the tendency is for the
/ &

(read

so

element to precede:
with

$6lf)

<yl

cJ> ^ — H

^

cSs-JLs-S

"and I ask that you send me that powder" Grohmann,
TWA 1,3;

J^C

"and write to me.

(}^

about what they owe!" APRL II 8,7 (a text quoted
already above b,i);

^

U \

^

"send me the slave girl at once!" ibid., VI 1,5/6 ;
J>

^JLA** cJX> I IMj "and I am sending you the

rest" ibid., 7111 8,4 (all e* or presumably c. 3rd
cent* A.H,).
An exception is provided by

U.Aj?

(j)J LL* c\J-j

"and sent that to us quickly!" AO xviii/3,117,7 (3rd
cent. A.H.).

This, however* is something, perhaps,

of a borderline case since dhalik here occurs in place
of an expected pronominal suffix

( cf.

^ 225).

A grammatically definite prepositional phrase precedes
the grammatically Indefinite noan to which it serves
3
as attribute : per naps one may include here
(Ji
“that he should find a way against you"
WZKM xxxii,

278, 15/6 (101 A.H.) and

"&nd I he aid no news of him" DAB Ir, 10
4
(late 3rd cent* A.H.*) .
5
Reversal of components in the ma ... min construction
is not at all common;
cyJy y

U

I have noted only

cy'J^

c-y);> ^

"you know how much time has

passed" PSR iii I, 5/6 (91 A.H*)*

Very common is

lit/

"also" preceding the word
1
(or sentence) to which it refers : APEL VI 401 passim

(2nd cent, A.E.);

C

r

t

"

a

n

d

two

dinars" ibid., II 117,5;
"and also a jujube-coloured robe" ibid., VI 391, 8/9
(both 2nd~3rd cent. A.H.);

£? *

ajbj\ sX>\ "and my son Hasan has also paid
\
% o .
you four dirhams" ibid., VI 416,9 (3rd cent. A.H.).

Further:

APEL VI 368 passim; 372,5 and 6; 385,11;

388,6; Grohmann, TWA 15,14; ibid., no. 27 jassim;
APRL XI 10,7; WZKM 54, 51, 4 (all 3rd cent. A.H.);
APEL I 68, 21; ibid., 70, 27; 71, 34 (all 459 A.H.)
and elsewhere frequently.

In CA subordinate clauses introduced by hxna "when"
1 •
generally stand after the main clause ; in the

Aphrodito papyri this occurs also as NPAE XII,T
(90 A.H.); £SR ill 11,22,35 (91 A.H.), hut hXna clauses are also attested there in. initial position;

Ijp oJ/ [>0 0^1 ] j
M
inspected (of.
delay (sending)

^304 n.2)

[any]

[and whjsn

you have

[the shirts, do not]
of them!1' PAE Y,6~8 (90 A.H.)

Yery rarely does the apodosis of a conditional clause
precede the protasis :
in the papyrus mentioned at

j

ijlO

n.11,6/7, translated hy Hinds and Sakkut, JEA 61,
242 as; so preserving your "blood and property if
you fulfil

Jitj

tr.

302
1
DIFFERENT CONSTRUCTIONS IN PARALLEL MEMBERS

^337
2

Different tenses in co-ordination :
a. Perfect and imperfect alternate in the apodosis of
a temporal clause :
j *j

£u-

^

' '->'j

"and when I get the garment

I shall deliver it to him and take the dinars from
him” APEL V 307,5 (4th cent. A.H.).
b.

’’if" followed by a negated jussive is continued
4
__
by the perfect :
4
(
y^-'
(J^j "and
q)\

if you do not sell, and find..." DAB 2,13 (probably
205-*6 A.H.) and similarly ibid., 11.14/5.
c. For the alternation of imperfect and imperative s.
fo.38 b,ii.
d. For the alternation of optative perfect and imperfect
s. |l38c,iii,iv.

^33 8
Suppression of pronominal suffixes;
a. A pronominal object appears with only the second of
1
r
the two verbs governing it :
3
^ O 3
"and if he is unable to
sell (it) in the land, then let him take it to
Pustat" PSR iii 11,32/3 (91 A.H:).
b. In CA., when two nouns are shared by one pronominal
suffix, that suffix should appear with both nouns;

30 3
if one occurrence of the suffix is suppressed, it is
generally absent from the second noun..

Suppression

of the pronominal suffix on the first of two co2
ordinated nouns is rare * 1 note this phenomenon
only in the late text DAB 56, 2/3 (6th cent* A.H.):

^ [JLPyi

^

Lj>

cs^-

^

"he must see to (his) needs and attend fully to his
affair " *

0339
Infinitives or ordinary substantives alternate with
1
an(na)- clauses :
...
/ /
6'
.

-

"and we would like you to delay the
matter ... and to inform (us) of your news and state
of health" BAB Ir, 16/7 (late 3rd cent. A.H.)5

cJs-X—

j

"and you mentioned ...

^j>\ ...

thematter of the grain and

the urgency of the need youhave for
should borrow for you ..."
[. • « J j I*--' $)1

it, and that

I

APEL V 29-1,10;
^

(J vMl} (

"and inform him of the confusion of his condition
and that the travellers (?)

[...*]
L.

" ibid., 307v,2

(both 4th cent. A.H.).

^340
“I
^

- j*

Syndetic and a syndetic clauses alternate :
yJ

(Xa)^

*<•

6^ Ir-^^

^ <— '^ ^

"I have ordered the granary officials to receive >..
and not to exceed it by any amount" BS.R iii III, 362

40 (91 A.H.) ;^ lli\

( ^124a)^j> cy ^ p

j nlibo c/

"that he should release him and not enjoin him to

stay" APEL 7 290,4 (3rd cent. A.H.).
examples at

Cf. also the

Sl53b»

CONTAMINATION

Some phenomena which may he explained as having arisen
through blend of two constructions have already been
noted in the preceding sections (as
300); cf. also

j>^149a; 274 REM.;

3J

^

"so I cannot tell what of that is true and what is
false" APEL III 150,10/11 (90 A.H.), which seems to
represent a contamination of
/
with
*i/j)

(t)dx
J&j

cj'y

.

^J

*1

1
1 It is not a practical course to attempt the separation
of orthography from phonetics; in a work of this kind
the two are so closely bound together that they are best
treated as one, cf. 31au, ASP, 61 n.3* A work on the
history of Arabic orthography is in preparation by W.Diem,
Sr Orientalia 45 (1976), 260.
2 For the system of diacritics to be found in these texts
s. Grohmann, Ally erneine Einfflhrung , 70f f ,; FY/AP, 82ff.
and Abbott, Rise, 3&j?T7 Decipherment is also beset with
other serious problems of a palaeographical nature; two
of these are mentioned at $|55; 85c,i.
3 S. e.g. Bell, Greek Papyri in the British Museum IV;
Kdmondon, P a p y r u e oa "and" FessanaT, passim, "alT of which
are rich in transcriptions from Arabic. For nomlna propria
s. littmann's appendix to Preisigke, Namenbuch; Vieuser,
Personennamen , Illff. (Coptic) and V/utHnow,' Die semitischen
HeTnsch ennam en.
4 Violet, Psalmfragment, to be dated probab3.y before rather
than after 30C “A .if.; . on it Blau, ASP, 31. The few
extant examples of Arabic texts in Coptic letters are all
from a rather Jater period than that which concerns us
here; information on them will be found in a paper by J.
Blau to appear in the new Jerusalem Journal of Arabic
and Ielamio Studies. For tne earliest known examples"of
k arsFunl s. Blau, Emergence, 42 n.l. Arabic texts in
Roman script, such as the~"£[uranic fragments published by
K.V.Zetterstden, he M onde Oriental v (1911), 39ff. all
belong to periods’ later than"”300™T.H.; the recently found
specimens of Arabic in South .Arabian characters, on the
other hand,, probably fall within the period studied here,
R, Ch.Robin, Semi tic a xxvi (1976), l8*8ff. It is a pity,
therefore, that~”th”eir linguistic yield is so meagre.
5 B.g. Nessana 60,13 (54 A.H.)
J iiu m .x x w

u j.

n . a u j. '- " ,

« u .

tm s u

u j

v (><<j?h/i’’the two
u - x 'u i ju iic ii iij . ,

o a m

u .

u ..

v

zt u •

bvz, Gesellschuft ix.7. The same phrase appears” also in
6 The philological implications of these transcriptions

7.or m e sou no. peoi.ern ox. eaxuy /u’ctuxu ttwaj. o ue oci.ixcu.
investigation, Inal a is discussed by Earabacek, LIFER 5,
5Sff» and the trarlsoriptionsof Theophanes by Wellhausen,
Fachr. v. <3. kflniff.l. Gesell.d. Wispy zu Gdttingen, Phil.FI'srT ICl., ‘19017 ^F5.fF* Violet’s PsalmTraginent was
examined in detail by the editor IilmBhTf j” cbTs. 22ff.
The investigation of the transcriptions of the Nessana
papyrj by Issefiin, An??,, of heeds Untv* Or. doc. vii, 17f f .
is not ve
satisfactory. One of the very few attempts
to eiuoi.date a problem of Arabic phonology by systematic

inference to transcriptions was made by Ivi.Rodinson in
1141-anges Marcel Cohen (The Hague-Par is, 1970), pp, 298.119 r

1 Of. Blau, ASP, 62/3.
2 It is hardly an occurrence of the plural af'"hi as iden
tified by Corriente, JSS 20, 47/8, The papyrus quoted
here also appears in AO v i , 148 n.3. For bliis word cf.
§ 8?d,ii.

3 Cited '.FWAP, 96; Grohmann, Einftihr u n g , 106 and 110^99. The
development here is siyaf T^he CTT plural) > *syat
a syaf, with the elision o f the short vowel in the initial
open syllable of siyaf. It is clear that we are not
dealing here with.' a__direct morphological transfer from
the plural form fjcal >■ af1
c al (for which s. 31.au, ASP,
228); such a process could have yielded only a swat, an
attested CA alternative.
That all these examples occur after numerals, as is also
the case with some of those cited by Blau, loc* cit.,
could suggest that they bear some affinity to the pheno
menon described at ^95b.

4 On the other hand,

®
"quittance"
( < baraba)Abbott,
Fayyum 1,11 (335 A.H.) does not belong here; read:
with Dietrich, Islam 25,139. From. s. later period cf. e.g.
cases such as
t
"Muhammad", Littnann, Arabic
Inscriptions 98,1 (646 A.H.;.

5 Blau, ASP, 62
6 Blau, ASP, 104

£3.3; 157ff.

^57; 223

£ll.6.1.5; 105

£ll6; 237/8 £l31.

£ll,6.2. S3M.; 229

jll7.

7 Of. in general Blau, Emergence , 124 and note also the
spellings discussed by Abbott, SALP 111,80; R.B.Serjeant,
JTOJS 36 (1977), 57/8; Corriente, Sketch, 57,top.
8 The same word, however, is spelled regularly elsewhere
in the document.
9 The woild is-unclear in Pl.xiv;
"J inform you'1.
10 APR! VIX 15,3

one would prefer to read

(c,3rd cent. A.H.) is not an example; read:

IX This example belongs also to

^27e.

12 Is this perhaps an instance of invo.lut.io ( ^ 54a) ? A
further example is found in the"”&ehiza document ed. S.D.
Goitein, Bret a-Israel 10 (1971), 107,1 (.c, 1039 A.D.);
0
'‘his e"nemies,r (as well as elsewhere :m documents
from the Cairo G-eniza).
13 The expected form, however,

occurs in II. 5,9*

&
1 Literature on imala is listed "by Cantineau, E£]il££.» 97.
S. further H.fleisck, El (second ed.) s.vn^ L^ala. The

whole subject is now t.reated by Levin, Imala 7’
2 The details concerning imala in Y i o l e V s Psahm fragm ent
have been worked out in a separate paper.; i giVe~~here
only the results of that investigation.
3 Thepe are the seven sounds traditionally said to^prevent
imala; s. e.g. Sibawaihi II, 285ff-; Cantineau, Etudes,
*237^8; Fleiseh, Traite, 226/7; Levin, Imala, 15ffT~
4 S. e.g. Bergstr&sser, Bamaskujs, 23Jf•; Cantineau, Palmyre
I, 44ff.; idem, Horan, 8o*7~”875ff. ; E t u d e s , 30, 87; Blanc,
North Palestinian Arabic, 53ff.; Levin, Imala, 223ff.
5 S. e.g. Cantineau, Etud e s , 48ff. and the literature
listed there; further’ Blanc, North Palestinian Arabic,
62ff.; Jiha, Bismisxin, 124/P.; Levin, Imala, 2l 7fT. for
1 s. e.g. C.A.Ferguson, Language 32 (1955T7 446ff.
6 S. e.g.
Etudes,

Cantineau, Palmyre I, 64/5; idem, H~oran, 1 2 8ff.;
74; Levin, I m H a , 214ff.

/

7 S. e.g. E.Mattsson, Etudes phonologiques sur le dialecte
arabe vulgaire de Beyrouth (second ed. , "Upsal, 19*11),
F777I; Cantineau, Palmyre I, 69; Blanc, North Palestinian
Ar a b i c , 72.
8 In some of the examples several of these factors are at
work together, while in others it is hardly possible
to discern why or why not imala should occur in any par
ticular case within these categories. This is closely
paralleled by tht? present-day situation, where the data
concerning the occurrence of tafkhim and the concomitant
qualitative changes in the vowels seldom admit of any
neat systematization. One notes with interest in this
connection the remark of Jiha, BismizzTn, 125, himself
a native speaker of Arabic: "Ich~lnuss aber anmerken, dass
ich selber in vielen F&llen nicht eindeutig feststellen
kann, ob ein r emphatisch ist oder nicht".
9 S. e.g. Yollers, Yolkssprache, 129; Brockelmann, GYG 1,561
Rabin, AvVA, Index s .vTjF'e'rguaon, Language 35, 621/2;
A.Bloch, ZDIJCr 117 (1967), 22ff.; CcEen, E t u d e s , 120/1.
10 So Blau, ASP, 64.
11 On this effect of

s. e.g.

Brockelmann,

GYG- I, 195.

12 It is not impossible that
]
^78,53 is also an example of our phenomenon; for i. being
written with
t ' in this text s. Yiolet, col.35 and
Blau, ASP, 64. It may, on the other hand, also reflect
the prefix y a - 0
13 The quality of short
vowels in the Psalrafragment is
discussed in greater
detail by the ed. himself cols. 33ff«
and by Blau, ASP 63/4.
14 In this particular example the u may simply be the result

of assimilation to m; cf* Blau, ASP, 64 n*12y and, for
another instance, below $49f. Such assimilations are
rare also in JA, for an example similar to this s *
S.D. Goitein. A Mediterranean Society I (Berkeley and Los
Angeles,1967) ,~”4'3TliT39» and £or"Th e "principII.e Brockel
mann. GVG I, 199/200«.

f4
1 For the same phenomenon in ASP s. Blau, ASP, 69/70; note,
however, that the expected
6>V occurs in the following
line.
2 Blau,ASP, 70.
3 The spelling of the future marker sa as sa, frequent in
ASP (Blau, ASP, 68/9), does not seem to he represented
in the papyri, where only sa occurs, as APRL XV 34,2
(presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H*).
C)Lqpi
"right"
Semitic a iv ,68,7 (mid 3rd cent, A.H.) doe.s not belong to
this paragraph; read:
^ with W. Marcais apud
Semitica v,103*
4 For the long voTwel in the first syllable of this word
s . especially R. Bo z y , Bictionnaire d^taille des noms
des vetements chez les arabes ^-jnsTerdamj TB4TJT 32 and
also lane, LexTcon T/TT?~33a; Barthdlemy, Dictlonnaire,
10. For a JA example from 1080 A.D. s. E7T7~ v/orman,
JQR xx (1907-8), 458 ult*
On the other hand, I prefer to read
at APEL V 3.89,5 (3rd cent. A.H.).

\

for

"0 my father” Grohmann, TV/A 10,2 (2nd — 3rd cent.
A.H.) is presumably to be read
with FWAP,147,
ult. Scriptio plena of jg seems to be unrecorded for
ASP, and in J‘A is rather uncommon s. Blau, JA,23*
7 Cf. Blau, ASP,73*
8 For it s. Blau, ASP, 71 n.45; Corriente, Sketch, 42
(Spanish Arabic).
9 This could theoretically also be a plural, but probability
is on the side of the interpretation given here. For a
similar problem of identification s. Blau,ASP, 72.
10 Comparison with recto col. B,14 and col.A,16,20 of the
same document, all of which read
, makes it
impossible to regard these examples as containing a
pluralc On the other hand
^SR iii,II,6 (91
A.H.) and
APRL I 5,9 Cist cent. A.H., s. FV/AP,
173) are certainly plurals rather than duals.
11 For it s, Blau, Emergence» 33 n.l; idem, ASP,73 n.55;
Corriente, Sketch, “59 n. This example is apparently the
earliest yet found* It occurs also in the much later
Geniza document T-S 10J27*7v.
12 The ed. princeps of this document, Grohmann, TV/A no.10
does not indicate that the MS reads
BJA not
.

1 For this spelling in JA,s. Blau^ JA* *57. It doubt
less reflects a pronunciation huwa (huwwa) or some
thing similar,, for which cf* Kofler, AZKM xlvii,
254; Rabin, At.Va , 71 and the references given there*
2 For this spelling (representing llayya or something
similar) cf. Blau, ASP, 75/6.

$
1 For the dating of this document s. Abbott, Rise, 15/6 n»
89, accepted by Grohmann, APEL IV,251*
2 S. also the Coptic version, 1*8* Further examples in
Wellhausen, Nachr* v. _d. J^nigl. Gesell. d. W1 ss« zu
Gdttingen, Phil .-hi st 0 EX .7^901 ,T"4ir.

s
1,S* above
$3a and Blau, ASP, 65* Cf* in general for the
reflection of imala in transcriptions Karabacek, MPER
5, 59ff*
2 Brockelmann, GYG 11,277 n.l finds Imala reflected in the
writing
iS^'
or'’ * D°r which s. j>15d.
There seems no rea3_ need for such a view.
3 On this feature in JA s. Blau, JA,19; idem, Emergence,
73; Goitein, op. cit., above }3 n.14, 422 n.BTT*
4 This word occurs as
aJ* W APEL I 58,10; 59,9 (both
341 A.H.) and as
ibid., 57,15
(also 341 A.H.). One cannot, however, quite excludejbhe
possibility that this spelling may represent not tibaCa
with imala but tabi^a (which appears in APEL I 6T7T4
from ’4p T~A*H.) with scriptio plena with J4b.
*

*>i*w
w
upiw
iw
«Iii*m
i i iim

dtei—
ii/m
ia»M
im
*

J

8
1. S. Brockelmann, GVG I, 203J fh. Ndldeke, Kurzgefasste
Syrische Grammatik , (second ed., L e i p z i g " y W ;
idem, hand5 ische~~Grammatik
(Halle, 1875), $20;
J* CatJtnTi^dT'TTJ TO a i i i i T lI (Paris, 1932), 212.
2 This, however, perhaps reflects
(■)U-r':
'

JI^/1/0 rather than

3 Similarly, this name may well be £ o \ o u u j v
/•pL&— *

rather than

4 S. the lists in A. Socin, 2DMG 53 (1899), 496/7;
G. Kampffmeyer, ibid., 54 (1900), 634 ff. and E* Littmann,
Stud la Or lent all a Xoanni Pedersen .Dieat a (Hauniae,
19537? ISi/Tand cf. a3.so Rhodokanakis, pofar II,210/1*.
A list of such names occurring in Geniza texts can be
found in S.D. Goitein, Studies in Islamic History and

Institutions

(Leiden, 1966), 327*

9 S. Brockelmann, GVG I, 394; Rabin, AVA, 29
Traitd, 453/1*

and Fleisch,

*
1 S. e.g. the references in Blau, ASP, 65 n.19; Brockel
mann, GVG I, 74/5.
2 Blau, ASP, 65 REM.
3 S.

|47b ff. and. cf. Blau, ASP, 117.

4 Cf* Blau, ASP, 117 and also Grohmann, APEL I, 197'* Not
much, can be inferred from the shortening of interrogative
ma, common in CA (Wright X, 274/5), which is also,
lEough rarely, attested in the papyri: Khoury 13&>3
(229 A.H*).
5 Cf* in general, Brockelmann, GVG I, 75/6; Blanc, North
Palestinian Arabic, 30, 44ff., and for JA Blau,
XSnergence, 7X1 ~ ’
6 This is suggested for ASP by Blau, ASP, 66 and for an
earlier period cf* idem, Emergence, 124 (to which s*
Addenda 215 )* 125 n.l.
7 S. Villmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 80. n.l, 81 n.2;
Bergstrflsser, Lama skua , 29/3of Xrotzfeld, Syr isch —
Arabische Gramma.tix, 10 referring to j6 4c and the
examples in Cowell, Reference Grammar, 226ff*, 230. Cf.
also Blau, Pseudo-Corrections, 101 n.298 and, for JA,
idem, JA, 107.
8 Perhaps these cases, and the many like them, simply
represent the defective orthography mentioned in Wright
I, 257 REM. a, In favour of scriptio defectiva could
also be adduced e.g. PAP IX, T/1T (90™AlUT)'""where
and
V—
"nails'* appear in adjacent lines* I
have no statistics, but I have the impression that it is
only later, in the 3rd cent. A.H., that the fuller
spelling of these words with alif becomes at all common,
and even then the spelling without alif is much more
frequent *
9 That the singular of this word is generally written not
could again be seen as an argument in
favour of scriptio defectiva rather than the shortening
of the long vowel* This might even by quite likely in
a word of such frequent occurrence cf. Blau, Emergencet
71/2 n.4. For
j> of. ibid., 124.
10 For the dating s. ^6 n.l.
11 The spelling of these names with alif is fairly un
common, and some of the examples in the editions are
simply misprints; s_q e.g. APEL VI 392, end (3rd cent®.
A.H*); Abbott, Fayyum 11,14 (336 A.H.)*
12 Examples in PVAP, 88; Grohmann, Elnfflhrung, 100 and Blau,
Emergence. 124,

73—5» and also Khoury, 27• X am unable to agree with
the opinion of Grohmann, Blnf thirimg, 101 that this
feature occurs "nur selten'1 Isimilarly PvVAP, 88); much
nearer the truth is his corrected statement HO, 96,
that it is "hihrfig belegt".
2 For the later frequency of scriptlo plena s * ^9 n.8.
3 Some of the words listed here appear also in Blau, ASP,
77/8
4 This example may alternatively exhibit the singular of
the counted noun after the numerals 3~1C ( ^ 203b,i
)
5 The same word is cited from earlier documents by Groh
mann, Binfdhrung, 101 and FWAP, 88.
6 As in Quranic orthography, GQ 111,32/3*
7 For some of the names here cf. Wright 1,10; scriptlo
defectiva of proper^names also occurs in later times,
s. e.g. Guest, Kindi, 52.
8 Cf. Wright I, 10.
9 I d.o not understand Grohmann*s pointing of this word as
\j > J\
in the re-editions of this text APEL III 148
21 and FWAP, 127,21.
10 I clearly recall having seen this form elsewhere on
coins or glass weights but am unable at present to
locate the examples. Cf. ^73c.
11 Another example is found in an unpublished papyrus (141
A.H.) citing Quran 16,91
Jr
* This document
is to be edited in the near future by IvT. Hinds and
H. Sakkut ; meanwhile a translation by them
is
given apud Plu.mley, JEA 61, 241 ff. I should like to
thank Dr M. Hinds for making his transcript of this
text available to me.
S. further for some Quranic
examples Grohmann, Islam 33,226.
12 For it s. Blau, ASP, 79 n.33; further idem,Emergence,
71, 124 , 125 n.; Wlllmore, Spoken. Arabic. of E g M ,
8 n.2; Khoury, 27 where more examples are given.
13 For this word cf. Wright 1,10 REM. a { 254 REM. a.

DAB, 11. In later times this spelling oecomes quire
common in Maghrebi MSS.

1 8. the bibliography listed by Blau, ASP, 8l:a.- and also
Bittner, Brief Christi, 1 9 0 ; Khoury, 25/6,
Included
here are those formations from verba tertiae inf.
ending in -an spelled in GA with yao
““

2 Cf, PSH iii, 20 n.3*
3 Cf. Blau, ASP, 82/3* Is imala ( J*7b') responsible for
this spelling or is the phenomenon one of hyper-correction
(cf. ^21 n. 4) ?
4 This spelling, however, is also known from CA sources,
s, Blau, ASP, 83* For another similar a.lternation of
spelling within GA s, Wright I, 214> REM, b_ for which
cf. Rabin, AWA, 70.
5 Recorded already by Blau, Emergence ■ 125»
6 Of. Blau, ASP, 8_3 and Wright I, 11 Rem. c. It is
possible that imala ( ^7b) is a contributory factor to
this spelling.
7 All the examples known to me are given in this paragraph.
In other branches of Arabic, too, it Is rather scarce;
in ASP it occurs only “very rarely'1 (Blau, ASP, 83)*
8 Read so! The correct reading appeared in Margoliouth1s
earlier publication of this text in Florilegium ...
de Yogdd, 408.
9 For
(V
I APR1 IV 2,4 (133 A.K.) the earlier publication of the document in Florilegium ... cle Yogtie „
409 offers
. The plate in neither publication
is clear. APRL IV 1,5 (136 A.H.) is also said to read
U 0 U* i
10 For which s. Blau, ASP, 237; Corriente, Sketch, 88 top
and below §9Xb* The form under discussion Tiere is
pointed
Uvr.
I without further ado by Blau, Emergence«
125, followed by idem, ASP, 237 n.178.

1 S. e.g. G-Q 111,41; Rabin, AWA, 105ff.; idem, apud
F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, Die Araber in her alien Welt
4 (Berlin, 1967)^ 8ff.; Pleisch, Trait*£7 2 1 h a n d esp
ecially A. Spitaler, WZKM 56 (19"6o 7 j 212fi.
It seems
rather doubtful whether this orthographic convention
should have anything to do with the subject of
J’8.

§
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1 Archaeologica Orientalia in Memoriam Ernst H e refold,
T5*81
Of rihLles , ibid - ,~n, 7* and talker, Catalogue II,
ciii.
For facalii instead of f acalxl s. ^F7‘
b.

2 S. G-Q III, 33ff.

*9

3 This is probably to bo judged in accordance with a 9?
(cf* GQ IIIr24/?)* Of. also Fleisch, Traifd. 170A
for which s. Blau, PSOAS xxxv, 482/3*
4 As in .Blau, ASP,. 79/80*

1 As in ASP; s. Blau, ASP, 67*
2 On this raise s._Brockelmann, GVG 1,58? Blau, ASP, 94
and Ftick, cArabiya, 64/5*

n.47

3 For ay > ]a in general cf • Babin, AY/A, 65/6,88, and for
this word” in particular, Fleisch, Traitd , 69n.
4 Cf. Blau, Emergence, 75; ASP, 93 n.41, 100 n*93*
5 Cf. Blau, ASP,71.
6 On
s. Brockelmann, GVG_JEI, 277n. who regards the
spelling as a reflection of imala (cf* §7 n.2); GQ III,
49, 56/7, 255; Babin, AY/A, lTQ™where the explanation is
offered that the alif is intended to obviate the pronun
ciation shi; Blau, “Script a 222; ideirij Emerge nee, 127
and various works of Grohmann: APEL X'7”TB"4; F.7AP, 88;
Einfdhrung, 101 and HO,96 „ For the pronunciation shay
suggested ’here cf. the alternation -jayy / “
El known from
a number of modern dialects as e.g. Blanc, North
Palestinian Arabic, 74.

Z 6
1 Violet, col. 32: "Diese Zeichen sind meist so undeutlich
und verblichen, dass nur leichte Schatten zu sehen sind
und man deshalb nicht viel Gewicht auf dieselben legen
darf. Ich miJchte selber auf Existenz Oder Nichtexistenx
einiger dieser H&kchen und Strichelchen nicht schwdren.,T
2 Also, the occurrence in ASP of facalTl for CA f ac'aliI
Cibid., 480) could with more probability be understood
in the light of the development fac alll > fa.r-alTl
( $9c) and thus be seen as example’s of 'oxytbne stress
of the Eastern typer

3 Cf. e.g. Cantineau, Etudes, 120.

1 For this fairly widespread tendency in spoken Arabic
cf. e.g. Sp i11a-Bey, Grarnmatlk, 21.
2 S. Blau, ASP, 66 REIvI. 3)*
3 To what extent final geminates were simplified cannot
be estimated; against the assumption of.- the possible
(but by no means certain) reconstruction of
cr""" as
shajfyr suggested at $161.
nven, however, if this

1 For isolated occurrences in ASP s. Blau, ASP
13«2 (with a different explanation in n.134), and for
modern dialects e.g0 Bergstr&sser, Bamaskus , 36; Blanc,
North Palestinian Arabic, 60; idem, Negev, 116. 122.
For Spanish ’Arabic’
* s. Corriente, Sketch, 38/ 9*
2 References in CPR III, 310 s.v. 'This name is also
written with final & as PERF 79 (65-86 A.H.) cited by
Becker, PSR iii, 103 n.6.

1 Grohmann, Btnftihrung, 104: "Hamza ist nicht ber&cksichtigt". Loss of the glottal stop is further clearly
indicated by the occasional pointing of yah as kursT
with two dots, as e.g. in the papyrus mentioned above
& 10 n.ll, 1.20: tL
^ "of our slaves" (cf. Blau,
ASP, 84 n.4). For a general account of the situation
in the early material s. Blau, Emergence t 125/6 and for
a survey of the similar- state olT’aFfairs prevailing in
Spanish Arabic, Corriente, Sketch, 58f£h
2 S. the references inpl.au, ASP,84 n.2 and the literature
cited throughout ibid./? ill; for modern dialects s. e.g
Cantineau, Etudes , 84/5.
3 S. the scanty documentation in Grohmann., Ally erneine
Einftihrung, 73; FWAP, 233 n.327 and Khoury 1 o 722. An
additional instance of the hamza sign seems to occur
in BAB 32,5 (c. 314 A.H.). S. also SALP 111,6 (where
the editor's dating to the 3rd cent, A.H. seems to me to
be far too early) and 7. I am not at all convinced that
a hamza is marked in SALP 11,2 as stated to be the case,
and nor do I see an example in SALP 111,1. Karabacek
appears to have been in error in stating that hamza is
written "in der ursprtinglichen Form als P " in PERF
735 = SALP 111,2. Ali(’?) other cases are simply edito
rial additions.
4 This is very likely true also of ASP, pace Blau, ASP,
84.
5 For the West-Arabian dialects without the glottal stop
s. Rabin, A.VA, 130ff.. and the references given there;
Fleisch, Tralte, 113/4; for the absence of the glottal
stop being reflected by CA orthography s. e.g. already
Ewald, Grammatica I, 49; Wright I, 72/3n.; Fleisch, op.
cit. 98ff;
6 Cf. Wright I, 24 $22 REM. a; Blau, ASP, 105 and Addenda
622; Guest, Kindi, 54.
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7 This document' is rather sensitive about hamza; for
Ll>P j
of 1. 5 s. below b 21c „
8 Cf, also
'w
"you hare read it" APEL V 301,4 (3rd
cent A.H.), which, if the reading is correct, is pre
sumably a blend between GA
*0)} and vernacular
( | 79a).
9 Pace David-Weill, Ibn Walib I,v where more examples are
given, followed by Grohmann, FWAP, 233 n.327.
10 Cf. Yollers, Volkssprache, 86. This wordealso appears
in the list of words spelled with alif fasila in Blau,
ASP, 128 top*

20
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 86 and the literature given there, and
also above ^10a, REM.B,
2 I cite this example from an unpublished papyrus of the
Nessana archive (recto - Nessana no.77) as read from a
photograph (no.13.373) supplied by the Israel Dept, of
Antiquities and Museums, whose kind assistance is hereby
acknowledged. On this word cf. Ndldeke, Neue Beitrlge,
217 n. 3, and, for iy > i, Schen, JSS 17, 235.
3 For this word cf. Blau, ASP, 86 n,13 and below

^79b.

4 Cf. Blau, ASP, 87.
5 For similar spellings of this word within CA s. e.g.'
A.J.Wensinck et al., Concordance et Indices
I
(Leiden, 3.936), 149/50 and for a discussion of words
of this kind Blau, ASP, 87/8 HEM, In this particular
example it is difficult to know whether the form
has arisen as a result of adaptation'to a root IIlw, or
from the analogy of cases such as j jj>
<
ej-> "part",
where the final waw is apparent].y of anaptyctic origin
and coloured by the u of the first syllable (Blau, loc.
cit,). For ASP the former possibility is made unlikely
by the fact that there roots IIlw have already merged
with Illy. But for the papyri this need not be the case,
for here,” to judge from the available material, it seems
that the category of Illy < IIlw does not (yet?) exist
($82a). On the face of it, therefore, the way seems
open to explain
in this example as a direct
result of the development Illy > IIlw, which took place
before the category of verba tertiae waw had disappeared.
However, despite the lack of documented cases and in
view of the general affinity of the language of the
papyri to .A8P and other varieties of Middle Arabic, I
on more inclined to ascribe this absence of any example
of IIlw > Illy in the earlier material to nothing
more than chance. Accordingly, analogy of the type
> jj i>is to bo considered the more probable explanation,
6 Chi ted by Blau, Emerge nee, 125. Perhaps the commonest
word of this class viz,T~^j> "part" I find only in the
very late text Jo3am i, 242 ult. (13'th. - l'lth cent. A.D.?

cf. ibid., 23d and Dietrich, Dr 0genh and el, 5)* Cthor
examples can be found•in al-Kindi, ETt 5b Klmjye0
al-cItr Vvat-tagc i'd'at, ed. K. Barbers , Abb.
‘“ K s d .
K r g . ‘xxx (“Leipzig, 1948), passim (in a "IS, dated 405
A.H.) and s* G.Bergstr&sser, Islam:,ca 4 (1931), 298 n.2,
299 n.5; Corriente, Sketch, 60.
"his share"
(acc.), however, possibly occurs in APEL V 354,2 (3rd 4th. cent. A.H.).
7 Cf. Blau., ASP, 88.
8 S. e.g. the list in Khoury, 22/3. For the absence of
final short vowels s. above £2a.
9 The final hamza of this word printed by the editor,
as also in the republication of the text by Grohmann,
FWAP, 124/5 is not, of course,in the original (cf.
above £19 n.3). The same is true of many other examples,
and it is not necessary to point this out on every
occasion.

1 For the coalescence of these two endings s. the
literature in Blau, ASP, 88 n*22 and Fleisch, Traitd
318/9 and for the suffixed forms cf. Blau, ihidT, 89",
and also GQ 111,55; Schen JSS 17,235;_Blau, Emergence,
125. For possible cases of alif maqgura in this position
spelt not with alif but with” yao s .
R3T.I.
2 3. Jl9 n.3.
3 These two examples are cited by Blau, Emergence, 125*
For the latter cf. also idem. ASP, 89 n*2bl however,
the word may also b.e read
a3 also Khoury, 142,17
(229 A.H*). Conversely orhg
umy hope" is a possible
reading of AO xviii/3y 116,5 (3rd cent* A.H*) for the
editor’s
J*
.
4 Cf* Blau, ASP, 90 and the literature quoted in n.28;
further Schen, JSS 17,235 (a_3 > 1 spelled with vaQ):
Khoury 26/7 and cf. N&ldeke, Sur Grammatik, Kaohtrage,
n.3 to y.6.- Whether this spelling has anything to do
with imala (s* §7\> and Blau, lac* cit.) seems to me,
at least as far as the papyri are concerned, very doubt
ful* If the reason were of a phonetic nature, one -would
certainly expect it to be applied more consistently, and
such an assumption would not we3.1 explain how spellings
of the same word should occur with both alif and yab in
the same document. The reason is rather__to be sought
in the circumstance that after alif meindo da and alif
maq sura had merged, either ending could he"spelled in
either manner* Alif generally prevailed ( 5112, 20c), and
the writing of alif mam duda with yah is very orobably to
be accounted_a pseudo—correction: a false restitution of
CA alif maqsura spelled with ya0 into a word in which it
never properly belonged.
5 Cf* Dozy, Supplement II, 462 s.v,; Guest,. Kind:!; 53* For
another spelling of this word s. $47g.
6 Cited by Blau, Emergence, 3.25.
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7 As also in ASP, Blau, ASP, 91f«
8 Cf. Brockelmann BVO 1,460.
9 S. the discussion in Blau, JA ? 28 n.XO and ASP,90/1 n*30.
Bannay forms also occur in the Maghrib (Mar^ais Tlencen,
'jyyrii is unlikely that they have any direct bearing on
the matter discussed here, presumably being rederived
from the pi. bann'ayin.
10 For this and other spellings of this word s.

§ 6lg.

11 Of. from a very much later period (746 A.H.) The spelling
in Ii. van Berchem, Materiaux pour un
Corpus Ins crip thorium Arabic arum I (Paris, X503~J no"! 138.
12 For these suggestions s. Blau, ASP, 90/1 n.30 and foi*
diphthongization of final -a cf. further, Fleisch, Traits,
318 n.l.
13 Cf., mutatis mutand!a, e.g. Fleisch, Traite, 105/6.
14 Whether one can infer from this that the absolute form
was
is very doubtful. Admittedly, the spelling
runs counter to
§ 25a according to which aba > a., but
y here is perhaps due to the influence of forms such as
, themselves the result of the shift Hip. >
( £ 79a), but also influenced in this case by the antonym
.P
for which cf. Blau, 10S v i , 154). Cf. also
5 24a, end.
15
16

S.

e.g.Wright I, 157;

183/4REM. a;188/9REM c; 194.

Or
is it perhaps ahyper-correction?Cf. the discussion
of
in Blau, ASP, 121 REM. and Addenda,623;
as alif mamduda had merged with alif maqgura in the papyri
as well T 1 21a5*s ^he same explanation could "also apply
here.

17 S. on this word DAB,181, and for the phenomenon in
question, as well as the sources cited ibid., n.l, further
e.g. ZgLhrt akhshari, Mufas gal» 74
230 *. Lis an al-cArab
(Beirut, ly55f.) 1,21; Howell, i^rajnmar ft.X
. f 230
and Fleisch, Traite, 133, which also 'deal with
> w/y
before the suTfTx of the dual.
18 This is the form that exists in most modern dialects, e.g.
Egyptian, s. V/illmore, Spoken Arabic, of Egypt, 61. It
would be most unrealistic to take' ,the .firstya3 in these
cases as the .kors^ ^°r hamaa, s. £24a.

022
1 Cited by Blau. Em ergenc e » 125, and s^. for this feature
Br o cke I m a n n , 6-VO X 'I T ' f 6ant ine a u , 'Etudes , 82; FI e i s c h ,
Trai t e , 106 as well as the literature cited by Blau,
ASP, 170 n.130.
In view, however, of-the rarity of
total assimilations of hamza in all varieties of the
language, one might well doubt whether the explanation
of this, and similar, forms is to be seen, as a straight-
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forward case of lotaman(a) !> tttaman(a) at all. It
'seems, per hap g , moriTTikely that after" the disappearance
of the glottal stop and lengthening of .the preceding
vowel ( § 20a)r it am an (a) ’
■> j.ttaman (a.) possibly- through
some kind of Quanfit.ltimetathese or, more probably
through adaptatxon~to^the^patteVn of verba primae waw
( i77b). for the alternation of forms of™th:i.s”’kindTcf*
Blau, ASP, 183* £82*
(I see now that a similar explan
ation haa been offered already by
Krotkoff, WZKM 59/
60 (1963/4)r 24C>/l.)
2 Possibly the second case described in
as well*

^23 belongs here

£>23
1 Of. Blau, ASP, 93» and for CA e.g.Cantineau, Etudes,
81; Fleisch, Traite, 116. For another treatment of
these forms s".$201, ’and for a general discussion of
hamza in final position Birkeland, Pa.u.salformen, 60ff.
and Xofler, 7/ZKil xlvii, 248ff.
2 On this name s. in detail A. Fischer, Isiarnica 1 (1924),
Iff., 365ff* and the references given there. Although
the glottal stop is lost here at the end of the wordf
this example could also belong to^24b.
3 Another possibility for this word is that the pronunciatio
was marr (s. e.g. Brockelmann, G-VG I, 157 after Toilers,
Volkssprache« 92;. Cantineau, Etudes, 82;Babin, AWA, 134;
"Fleisch, Traito, 106); but whether this is due directly
to the assimilation of hamza is quite another matter (cf.
£22 n.l). Cantineau,loc. cit.,even goes so far as to
claim that such cases Mne peuvent etre interpretbs autrement,,.
An alternative, even preferable, explanation
would be that after the loss of the final glottal stop
(i.e. maro > mar) the resultant form, like many other
biliterais, was adapted to the rhythmic pattern of roots
mediae gemlnatae by the doubling of the second consonant
Xfor the principle s* the literature in Blau, ASP, 72 n.50
Corriente, Sketch, 82).

1 Cf. Blau., ASP, 93 ff. and the literature cited ibid.,
n.42. For an example of yac < hamza provided with dots
s. above jl5 n.l.
2 Cfv Blau, AS}?, 93/4 and also Brockelmann, GVG I, 79;
Schen,4S3 17, 235; Corriente, Sketch, 83.
3 Cited already by Blau, Emergence, 125*
4 Cf. Blau, AS3?, 94: Cantineau, Etui es , 104; Schen, JSS 17,
236; Corriente, Sketch, 31. It seems most unlikely to
regard this feature 'entirely as scrlptlo ^defectiva of
a ( j 10): this factor may well, be operative in some cases,
but in general the phenomenon is one of phonetics, not of

orthography. Inc.Iderf.tally, the process outlined here is
formulated differently by M* Hartmann, OLZ xii (1909),
73n*, who prefers to understand e.g. halt < haijit.
•

t

#

•

5 This is a case where scriptio defectiva, widely employed
in this particular text, might provide a more plausible
explanation (cf. the preceding note)..
6 Another 1st century example is cited by Grohmann,
Binfilhrung, 3,01 from PER? 569 (as far as I know unpub
lished)*
7 for this word s.. DAB', 159 and Blau, ASP, 94- n.47.
occurs (unpointed) DAB 36,5 (3rd — 4th cent* A.H*).

lr-

8 Of. for this name Brockelmann, GVG I, 58;, Ftlck, cArablya ,
64/5 and Blau, ASP, 94 n*47*
9 S. however, the interpretation of B3.au, ASP, 94 n*50.
10 On it s. Blau, ASP, 94 n.48. According to Karabacek,
WZKM xi, 17,
n. nr. horn, of BAD 14,7 (404 A.H.) =
and. would therefore also belong here. Could the
n* pr. loc*
J s (hi vera. lectio) ZDI.IG 92, 122,3
(241 A.H.) for "which the editor ~~p7T2 6 , suggests Mad.van.
possibly be Tell ai-llada^in?
11 Equated with

by

Blau, ASP,

94*

12 Pace Blau, ASP,_94 n*49 this could well reflect
malayka
rather than malaJika. Net too much weight should be given
to t£e fact the
word is apparently
writtenwith
i and
not t; firstly,
for the reason cited above §16 n.l, and,
second3.y, because the statement of Kahle, Bib e1ttber setgungen, xiv, to the effect that 2 and y are always
differentiated (by t and i respectively) is something of
an exaggeration (cf. Violet, col.32).
13 S. the interpretation of Blau, ASP, 90/1 n.30.
14 Noted already by Blau, Emergence, 125*
15 Rather than suyil, the pronunciation is more likely to
have been something like sTl (cf. Rabin, AAA, 138),
derived front sa3. (< saQal 525a) 0 Cf. also Blau, ASP,
63 and n*9«
16 Cf* Blau, ASP, 95 n.59* Further literature concerning
jthis shift is given ibid., n. 58. S. also Cantineau,
Etudes, 79; Fleisch, Traitet 104.
17 For which cf. Blau, ASP, 96 RELI. B. Is it because of a
desire to avoid this substandard spelling
(=
11 pan) that DAB 34,6 (3rd — 4th cent. A.H.) spells
O )J
when*’quoting Q.14,7, even though the word there is
(laoln)?
1C Goitein, JCR, NS xlvii, 378. Cf. <yU, quoted Blau, ASP, 96
n «>6 A .
19 On it cf. Blau, ASP, 96 n.64*
20 For it s . e .g . FIeisch, Trai te, 105 »

^25

1 S. the literature in Blau, ASP , 57 n. 72, an d.. for GA, s .
also Fttcks cArahlyat 81; Fleisch, Trait4 f 104 *
2 S. on this form

Blau, ASP, 98/9 and below

/4?1*

3 This is the dating of Grohmann, HO, 91* The papyrus is
reproduced ibid*, Taf. v, but the text is, I believe, un
published.
4 S* the reproduction in Grohmann, HO, Taf, iv. As far as
I am aware, the
text has never been published.
5 The hamza which
is often printed in this word ismerely
editorial (cf * £19 n.3)*
6 Cf. Blau, ASP, 98v where the background
spelling is explained.

to such a

7 Given already by Blau, Emergence 125*
8 A possible instance of this
feature may occur in APEL V
320,3 (328 A.H.) across the
boundary of two words:
g*
"I shall not make a claim”. Plowever, it is not clear
exactly what the document reads, as the edited text
conflicts with the apparatus, according to which the
original has
/bl . Cf., for an alternative pos
sibility, £54a. °
9 For the dating s. above

£6 n.l.

10 On this word s* Blau, ASP, 99 n.85; Tollers, Volkssprache ,
95/8; Rabin, A’.Va , 137*

I S . the literature cited by Blau, ASP, 99 n*88 and also
Pick, CArahiya, 43; Fleisch, Tralti, 107*
2

itself also occurs: Jahn 12,4 (late 2nd - early
3rd cent. A.H.) where read so with Levi della Vida, JAOS
§4,133? APRL VII, 24v (presumably c. 3rd cent. A.H.).
For other forms of this word appearing in the papyri
s.
££25a; 4? I and for
Blau, ASP, 99 n.89*

3 This is presumbly the occurrence cited by Blau, Emerg
ence, 125* For DAB 35,4 (3rd cent. A.H,) s. £47 n.30.
4 This example is take?! from Cfrobmarin, Binfflhrung , 104
(followed by Blau,
ryence, 125). I have not checked
the original, ’-hiohT? “unpublished*
5 The hamza sign printed on this word here and in the
republications of the text APE 1 III 154,7; FWAP 129?7
stems, of course, from, the e liters and is not present on
the original (cf. £l9 u»3)*
6 Read so, despite FWAP 122,5*

'1. (
'
^ 7
1 Cf.

for it Blau, ASP, 101.

2 The vocalization proposed byEar ah.peek, PERF 6‘32,
and, following him, by Jahn is V/asama ; the suggestion
adopted here was first made by leva della Vida, JAGS
64,. 130 n*14. An alternative, hat; in my view less
probable, possibility is that here the original w
of the root has been preserved, and that the change of
initial w > _o never in fact took place* For the
case of the n* pr. mud* 0Asma 3 < Wasmao 3 * Vollers,
Volkssurache, 44; Brockelmann, GVG“T7~'Xf32; Rabin,
ifiTiTr3 Cf*

Blau, ASP 101/2.

4 The document's published here by Margoliouthand
Holmyard are for the most paiit undated, and no indi
cations of their age are furnished by the editor(s)*
The only dated text among them is from '.523 A.H,,
but the presence also, of a papyrus in the collection
suggests that at least some could be rather earlier*
The present whereabouts of these documents is not
known to me and I am therefore unable to pronounce
on their appearance, but to judge from the language
and content, they very probably belong to a period
several centuries later than that which is of direct
concern to this study. The date 523 A.H. is hence
perhaps not untypical of the collection as a whole*
5 Further references to Bu gTr can be found in Grohmann,
AO xxv, 195/6 and APEL i g W S O .
For this name
apeearing with elision of hamza after the article s.
below, c and for the form bu < abu m absolute initial
position below, f* In view, however, of the etymology
of Bu gir (s. e.g* Pauly — Wissowa, Iknil-Erx£■e10nddie
III (Stuggart, lo99), 1073) it is impossible-to Insist
that here
_*> < y %\ , and the- form may well not
belong to this paragraph at all*
6 Cf* Blau, ASP, 102/3*
7 On the various forms of this word s* e.g. Lane, Lexis011
1/5, 1994b; Fraenkel, Fremdwdrter 9 190*.
8 Cf* Blau, ASP, 103 and Addenda 622; G* ’.Veil, Z.A 19
(1905—6), 36; Vollers, Volkssprache, 149; Brockelmann
GVG 1,50; Fleisch, TraiTe "TUB* where similar cases
ar e di scus sed #
9 S* the examples and literature in Blau, Emergence 9
125/6; idem, ASP, 103 n*113; further opif rwi-jTey, ~
Granimatik, 23; Wright I, 295 REM', a; r
Jrocklemarm, GVG
1, 45"; Guest, Kindr, 53; Khoury, 22; Schen. <XS3 17*
236, and cf* below /49b,ii.
It is hardly possible to regard this writing of only
one alif as an extension of £l0d where yn is spelled
defectively before words not beginning with "alif (cf.-.
Blau, Emergence0 125n*)* It may, however, owe ft3
popularity to the principle of inyqlutio (so Grohmann,
Islamica 2, 223), for which s.£54a*

JLW

10 Head:

(

as

11 Reads

PV/AP, 14-7*
VI vrith F7/AP 127,4.

12 This quite mi sunders fcood by the editor; read:

aj L

«.

13 Of, e.g. Spitta - Bey, Grajrcnatik.23n*; Guest, Kindi,
53; GQ 1X1,32.
_
_ _
3„4 1 have not checked the reading of this document; it
could well he mere3.y an unconscious transcription of
the CA form by the editor; some apparent exceptions
are indeed due to nothing more than faulty transcription
so e.g. SA1P I, 6r,4 (2nd cent. A.K*)«15 On the other hand in Semitica iv, 68,8 (mid 3rd cent.
A.H.) read:
aD U with Levi de!3.a Vida, ibid., v,
103.
16 Of. E3.au, ASP, 104 and above

$2 n.ll.

17 Read so? There seems to be no trace of analif on what
is otherwise a very clear reproduction. Assuming that
this suggestion is correct, the form could also exhibit
the passage IV > I ( § 70)♦
18 Per the absence of initial hamza in
"brother"
s. below, f., and for
in ASP s. Elau, ASP, 104/
5.
19 Cited also by Grohmann, Bjnfdhrung, 104.
in absolute initial position s. below, f.

For

Uhng

20 On this word lacking the glottal stop in absolute
initial position s. below, f.
21 Cf. Blau, ASP, 104/5 and also below

^58 n.7.

22 Por this form s. Blau, ASP, ^3.04 and the reference to
Ndldeke, Zur Grammatlk, 15/6; further Wright I, 233;
Vollers, ToTkssprache, 90: Nflldeke, Be3.egwdrterbuch,
43b; B l a u T ^ ^ ^ F r r i B ’6 .
_ _ u _ -- ----23 In view of theearly occurrence of c r ^
itseems
unnecessary to class theseexamples
with those of
^27b where, formally, they belong.
24 Cf. above, e*
25 Cf. above, n„5
26 Further examples of
^
<
jpl are given by
Grohmann, AP3L I, 154 and Dietrich, Le Ifusdon Ixv,
269 n.28* For its occurrence in JA, modern dialects
and elsewhere s. Blau, Emergence, 62 and Addenda and
Corrigenda 214; Schen, TSS 378,1X3* Relevant also are
Wellhausen, Nachr « v. cU Jconigl. Resell. cU '.Vias. zu
Gottingen , PhiT'"- hist. ICL. 1901, 4T7™Ttrans cr ipt ions),
and horitz, Sinaikloster, 13*
27 For its occurrence today s. A. Socin, Z33MG 53 (3.899),
479.
28 1 have not troubled to check the orthography of

19
the references given by Grohmann, Einfdkining,
149 n.2.

28
1 Cf* Brocklemann, GVG I, 240 who cites (from where?)
a similar example from this same root. For* the dating
of this text s.$27 n*4.

29
1 S . Blanc3 North Palestinian Arabic, 94; Cantineau,
Etudes, Si \ Cdrr'ieivce, Sketch, 3273 and in general
idem, JQR NS lx (1969-70 J/l 47 ff.
2 Cf. e.g., E . Schwyzer, Griechlsche Grammatik I (Mttnchen,
1949) t 198,207; M. Lejeune, Traitd de_ Phonetique
Greque (second ed., Paris, 1"9o3T7™46» 201.

30
1 For it s. e.g. Ndldeke, Sur Grammatik, 12; Rabin, AWA,
127/8 and fa? modern dialects Cantineau, 'Etudes, 44ff.
and the literature in Blau, ASP, 106 n.131* For
Spanish Arabic s. Oorriente, Sketch, 44.
2 This example is from an unpublished papyrus of the
Ressana archive, cf which the Greek verso is given in
Res sana as no. 77. I-.am reading the text from a photo
graph (no.13.373) supplied by the Israel Dept, of
Antiquities and Museums.
3 It can be regarded as certain that this shift had
already taken place considerably earlier, hut remained
concealed behind the orthography.
4 For the dating of the documents in Isiarnica 4 s. above
£27 n.4. Further examples, mostly*from'the 4th~5th
centuries'A.H* are listed by Grohmarm APEL I, 64, and
VBPS 5* 296 n.4.
8 Cf. e.g.
Pleisch,

bright I, 16, 56/7; Cantineau, Etudes,34;
Traite , 92, and Blau, ASP, 105*

6 Cited by

Grohmarm, HO, 98.

7 The date of these two examples is not tclear, but almost
certainly quite late, s. $27 n.4*
It/ -Am " s o mdgst
Du sie zur&ckgebeij" seems to have been interpreted as
dt > tt by Crohmanr, T7A 2,7 (3rd cent. A.H.); read,
however: " W >*>>; with .'Dietrich, Islam 31*87.
(The same
error is repeated FV/AP, 169/7*5
8 Cf. e.g. bright 1,16,56/7; Brockelmann, C-VG I, 172;
Cantineau, Istudes, 42/3*
9 Cited by Grohmann, HO, 98, and fa? a similar example s.

*L"J

DAB, 168.

For lliis form in JA s. Bl.au, Ernergencc,77.

10 Cf. e.g. bright 1,16, 56/7; Brockelrnann, OVC I, 172;
Pleisch,
92*
11 S. Blau, ASP? 369 n«9 and the references givers there,
12 This example is cited, with this explanation, by Blau,
Emergence , 131n .
13 C f mutatis nutandj.s , Blau, ASP, 318*
14 It is quite properly dismissed by Vollers, Volkssprach
119 as "ganz inkorrect".

S31
1 But not, it appears, in others suoh as Violet *s
Psalmfrasm ont (c. 800 A.D.) where thao is regularly
transcribed ""by 0 (as against ta^> which is written
with r ).
2 Cf. the parallel phenomenon of etymological a being
written as dh in Blau, Pseudo-Corrections, 7*8/9*

£2
1 On this word s. Fraenkel, Fremdwdrter, 187 and the
references in DAB, 79/80.
2 Cf. Corriente, Sketch,51 n.69.

£3
1 This text is probably to be dated outside the period
dealt with in this work, s. above <j>27 n.4.
2 For it s.-e.g. Wi11more, Spoken Arabic of Egypt,
26; Brockelmann, CVGr I, 161T; Cantineau-t“Ehtui es, 72;
Corriente, Sketch, 55 and for its occurrence in JA,
E. Mainz, JA coxxxvii (1949)? 73? f.!2r, 3.0 (c. 16 th
cent?). It is not clear whether the pointing of this
MS is original or stems from the editor(3 ); in any case
the suggestion offered above seems preferable to
assuming that in this word gh y> i (-t?).

^34
/
1 For it s* e feg%. Cantineau, EJnulcs^t 44f f. .and the
references given by Blau, ASP, 10b n.137* For Spanish
Arabic s. Corriente, Sketch, 45* The argument from
phonological symmeti'y", "however, is net entirely water
tight , for while it is 'true that the great majority of
modern dialects treat the old interden**Is in a uniform

fashion, this is rot always the ease, For a Lebanese
dialect be ha.vine; in this way s, d, Arc, Aotes du
XXIXe Congres Interna biorial d es Or 1 antaliaTes . Etudes
arabesT'et" Tslaiiii gues* XI'/l (Paris , 1975T? 2”4T
2 Cf. Blau5 ASP. 107/8.

^35

1 For the alternation of these two forms s* e.g* Posy,
Supplement II3 463a; Lane, Lexicon 1/7? 2608c ; I.
TJBw, Hie Flora der ipden IIlTWieTi and Leipzig, 1924-)
446/7; 17.~heye rhof\~~Sar/ Asmao al-cUq.qar > un glossaira
de matier e me dieale compose par iic.imonicle "fXe Caire,
19*40 Y 91 noTT53 , ' The "'"etymology of "The word (cf. e.g.
¥. von Soden, AkkadIsches HandwcSr terbuch I, Wiesbaden,
1965? 486a) shows that tile" spelling wTtK _s is the
original one <>

^36
1 For it s. Cantineau, Etudes, 48 and the references in
Blau, ASP, 109 n.146 and Addenda9 623; Corriente,
Sketch, 50.
2 Accepted by Grohmann, FWAP, 95; Einftthrung, 104; HO,
97/8, but does APRL pi*9 really allow such a reading?
In P3R iii, VI, 4 (91 A.H.) Becker 85 n.4 is correct
in reading not
g?—
but ?rein verungl&cktes
^
3 For this root cf. Blau, ASP 110 n.149* Although forms
with b seem to occur more frequently than forms with
£ (and are also original), I have ventured to include
them here rather than under the rubric ,s
£
( § 38).
Incidentally, the occurrence of spellings with _s both
here and in ASP (Blau, loc. cit.) makes It unnecessary
to look to Hebrew influence to account for the same
phenomenon in JA (Blau, JA, 36).
4 This is to be interpreted along the same lines as the
similar case in Blau, Emergence, 76. i'here are,
however, Arabic dialects where gj_ is the regular reflex
cf th, s. 0. Jastrow, 2DIG-, Supplement a 1/2 (1969)?
686 5 idem, Para yd zu, elne arabTs che Ivlundart der Ko zluk~
Sason-Grupp'e(T h i d o s t a n a t o l i e n 11berg, ’1 9 7 3 ) .

$3 7
1 S. Crrohmann, Allgemeine Einftihrung, 72; FWAP, 86/7,
and HO, 96. Cf 7 also "hlau, ASP, 122.
.

/

2 S. e.g. Brockelmann, G7G 1, 234/5)Cantineau, Etudes,
63/4; Cohen, Tunis II, 20ff. and s. for some earlier
examples Blau/ JA, 37. Cf. also for Spanish Arabic,
0orriente , 3ketoh, 49,50.
Brockelmann", iold., 132 Ana, reports on the authority
of Littmann that the shift sh > s is operative in modern

Hablus. How systematically this takes place is not,
however, made clear and requires further investigation;
it may be that no more than sporadic fluctuation s/sh
(perhaps in only some speakers) is involved* The*
same information is given again by Littmann, Hpf\gan~
IJindisohv V/drter im Deutschen (second ed., Ibfdingen,
X5'2Ty7~^'• '""I am happy to aclmowledge a letter on this
subject from Prof, H„ Blanc dated 9/10/1973*
Of* also
Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften II. 587 ,-,nds for a
Yemeni v e r n a c u l a r I h "Goitein, Le Museon Ixxiii
(I960), 3b3/4.
'‘ '

/

For it So Cantineau, Etudes,4-7/8 and the extensive
references in Blau, ASP, 111/2 n.163 and Addenda,
623; Corriente, Sketch, 48/9.
This is not the interpretation of the editor who tran
slates "wir haben. .. abgetrennt” / "schneiden... wir” s
i.e. understanding a root qss. S. on this below §76 n.6.
Cited by Blau, Emergence, 126.
These examples are also listed elsewhere by him;
5, 257 n.l; APEL II, 158 n.6; F./AP, 95; H O , 97.

YBPS

Violet's transcriptions are of no immediate help, s*
Blau, ASP, 113 n.175 (of. however, below n.4). The
same is doubtless also true of -other transcriptions; no
transcriptional device could be anything more than a
very imperfect means of representing the Arabic sound,
however it was pronounced.
This is the most probable, if not the only,^possibility,
Voiceless reflexes of J?
(and
) are
seldom more than sppradic and something of a rarity,
s. e.g. Cantineau, Etudes, 41, 45®
S. Blau, ASP, 114 n.178 and Addenda, 623*
Cf. the discussion in Blau, ASP, 113, It may be
objected that this reconstruction makes a certain
number of (quite justifiable) assumptions, and that it
probably underestimates the degree of dialectal
Variation, but in general I think it to be sound. If
is not, in any case, meant to show that a spirant
pronunciation of
<J-P
did not also exist in other
dialects of the same period; for Violet's Psalmfrggmont ,
written in a dialect preserving the interne Teals i u31
n.l), this may even be thought very likely (as against
Blau, loc. cit., n. 175).
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630; Cohen, Studes, 118.
Tor it s * the literature in Blau, A S B , 113 n *17 6 and
Addenda, 623? G-. Wxet, 3 y i la v (1921), 219 n.3: GQ
lir, TTf; Ferguson, Langua^s*"*35 , 630; 8.D. G-oitein, le
Musdoyi Ixxiii (19607T*3^3 n. and cf . 0orriente,J 3 3
20, "T7; for the papyri s *also VBPS 5, 25? n.2;
Grohmann, Einftihrunga 104»
The confusion of these two

sounds became ~~so coinp.lete that a whole genre of
Arabic philological writing was devoted to words
containing them, cf. e.g. J» Mann, Texts and Studies
in O'ewish History and Literature I COinei.nnati, 1931) ,
■BTOTI where some interesting Information is presented.
7 This is a well-known example and has already been
cited several times in the literature on the -subject:
Grohmann VBPS 5, 257 n.2; idem, Einftthrung. 104; FWAP,
95; HO, 97; Blau, Scripta, 222 n.ffiTT~idemT Emergence,
126; ASP, 113 11.176. It is possible that an earlier
example occurs in PSR iii, III, 68 (91 A.H.) where
= ’’oppression*1. The same word, however, is
spelled with
i* immediately before and after (11.
66,69) and Becker, ibid., 27* is probably right in his
view that the word is a "reines Verschreiben” ♦ , But why
was it this word that the scribe mis-spelled? Gould
involutio ( ^54b) provide an explanation?
8 Later examples of this root being written with. <J* are
found in Grohmann, Einfdhrung , 104 (427-87 A.H.) and
Islamica 4, 268/9, 177X8*,
27” (for the date of which s
1 9
£ 2 7 n .4)„
■ lITfll I

- I

— --

.

/

/

9 This interpretation of the text seems to me greatly_^
superior to that of the editor who points:
Ufi
j and translates ’Mass Ihr durch beiderseitige
Bemdhungen hinter die V/ahrheit zu kommen suchet und
ich (dann) sehe”. The rendering of the first word in
particular is forced in the extreme, and the pointing
of the second overlooks the fact that ngr in a judicial
sense is quite common in the papyri from Aphrodito
onwards (e.g. PSR iii, II, 12) whereas bjgr is rather
rare (offhand, 1 recall .only APRL I 1,11 Tc. 3rd
cent. A.H.), as
hAsJ
(read sol) 3ALP I, 6r, 17
(2nd cent. A.H.) could well be n-g-r rather than b-g-r
despite-Dietrich. Islam 34, 205).
10 Pace the editor (p* 179) this is the only realistic
way to reconstv uc t the te:-:t.
11 This word again in Islamica. 4, 264, verso, B, 2 and
cf * also ibid., 256",TT~“
"colocynth11. For the
date of these examples s. £27 n.4. Other possible
instances are suggested at j54h,
12 Of., the similar JA case in Blau, Emorpence, 76.
13 The word is quoted by Grohmann, Einftthrung, 105, and,
after him by Blau, Emergence, 125, where it is assigned
to the twelfth centuryT'^Por similar forms in modern
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b °
1

This could alternatively, but less probably (s, £ 6 ?
RIM. ), exhibit haplologv of ta in form V cf the verb,
for which s.. e *g W r i g h t I,
; Brockelmami; G7G I,
261; R a b i n , A W A , 147/8; Pleisch, Trait 6 , 149 and of®
Corrrente Jo 8 2 0 s 42n*
for the afTSrin£ ± - \ i ro n tj > 4lk,
s. e*go Brockelmann, ibid*, 3.71;
Cantineau, Etudes,
35, 38.

2 Assuming the word not to be an error, the suggestion
made here seems to provide a reasonable explanation
of the form (cf* for jrt > fj. e *g * Brockelmann, GVG
I, 157; Cantineau, E t u d e s , 34"), though I do not know
of anfothei' old example quite like it; for a similar
case i n a. modern dialect s* e®g. Cowell, Reference
Gra mmar, 163.
It hardly belongs to §473, hut haplology
Tin accordance, with Brackeliaann, ibid*,, 262) is a
possibility which could be considered*
3 That this word is to be pronounced muff aha,d (and not
rauflflahad with £41) seems to be made clear from the
spelling
discussed above 30 REI4. The
a s s i m i l a t i o n ^ > jr£, however., is rare in CJA, s. Brockel
mann, GVG I, 178; Bantineau, Etu d e s , 56; Fleisch, ^
Traite, 96, but seems to exist in JA, as
ZtoOfcitc
'nTurm7Til,! Tarbiz xx (191-9), 179, 4 (1015 A.I.), though
a realization as
(in accordance with Blau. JA, 39
§23) cannot be excluded* The expected
occurs
e.g. BATJ 14,5 (404 A.H.); Islam 22,64,5 (448 A.H.).

i 41
1 For it b . the references in Blau, AGP. 114 n.17'8,
also Littmann, Arabic Inscriptions, 46; Schen, JSS 17,
235, and for Spanish/Araoic, Ccrriente, Sketch, 46*
In Grohmann, Binffthrung,, 104 the phenomenon is' rather
clumsily formuT”a'Fed i
^Umgekehrt 1 st d zu t geworden".
This describes only the written appearance *of our
feature in unpointed_script; the letter in question is,
of course, ^a^ not t a ^ . The same manner of expression
is also usedTby him in F7/AP, 95 aud HO, 97*
The %ab is
sometimes even explicitly pointed as such, e.g, ~
Lfc*
below*
2 Cited by Grohmann, E inftihrung, 104,
This same word
occurs also in the cTontemporary Llichaelides papyrus
from which
’’great" was cited above £ 3 9 b.
3 This is the editor's dating; to me,: at least to judge
from pl.ii, the document seems earlier, perhaps 1 st
cent* A.H®

4 These tv/o examples occur in_a poem of Eassan

b*
Thabit coxuesponding to Biwen ed* *7.h. cArafat I (London,
1971), 464 n o *290, 2 ; 7/" Cf* also Khoury, 29*

5 3* also Grohmann, Bjnfdh r ung, .104 for further examples
of this w a d ,
6

This document contains more instances of j?
(Jp than
have been edited:
1.31
0 <3 U* \ "they aided it"; 1*36

? u r' yS
11twice that‘/ a n d perhaps others as well
5'or some later example.8 (s *£27 n.4) Islamica 4. 251*9
wchurned’* (as against ibid.", 25*4,7);/ 2 6 1 1 2
I,
"satisfied**

'42

1 The word is attested in this form by Pedro de Alcala,
Vooabulista arauigo en l etra cast ell ana (Granada, 1505)
fo 1 c 173 b C= e*cT*c. de IJ^garde, Petri 111.splint de lingua.
Arab lea Libri ...pro , Gottingae, TEE3 , 30~6 p'where I f l s
writ fen" y ab r oaT (mandragula y erua); cf. Dozy, Supplement
II, 840 s*v»; Corriente’7 liketen 7 57*
2 On the various forms that this dissimilation can take,
s. e.g. Brockc-Xinann, G-VG I, 240/1.

i 43
1

It is not clear to me what, if anything, is to be made
of this.
Does it follow that
(j
was voiced,, or had
(partly) merged with
(cf. e , g 5 Cantineau, Etudes,
70ff.)? On the alternation in the spelling of’HEETiT"
name s. Karabacek, TAPER i, 107 n. 2 : ibid., ii-iii, 272.
Information on oaf drawn from early material in
transcription can be found in the article by M. Rodinson
mentioned above
n. 6 .

^44
1 On it s. especially
544ff., and further
Traite, 224n. (both,
and cf. Rabin, A'VA,
(1972), 17 5 f f *

A. Pisoher,/Isiamica 1 (1925),
Cantineau, Etudes , 51; Fleisch,
with references to further literature)
145/S as well as J. Blau, J3S 17

Sj
2 This text is consistent in marking linala of a whenever
it occurs ( j£ 3 a, 7 a); had this word contained a one
would certainly not have expected it to be written with
alpha. Cf. Violet, col. 35.

3 References
in OPR III, 310 s*.v., but is
K(?Fe/)\£
i bid., 44,5 (86-90 A.H.) really a ”Verschreibung”?
Cf. also for this name P3R iii, 86/7 n.10®
4 It is quite impossible to regard these spellings as
reflecting
occurs in the very
same (bilingual) texts as
, and
qj^i
is in any case exceedingly rare (s. Schv/ara, Dinar, 1 0 3
n.4)._ For the pronunciation of this name without
tafkhim cf. the discussion of the Lebanese n. p r f. l o o .
'dTbcieile in Peghali, Syntax®» 201 f f . with notes'll
v?.~TIarcais (summarized by b“. 7/ild, Libaneslsche Ortsnamen..., (Beirut, 1973), 16 5) and for another jjossible
Indication s . below
£54 n* 3 *

*2b
( j 45

1 S. 6 oS» Wright I , 82 RIM., II, 379? .Brockelmann, G-VG
X, 83? Fleisch, Trai t e , 138/9•
This occurs also in
JA, e.g. Siddur li/jAd/cya Gaon, ed. I. Davidson,
S. Assaf, X I7""loel~XJerus alem, 1911), 42, 8 , 1 0 ; 9 8 ,
3; further Blau, JA, 87.
2 There seems no point in listing here late mis-spellings
in the liturgical formulae of charms, incantations etc*
as Islamica 4 263 „ 5. where
eye'-**' i„
~
J> °f
Quran 77/~2’7*
Tanyrtn. written with nun also occurs in
the likewise rather’Tater text (106TT.H.?) published
by Ac Saarisale, Studla Orientalla v/l (1933), Arabic
text, 3, 17.
3 For
s , e.g. lane Lexicon i/l, 134a; Wright I,
276 REM. Ci' 5 GQ III, 29*
cTT’
TThe spelling with alif
of the energetic, Wright I, 61 REM. c., II, 369?
Birkeland,, Pad salformen t 99/100.
4 On it s.
Lane, Lealcon l/l, 41; Wright I, 284, 292,
II, 369; Birkeland, PacGAall'ormen, 100.
5 Whether this has anything to do with neutralization of
m:n in final position I do not know.
Such a phenomenon
ctoes occur in" Arabic (Brockelmjinn, GVG I, 136/7; Kofler
iVZKCu xlvii. 79/80; Cantineau, Etude s , 29; Corrrente ,
Sketch, 33 b o t t . , 36,41) and p’ossTbly lies behind the
Qugfanic rhymes ending indifferently in -m/n (for
which s* Voiders, Volkssprache , 55ff. and against him
at length R. Geyer", GGA 171 (1909), 2 0 f f . and c f . also
idem, VvrZKM xxii (1908), 265ff *) Outside Arabic, this
neutralisation is an important feature of some layers
of Palestinian Aramaic and post-Biblical Hebrew,s. the
discussion by E.V* Kutscher (relevant also to Arabic) in
Tar biz, 23 (1951-2), 38ff., now available in English :
Sludie's in Galilean Aramaic (Ramat-Gan, 1976), 58ff.
te f^aps,"However , " 7 o.l is simply a popular
etymology with no bearing bn phonetic matters.

b 6

1 As in ASP, s. Blau, ASP, 61 n.2. For the loss of final
—h
cf. Brockelmann, G-VG 1,47/8: Corriente, Sketch,
57/8.
~
2 Again as in ASP, Blau, ASP, 75 nn. 64-5.
3 Assuming, of course, that the word is not a misprint
(it(does not appear in the list of Errata in APEL VI,
243)» For the loss of h in forms of the pronominal
suffixes s. e.g. Cantineau, "Etudes» 75; Blau, JA, 59 n.
15.

I Cf. Blau,. ASP, 115. This is also reflected in Byzantine
and Syriac transcriptions of Arabic names, for which s.

*2'

Th = E83.de ke, Abu andl un,ven d «. kdnigl. Ak. d. Piss * zu
Berlin,phil. ^ “M ’^eT"clTT 1 8 8 7 7 ^ 0 : ^ n7*3 T c i T i T “b y ^
Voiders, Velkssprache, 157 and Rabin, A7A', 206) and
further A. heberg," Tne Book of the Himyarites (Lund,
1924), Ixxx/i (MS. da/teT 972 X. If. f wirn^the review by
Mdldeke, GGA 18? (1925), 155/6.
2 Cited also by Blau, ASP, 115*
3 S. the references in Blau, ASP, 115 nn. 183-4 and, for
examples from papyri and other early material, idem.
Em ergenee , 127 n.; Grohmann, Einf dhrung , 3.01; FV/AP,o 8 ;
TderrT/raXffographie II, 5 1 b (In Idles e"""Xatter two places
it is point eh hut that this spelling also occurs in proIslamic Arabic inscriptions); Littmann, Arabic Inscrip
tions , 6 4 .
4 For it s. Littmann, Arabic Inscriptions, 64 and the
references to its occurrence in inscriptions and papyri
given by Grohmann, Einfflhrung, 101; FV/AP, 8 8 ; girbet
el-Mir d, 28 n.13; Exp edl t i on’^Ph i Iby - Ry c 1cmans—L 1 p p ens en
Arable, ll/i, Arabic “xhscriptiohs (Louvain,' 1/T>T)", 33.’,
and Paldographie II, 51b n.7*
5 The only possible exception I have noted is APEL I 38,
16 (259 A.H.) for which Grohmann prints:
c m L_c— M .
It seems, however, that Dietrich, Islam 24, 94 was
correct in preferring to read t ab m a r o u t a . In JA and
ASP, too, this feature is most uncommoxi, s. Blau, JA,
41, (
' D m o i y w p f M P ' s f f ) and the discussion there
in n„o2; idem, ASP, 1 1 6 , ("of very rare occurrence")
and n. 1 8 7 .
6

Cited by Grohmann e.g. Binfflhrung, 101; further reference
to this word in idem, PalDiocgraphie II, 51b n.5*

7 Assuming that the word belongs to ^87c. It may,
however, belong to ^87e with scriptio defectiva
(
8

jlOa).

Further examples in Grohmann, Einftl.hru n g , 101.

9 Peculiar is APH 1,2 (342 A.H.):
"his
daughter's portion".
Is it a compromise between sub
standard ~
and GA
or a plain error
caused by the preceding
y
?
3.0 Cf. Blau, ASP, 116, and
on this spelling s. the literatur
cited ibid., nn. 131-2 as also Littmann, Arabic Inscrin
ti ons, 64.
For papyri s. already B3.au, E m ergence, 127n.
Cf. in addition Fleischer, Kleinere SchriFten I, 326/7.
11 This spelling does occur in status absolutus in other
branches of Arabic, s. e.g. Blau, ASP, llo/7.
That I
have not found as yet any example of it in the papyri
(or, indeed, of
in st. abs.) is surely due to
mere ac c 3dent (or oversiglitj.
12 Cf., however,ibid., 65v where the name of the same woman
is spelled with
.
13 So e.g. in ASP, Blau, ASP, 117; cf. also Fttck, cArabiya ,
181; Ccrriente, Sketch, 87/8.
“
~

'*20
14 Cf* Blau, ASP, 117/8 and the literature cited there,
15 For this word s. Blau, ASP, 117/8 ru 198 and Addenda
623; Bittner, Brief Christ!, 190.
16 For it s'* Blau, ASP, 118; Schen JS5 17, 234; ibid* 18,

73.
17. The editor prints:
_
presumably under standing
a shift from alif rnaqsura > mamduda . In this case,
however, ane would have to reckon with a (hyper--correct)
writing of alif inam dud a in s t < pron* with a kur sT f or_
the ha inxa in a syntactical context requiring" the kur si
to be*”a bsent, a phenomenon which does not otherwise
occur ( ^ 21c y PELL).
For this reason I have repointed
the word in question with tat; it is hardly likely to
represent a suffixed form of a spelling with alif *
yah for alif uiaq:gu'ra of the kind reported by H u e s t ,
Kindi , 53? where
*
18 The word written on the papyrus,
clearly
to be understood as a form of U;x . The only point at
issue is/whether the scribe intended to write
i.e.
/ ' U b which would belong to this § (cf. in JA,
Blau, JA, 44 top), but wrote only one hook instead of
two at the beginning of the word, or whether the intended
form is the expected.
^ W w i t h the hook before the
kaf in the wrong place.
The latter alternative is
perhaps the more likely.
For a problem of identification
similar to that discussed here and above ri.17 3. Blau,
ASP, 118/9.
19 For it s. Blau, .ASP, 119 with n. 200 (cf. also ibid.,
115 n.186) and Bittner, Brief Christ!, 190; Oorriente,
Sketch,58 n.80.
20 Examples of
i* : APEL I 62,3 (429 A.II.): BAU' 21,4
(447 A.H.); ibid., 20,3 (448 A.H,)t It seems somewhat
less likely that this spelling belongs to 6 1 9 8 c.
21 Cf. Blau, ASP, 119 and the literature ibid., n. 203 (s.
a-lso Addenda, 623); Schen, JSS 1 7 f 234.
22 I have not yet checked the reading of this document, nor
do I know its date.
23 For it s. Blau, ASP, 119/20 and Crohmann, VBPS 5, 257,
444.
In FV/AP, 95 this feature is rather misleadingly
described; the phenomenon is not due to a shift
> h,
but to the coalescence of the endings #1 and
' as
-a (above, b),
24 Cited by G-rohmann, VBPS 5, 444; FWAP, 95: Einfthirung,
104* HO, 98.
'
-------25 For it s. Blau, ASP, 120/1 among whose examples
is also found.

Ug-

26 The example quoted by Blau, Emerg e n c e ^ 127n. (referred
to idem, ASP, 120 n *208) from 750 xxvii’ii, 48 n-3 cannot
be included here.
There is a lacuna in the M3, ret this
point (s. the plate at the end of Ivlelamede?s article
or that accompanying IQioury's edition) and. there is no

reason to suj)pose that the word v/as not written with
tab m a r b u t a »
27 Of* Bin u , ASP, 98/9, 118.
For this feature in JA s„
Blau, JA, 4-2 and, for a very much later example (c. 18th
c;en t •) Gr. Gr af * Or ie nt al i s tische btudi e n , Fr i t z_ H orune l ,. .
II (Leipzig, ILlTf]/ T83,
'fDp~'Trineniiel'O'T
28 On this s. toilers, Volkssprache, 156 and Blau, ASP,
121*
Some of Volleri’ examples were interpreted diff
erently hy Brockelmann, JVC- I, 262, hut it is interesting
to note that the present word is among those listed hy
him.
29 S. APEL I, 152 where another example of the same word
is given*
30 It is highly improbable that
b-4
BAB 35,4- (3rd cent*
A.H,), for which Dietrich (ibid*, 157) remarks: "Uan
wdrde
*03-* erwarten", has anything to do with this
phenomenon*
The writing of this letter is most un
skilled (s* ibid., Taf. i); could the combination printed
by the editor as
tr~*
perhaps be read
hhJ— U
"the poor woman"?
31 For
and
the
tab

it s. Blau, JA, 4-1/2; idem, Pseudo- Corrections, 76
Grohmann, VBPS_5, 257_._ In the text" published in
latter place tab mar but is even written for the
of the first person of the perfect as
~
u n » j
looked" 261. 10.
This spelling, occurs
also in JA (T-S1C J31. 13) and is quiue widespread among
semi-educated Arabs today; an acquaintace of_ mine from
Jedda regularly writes every final -yt with tab m a r b u j g ,
irrespective of its origin.

32 Abbott,.Fayyum 111,2 (336 A.H.) is not an example; read:
Ch
with Dietrich, Islam 25, 189.
Of. however

<yj
eJJ*
"l1extraction de cette pierre d ‘angle"
Repertoire Chronolopique & 5 npigraphic Araoe 10 (Le
Caire, 19337, no. 3*819, 1 (o. o13”"A.H.) i or™vvhich
Littman, Arabic Inscriptions 45 reads
cX ^ J l3 "This
corner-stone was” cut".
33 This word does not appear in the edited text, but only
in the apparatus.
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1 Such a sirn is used only rarely, s. Grohmann, Allgenieine
Einflhrung, 73; FV/AP, 87 and 233 n.328.
2 For which cf. Blau, A.3P, 122*
3 This latter word is spelled in this way in the G'enisa
text T-S Ar.42.l68 (second half of 11th cent* A.D.).
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1 Cf

?lnu, ASP. 126, some of whose examples belong to
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the careg'ories described in the following sections.
Marty further oases^caii he found in ICnoury and Ibn
Wahl/.; cf * also RarTrT, jhu;ra , 200/1. For alif of the
glottal step being omitluld ”Tn this position s. £27b.
2 It is theoretically possible, but I think v er y j m l ik e1y .
to see in this spelling scriptio def'ectiva of a and,
hence, retention of alif al—wasl, cf. T27*"~n.9/”*
3 ,Against vVright I r 23 REM. a.
4- This line is missing in the edition of the text AO
xii, 104.
5 In such cases (and also in some of those listed in the
foregoing) it is not at all impossible that the
spelling
cX
is not due to ignorance of the
orthographical conventions of OA, but is intended to
represent the form ben (or something approximating
thereto), nowadays a characteristic feature of
Maghrebi dialects (cf. Blau, JAr 52, where a similar
question of interpretation is discussed).
6 As in JA, s. Blau, JA, 52..
7 I do not think one would one wouldbejustified in
finding this spelling in one ofthe two extant papyri
from 22 A.H. . for in the
line V'
>>' cp/ o .j^*
^
j -J u - 4 czA-bf' lafJi cx* j "from"the representative
of Theodorakios (for__the name s. ABEL III, 201), the
younger son of Abu Qir, and from the representative of
Stephen, the elder son of Abu Cir” (G-rohmann, Aperpu,
41,^6 = F7AP114,6) there is very likelj^ a pause after
with
^r-suj> jA ex' to be understood as a
parenthesis rather than as a mere continuation of the
man1s name.
Some printed occurrences of the spelling against CA
wl*fch alif are simply due to faulty copying by the
editor; e.g. Melanges Massignonx376,10 (late 3rd cent.
>
8 This spelling is, I believe, certainly an orthographica3
caique of Hebrew/Aramaic, from which language(s) the
formula was borrowed, as e.g. ?s. xx,6; Ezra v,l. This
is implied, but not stated explicitly, by Bright 1^
23; c l also the suggestive hybrid T-S A39- 12:
s»Vl
s>tp~)fic
. For a possible occurrence in
Klioury 142, 20 (229 A.H.) s. Kister, BS0A3 xxxvii,
549 and Ehoury's reply ibid., xl, 19.
9 Of .Bla Uj ,ASPs 126 n. 22, and for another possible case
below J 82 n ,2.0»
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1 S. the references given by Blau, ASP, 127 n.28 as well
as Guest,, Kiudit 52/3; JThoury, 28/9.
2 S, e.g. Ewald, Gramma tic a I, 47; 'Bright I, 11, 251
ItElf.
3 The spelling without alif fly;i1 a. is much le ss frequent
in this word, as c..g „~21.2 VI 20, 4 (c.3rd cent. A.II.).

4- For the spelling without alif fa>gila s. e.g. AERL IS
9 T3 *,6 (pr esumably c . 3rd c ent * A ,1 «J ,
5 Of.
!>'
"Solomon" in a letter of c. 10 39 A.D.
published by S.D. Goitein Erets-Israel 10 (3,971) ,107,9

>51
1 S. the references in DAB, 146 top, also Grohmann,
Einfhhrung8 102; HO, 97 (where the phenomenon is said
to He especially frequent in the first two Islamic
centuries); Khoury, 17. Cf. too Hariri!, .Durra, 202/3.
2 S. the literature in Blau, ASP, 128 n-38 and Wright I,
15/6. There is, of course, nothing unusual about
conjunctions etc. formed in this way being spelled as
one word; this is also the case in CA (s. e.g. Wright
II, 14), and such combinations are therefore not recor
ded here.
3 Of. Blau, ASP, 45 n.47.
4 A.s well as Blau, ASP, 128 cf. also Schen JSS 17, 236.
5 Cf. Blau, ASP,

129.

6 For CA s. e.g. Wright I, 258
JA, 55.

REM.

band for

JA Blau,

7 For the pointing of the second element of this word
with yah rather than haiziza s. ^101 n.2.
8 Cf. Wright I, 16; Brockelmann, GYG I, 173 and for 3*i
in the shahada s. A . Fischer, Islamica 4 (1931)> 517,
where references are given to early examples.
9 This is the. only published instance I have at present
to hand, for Florilegium.., de Yogbb 410,7 (c« 3rd
cent. A.H.) is to be lead
<tUl
c/ with APR! VTII
2,7; I have, however, seen a number ofexamples in
unpublished papyri of the llichadlides collection. For
JA cf. Blau, JA, 55 and e.g., CUB Or. J080 J. 129
penult, (first half of 13th cent. A.D.). It is of
interest to note that this ligature later became
popular in both Persian and Turkish.
10 Presumably representing a fossilised conditional
particle ink a n , cf. j>3l3h.
For JA cf. |fnaja.
(pointed s‘o )t -S Ar. 24.97, 2v. , and for a much later’
(c. 18th cent.) example G. Graf, Or1ent ali sitsche
Studien Frits Hommel...,II (Leipzig, T9"1*8), IdT,22.
11 Further references are given by Grohmann,
n. to 11.3-4.
12

Further references are given

13

S. further Grohmann, APE1 II in 104.

14

Together with that mentioned at£l93 n _8, these

11 p.73.

by Grohmann, A?EL II p.82.

are the
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only published examples 1 have noted, but further
instances occur ir some unpublished texks cf the
Michaelides collection* C f , cn this phenomenon QQ III
54.

h
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 124; ’.Yright 1,15.
2 For this dating s. $6 n.l.

3 This is a rather late example, s. $27 n,.4.
4

This phenomenon occurs regularly in the JA papyrus
PERF 876 (now « H34); probably from the 9th cent* A.D.

5 I am strongly inclined to believe that assimilation of
the article is also the explanation of the identical
JA example
pz cited by Blau, JA, 108, where
the suggestion is made that the form exhibits the deve
lopment fafalil > *fcal-il > afcalii with prosthetic
alif. Per the unexpecTed appearance of the definite
article in cases such as this s. $138.
6 Perhaps Jahn 9,7 (late 2nd cent. A.H.) also belongs,
here. The reading of the editor is
cf’-"' I
J
said to mean ‘’in diesem meinem( j) vJammerM. Levi della
Vida, JAOS 64, 132 suggested "as-sayj11 "this thing"
for the last word, but this seems definitely excluded
by an examination of Jaim's Pl.xixb. .Could not the
phrase be understood as
J
"this winter",
in accordance with $21b? This, at least, is how the
word is pointed,
. 7 For JA s. Blau, JA, 53.
8 The editor .reads:
dinar(s ) and dirham(s )".

and translates "of

9 Bo cLLJ
APEL V 288,7 (c.236 A.H.) and cJbJ ^
ibid., 289>7 (3rd cent. A.H.) belong here, or are'they
both cases of the n. pr. homo "Layth" without the defi
nite article? Por the definite article preceding this
name being spelled with only one lap, s. above, a.
Another possible example of the definite article not .
being graphically expressed may be
^ U U
"as for your paying the dj.na.rs to the man"
APEL V 328,5 (4th cent. A.H.), i.e.
~ 1 irra ,ji.il,
but an interpretation as li-rajul in an indefinite
sense (cf. Reckendorf, SV7~432) is also x-'ossible •. The
editor translates "to the man" (and also "two dinars",
representing an acceptable, but not the edited reading).

$53
1 8. e.g. Wright I y 12 REBiYb. This name also occurs
fr eyiien tly >in t b« papyri , e.g. Grohmann , ■r,VA 17,8 (2nd
cent, A.Ii.)-

2 S. e.g. the list in Grohmann, Paleographic IT, 51/2.
3 Cited e.g. Grohmann, Sin^Uorung, 101; FfAP, 88/9j
Paieographie II, 51b.
4 On the background of this convention in Habataean and
pre—Islamic Arabic s 0 e*g. Rabin, A 7/A, 58/7 and
especially 7/. Diem, ZDIiG 123 (1973), 227 ff * , where the
whole question is discussed in detail ana the^present
example ulso_jquoted (p»237).__ Cf * also
cited
from Ibn Ishaq/lbn Hisham, Sira, ed. Vviistenfeld, 776,6
by Vollers, 'Volkssprache , 1~6T ”(in later Cairo printings
of the Sira. aT 1F fag i la"does not appear in this name).
It is much to""be doubted whether
yirbet elMird 52,3 (126 A.H.) belongs here; the j is rightly
bracketed by the editor for deletion as an inadvertence
induced by the common greeting formula
(which
*
appears in the- following line).

§54
The subject is mentioned
1 Karabacek, SPA’7 135/v.
briefly by Grohmann, ____
Allgemeine _______
Einfdhrung, Sl/2;
CPR III, xxi; Einflb.r u h g " T O O / 1 ;' 7/Ar, "u E J HO, 96. This
phenomenon is but a type of haplography ( ^58b).
2 The feature documented by Blau, ASP, 128,
could also be seen In the same way.

£28.1

3 This spelling is not unique, cf. Grohmann, Allgemeine
Einfdhrung, 82 n .3 referring to C r u m , Catalogue .. «
British Ibusenm, no. 1050 or Jahn 1,11 (c . 100 A.H.),
and'was' quiTc" usual in lab at a e an Arabic names (s. •
W. Diem ZDiil 123 (1973) > 233 n.39).
Is it absurd to
suspect that this writing could be connected with the
pronunciation of Allah without tafkhim (taghllz) as
suggested at £447
4 C f ., however,^39b*
5 Cf. the not dissimilar instance CPR III, 136, 2 (164
A.H.) where
~
"sixty1', as
suggested- already by Rarabacek, 33A1Y 135/v, 5*
6 S. e W r i g h t

I, 284 and cf. Blau, ASP, 130.

7 S. APEL I, 184 and the restatement in Grohmann,
Einf throng. 101.
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1 E.g. by /Carabaoek, »7Z?lc xi, 19; Becker, P3R iii, 27
(referred to by Abbott, hurrah, 39), and Gkrohmann, AO
xviii/3, 108. The anonymous contributor to 1C3 1897,
Hr«.1 f 26, had nothing of v-.lue to offer on this subject
he did however, perceive the linguistic ( and not only
palaeographical) side of the problem.
2 To o. lesser extent is final yl~~J after lectors other
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than lam

concerned (cf* e.g* Becker, P3R iii. 27}*

3 A good exair.ple of how even the moat skilled palaeographer
can be uncertain of how to interpret such a case is
provided by Grohmann, T'vA 26,2 (3rd cent* A.H.).
There the man’s name is given as
Pil-bJhwalT1',
whereas in the re-edition of the text E7AP, 158,
"Apa Gol” is preferred*
4 This seems to be the (tacit) assumption of all editors
of Arabic papyri.
5 Attention was drawn to
this spelling already by Loth,.
ZLi'.lG 13 4, 686 n .a s whod ecide d t o pr ir:t the
f orm as .
This practice is, in fact, followed by all editors of
Arabic papyri. The only exception I have come across
is APEL IV 272, 1 (3rd cent. A.II.) where
cJ^ appears
in the text but is passed by without comment.
6 1 have not been able to isointe any conditioning
factors behind the alternation
/
(Js
(such
as a following definite article for which cf. Rabin,
A 7/A, 73; 7/right II, 381; Brockelmann, GVG I, 263;
Sibawaihi, Vitab II, 481 (pointed out to me hy Prof.
H. Blanc); Pleisch, Traite, 152 and the references in
Blau, ASP, 245 n.19)T~^Uiage in this matter is quite
unsystematic (s. below)..
further, the identification of £al ( < cala ) in older
layers of Arabic (with
the exception of JAjis rendered,
problematic for the very reason discussed in this § .
Accordingly, the example from Bretz—Israel 7 (1964),
106 n.3-1 (o. 400 A.H.) cited by Blau,' loc. cit. cannot
be regarded as in any way certain.
7 This instance can serve as an example of the editorial
practice of "restoring" words to their CA counterparts.
It should be understood that there is little, if any
thing, of a palaeographical nature to support the
editing of ^
(not <J^ ) at the beginning of 1.5 as
against J U (not
c J ^ ) nine words later on. On
palaeographical grounds alone,
...
^
would
have been equally possible.
8 This is, of course, assuming that the editor’s reading
and interpretation are correct, which I am not sure is
the case. Whatever the correct decipherment may be,
there seems to be no reason for editing
,jjr here as
against
in 1*5 (VS.
).
9 Cf. the similar text TIBER I, 99, 6 (247 A.R.), 'where
JL. U
is edited by no less a, palaeographer than
Karabacek, who also edited
<_1* Le in the ed. prinoepa
of_the document cited here (SBA7/ 135/v?25,7)* It is
most unlikely that the word could be a singular, cf,
84f. REM.; 175.
10 This particular ambiguity of the script, howfve??, is
not peculiar to the papyri; it also affects the
interpretation of a number of phenomena in A3PC Some
of these can be found in Blau, ASP, 138 REI.h (where
the similarity of final 1 and ly is taken into account);
195/6, USK.f 198/9,
100.3; 218, §109 trid; 323 n.20

§

and 374/5,
<)254 (cf, above, example iii), Cf. also
m u 6 and 11;
11 That this <J? = q Aa
also occurs an much later
chancery documents (s. e.g. J. V/ansbrough. 3 SOAS xxiv
(1961}, 206 11.1 in a text dated 877 A.H.1 or the
I'hitimid petition published by S. IJ.Stern, Ortens 15
(1962), 173, 16) where such a blatantly vernacular
feature is hardly to be expected, would tend to support
such a conclusion. Recognition of this principle
would also have removed the need for the addition
"(sic)" to
(i.e.
) in the edition by iT.
Sourdel-Thomine, Bretz-Israel 7, 113*, 6 and 11, of
an inscription dated 282 X.H.%
An interesting case is c >
non cAli" APEL V 324,3
(3rd - 4th cent, A.H.).
12 In this work I have followed the precedent set by all
editors of Arabic papyri and given with final ly all
those words which require such an ending accordTng to
the canons of CA, even when the original seems to write
final I alone. Cases in which a question of language
is involved are pointed out where necessary.
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There can be no doubt that yQs is the original sequence
of radicals, firstly, verba m'ed, w/y with a. strong
second radical are predominantly denominative (s. e.g.
Brockelmann, GV3 I, 617), a circumstance which strongly
favours ^ayisa < yaQjsa rather than vice-versa, and,
secondly, y 3s is confirmed by the Hebrew root
.
1'na ch_jieuerem Sprachgebrauch" (n.L.Fleischer apud
Hariri^ Burra, Einleitung, 48), o — deplored
by Hariri, ibid., 186/ 7 . for this word in Quranic
codices s. IQ III, 49/50, 56 and* Rabin, AY/A, 142; it
is recorded also by Ndldeke, Belagwttrterbuch , 57b
and cf. in-addition Blau, ICS v, 23’TL
~

s
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1 Cf. in general e.g. Brockelmann, CFVGr I, 259ff*, and
Fleisch, Traite, 149'ff.
2 These forms are current also in CA, s. ^.g. Aright I,
285; Fleisch, Traite, 152, and are the norm for the
papyri; 1 have no statistics, but have the impression
that the full forms i.e.
etc. e.g. ABEL V 318,1
(3rd cent. A.H.) are distinctly rarer.
3 For which s. e.g. .Yright I, 68; Rabin, AY/A, 148; Fleisch,
Traite, 150.
4 To judge from. Pl.xii, the MS. reads rather

' (Y).

5 I have followed here the suggestion of Dietrich, ibid.,
n.ll, and translated the verb as active rethen than
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the passive^ "&o warden wir.** untergebracht".
however,
UlC* -in 1*9.

Kobe,

6 These ^p ^filings presumably represent amkarni'/
f a s k a m a fi«e,. amkan + nT in accordance with
561-a ) ,
and strictly speaking may therefore not be haplologioal,
but ex-amples of a geminate being written only once,
not twice as usual in CA (cf.
§§ 30e, f; 65a, ii).
On such writings cf* 'fright I, 102 n*; Toilers,
Volks sir ache , 144; Brockelmami, G-VG- I, 257, and Blau,
a s p ,' iT87”jpri.4.
7 I*e* as if
<
<Jl J— a > fo^ which principle s.
Brockelmann, GVG I, 261 and the literature in Blau
ASP, 264 n.6 * The explanation could also be sought
in the disappearance of the moods of the imperfect
( £ 65b} , The same applies to Ibn V/ahb 8,3 (late
3rd cent. A.H*), referred to by Blau, Emergence,
130 n.2.

s
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1 Cf. Violet, ibid., col. 24n. and 31au, ASP, 64 n*10.
This dittography is .simply a technicgue to fill out
the end of the line for aesthetic reasons when
insufficient space remains to allow- completion of the
word .
2 A subdivision of haplography is mentioned above under
involutio ( $54). In HEAP 1 , 9 = APEL III 146,9
T 9 r AlH.T both Becker and Grohmann are wrong in
detecting a haplography; s. § 324 n.2 .
3 I have excluded the possibi3.ity that this double
writing of yab be intended to mark consonantal y
in the manner documented for JA by Blau, JA, 49*
4 Levi delDa Vida, JA03 64, 132*
5 S. APEL III, Pi. i a.
6

So Karabacek, lop» cJLt*Eraenkel, 3BMG
51, 170 read
which" seems”"quite impossible.

7 Abbreviations are listed in greater detail in Grohmann,
Allgemeipe Einfdhrung, 74; CPR III, xxvf.; APEL II,
12?r h/APT Wf7oT ”Ei’
nlhl.hrung, 101; HO, 96,and BAB, 73.
For abbreviations” in'<Sk texts s. e.g* fright I, 25 REIi.
d. On the linguistic side, it shoul.d be noted that
I>
AP EL 111 208 pa s3im (early 3r d cent. A.H.)
may not be an abbreylation of
<%jS >
"has paid
on behalf of" buF a soc^gbny_ of
<x>~F (-s *^
(of*
Littmann, ZIUG 94, 30-7, 5n which case at would
belong to
§ 27f o

*3Y
PAST II

MORPHOLOGY
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On
to
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H.

it s.. Blau, ASP, 133 and the literature referred
there; Fischer* Die demonstrativen Bildunron,
n.2. For its occurrence in Middle Arabic"s. also
V/ehr* Das 3uch der vvunderharen Ersdhlmigon und

self same n Ge'schlchten ^T/xes Laden, T5B’6y^'2ll’
"u"lt

Both these examples (I know of no others from the
first three centuries A.H.) have already been
recorded by Blau; the former in ASP, 133 n.i (s.ibid
34, ^ 1*4,. 4.3); the latter in Emergence » 1300
Neither this word, nor the examples cited at 964c
are exceptions 1 0 J 2 a dealing with the decay of final
short vowels; anti, kunti etc. are the ancestors of
the corresponding forms in many modern^dialects, not
GA anti, kunti; s. e<>g. Cantineau, Horan, 196; 31 au, •
ASP, "1*5 lTfBT”

J
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1 For this feature s. the literature_in Blau, ASP, 134
n.7, to which add e.g. Bdck, *Arabiya, 58; Corriente,
JSS 20, 48, and for unchangeable ~h u ~e.g . Rabin, A'.YA,
99, 151; Fdck, op. cit., 56 and Blau, JA, 60.
2 The suffixed forma in this text are discussed by
Violet himself, cols. 21-/5, 33 and by Blau, ASP, 318
n .3 ; Pseudo-0orractions, 79/80.
3 In view of
Kcwtri
=
(be3,ow) I do
not see the need to restore iota at the end of this
word as is done by Fahle, Bib el tTbersetzungen, 32 n.6,
followed by Blau, ASP, 318 n, 3~~~(where misprinted)
and idem, .?seudo- Corr ecti0ns , 80. Io;to. may of course,
have stood"’there "Ci • Violet, col*. 2aT, ~but "it is
certainly not necessary for it to have done so. The
matter can only be resolved by a re-examination of
the fragment.
4 It appears that JCahle, 3 ih eItlbor seta ung en , 33 n.12
was unjustified in restoring a" filial iota here; cf.
the remark of Violet,, col. 25. concerning this word:
"wo schwerlich I ausgeffalien lot”.
5 The first word here is restored according to its
transcription 1-ter in v.54; the reading of the second
is uncertain. t According to Violet, col. 25 n.l, it
may be
Kix8„ &ov
followed by Blau, ASP, 318 n.3»
idem,Pseudo-corrections 80 (where misprinted).
6 S* e.g. the references above n.l. Other items in this
list arc probably to be explained in terms of pseudo
correction, for which e* the references to Blau,
above n.2. The suggestion that the suffix be posited
as ~uh is male despite $ 46a and Blau* P seudo--
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Corrections » 80 (,rsomething like- - . -~bu"),
7 This again ± 3 quite in keeping with the position in
modern dialects- For this feature in various stages of
Arabic s. e g . .Brockelmann* G-VG- I, 180; idem, in
Handhuch der Or 1ental.1sf 1k III / 2 and 3 (Leiden, 1904)
2Tff SaoirT, LaTa, 99l"'“Blau;' JA, 61.
8 S. the discussion in Blau, ASP, 318 n.3. Violet’s
Psalmfragment contains the text of ^ 78, 20—31 an^
3T-6T; vvr~*32~50 are missing- It appears that
somewhere in the course of this missing section the
scribe altered his system of transcription, for all the
cases of noun + 3rd person masculine plural suffix in
the earlier part of the text omit the relevant caseending, whereas all similar instances in the latter
part include it. This is probably no more than an
attempt to classicize the language of the translation;
the genuine vernacular form was zero + hum (or some
thing similar)*
9 The first Setter of the second word can only be
gamma with Kahle- Bibslttbersetzungen , 34 n.2*
■frr.nmn

*

>n

n

*

10 Cf. Blau, ASP, 91 n*30j where a pronunciation
3abayhum is suggested.
11 So, with h not kh as Blau, ASP, 318 n*3; BS0A8 xxxv,
481.
12 The form
cjw.*5. ifx (?),ftheir month" ip 78,30 is
problematic, and may not belong here (s. Blau, A3P,
322). The Arabic equivalent is given as
by
Ndldeke. Peue Beitrlge , 173 (where the Greek is mis
printed; Kafvle ,~3ib elttber setzunge n , 35; Blau, op.
cit., 322, 453, 583, but, hesitantly, as
Ly
the original editor, cols. 3.0, 24.
'

061
3. S* the literature in Blau, ASP, 135 n.12 and idem,
Pseud0-Correcti0ns, 80. Examples from papyri etc.
Jlave~already been noted by him in Emergence s 130, and
are not repeated here; note, however, that
'-IP
cited there from APEL II 73,5 (320 A.H.) need not be
accounted an example, as
j \> in CA is also attested
as masculine (fright I, 180
) * A possible example
from al-QalqashandT is given by Blau, lOS vi, 169.
2 Some apparent cases of this phenomenon in edited texts
are to be disregarded; thus APEL I 49» 3 (297 A.H.)
and Abbott, ZfEll!!?-.„ Ill, 10 (338 A.H,) should be
corrected with ’.Dietrich, Islam 2.4, 94 and ibid., 25,
190 respect!vely

.

3 Cf* B3.au, BA, 62; idem, Emergence, 13.2; PseudoCorrections * 80•
4 I- it possible that

here is feminine as was

■
h-^9

the Syr.iac etymon of the Arabic worcl (Nflldeke,
Syriache Gramm», (second ed..,) Leipzig, 1898, 96) and
that the acmonstrative has been attracted to it? A
probably more plausible explanation is offered by
Blau, Emergence, 130 f. but c f «. the following example*.

9 As
<j^y\p may be feminine (Wright I, 182) it is not
unlikely that this is the reason for the feminine
demonstrative here (for the gender of a status
oonstructus relationship being determined "by~~l:be
second™ member s . e*g* Heckendorf, Syntax, 167/8) ; the
saiiie phr.ase, however, appears as masculine in 1 *7.
6 In constructions involving a numeral 11-99 and a
counted noun CA is rather hesitant as to concord;
agreement may be either with the plural number or with
the singular counted noun (below $144).
Accordingly,
oXP
in this example may refer not to
H P but
to
gv-O~-0~~c *
7 This example has nothing to do with the gender of
(j UJ (s. above n.4-) but reflects the supersession
of the dual by the plural ( $ 84b); cf. Blau, Emergenee s
131* where a similar case from Ibn Wahb (late “3rd cenf.
A.H.) is recorded. It is interesting that the example
here is taken from the same document quoted above, a.
8 Ibn Wahb 39, 17 (late 3rd cent* A.H.).
spelling cf. above $11*

For the

9 For the absence of final -a in such forms cf. Blau,
ASF, 135. Incidentally3 could not >LL "why?" ” 13U.
recorded there be due to imitation of CA
il =
U.
in the same meaning?
10 Assuming this not to be a mere scribal _error (as is
|£i 1.14 - pace the editor,
)> ^ ie fs-o-t
that here
lP occurs before a feminine noun (i.e. =
CA
) seems to rule out involutio ( $fia) as
a possible explanation of this phenomenon. What
appears more likely is that the examples so far listed
in*this paragraph attest the existence of an un
changeable demonstrative, whose realisation could well
have been something like *hadh£ (so Blau, e.g.
Emergence, 112). Such a form would then have been
reduced”To
DP before the definite article in
accordance with the process outlined by Fischer, Lie
dem0nstra11ven Btldungen, 72; the examples below cTJii
m ei'e1/fFe pr e he nt" an'extension of this development.
1 1 ’This is the probable reading, but some of the vertical
fibres of the papyrus are missing at this point and
the alif may once have stood there. What is said in
the preceding note is not intended to exclude the
presence of inyolutio in every example, but only as
. an explanation "oT"~the phenomenon as a whole. This is
a case in iD0ir.1t; cf.
H P in 1.9.
12 Bead so with Dietrich, Islam 25, 189*
13 For which s. at length Fischer, Die demonstratively
Bildunyen, 41fc. , and as presentaiive Blau, Ailf, 'To5,

*4 0
and the literature there.
14 The editor renders simply: nand as for nhe rent
15 Cf. Blau, .ASP, 136 REM.; Ewald, Grammstlca II, 187;
Schen, JSS 18, 65; Corriente, .Sketch, 13161.223.
Such a case of
qJ)'^
for CA
occurs in the 13th
cent. 'A.D. literary piece published by T. Self,
Festschrift cler Nationalbibliothek in Y/ien. .. (Wien,
~ “ those stones"*
16 Levi della Vida,. JAOS 64,
Grohmann, P^D.&ographie I,

128 n.6,accepted by
114 n.8.

17 On this spelling s. Blau, ASP, 136/7; Guest, Kindi,
53 and cf. above ^21d.
18 A variant of the following spelling in accordance
with § 11 *
19 For all these spellings s. the references in Blau.
ASP, 137/8.

$62

1 For it 3 , Blau, ASP, 141 n.46 and further e.g. Dozy,
Supplement I, 46; 'Wright I, 276; Bittner, Brief
Christf,~1~91; Rechendorf, Syntax, 33 n.4; Ndldeke,
Belegwdrt er3uch, 57b;__Schen, tfo3 18, 65/6. Instanc es
from the Kitab aI-Agiian?L are listed by Corriente,
J’SS 20, 53. and for the papyri s. Grohmann, e.g. FWAP,
96; BAB, 145.
2 It does occur in CA (s. the preceding note) but
"Classisck Im strengen Sinn ist das Wort aber nicht"
(Nflldeke, WZKM viii (1894), 263 n.2).
the
3 The second text is assigned to^lOth cent. A.B. by
Karabacek ad loc.,and the example cited in full by
Grohmann, Islam. 22, 43.
4 A further example from the Schott—Iteinhardt collection
in Heidelberg is cited at BAB, 145 (date?).
5 Cf. Blau, ASP, 140/1; Schen, JSS 17, 236; ibid., 18,
66 .

$63
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 142; Rechendorf, S7, 435/6; idem.
Syntax, 26 \/4 ; Br-ockelmann, G7G II, 8?/6 a
2 Read so with Dietrich, Islam 31, 86. Such constructions
of elative + shayy are common also in CA, s. e 0.ge
Rechendorf, ^/ntax, 64 and particularly Wehr, Elatlv,

582.

3 The precise nature of this construction is not fully

*41

clear. Moat probably
^
is to be seen simply as
an attribute to
but could j.t not also be a
noiaen rectum to it? In other words, is this an early
instance of the shay + undefined noun (i.e. genitive)
construction common in so many colloqaiaXs as an
expression of the indefinite? For it &*.
Brockelmann,
GYG- I, 1-73; Feghali, Syntaxes 339/4-0; Grotzfeld, Syr is oharabische Grarimatik, 25; it occurs also in JA, s. BTau,
T A p’TP5/6c ihe CA""paralleX to this construction seems
always to be shayo + rnin + (defined or undefined)
noun, though The elements need not necessarily appear
in that order (s. the examples in the sources .quoted
above n.l.).
A less likely analysis would bo to take
(jp"
together as qualified by
^
; this is not
impossible, as there are dialects where it is the norm
for shay in such expressions to follow the indefinite
noun to"which it refers, not to precede it, so e.g*
H—J. Sasse, Lingulstische Analyse cLes arabischen
Dialekta der ivHiallarnlye in der Pro vinsTMargin (Sddpst_—
tflrke :Q 7 Inaugural — Passer tat ion (Mdnchen, 197X77 127/8.

64
I S . above ^2a and Blau, AST, 144*
2 Additional to the cases cited by Blau, ASP, 144.
3 Of. Blau, ASP, 144.
4 For the development facll > ficil s, e.g. Vollers,
Volkssprache, 16; Brockelmann , G-VG I, 180; Cantineau,
Edran", °~20E”and, at”"greater length, Le eomte de landberg9
"Etude sur les verbes
J-p£ , Uppsala Chlversttets
Arsskrift» 1939:6. The presence oT thia" f eature in the
P &almfragment has already been identified by Blau., ASP,
3T4375, where the following examples also appear.
5 In one case this assimilation does not take place in
a form corresponding to CA fa£ 1JLa, viz*, cr^yf..]
=
,trwent up,r (v*21)a The dialect of the’ Psalm"
fragment therefore has reflexes of these throe verbs
very similar to those of modern Egyptian, where we find .sji
simic but $acad (so e.g., Spiro, Bj.ctipjaaryt s#.v*). It
may be doubted whether it is the" phTryugal £ that is
responsible for this prevention of the assimilation
(so Blau, ASP, 145). As £ does not otherwise prevent
the shift a > £ in*this Text, the cause may well be
rather the initial _s which does, in fact, have this
effect (s. § 3a,i).*
6 I very much doubt whether the fact that this papyrus is
of Christian origin has any significance for the
evaluation of the phenomenon mentioned here,.
7 The rare spelling
cP'A for the corresponding f
independent pronoun also occurs in this text ( b 59a)*
8 For this spelling s. Blau, ASP, 145/6 where the
phenomenon is discussed and the present examples also

*4-2

.4 .4. > >. 0
Of
quoted (-An swat i^ s. i'idn 34. yl*4.4.>).
; . as
14 read ,
“f'second''
for
well Guest,
Guest Kindi t 53» where in 1*14
'se
“third'* *

1 This, again, is a feature which sets the language of
the papyri apart from CA and classes it together with
the various strata of Middle and Modern Arabic * for
it, cfc Blau, ASP, 147/8
2 S. Blau, ASP, 148.
In view of the general absence of
moods visible in verba mediae w/ y and tertjlao w/y
(below, b), it is quTtV safe to assume that” the final
short vowels of the imperfect (and therefore the moods
also) wore absent in texts other than the P salmfragment *

3 So Violet™ Kahle, Bibeltiberaetzungen, 32 n. 2 places
spiritus asper on the penultimate iota, in consonance
with his rather exagerated view (s. § 24 n,12) that
consonantal y should always be accompanied by such a
sign; Blau, ASP, 148 also spells the word in the same
*
t
t
C
7
V
w
v
^
M
U
M
T
U
<
>
»
A
»
r
«
w n
:

,

f

\

._

.

way..

4 These are the only relevant examples available; for
them s. .Blau, ASP, 148*
5 Cf* for the perfect ^64a,ii.
S. on this Blau, ASP,
148 (and cf* also the similar phenomena described ibid.,
318, 398/4). Iu a wider context this feature is but
an aspect of the elision of a short vowel between
identical, or similar consonants; s. e.g. Yollers,
Volkssprache, 126ff., 128* 144; Cantineau, Etudes,
T4fi., 42/3T 108; Fleisch, Traite, 82ff., lTbff.
6 A fine account of this phenomenon, with full bibliography,
is given by K„ Blanc,
iv (1974), 206ff.

IQS

7 I do_not somehov/ consider it likely that
c W >y =
M ~ d akh.il with 110, though this is not impossible and
would produce a meaning similar to the one suggested
here. An explanation in terms of the B-imperfect (s.
the literature in e.g. Blau, ASP, 149 n.2G; also seems
improbable.
8 This possibility is mentioned also by the editor. If this
reading is adopted, the example will then belong to
§ 138a,i. ,For the formula cf* e.g* «Xakn 3*5 (.127 A.H,);
ibid., 5*4 (late 2nd cent. A.H.) on which s* Levi della
Vida, JAOS 64, 130; BAIT 3,7 (late 2nd cent* A.I-I., s.
Kar ab ac ek , W ZKM xi ,7}.

3, For a parallel cf* Blau, ASP, 147 REM„B and idem.,
Pseudo-Corrections, 69*
rapmtw .*

2 This example therefore belongs, apparently, to
3 The form is all the more peculiar as this text elsewhere
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not orally 123es -u foris3 far^the imperative (I.10) hut
aXso for the imperfect ( § 13.8a ,i) ; in 1.18, however,
an imperfect in -un la us ecl* (Such ie also the case
in the example referred to above n.l.). Furthermore,
although addressed to three women, this document
regularly employs the masculine for the feminine plural
( § 8,3g) ? could
(yjJ> j perhaps be an attempt at a
second person feminine plural imperative modelled on
CA forms of the type
? Even this suggestion,
however, is problematic, as in the papyri the root pro
has developed into a verburn tertiae y not w ( <j79&“T;'
this males" it difficult "to see how a verb. :Fert. w
could have served as a pattern.

$67
1 This seems to be one of the very few cases among Arabic
papyri of dialectal (stylistic?; cleavage.
It is
quite possible that I have overlooked other occurrences
of the energetic, or that further cases will be found
in unpublished documents, but the almost exclusive
restriction of this feature to the Qurra texts from
Aphrodito remains most conspicuous.
2 But even here the context is broken and the reading- far
from certain; the editor renders **I had certainly
transmitted it to him'*.

68
1

1 On it s. e.g. BrockeXmann, GVG I, 356; it is very
typical of 1/Iaghrebi dialects, s. Ph. Marcais, El, I,
second edM 579/80.
2 The more expected

f

occurs in the same text 250,12

b9
1 But by no means all, s. £*g« 0. Reinhardt, Ein arabiseher
Dialekt sesorochen in f0.man und Zanzibar... ,"~C8tuttgart t
io94), 154 I'sehr h&urig.. georgpcht") and the references
in Blau, ASP, 150 n.23.
2 S. Blau, ASP, 150 and the literature cited there.

3 The active construction c)l^ (...)
is also
of frequent occurrence e.g. DAB 11a,2 T304 A.H.)
4 A discussion of how to read this expression is given,
with many references, in DAB, 74.

$70
X Exactly as in ASP, s. Blau, ASP, 152/3? where extensive
references to this phenomenon, from OA*io modern
dialects, are given* C f a l s o Bittner„ Brief Ghris.tif
191j Flick, cArabTya » 74 n .8 < 75, 94, 119*™hT39//L Kopf,
Stuciia I si atn.Tca v 0-956). 4o; Schen, JSS 18,67; Corriente
Sketch, 103/i "n.161.
2 This is the probable reading; s„ above &27 n.17
v/here another possibility is suggested.
3 This word is among the examples m

Blau, ASP, 153*

4 Cf. Blau, ASP, 154 n„46 and also above

^2e,ii.

5 For the date of the texts in I si ami oa 4 s.. above
6

§27 n.4

q) j ^ J
"and may He honour you!" JRES viii, 137,6
(3rd cent. A.H.) is not an example; reads
q) ^ S j
in
accordance with the formula discussed in DAB, 28/9o

Z 1
1 References to further literature in Blau, ASP, 154/5
and cf. also A. Soltaler, Orammatik des neuaramlischen
Dialekts von Maclula (Anti1ibanon), AbE.f.di Kunde des
Morgenlandes, xxiiT/l (Leipzig, 1938), 3.98.
2 The aditor renders hesitantly, and most improbably:
"dazubleiben und ftlr Ruhe zu sorgen (?)". I am not
convinced that
^I"that he should move"
F7/AP 122,8
(241 A.H.) is to be’ included here; Levi della Vida,
Byzantion xvii, 215 translated "tc give rest".
*1 n V iia V iiir r r-.-r

1-

^

3 Cf. Blau, ASP, 155.
4 Accordingly, it is unnecessary to characterize this form
as "fehlerhaft" as does Grrohmann, HO, 99* One might
even hazard the guess that it was because form I
(active) of srr was intransitive ("be happy") in the
dialect of this writer that he used form II hero
("make happy"); such a usage of form I occurs in ASP
(Blau, ASP, 151) and appears in
JA already inthe
writings of Saadya G-aon (s. D. Baneth, Moss ben Malm on „
Eplstulae , Fasc.I (Jerusalem, 1946)s 71* n/j)T*“^Por *TETs
example cf. below ^76 n.l.
5 It is true that form II of this verb also occurs in
CA, but form IV is certainly more frequent there.
6 References in DAB, 107, further e.g. Gz-oh;cann, 17/A 4,5
(3rd cent. A.H.). In B1PA0 xxx, 35, 11.3,11,19 0-a'^
3rd - early 4th cent. A.H.) forms II and IV of this root
ax>pear together in the same document.
7 Cf. Blau, ASP, 152 and n,33*
8 S. the references and discussion in DAB, 107/8. Form
IV is distinctly more frequent in formulae in-v olving

this verb; for form II s. also JESHO viii, 292,9 (3rd
cent* A *II«) *
9 If this reading and interpretation are correct, rhe
vocalisation of the word as ta ^arrufy (i.e. V) proposed
in DA3, 181 will require to be" modified.
On examining
the plate however, it seems that the reading
^
is not at all impossible ; it might even be thought more
likely*
In JA I know of this phenomenon only in the word
"his support" as e.g. T-S 8J19.11* which also occurs as
Vr in addresses (generally in Arabic script) of
JA letters from the Cairo Cfeniza, as T-S 8J 13*33 (both
mid-late 11th cent* A.D.)* But is not scriptio defectiva
the operative factor here (cf• Blau, ASP, 79/BT?

§72
1 S. the literature and discussion in Blau, ASP, X57ff.;
I. al-Yazi ji, Lughat al-jara^ld, Cairo n.d* , 17ff., where
the early oeginnings ofr this feature are noted? Schwarz,
cUmar, 122 n.2; Flick c Arahiya, 119; Schen, JSS 18, 68/9.
For "The implications of this 'feature.as regards the
nature of stress in old Arabic s. Blau, 3S0AS xxxv, 479
(where the formulation is slightly different from that
given idem, ASP, 157 n*64)* To the various motivating
factors lying behind this development should be added
the impact of XVth form verbs of similar (or opposite)
meaning, for which cf. e.g. Brockelmann, OVG- I, 292.
2 S. the discussion of this word ibid., 64/5 n.ll; it
occurs also in the contemporary text APEL III 158,11
where it is clearly pointed anhbt (excluding onhyth
considered by Becker, loc. citTJT
3 Translate as imperative with Levi della Vida, O'AOS 64,
132 .
4 On this word s. Blau, ASP, 158 n.67; 181 n.188 and
Hariri, Durra, 142, top.
5 Translate -as imperative with Levi della Vida, JAOS 64,
133 and Blau, Emergence, 129. For the long vowel s. J8la.
. 6 Cases such as
/ "I did^not sell" may, but need
not, be examples of IV < I ( j>8la)*
7 Cf., however, for this and the following three examples,
above j 2c ,i .
8 As far as I am aware this text is unpublished; I am
reading the word from the plate of the ostracon in
Grohmann, Einftthrung, pi. xv or idem, Paldographie I,
PI. xvii. " As this'"is the only case I have noted of IV <
I in the passive perfect, the papyri are unable (at this
stage) to throw, any light on the theory advanced by
Blau, ASP, 160; P se ndo-Corrections, 82.
9 Assuming that the reading is correct; cf. above j>2n*9»

W'K)

10 Adduced by Blau, Emergence 9 124; tho form also occurs
in ASF) Blau. ASP", x5oT
11 That form XV in this particular root had become
genuinely productive is proved by the occurrence of the
infinitive
^
i cited by Dietrich, loc« cit.,
who correctly remarks that *'Hassa IV ist tlbrigens
selten".
'it~~!~im”
12 Some apparent cases of IV < I a**® due to editorial error
thus in’APRL VI 6, 10 read:
l*/U> "you have read it'?
(3rd cent. A.H., s. FWAP 178/9, where the mistake is
repeated), and in AFEL V 291,22 (4th cent. A.H.) read:
for
ihd •
13 S. Flick, cArabTya, 172; A. Spitaler apud DAB, 159;
Blau, ASP^ T7T2? idem, Pseudo-Corrections, 83; A.F.L.
Beeston, BSOAS xl (19777, 251.
14 This is the analysis of Spitaler apud DAB, 159» Is this
contamination of X + bi~ x IV - bi- also behind the
alternation of
and
,\>! mentioned above?

§73
1 For this feature s. e.g. the literature in Blau, ASP,
163 n.95; Brockelmann, GVG X, 530/1; Rabin, AY/A, 147.
2 This explanation is in conflict with that offered by
Becker, HPAP, 250 and Grohmann, AP2L III, 4 n.10,
both of whom suggest form VIII on the analogy of
Jjr \ ;
form VIII of this verb, however, does not appear to
exist, and consequently the word is to be regarded as
form V, well attested from the earliest times down to
modern dialects (s. e.g. the paradigm in Cowell,
Reference Grammar, 87). This is not, of course, to
cliny that -ta- here could have developed > -tt- after
the pattern of
Tcih i22), i.e. producing
tattakhkharan(na). But even if one assumes this to
have takeh"’place, the disappearance of the vowel of the
ta*~ prefix is not thereby affected. That this word
should be understood as tatakhkharan(na) with £25a
and spelled defectively in accordance' with JlOc I
consider to be highly improbable. On this word cf.
Blau, ASP, 163 n.96 and idem, Pseudo-Corrections, 83.
3 But cf. in this case (where the verb begins with a
dental) e.g. Wright I, 64/5; Fleisch, .Traite, 142/3*
4 S. e.g* the references in Blau, ASP, X63 n.95.
5 Cf* Blau, ASP, 164 and Schen, JSS 18, 69 for the
alternation of these two forms.

J?4
1 Quoted by Grohnarm, e.g. Blnftibrun g 8 106.
2 For this o. e.g. the literature in Blau, ASP, 164 n. 106;

*4(

Brockelmunn, GVGt I, 530/1,.

Jiy

1 For which s. the literature in Blau, A3P, 165 31*109*
2 References in Blau, ASP, 165 n*113; Schen, JSS 18, 69*

76
1 This is as in GA, s. e«g* Wright I, TO; Rabin, AWAt
1 6 1 / 2 Uhcontracted forms do not seem to occur outside
the jussive and imperative (for which phenomenon s .
Blau, ASP, 167 and the literature there), since
cJ- — DAB 7, 15, 25 (3rd cent* A.H.) is best interpreted as
form XI rather than 1 (s* $71n.4).
2 For the pointing of this word s*Becker's note,
73 n.53*
3

For this example cf* e*g. Wright

4 For this intransitive use of
s*v.

ibid*,

I, 70, $122.
s. Doxy, Supplement,

5 For the dating of this document in the third century
A.H. s. I* Abel apud firman and Krebs, Aus den
288 and David-Weill, Adda, Cahen, JESHO xvi/~
6 Some cases edited as suchtare to be interpreted
differently. Thus, cnioti in Grohmann, TWA 1,4 (3rd
cent. A.H.) does not mean ”denn ich bin krank,r ( £11)
but is simply
czljo ( f£l) as pointed out by Levi
della Yida, JAOS 64, 128 h/B; the second word in Grohmann,
ibid., 2, 7 (3rd cent. A.H.)_is to be read
I
( $30 n.7), and for (o ) H m Lj> DAB 8r, 6, 10 1 prefer to
understand qys with $38. All these words are listed
in DAB, 60.' *Xf my explanation of (*)
is
accepted, this example should be deleted from Grohmann,
Islam 34, 206; idem, HO, 99; Blau, Emergence, 130; idem,
ASP, I68n,
7 For which s. the references in Blau, ASP, 167/8 n.124;
DAB, 6o/l; Fleisoh, Tr.aJ._bd, 151; Schen, JSS 18, 69/70.
Incidentally, some of the examples listed by Blau, ASP,
167/8 need hot illustrate this phenomenon; thus
>j
may be interpreted as radatt(a)? exemplifying the
assimilation described ibid., X05, bottom.
8 The circumstances described in this section make it
extremely improbable that one could read an unpointed
word such as
. x g D M G 34,_.689, 17 (early 2nd cent.
A.H.) as
i.e. .frabbeturn (or something similar),
even though on a the ore ti caT~level one might otherwise
have been justified in doing so. So far no example of
verba mediae geminatae being formed according to the
pattern of verba fertiae ya> has been recorded in the
papyri (and nor in ASP, s. Blau, ASP; I68r„ where
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references to this feature are given; on it cf. also
Ferguson, Lengug7?£ 35, 623)* The statement of Levi
della Vidal'on Lhixs subject, JAOS 64, 136 n*51, is simply*
a mis unde rs fand ing»

f 7
I S , the discussion and literature in Blau, ASP, 97,
169; C* Weil, ZA 19? 22; Fttck, c Arabiya, 116; Pie 1 sen,
Trait^» 118; Schen, JSS 17, 236;~ibIcL.> 18 y 70,etc.
2 Abel, presumably as an attempt to justify the initial
wavy instead of CA alif (cf* J27a), pointed this word as
passive* It is, of course, active, with the dinars as
the object*

3 Noted already by Blau, Emergences 125.
4 For this feature cf* Blau, ASP, 92 bottom, 169/70 and
the literature ibid., n.130*
5 S. Wright I, 76,

$138.

6 However,
Jif> appears in 1*6 as expected, and one doubts
whether the interpretation of
as imperative is
correct, particularly as no similar occurrence has yet
been found. The word is probably a perfect*
7 The explanation of Dietrich, ibid., 4-3 31.4 is that the
spelling here has been influenced by the more commonly
used derivatives of this root
and
e)»\ ,
both of which are spelled only with alif »

fra
1 Cf* Blau, ASP, 172 and the references given there.
2 That is on the assumption that the example belongs to
$10 , REM.B and c* This explanation, however is not
entirely satisfactory, and it may be preferable to think
in terms of a purely graphic ti'ansference to the perfect
of the spelling of the imperfect forms of the type
±
( £ 26).
3 Cf* Blau, ASP, 1734 Along the lines suggestedby Blau, ASP, 174, HEM., where
a similar case is so explained* Cf* also idem,PseudoCorrections, 16 *
5 Dietrich was therefore unjustified in bracketing the
initial. alif of this word as ,rverschrieben”*
For forms
of this word with initial alif s. Blau, ASP, 174 and
the references cited there." This is the only example of
this phenomenon that I can able to adduce*
6 Against CA, s* e og 0 Wright I, 94. REM* _o, For this
spelling in form I s* ibid., 93 bott.j Blau, ASP, 174

n «.15 6 and idem, Pseudo-Correct ions r 76 „
T This is also the reading of Grohmann, AFEL III 146, 29>
it is noteworthy, however, that the same document
writeo
ovt /
(j f
(form I) in 11*17* 32*
3?or an alternative proposal s*. ^80 n.4*
8 Partly published hy Grohmann, Apereu, 90 n.2 and idem,
AO vi, 148 n.3*

1 References to this feature in many strata of Arabic are
provided by Blau, ASP, 1.77 n.167;
further e*g*
Bittner, Brief Christ!, 191; Fttck, cArabiya, 79, 116
n»l8; SchehpTSS”TH^ [0; Blau, 10S V, 2X8r Examples
from papyri are given in DAB, 11 (for
Cns-L there cf.
Blau, ibid*, n .168); B.lau, Emergence , 125; Grohmann, HO,
98, and are not repeated here”!
2 J*e* with apocopation after the pattern of verba tertiae
infirmae.
3 In CA both 1 and IV of this root occur in expressions
of greeting similar to those from which these examples
are taken {s. e.g. Lane, Lexicon l/7, 2052 e)* It is
therefore arguable that the forms cited here may represent
XT rather than I, thus being seen to retain the hamza
(cf. also $72). However, since in the papyri
hi;
(impf.) and
[} I (impv.) are of frequent occurrence
and can only be taken as form I e.g. APRL XT 53, 3;
ibid., VII 24, 3 (both presumably c* 3rd cent* A.H.),
it is fairly certain that
here is also of form
I (in accordance with
j82e) gather than form IV,i.e*
something along the lines of IqriT (tert«. inf»)
rather than oaqrjo (tert. hamzT ) . fheTTsame Holds true
for other examples involving this root. Levi della
Vida, JAOS 64, 133 appears to regard this spelling as
illustrating the feature mentioned abova
j>126; this
does not seem to me likely*
4 Scriptio defective with $10 a* RBM.B and c would be a
most far-fetched explanation, though theoretically a
possible one.
5 That the waw should serve here as loirsl for- hamza (cf*
Fleisch, Traite a 101/2) is extremeXy" unlikely".
6
7

But

<-^

"I readtf, apparently, in 1.4.

The reason for assuming shortening of the long vowel in
these verbs is not only that this took place in corres
ponding nominal forms ( j# 9a; 20c). but; may also be
deduced from the occurrence of the form
g y /
(below, c), being presumably an imperfect derived from
the new perfect *
L# I (not yet recorded from the papyri}
with prosthetic alif* How if, as seems very probable,
the raison d*etre”of prosthetic alif in this form is
none other than to adapt the monosyllable to the rhythmic
pattern of other verbs in the language (s. e.g. Gantir/sau,
Palmyra I, 170; Fischer, Die demonstratlyen Biidungen,
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192 ru) ? then one may assume that this need, was fe.lt
precisely because the pronunciation was ja. rather than
:
ja*
8 For the hamza in this word as it appears here and. in
FWAP, 12$f TO" cf, above £.19 n»3* Other examples here
also appear in the editions with an added hamza: such
additions are to be ignored* The spelling
*occurs
already in the Nemara inscription (328 A.D.); it is
surely contrary t£ all probability to insist that alif
there is the kursjT for hamza (ice*.
with script!o
defective) as do F. Altheim "and R. Stiehl, Die Araber
in der” aTten Welt IV
(Berlin. .1967)* 5*
• u u iu *

..nii*

e jiw a . trr irt » it

9 For this spelling

rcw<«r»v»

*

*

r

s. Blau* ASP, 81; 127 n.30.

10 S. e.g. the references in Blau* ASP, 179 n*X79; Brockelmann, GVGr I, 610, Anm.2 and cf, above n-7 and £72.
11 As this is the only case so far noted, it would be un
wise to generalize on the basis of it. Whether one can
conclude from this spelling that the first syllable
contained a long vowel (for which cf. e.g. Cantineau,
Horan, 24-5/6) remains uncertain.
12 For if s. e.g. the references in Blau, ASP, 179 n.l80;
Perguson, Language 35, 629.
13 Cited already by Blau, ASP, 144.
14 The editor prints
ijJOjft * This is in itselfimprobable
(above, b) and as there'appear to be three hooks in the
word and not two,_it could be that the word is in fact
a derivative of jjfab.

)8°
1 Literature on this feature is given e*gv by Blau, ASP,
180 n.187.
2 Por the translation cf. Levi della Vida apud Semitica
y t 103•
3 One cannot, of course, be sure that these forms are not
passives of either II or IV. However, when this verb
does occur in the addresses of letters, the form that
appears is generally
; this, at any rate, is the
case with the earliest dateable correspondence from the
Cairo Geniza (11th cent. A.D. onwards for which s.
E.J. Worman, JQR xix (1906-7), 721ff. and the notes there
to by Goldziher, REJ 55 (1908) 54ff„) which is more or
less contemporary with the examples cited here. Por
this reason it seems to me very probable that
in this context is in fact form I activej^tor a similar
JA alternation s.
I1-3 8J40.8 with
/.?/* rather
than the regular
f 3 » • The pronunciation ofjidiis word
may accordingly have been along the lines of yugal,
occurring in a number of modern dialects, for which s.
e.g. JBrockelmann, G-VG X, 598; Cantineau, Horan, 233*

4 Here would also belong HPAP ! f 29 (91 A.H.,) if the
reading
^ y_ "he promisesM is correct (cf* Becker,
ibid*, 250)0. "This is in face, what seems to be
written («* APEL III Pi. i,b), but is rejected by both
Becker (on the advice of G-oldsiher) and Grohmann, ABEL
III 146, 29? in favour cf
o {j~L * for which s. above
j 78b, ill) Against this, however, it should be
observed that elsewhere in the document the imperfect
of fJ\j is written
not
(s\st *
1^8 n*7*
5 The absence of waw in imperfects of verba primae waw
in cases where CA demands its presence' se’ems’ to be
known otherwise only in the imperfect passive of form
I; s* below, c.
6 For this phenomenon s, the discussion and references in
Blau, ASP, 181/2 n*191 and PtLck, cArabiya, 172,.
7 Already noted by Blau, [Emergence , 130.
8 S. the discussion and references in Blau, ASP, 183/4
n.195* Perhaps some of the examples in Corriente, Sketch,
63., top, and 115, top, are to be explained in the same
way.
9 The text is published (in part) by Grohmann, Apercu, 90
n*2 and again idem AO v i , 148 n*3.Scriptio plena ( J4b)
provides a less attractive (and less likeTy; explanation
of this spelling? cf. § 87 n.ll.
10 Por which of* Blau, ASP, 3.84 n.3-96.

81
1 This feature clearly demonstrates the loss of mood
distinctions in the verb ( $ 3.38a)? for it s. the
literature in Blau, ASP, 185 n.ISo; Bittner, Brief
Christi, 191« Some examples from papyri have already
beerr assembled by Blau, Scripta, 224; idem, Emergence,
129/30; BAB,12 and are not, for the most part, repeated
here«
2 This example occurs in the apodosis of a conditional
clause; for it s* Blau, Emergence, 129•
3 Point as first person plural with BAB, 153 °
4 Cited by Dietrich, Brogenhandel , 21 n.86*
5 These words are clearly visible on the papyrus but were
not deciphered by the editor.
6 Por the alif here s.

^72.

7 For the translation of* Levi della Vida apud Semitica
v, 103*
8 This is clearly a case of pseudo-correction; cf* Blau,
ASP, 187/8; idem, Pseuao~Corrections, 84 and cf. Phek,
cArabXya ;37. X have not considered it necessary to

record cases of the short imperfect used in accordance
with CA*
9 In ASP too this is the most frequent case; s. 31.au. ASP,
188 and Addenda, 624. Scriptic d^ef^ctiva { §14) does
not seem a reasonable explanafTon7’” for '» possible case
of
fjyl
for
i s* £221*
10 S* Brockelmann, GKG I, 617; Blau, ASP, 189 n*209*

82
1 literature on the subject is listed by Blau, ASP, 190
n*214; cf* also Schen, JSS 18, 71*
2 Cf* above§20 n*5.
3 Nothing can be concluded from
"you
collected (tax)" PSR iii I, 27 (91 A.H*) as jbw and
jby exist side by side in CA*
4 The dating is that of Caetani, Annali ll/l, opposite
p. 704, where the end of the document is reproduced*
5 Por further examples s. ^50 a, i.
6 Por it s. Blau, ASP, 191 n.218; Ndldeke, Zur Grammatik
23; Guest, Kindi, 53; Rabin, AWA, 207; Blau,’ PseudoCorrectionsT~XT273 *
7 The verb appears in this form in many modern dialects,
including Egyptian, s. e*g* Brooke Imam, GVG I, 621*
8 Cf. Blau,

ASP, 192 REM.A and n.228*

9 This verb also has an -a imperfect in modern Cairene,
a telling example, therefore, of the continuity of
colloquial-usage; s* e.g. Willmore, Spoken Arabic of
Egypt, 179; for the long vowel s. below, d.
10 Por this feature, a clear proof of the absence of mood
distinctions in the verb, s. the literature and
discussion in Blau, ASP, 194 n.236; further, N&ldeke,
Zur Grammatlk, 11 and Nachtrdge, 128b, n*3; Bittner,
Brief Christi, 191; Guest, Kindi, 53/4; Schon, JSS 18,
7X; Khoury, ”27/8; Corriente, JSS 20, 50; Blau, 10S v,
281. The examples adduced by Blau, Emergence, 129, are
not repeated here*
11 I have not considered it necessary to record cases of
verba tertiae infirmae apocopated in accorclan.ce with
CA*
12 The long forms became so prevalent that in one case a
long imperfect was substituted for the apocopate even
when quoting a passage from the Quran, s * above £ 4b•
13 This word is not rare in funerary inscriptions; a*
Littmann, ibid., 52; Salmon, B1PA0 ii, 121 n.
14 The dating is that of Abel apud Erman and Krebs, Ana

15 Where translate along these lines with Levi della Vida,
JAOS 64, 132.
16 Translating the verb with Levi della Vida, apud
Semitica ? s 103®
17 In the edition the la st letter of this word is bracketed
as a restoration; however, as the tail of the reverted
y ar> is plainly visible (o. fl. ix) the reading is fully
certain*
18 Cf* Blau, ASP, 196; idem, Pseudo-Correctionss 84 P Por
unusual short forms in CA s, also HrockeUnann, GVG I,
75 o Script!o defeotiva (
10c; 14) is hardly to be
held responsible IoP"This phenomenon.
19 The context prevents one from reading
1-v:^
buy it", which one might otherwise have been very
tempted to do.

,!you

20 Is this example influenced by the equivalence of the
imperfect and imperative (|l3Sb) and hence (pseudocorrectly) apocopated as in the GA imperative?
Alternatively, might one not read this as
jzJZ* ( 49d)
21 I have not succeeded in locating in Ehoury the example
referred to by Blau, Emergence, 129 xi.3 end, which
would seem to belong here. Another possible case is
given at § 55 (v)•
22 S. the references to this feature in Blau, AGP, 197
n.249; Sachau, Alberunl1s India, xxxvi fin a MS dated
554- A.H.); Guest, KindfT"53f Schen, JSS 18, 72, 83*
23 References to this word, which occurs more often with
the definite article, are to be found in Giessen, 10 n.6
24 The syntactical status of
Is n°i clour here._
If it is in status constrnctus co-ordinated with
<JLJ>
( ^176) which is plainly a nomen re ye no
the ya~> at the
end of the word would present nothing unusual. It is
included here on the assumption that the translation is:
"without a shepherd, and (without) a weighing-offioer
for his crop".
25 Por the case of
(J^' /
uexpensive'' s. above ^
£ 55 (iv), and for an Inscriptional occurrence of
Lr
rteight‘! s. 3. Roy and P. Poinssot, Insertptions arabee
de Kairoyan I,
(Paris, 1950) p. 116 P b
.
AnoTher possible instance from the papyri is mentioned
at ■£l86 n.4.

^83
1 S. e*g. Wright I, iSOff. fox* a list of nouns of common
gender in CA; Rabin, AWA, 167/8 and, more generally, the
references in Blau, ASP, 201 n.l.
If is not always an
easy matter to pinpoint the cause of a shrift in gender;
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in some cases several factors may be operative at the
same time, and the following presentation is therefore
of necessity in points somewhat arbitrary.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 202/3 (where it should he noted that the
cited examples are all of epicene gencler and not
exclusively feminine in CA, s. Wright I, 180 REAL; 182,
an<T~for
l/v , Lane, Lexicon X/3* 1056a); Schen, JSS
18, 72/3. '
3 In CA this word is “generally feminine” according to
Wright I, 182, as indeed one would expect of a paired
part of the body. It is possible, however, that these
examples belong to ^193 a, iv. Nothing reliable
concerning the gender of this word can be deduced from
Grohmann, IbVA 21 (3rd cent. A.H.), a document in which
the numerical constructions are in complete disarray
(s. e.g. | 193 n.13).
4 Interpretation according to £ 61a is precluded by the
clearly masculine attribute to this word in 1.4.
5 Unless to be interpreted with

^61a?

6 This expression is Qoranic (e.g. Sura 41, 12) a fact
doubtless responsible for its appearance here. The
word is feminine also in another literary text: SALP I,
Iv, 1 (early 3rd cent. A.H.).
7 Por this phenomenon s. the references in Blau, ASP, 203
n»21.
8 This word is not feminine in APRL VII 1,20 (c, 3rd cent.
A.H*). There are a number of incorrect readings here;
for
in this line the correct reading is rather
( <jJ\ is also wrong in 1.18; read:
= ilayya,
not the relative pronoun).
9 Cf. Blau, ASP, 206 top.
.10 I do not, however, recall off-hand an instance in the
papyri of this word in the meaning of “private letter”;
the regular word for this is
bh
, which is also
attested, though very rarely, as a feminine in CA, s.
Ullmann et al., Worterbitch, 41a. It is surely much
less probable to connect" this example with the in
sensitivity to gender which may be observed elsewhere in
various forms of the numeral “one”, for while
\ ,
(j-sd> t ,
-aJ1
and Jj>\
occur in various layers
of Arabic with reference to either gender (s. below
$ 198, 200 and .Blau, ASP, 373/4),
used for
the masculine is exceedingly rare (I know only of the
case mentioned by Ob Blau, Tarbiz 23 (1951-2), 28 n.12).
11 The meaning “coat of mail” strikes me as unlikely here;
Jahn is surely correct in following Karabacek, PERF 632,
with the rendering “Prauenhsmd”. The suggestion of Levi
della Vida, JAOS 64, 130 to read
is impossible
12 According to Wright I, 180 RBM.
13 S. e.g. Wright I, 180 and EEWL

14 This example may, on a theoretical levelp alternative!;
exemplify a pseudo-correct application of the feminine
relative pronoun instead of the massaline, similar to
the cases in Blau, ASP, 552; it would, however, be
the only such instance I have noted in the papyri and
it is therefore preferable to believe that the word is
ill fact feminine as sometimes in modern Egyptian, s.
Spi11a-.Bey , Grammat:i k , 126.
15 This may, however, belong tofl98b. I have included
it here because it is attested as feminine elsewhere in
Arabic, s. Blau, JA, 96. The suggestion of a Berber
substrate to account for this shift proposed there
(and again in Emergence, 215) is unnecessary, as the
word is also khown“"as Feminine in some modern dialects
outside N. Africa; so in Baghdad, s. Blanc, Communal
.Dialecta , 148 and the Georgetown Dictionary "of Xr-sfjT
'Arabic; Arab 1o-English s.v. Accordingly“( "the '
inclusion" of this "example as illustrative of
referring to a masculine noun in Blau, Emergence, 131
may not be justified.
As to the origin of this usage one may suggest
influence of the morphologically similar forms ^
and j\>
(in this case also semantically similar),
both of which are regularly feminine.
16 For Jumada as masculine s. H.L. Fleischer, ZDMG 9
(18557, 259/60; Lane, Lexicon 1/2, 452a; G. Wiet,
Matdriaux pour un Corpus Inscripiionum Arabicarum 1/2
= KIEAO 52^/Uairo ,“'19.30)7 3T~Twhere it is stated that
Jumada in inscriptions is generally masculine) and the
references ibid., n.l. Gases in which Rabjb ps feminine
are much harder to come by; cf. however, Qalqashandi,
Subh al-ACsha II (Cairo, 1913 )% 365 top*
17 Though, of course, by no means all; so e.g„ Jumada is
plainly feminine in the earliest completely preserved
Arabic papyrus (22 A.H.):
(J j ih cr-^£ Grohmann,
Apercu, 41, 8. The ambiguity applies only to those
cases where
Jj!
seems to be masculine, but might .
be feminine.
18 It is masculine,
Despite this and
very faded at the
illegible), I see
the editor.

however, it the game text, 1.7.
despitethe fact that the papyrus is
crucial point (and the plate almost
no reason to doubt the reading of

19 Although
occurs elsewhere in this_docuinent,
it seems unnecessary to bracket the tav marouta of
for deletion.
20 These are the only cases of RabTc ~as feminine that I
have immediately to hand; a closer sear oh. would surely
reveal more. Nevertheless they are of considerable
grammatical importance in that they seem cuite plainly
to indicate that the relationship between these two
words is one of attribution, not of n om.cn re gens and
rectum as is the view of most (all?)~7u*at) grammarians.
ThoHFact that
/~p V! agrees in gender with
, which
has here become feminine, through the influence of
Jimiadar is a clear proof of the attributive nature of

this construction, which was first analysed correctly
by de G-oeje apud Wright II, 233*» followed by Brockelmann,
GV'G II, 209; HeckenoLorf, Syntax, 60 n . , 140A; Fiick,
fArablya, 17/^ These examples (an(3. presumablly all
otEerVor RabTc I and II) belong therefore to $ 186,212.
In. Modern Standard Arabic there appears to be no
concensus of opinion concerning the grammatical status
of this combination; Y/ehr, Dictionary. 323 vocalizes as
status constructus, whereas Tn elg7 F.J. Ziadeh and
S« ayly binder , 'Tn Iintroduction ho Modern Arabic
(Princeton, 1957), 15*6 an attr*L5\rEive Tnterpretation is
preferred. The latter, surely, reflects more closely
the instinct of most native speakers; the former was
never anything hut academic.
21 Again, these ane the only examples I have to hand; it
should not be difficult to find earlier cases. Cf.
above n.16.
22 Cf. already above nn.l8,19»
23 For

j \j

as masculine s.Blau, ASP, 202/3 n.14**-

24 The
word is also known as m0.3cul.ine elsewhere, s.
Wright 1, 183 RBM.b. Por the justification for pointing
rather than
^
s. £20a.
f0r
masculine pronoun suffix
£ 147b.
25 The demonstrative here may accordingly belong to

^ 6la.

26 Por the fluctuating gender of collectives of this kind
s. e.g. Wright X, 180.
27 In 1.17 read;
28 Porthe principle s. the references
n .1L.

»for which s. below,f.
in Blau, ASP, 202

29 This papyrus is now held a t Cambridge University Library,
where I have had the opportunity of studying it. In
any case, it would not have been possible to be certain
that the final —t was in fact the (only) motivating
factor behind this putative shift of gender. Equally
possible as an explanation would have been to assume the
influence of the feminine synonym dar, i.e. just the
opposite process to that described by Blau, JA, 96,
where dar has become masculine through the influence of
bayt .
30 Por this s» the literature indicated by Blau, ASP, 206
n<>36; Flick c Arabiya« 183; Fleisch, Trait6 , 338; Schen,
JSS 18, 7 3 / "For a similar feature concerning CA
diminutives 3. Wright 1, 170/1; Fleisch Traitet 326.
31 On this word s. Blau, ASP, 206 nn._37~8; further Ndldeke,
Zur Gramraatik, 20 n.3> Fttek. c Arabiya, 38; L. Kopf,
Stndl.a"TspImica v (1956), 48; Fleisch, Traitd, 338 n.2;
Blau/ 10S v, 296.
32 S. e.g. Wright I, 147, 180.
33 For a similar case o. Blau, ASP, 206 n.40.

This account
seems

less -problematic than assuming that
in the rest
of this papyrus is used of a "palm tree”' rather than a
/palm plantation"*
34 For which s. e.g. Brockelmann, GrYG I f 4-16; Fie is eh,
Traite, 311«
35 For this word elsewhere in Arabic s, Brockelmann, GVG 1 7
417 (according to whom it is characteristic ox "die
spdtere Sprach.e!t); Fleisch, Traita s 336; it is common
also in modern dialects, s« e„g0 Barthelemy, 1)1qtionnarhfe ,
176; Wi 11m ore , Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 49* An example”
from Spanish Arabic* is quoted (lor'another purpose) by
Corriente, Sketch, 86*
a; U'l "she-ass" also occurs,
s. Kdl.deke, Be 1 egw8r terbuch? 5b*
36 It is of interest to note that the adjective
"near to giving birth" here in 1.8, which refers only
to females, remains without ta~> mar buta in accordance
with e.g._JJright I, 187 REM*7 Hoekendorf, Syntax, 60,
whereas qarifr "full toothed, mature" which in CA may
refer to either gender (s._e„g. Lane, Lexicon 1/7,
2512 a) is provided with tit marbuta in^TTXOl Hence
Zip^ llM
belongs to this section also.
37 S, the references in Blau, ASP, 206 n.41; Schen, JSS
18, 80/l; Corriente, Sketch, 89/90*
38 For the strange
66
'

39

'2) j ? j

"and greet!" of 1*16 s. above

*

cJj JZiL
here will not be thought a 3rd person feminine
plural of *qrw < pry for the reason given at £66 n*3«

40 This is a clear case of hypo-correction;
— M
contains one vernacular feature (the masculine for the
feminine) and one GA feature (the nominative case s. £
86b. though of course here applied wrongly).
41 The relative chronology of this process is not. clear.
The development would seem to be feminine dual >
feminine plural
>
masculine plural, but I have not
been able to find as yet an example of the "missing
link" i.e. a feminine dual with feminine plural concord.
It is possible, therefore, to argue that the feminine
plural had already disappeared (supplanted by the
masculine)» in which case there would be no need to
postulate any such intermediary. The material to hand,
however, is too limited either to confirm or refute such
speculation. Feminine plural concord with an animate
feminine dual occurs in Blau, ASP, 212 n.62 (alternating
with masculine plural); Schen, JSS 18, 74 etc.
42 Although this letter is sent by two women: (cf* above, g)
it is possible that their families are included in this
statement, which may not necessarily refer only to the
two women themselves. For women speaking oF~th.ems elves
in the masculine, s. Brockelmann,. GVG I, 298 n.l, 417
n.2; II, 97/8; Rochendorf, Syntax, 30; Blau, BZ, 181*
43 For this phenomenon, which seems to be attested only
from the Arab West o. e*g«> NOldeko, WZKM viii (1894),

258; Marcais, Tlemoen, 61; idem,
ires do Is
Soclete cj.e_ Lingulstighe de Paris I 1- ""(190’6*-ST9‘ 4*24/5
Hater "re-BTssue’d ‘as’"He dialecte arabe .dee 5ia.d B rahim
de Saida (Paris, 190*6"), lG J T \ Brockelmann* QV(x X, 566";
M. Cohen. Le narl er arabe des Jnif a d 'Alger (Paris,

1912), 182, ~PhV Marcads/ Le paPlcr “arabe 'ITs Blidjelli
(Paris n*d* [1956]
), 14T/5] ""67 OoTXn]' 451 “(second ed.)
s.v. al—Andalus, 502b| Cohen, Pun.Is II, 94, 96*. It is
generally paralleled by a similar loss of gender
distinction in the second person of the pronoun, cf* e.g.
Corriente, Sketch, 97 n*135, 100,148 n.241*
4-4 It would be a fact of importance if the identification
of this feature as suggested here were correct,
particularly as this coalescence of masculine and
feminine has not, so far as I see, yet been recorded in
JA, whca e documents constitute the most important source
for the earlier history of the Maghrebi dielects* The
presence of such a blatantly Maghrebi feature in Egypt
at this period would serve to emphasize that the question
of the eastern boundaries of "Maghrebi” as against
"Egyptian" Arabic is, and always has been, an extremely
complicated one, cf* e.g. Blau, Emergence, 56ff.;
H. Blanc, XOS iv (1974), 206*
45 The syntax of the letter at this point is not fully
clear, and this example is far from certain. The letter
is sent by two women to three others, who are regularly
addressed in the masculine plural (above, g); that the
singular appears here may (assuming it is not a plain
error) be taken as an indication that the main addressee
is intended; such, at least, is the view of the editor,
ibid., 690 n.2. This point of view may be supported by
observing that similar fluctuation of gender/person is
by no means rare in the correspondence of,the Cairo
Geniza, s. S.D. Goitein, op. cit*. below &162 n.l4s 221
n.2. Cf. 1 218.
46 This letter is unfortunately a mere fragment; however,
that a woman is being addressed seems clear from
/
<2/1j>
"do not omit that" occurring in the following
line.
I am unable to agree with the remark of Margo11outh ad
loo. that "The genders of the verbs are„ as often,
careless"; this phenomenon is, in fact, extremely rare.
47

c4J— gJ 0/
"that you come to me" Melanges
Islamologiques ii, 92, 5 (3rd cent. A.HTJ occurring in
a letter from the Superior of a convent to her daughter
(or at least to a younger woman)9 cannot be included
here. The correct sheading is
» Blau, ASP,
145 n.8.

1 Extensive references to this feature are provided by
Blau, ASP, 210 n.54; s. further Brockelmann, GVG II,
79 Anm.2; Cohen, Etudes, 115/6; Schen, JSS 18, 74/5; Blau,
10S ill, 198/9; Corriente, JSS 20.* 50. for the papyri
s. already Grohmann, Einftlhrnng, 106; 31aus Emergence,
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128, 131 with examples*
2 Cited by Grohmann e.g. Einftthrun^( 106 and Blau,
Emergence, 128 *
""
3 In CA
(-ji
I, 190.
4

I is used in this context, 8. e*g. Wrisrht

here seems to have been altered to
but the original concord allowed to stand.

,

5 This reading is given according to APB1 11, -Pl.v, where
read 80 for 76;. the last word may, in fact, be
j
rather than
[ I , s u g g e s t e d here , but whatever
the form of the suffix the verb is clearly plural* This
example is cited already by Blau, Emergence, 131*
6 Cf. on this DAB, 139 and above ^83 11.45.
7 On the plurals before the dual pronominal suffixes here
s. below, f e
8 In 1.5 it seems that
IU*JIM may, in fact, be the
correct reading (cf. ibid., 139).
9 S. for this the literature referred to by Blau, ASPy> 214
n.17 and also idem, Emergence, 131; 103 iii, 198?ibid., v
281; Corriente, Sxetcn., 130. for concord with such
words in the pluralT/s. above, a (i) end, and, for the
same feature in modern dialects s. at length H. Blanc,
language 48 (1970), 49ff* and in Spanish Arabic s.
Corrxente, loc. cit.
■uq^iM ii|iia«M iilV y t (d ita ij) C a t.'

*

10 The meaning of this war d with reference to dinars is
not clear; it is generally understood as macsul and
translated "correct" or something similar, *s. the
discussion given by Grohmann, Binf tlhrung, 201/2.
However, since the word
p 'gvio
"washed1* with
reference to coins occurs in a Hebrew deed from the
Cairo Geniza dated to 969 A.D. (S. Assaf larbiz ix
(1937~8), 205 1.7) it has been very plausibly suggested
that instead of ma^sul, one should in fact, point the
word as l^ghcul, x.e. "washed" (s. M.E* Friedman, Jewish
Marriage~ (;ontraets in the. Palestinian Tradition..
BTsserlatlon presented to the”"T)niversi ty of Pennsylvania,
1970, 159/60)'.
11 Perhaps, however, the feminine pronominal suffix is
due to attraction to the gender of
(JP ^
*
12 S. above
13 As against

^>61c and ibid*,, n*7.
in the same text 11.5/6.

14 S. Blau, ASP, 215 n.78 for references to this feature;
Schen, JSS 2 8,75.
15 For which cf. Blau, ASP, 215 and n«78; o. also a
Spanish example in Corriente, Sketch, 130.
16 Cf. Blau, ASP, 215/6 and 624, Addenda tc p.216
17 S. the references supplied oy Blau, ASP, 23.6 n.83;

Corriente, Sketch, 39. The whole question is studied
in detail by~H. Blanc ? lanqua;1^ 46 (1970) 42ff. where
(p.45) the terra *‘pseudO“duai,r*Ts proposed to describe
this phenomenon; Blau- 103 iii^ 199 n. 94 suggest "ex
dual n'c S. also idem 10 S vl , lot* Here belong also cases
such as
g* V-.* " e a r s , Brockelmann , GVG II, 61 and 701,
Na.chtr££ge ad loc.; Bloch, Vers nnd Sprache , Tin*
19 Earlier examples from inscriptIona (155 A.H, and 167
A.H.) are quoted by Blau, Emergence, 131.
20 For
cj -tl as plural (i^e* pseudo-dual) in CA and its
use it stock expressions (tending therefore to
indeclinability; s. Reckendorf, Syntax, 216/7 n.2 and
the referei^ces there. The preposxTIon
cs-^ may
also belong here if Landberg's proposed etymology is
correct, cf. Brockelmann, GVG II, 333; Nbldeke, Neue
Beitrdge, 116 n.l.
21 Naturally, the plural also occurs in similar contexts,
e.g. PSR ill, II, 6 (91 A.H.); APHL I 5,9 (1st cent.
A.H., b . FWAP, 171ff.) both of which contain
""their hands” (hardly a dual of Id, for which si 4 REM.
A. and below e, ii).
22 Por v/hich cf. Blau, ASP, 218 and n.88.
23 It is not clear exactly what is to be made of these
examples, Particularly as GA usage somet:Lmes_/luctuates
with regard to the number of “hand” in similar expressions
(cf. e.g.
^
beside U'^i. c i n the same meaning
below, zu24). What seems to have happened here is that
“hand” has become etymologically obscured (cf. e.g.
Brockelmann, GVG II, 413), and that yad/Td in these
examples has simply acquired the meaning “^possession,
control” and does not therefore require to be declined
as would have been necessary had it denoted a part of
the body. QJhis seems more probable than to assume that
yad/Id is singular before the suffix of the dual in
accordance with e.g. Wright I, 253 REM cl. (cf. belov/,
f).
24

-a£ r\£ and
cs-^i <J^ exist side by side in CA also,
s. Reckendorf, SV, 29; Wright II, 172. Yad is also
singular in a number of GA idioms where one might have
expected the dual (s.. the dictionaries); against this
background then, there need not be anything particularly
noteworthy about the examples adduced here. For the
alternation of singular and dual/plural in this word cf.
also Blau, 105 v, 281 and cases such as laqut. Mu^jam
al-Buldan , ed. F. Wfistenfeld I (Leipzig, 1869), 599 v/here
one finds, 1.19,
k (i.e. the Franks) but
^
k
A i, Vf in 1.21. r
“
h
'
25 There is a great variety of forms in use as the plural
of "lip”, s. the survey in Nbldeke, Neue Beitr&ge, 128/9
(to which add
l-tr- from Schiaparelli, T o c a oullsta,
447 s .v ,, “labium”); *shafatat, however, appears^oT^to
be amongst them. If tliTs" form is correct, shafatat
would exemplify the adaptation of shafa to the triradical
system by incorporation of tab marbhfa as the third
X'adioal (for which of. Bxfock elm ami, GVG I, 426) as took

pla©e in Hebrew (Ndldelco, op* eit., 127). For the plural
instead of the dual in nouns denoting paired parts of
the body a*, e.g. Reckendorf. SV, 30 top; idem, Syntax,
138 n.l; Fttck, 5Arabiyas 145; Cowell, ^f«rence' Grammar,
367; Blau, 103 ITi, 198 n*90.
26 On this s =, Reckendorf, SV, 392/3; idem, Syntax, 138;
Wright I, 253 REM. yg Brockelmann, GVG I I / 23T; Filek,
c Arabiy a 0 145. Modern Standard Arabic has apparently
reversed this trend, s. Blau, 10S ill, 206/7; ibid., vi,
179. For JA cf. icfi^o\QJ “their souls” T— S Gl„5a
(second half of 11th cent. A.D.) which closely parallels
the. last example in this section!
27 In conformity with the formula of the passports APEL III
nos. 174— 5; cf, already Becker, PAF, 103.
28 Cf. e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax , 138 for the pronominal
suffix as conditioning factor.
29 S. e.g. lane, Lexicon 1/3? 126?a; Ndldeke, S3AWW 142/v
(1900), 63; idem, Ecue Beitr&ge, 44; Flick, cArabTy a ,
184 after Hariri, Durr a , T85T""
30 For JA s. J. Blau, Tar biz xxvii (.1957“8), 88, and idem,
Moses b . Maimon, Response, vol. Ill (Jerusalem, 1961),
8 l 71; Tor other early Maghrebi examples s. idem,
Emergence , ,117, especially the reference to G. Colin,
Hesperia ~x (1930), 119; Corriente, Sketch, 88.
31 S. e.g. NSldoke, ZDMG 58 (1904), 907 n.4; Brockelmann,
GVG I, 484; Fdghali, Syntaxe, 175ff«; Willmore, Spoken
Arabic of Egypt, 210; Barthelemy, Diotionnaire, 129
s.v.; Blau, B3, 56.
32 The singular
^
here probably belongs to ^203
b,i which deals with coins and measures appearing in the
singular after the numerals 3-10, for in dialects where
g j J “two/ a pair” is used, it generally behaves with
regard to the counted noun in just the same way as <Lo
the numerals 3-10. Cf. also, however, the construction
of tnen etc. with the singular, for which s. e.g.
BrockelmannGVG II, 273; Willmore, Spoken Arabic of
Egyp t , 240 (where, n.l, the r ef erence*u o"Sp i1tiT i s to
Grammatlk, p*321) and Blau, ASP, 377 n.40 (?).
33 For zawj signifying "one of a pair" as in CA it is
probably quite by chance that I have noted only the
late example “the bride and groom" APEL I 45, 20 (461
A.H.). This expression is Quranic, e.g. Sura 53, 45.
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1 S. the literature in Blau,ASP, 218 n.90; Grohmann,
EiufJUirung , 105* I have been unable to trace the
example from Sira (i.e. Khoury, ll8fft) mentioned by
Blau, Emergence,""126. The ending -ah for the dual does
indeed occur in the papyri in conformity with CA usage,
e.g. the example quoted above £ 83c ,1 from APEL VI 423,
6 (3rd cent. A.H.}, but is very much rarer than the
ubiquitous -ayn and I have noi; considered it necessary

to record such cases* For the dual ending -an
appearing iu contexts in which CA requires /eya s*
below, b.
" “
2 An example from PSR ill, Y, 5 (31 A.H.} has frequently
. been cited in the literature „ ©«. Ndldeke , Neue Beitr&ge }
4/5 n.3? Blau, Scripta, 220? Idem, EmergenceT 126, 131;
ASP, 378 n.44* An inspection of PSJf ill/ fail, vl,
however, makes it fairly clear that
(st. cstr.)
is in fact the correct reading here (despite, the fact
that final nun and yah are often difficult to distinguish,
cf* e.g. PSR iii, Vil£ 5 as against the correct reading
in PAF 71115 6 )* This would likewise apply to the
similar examples ibid. Anhang, k ,3. 1,5 and 6 , which are
written in the very same month and year and by the same
scribe as PSR iii, V* These examples properly belong,
therefore below, il.
3 It is hardly likely that the casus obllquus here should
depend on an understood verb of ijaymeirc, For in the
singular the document uses
; the
with
which it alternates is presumably due to pseudo
correction ( J 171 n.4).
4 Cf. Blau, ASP, 219.
5 These examples are included here on the assumption that
is the correct reading rather than the
of the editor, s. above n .2
6 References to this are provided by Blau, ASP, 220 n.95.
S. also idem, Pseudo- Corrections, 92; Schen, JSS 18, 75*
The uninflected dual -an discussed e.g. by Rabin, AWA,
67/8, 156/7; Corriente*, JSS 20, 52/3 does not seem to
me likely to be the cause of the casus rectus in the
examples•cited here.
7 This line can be found e.g. in F-. Wttstenfeld, gas geben
Muhammad *a ... I (Gottingen, 1859),
330 or JJasTan Tbn
TEIbxt, Pi wan, ed. W. cArafat, I (above £ 41 n.4}, 464.
8 The second^'
(unpointed) may, however, be read
as daraba.hu rather than jar bat an. It seems improbable
that ”
could be taken as the subject and
<3 X1 ?
as passive. The editor*s translation is not quite
accuratei
”mnd ca.1i versetzte ihra einen Schlag, der
dessen beide Kettenpanzer zerriss”. Both these eases
are mentioned by the editor p.28.
9 This example is by no means certain. It is possible,
indeed even likely, that
is
subject and
that ^J>>\ is to be interpreted according to >72
(s.- also Dozy, Supplement 1, 793 's.v*
1^')* This
is also the interpretation of the editor who translates;
"apres que deux te'moins eus sent temoignb pouw elle"„
10 For yada against CA in status construetua and pronominalis
in ASP,” s. Blau, ASP, 2ST*
11 On this cf. J.G* Wetzstein, Zeitschrift fttr V/lli^erpsychoi ogle und Spr 3.ch.wiasense hai
(1 WTT ) , 476 /who
First "drew attention to the now well-known passage of

a1-Muq£,ddaoi. on this subject); Bittner, Brief Chris'ti,
191; Rabin, AWA, 34 and Blau, ASP, 222/3, ITTXOT* Cf.
alsc Corriente,. JSS 21, 92; idem, Sketch, 90.
from
12 Is one to infer^Grohmann, Studio n zur his tori schen
Geographis unci Verwaltung des fH&jmiTtelalterXicheh
/"Ta IT. RvTen-I)enKschr. 7*772, ‘Z559T» 43b, n.r^~
Thai'lie later preferred the reading
in both
places? This question of palaeography also affects the
identification of the similar phenomenon in the sound
masculine plural (s. belowjBSc;.
13 That this word is perhaps more likely to be
cj^ Lc is
suggested by the phenomenon mentioned at §§ 55fv± and
ibid., n.9; 175. This text also contains an example
°f
( o^sJ> discussed above*
14 Karabacek, MFER i, 99 x’ead
at this point
and translated as status abaolutus rather than
constructus; Grohmann Here doesTn fact edit
,ZjU X j>
and^ranslate as status constructus.
15 Karabacek here edited
and from his translation
"zweier Stellvertretrer des Ahmed" it is clear he
regarded the word as status con struct u s ; Grohmann, AO
xviii/3, 107, 7, on the other hand, offers
(cf. ibid., Pl.iii a)*
16 S. Blau, JA, 104/5 for a similar example*
17 It does not seem realistic to regard the counted noun
in these cases as reflecting the accusative rather than
the genitive; cf. J? 202 and Blau, ASP, 223 n.109* For
this word retaining nun in status construetus in other
branches of the language s* Blau, TBTcL. , n.l08.
18 Pace the editor
is the probable reading in
APEL VI 387, 5 (3rd cent* A.H.) as suggested by 1*3.
Status Constructus,
19 For these possibilities s. e.g. Philippi,a 89 n.5, 94;
Wright II, 124/5, 230; Reckendorf, Syntax, 68, 95/6,
141. The matter is treated in greater detail by
Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften II, pp.Iff.
Cf. below
§ 16 7h, REM'.
20 This is suggested on the one hand by cases such as
cf-/
<2— ^ "five Laythi pounds of grapes”
APEL*V 348,3 (3rd - 4th cent. A.H.) which can hardly be
genitivsl, and, on the other hand, by instances doubly
defined by the article as
"and the jar
of figs" LAB 33v, 2 (early 4th cent. A.H.) which are
fairly certainly appositional ( jl8lb,iii). Examples
of the type/- < i ^U>\ AA~""six 'and a half qadahs of
rice9 Grohmann,,TY/a 2,9 (3rd cent. A.H.) may also belong
here, but cf.
176, 177. This need not, however, be
taken to imply that apposition was the only construction
in use, for in some modern dialects (which present
very similar problems of identification) both modes of
expression exist side by side, so e.g. in Cairo,
Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 230 or Damascus,
Grotzfold, Syr 1 seh-Arab 1.sclie Gramrnafik, 92/3* That the

genetive construction was in use o*g. at Nessana is
suggested by the examples referred to below j>86a.
21 Of. for modern dialects e.g. Spitta-Bay, Grammatik,
258; Blau, BE, 42.where examples similar To tITe following
are presented as genitival* The former is clearly aware
of the alternative interpretation;
"Es kann nun, da
der Status constructus husserlich oft bloss eine
Nabeneinandersetzung 1st, bei manchen F&llen zweifelhaft
sein, ob wir ein Genetiv-oder Appositionaverh&ltnis
vor uns haben" (cf. also ibid.,’280/1). It will be
admitted, however, that with a variety of Arabic lacking
a case-aystem ( £ 161) such speculation is largely
beside the points
22 As suggested by e.g.

ouJAi)! ( jl8lb,iii) "the
gold necklace"
Wessely 56,5 (4-th Gento A.H.); an
example such as this, however, need not indicate that
the corresponding undefined construction was also
appositions!, cf* Fleischer, KIeinere Schriften II, 23;
Reckendorf, SY, 94; Brockelmann7 GVG IT," 2T9T Cf.
also
Ia »
"eight linen straps" Grohmann, TV/A 2 ?
7/8 (3rd cent. A.H.). These combinations in modern
dialects are interpreted by some scholars as representing
status constructus (Spitta-Bey, Grammatik, 258 as
against 2 E o / T y ^ H E by others as representing apposition
(Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 236; Brockelmann, ibid.,
213); some "dialects, in fact,"possess both possibilities
side by side, s. e.g. Fdghali, Syntax©, 207; Blau, BZ,
156 Annu, 159 n.2. For the usaieTi7~of CA in this
matter s. e.g. Wright II, 229, and in greater detail
the two studies of Fleischer, op. cit., pp. I f f I 6 f f .

23 Apparently altered to

, cf. above £ 84 n.4.

24 For similar cases in CA (or at least reported in CA
sources) s. Ndldeke, Zur Grammatlk, 11 (but for the
first example there cTT~’Brockelmann, GVG I, 619 bottom
and Corriente* JSS 21, 80 n.3); Corriente, art. cit., 92.
The occurrence of this phenomenon in papyri (where I
have noted it only in the case of -ay, never -a) has
been pointed out on a number of occasions: as Brockelmann,
op. cit., 456; Grohmann, Einfhhrung, 105 (where the
doubts expressed by Littmann, ZDMG'94, 296/7 are shown
to be without foundation); Blau, Emergence, 132 n.3;
idem, ASP, 223 n.115, 378. It occurs also in JA, but
I have noted it there almost exclusively in the word
C')
fy\ "two thirds": T-S K15.114 passim (second half
of 11th cent. A.D.); CEL Or. 1080J. 239 (1220 A.D.), T-S
NS J*56; T-S NS 325*11 etc.
25 S. above c ,i and cf. Littmann, ZDMG 94, 297 (referred
to in the preceding note). There exis_t, however, some
clear examples written with reverted yao thus admitting
of no ambiguity, so e.g.
CPR III p.171 (250 A.H.);
JESHO xiv, 9, 7 (256 A.H.), where read so! Cf. below
n*32.
26 This absence of nun in status absolutus of the dual is
attested sporadically throughout the history of Arabic
(cf. n*24) down to modern dialects, as in Egyptian, s.
Spitta-Bey, Grammatlk, 132, 164; V/illmore, Spoken

Arabic of Egypt, 60 (restricted apparently to fractions)*
It Is Veil, 'daemnonted also in Spanish Arabic s e Brockel
mann, GYG X, 156; further Pedro de Alcala, ed. de lagardo
(above 42 n.l) e.g. p. 206 s*v. "dos" and especially

Corri ente, Sketch v 41* 88.
The cause oF'TETs phenomenon seems, to be a phonetic one,
viz. the decay of n.un in final position (cf* above j 45a
and Fleisch, TraitcT"V88)? particularly when preceded
by the diphthong ay. This is the interpretation of
G. CoIin3El (second ed,), 1, 502a, and cf. for a parallel
to the development -~ayn > -ay, Kut sober, op. cit., above
4-5 n.2, 43ff. - Tarbiz 'xxii'~(1950~l), I85ff. where the
same process in uaTiXean Aramaic is discussed. PI. Stumme ,
too, Malte sische Studien (Leipzig, 1904), 86 speaks of
"der rebht VajuTXge Sehwund yon n ... am Wortschlusse",
giving among his examples qmd_i~""r,two days" (cf. Brockel
mann, loc* cit.). In the light of this it would appear
that Blau, Emergence, 132 n.3 was not correct in his
suggestion that this spelling represents "only an
orthographic device". A different explanation, viz*
extension of status construotua forms, is given by Saohau
Alberunl {& India« xxxiv-xxxv who gives examples of this
feature from”a MS. dated 554 A.H.
27 S. further the list of occurences in Grohmann, Einflihrung ,
105, and for inscriptions, idem, Bal&ographie II,/ 52a.
Cf. also Sachau, Alberuni's India, xxxv; Zettersteen,
Beitrdge, 24. TherVroxmT~occ"iirs also in Maltese, s.
XTTorg, ZDMG 124 (1974), 300 (who also (p*30( ; mentions
the similar case of elfey "two thousand") and for a 17th
cent. Egyptian example a 7 C.H. Becker, Festgabe ftir
■Theodor Nfldeke (Gdttingen, 1916), 14 ult. For this form
Tn JA I can quote only
from T-S 13J4.4r, 19
(1229 A.L.).
28 This is the earliest dated example in which nun is absent
in the status absolutus of the dual:
cf^ _/
"two hundred and”seventy". The reading is quite beyond
doubt and 1 should like to thank the Trustees of the
Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, for making a photo
graph of the papyrus available to me.
29 For a very nearly contemporary example in an inscription
s. J. Sourdel—Thomine, Eretz-lsrael 7 (1964), 112*, 23
(206 A.II.) . This word, here written with reverted yah,
is quite common in Arabic epigraphy.
30 But

(^Lr

is edited in 1.10.

31 Cf. for this word in modern Egyptian the references to
Spitta and Willmore above n, 26; examples from JA given
above n.24P)and cf. also Sachau, Alberuni *s India, xxxv,
and below
176 n.3.
32 Here quite unambiguously written with reverted yah
(cf. above n.25)»
33 The text here reads
cy^ "two thirds and one
quarter of a diner", with two constructs before the
nomen rectum ( > 176). It is possible, therefore, though
it does™not seem to me at all likely, that
here
and in some of the examples above which appear1 in
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similar contexts (e-Ten though the nomen rectum be not
expressed as in
tp~-j
_
faddans, two thirds and half of"one eighth(of a faddan)"
APEL IV 26 5 f 8) may reflect the CA atatus construc tu 3.
S'uch an assumption could not, however, explain the
absence of nun in the dual in cases- which can only be
understood aiT'standing in status absolutus *
34 Cf* Sachau.
JllSS;? xxxv; GuestKindi, 54
C
J ? Zetlers-fce’
en, Beitr&ge, 23 and 'STauT ASP,
374 n.28.
35 Por the form in modern Maltese s» above n. 27* It
occurs also in earlier times, s. Sachau, AIberu.nlrs
India a xxxiv-xxxv;
Zetter steen , Beitrdge,
Is the
example from al~GhazaIi in Brockelmann, GVG II, 230, 1*8
from bottom to be included here?
36 This feature is described by Karabacek there (p.294) as
being one of the "bekannte Bigenthtimlichkeiten der
Faijumer Papyrus". The example is recorded by Brockel—
mann, GVG I, 456 and Grohmann, ©eg* FWAP, 96; Einftthrun g ,
105 and is unmi stake ably written with a reverted ya ^*'
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1 That this feature occurs in early papyri has been
remarked on a number of occasions, e.g. Grohmann,
Einftibrnng,105;. LAB, 115 Blau, Scripta, 220; idem,
Emergence 7 126/7; for more general references s. the
literature in Blau, ASP, 224 n.116; Bittner, Brief
Christ1, 191; Guest, Kindi, 54 etc* In one case this
phenomenon is quite atHhome in CA, viz. the p3_. relative
pronoun
, for which s. e*g* Y/right I, 271/2
C
Cv*^5Jl
is of only marginal occurrence; on it
cf. Wright, loc* cit.; Brockelmann, GVG I, 324 n.2;
Rabin, AWA, 89/90).
2 The sound masculine plural ending in ~unt on the other
hand, though it does occur, is in fact very rare;
]
-■
>
" [e.g. there remafhed ]
thirty dinars"
Nessana 56, 3 (67 A.H.5 this is the correct date, but
the last line of the Arabic text said to contain it is
misread);
U
j nand we are well and
healthy" ZDMG 34, 688, 7 (early 2nd cent. A.H.); APRL
X 1, 3* (cc 3rd cent. A.H.) where read
.
A case such as
"and we return to Him*
Jahn 14,, 16 (3rd cent. aTH.. ) is strictly formulaic (cf*
Quran 2* 156 and similar passages) and, therefore less
surprising, being typical only of the most elevated
speech, not of the serm o vulgaris. In APEL IV 266, 1
(3rd cent. A.H.) reacT
for
& j
k
3 The rest ox*ation of
here is quite certain, as
is proved by other Nessana texts where the word is
fully visible* In only one of the e xamples referred to
below is this word absent, viz. 67, 14.
4 Cf. Becker ibid., 30, referred to by Ptick, cArabTya , 92
n.26. As a matter of interest, in the whole volume PSR
Iii r.ot one case occurs of casus rectus in either the
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dual cr sound masculine plural/'
5 For this reading s. above £85 n.2*
6 Anhang, b 5 4-6
is cited, for a differentpurpose„
by Reckendorf, Syntax ? 96 *
? In NPAF XT, 4 read

with APEL III, 162, 5.

8 As against ZDMG- 34, 688, 7 cited above n.2.
9 The rubrics in this MS (B.M. Or* 2165) are dated to the
9th cent* A.D. by Wright, loc» cit*, and by C. Rieu,
Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts... ,
TLo3.id.r7n7 T85T)71?8a,TbotB o:f wHoiB placi™t'he~ writing of
the main text in the 8th cent* A . k
On this document cf*
also Karabacek, W2JKM v (1891), 324 and Abbott, Rise g 24*
10 Sc the references in Blau, ASP* 225 n.121, also Bittner,
Brief Christi, 191; Guest Kjridi, 54; Blau, PseudoCorrections 9 32 *
TFTias alr^eady been mentioned (above, a) that the
absence of case distinction in the sound masculine
plural (and the dual) was one of the most characteristic
features of nor“Classical Arabic; how sensitive an area
this was can be gauged from the form
qj ^
,
reported in several CA sources and discussed by F&ck,
5 ArabTya, 27/8* The non-inflected sound masculine plural
--in had evidently become so widespread that the_stigma
of sub—standard usage attaching to the ending -in was
extended even to words where that ending had nothing
whatever, besides an acoustic similarity, to do with the
sound masculine plural. This is the best known example
of such a hyper-correction in CA; similar cases ai*e
given by Corriente, JSS 21, 89* Incidentally, this
phenomenon also provides evidencejfor the absence of
final short vowels ( <j2a); shaya fin (u ) (broken plural)
could not have been re-interpreted "as shayhfin(a)
(sound masculine plural and hence > sEayafUnT^T )
had
those vowels been pronounced.
11 For this
the literature in Blau, ASP, 226 n.123?
Bittner, Brief Christi» 191; Brockelmann, GVG I, 452.
12 Even assuming that the sense of this line is correct,
the exact; reading of
would presumably (I
have not checked the original as no plate is provided)
have to be considered in the light of the palaeographical
difficulty mentioned above j 85 n.2 , c(i), d.
13 Besides the reservation mentioned in the preceding note
(presumably applicable here also)
J ? h e r e could
possibly be thought of as accusative in accordance with
e.g. Ndldeke, Zur Grammatik, 75; of. also B3.au, ASP,
226 n.123* This however/ seems rather improbable,
particularly as this construction occurs mostly "in
dichterischer Sprache" (Ndldeke, ibid.).

87
1 Cf. BlaUj, ASPj* 223 ru.130; Wright I, 299 REM* a; Schen
JSS 18 j, 75 and for Implications of stress JLlau, .1330AS
xxxv, 480. The explanation in terms of hypercorrectj on given in the latter place is scarcely
convincing; the occurrence of facalii for i'acalii
could equally well indicate final’X^^aternT"stress
after-the pattern of facalii ( £9c)® For the (very
marginal) possibility of script!o plena s» J 4b »
2 This may well,
rather than
would be quite
It is included
more common in

however, be the plural of
^ '"\J>
<1 d
, in which case the formation
regular; of. e.g. Wright I, 229, HEM.a.
here simply because
is probably
CA than
.

3 Although
(and the singular ( j ^ ? ) are listed
in the, dictionaries (as Lane, Lexicon l/3, 920 b),
the word occurs, so far as 1 have noted, in the papyri
only as J> b with the corresponding plural
cy^j>>
(both in APSL VI 438 from the 3rd cent* A.Ii.,).
4 Of* Blau, JA, 108 and the references there in n.10;
A. Steiger, Contribucidn a la Fondtioa del HispangArabe .., (Madrid, ’153*218*1; “Fuck, "1 Arablya," >32,116;
Cohen, Etude s ,110 where it is li steel a s a r y p i c a l l y
sedentary"feature; Corriente, Sketchc 82. It seems
unlikely here to think in terms of scriptio dofectiva
( <>14a;.
5 It seems unnecessary ta read
with Crohmann,
ibid., n.8 ; for these two plural forms occuring
side by side s. Dozy, Supplement I, 668 s.v.

6 Of* Blau, ASF, 228.
7 According to a plausible conjecture by Grohmaim,^ APEL
YI p *68 this form is a blend of
jr sJ> and
~*-y
<iy ly is fairly rare in literary sources (s. Levi,
della" Vida, By zantion xvii, 218 n.27 who cites an
example from Alaqrlzl’s Kh.itat) but is attested in
Various other layers of the language; for JA s.
S.Be Goitein, Tarbiz xxxvii (1967~8), 180,8 ( fc ptj If )
in a document da'ting from c. 1030 A. Bn aud idem, op.
cit. above j 3 n.li, p. 313; it occurs also in a
Geniza document in Arabic script (1036-94 A.B* ) e<d.
3 .M t. Stern, Oriens 16 (1962), 174, 11*7, 11 as well as
in Ibn Battuta*, " T r a v e l s (Beirut, Bar Sader, 1964),
189, 12. '* ‘
8 Cf. the examples and literature in Blau, ASF, 228.
9 This is probably the plural of
( <£
t 24 n .7 ) for whrch
Jp U >
is 1i& teC. in the
dictionaries beside the m.ore usual
cp
10 For this phenomenon ef* Blau, ASP, 62, 228.
11 Although this document spells
^
”we
not
find” ( £ 80d) which may possibly represent scriptio
plena , it seems tc me somehow improbable that ^
(
here should be explained in terms of scry ptjo plena

of a posited afcul form.
12 Of. Blau, ASP, 229; Wright I, 232; Brookelraann, G-VG
I? 433; Pleisch, Traite, 497; Oorrlento, Sketch, 94
13 Cf. B3.au5 ASP, 229/30; Schen, JSS 13, 76; Blau, 10S
vi, 180 c.
14 The form represents humur ( j> 2b, ii; above d, ii);
strict OA usage would have required
*
15 The form is a development of siyJTt ( £ 2b, ii; above
d, i); strict CA usage would E a v e s q u i r e d
J>
16 For this process cf. e.g. Brocketmann, GVG I, 437;
Fleisch, Traitd, 496; Corriente, Sketch, 9.3/4.
In
this particular case the emergence of a new singular
"garden" is very likely due to the specialization of
in the sense ''Paradise". The plural of this word is
perhaps
AAAI (below £88e).
S.P. Goitein op.
cit. above j 3n.l4, p.428 n.47 ,1i.nan as singular appears
also in the JA document I-S 13 B F lA .27.
17 It is the pronominal concord in the 3rd person masculine
singular in this text that proves the singular number
of
e/buj
, not the use of the relative
as the editor believes (p. 284),for this wax'd, having
become invariable (§ 289a )
need not .prove any
thing in terms of gender or number.

1 Cf. for unexpected plural forms in other layers of
Arabic Blau, JA, 108; idem, ASP, 230; Schen, JSS 18,
73/4; Corriente, Sketch, 93*
2 Cf. Dozy, Supplement I, 189.
t' J J is the only
plural listed in E. Boothor, Diotlonnalre PrangaisArabe,revu et augments par A.™Ua\fss’
ih de Peroeval
’"C^Eird ed., Paris, 3.864) s s.v. "Grange". S. also
G. Denizeau, Dictionnaire des Parlers Arabes de Syrie,
Liban et Paibstine^T'Paris, 196U7»ST7 s.v.*
3 Further examples are given by Grohmann* Islam 26, 280
and Binfflhrung 106. Por it s. also Schiaparelli,
Vocab uli31a, 505 s.v. ,f0rtus"s where it is. vowelled
zJtJ { Tof. Corriente, Sketch, <32 bott.)
4 Although in the Vocabullata (s. preceding note) where
this plural is recorded,
cpU-A
is net given as
the singular.
5 On this development s. Wright I, 210; Vollere,
Volkssprache, 94; Brockelmann, GVG- I. 240.
TfcseTFo^curs APEL VI 364, 27 (317 A.H.)* APK 6,10
(322 AIL).
6 Both .plurals are given in J.G. Hava’s Far abid , s-v.
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7 Strange forms of both the singular and plural of
this word, occur in the JA document published by
S.D. Croite’rt, TarbIp: xxx.vl.1 (l967p8) , 180/1 (singular:
G •'i£ j ; plural:
6' > (cy>
).

^S9
I S * Blau, A S P 230/1; Ferguson, Language 35 , 627/8;
Cohen, 'Etude s , 117.
2 S. the references cited by Blau, ASP, 231 n.14-5;
P&ok, cirabTya , 172;. Fleisch, Traitd, 4-4-6; Schen*
JSS 187"757“
—
3 It is perhaps analogy with this ending that has
produced beside
^AjZ"Yemenitem the form
.1 Lr
which occurs JNES V, 172, 1 (3rd cent, A.H.);
Islamica 4, 254, 3 (for the date s. j27 n.4). Both
forms, however, occur in GA; for
(J> U; / & le
s. e.g. Wright I, 154, REM. e_; Brockelmann, 'GVG- X,
80; Fleisch, Tratte, 445 n.

$90
1 S. the documentation in Blau, ASP, 233 n.154; Fleisch,
Traitd, 412 n.l; M. Ullmann, Untersuchungen zur
R a o e s i e (Wiesbaden, 1366/ 196’; Corriente, Sketch,
W n.134; ~
2 Cited by Blau, Emergence, 131.
3 S. the documentation in Blau, ASP, 233 n.156; Corriente,
Sketch, 95 n*134.
4 The dating is that of Caetani, Annali II/l, opp. p..
704 where a plate of part of the text is published.
The reading ~
cannot be excluded.

J 91
1 The form may equally well, however, represent merely
the addition to the masculine
\ of ta? mar but a ,
cf. ■ Blau, ASP, 23? n.177.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 236.

^92
1 In the feminine of this word^as opposed to the
masculine, forms with (ithnatani ) and without
prosthetic alif (thlntani'7"Qccur side by side in
CA* The former oT“These "two is the more recent, s.
e.g. Bros kelmaViUp C-V2 I, 484; it is of interest,

therefore, to note that it
is the
onlyform in use in
the papyri from the earliest documents (22 A.H.,
Grohmam, Apercu, 41, 8 ) onwards«
The reading
t> UX?
in ICerx, locii/mc-nt s ¥ 55? 8
(mid « late 1st cent» A.H.) is 1ncor recTt'"fsl
Karahacek, WZKM viii , 293)and at Hirbet cl-Mird 4-9f5
(2nd cent * A.H.) read with
£97e X 2)
(hardly
3 It is not necessary to restore
4- For the reading of Merx, Documents» 55,8 s.

n,y .

1 On this s* Blau, JA, 56 and Emergence, 1X9 andathe
literature cited there5 further’"”’* "Kern, Innisab uicall mat (1 •e • Le s f emmes savant es), (Le ipz ig, “TB’98),
7D/T n.2j Ferguson, Language 39} 625 \ Blanc, Communal
Dialects3 91, 194 n.ITO; Cowell, Reference Graimaar*,
X T T ’h .2;“’C .A. Fergus on ,31. Ani et al. , jhffasc us Arab ip
(Washington B.C., 1981;, 071; A* Borg, ZjD^SrX.'^i^TXST^’),
294 n.12* For a similar displacement of -t s. GQ
III, 31, top.
For further documentation in JA cf. the similar
phenomenon in the numerals 13-19 as
r./\ f t.y ,
{wJ' “fourteen”, “eighteen” T-S Misc. 8 *2;
'DT'i'O “seventeen” T-S Ar.54.74 (1197 A*D*);
/)
c/sift 1 “and the fifteen dirhams”
T~S 10J 18.22 (first half of 13th cent. A.D.) paralleled
by cases such as
^ 95c)
jI
“fourteen dirhams” I—S 8J22*4v.. (cf." on this G. Colin,
Islamica 4 (1931)» 167)*
2 Another early example is
quarters of a dinar” T-S Ar.42.192*

cSUV "three

1 For such cases s. the references in Blau, ASP, 238
n.l82; Fleisch Traitd 512 n.l* Most of the following
examples have already been noted by Blau, Scripta, 222
n.45; idem, Emergence, 124 n. 5 ? Grohmann, F.AAP, 96;
idem., Elnf dn ruhg, 1(J5 ; HO, 98. Cf. also Blau,
Emergence , 12o’”hi2.
2 With Grohmann, Erasmus 4, 178; Islamic guarter3v t
3 The alleged occurrence of
“eleven” in
Z.lXlGf 92, 123* 14 (241 AoH•), apparently thought of
there as a compound (cf« the note to I d i ) , seems
somehow rather improbable.
4 For the same spelling in ASP s. Blau, ASP,. 237/85 idem
Pseudo-Correoti011a , 77 and for JA s.
/' f ^ ') 3/ v

(new line)
-/> f n
"thirteen thousand* T~S Ar.6,>34:
f •f/ (apparently one word)
'52' <■'■r /r ( "and thirteen
miles" T~S Ar* 30*221* For its occurrence in papyri
and other early texts s* Karabacek, WZKM viii, 2S34;
Grobmann, Einf hhrun^, 105; idem# HQ, 2,1 n l n ; DAB,
215/6; SAI/FXr/^TT Blau, Scripta, 221/2 n*44s idem,
Emergence , 124*
The exjjlanation of 33au is that such a spelling las
arisen from metanalysis of compound numerals as
described in the preceding section* In this connection
it is worth pointing out that it is not only in the
case of these numerals 11-19 that such a prosthetic,
allf appears at the head of the second member of the
combination; a very similar phenomenon is doubtless
also a contributive factor in the emergence of the
plural forms mentioned at
2h, ii; 87d*
5 The division of words in some of these examples,
however, is perhaps uncertain, s. § 96 n*2*

6 Perhaps representing tht > tt

with ^30e.

7 S» on this e*g. Brockelmann, GVG I, 241; Cantineau,
Palmyre I, 217; idem, Hior an ? 372/3 (with further litera/ture); Ferguson^ Language 35, 625/6; Blanc, Communal
Dialects, 92; Bismizzin / T 6 S ; Cohan, EtudesFlkF"""
and for JA, Blau, Jl, 39* 114; idem, Emergence9 102,
126 n*2* Cf. also above /93 n.l, end,“To wFicH add
T~S K25.43.
8 Thus e*g. Blanc, North Palestinian Arabic, 61*
9 For which s. e*g* Brockelmann, GrVG I, 267; Blanc,
Communal Dialects, 91/2; Corriente, Sketch .. 96*
10 Such arrangements are in general e xtramely rare, s.
Brockelmann, GVG 1, 489 n*_, wherejtho example referred
to corresponds to Abu Nuwas , Diwan, ed. E* Wagner,
I (Wiesbaden, 1958), 282, 8* W 7 ” Goldz±herf ZDMG 49
(1895), 210ff*
11 Perhaps the following item, no*77, belongs here also,
but the reading is not certain.

96
1 Cf* the survey of the similar state of affairs in
Blau, ASP, 238/9* as well as idem, Emergence, 103?
131.
2 In’this as in some of the following examples it is
not possible in the absence of facsimiles to state
whether the form, is written as two separate words or
as a compound* Even when facsimiles are available the
quesii 0n is frequently difficult to decide, of* Blau
ASP, 238? £132^2* This particular spelling appears
apparently aa a compound in Littmann, Arabic Inscriptions
no* 108 (462 A*H*); for its putative occurrence "in
ZDMG- 92, 123 0 14 (241 A*H*) s. above £95 n*3.
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3 Nos* iii and iv may belong to

j>95b

^97
1 Cfc. the very similar situation pre/ailing in ASP, Blau,
ASP, 239/40. Forms such as
a ^ \ inflected as
in CA are not common; APEL III 179 s 12 (112 A*1J.)$
BAB 2,5 (143 A.H.) .
2 Cf* Blau, Emergence, 124 n. 5 •
3. This form, pointed with tab not ttiaQ , occurs also in
Littmann, Arabic Inscriptions, no* T01 (712 A#H.)'*
4 In many cases it is impossible to decide whether this
should be read as one word, i*e*
or as
two, cf# above j?96 n.2#
This is the dominant form in the papyri as well as in
ASP “ since it occurs in syntactic environments in
which GA usage would have demanded the casus obliquus
( $197a,ii
) the form must be understood* as
representing it(h)naCshar and not as in accordance with
£8 5b (cf • BliirT'lBPT^TO).
5 I have not yet, however, noted this spelling in a
context in which GA would have demanded casus rectus,
cf* on this spelling Blau, ASP, 240 n*193*

fa8

1 So Karabacek, WZKM xi, 9 n.

^99
X Cf* Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften I, 330/1; Wright I,
256 REM. aj Brockelmann /llvcT T7"~267; Pleisch, Trait6 T
511 n»2* “ The short form presumably represents"script!o
defectlva ( £ 14b
) rather than thaman ( £194)*
2 For the digit and the ten lacking ta^ marbuta s.
|l95d.
$100
Wright I, 257, bottom gives only
I
, but both
possibilites are recorded at II, 236. S* also
Raekendorf, SV , 265 n«? idem, Syntax, 294/5 n*4;
Fleisch, Trait4 514*
2 The strict formal; of these texts requires one to
understand
tj not
-aA 1j (with Reckendorf,
Syntax. 96 where this example is quoted)*
MnW»rn*j'iiwwi iini»«f.-s>% ^

3 It ceems very much less likely that the text should
be understood as
y-J
rather than
, cf*
the preceding note, ^

w (q.

4 Cf. above, mi.- 2«3•
5 For ^eighty-one'*, however, I have no instance ready to
hand *

^101
1 On the spelling of this ward s» e*g. Wright I, 258,
REM* a; Brockelmann, GVG I, 487 ; M i d eke, Neue
Beitrage , 153 (on which s. Brockelmann, oploXt*, II,
"TT'( nfj; Grohmann, Falclograph 1 e II, 52a, where a survey
is given of spellings "occurring* in early Arabic
inscriptions; W. Diem, Orientalia 45 (1976), 258*
2 The word is explicitly pointed with yah in JESHO xiv,
12, 10 (156 A.H.) and I have pointed accordingly
whenever examples of this word occur*. Of*
$19 n.l.
3 The reading of this text may be checked from the plate
in Grohmann, HO, Tafel IV.
4 Some of the following examples lacking’ final ~n are
to be understood as standing in status absolutus with
$ 85d* For ASP spellings of the numeral ~s,two hundred"'
identical with some of those listed here s* Blau, ASP,
377/8.
5 S. also the references ibid., p. 116 ad loc. and
Gr ohmarm, Elnfdhrung, 105.
6 Cf. Wright I, 258, REM. a.
7 With Karabacek, WZKM xi, 12.
8 S. also the references ibid., p. 233 ad loc* and
Grohmami, Einftihrung, 105.
9 On the occurrence of this form in PSR iii s. above
§ 85 n.2.
10 Further references ibid,p.103 ad loc.

$102
1 This is the case in CA as well; s. e.g. Wright I,
259; Reckendorf, Syntax, 206; Fleisch, Traite, 515/6.
2 Cited by Grohmann, Elnftlhrung, 105. Naturally, this
order also occurs elsewhere "in the language, even
alternating with the order of units, tens, hundreds
within the same text; thus e.g. Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, Fakhri,
ed. W. Ahlwardt (Gotha, i860), 186
J.
j as against 197
j
j h CrJ >
J
or I—S Misc. 8.66 where /‘trim tcj s>c//:>i -V/c//
j\j o
and
^ itcff o/f Of
P)0
occur siae
by side.
'

•*75

^ 103
1

Cf* theJA examples in J. Blau, Tar biz 23(.1951-2), 33°

2

Since this asyndetic arrangement is known also from
some modern dialects, as Damascus, for which s.
Grotzfeld, Syrfsch-Arabische Grammatik, 69/70, it is
likely to represent a living feature" rather than plain
carelessness to which some of the examples below, ii
and iii are perhaps attributable,. For the absence of
connective wa in ordinal numerals s . Dozy*s note apud
Fleischer, KTelnere Schriften 1, 697/8,

3 Note, however,
in the document,

"sixty-two" elsewhere

4 Occurring, however, beside a number of cases where
the y appears as expected,
5 In ZDMG- 92, 122, 8 (241 A.H.) read, perhaps
*
6 Whether such cases belong to the living language is
difficult to judgej they contradict, at any rate, the
principle operative in many modern dialects that the
final number in a series should be connected by wa to
the number preceding, cf, Spitta~Bey, Gr ammatik ,~T61;
Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 91? bottom! The
second example here belongs also above, i. 3. also
^195 n.13 and Zetterstden, Beltrdge, 24,
7 Cited by Grohmann;e ,g, Einftthrung, 105; j.t seems
improbable that a. case such as APRL VTI 14, 4 cited
above /102 b should be included here, since
there
probably represents
J>\j rather than
1
^or
the reason given at ^100a.

1 For it s, the references in Blau, ASP, 240/1 n.194;
Spitta-Bey, Orammatik, 161 n.; Ndldeke, Be 1 agw drt erhuc h ,
52b; Schen, JSS l8~, 77.
2 This latter form is discussed above J.LPf. HEM. where
other likely examples are given; it does nor seem
likely that the pointing of this word is clue to the
influence of
*
"the last of them" with which
it is conjunction, A later example of the same pointing
occurs in T™S Ar.7.38 (421 A.H.).

^105

1 On it s, the literature in Blau, ASP, 241 n.197;
Brockelmann, GVG I , 473; Fegbali, Syntaxe t 171/2;
A. Levin, 105 v (1975)? 271/2.

§106
1 For which cf® Blau, ASP, 241; lane. Lexicon i/ll, 19a;
Recke.ndorf, Syntax, 223; Schen, JSS 1TT/T8 "n«6.
*

2 Fox' it

«*i»tfe w M 'M U f l

"

*

e Pg. Reckendorf, Syntax, 223*

jl0'7
1 Such forms (in some cases better analyzed as < 11 with
prosthetic alif) occur also outside the papyri, as in
JA, Blau, JA, 118/9 and Karshuni> P. Salomon, 2A 22
(1909)*.248* Since there is a certain tendency for (J\
and
J
to coalesce ( £128), is it possible that
(JI ~
(J\
could be seen as a ,fZwisehenstufen
in the fusion process of the two? However tempting
such an assumption may appear, it must be doubted
whether it is correct® This is suggested by a ease
such as APEL III 155, 16 (91 A.H.) where
J\ »
ilayya and must therefore be read as
</\ ; for if ()\ =
~Tlayya is to__be read here as
there is no reason
why i)\ = ila may not be read as
elsewhere.
This being so, the problem is best regarded as a matter
of orthography, not of language.
Neverthless, there is another explanation which is not
entirely impossible, viz.. that
t Ji
. originally
serving to mark _il„(a) (spelled c/i in CA), was
extended to mark ilayya as well (also spelled with the
homograph
in CAj. In other words: GA /I
could be spelled
<Jl
regardless cf how the word in
question was to be pronounced. Cf. y!19 n.l.

2 I.e. forms similar to those in the paradigm in e.g.
Cowell, Reference Grammar, 479.
3 It must, however, be remarked that the identification
of such forms is rendered extremely precarious by the
fact that Gib
and
eV'
are often more or
less indistinguishable in hasty, ‘unpointed script;
moreover, 1.2 of the former document cited here plainly
reads
q LJI
in the same formula., a fact which
greatly increases the probability of reading ine word
in 1.9 the same way.
4 It is also of only marginal occurrence in ASP, s.
Blau, ASP, 251 n.40 (where the second example may be
due to the impact of
0/
-jM )
. Por the
inverse phenomenon s. below £l28b.
/>

^108
1 Por it s. e.go Wright II, 84; Ndldeke, Zur Gr.ammatik,
42 and NachtrUge, 114 ad loc.; idem Be 1 eg w 0rt &r r.uch ,
55b; Brockelmann, GGA 161 (1899), 971; idem, GVJ IX,
324; Corriente, JSS 20, 50/1.
2 This would seem to be the most natural, if not the
only way of interpreting the sentence, though it

*
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might he admitted that
, here may he (partly)
due to parallelism with the preceding Dine 'where
is accusative, not as here*.
She editor renders*
"und uns mid eueh das Paradies sum lohn geben nacb
seiner Barmheraigkeitiuf which conveys the sense
but not the structure.

yiog
1 S. the references in Blau, ASP, 242 n.3, and for
the inverse phenomenon below,
tj 124a .
2 This very common locution appears everywhere else
with
•?
, as APEL I 39, 28 (264 A.H.) et passim,

^110
1

S. Blau, ASP, 242 n.7.

111
On this word s. the references in Blau, ASP, 254
n.2 and of.
j
Dozy, Supplement I, 61; Schen,
JSS 18, 78,
^ "'

&112
1

i

S. e.g. Y/right XI, 180; Brockelmann, G-VG- II,
409/10; Reckendorf, Syntax 223/4 n.3.

113
1

Such a meaning for this combination seems to he
restricted tc the later forms of the language,
cf. the examples in Dozy, Supplement II, 78?.
It occurs also in JA, T-S 12.59? (Il44 A.D.),
T-S 20.138; in Modern Standard Arabic, Wehr,
Dictionary, 1052 as well as in modern dialects,
as eTgl"lraa i , for which s c the Georgetown
Pi ct ionary, 488.
•*

V

/

Mr,wri

y^7*

,

m

\

hi4
1

S. e.g. Reckendorf„ 3YS 209.

hll5

1

Cf. on this word B3.au, ASP, 242/3 n«7„

Elsewhere
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in papyri
(and
\> ) occur only in a
clearly local sense and followed by prepositions
( § 167a)*

^1X6
1

For CA So e.g. Wright II, 342; Brockelmann,
GrV*Gr II, 576; Reckendorf, Syntax, 76.

I117
1

This is the rendering adopted by the editor, and,
indeed, seems to be the most natural way of under™
standing the sentence; however, the context is
broken and the more usual connotation "because of"
cannot be excluded.
For
fi/bi-sabab cf. Blau,
ASP, 245.

his
1

In earlier (Muslim) documents the preposition used
for e.g. "to send s. th. with s.o" is generally mac ,
never, so far as I have noted, giifrbat-. Now, the
text published by Dietrich is of Jewish origin, and
since j^ulibat-- in this usage is extremely frequent
in the'"Contemporary JA correspondence of the Cairo
Geniza, there may be some truth in the suggestion
of Dietrich, Progenhandel, 21 that the use of this
preposition (at” least atrhis period) may be
characteristic of Jewish Arabic. It does, however,
occur outside JA, s. e.g. lane, Lexicon 1/4, 3.652;
Spiro, Dictionary, 256; Wehr, Dictionary, 504.
The text publTslied in Islam!ca T, £ST87"9 quoted here
is Christian. The present documentation does not
allow any firm conclusion, but could it be that
the popularity of guJfbat- is governed by confessional
affiliation?

§119
3.

It is suggested there that this
is to be read
as
wherever the occasion seems to require it,
and t'lat the whole question is a matter of ortho
graphy not grammar.
’While this conclusion must
in general stand, it is possible that this
first arose to mark cal (perhaps e.g. before the
definite article or i n ’some other specific environ
ment, cf. £55 n.6), but that its function was
later extended to mark the same preposition,
“ cala, also in cases where the putative original
conditioning factor no longer applied. A similar
process in the case of
~
is suggested,
with great reserve, at £107, n.l, end.
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2

3. e .go Wright XI, 161;

Brockelmann, GYO II, 366.

3

The functions of bi- and Cala overlap to a certain
extent also in GA", cf. e.g.".Brockelmann, GVG- II, 392 .
For this particular case s. the note of Spitaler
apud FAB,'168/9.

4- For which, in modern dialects, s. e.g. Willmore,
Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 207 n.2; Fdghali Syntax©,
393> and in JX7 Blau, JA, 117, top. For’the inter
change of these two prepositions s. e.g. Blau,
op. cit., 115; Schen, JSS 18, 78.
The construction of bacath "send1' with cala
(e.g. APEL V 292, 3) as well as with ill (e.g.
ibid, 319,4- - both 3rd cent. A.H.) need not
illustrate the ousting of the latter preposition
by the former as both combinations are well attested
in CA also, s. the dictionaries.

s

120
1

For the interchange of man and can cf. Wright II,
143, REM.b.

121
S. e.g. Wright II, 189; Brockelmann, GVG II, 427;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 222.
For it s. Wright II, 190, REM. b; Brockelmann,
GVG II, 428; Reckendorf, j^ntax, 228; Fdghali,
Syntax©, 360 n. (where n 1 Tla s. ibid. 358);
Blau, JA, 181; Schen, JSS I F T y B.

^122
1

Cf. for modern dialects e.g. Willmoro, Sjiokcn
Arabic of Egypt. 95, £110; 253, § 36!;
X .""Bauer, Fe.uhs/h-Arahiaches Wdrterbuch dor
UmgangsspracHe' in T^aTIatina uni im Lib arc
"(se c’ond ~ e d , Wie sbaden/ l 9 5 T ) , s .v * ,fCfLr55„

2

This does oocur ill CA?. but I have the impression
it is rather less common there than
}J\ „ s. an
example in Reckendorf, Syntax, 203 snd other cases
in Gr'oldziher, ZDMG 49 (T89!f) , 215 ff. (should one
rather point ghayra in accordance with the pre
positional use of the word outlined by Reckendorf,
op. cit., 243?)
This usage is attested also
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in JA as T-S 12,513, penult, or T-S 20,152, and
also in s o d o m dialects, where it seems to be chara
cteristic of the Maghrib, as J, Lerchun&i,
Rudiment os del 'Arabe Vulgar que se habla en el
imp e f l ' o ^ d r u e c c T s (fourth ed., latnger, 19^8’),
T&T; “R ,S. Ka^rellCT^A Basic Course in Moroccan Arable
(Georgetown, 1965), *£22’7 T ' T t h e exclusion”!! yTTJl
3

The editor’s ’’three carats'* is a slip.

4

Alternating in this text with ))\ in 11. 2 (for which
s. the correct reading on p.245), 21.

5

In CA
oh^
serve in this function, s. e.g.
Wright II, 163", HEM.

^123
1

For it s. e.g. Spitta-Bey, GrammatIk, 388;
Wi 11m ore, Spoken Mr able of
"207, and for its
penetration into Modern Standard Arabic, Wehr,
Dictionary, s.v.

0124
1.

S. the references in Blau, ASP, 246 n. 26; Schen,
JSS 18. 77. Cf. for this word Dozy, Supplement
II, 814.
For the inverse phenomenon s. £109.

2

Punctual fi, on the other hand, occurs very
frequently, as in this very text, 1, 16: ^ j
JjS>\ "in the month of Rablc I”,

^

§125
1

For it s. e.g. Wright II, 3.80, REM. £.

2

For min c ind s. above
^ 121.
Reckendorf, ‘Syntax, 222.

3

For the reading and dating s. Karabacek, MPER i,
105.

4

Cf. in CA e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax, 227 and fima
bayn above
£112.
This expression appears also
Tn JA as T*-S 10 J 20.1 (second half of 11th cent.
AMD.); for further cases s.
^ 235.

Cf. for CA,
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^126
1

For this combination in modern dialects s. e.go
Barthdlemy, j D i j ; , 640 (qedd) and in Modern
Standard AraFTc, '~'Robrf ""Dictionary t“ 745. A JA
example, occurs in T-S 151339 TcT 1050 A.D.)s
Z.fc(ic o i /> <tlr “according to demand1' quoted in
Goitein, op. cit*. above
§3*14, p. 375.

^127
1

Pop it s. the literature in M a n . ASP, 247/8
n.29; Schen, JSS 18, 78.

&128
1

The latter, however, occurs at the beginning of a
slightly damaged line, and it may be that the
allf which might once have preceded
has
1'aITen away with some of the fibres; the resultant
form
tpM ,would then have to be judged in accord
ance with
£l07a.
But this does not seem to be
likely.

2

For this phenomenon, of which that noted above,
a, would seem to be the first stage, s. the
references in Blau, ASP, 251 n. 39? Fdghali
Syntaxe, 358; Schen, JSS 18, 77, and for a possible
case or* ila superseding li- s. above
j>107 b.

3

This is the division of the text adopted by the
editor and seems to be the most likely; nevertheless,
a division and reading
with
£ 50b is
also possible.

1

For it s. the references in Blau, ASP, 248 n.32.

£130
1

S. Blau, ASP, 252; Brockelmann, GVG II, 413/4.
It wills however, be admitted that the dividing line
is by no means always clear between what constitutes
a "pr&gnante Verbindung" (Brockelmann) and what does
not.

2

For
/>•
in this local signification cf. Brockel
mann , GVG II, 414.

*82
131
1

On the various forme of this word s . e „g * Wright I,
280/1; Rabin, AWA, 187.

1

S. a CA example in Ndldehe, Belegwflrterbuoh, 4*0 b ;
lane, Lexicon s.v* gives only
i ^y\j _/ “ in
this m“eanTng and Wehr, Dictionary, only J >•Vi
However combinations similar to or identical with
that quoted here occur quite freely in many modern
dialo ots, s * e .g a Fdghali, Syntaxe , 467/8;
Barthelemy, Pictionnaire, 1*4 and The Georgetown
Pic ti onary of" Ir aq 1 Vfabi c , 16 .

1

For this feature in modern dialects s. e.g. Willmore,
Spoken Arabic of Ee
gypt, pp. 93, 208, 248 penult.
<j'd)\ "
qualifying
~£-J
occurs in
IPUWj
V ' " t h e first time 96 and the second
[2] " Grohmann, Studl ... Calderini ... II, 507, 3
(3rd cent. A.H.) quoted below
J~142b. For CA cf.
some of the exampies in Brockelmann, GVG II, 300;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 80 (and also 211,
& 118.2).

1

For this form s. Blau, ASP, 363 n.25 where further
literature is quoted;
Schen, JSS 18, 79* A survey
of similar formations in modern dialects is given
by Fischer, Pie demonstrativen Bildungen, 149•

1

Of. e.g. Reckendorf, SV 178/9; idem, Syntax, 178;
Brockelmann, GVG 1, 469 and for modern dialects,
Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 3-10, REM. d.. 225

2

I am reading the text from the plate of the
ostracon published by "v±Lmarm, Binf tthrung t PI.XV
or idem, Paleographic I, PI. X v T n

3

On this s. the literature referred to by Blau, ASP,
383 n.62 and s. below
§ 212. Another, much earlier,
example not improbably occurs in Abbott, ghrrah I,
10 (90 A.H,), where there appears
/ [d]
"and collect the first (amount)".
This seems some
what forced, and introduces the verb
/ which
does not, as 1 recall, occur elsewhere as a
technical term, in the tax-colll ection vocabulary.
X believe the reading
c ~'
l* ^its the traces

■<

well and. produces a better sense?
i!looh into what
remains outstanding on the account of .your district
- bishop of what cAbd Allah b. -'Abd al-Malik
imposed upon him last year, and send it quickly ,.•"
This interpretation might gain in probability when
it is observed that this document dates iron the
first weeks of Qurra1s governorship and that cAbd
Allah, his immediate predecessor, had left office
only very shortly before*
There is perhaps not
room enough here tor restore
f’
uJi for which
s. an example,
e
in T-3 18J4.18,
alternating with ftK j>ft *
The native philologists were not at all certain
as to the relationship between the two components
of this expression, s. e.g. Lane, Lexicon 1/5,
2202 and cf. further Wright I, 260’
¥7”* Brockelmann,
GrVG- I, 467;
Reckendorf, Sy_ntax, 196 n. ; fdghali;
Syntaxe , 46b; Niildeke , Beleg'affrt cr buc h , 52b,
It is" clearly the analogy of j/y
W that engendered
the expression (so!) <Jb Vx/l ^ U "next year5' quoted
from Ibn Sa^d by Reckendorf, Syntax, 197 middle.

£136
1

Mentioned also by Grohmann, e.g. E inftlhrung , 105,
bott. and for the occurrence of tamo111 in modern
dialects 3 . e.g. Willmore, Spoken *Arabic of Egypt,
208; Fdghali, Syntaxe, 4712 inis~"early Tn^tahce
should be borne in mind when considering the
Turkish etymology of the word which has been
proposed by several scholars as Sp^ro, Dictionary,
99; Barthdlemy, Dictionnaire, 93, E, Saussey,
Mdlanges de I 5Institut Francais de Lamas (Section
des ArabisantsT, “I [r^^T7™2T26~*Tbiit tsmall! is
not included in the list of Turkish words’"in
Egyptian Arabic given by Littmann, vVestdstliche
Abhandlungen Rudolf Tschudi zum siebz.igaten
K-eburtstag
('Wiesbaden, 195^77 107 "Ff.}.
BxfTerent ’ derivations are suggested by Spitta-J3ey,
Grammatik, 235, top; A. Prayha, A Dictionary of
non-Olassical Vocables in the *Spoken" Arabic
TieLarTn^^
7 22T
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PART III

SYNTAX

137
1

Cf. Brockelmann, GVG- II, 603 Aram.

2

References to this phenomenon are given by Blau,
ASP, 516 nn. 3.8, 19? s. also Wright II, 25/6?
Blau, 10S v. 289/90 and of* below
£ 254- n.l, end.

3

Quoted by Reckendorf- Syntax, 11.

4

Reading and understanding the text with Levi della
Vida, JAOS 64, 136.

5

The use of the perfect is an archaic survival not
only in the papyri but also in CA, cf. P. Blau,
Linguistics 15 (1965), 102/3.

6

Karabacek, WZKM xi, 7.

7

Or perhaps, rather, a pseudo-correction containing
one CA feature (the use .of the perfect) and one
vernacular feature (the pre-verbal position of the
subject), cf. Blau, ASP, 274 REM. J3.

138
1

Some modern dialects, notably those of Iraq, form
an exception to the principle outlined here, cf.
e.g. Brockelmann, GVG- I, 567; Blau, Emergence , 63.

2

For this feature in papyri s. already BAB, 231,
Nachtrag i o p.12; Khoury, 27 n .3; Blau^ Emergence,
128, 130 and in general s. the references adduced”
by him, ASP, 259/60 n.l; further, Guest, Kindi, 54;
Blau. Pseudo-Corrections, 68 ff.; idem, 10S v,
280/1 ;""ScHia7VSSTDJ779.

3

For the dual - a for CA - an /ij an example
(lame 3rd cent. A.H.) is given by Blau, Emergence,
130, but for the second pers. fern. sing, imperfect;
where a similar phenomenon would be expected to
occur, no examples are at present available.

4

To judge from the amount of space in the lacuna
at the end of the second document, ibid., 464, 4
(also 133 a .H.; one may safely reconstruct ^ J*
o - O
crCb there as well. The similar
text (passport) APEL, III 3.75, 5/6 (3.12 A.H.) has
I C-A A; d n P
"I have allowed him to work",
but the "asyndetic Imperfect occurs again in 133
A.H. in the passport given in Wright, Palaeographical
Society, Facsimiles, PI. V, 5;
i It iTh
UiM;i
"we have grant5T~nTm permission to work in Fustat."

*£5

The construction here is to be interpreted in
accordance with Reckendorf, Syntax, 364, / I 86..7;
388, j 189-6 , i .e * as indie at ire V-ather than
subjunctive, for it seems that the formulation of
Wright, II, 26/7, according to which the subjunctive
in such,constructions remains after the omission
of
c/
! is mistaken, or at best questionable.
The distinction here is in any case little more
than an academic exercise, as it may well be thought
probable that this asyndeton (wherever it occurs)
merely reflects a variety of Arabic, in which only
one form of the prefix-conjug&ticn had currency;
in such circumstances to talk of indicative:
subjunctive distinctions serves only to obscure
the issue, cf. Blau, ASP, 264/5 n.7.
5 An independent jussive: "send message to the
gardeners: let them spend the night ...'* does not
seem probable here; such a jussive in any case
is rare, s. Blau, ASP, 273. n. , end.
6 This example is quoted by courtesy of the Israel
Department of Antiquities and Museums from a
photograph numbered 13.361.
7 Por the pointing and translation of this word
s.
j 39 n.9.
Perhaps, however, this example
contains waw al-raaciyya and the subjunctive, cf.
e.g. V/right””II, 32/3; Reckendorf, Syntax, 462.
8 In addition to the lack of mood distinctions
this example also demonstrates the recession of
the dual ( $84 a,i) and 3rd pers. fern, plural
(
} 83h).
9 The reading
"who sit/dwell" :ibicl, 1.11
is not clear to me from PI. 11. .
10 Nothing is to be deduced from a case such as
jJ— ^
'‘they came to ask me" DAB 26, 5
(3rd cent. A.H.) for the reason given in Blau,
ASP, 264 n. 6 ; idem, Emergence, 130 n.2;
Brockelmann, GVG- I, 2”6T (haplology) ; for the
possibility of involutlo s.
^54.
11 Cf. on this at length Blau, ASP, 260ff.; further idem
Pseudo-Corrections, 68; I0S v, 280/1: Bittner, Brief
Christ!, T 9 1 T 12 S. the examples in Blau, Emergence, 130 and the list
in Khoury, 27/8.
13 The question of the indicative or subjunefive regimen
of
in CA is bound up with much scholastic
casuistry, e.g. Sibawaihi, Kitab I, 367ff.5 suitably
summed up by Reckendorf, Syntax, 457n„ anu oft-m open
to dispute, cf. Wright II, 30, REM.b.
Whether the p r e s e n t example is indeed a genuine hyper
correction may perhaps be doubted; it is, at any rate
s omewhat unusual • Thia sentence is cjnoted by Recken dorf, op. cit., 477/8 along with four further and
not very apposite examples of cfJ> followed by the
in d icativeof these, two can be/interpreted as con
tracted subjunctives and the remaining' two are
conditioned by the rhyme.
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14 Cf. the literature documenting this feature
indicated by Blau, ASP, 270/1 n.17; further
idem, 105v. 280; Schen, JSS 18, 79? Corriente,
Sketch., 14715 Quoted by Reckendorf, Syntax, 487 and Blau.,
Emergence , 129 n.l.
16 This is the dating of Grohmann, FWAP, 184,
not that of the editor.
17 This verb is translated here as an imperative
of form V; it may, however, be an imperfect of
form I and the meaning possibly "and come back
wi th inf ormati on".
18

here may be influenced by jthe preced
ing
which is dependent on JJ , not
co-ordinate with i t , s. £ 269p.

19 For this s. the references in Blau, ASP, 272
n*19; further Schwarz, cUmar. 126; Pick,
cAr ably 3., 105; Schen, JSwTTo, 79/80, 96;
Blau, 105 vi, 165; Corriente, Sketch, 146.
20 For which cf. Blau, ASP, 273 and the literature
cited there; further, Pick, cArab'i.ya , 82 n .58
giving references to a CA example;"Blau 105v,
280. According to Corriente, JSS 20, 53 such
an imperfect in
hJJi
"may God have mercy
on you!" and similar phrases is used to denote
that the recipient of the wish is still alive;
this interpretation, however, is net always
borne out by -the evidence and does not tally
very well with the circumstance that dji <l<Pj
etc. may also, but rarely, be used with reference
to persons still living, s. Littmann, Arabic
Inscriptions, 35 (where the reference to van
Berchem should reads p.462), 59.
21 Biit APRL VII 41, 3 (c. 2nd cent. A.H.) is
not an example, read:
.
22 The editor does not translate as optative:
"God knows (it) and He suffices as Lord".
23 For an example of Subject + Perfect, which does
not fit neatly into this scheme and is possibly
therefore a pseudo-correction rather than a
genuine intermediate stage, s. above $136 c,ii.
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$139

1 Cf. .Blau,. ASP, 275 ff* especially the literature
referred to in n.l; Schen, JSS 18, 80;
Corriente, ibid., 20, 51*
In Modern Standard
Arabic, however, this natural concord is in
marked retrogression, s. Blau, 105 v i , 170/1,
and according to Vt Cantartno, Syntax of Modern
Arabic Prose, I (Bloomington-London, 197377”
84n. has quite disappeared.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 276 n.4.

0140
1 This is also quite regular in CA, s. e.g.
Ndldeke, Zup Grammatik, 81/2 and Nachtrdge to
th i s section, X5 2/r3; Br ocke lmann, G-VG- 11,
175/b; cf. also Blau, ASP, 278/9; Schen, JSS
18, 80.
2 for this word taking plural concord s. NOldeke,
Zur Grammatik, Rachtrag 4 to p . 82 and Spitaler's
note” there.
3 The editor points

"nahmen ihn fest".

$141
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 281 and the references given there;
idem, 105. v, 281; Ndldeke, Zur Orammatik, 80.
Cf. also ‘
below
^ 244.
2 But in this example the verb is very likely
influenced by
cj A
of the preceding line,
where it refers to a man, as well as by the format
required by such lists of payment beginning with
this expression, for in these texts the masculine
is of course preponderant. This applies also to
the following example.
3 Of. Blau, ASP, 282 and the references given there.
4 Reckendorf, Syntax, 25, top.
5 S. e.g. bright II, 289; Rdldeke Zur_Or ammat1k ,
80; Brockelmann, GYG II, 173 and“ the relevant
sub-sections in Reckendorf, Syntax, 24 ff.
The suggestion that the feminine in such cases
is more frequent in CA is nothing more than a
moderately well informed guess, and a statisti
cal investigation could easily shown it to be
mistaken.
6. On the other hand;JJ w H o'jJ>
ibid#> 1,9
is not an example; the.verb is active and the
dinars the object, s. $77 n.2.

1 This is a very widespread feature outside CA,
for which s. the references in Blau, ASP, 282
n.26; further, Wright II, 229/30; Flick,
cArabIva. 122, 175, A. Spitaler, BO x (1953),
149a* top; Willmore, Spoken Arabic of ftgypt,
24-2/3; Fdghali? Syntaxe „ 1437" Xiuitineau™ "
Palmyre 1, 234);
Schen, JSS 18, 73?
Blau, 10W iii, 199? etc.
The development of this indeclinability of the
nis'ba™a.dectj.yes, which origins.rod in subsrantivised appositions to nouns denoting
materials? measures etc, (so e.g. Brockelmann,
GVG II, 204, Anm .) can be traced throughout
the history of the language, fz cm Nabatagan
onwards, where the earliest examples of this
phenomenon occur, perhaps under the impact of
Arabic.
Some Nabatean examples; G.A. Cooke,
A Text-Book of North-Semitic Insoriptions
(Oxford, ”190 jTT’Xn/n"'’”/ Itc geh o ,;cne thousand
Harithr drachmas'* no.480, 9 and similarly
nos« 81, 8 * 85, 9; 86, 7; 88, 6/7; 89, 8 ;
90? 8 ; J.T. IViilik and J, Stareky apud F.V.
Winnett and W.L. Reed, Ancient Records from
North Arabia (Toronto, 1970), 153? 7 and "8 .
If the suggestion is correct that this pheno
menon in Nabataean is of Arabic origin, it
should be added to the list of Arabic influences
assembled by Cantineau, op. cit. above
$8
n.l, 171/2 (on which cf. P. Rosenthal, Die
Aramdistische Forschung seit Th. Nflldeke *s
Veydff entlichungeiTTneiden, 193*3) 5 307TTT”
2 This work is not deciphered by the editor,
but from its shape it must surely be a plural,
whence it follows that the following nisha
must be invariable.

3 But ay.'/ here, as it does not occur among
the epithets of ritl in Grohmann, BinftUr.rung
149? probably refers, as the editor suggests,
to
rather than to
, in which case
the word would not exemplify invariable nlgba.
In the following example, however, the nl spa,
plainly refers to Jllty/ 4 Cf, Fdghali, Syntaxe 138, 193 (tani for tanye );
Blau JA, 134“ n. 25 (atl* for atiya) .. For
anoi^en JA example s/i
Tin v {cfy it ,!fbe remaining
garments” in the text published by S. 1).Goitein,
-Tarbiz 34 (1964-5), 166, 18 (c„ 1016 A.B) •
5 The recto whose phraseology is almost identical
always gives
0.\
j ; it may well be (that. ’
IB
of the verso is influenced by
3Ji ^
lit with which it alternates but whicn is
noticeably absent from the x*ecto.
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143
X Exactly as in CA * s. e .g , Wr ignt I, 167, HEM.;
Nttldeke, Zup C-rammat ik , 20 (whore except ions to
the ^principle are given); Brookelm&mi, GVG- I,
416/7; Reckendorf, Syntax. 31, SO; Fieisell,
Traitd , 3X1 ? 337/8, 'ancl modern dialects,
V/ip/more 9 Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 245.
2 F or these words of a mostly pejorative or
admirative character s. e.g. Wright I, 139/40;
Brockelmann, GVG I, 420/1; Fleiseh, Trait6 ,
326/7, 4-60 ff.
'

3 Cf. Blau, ASP, 282/3 and the literature given
there in n.28; further e.g. Wright I, 166;
Schen, JSS 18, 81.
4 S. the references in Blau, ASP, 283 and Wehr,
Elativ, 573, n.l.
5 But at APEL V 292, 7 (3rd cent. A.H) reads
c'XJJ ,
6 I cannot agree with the remark of Dietrich,
ibid., 188 that this occurs "wie h&ufig in
den papyri"* invariability of facxi is, on the
contrary, very rare.
7 S. on this the literature indicated by Blau,
ASP, 283 n. 33; Brockelmann, GVG II, 96, Anrn.
cf. also Reckendorf, Syntaxf 59 n.2.
8 It does not seem very likely that "dyed yellow"
can only refer to "trousers”, especially in view
of the fact that all the iteni3 in this list
are qualified in some way and such an interpre
tation would leave "shirt" without a closer
definition.
The idea plainly seems to be
"a yellow suit", i.e. cA'j lr-— ^ refers to only
one pair of trousers, cf.
$87e, REM. B.
9 As against
> Ua (j
Ibid. 8/9 with
the adjective in the plural with - $84, a,
i, end.
10 For women referring to themselves in the
masculine (plural) s. above
$83, n.42<
11 But this could well be a substantivised
apposition, cf. Dozy, Supplement I, 406, s.v.
12 The syntactic contexts in which this take*3
place are best set out by Wehr, Elativ, 572;
for the tendency to extend the application of
the feminine fuEla s. Blau, 10S ill, 212 and
the references given there.
13 Though here the elative would have had tc agree
with J? ^ j in GA, as the example belongs to
the scheme of Wehr, Elativ. 572, see. 5.
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14 As against e,gn
"a red turban”
APEL VI 394r, .13, 5 (3rd cen*n. A.H*).
3.5 But in 3.136 of the same document; the division
of the text should, I think, be made differently
with vy 7h b; 275c.

$144
1 S. e.g. Wright II, 238.
2 S. e.g, Brockelmann, GVG II, 277, Anm .;

Reckendorf, Syntax, 206, whose example, however,
(quoted also by brockelmann, loc. cit.) should
be considered in the light of Blau -’OS iii
209 (but cf. A.F.L. Beeston, JSS 26 11975),
65/6).
3 And also in modern dialects as Spitta-Bey,
Grammatik , 274; Wi1lmore, Spoken Arabie of
E^ypt, ”242; Fdghali, Syntaxe, 190;” BleuT/TTs,
56 ; Cowell, Reference Grammar, 504.
4 A case such as
chu &
[? j>] gJOl/ ^
"fifty of your rams with your brand-mark upon
them” Jahn 17, 18/19 (3rd cent. A.H,,) probably
belongs here, but
may refer rather
to
b/ .
5 But the relative pronoun and verb probably
reflect the gender of
only.
6 This plural concord is merely an aspect of the
phenomenon treated below $l45b.
7 The text is also understood in this way by
Dietrich, ibid., 67.
8 It is to be supposed that feminine singular
concord in such cases is also permissible in
CA, though I do not at present find any explicit
statement that this is so; cf. the Middle
Arabic example in Schen, JS3 18, 72. Perhaps
the case in Wright II, 298*should be regarded
in the light cf this paragraph.
9

here belongs to

§ 283a.

014-5
1 S. e.g. Wright II, 293, REM.;
285 n.45 .

Blau, ASP,

2 With Dietrich, I^slam 24, 94

For awwal here
and elsewhere in^this section referring to a
feminine noun s= $200.

3 As against

it)^

BAU 4,7 (202 A.H.).

4 As against I, ./hi' ,rr.>' d_.l! "the five af cre
me nt lone d mouths” in 1.6.
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5 On this phenomenon of feminine singular agree
ment with inanimate plurals of, A.F.L. Beeston,
JSS 20 (1975), 69/6 ? where it is argued that
such concord is a neologism in Arabic, and that
in pre-Islamic poetry plural agi'eement is
the norm. I have not myself observed that
this is the case.
6 Cf. Blau, ASP, 285 ff. and the references
in n.44; this feature is documented from
papyri in DAB, 67 and examples from Spanish
Arabic are given by Corriente, Sketch. 130.
For some of the instances cited billow
apposition rather than attribution is a possibility to be considered; s. also above $144c.
7 But
(J^- with references to inanimate
plurals occurs also in^CA and is Quranic,
s. e.g« Lane, Lexicon 1/4, 1502 a.
8 Epithets of coins not uncommonly behave in
this way, s. e.g. APEL 1, 71 and cf. a very
similar example in Blau, JA, 133,
$188.
9 Analogy with APEL V 322, 6/7 quoted below
suggests that
crOx>% should perhaps be read
as a verb, i.e.
, in which case plural
and feminine singular concord would alternate
here as in the previous example.
10 Cf. Blau, ASP, 290/1.
11 I quote this unpublished text from Grohmann,
Einftthrung, PI. XV.
12

c/

fY**

if

"that you have fined some of the villages in
your district because of the taxes due from
them" cannot be included here; this is without
doubt a constructlo ad sensum and the reference
is to persons, "either the inhabitants of the
villages in question or the official(s) in
each responsible for forwarding of the taxes.

146
1 3. Blau, ASP, 285.
2 But could one read
Lcl instead? Cf.,however, i>272b
BEMA'k K." for a possible different translation.
147
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 288; Schen, JSS 18, 81;
Corriente, Sketch, 147 (where, middle, some
phrases containing
el’'■> in this function
are quoted for a quite different purpose).
If. below
$225.
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2 It does not seem reasonable to suppose that
q\)'> refers only to
^ of the ma/
alladh.1 .f.. min construct ion.
3 Cf. on this

^>144 b.

4 This numeral has been omitted in printing

the Arabic text.
5 Cf. the suppression of ^ by ^ ? Wtlstenfeld
Jacut, 63,; Sachau, Albe3-uni 1s T ndia xxxvi;
Die'triohj Dr ogenhandel, 2ir~and" cf*. Also Blau,
ASP,

673/4.

6 The masculine here is probab3.y a mere^slip,
possibly induced by the commoner ^ U> ’'letter’1

149
1 On which s. H.J. Polotsky, Qrientalia M.S.
31 (3.962) 276 n.l and the literature "cited
there.
An example similar to those given
below may perhaps also be seen in h)Jl
^
CEiWU
"may God have mercy on us
(- me?) and you" to which references are
given by Fdck, cArabiya, 62 nP38. For modern
dialects cf. C. Cornell, ZDMG 122 (1972),
57'where, sec. 41, appears tfean a t ^>ana wiyya,
"I argued with him" followed by tbaha8na
nabna wiyya in sec. 42, though in each case
only two people are involved in the dispute.
2 Thus Karabacek, WZKM xi, 7*
3 As this belongs to a more or- less fixed
formula it may be unwise to ins!st that
such instances exemplify the phenomenon
outlined here. However, the fact that the
writer continues in the first pers. singular
might suggest that this is so. Alternatively,
the plural could be seen in terms of s. ;ol,
reverentiae/manestatis or some such usage,
for which cf. e.gT Brockelmann, GV'G II, 63.,
Anm *; Reckendorf, Syntax, 276*; Fbgboli,
Syntaxe, 129; Blau BZ,™”7 and in general
e.g. Wackernagel, t'orlesungen I, 98 ff. I,
This does in fact occur in" papyri, s. below,
b.
4- Cf. Reckendorf, Syntax , 276/7.
5 S. the references in Blau, ASP, 563 n.70.
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150
1 Of® Blau, ASP, 292 and the references given there*
2 This is the editor's reading and it is purely on the
basis of tills that the sentence appears here? I am
certain, however, that the correct reading is

151
1 S* the references in Blau, ASP, 296 n.2.
2 On this

^

s.

^309b.

3 S* the literature given by Blau, ASP, 299 n.lB

152
1 S* Blau, ASP, 301 n*25 and Addenda, 625* for this
construction in Modern Standard ""Arabic s. Blau, I0S
iiij 210 ion which of* also ibid®, vi,178) and for its
occurrence in the writings of Jahiz idem, I0S v, 283
(this author usej3 tne construction elsewhere also as
in Kitab. al-£arbTc wa-l-Ta&wTr, ed. C® Pellat (JDamas,

195577^6“

pTendTT

~

153
1 S. e®g. Lane, Lexicon 1/1, 10/11; Wright II, 95, Rem..a*
2 Of. Blau, ASP, 302? idem, I0S v, 282.
3 This sentence is correctly translated by Reckendorf,
Syntax, 333/9 as a co-ordination; both the original
editor Mund nicht soil es zurlckgelmlten werden" and
Grohmann, PWAP, 126 ’’and there may be no holding back*’
take the second part as an independent negated optative.
4 .Neither of these is a particularly telling example , since
in both cases the negative .V_> continues
g/^* 9
whereas the perfect following y « continues not y ^ t
but a perfect which need not indicate an event in the
past but rather a state in the present ( J 137 b)„
Accordingly, it is preferable to treat these examples
as cases of breviloouence i.e*
3b*
^
--- cp^-oj [ l«
] along the lines of Ldldeke,
Zur G-rammatik, 90/1* To be, explained similarly is

Uz

,j

t

ci^jir

(j?

“I am not one to believe in excuses or pardon them."
Abbott, ffurrah IV, 29-31 (92 or 91 A,H.) (unless this
has arisen through contamination o±
JO-**-*. y
ct— J
W-r ^
wiv.b
V. jlsJl
y
ct-J
5 Cf. the similar case in Eeckenderf,
338, sec.
6, beginning, to which one may add
’</? y tin
c^-izC y f "a religion without law or scripture"
al-BaladhurT* /tnedb
ed» s * ^ Goitexn
(Jerusalem, i.93^ J, 2? 0 .A.
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6 Of, e.g. Grohmann, 1IPAG ixviii, 11.
7 Of. the example in Brockeimann, GrVG II, 497? middle;
but here the ellipsis of the negative may be a
peculiarity of constructions containing the verb
Khali a, cf. Willmore, Spoken Arabic of iirypt „ 300,
542.
Ellipsis of ThcTTirst of two negatives occurs
quite commonly in colloquial Arabic, s. e.go Brockel™
mann, G-Vlr II, 112, 184; Willmore, op. cit., 298,
§ 534; blau, .3Z, 195 and cf. below £324«
This example may therefore contain a genuine feature,
not merely a scribal lapse.

154
1 Not much weight need be, given to the occurrence of
interrogative
( |62 b), instead of
0. , a
development reflecting the removal of
U from the
domain of the interrogative into that of the negative
(s. Blau, ASP, 139, n.35, 303)? since
Cr~/ is quite
widely attested in CA also, where interrogative
L*
is still fully alive. A fact, however, which indicates
that negative
U had not yet spread as widely as
one might have supposed is the still frequent occur
rence op
ji , which in later Arabic tended to
disappear ( £155).
2 3, e.g. Wright II, 20/21. Nevertheless, one cannot
but suspect that the hospitality accorded in CA,
to
U> negating an imperfect referring to the
present is but a device designed to admit a verna
cular (and also Quranic) feature into the system.
This was the thin end of the wedge; later
U
ousted
y almost entirely, as is now the case
in many modern dialects.
3 For which s. Blau, ASP, 303 n.10; Schen, JSS 18,82.
4 S. Blau. JA, 144/5 and the references in n.28;
Schen, oSS 18, 79; Corriente, Sketch. 144 n.236.
5 For the omission of a preceding negative cf.
yt = "only” at
324 and above
§153d.
b S. e.g. Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 298;
BrockeImarm, Q-Vu- 1l5II27~T8»4; J31au, J3Z, 195 *

7 As would seem to be suggested by the parallel
passage from the Ibn Sacd quoted by .David-We ill,
ibid.. II. .90s ...
^ U JU5

1 S. respectively Brockelmann, GYG II, 153/4;
Blau, ASP,. 304; idem, JA 142 and Emergence, 106.
2 Pseudo-corrections centering around the use of
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are quite common where this particle no longer
belongs to living speech but represents only an
intrusion from CA, s. a g o Spitta-Bey, Crammatik,
169/70 n 0 ? Brockelmann, GV'O II, 181 Anm-T;
Blau, Emergence, 106; Corriente, Sketch, 144/5..
3 For which cf. e,g. Willmore, Spoken Arabic of
Egypt 303-,* Brockelmann, GVG- II", X5T~top;~ Feghali,
SynFaxe, 78/9; Blau, Emergence, 106; idem, ASP,

30T/53i. 18.

>156
1 For this phenomenon s. the extensive references
in Blau, ASP. 305 n. 19; idem, 10S v, 282/3*
2 This example is recorded already by Keekendorf,
Syntax, 300; Blau, Emergence, 132.
3 Cf. Blau, ASP, 306 ff.
4 While a case such as this may exemplify invariable
lays/(a), this is not necessarily so, cf. Keckendorf,
Syntax, 24, sec. 5 and the similar Quranic example
cited by Brockelmann, GVG- II, 112.
5 Some examples of inflected forms:
"I am not” Abbott;, IjTurrah IV, 29 (90 or 91 A.H.);
(J^\
1 "I do not asklT~APEL V 288v 9 (c.236
A.H.);
ey Q U —
"and we are not sure" BAB 13,
11 (3rd cent. A.II.)
6 The editor gives
, but from an inspection
of Taf • XV I tend to prefer
— ~J „
7 Literature on this isgiven by Blau, ASP, 305
n.20 and cf. idem, 10
3 v, 286.
8 It is the perfect not *
that is negated by
here (cf. Blau, ASP, 305, n.20, beginning,
for the interpretation of <_jr-z^ in such a position),
This example is cited by Grohmann, e.g. HO, 99.
9 This is against CA, s. Blau, ASP, 310 n.35. In
some cases it is admittedly a moot point whether the
future is in fact intended rather than a vague
present.
10 The editor regards
U here a s - "because", but
this interpretation leaves
<„/» v-3. without an
object (s. y 230a), in addition to its intrinsic
improbability.
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157
1 S, Blau, ASP, 3X2 n.4-0; Schen, JSS IS, S3.

158
1 8. Blau, ASP, 312 n.42; Schen, JSS 18, S3?
Blau, 1 0 S v, 283.

159
1 This is a widespread phenomenon in many Semitic
and non-Semitic languages; .for Semitic s„ e.g.
Geseniua1 Hebrew Grammar .
trans. A.E. Cowley
TOxf ordT, 1910), 1771)79"; C.F.A. Dillmann, Lexicon
Linguae Aethiopicae (Lipsiae, 1865), 815 and Tor
iXs'occurrence as a Semitism in the New Testament
s. F. Blass and A. Deb runner A Greek Grammar_of
the New Testament
trans. *RTW~." Funk TSHXcago—
London, 1§61),“l59» j 302. A general survey is
given by Wackernagel, Vorlesungen II, 273 ff.
For a probable case of kull with this meaning
in a positive sentence, s. $223.
2 Examples of this are collected by Spitaler apud
Ndldeke, Zur G-rammatik, 14-1 a.
3 S. Dozy Supplement II, 480 s.v.; Beckendorf,
Syntax, lTvbl ™t}Tlmann et al., Wbrterbuch 294a
and for modern dialects W.M. Erwin, A Short
Reference Grammar of Iraqi Arabic (Georgetown,

160
1 On it s. e.g. the literature in Blau, ASP, 313
n. 46

161
1 That this state of affairs must already have
obtained fairly generally in the first Islamic
century has been observed by Ndldeke, Zur
Grammatik, 10.
Since that time a larg^'litera.”
lure Has developed on the subject of how, why
and when this came to be.
The following is but
a selection of references to works dealing with
this topic; Vollers, Volkssprache, 165 ff«;
FI eisoh, Traite , 281/2; idem, 'Etudes d ;Arabe
Hi al eg taX"Tbeyr outh , 1974), 22 If. ; Blau,
Emergence9 168/9; idem^ ASP 45; Pseudo-Corrsctions
567*7; Bawud cAbdo. Abh&th fi al-Lugha al-cA^bi.yya
(Beirut 1973), 97 ff; A. A." Arabros, Y/ZKM 61/7
(1972)7105 ff. and the exchange between Coxrienfce
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and Blau. in JQR No Ixii (1973.-2), 20 ff*; ibid..
Ixiii (1972-3), 29 ff-? lxiv (1973-4) 154ff,
Further bibliography will be found by referring
to these souroes«
2 S. above
oo 2a, 60 and for more details Blau,
ASP, 327/8.

162
1 Cf, the remark of Becker ad loc. 11die griechiache
Form beweist, dass Abu im G-enitiv flektiert wurde
nicht nur in der Schrift, sondern auch noch in
der Spraclie,
2 Also in Ps Sacy, Journal des Savans 1825, 463, 4
and 464, 4 (both T 3 T “l T i n X r e a d ~ ^ l for
^
as in his later publication of the same texts in
Memoires de L 'Institut Royal de France ... 9 >
“ and TO. ~
3 This is a very well attested phenomenon, s. the
references (including references to literature
dealing with papyri) in Blau, ASP, 319 n„5, further
Wright I, 244*; J, Sperber, Die Schrexben
Muhammads an die Stdmrne Araliens, IV111i;e11 ungen
des Seminars ftir Orientalische Sprachen ...
BerlTnxix.72 Cl916")/ T7/8; /JIttner ./brief
Christ± f 191?
'/oilers, Volkssprache, lb 677;
Cuest, ’Kindi, 54; M o r i t z Sinalkloster, 13;
Grohmann, Islam 22, 43; idem/ e ,g’
J hxnf fibrung,
104/5; hi ttmann, Ar ab ic In script! onsT 2lT~^9,
38; Flick, 5 Arphx^, ”?>3"top, "6Tj“ '92 n.26;
Schen, JSS T F T T G an^ ^Qr Modern Standard Arabic,
Blau, 10S iii, 196.
An exception to the general prevalence of
invariable abu may be represented by cases in which
aba occurs irf"the vocative as
U cO/i cJZt&r#
****1 have sent to you, 0 Abu Salih" BAU 15r, 6
(early 9th cent, A.P., L. Abel apud Brman and
Krebs, Aus den Papyrus der kdnigliehen Museen,
288)
Islamologiques i it 92. 10 (3^d cent.- Alii/) 7
SucHTLnstancei perhaps belong to a fixed locution,
a supposition supported by the occurrence in_the
latter text. 1. 8, of
^
up
"with Abu
cAll" (quoted by blau ASP, 319 n.5) contrary to
CA usage.
Were it not for this example of
invariable abu, one would have been inclined to
attribute i-IIeTxsjfc of abn in the vocative in the
same document to the influence of CA (s.. e.g.
Wright II, 86).
Since, however, the writer's
knowledge of CA was deficient enough to let him
write
0 h jj\ -fx- , the accusative in
Vg
is possibly better seen os a "fegte Redewehdung"
than as evidence of mastery of CA grammar.
Against this however, of. the alternatior.
mentioned below, a, 1, end., of forms in accord
ance with and against CA.
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In moat of the examples adduced in what follows,
it is Abu of the v.uriya that lias he come invariable,
cf • e .7>7~Vtright, lb c . "cit .
4 Of. Blau, ASP, 319*
5 But the non-CA
y}
was allowed to stand,

in 1*3>‘ cited below, ii,

6 But the alternation of CA and vernacular^usage in
1.9 was allowed to s t a n d s y} v ho
Jj^
^ [yJ\ cj\ 111 have handed Abu Nasr's letter over to
Abu al-cAbbas*11
7 Noted already by Blau, Emergence, 128.
8 Karabaceky WZKM xi, 7*
-*■

9 But
1.7; cf. above n»5*

"the church of A.Q." in

10 Although this document also contains examples of
abu for CA ajji,e.g«■ 1.21
and below, b,i, the
address (1.T5T has .sJpJL in accordance with CA.
Is this because an ‘address, which would be read
not only by the addressee, was considered to
require a more formal register, i.e. CA? The
document also contains an example of invariable
akhu- s. below
163 a,i.
11

U i n
this technical sense is surely
already’fossilised, cf. E. Littmann, Pestgabe
fdr Theodor Nflldeke zum achtsigsten U-eburtstage
TcBt'tihgen’, 193767 , i05^'(=~"Nachrichten von der"
kbni gllphen Gese-llschaft der~17is~ielaicThaften zn
G-dttingen, ~Phil7-hist. Klasse , 1916 , 3.05T*

12 But
Vy
"your father’s son" is rather
strange and is eliminated in the reading offered
by Dietrich, Islam 31, 8b (ad PYYAP, 167) •
13 Cf. Blau, ASP, 319/20; Pseudo-Corrections, 85/6
and, in a more modern context, Plghali,
Syntaxe, 14On.
14 While pseudo-correction is perhaps the most
likely’ explanation of the occurrence of abx in
all cases", it is worth mentioning that such usage
has also been identified in some strata of
(Maghrebi) JA by S.D. G-oitein, Letters of
Medieval Jewish Traders (Princeton, 19T3T,
T5 n .717 ;*/Vl0 n7’21«
The same state of affairs
is said to have prevailed in at least some
varieties of pre-Islamic Arabic by Rabin, El I
(second ed.), 562 a.
This question requires
further investigation.

15 The genitive here has perhaps been prompted by
recollection of the four occurrences of abi. in
accordance with CA in the preceding lineT~"ofo
Dietrich5s note ad loc.
16 Referred to by Blau, Emergence9 128,
17 As well as Blau, ASP, 320 cf. Schen, JSS 18,83c
18 Perhaps induced by the commoner expression
19 Cf. Merits, Sinaikjoster, 13. The use of invariable
aba may also"~have’eT"basis in living speech? to
the references adduced by Blau, ASP, 320 n.8 add
Corriente, JSS 20, 52, 57/8.
20 In addition to Blau, ASP, 320 cf. Fuck, cArabxya,
55.
21 Cited by Grohmann, Einf tlhrung, 105.
22 This is a Coptic name and
M
therefore
probably represents Coptic ana
fcztc );
since, however, this word is often represented
by the Arabic
(s. W.E. Crum, A Coptic
Dictionary„ Oxford, 1939, 13a) the example may_
'belong here.

163
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 320.
2 For invariable abu- in this text s.

£l6 2, n.10.

3 Although akhu- here remains invariable, note the
alternation of CA abi and non-CA abu, in the
very same line (cf. above j>162 a, i , end).
4 The distribution of the copula in this example
makes it fairly clear that this is the oorx’ect
translation (s.
§ 84 a, i) rather than ”... and^
the sons’of cAtxq. (and the sons of) c Ab d a1-Rahman
and his brother".
In the latter interpretation
would belong above, i.
5 For this cf. Blau, ASP, 321; idem., Ps©udoCorrectlons, 85.

1 The distribution of this word, confined to a small
number of sat expressions, notably contain rnonthnames, and its manner of employment confirm the
surmise of .B3.au, ASP, 323.; Paeuao-0o.rrac11 oiis,
86, that it had disappeared from,'living speech.
2 Cf. 1.3.2 of the Greek: A o u X k (k) <f(V.) suggesting
that this month name was in fact fully declined.
Cf. also above
^162 n. 1.
3 Had dim genuinely belonged to living speech (s.
above n. 3.) one would certainly have expected
this invariable form to occur more frequently
than in these two cases, which are the only
examp3.es 1 can quote. Both instances undoubtedly
reflect the tendency for proper names to remain
unchanged (s. e.g. Wright 1, 244'*; Blau, 103
iii, 196/7).
4 Cf. Blau, ASP, 321/2;

Pseudo-florroctiona, 86,

5 Hor nomina propria tending to indeclinability
s. above n. 3.
6 Cited by Grohmann, Einf tlhrung, 105.

165
1 S. the literature in Blau, ASP, 323 n.19, and,
for papyri, idem, Scripta, 221/2; Emergence,
3.27/8; Grohmann, Einf tlhrung, 104. '

166
1 As in ASP, however, the status of adverbs seems
to be rather different from other cases in which
tanwin alif is maintained, s. Blau, ASP, 323/4,
327 and below
167, n.2; 168.
The same app3J.es
to JA, s. e.g. Blau, Emergence, 170/1.
2 further occurrences are listed by Grohmann,
APEL II, 47.
3 Elsewhere in this text tanwin alif is uniformly
neglected; it is here preserved Tn adverbial
function. On this word s. Blau, ASP, 3b 8, 323 n.20.
4 Por 3/A s. the references in Blau,, A S P 3 2 A n.
;
JJarxri, Burra, 3.26/7. for the possibility cf this
word being spelled
‘A A
s *> §47b, PEiVi.
5 This category cannot be neatly separated from the
preceding, and even under the heading "adverbial
accusatives1' several quite distinct phenomena
are subsumed; there seems little point in sub
dividing the examples presented according oo the
manner of "adverbial accusative" involved.
This
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applies also to the cases adduced 'below

$3.67 1.

167
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 323 ff.; Schen, JSS 18, 83/4, 85
and the literature above $165 n.l. Some of
the examples from the last three sources given
in $165 n.l are repeated below.
2 Tanwin alif is maintained more often in adverbs
lhan in other functions, and. adverbs for this
reason occupy a rather special position in the
case-system,,
This is true of other branches of
Middle Arabic also, s. above
$3 66 rul.
3 For this word remaining invariable s. $3.43 c.
Another example may be contained in BAB 37, 5
(probably 205-6 A.H.)
£>j J if that passage
is understood as "he has desired greatly";
the editor, however, interprets the word as a
n. pr. horn* translating "Katir ist begierig".
4 Unless, of course,
is taken as a direct
object "favour"; but tfiis seems unlikely.
5 The MS. in fact reads

£ y*’ ^or*

6 Both these cases are noted by Blau, Emergence, 128
7 For modern dialects s. e.g. Willmore, Spoken
Arabic of Egypt, 209.
8 Several quite distinct phenomena have boon
lumped together under this heading, cfb
above
§ 166, n.5. S. also $$85 e, ii; 177.
9 On the dating, s. above $90 n.4.
I am not at
all inclined to believe that this example should
represent sharlkan machu
>• sharikammach u ,
i.e. -n ml
-mm- with e.g. ‘Brockelmann,
G-VG- I, 173.
Nor will such a process be held to
apply in any other cases given in this paragraph
in which theoretically it may be possible.
10 For the reading o-f the verb here s.
11 As opposed to
Iv p
T-S 28.6 (1074 A.D.).

$249.

$84 n.5.

For JA cf,<?hnt
*

12 All the sums mentioned here are objects dependent
on -the restoration
I? ; that this reoonstruc
tion of the text is correct is made clear net only
by the imperatives of the accompanying Greek cut
also by comparison with the contemporary PAP IX et
13 As against !>_> • . *
PAF 1 5 / 6 written by
the same s iibe in the same year.
14 Reflecting also the tendency for ncmina^propria
to remain invariable, for which s. $l6T n.3#
3 6 Translating with Levi della Vida, JAOS 64, 133.
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16 Of., in addition to Blau, ASP, 326j Rabin, AWA.
173/4 with further literature.
17 The word left unpointed here by; G-rohmann and,
earlier, by Becker, NPAF IV, 9/10 is evidently
/ (so Littmann, ZDMG 94* 299).
18 Cf. Rabin, AWA, 17319 This phenomenon is fairly common ininscriptions
in formulae involving the phrase
(jS$
"and that Muhammad ..." as in littman, Arabic
Inscriptions9 23, 7 (date ?).
20 Some apparent examples of thisfeature are not
to be admitted as such, thus at NPAF XV. 4
(91 A.H.) read:
as in the re-edition
APEL III 162, 5.
Commonly quoted as an early
instance of lack of tanwin alif is PSR iii VIII,
3 (90 A.H.):
S&S
rendered there as
"fttnfzig ritl, neue ,
In the full edition
however, P'XITTX, 3 the context and reading are
made quite clear by the accompanying Greek text;
Jdhx
"fifty pounds of raw
iron", i.e. a status constuctus
reflecting rltla hadidin rather than ritTan,
cf. below
example may therefore be
deleted from PSR iii, 30 and the derivative
sources Reckendorf, Syntax* 206 n.l; Fttck,
cAr abti'ya, 93. Dietrich, Drogenbandel, 21 n. 85;
Xferohmann, Einftthrung 10577”" BTaul Script a, 221;
idem, Emergence, TSTT
The instance from the
following fine‘
7 however, quoted in this section,
cannot be explained away in this manner with
such ease, s. the following note. For some
early examples in CA s. Reckendorf, loc. cit.
21 Cited already by Ptick, cA r a b i y a 93 n.31 (where
read: 3, 4 for 34); Dietrich, Drogenhandel. 21
n.85; (Grohmann, Elnfdhrung, lOlTTs not explicit
as to whether it is this passage he intends or
that mentioned in the preceding note); Blau,
Scripta, 221; idem, Emergence, 127. It seems
perhaps less likely that this example should bo
judged according to
9176, thus removing the
need to regard
Jip as =
.
22 For the ligature
s. j?52g. This text
^
contains further cases of the absence of tanwin
alif after numerals, e.g. 1.17.
23 The .rules governing the case of the exception
of -ilia in CA are rather elaborate, and, to c.
certain degree, fluid, s.e.g. Wright II, 33^ ffReckendorf, Syntax, 503; Rabih, AY/A, 176/7,
181/2; cf. aXso Jrdck, cArabiya 63 top. But in
the following examples The accusative would
nevertheless be expected.
For tanwin occurring
after
y\
s. $170 g.
24 For this dating s. §90 n.4.

uc/*\
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168
1 Cf. Blau. A3?j 327 and the literature cited there
in n.27.
This is "but one aspect of the tendency
widespread in many languages, Semitic and nonSemitic, for adverbial expressions to become
congealed, of. e.g. H. JBlanc, 10 S iv (1974), 217
(legayet be11el "until evening"); H. Bauer and
PTbeancfer, Histcrische Grammatik der hebr11schen
Sprache ...
Grammaiire de i 8Hebreu3ib 1ique (Rome. 19235 ?
2277^"'(both on the Hebrew he^locale ); Wackernagel,
Vorlesungen II, 221) ff.
2 Fossilized
Lvt is also known from elsewhere
in Middle Arabic as well as in modern dialects,
s. Blau, Emergence, 171, 203; Schen, JSS 18, 84;
Corriente, 8lietch, 86; Barthelemy, Dictlonnaire ,
571-

j 169
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 327/8 and the literature indicated
there in the notes.
2 In addition to Blau, ASP, 327 n.32 cf. also
Ndldeke, Beitr£ge, 7; Bittner, Brief Christ!,
190; Brockelmann, GVG I, 473 and for iviod'ern™
Standard Arabic, Blau, lOS vi, 163.
3 Cited by Blau, Emergence, 130 (for a different
purpose), 203? but one cannot entirely exclude
the possibility that
*W> I be an example of the
kind recorded idem, ASP,^336 (subject of passive
verbs provided with tanwin alif for which cf.
also .Brockelmann, GVUECI, 12b; H. fleisch,
Melanges Massi gnon II (llamas, 1957), 161 ff.;
■gcSenTVTSSUFT oTf Blau, 10 S iii, 196).
An interpretation according to
§170 d oould
also be considered.
4 But tanwrn alif may be present here according
to f T j O f.
5 This hardly belongs to

^170 h.

6 Unless the accusative is to be judged according
to
£170 d.
7 This example is noted by. Grohmann, Islam. 34,
206.
It m a y belong to ^>170 b, d aTsITT'

^170
1 The nature of this pseudo-correct tanwin contrary
to CA. is neatly characterized by Bauer and
leander, op.
above
$168 n.l, 528 n,
!'Aueh im spiltei en Arabisch wird die Akk.-Endung
von Ungebildeten rvicht selten als Zierrat
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verwendet". Of,. Blau, ASP, 329 ff*; Scripta,
222/3 and in particular Emergence , Appendix iii
where the whole phenomenon is analysed in
detail and many of the present examples already
quoted (pp. 203/4)*
Some instances can be
ascribed to more than one category*
2 Of. Blau, Emergence, 180 ff*, 196 ff*, 203 ff*;
ASP 329/307”

3 But
may be due to the desire to achieve a
rhythmical or rhyming effect.
4 The editor appears to regard this expression
otherwise;
"Sc (bilde Dir) diesbezdglich Beine
feste Meinung". Of. also ibid. 11, 8/9
(probably 304 A.H.)s
-— q)'JJ and similarly
40, 17/18 (3rd cent. A.H.). The syntax of these
formulae is not yet fully clear, on them cf.
BAB, 20 n> to 1.17.
5 This may belong also below, d.
6 Of. Blau, Emergence^ 182/3* 204, 206; ASP,
330 ff.
For Sa s . the references in idem,
Emergence 182 n.; Reckendorf, Syntax. 124 n.;
T7Hght"7I, 83, REM. h ; Pick, TArabx.ya, 80
n.45.
This case is but a sub-category of thattreated above, a.
7 This again is but an aspect of the wider
phenomenon of tanwin alif occurring with the
nominal predicate; for it cf. Blau, Emergence,
183, 204, 206/7;
ASP, 332/3;
Schen, JSS~T5,84.
8 Khoury 142 n.7 is not correct in regarding
IK U>
in
IK U/
"while you were awake"
as =
Jp LB ; this word is the plural of
vocalized”here
U»' U/ in accordance with
Wright I, 222 REM.
One will not, therefore,
be tempted to seek here a further example of
tanwin alif in circumstantial clauses against
CA; in any ""case the plural
j?
does not seem
to be in use.
9 As also in ASP, Blau, Emergence, 207 ff*;
ASP. 329.
With this "is confirmed the opinion
of idau, Emergence, 203, 207; Pseudo-Corrections,
86 concerning the^absence of this feature in
Muslim Middle Arabic.
10 On this particular type of tanwin s. Blau,
Emergence, 173 ff•; 193 ff*
OFT* also Bittner,
Brief Christ!, 1Q1 top,where this phenomenon
seems to T51T3ntended; Guest, Kindr, 54.
11 Cf. the tanwin occurring in existential sentences
in B l a u M e r g e n c e , 183/4, 2 3 3 , 207; ASP, 333/4 .
What must plainly™be the present example is cited
wrongly idem, Emergence, 204.,

12 Of. Blau, Scripta, 222/3? Emergence, 184/5,
204 (where all the present cases are cited),
207? ASP, 334/5 and, for Modern Standard
Arabic, idem, 10S vi, 163. Cf . alec below, g.
13 This case could also perhaps belong above,d
or below.j„
It should be mentioned that* ..
Wollhausen, GGA 169? 168 denies that
h.-B1
is a noun with tanwin, preferring to regard it
as a negated modus energicus snel.i ed according
to Wright I, *BT7~R^M. j5,
This example is
quoted also by Reckendorf, Syntax, 34314 The alif of
is bracketed for deletion
in the edition by Grohmann in APE1 III 146, 22;
cf. also Einfuhrung , 105*
This case could also
be considered in the light of section j below.
15 Alternating with
\/}> g' t/~ ^
»±f there
is no other mother besides her” in the same
sentence.
16 As against §167 i; cf. Blau, Emergence, 185/6,
209; ASP, 337.
17 This could also be considered as belonging
above, f.
It is very noticeable that it is
also
ioA' that appears in all the examples
in Blau, ASP, 337? is tanwin alif here lexicalized as above
§169?
18 Cf. Blau, Emergence, 185, 209/10;
340; Schen7irSF“T87 84.

ASP, 337/8,

19 I am not at all inclined to include here the
first example cited at §169 b.
20 Cf. Blau, ASP, 340 ff.
21 This example bears a marked resemblance to those
in Blau, ASP, 341, §226.4.
22 This has nothing to do with the Central Asian
kul yumin in Blau, Emergence, 200 or the
FArabian Bedouin kirTgletTn, ibid., 190.
23 Cf. Blau, Emergence, 209; ASP, 339*
24 This bears a curious resemblance to
cited from an inscription dated 3.83 A.II. by
Blau, Emergence, 204.

171
1 For it s. the references in Blau, ASP, 337
n.731 Schen, <TSS, 84.
2 Read and translate so with Kister, BSOAS,
xxxvii, 547.
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3 Cf, Blau, ASP, 343.
4 In *bhis document, a list of payments, the amount
paid sometimes stands pseudo-correctly in the
accusative with tanwin alif, freely alternating
with eases devoid of”tanw 1n alif;
yjjj ry g ✓>
lAt y "Barraj from QaIandiytin<■ one ainar "
1.8 as against 3t->
(j <jj) "Zikri from Hur:
one dinarM 1.13.
It seems very unlikely to
assume in such instances the influence of an
unexpressed verh of payment; this, in any case,
would not he able to account for the appearance
of tanwin alif with the nomen rectum of a status
constructus, the main point at issue here.
Cf. $85 n.3.
5 This may, however, he merely a device to make
the accusative more explicit, not to mark tanwin.

172
1 For details s. Blau, Emergence, 174 ff. This
word also appears as
rfc on very rare occasions
^JOO
'hPYfi “fine festivals'-1 T-S 8J 22.25
(1052 A.D.), a phrase completely misunderstood by
J. Braslavsky (correct soj), Studies in Qur
Country, its Past and Remains”T"Te.l-Aviv, 1954),
1207T7W
2 That
should mean "if” here is intrinsically
improbable and excluded by the parallel
c'/ Ibu cM h ./
following lino,
3 APEL II 97, 9 (356 A.H.) reads:
<0 U.«-oj>
^ “and we have allotted him
lodgings in "one of the houses belonging to the.
mosque". -I am not inclined to see here an intermediate stage in the development into a separate
word of tanwin before the attribute to an
indefinite” noun, i.e. spelled with nun but still
attached to its substantive, s. § 4*5 b.
This might have been a possible point of view
had
not occurred in a context demanding
CA accusative.
4 This interpretation is confirmed by the occurrence
in the same text 250, 12/13 of
*3-^
(below, c) and cf.
J P 5""*- 251»2.
5 Note that in neither of these two cases does the
attribute begin with a sun-letter.
6 For other strata of Arabic to which the phenomenon
occurs s. Blau, Emergence? 193*i. , 196 n.;
Corriente, Sketch, 121/2.
The examplea adduced
in the following' will be discussed in the forth
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coming article of J. Blau mentioned *1 n,4.
I have also noted this feature in 1- S Ar.
42.168 (second half of 11th cent., A.D.), a,
letter in Arabic script, but written by one
Jew to another (Nahoray b. Nissim) and there
fore to he considered as JA:
0)
cJ1
'
"good news"; cj — ’ 6/
"hews at which I can
rejoice";
<0
cA Fu\
"any need he may have"
7 So Blau, Emergence, 224a, index, s.v. Tamvin>
ayy shay bin icln, especially 196 n. ; Turther
Spi11a,--ley"~ tlranimat Ik, 150; Willmore, Spoken
Arabic of Bgy pT, 1127 275.
It is perhaps this
phenomenon Thar lies behind Qayyu mataran in
Fdck, c Arabiya, 59.
8 There is little doubt that this is a genuine
example, even though by understanding (j\
tanwXn the text seems to make little sense.
The editor (s) translate (s) this
(y\
as
"if":
"... of any metallic body. If they
come together the change will ensue".
A fresh examination of the original is necessary.
9 This

^j\ is taken by the editor as - "if".

173
1 Cf. Blau, A8P, 343/4; 511 ff. with further
literature; Schen, JSS 18, 84. S. also below
§ 279.
2 I do not think it possible to find negative (pj
in this sentence as if ^ c/ could be a reversal
of CA
h* for which, s. e.g. Reckendorf,
Syntax, 49.
3 This examp].e is not fully certain and may be
interpreted in different ways. For the purpose
of the present paragraph I am assuming,
although'
q) \ is foil owed by a noun here, that
is not in fact the ism inna but merely
adverbial "on the day on which He wrote",
with
<yl introducing the, whole sentence and
moaning "concerningit". It is, however,
possible to regard /this ‘y,y„ as the ism irrna,
in which case
y-t- wou--(3an,extraposition
in. the subordinate clause and
its pronominal
references "(as for) the day on which he wrote
to me, on that day (
It is also possible
that this
could be interpreted according to
Reckendorf, Syntax , 390 n.l, but. this is incidental
to the point”*at issue here (s. | 274 RKM.).
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c

Q'WA
J
1 S* e.g. Fleischer, Kleinere Sehriften I, 569/70;
Wright XI, .111/2.
~
““

2 So on 'thisBlau, ASP, 344/5 n.100 and the
references there. Wright II, 112 explicitly
states this phenomenon to he a feature of
'Mater Arabic".
3 Cf * Brockelmann, GVC- II, 338/9.
4 S. on this passage Karabacek, WZKjf xi, 9/10;
I prefer, however, to take
o>l/ as a verb
(with
§ 70 and cf* Dozy, Supplement II, 46lb)
assuming the absence of a referenTial suffix
in the relative clause ( §297a,i )* Karabacek
renders:
"welches ein Mieihobject (Gemiethetes)
**o 1st", i.e. understanding
f in accordance
with
§21 b.
^
For
and <L.j> 1 in this function, s* Wright
II, 112.
5 Against these examples cf. the use of the pre
position in
Uk/iA (j:^ c c3 "to the west of
the city" Byzantion xvii, 212 J241 A.H.)s
(read so I/
c^
J
j "to the
east of the city of al-Ushmunayn" APRL VIII
16, 2 and
(J
J "to the east of
the house" ibid., IX 2, 9 (both c. 3rd cent.
A.H.)
It is noticeable that in all three cases here
the nisba adjective denoting the direction remains
unchanged! despite the fact that it refers to a
feminine noun;
this is exactly as in modern
dialects.
Comparison with,an example cited by
Brockelmann, GVG II, 266
§185a in which such
a nisba agrees in gender with its noun suggests
therefore that these instances should be referred
to
dl42 a.

$175
1 G. e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax, 168/9.
2 But not, apparently, when preceding a pronominal
suffix in the dual, s. §84 f.
3 On the correct reading of
s * .§55 U ri); for
s. § 85 n.I4*

in these examples
rather than

$176
1 For which s. the literature indicated by Blau,
ASP, 345 n.2; further, Reckendorf, Syntax , ,345
n.2; Ptlck, cAy ably a , 175; Blau, 10 o v, 2X13/4;
Oorriente, Sketch/," 126 and, for Modern Standard
Arabic, Blau/'lOS jii, 183/4 with additional
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literature, including references to modern
dialects.
2 for another possible contemporary example
s*
^167 n. 21.
3 The form
(j^ here, however, nee d not be
that of a. status construct us, s.' |"85d.
especially" nn* 3 1 , 33.
ATvery similar case
occurs in
0—>3
‘•two thirds and a
fifth of a degree” Gaussin, Notices et Extraits
des Manuscr.its de la Biblictheglis du Rol
12
3T 87J1*)T*~2 , “1 in alWs: attrrouted to the 14th
cent. A.D. by Le Baron de Slane, Bibliotheque
National, Catalogue des Kanuscrxts Arabes
(Paris, ! 8 3 3 ~ W r 3 r 5 ^ ----~--- ---- 4 In cases of this type it is often hard to decide
whether one is dealing with a status constructus
or an accusative (tarnyiz) construclTohcf.
^ 89 nn. 20, 21"; 1'77.
In a language without
a case-system, however, ( jjf6l) this distinction
is of much less real significance than is the
case in CA; nevertheless, status constructus
is perhaps the less likely alternative.
5 This is the date given by Abel apud EUnan and
Krebs, Aus den Papyrus, 289 (1019 A.I). ); the
text in"~3Air~gives 4l8~“A.H.
6 Another possible example is mentioned at
82, n. 24 .

$177
1 Cf. e.g. Wright II, 222 ff; Brockelmann, G’/Gr
II, 231; Reckendorf, Syntax , 136/7.
2 Cf. .|^85 n. 20; 176 n. 4. Por similar con™
structions in JA cf. e.g.
jsfai f0~\
“one pound and a third of silk" T-S 20.69v,
26 (1048-A.D.).
3 But the form
cstu
status constructus, s.

need not be that of a
"”^35" d.

178
1 "falls nicht der Gen. selbst .wiederholt wlrd"
Reckendorf, SV, 495. Cf.
^220.
The cir
cumstances of this procedure are not usuallymade plain in the grammars. If the nopen
rectum is grammatically definite, the second
nomen"regens will generally be added wish the
necessary referential suffix i.e.
"the king's sword and spear", but repetition
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of the nomen rectum 1b also possible, although
statistically very uncommon i.e. qHh
eJjH
•
but if the nernen reoturn is grammatically indefinite
and requJ re s to" be shared by two
then the only possibility would e’eexiV'to"be i’epetitio
of the nomen rectum i.e.
eib
ebb- cl-i-*
"a king'r£“'sw~crd and spear”, not v c J U - since a pronominal suffix may’“‘represent only7
a definite noun and necessarily makes definite the
noun to which it is attached, cf- Reckendorf,
Syntax, 192.
But this is a very cumbersome mode
of expression and in such cases one will there
fore not* use a status constructus arrangement at
all, bufe a circum^Locu tion/ probably with the
preposition 11- in the manner discussed by
Reckendorf, op. cit., 290.

179
1 Literature on this is indicated by Blau, ASP,
347, n.8; cf. also idem, 103 vi, 179-

180
1 S. e.g. Wright II, 66;

Reckendorf, Syntax, 186.

2 S. Blau, 10 3 v, 284 (where for “same” read
"sane” i.e. sanus).
3 This is greatly superior to supposing that
belongs to $85d and
to }174.

181
1 S. the references in Blau, ASP, 350 n.18;
Corriente. Sketch, 124, 150 and for the numerals
s. below
‘J 206do
2 Since fractions may be determined in this manner
in all periods of the language, as e.g. Wright
II, 244t
; Blau, JA, 167, middle; Willmore,
Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 224 second REM., it is
not necessary to"assume that the article in
such cases is due solely to the preceding
demonstrative, although this is of course a
contributory factor in the examples quoted here,
efo Blau, ASP, 351; idem, Pseudo-Corrections,
93 and for modern dialects ,.i'egnaii, Syntaxe ,
198/9- 3. also below
j,206 rm. 2,T O ’
3. Quoted by Blau, Emergence, 132.
4 PERF 1190. For this word s, e,.g. Wright II,
245, REM,; Broekelnsnn, OVG I, 481 and the
references there:
O, )((c//l(C
T-S 12.487
(576 A.H.).
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5 Cf* Blau, ASP, 150/1 and the literature give.uyfchere;
J, Schac^tj Da3 ki tab adkar al—huquq war- ruhun
des ab u Gatfar A/m an 1 bn"huhammeld 7atIJalJdwT
"(Heidelberg, *19277/ vi 17~Feferred to xn"this
connection by Grohmann, Islam, 22, 43*
.For numerals
a* below
^206a.
6 That
ju> has developed into a compound
is shown by the plural
(3
^ J>> mentioned in
Lane, Lexicon 1/3? 969c (beside
<j& jJ > * )-,
to whiolx all exact parallel is offered by cases
such as
e jftctftK
oh "our capital” T-S 12.784
(11th cent. A.D.), plural of
c r"* s "capital",
a well-known compound (s, e.g. Brockelmann,
GVG X, 481;
Blau, Emergenc e , 108).
7 Cf. above n. 2.
Again, the presence of the
demonstrative is certainly a factor contributing
to the addition of the definite article to the
following nomen regens, but is not the sole cause.
8 For the single use of the article in compounds
opening with
<l X* a J
s. above, a, i, and for the
double employment of the definite article as here
cf. e.g. Blau, JA, 167;
Willmore, Spoken Arabic
of Egypt 224 and below
^206a.
9 For this question s. in general Philippi, Status
Constr u ctus. 84 ff.; cf. also above
$$85 c,
i f w£th’"?ai. '19-22; 167 h, R E M . ; 177.
"Cases similar
to those presented below are discussed e.g. by
Wright 11,229 (against the interpretation
trhxh
of Ewald, Grammatics. II, 25);
Brockelmann, GVG II, 213/4, 23o/
Corriente,
JSS 20, 50 and, for modern dialects, 7/illmore,
Spoken Arabic of E g y p t , 230;
Cowell, Reference
Grammar , "5C/7.
The whole matter of the relationship status
constructus : apposition in Arabic and the role
played in such constructions by the definite article
requires-a new study.
10 Cf. Blau," ASF, 352.
11 Both these cases could be accounted for by an
explanation suggested by Ewald, Grammatica II,
21, who quotes an exaiap 1 e
^X\ v" 'yt 91
"the confederates of Medina1'.

182
1 8. the references adduced by Blau, ASP, 357
n. 41;
further Dozy , Supnlement I, s * v . ;
PtJLck, c Arab i y a , 174;
BXau/'"7l0S~”v ,28 4 .

*11 2
018 3
J

1 References are given by Blau, ASP. 358 n„50;
further idem, BZ, 4 9; 10 S iii, j94■ *

$184
1 S. the references in J. Blau, 10S ii (1972), 75
and the discussion of the construction there;
Wright II, 219, REM. b.

C.

fl 85

1 Of. for CA Ewald, Grammatics, II, 179; Wright II,
279, REM. b ; Ndldeke , Zur"GrammatIk, 4-7;
Reckendorf7 Paronomasia,93 \ iaon / ~Syntax , 153.
2 For the article with the paronomastic object
s.
^ 187 n.3.
3 Cf. for CA e.g. Fleisch, Traitd, 409 n. and the
literature given in n.l.

$185
1 S. the literature indicated by Blau, ASP. 359
n.l;
further e.g. Ewald, Gramma t i ca II. 29
(who anticipated the explanation of" -Li.
.Bravmann apud Blau, Emergence, 10 7 and noted the
frequency of the construction outside CA);
Philippi, Status Constructus . 65;
Bittner,^
Brief Christi, 190 h. 3; Rhodokanakis, Pofar II,
19^b7 Pick, c Arabiya, 175;
S. W i l d , libanesische
Ortsnamen (Beirut, 1973), 57/8;
Corriente, Sketch,
123, 125 n. 213.
In some modern dialects this construction has been
re-interpreted as what, externally, it appears to
b e , v i z . a status constructus, s .e.g. Cowell,
Reference Grammar, 162; 07 Jastrow, ZBiVTG
Supplenenta T/2 (1969), 688.
The emergence of
the construction is to be seen against the back
ground of the absence of the case-endungs, s.
the references to de Goeje et al, above,
£83 n.20.
Ki

2 It.seems most improbable that such eg sea should
be attributed to
$172b, q.v.
3 It may be that

here is on the way to
becoming substantivized, but this is net favoured
by the following example nor by instances such as
P. Berol. 15099 (date ?) cited by Grohmann,
APEL II, p. 37 or
\J *\
<y j \ 8
ibid., IV
269, 4 (3rd cent. A.H.) in which the word is
pi ai n3.y at tr ib ut i ve .
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4 The final yjp of
^
V
is not evidence of
an omitted"article , i.e.
<
^
b
; the word
probab.Iy belongs to £S2g (unless the phrase has
been understood as status c on strap tu s , cf, above n.l
5 this is included here despite Wright II, 233.
j)\ ~c
is well attested beside the
Quranic
_*/'< < ^ - c J I (Quvan 2, 238), s. e.g, the
references in A.J. Wensinck et. a l , , Concordance
( $20 n. 5) VII (1969).; 207/8,
”

fl87
1 S. Reckendorf, Syntax, 148;
W e h r , E l ativ , 572,
583 (Typus 4, wTiere" the comparative rarity of
the definite singular noun in this construction
is not mentioned),
Cf. also blau, ASP, 362;
1d e m , Ps eudo- Corre cti ons , 93/4,
2 This is the "definite and partitive" construction
of Wright II, 226; s. the examples ibid., 227
for a selection of instances involving plurals
and collectives.
3 for which s , e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax, 83; cf.
also the examples above
^18l5j DAB 33v, 12/3.

bim
1 Reckendorf,
bottom,

Sy n t a x , 179.

Cf. also Blau, JA, 162

2 Por a similar phenomenon cf. Willmore, Spoken
Arabic of E g y p t , 222/3 but in CA the use” of the
definite afticTe in such cases appears to be
restricted to approximate or abstract numbers,
s. Wright II, 243;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 182/3Brockelmann, U-VGr I, 473 remarks:" "bei aem aber,
wie bei vielen anderen
Zahlbegriffen (s. Syntax)
der Artikel steht";
I do not know to what
section(s) of CrYGr II this refers,
Blau, ASP, 381, REM., end, records one case of
this k i n d ’
5_J \ ^ -2 -*
• This, however,
seems due to metanalysis:
_*•# t
(the original reading, preserved as a variant)
= c a.sharat aarah 1m
>. casharaddarahim in which
the"hfefi Ihate’hvas reinterpre*ted~ as representing
the definite article, i.e.
P?
Although most of the following cases involve the
counted' nouns dananir and darahim, to the initial
d~ of which tlie~~t 0f the preceding numeral'
might easily ho.ve’”been assimilated,
1 doubt
whether a similar process can be identified fox*
the papyri (cf. however, b 193 n.15).
firstly, that dananir a n d Jdarahim occur frequently
with the def i n ' ' a r t i c l e after ""a numeral has
nofrij ng to do with the fact that these words
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open with a, dental, but is due simply to the nature
of the extant material;
secondly, the preceding
numeral generally appears in a form with ta ■
> mar but a
not in a form consisting merely of the bare stem as"
in the ASP example and. as the theory would require,
i'his, latter objection would seem to stand despite
$193*
Even less likely is it that this pheno
menon be connected with the appearance of the
"article11 on (indefinite) nouns after certain
numerals in a number of Western dialects;
this
feature seems to be of quite different origin.
For wahid + al s. e.g. W c Manuals apud Feghali
jSyjttaxe’, 1 7 0 ™ . ; -Blau, Emergence, 193/4- n,, and
Tor”~tEe numerals 11-19 e.g. hbldeke, ZhivlU- 58
(1904), 906; D. Cohen, he dialecte arabe Hassaniya
de Mauritanie (Paris, 3.9^3") * 16j~nTX* A. 3 'o rg V '
'
ZIMi 1 2 T “(19T4), 302.
3 And in other texts also, as APEL IV 237 (249 A.H.).
4- Since, however, the outstanding sum can only be
four dinars, it is arguable that
I
is already definite by context.
With such cases
may be compared, mutatis matandl s , the use of the
"actualizing" demohstra/Eive as "applied to nouns
on the borderline of definite and indefinite,
s. J. Blau, Henoch Yalon Memorial Volume (Jerusalem,
1974), 24 ff". “
5 As against e.g.
-d> I e ) W Mand that makes
thirty-one dirhams" APEL VI 423» 14 (3rd cent. A.H.)

189
1 For which cf. Blau, ASP, 360/1 and the references
there; further Fleischer, Klelnere Schriften III,
4-39 (involving kam.il as in the first case below);
Corriente, Sketch, 3722/3.
2 But it is possible that apposition not attribution
is exemplified here.
Note however, Reckendorf,
Synt a x , 72 "Die indet. Appos. hat jedoch wohl
immer eine n&here Bestimmung"; such a restriction
would seem in that case not to be operative in
these two examples.
3 This is admittedly not a very convincing example,
cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 414 n.

^.90
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 362/3 to some of whose categories
the examples below may correspond.
further e.g.
Brockelmann, 1VC- II, 6 3 , 66;
Schen, JSS 18, 85;
B1 a u , 10 S v i , 179; Corriente, Sket c h , 123.
2 Does this refer to a standard rate of pay for
"any carpenter", cf. Bocker*s "und ffir den Lohn
jedes eingeborncn Schreiners"?

* ix 5
3 This belongs to the section "Pr&gnante oder
emphatische Inde terminal; ion" of Reckendorf,
Syntax, 1 99/200 e
4 Noted already

by

Dietrich, ibid., p. 12,

5 Despite the asyndetic relative clause, a rendering
"in a/the quarter of a church ...M seems most
unlikely; since the church is mentioned here
solely, it would appear, to identify the quarter
in question one would certainly have expected it to
be definite and hence to take the article.
6 Cf.
1/
"during the night" Dozy, Supplement
II, 601 b; brockelmann, GVtr II, 414. For nouns
of time being used without the article yet in a
definite sense (as
above §135 b) s e
e.g. Brockelmann, GYG I, 466/7; Reckendorf,
Syntax, 196/7; Corriente, Sketch, 123.

5-91
1 Cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 347; Blau, ASP. 364 ff.
with further literature;
Schen, JSS 18, 85.
2 Grohmann 5s "barber" (muzay,yin) is very out
place; obviously a commodity of some kind
intended. For lack of a better suggestion
in order to give a smooth translation I am
assuming that we have here a recurrence of
’■dough (?)" ( <
lU-KtiOV ) of PAP
3 (90 A.H,)1

of
is
and
IX,

3 Whether
^
does or does not contain the
article i s ‘not clear for the reason given at y52c.
4 In the‘immediate Quranic model for this expression
(Quran 2, 229) both macruf and ihsan are indefinite9
as against 2, 178 where the distribution of the
definite article is as here.
5 Unless this is to be understood as some kind of
mafcul muting with
§167c?
6 So e.g. Hariri, Burra, 208; al-Qalqashandi,
opo cit. * §83 n';.!b,~VI (Cairo, 3915), 229/30,
where this usage is explained according, as it
were, to Reckendorf, Syntax? 179 see. 6.
The Aphrodito papyri ,~~how“ever, do not open with
a greeting containing
» ^ut regularly
end with the Quranic
J* y-'’
,
f5u- J-Jij
"and peace upon him who follows the guidance";
this, stricnly speaking, is against Hariri's
reasoning that salam at its first appearance
should be without the definite article.
7 for the date of BAU 3 s. Karabacek. WZKM xi, 7.

' 116
8 Both
and
^<}-c y M-d are in uae
today, n c e.g. Willmore', 'Spoken ^Arab!e of Egypt ,
222 bottom; Wehr, Dictionary, 425”, but wliauher
there is any distincTion' of usage I cj..o n o t (Lnow.
It is possible that some oases of
//a cO^*
do not genuinely reflect salam without the
definite article, but are” due to phonetic causes
(or mis-hearing) for which cf, e.g. RhodokanaldLs,
Pofar I I , 111 referred to by Brockelmann,
IjWII, 66 Amu. 3» end (concerning initial
ss- > js-).

192
1 Cfc Blau, ASP, 366 ^246; a brief treatment
of some of the changes that occurred in the
syntax of the numerals in the^ papyri is given
by Grohmann, e.g. Einfll.hrany, 105 ; Blau, Scripta,
221 n. ; idem, Emergence", *lJl/2. Some of the
examples in these sources are quoted also in
the following.
A more general statement of
developments in this area will be found in
W. Cowan, Glossa 6 (1972), 131-46.

193
1 S. the references given
by B2.au, ASP 9< 366 n. 2;
Perguson, Language 35, 624/5;
Cchen, Etudes,
119/20; Corriente, Sketch, 96. In CA”'Itself
irregularities in the gender of numerals are
very scarce, s. for isolated cases Edghali,
Syntaxe, 178/9; Blau.^IOS v, 285;, A j y
T'its™fo’ur corners'’ Kitab al-Aghanl* L (Bul&q,
n.d.), 131, 24 (but changed■in“the Cairo ed. ,
1938, vol. XI, 356, 5 to
).
2 S. e.g. Edghali, Syntaxe, 177;
368 n.6.
“ ~

Blau, ASP,

3 For parallels to the following categories
3 * Blau, ASP, 367 ff.
4 The original has
<—•U, \ • this I am assuming
to be an error for
which is the form that
appears in parallel texts (as APEL Vi 364 dated
3-17 A.H. e.g. 1.24).
The ostracon contains pther mistakes as well,
so
for
"males" in l.y.
5 For this text s. $5 72 n^8;^. 135 n.
Perhaps,
however,
<-1 Ul and
o J>> are predicates
n°Jc nomina recta, a possibility indicated by the
translation/ "in this case the example should be
allocated below, b.
6 But combinations of the type "three hundred"
everywhere else in this list show the expected
absence of tat m ar buta on the unit whether
the two words"are written separately or as
one ( § 51 d,:L).
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It is only on the "basis of CA that
'If ^
is included here as opening with a short vowel.;
the actual pronunciation might well have been
otherwise, cf. thesurvey of spellings at
101.
7 Cf. e.g. Blau, ASP,
368;it is in such cases
that the -1 of taQ marbhfa is often preserved
in numerals'" in modern dialects.
8 For a possible case of the relationship
subject : predicate between the numeral and
the counted noun s. n. 5 above.
9 Some edited cases do not belong here, so
APEL VI 377,4 (288
A.H.)where read:'
SI*in accordance with
£51 g.
This phenomenon is common also in later times,
thus e.g. Littmann, Arabic Insoript1ons , no. 99
(700 A.H,).
10 In addition to Blau, ASP, 369 s. an example
in Guest, Kindi, 54 (from a MS. dated 624 A.H.).
11 For it s. Blau, ASP, 369;
Schen, JSS 18, 85.

Guest, Kindi, 54;

12 This may, of course, be due to chance, but it
is true of ASP also, for out of the 19 instances
adduced by Blau, ASP, 369, 16 contain numerals
ending in cayn. Of the remaining three, two
have variant*’"/ead ings showing the expected
gender - an explanation of one of these is
offered above ^188 n.2.
It should be
remarked that cayn has already been seen else
where to exert an/influence of its own upon
the, structure of some words in which it appears
( i>2 c).
It remains, however, very problema
tical to explain why an cayn sh.ould_h.ave the
effect of eliminating a following tao mar but a ;
this could be made intelligible only"on the
assumption that -t in some combinations of
nu m eral + counted noun 'was not pronounced in
status constructus (against
Jj>47a; 93) and
that the”dlfxerenee in pronunciation between
e.g. arba£ and arbala was minimal. Is it
possible that the relationship obtaining
between numeral and counted noun was sometimes
one of plain juxtaposition rather than status
construetup?
In some circumstances this
mefHod" o"f numeral construction is quite frequent
in a number of modern dialects, s. e.g. SpittaBey, Grammat1 k , 321b; V/illmore , Spoken Arabic
of Egypt~"8rb//90, 252 § 351; Brockelmann,
GVG 1x7^275;
Cl’we11, Reference Grammar , 510*
But in OA It is very’rare [Reckcrib.o.rf ,” SV,
2?6; idem, Syntax, 207).
13 But_the restriction does not apply here to
in 1,10;. for the genasr of
s. J83a.
A case of
&j\ beside
nthe
same text is mentioned below, d.
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14- .For

5^1? here also s. ^194.

15 -For such instances cf „ perhaps

^188 n.2.

16 But
afX "three quarters" G-rohinann.,
TV/A 2, 8 (3rd cento A„H.) does not belong'
here, reads
^S u l? .

$194
1 Bor which s» Blau, ASP, 57/8, 370 with further
literature; idem, Pseudo-Corrections, 94;
for modern dialects further references are
given e.g. by Cantineau, Horan, 370 # Whether
thaman is also reflected in a case such as
q r ( $99) is rather doubtful.
2 However, the form with tab marbuta occurs
elsewhere in the text as one would expect;
also
appears for expected
in h 17 I $193 c, i).
3 Bor other numerals in this document s. ^193 c, i.

$195
1 Cf, also $93 n.l where the displacement of
-t clearly shows the numeral to have been
pronounced as a compound,
2 Cf, Blau, ASP, 370/1 and the literature
indicated there.
3 Cf. e.g. Blau, Emergence, 102/3; idem, PseudoCorrections , 94.
~
4 In addition to the references in Blau, ASP,
370 ii. 13 s. Schen, JSS 18, 85. Some of the
cases given in the following sections stand
in alternation with the more expected regular
forms.
5 This is cited with the gender confused by
Grohmann, Einfiihrung, 105 after Dietrich, ibid.,
28 n. co 17~X07"'
6 As in the examples in Blau, ASP, 371.
7 Blau, ASP, 371; idem, Emergence , 102. Bor an
epigraphic example (619 A .iiA) see Littmann,
Arabic Inscriptions, no. 97.
8 But in APE I- II 81, 2 (253 A -HA ) read ^
this example should therefore be deleted from
Blau, Emergence , 131 (as also the eross-ref—
erence^on p. 102).
9 This is a very rare phenomenon in Arabic;

;
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it has not yet been recorded in ASP or JA,
but an isolated instance is given by Schen,
JSS 16, 85*
10 'there seems to be no advantage in inter
preting this
cl-h" with <j?jO e; this would
produce an equally impossible GA combination
lor which type s. below, d.
11 Por such cases s* J. Blau, tarblz 23 (1951-2),
28; idem, Emergence, 102 arid JEP, 371.
12 Perhaps, however, cfhAT and cjo-— in these
examples are susceptible cf a phonetic
explanation; for the former s. $30e and
for the latter Blau, ASP, 360 no9 and the
references there; idem, Pseudo-Corrections,
69/70* Cf0 also
Ipd ( $95a)
’’sixteen silver pieces” Islamic a 4, 267 no.
4, 3 (of uncertain date/s* ^27 n. 4).
13 X have altered the round brackets of the
edition to angular ones as, the j) is
presumably intended to be supplied (but
cf.
^>103b, iii).
Whether thaman is
reflected here is uncertain, cTT~yi94 n.l.
14 In view of the preceding example nothing is
gained by interpreting
-• here as <C
by means of a phonetic process (s. above
».12)*
Bor does this seem likely.

f196
1 Cf * Blau, ASP, 371/2. An example from an
inscription dated 111 A.H. is cited idem,
Emergence , 131.
2 This and other examples of
f
referring to feminine nouns will not be
considered as representing CA
I,
but merely a variant spelling of the compound
ifrdac shar modelled upon the CA feminine unit
this is made clear by the fact that
tne same form may refer to a masculine noun
also;
IPs*
( ’'eleven dirhams”
BAU 19, 4 (450 A.H.).
Cf. Blau, ASP, 372
^ 249. 2 and, for er^4>• alone referring
to masculine nouns, below j!98 b.

$197
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 372/3 and the literature
provided there; idem, Pseudo-Corrections ,
95.
Cf. also cases such as
-g,U
"the year six hundred and twelve”
littmann, Arabri c Inscrlptions , 64, 6/7
(612 A.K.),“~
2 G-rohmana here restores

£

; the present

* 1 SC-

re at oration ±8 that of Blau, Emerge no , 1313 For other numerals 11-99 in this text s, above
|fl95 a, d; 196.
4 In hasty script itn is difficult to distinguish
0fh and
^ ' However, in view of 5197
a, i,
US' applied to a masculine noun
mentioned further on in that section and other
cases in which masculine "two" refers to a
feminine noun ( ^199), there seems no reason to
doubt the validity of the examples quoted here;
to prefer the reading
K would be gratuitous.
5 For which cf.

Blau, ASP, 372 n.23-

0198
1 For this and the other phenomena mentioned in
this paragraph cf. Blau, ASP, 373/i and the
references indicated there.
2 Exactly as in some modern dialects the unit "one11
is invariable in this position, s.e.g. Willmore,
Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 91 HEM. a ;Pdghali,
S;y^Ei3HF7"TH3^
3 S. a similar case in an inscription dated 341
A.H. from the Dahlak Islands published by H. T.Vehr
in Altheim-Stiehl, op. cit. above
^13 n, I,
vol 5/2 (Berlin, 1969),
28l no. 36:

sj

_> cxpij U

4 Of. very similarly in JA
f gf/ \ 3/ig
"thirty-one jars" T-S Ar. 18 (1).-127 occurring
in a list dated 1230 A.D. containing several such
examples.
5 But" APR! IV 3, 4 (127 A.H.) does not belong here,
s. ^12 n* 8.
6 Both these cases are pointed out by Blau,
Emergence, 131.
7 Similarly in ASP,.s. Blau, ASP, 236/7, 373.
Cf. also above
j>196 n. 2.
8 Both examples are adduced by Blau, Emergence ,
131/2 (where read "liars" for "two llarluJT
9 Cf- Blau, ASP, 373/4. In some modern dialects
this word in a function approaching that of an
indefinite article may also remain unchanged for
the feminine, s • e.g. Ph. Marcais, El (second
ed„), s.v. cArabiyva, 580 a: ^Willmore, ,Sp_Ojpon
Arabic of Egypt, 245 n.3; Cowell, Reference
Grammar, TJl0'.
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0199
1 This is a widespread tendency in Arabic, s. the
literature in Blau, ASP, 374- n. 28, and the
feminine of the numeral "two11 has in Spanish
Arabic even disappeared altogether (Oorriente,
Sketch, 96).
The phenomena mentioned above
lj 197 a-b are further aspects of this ten
dency for the masculine form of the numeral
"two" to oust the feminine. Cf. also b e l o w n. 7
and Cowell, Reference Grammar, 510.
2 Some examples from papyri az*e adduced already by
Blau, Entergen ce, 131.
Ac cor ding to Or ohmann1s
reading~bf“ PERE 558, 8 given in PWAP, 114 this
phenomenon occurs already in 22 A.H.; the ed.
princeps, however, idem, Aperc:u, 41 has correctly
The other extant papyrus from 22 A.H.
P, Bei^ol. 15002 also clearly has
s. G-rohmann,Islam 33j PI. II h and idem, HO,
PI. II, 2.
Nor does JESHO viii, 289^, 10
(202 A.H.) belong here, read:
*
3 Cf. S. Lane-Poole, Catalogue of bne Collection of
Oriental Coins belonging to 0oX7*~C. Seton Guthrie
..., Ease. I, Coins of the Amawi Khalifehs
(Hertford, 1 8 7 T } T ~ 2 4 T ~ ~ ™
4 Noted already by Blau, Emergence, 131. In the
later publication of this Text, *APR]/IX 6 ,
Margoliouth retained the first
, but
changed the second, for no apparent reason, to
. In hasty writing these two words may be
very difficult to distinguish, and some cases may,
perhaps, not be genuine examples.
5

Cr^ edited here should be interpreted in
accordance with
£85 d.

6 Eor later cases in inscriptions s. e.g. Littmann,
Arabic Inscriptions, 108, 4 (462 A.H.); 27, 3
T O T l O n T T T ^ T ^ (622 A.H. )5 87,6 (642 A.H.);
88, 5 (702 A.H.).
7 As in some modern dialects; cf. Edghali, Syntaxe,
183 n. 2 who remarks MCeci montre que le“ feadn.in
tentain est en train de ceder partout la olace
au masculin tnain".
.jibbl.

_ ,

.

1 1 1

(200
1 The examples of this feature in Blau, ASP, 374/5
are not particularly convincing for the reason
given above
£55 n.10.
2 With Dietrich, Islam, 24, 94.
8 Scriptio defectjva ( ylOa), i.e.
“ dfahunna hardly comes into the question here as
a possible explanation.
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0201

1.-S. e.g4 Reckendorf, Syntax* 293"
ASP, 375.

further, Blau,

>202
1 For which cf. Blau, AS?, 377/S and Addenda, 625;
idem, Pseudo-Corrections, 75. Of. also Goldaiher
ZDK0 “ 4-f i r s 95) , W n ."4-.

H
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 378.
2

U L
after "two hundred1' is quoted from this
document in the preceding paragraph; for ras
remaining in the singular after 3-10 in a modern
dialect s. Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt,
. 252
HEM,

3 But in some of the following examples scriptio
defective must he taken into account as a possible
explanation.
This will be pointed out where
necessary.
4 In modern dialects cf. e.g. Spitta-Bey,
Grammatik, 321; Marcais, Ilemce.ru 159; Willmore,
Spoken Araoic of Egypt, 89, 252; Cohen, ..tiger,
357;
Cohen, Tunis II, 229/30; T.E. ititcheil™
CoIIoquial Ar abic, The Living Language of Egypt
Tie aril Yours elF™3o oks , London, 1962), 61;
Cowell, Reference Grammar, 510
5

and
( $9 c) are not always easily
distinguishable and perhaps the latter should be
read here;
s. the reproduction of the document.
G-rohmann, HO, PI. IV/2.
Observe, however, that
this early text construes the number of the counted noun
in a manner exactly contrary to CA; here "dinars”
appear, it seems, in the singular after "eight”;
in the next paragraph is quoted the example of
"carats" appearing in the plural after *■nineteen"!

6 That "dinar" is here written plene
i.e. unequivocally singular will mske one cautious
of reading
* instead of
> in the
preceding examples. Cf. the preceding note.
7 In these and the following examples the spelling
may be scriptio defectiva for darahim ; thus
Kar ab a cek , 7/iuVI x i , 7.
8 In including such cases hers I am following the
opinion of Heghali, Syntaxe, 185/6, according to
whom the spelling
c a f t e r a numeral 3-10
does indeed represent the singular. While this
may be so (and
cS-j/S etc, vvouli, on this
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theory ? have provided the model), i I" is not the
only possibility;
cJJ\ may also represent
i.Jjr (Wright 1, 259) or scriptio def eo11va
( flOa) of
J'v'r(Slaa", ASPy'3T8T7^Ai'^F3“gEt7
loch c i t , remarks, this spelling is quite frequent
in MSS., s. for examples e.g. Sach.au, Alberuni1s
India, xxxiv (MS dated 554 A.H.); Guest, J£l"ttdJjT7
54 "tlSSo dated 624 A.H. ); Feghali, loc. citT,
citing the edition of a MS dated in the early 8th
cent. A.n.); Schen, JSS 18, 77 (MS. dated 610 A.H.).
Cf. also
cJj\ <^J\
i»-s Ns 327.3 ^
corresponding to A 1
/’
in Ibn Khordadhheh.
Ki'
tah_jalr/Asal ih wa31-Mamalik, ed. M .J . Be Goe je
Xljugtlmil‘7ria7bavorura7”T8F9T» T4” ult. (identification
by J. Sudan) and passim in this fragment. S. also
two apparent cases in Evald, Grammatica II, 98
middle and 100 middle.

1 For this phenomenon s. .Blau, ASP, 378/9. In CA
this feature is known, it seems, in only one
Quranic example (Q 7, 160) which is cited several
times in the literature, e.g. Wright II, 237;
Fiei sch, Iraite, 520.
2 S. the reproductions of the document given by
Grohmann, HO, PI. IV/2.

3 But hardly anything of this line can be made out
from PI. VIII.

205
1 On this type, s. Blau, ASP, 379 n. 50.
2 In CA this would presumably have meant something
like "the first4part/installment cf your favour",
i.e. with
()j\
substantivized;
similarly with
the following examples.

0206
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 179/3u and the literature referred
to there; Sochan, Alberuri{a India, xxxvis Pick,
cArabiyp . 94 (on which of, A. Spitaler, BO x
(19537, "’148 b). This construction is attested
quite early 2n CA, e.g.
"the nine
letters" el—Yacqubi, TaarIkh I, ed» M. Th. Houtsma
(Lugdur)i-3atavorura 1*883.) ","9"3 top, a fact which
is significant in the light cf the recognition of
Brockelmann, G7G II, 279 that such arrangements
post-date the loss of the ease-endings2 In view of

^ ’
'55

in the preceding line if
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seems quits possible that the double determinat'd on
here is prompted by the desire to have the demon
strative
Lhs?
followed 5 as would normally be
the case, by the definite article, ci *>
$181
nn. 2 *7 * but note l.b where no demonstrative
precedes! This example is given in B3.au, Emergence, 132*
3 S. the literature in Blau* ASP, 300 n. 53; further
Bittner, Brief Christi, 191; .Blau, P seud o- Corr ections ? 93 n.2TJj ““idem, 10S m , 183 and "ibid”.,
v. ”285; Corriente, Sketch , 122*
4 Bor these two examples cf, above, n.2 .

20?
I S . e.g. Brockelmann, G-VGr II, 279; Rsckendorf,
Syntax, 212/3*
That examples of the kind
on the analogy of the construction of the numerals
3-10 hardly seems to occur in Arabic does not
support the suggestion of Blau, ASP, 379? that the
arrangements described in
^ 206 are due to analogy
with the construction of the numerals 11-99.
Since the numerals 3-10 are almost certainly those
that occur most frequently in the language, one
would rather expect any such analogical process to
have worked in the opposite direction; i.e. the
^ype
c X ? s h o u l d
on this theory have
been more commonly attested than the type
<v >961
That this is patently not the case
would seem to rule out analogy as a significant
factor in the development of the constructions
given in
§ 206.
The explanation is probably
to be sought in a tendency to regard the numeral
with its counted noun as a compound (of. Blau,
op. cit., 380 n. 53, 382) and hence to add the
definite article first and foremost to the numeral
and then.only optionally or incidentally to the
counted noun a3.ong the lines documented in
$181.

208
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 382 and the references those (where,
however, the presence/absence of the article as
far as the counted noun is concerned is not taken
into account).
2 This is against 7/right II, 245 top.
3 The article with the counted noun in such caees
is in accordance with CA, s. Reckendorf, Syntax,
213 top.

•?r>
o;^
,
*—
ij>209

1 for which s „ Blau, ASP, 38.1/2, and fur modern
dialects e.g® Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egyp t ,
95 HEM. b. For CA s. Reckencfor?’ SB, 49 7/
2 For the absence of the definite arti cle here
from
.By
cf. Blau, ASF, 381 n.

1 .Wright II, 239;

Reckendorf* Surtax, 207, 318.

2 Quoted by Reckendorf, Syntax , 207,

211
1 This seems to be uncommon in CA®
2 Fox’ this construction in CA s® Wright II, 235*;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 208; in modern dialects,
Blau, BZ, 58 and the references there; Brockelmann,
CrVGr II, 4 6 7 (where the restriction to modern
dialects is inaccurate); Cowell, Reference Grammar,
398.

j>212
1 This construction is but an aspect of that described
above
jl86; for it s. the literature referred
to by Blau, ASP, 383 n^60 and for modern dialects
e®g. Rhodokanakis, Bofar II, 14 3b.

§213
1 The example is taken from Wright II. 249. Li- is
not missing from
APEB IV 2o2, 2. (3rd cent.
A.He); the form is haplological, s.
$57«
2 And sometimes a3.so elsewhere, s. Schen, ISS 18,
85 bottom; Willmore, Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 253.
3

It is ,more than likely that these two cases belong
to
§ 164 c , i .

4 But the correct reading may be

only.

J214

1 Cf. on this Wright II, 259/60. In this case the
pronominal copula also precedes an dative as
predicate, for which cf. ibid., 259B,
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2 0f, Re ckendor f , Syntax, 281/2.
3 Cf. in CA e.g. Wright II, 253/9; Brockelmann,
G-VG- II, 103; Reckendorf, Syntax, 281.

S 215

1 Cf. on this Blau, ASP, 389/90 and the references
indicated there; further idem, IOS v , 281 and
ihid., vi, 152 for CA and Modern Standard Arabic
respectively;
Schen, JSS 18, 86, The judgement
as to whether or not any emphasis of the subject
is indeed present is largely., of course, a
subjective one,
2 This is the less frequent alternative in other
strata of Arabic as well, s. Blau, ASP, 390 and
n.5; Schen, JSS 18, 86.

216
1 For this cf. Blau, ASP, 390/1 and n.7.
2 Jahn translates "Wahrhaftig, ich bin ein armer
Mensch" and G-rohmann, FV/AP, 186 (whose dating is
here followed) "Indeed I am a poor man".

£>217
1 For anticipatory pronouns and pronominal suffixe
in general cf. Blau, ASP, 39 ff., but none of
the examples there quite parallels this instance

^218
1 For CA cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 274/5.

023 9
3. Cf. Evvald 5 Grammatiea II, 259; hold eke, Zur
Gramma oik, ’93" and the relevant Nachtrdge on p. 160
"Wright ‘Tl, 326; Brockelmann, G-YG- II, 225;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 34i/5; Fdghali, Syntaxe,
305; I- Kopf, Studia Islamica v (195"6T7~T7;
Blau; ASP, 347 iiT 7, T 2 2 Bill. 3.
2 The normal procedure in CA and the papyri is to
repeat the noun (or preposition) to which the
suffix is attached as a npmen regens as/in
gyixl

i ./t j

(j\

C-/0-'

(J\

(read col) "that you write to* me about’ your news
and about the news of Umm Hafs" Bysn.ntlon xvii,
214, 3 (241 A.H.).
* *

3 This is the most likely understanding of bhe text
and it is taken so by the editor whose translation
is followed here; it is less probable chat
C& jJ> Ij
a are co-ordinated subjects in
accordance with e.g. Reckendorf, Synta x 331*
C
^220

1 Of. Reckendorf, Paronamasie, 50 ff„
2 This example also represents the phenomenon
mentioned at
$225.

0221

I S . on this the references provided by Blau, ASP,
398 n. 32 and Addenda, 625; Brockelmann, GVU I,
94; Schen, JSS“T87~”Tl, 86; Corriente, Sketch,
127. Por modern dialects s. e.g. Cowell .‘"Reference
Grammar, 480 ff. ; H. Blanc, IQS iv (19747, 215.
This~"occurred in some Aramaic dialects also, s*
The Story of Ahikar, ed. P.O. Gonybeare et al.
Tsecohd ed., Cambridge, 1913), Syriac text, 39
n.2; G.R„ Driver, Aramaic Documents of the fifth
Century B.C. (abridged ed. ,"~0x?ord, ’19977T~"8T'-,
2 So Blau, Emergence, 130 n.l.
/
3 I, e.^representing something like yabqali ; but
the -S- may be long here not because'“it is stressed
as being in an open syllable before the.indirect
suffix, but for the reason given in
£ o2d -where
this example has already been included.' Very little
weight should be attached to the fact that the two
components here appear together; word boundaries
are often very difficult to identify in Arabic
papyri ( ^96 n. 2) and this instance may be a mere
misprint in any case.
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1 S. the references in Blau, ASP, 399 n.36 and cf,
Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 79 middle. But this construct
ion is not exclusively Egyptian, s. Rhodokanakis,
Dofar II, 108 quoted by Rabin, AWA, 75*
2 Because
! does not have the article, cf. Blau,
ASX3, 400 n c 38; Pseudo-Corrections. 93 n* 243.
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1 Cf. Rabin, AWA, 75/6;

Blau, ASP, 399.

2 Though admittedly the borderline between demonstra
tive and pre .tentative function is often hard to
draw; the editor prefers the former alternative:
"And this Abu Muhammad has ordered.».h
t

225

1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 400 and the references there.
The distinction, however, between "normal" and
"abnormal" usage in the matter of reference by means
of a demonstrative rather than by a personal pronoun
(i.e. usually a suffix) is, of course, largely
impressionistic.
Cf. some of the examp]..es in
§ 147 a.
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1 S. further idem, I0S iii, 194.
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1 Brockelmann, CYC- II, 3^5 Anm.s
Sprache".

"in der jdngeren

2 For it s. the literature adduced by Blau, ASP,
410 n. 1; idem, IQS iii, 225.
3 Cf. tamutu oila sanatin "you will die within a
year" cited by BrochelmannGYG II, 3^5.

0228
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 411.
2 For the predicetc of a nominal clause being
introduced in ~this way s. Blau, JA,17B and the
references there.

229

1 On this expression s , Dozy, Supplement II, 137b
and for modern dialects cf. 3rooke3jnann,
GYG II, 409.
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1 Cf. Blau ASP, 413ff., with the literature referred
to there in n.1'5; further Spitta-Eey, Crammatik,
367 n, ; Schen, JSS 18, 86/7;
A, Levin, TOS v
(1975). 270/1; Blau, ibid., 285; idem, ibid. vi,
166/7$
Oorriente, Sketch, 126.
2 My understanding of this sentence differs from that
of the editor, s*
^156 n. 10.
3 The examples from Ibn V/ahb are noted by Blau,
Emergence, 127 n.
4- In some instances what appears to be written as
two lams (i.e. preposition + definite article)
may weXX be simply alif + 1.am; such cases would
naturally have to be' excluded from consideration here.
5 Cf. Blau, ASP, 418 n.32; Schen, JSS 18, 87; Blau,
IOS vi, 166/7.
But bye fs already construed so in
CA, s, Lane, Lexicon I/I, 284 c *
6 Por this phenomenon s. the references given by
Blau, ASP, 421 n.44 and cf. T-S Ar. 30.163:
2^11^ <0 t "he has been wandering
about for ten days”;
_>■/ JU
i
cuP-U
"and we have not had anything for breakfast for two
days”.
From colloquial Arabic this construction has even
penetrated "late literary Syriac, s. the quotation
from Bar Iiebraeus in A. Bloch, Die Hypotaxe im
Barna aen 1soh -Ar ab isch en (Wiesbaden, 196 5T7~ 71 •"""
7 On which cf. Blau, ASP, 422 and the references
there; idem. IOS iii, 219.

(231
1 Some of his examples there are in fact taken from
the Aphrodite papyri quoted here, but this is not
stated, contrary to nis normal psractice of indicating
the sources.
2 The use of min in these examples is contrary to CA
as formulated" by Wright II, 235 PPM. c_, according
to whom min should be used only when the counted
noun is an adjective or participle (apart from the
case mentioned ibid., 236/7, $93).
0ne doubts,
however, that this principle Is strictly observed
in practice„
For this constructj on in Spanish Arabic s. B. Colin,
Islamic a 4 (193-1), 168.
3 Cf. on this feature Reckendorf, Syntax, 261/2
where the nuance of the construction vis a vis
the regular arrangement without rain is noted.

*
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1 S. Wright I I , 173*; Br oeke Im a n n , G-VP- I I , 401;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 269;
Rabin, AWA, 189;
Blau 108 v, 28T~"and the literature referred to
in t&ese places.

2 Even though the nominative
% genitive distinction
came to he obscured outside CA proper, a. Fleischer,
Kleinere Schriften 1^ 408 ff.; Wright II, 173*.
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1 This is true of most (all ?) varieties of Arabic,
s. Blau, ASP, 426 ff. and the literature given
there in the notes.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 426/7 for similar cases.
3 Parabaeek, W 2KM xi, 7.
4 Unless khabar wa-hal is to be considered a
he n diady s 9“““”
5 Ihi s as not usual in CA, s.
by Blau, ASP, 427 n. 64.

the literature listed

6 On the meaning of
34 n.

in the papyri,s. DAB,

C> I— -
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1 For which of. Blau, ASF, 428/9.

§235
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 430 HEM.

§236

1 This consita-ttetion also occurs in JA:
fol'i'c l tot
vjfgj? b w//o "the price of honey is
five dinars per a intar" T-S 32.7, where several
similar examples,, TrrXrabio script:
. n'
T-S NS Jh 221" ut.cn dirhams the lot"* "
c
§237
1 S. e.g. Blau, ASP, 430, The most notable exceptions
to this trend ai’e the dialects of Spain and Yemen,
where oad, far from disappearing, has even enlarged
Its domain compared with the state of affairs in CA,
£3» res 11ecti -iely Oorriente, Sketch, 129 ; 31 au,
Emergence, 65. Cf, below n„ 3«
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2 I understand 1 afapkharat here, rather than the
istankharta of .Becker followed by Crohmann.
mprxsrr3 As pgui before the imperfect is much less common
than before the perfect in CA there is no .reason
to believe that the lack of certain cases of
£jid + imperfect reflects the disappearance of the
word from speech.

(>236
1 Of. Blau, ASP, 433 and n.13;

Schen, JSS .18, 87.

2 Similarly rendered as past perfect by Pietim.ch,
Islam 33, 40s "ihnen auferlegt hatte'h
3 This impression is gained from. e.g. Wright II,
5. Qad preceding both auxiliary and main verb
is also less common in ASP, s. Blau, ASP, 434.
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1 For which cf* Blau, ASP, 434/5 and n.21;
Willmore,
Spoken Arabic of Egypt„ 292; Brockelmann, GVG II,
510; Feghali, Syntaxe, 261 ff.;
Oorriente,
.Sketch, 140/1.
Of", kan 4* perfect in the apodosis
o£*~hypothctieal clauses at ^318 b.
2 For the date of the second document s.

^90 n.4.

^240
1 S. the references to this feature in CA given by
Blau, ASP, 436 n. 29; Wright II, 22 REM.;
Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 511.

241
1 For which s. Blau, ASP, 436 n , 26.
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1 For this exceedingly rare construction s. Blau,
ASP, 439. For lorn preceding an imperfect s.
Noldeke , hnrg Grjmmat lk, 73/4.

(js43

I Cf. Blau, ASP, 438 n.36.

This periphrastic
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imperative is much rather a feature of Aramaic
and Hebrew than of Arabic, s. J.C. Greenfield,
Israel E.xx I ora';1 on Jo urnal 19 (196 9), 199 ff .
n
0244

1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 439/4-0 and the literature referred
to there. For invariability of other verbs
cf. ^141.

1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 441 n.48.
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1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 442 n.49; Schen, JSS 18, 88.
For this usage in Modern Standard Arabic s. Blau,.
IOS iii, 221 and the possible explanation
suggested ibid,, vi, 185.
2 As in the case of kan above
5 244; further e.g.
Brockelmann, GVG lTT'511 ff.; Blau, BZ, 175 ff.
3 This process is quite regular in Arabic, s. in
general e.g. Blau, BZ, Index s.v. Adverbia
*c
Hilfsverba and the references provided in the
relevant sections of that work.
Such fossilized
verbs may further be provided with pronominal
suffixes marking the subject of the sentence in
which they appear: kad "almost" so construed
occurs already in ASP, s. Blau, ASP, 443 and
further on this Brockelmann GVG II, 265; for
ma dam and ma zal "as long as" with pronominal
suf¥lxes,e* e.g. Brockelmann, op. cit., 264, 573cAd itself, the word in question here, is a
frequent adverb of this kind, as v/ell as one of
the earliest attested,s. e.g. Blau, ASP, 442;
idem, BZ, 143.
4 This passage is quoted bv Blau, Emergence, 132;
s. also Ibn vVahb II, 32/3.
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On this s. the literature in Blau, ASP, 443
nn. 55, 56.
A more general account of this
phenomenon in Semitic is given by him in
Lesonenu xxxii (1967-8), 53 ff.
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2 This is the earliest example I have noted of an
epistolary formula which later becomes very
common in the Arabic correspondence of the Cairo
Geniza, cf* e.g. S.Ih Goitein, I5lL®t:^I^ael 10
(1971) ? 107, 4-/9 (Arabic script , c". ID3'9 All). ) ;
idem, Tar'bis xxiv (1954-5)* 4-4, recto, 1 ff.
(Judaeo-Ar’a6ie, 12th cent, A .D .) •
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1 Though not generally accepted in CA, this con
struction is attested there (and is even Quranic,
s. Q. 18, 77); in addition to Blau, ASP, 445
n«63 s. Wright II, 107,
It occurs also in
modern dialects, e.g. Reinhardt, op* cit., above
£ 69
278 and Modern Standard Arabic, for
which s. Blau, IOS vi, 185 where further litera
ture on the development of verbs of volition >
markers of the future is given. Por this pheno
menon in general s. Wackemagel, Tories ungen I,
194 ff.

§249
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 446 and the references there;
Ewald OrrmmatJca II, 181; Willmore, Spoken Arabic
of Egyp-l.-, 9T.
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1 Por this construction in CA s. Ewald, Grammatiea
II, 257; Brockelmann, GVG II, 459/60;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 320 on which s. 0. Rescher,
ZS 3 (19245,“$2737
2 This is the most probable rendering;
Becker
translates:
MSendung auf Sendung" and Grohmann
(APEL III 148, 16 and FWAP 126, 12 respectively):
'’remittance upon remittar.ee'1. A similar translation
is also implied by Reckendorf, Syntax, 320 where
the second occurrence of the phrase here is referred
to. An interpretation "immediately11 would make,
nevertheless, good sense and could be supported
by reference to Feghali, Syntaxe, 471 n.

1 Cf. -on this Blau, ASP, 446 n.l; idem
294/5.

IOS v,
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1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 4-47 ff. and the references given
there;
Schen, JSS 18, 88, 94; Blau, IOS v, 294.
2 My understanding of this sentence is different
from that of tne editor, who takes
as the apodosis (p.690); for the construction
here s. y269 i.
3 Bor the problem of fa- introducing such main
clauses s. j>251 REM/
4 While it is true that from a formal point of view
this
corresponds to the CA jussive,
it may equally well correspond to a CA imperfect
in accordance with the phenomenon documented by
Blau, ASP, 264 n.6.
5 Noted already by Blau, ASP, 448 n.8.
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1 S. on this the references in Blau, ASP, 450 n.12:
Schen, JSS 18, 88.

1 There are several possibilitiesfin CA of construing
a dependent clause after
^*1
: (i) with a
jussive (jawab amr), s. Reckendorf, SV, 680/1;
idem, Syntax,'492; Wright II, 37/8; Brockelmann,
GVG ir, 473'; Babin, AWA, 186; Bravmann, Studies,
■ 126 ff.; Spitaler apud Ndldeke , Zur Gr arnma1
1jClET
149b;
(ii) with an i m p e r f e c t , e . g . Ndlde¥e7
op. cit., 105; Brockelmann. op. cit. 5~25 ;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 384, 388; S. Beck, Orlentalia
N.S. 14 (194'5)735-6 ; Rabin, op. eit., lB57^;----- (iii) with a particle governing the subjunctive,
a.‘e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax, 455, 4-59 and the
literature in Blau, ASP, 522 n.36 (for the sub
junctive without such a particle as given by
Wright II, 26/7, REM. b. cf. Blau, op. cit.,,
264/5 h. 7 and above
£138 n.4, and for
&\
followed by the perfect not the subjunctive,
Ewald. Grammatiea II, 113n.; Eleischer, Eleinere
Schriften 1, 527/6.
Cf, also the construction
Vvlth/hatta + Perfect in Brockelmann, op.cit.
54-0 AnmTJT
2 This is regular in CA only when fa- is followed
by the perfect, indicating that the command has
actually been carried out, s. the references in
Blau, ASP, 456 n. 30; Reckendorf, Syntax, 316/7.
Cf.^ 2 58.
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3 Tiie grammars appear to record only one example of
this construct!or in CA, from Bukhara; this is
adduced in several sources; Reckendorf, SV, 464;
idem, Synt ax, 316; Brockelmann, GVG- II, 487;
E. Ruhr, Die A u sdr n ek sm i 11 e1 dev k on :jun k t i ons 1 o sen
Hypotaxe in ~der &Xtes'ten heordisclien Prosa Theip zig,
1929 7, £8 r
T o r ‘T s I ~ f . Blau,~K3Ir,H H T n 75.
4 This construction was remarked upon by Becker,
PSR iii, 30.
5 Photograph no. 13<.374 quoted by courtesy of the
Israel Department of Antiquities and Museums.
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1 for CA cf. e.g. Brockelmann, GVG II, 459/60;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 324.
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1 The latter is used "less correctly" according to
Wright II, 75 and cf. also Lane, Lexicon l/l, 136b;
no such judgment is given by Reckendorf, Syntax , 408.
2 Thus by Hariri, Burra, 22/3 echoed by Wright II,
76 REM. a.
3 1 take
here as imperative of form I and
this appears to lie behind Grohmann*s translation
"and beware of insufficiency"; it seems less likely
to try to find in
csJV*
"the object of
.
Por a similar sentence s. Brockelmann, GVG II, 16/17.
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1 For which phenomenon s. Blau, ASP, 450 nn. 15,16,
and for wa- introducting the.apodosis of law s.
Brockelmann, GVG II, 643
|426b, first example;
Schen, JSS 18, 94.
2 Does this have anything to do with the sitting and
standing business procedures mentioned by Goitein,
op. cit.
^3 n.14, 193 ?
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1 Cf. Blau, A3P, 456/7; the examples to be adduced
in what follows resemble quite closely that cited
ibid., § 34-9 where an imperfect is linked paratactica'Uy with ano I;her imperfect. In CA parataxis after
verbs of command etc. is typical only of constructions
involving the perfect, indicating that the command

*1 3 6
has actually been carried out, s. above
^254 n.2,
Tor constructions of this "try and go" variety in
Modern Standard Arabic s. Blau, IOS iii, 203; ibid.,
vi, 172/3.
Cf * more generally Vaekernagel,
Vorlesungen 1,62/3.
2 This occurs in JA as well, as
TvO'f
...
"May he he so kind as ... to write” T-3 NSJ. 243
(mid 12th cent. A.D.) and cf. the parataotic
construction with wa after the ^perfect of this verb
in
cllah ~or^J
c " a n d
he was
good enough to finish the business11 T-S Ar.40.126o
3 With wh:ich_cf. the identical construction a.fter
jCmd 1 siacruf "do (one) the kindness of ... " in
mceCern ’Egyptian, s. V/illrn.ore , Cpoken. A t able of Egypt,
321/2 .
4 The date is suggested not only by the appearance of
the document boit also by the fact that there is
mentioned in the same papyrus one Abu Hurayra who
is thought to have flourished at this time, cf.
David-Weill et al., JESHO xvi (1973), 11 ff.
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1 For which cf. Blau, ASP, 457 and the references
given there. The example of this phenomenon quoted
here is significant in that the verb of the sub
ordinate clause, introduced by wa is separated by
three words from the conjunction
If „

6260
1 On the date s, the opinion of Abbott accepted by
Gr ohmann, APEL IV, p .251.
2 Cf. e.g. Blau, ASP, 459;
ibid., v-.287.

idem, IOS iii, 223;

3 This
c)\ cM j
has nothing to do with that mentioned
by Blau, Emergence, 145.

0261
1 F-or it s« the references in Blau, ASP, 463 n.6;
further Wright II, 278; Brockelmann, GVG II, 49
and 79 Anm. 1 (where the example adduced by
Reckendorf, SV. 406, bottom, is correctly Interpreted
on this particular instance, misinterpreted also by
Fischer, Die demonstrative!! Blldungen, 66 s. also
Blau, op. cit.7~*4C)0 n, ATJ) 'Reckendorf, Syntax,
288 n.; Blau, IOS v, 286. In modern dialects cf.
in addition S. Galtier, BIFAO ii (1902), 219 :
Rhodokanakis, Dofar II, 108 and for Modern Standard

•:-vry
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Arabic s, an example in F. J. Ziadeh, A Header in
Kodern Literary Arabic (Princeton*. 197477 OJ 7 *3^«
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1 S. e.g. 0 U Jeapersen, Analytic Syntax (London, 1937),
45 *
-- —
~
2 It is true that CA also makes use of this procedure,
but it is of the varieties of the language outside
CA that it is really characteristic, s. blau, ASP,
470 ff. and the literature referred to there.
3 Cf. e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax, 372;
REM.

Plan, ASP, 479/80,

4 But fa here may also be interpreted as introducing
the apodosis according to e.g. Wright II, 346,
j> 187 (c).
5 This sentence is quoted by Heckendorf, Syntax, 491.
6 This occurs in CA also, s. e.g. Reckendorf, Syntax,
372 and very commonly outside CA, s. e.g. some of
the examples in Blau, ASP, 474 ff.
7 Read, very probably, so with

^150 n.2.

8 Cf. in CA Brockelmann, GVG II, 531./2: Reckendorf,
Syntax. 541/2, G. Bergstrasser, Ein^dhrung in die
semitischen Sprachen (i'llnchen, 197137/ Xi’5 .
9 This example is cited by Reckendorf, Syntax , 542.
Cf. 1TPAP I, 11/12 (91 A.H.) where, i/7a very similar
sentence, the subject of the object clause is not
made to serve at the same time'as the. object of the
preceding verb.

1 This is quite regular in CA too, s. e.g. Reckendorf,
Syntax, 375/6. In some cases it is impossible to
Tell whether damir al~sha-~>n refers to a following
noun only or anticipates the whole sentence, of*
Reckendorf, op. cit., 376, £ 184.5d: .Bj.au, JA,
202 n.8.
■y W
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2 Referred to by Reckendorf, Syntax, 376,
3 Cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 376, $l84-5c.
unchangeable anno in modern dialects s.
Cowell, Reference Grammar, 357, example
Grotsfeld, SyrTsch-Arabische Grammatik ,

f>lS4*5d.
for
e.g.
3, 543;
102 n.

4 Cf. Blau, ASP, 475/6 and the references there.

*138
264

1 The whole phenomenon of extraposed ndverbials in
all strata of Arabic is now treated in
°y
Blau., Adverbial Construction, 53 ff.
S. Blau, ASP, 4-76 n.17. The construction is also
possible before an optative perfect, thus idhah fais so.followed by al-Nabigha al-Bhubyanl in~
W. Ahlwardt, The Divans of the six ancient Arabic
poets
(Xondon/ XBToT, ”6, 2
3 For this construction occurring in the writings of
al-Jatdz s. Blau, IOS iii, 177 n .1 9 ; idem, ibid.,
288; Adve rb ial Construction, 54 3 for additional
cases, s. a i - J a h iop.
z " clt."
^ 't: “ ^152
(n.l, beginnings
of
iSl4 , 19« 21.
aThe fa- in
C^re "
J is to_ be interpreted as f_
of the apodosis after idha (according to e.g.
Wright II, 346, ^187 TjcTT; although the imperative
here is some distance from the beginning of the
sentence (cf* the cases in Reckendorf, Syntax, 318/19)»
this example still corresponds to CA usage I ~
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1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 479 ff. and the literature indicated
there.
2 This example is referred to already by Blau, ASP,
479 n.20.
3 Cf.Blau, ASP, 48l/2 and the references there.
4 This example is noted already by Blau, ASP, 481 n.24
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1 References to this phenomenon are provided by Blau,
ASP, 482 n.28.

267
-■p 482
1 For which s. the references given by Blau, AST,
n.28; further idem, Adverbial Construction, 63 ,ff.
Another CA example occurs in
pug) Ly gv 1* LiJ M
eh-tl
"Did'forty men," as you
claim, p u t (to flight two thousand of the xaithful
at Asak?" (metre: waxir) in Tlx. Noel&eke, Delectus
Veterurn Carminum Arabicorum (Berolini, 189^1,
90 ult. ancTVf. "cases such ’as kail fay0 a wlaha
h avs
1 ah 30 'each village has its own dialect”
simplified the transcription) in Fdghali, Syntaxe
413 > bearing a different nuance from the same
sentence without the w.

*139

:S8
1 In general cf, e.g. Blau, ASP, 48; 487 ff,. On the
other hand, a striking exception to this general
state of affairs is presented by the feature des
cribed at $284 where a syndetic clause appears as
jawab al-amr (of, >31an, op . cit., 488 n *5}
2 Of. Plan, ASP, 488 ff, and the literature given
there; Schen, JSS 18, 90.
3 This is a rather uncertain example and insufficient
to establish the existence of the phenomenon in
question;
the reading
does not seem
clear at all, and in any case might not imply motion
of any kind.
4 The differentiation between, co-ordinate and sub
ordinate asyndetic clauses can sometimes be
problematic, cf. e.g. 81au, Emergence, 92 n.2 and
ASP, 487, and the distinction can be established
only by means of the introduction of some kind of
yardstick against which to measure each instance.
Even so, the matter cannot always be decided
unequivocally; thus in the examples below containing
an imperative after the imperative of tafaflflal
"to be so kind as to ..." one might compare the
constructions described at
$258 where the
complement (imperfect or imperative) of this verb
is introduced by wa- and conclude that the second
imperative is co-ordinate with the first. On the
other hand, it is equally possible that we have to
do here with what Eravmann, Studies, 127 calls a
"subordinate imperative", a pofrrTof view which
could be supported by referring to phe construction
of tafaddal with a following asyndetic (object-)
clause at $269o.
While not being unaware of this difficulty, I have
nevertheless lumped together here all the examples
I have collected of one imperative being followed
asyndetically by another. For other cases cf. e.g.
Brockelmann, GVG- II, 474; Blau, JA. 209; Ochen,
JSS 18, 90.
5 Cf. the preceding note. The construction is
mentioned also by Dozy, Supplement II, 266a.

&26 9
1 It is not clear to me exactly :in what the examples
given by Blau, ASP, 498, J392 "Asyndetic Glauses
as Second Objects" differ from those quoted ibid.,
492 ff., $390 which govern an object and an
asyndetic clause in just the same way as the examples
of
$392.
It is true that of fa and callama, to
take two of the verbs figuring 111 the examples at
$ 392, take two accusatives in CA, but then so

* 3 .4 0

does waf-ada ‘'to promise” which is .included at
S390.2T", cf. e.g. Wright II, 48.
In what
follows asyndetic object and second object clauses
in the imperfect are not distinguished.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 492 ff. and the literature referred
to there,
Schen, JSS 18, 90/1;
Oorriente, Sketc h ,
132/3.
for asyndetic object clauses in CA e h
further Ibn Satd, jabaqa t , V ed* K.V* .Zettersteen
(Leiden, 1905), 3 ~(
J * ~ ) , 4, i
>\,t ), 15
(
sj\
), 24 ( J L' ) > 4 3 ( q-tc ) etc.; for modern
dialects e.g. Cowell, Reference G-ramma r , 345 ff.
and for Modern Standard Arabic,” Blau lUS vi, 171.
3 In the cditto princeps of this text by J.T. Reinaud
in Si 1 v e s mi*e 1s' TaTeogr ap h i e Universe lie , Pr em i er e
Partie, opposite the first plate of the' section
"Textes Arabes” the reading
,
is suggested,
but is correctly given by Wright as
*
4 As against these examples note that in the similar
text (passport) APEL III 175, 6 (112 A.H.) the
syndet ic construction with
<5/
is employed,
s.
280.
5 This pointing correctly appears in the publication
of this part of the text by Melamede, MO xxviii,
50, 7 ; Kh o u r y ’s edition has a nonsensical
*,
the sentence is given correctly by Blau, Emergence,
130.
6

These last four references have already been given
by Blau, Emergence, 132;
the additional reference
there to Sira, 7.24, probably corresponding to
Khoury 150, 24/5, should, it seems, be deleted.

7 These two exa7jiples are referred to already by Blau,
Emergence, 132.
Another example from the second
century"~S.H. might occur in ZDMG- 34, 689, 15,
cf. ibid,,_n.l, but cannot be taken as certain.
8 Like
above, a, this word belongs to the
"Verben des lassens” , also sometimes construed
asyndetically in CA, s. Reckendorf, Sy n t a x , 384
j 188. 7 and 3 8 8 . § 189.5 and cf. Blau, ASP,
498 n.35«
Other verbs in this category are
included below, k, s.9 Pointed

0 ut

already by Blau, Emergence, 132.

10 In Modern Standard Arabic and modern dialects this
verb may mean simply "to be a b l e ” rather than "be
able to do something well" s. e.g. the dictionaries
of Wehr and Barthelemy, and, for eailier times
Dozy, Supplement 1, s.v.
Such a sense Is not
particularly Suitable for the example quoted here
but may also be identified in CA, c f . Kltab alAghani (od. Bulaq) X, 132, 9/3.0; ^ 5
£
( j ))j
y j \ tj.- < \ ' [ } . } i_* til ...
cy v *
>/b c/a-^
whicn is reniorcd most naturally*
Blow many songs
do you think I can sing?
Three thousand ..„?
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By God, 1 can. sing more than that I", i.e. a^sano ~
"to be able" rather than "to do well";
the 'same*
might apply to the examples of this construction given
by Reckendorf, Syntax, 385 top and J33.au, IOS v, 238,
11 For this verb being construed with a direct object s.
Doay, Supplement I, 333a and cf. Blau, ASP, 494 n.23
and b e I B R ~ y £ B 0 \
12 Cf. this verb in the meaning "avoir 1 ’intention de'!
etc. in Dozy, Supplement I, 490 a.
13 That scribes were sensitive to the fact that the use
of asyndetic object clauses was one of the features
distinguishing Middle Arabic from CA can be deduced
from
<p$j>
.>9'
,f^ e wishes to treat" Ibn '.Vahb
45, 17 (late 3rd cent. A.H.), where
g/
has been
added above the line, presumably in a self-conscious
attempt to bring the sentence into line with CA.
14 Referred to by Blau, Emergence, 132.
15 This is the reading which seems required;
the editor
prints
, i.e. an infinitive, which although
perhaps favoured by an inspection of Taf. XIII, fits
the context less well.
I believe one may read
here and have quoted the example accordingly.
Cf. below, p, end.
16 Cf. an example in Guest, Kindi, 54.
17 The construction of this verb with a subject and
following asyndetic imperfect occurs in CA only rarely,
s. Reckendorf, 37, 29i;
Wright II, 3.08 and cf.
Hariri, Durra, 90/1.
The syndetic construction can
be found’ i n ’John 11, 3 (late 2nd cent. A.H.).
<

18 Read sol
The an in Levi della Vi d a ’s text, followed
by Grohmann, FT/AD 122, 8 is not present in the
original.
19 Point
also in the re-edition in FWAP 167,_ 5;
Dietrich, Islam 31, 86 preferred to read
A /
,
thus destroying the construction of the asyndetic
imperfect. " This seems to me a less satisfactory
reading.

1 Cf. Blau, A S P , 497 n.
2 This case might well best, be termed an asyndetic
object clause, as
%)’3j
belongs to the category
of non-infinitive abstracts which behave syntactically
in the same way as inf jnitives in that they may govern
an object, s. e.g. Reckendorf, Byntax, 17 3;
Wright II, 60.

*!4?

3 But here, ap opposed to the preceding example, the
asyndetic imperfect may be, dependent on
c *Z j
with
$269, not on
. For tins construction
in CA cf, Ibn Sacd, op. cit.
§269 n„2, 269, 29/6
and cf.
"to send" used thus i:y, Blau, ASP,
4-97 and in JESHO viii, 304, 1/2 above
$138 a.i.
4 Of. the similar example in Reckendorf,
bottom.

Syntax,

379

§271
1 Cf. e.g-v Brockelmann,
Syntax« 386/7,

CrVGr II, 531/2;

2 On this lyype involving a negative
Reckendorf, Syntax, 507.

Reckendorf,
+

3^

cf.

3 Cf. Reckendorf, S.yntax, 380 ff., but this example
does not quite correspond v/ith any of those cited
there.

272
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 499 ff. and the literature indicated
there.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP,

501/2.

3 Asyndetic clauses as the subject of this verb occur
also in ether layers of Arabic, s. Reckendorf,
Synt a x , 377 and Blau, ASP, 499/500.
4 This example is pointed out by Blau, Emergence, 132.

§273
1 As in other branches of the language, s. Blau, ASP,
502 with further literature;
idem, IOS y , 288 and
cf. ibid., v i r .171 REMARK.

§274
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 503 and the references there.
2 For which references are provided by Blau, ASP,
503 n.4-8.

§275

1 Cf. Blau, a SP, 504- ff. with references to further
1 ite r aturc; Sc h o u , JSS 18, 91.
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2 Cf. Blau, APV, 504/53 On tiais phenomenon c. the references listed by
Blau, ASP, 5 0 6 11.64 and for the example referred
to there by n. 6 6 of. Reckendorf, Syntax, 301,
bottom.
4 On related constructions involving
( j \ s. Bravmann,
Studies, 104 f f .; Blau, JA, 177;
idem. Emergence,
1 1 7/8 ;
1 0 S v, 2 9 2 / 3 ;
ibid., vi, 159 ff. and the
literature referred to in these places.

276

§

On which s. Blau, ASP, 508 with further literature;
Reckendorf, SV, 559/60;
Sehen, JSS 18, 91-

y 277
1 This occurs in CA as well, s. e.g. Wright II, 306;
Reckendorf, Syntax 312, and also in modern dialects,
as V/illmore, Spoken Ar abic of E g y p t , 294/5;
Grotzfeld, Syrisch-Arabische Grammatlk, 104 A n m .
2

for a similar construction introduced by
ty
s.
y ^ gto cs'
j ’ J-P ouB
"and I do not know 'whether
you have finished with that or not" Jahn 12, 6/7
(late 2nd cent. A.H.).

^>278
1 As also in CA, s« e.g. Reckendorf,
Syntax. 386 n.l.

SV, 515;

idem,

y279
1 On this word in Twiddle Arabic cf. the remarks of
Blau, ASP, 510/11;
Oorriente, Sketch, 133.
Cf. below
^309 n.4.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 5-13/4 and idem, 10S v i , 180, but
for the construction of this particular verb
s. Reckendorf, Syntax, 455 n.33 S. e .g., Reckendorf, Syntax, 125/6.
4 Cf. in Middle Arabic, Blau, ASP, 515 n-16.
5 Cf. Blau, ASP, 516/7.

*14"

b2S0
1 References to this are given by HJau. ASP, 519 n.30;
Wright II, 193 -

^>282
1 S e on this the references given by Blau, JA, 200
no3 1 further idem, ASP, 472 n.7;
I0S v , 289 and,
more generally, Y/„ Havers, Kandbueh. der erkllrenden
Syntax (Heidelberg, 1931), 3774.

1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 525 ff. and the_literature provided
there;
Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Put ah 311 g r , ed. C.C. Torrey
(New Haven, 1922), 30*;
Schen," J S S 18, 93.
2 Levi della Vida, JAOS 64, 132 proposes:
"And - G-od
be praised- nothing in it will disappoint you".
3 On it cf. Blau, ASP,

527/8.

^284
1 In CA cf. e.g. Wright II, 220/1;
Brockelmann, GVG
II, 603 ff.;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 394 ff. ; cf. also
Corriente, Sketch, 134 for Spanish Arabic.
2 Cf. in CA e.g. Brockelmann, GVC- II, 612 sec. g;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 405 and for.modern dialects e.g.
Cowell, Reference “Grammar, 349.
3 Quoted already for this purpose by Reckendorf,
Syntax 405 A

^285
1 For references to this feature in all layers of
Arabic s, Blau, ASP, 531 n„64.
2 The reading of the verb here is uncertain;
for
the editor's
c r-^
Abbott, ZIP9- 108, 207
suggested
> said to mean "despaired".

§286

1 S. in particular the surveys of Ndldeke, Bern
B e i t r A e , 217 ff.; H. ’.Yehr, ZXKG 101 (195177 107 ff.
and Blau, A3!-, 533/4.
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^287

1 Cf* B'lau, ASP, 5-11 ff* and the references provided
there in the notes; Corriente, Skotp h y 142.

^288
1 In ASP and JA, on the other hand, this phenomenon
is much rarer than that described at
£287; for
references to the construction s. Blau, ASP, 547/8;
Schen, JSS 18, 91/2.
For asyndetic relative clauses
after antecedents defined by the generic article s.
the references in Blau, ASP, 541 n.3?
J.G. v/etzstein,
Zeitschrift ftlr Vfllkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaf t 7 “X'lB'YlT/'^3 •
2 The writer seems to have been a little confused
here as
was first omitted and then added
above the line.
I have followed Grohmann here and
inserted *jr before
; it may, however,
have been intended to come after that word.

^289
1 For it s. the extensive bibliography in Blau, ASP,
549 nn.28, 29;
Bittner, Brief Christ!, 191;
G.S. Colin, I si arnica 4 (19~Jl7, l b o ; Schen, JSS
18, 65;
Corriente, Sketch, 98.
2 Dietrich, i bid., p.150 (cf. also p.12) is wrong in
thinking the masculine
is attracted to the
masculine
anl that the feminine suffix of
Q/P>
refers to
v-/'
\
there can be no
doubt, as he also suggests there, that the sentence
contains invariable
(J ^
.
The examp3.e is
referred to by Grohmann, HO, 99.
3 Pointed out already by Dietrich in DAB, 150 and
Blau, Emergence, 132.

290
1 For which cf. Blau, ASP, 552/3;
98.

Ps eudo- 0 orractions,

291
1 Cf. Blau, ASP,
there e

554 ff. and the literature indicated

2 Quoted for this purpose by Reckendorf,
(where reads
Pap. Schott 3, 56).

Syntax., 430
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3 Quoted for this purpose oy Reckendorf,
4 In CA cf. an example in al-BaladhurIQ
J 153 n.5? 219, 11.

Sy n t a x , 440.
op.cit.

292
1 For' it s. Blau, ASF, 556 (the passage quoted there
is also discussed idem, Emergence, 117) and n.47;
Bi11ner, Brief Christi , 1917
Tin.s illl may also ,
perhaps, lie beh:uld invariable
csjJ\
as
documented above
$289? c f . B l a u , ASF, 549.

£293
1 A feature documented by Blau, ASF, 559 n.53?
Reckendorf, SY, 610/11;
Schen, JSS 18, 65.
It
is not without interest to point, out a. similar
usage in Nabataean:
GUI I d i n f
03’a" *3 q/v
I >t
’'whatever male offspring may be
born to this Khalaf" G.A. Cooke, op. cit.
$142
n. 1, no. 89, 2 quoted (for a different purpose)
by Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 581.
2 Quoted already by Brockelmann,

G-YG II, 571.

3 Referred to already by Brockelmann, G-YCr II, 571
and Reckendorf,

Sy n t a x , 434.

0294
1 Cf. Blau, ASF, 559 and the literature there; for
this feature as a regular phenomenon in the
colloquial Arabic of Khuzistan s. B. Ingham,
BSOAS xxxvi (1973)? 549.

0295
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 560 n.57;
Nttldeke Zur Grammatik,
80;
Aright II, 289 REM. b; Brockelmann, GVe
il , 446;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 269 sec. f.; Schen,
JSS 18, 95 _(all these latter places dealing with
partitive ma ... min constructions).

^296

1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 560 n.59 for references to this
feature; W61d c k e , Zur Grammatik, 8 3 .
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1 Cf. in general Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 557/8, 583;
Reckendorf, Synta x , 418 ff., 128 ff.;
Blau, ASP,
561;
Corr :Lent e ,""Sketch, 142.
2 Of. in CA Ewald, Grammatlea II, 232/3; Brockelmann,
GVG II, 583* R e okenTori? Syntax,4293 Cf. in CA Brockelmann, GVG II, 583;
Syntax , 434/5 -

Reckendorf,

4 Read so with Dietrich, Islam 33? 39? 8; cf.
above
j 175•
5 On this construction in CA s. Ewald, Grammatica II,
234; Noldeke, Zur Grammatik, 97/8 and the further
documentation in the'relevant Nachtrag, 161b;
Reckendorf, SV. 530/3., 620/1;
Wright II, 323/4;
Brockelmann, GVG II, 557.
6 I follow here Nt53.de.ke, Zur Oramma11k , 97 in
assuming that the absent resumptive suffix would
have been governed by a preposition, even though
his formulation there, made a propos of what he
regarded as (asyndetic) relative clauses after
indefinite nouns of time, has been accepted by
neither Reckendorf, SV, 508/9 and Syntax, 379, who
prefers to analyse such constructions as represent
ing asyndetic attributive clauses, nor Brockelmann,
GVG II, 557/8, who speaks in terms of the missing
"akkusativische Rtickweis", a possibility also
considered by Ndldeke^ loc. cit.
7 Read so with Levi della Vida, JAOS 64, 135 n.44.
8 Phis example hardly belongs above b, i; for a
CA case of a defined ,nounof time serving as
antecedent to" a syndetic relative clause without
a resumptive pronominal suffix s. Reckendorf,
Syntax, 429 sec. b, end; but such words may also
be resumed by an Ca^id in the relative clause as
in the first example in Blau, ASP, 582 j>467.
r

1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 565/6 ; idem, IOS iii, 189/90;
Schen,
JSS 18, 95. I do not myself understand, except in
the most obvious cases, the difference between the
demonstrative which is a "demonstrativisches
vorwegntabmend.es Koi’relativum" and that which is
"ncch echtes Bemonstr(ativ)" (Reckendorf, Syntax,
4 4 4).

C
^299
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 573/4.

1 Cf. the very similar example in Blau., ASP, 5747

^ 4 56

is hardly to "be judged a cc*or ding to
$ 230a
and a. blend with the type of relative clause
described by Blau, ASP, 56 3
§ 448 is improbable
if only for the reason that such constructions have
not yet been recorded in the papyri*

^301
1 Cf* Blau, ASP, 577/8 and the references there;
further feghali, Syntaxe, 277/8; A. Spitaler, BO
x (1953)? 149a bottom;
Blau, IQS v, 293?
idem,
ibid., vi, 188.
2 Cf. Blau, ASP, 579 n.6;

Wright II, 10/11.

3 Fox'1 which cf. Blau, ASP, 580 n.ll.

^302
1 As in CA, s. e.g. Brockelmann, GVG II, 627;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 480.
2 On it s. the literature in Blau, ASP, 586 n.32,
and for a possible example of
U
<• L (J\
s. below
^307 n.2.

$3°3
1 Cf. e.g. Brockelmann, GVG II, 628/9;
Syntax, 475/6.

Reckendorf,

2 Referred to by Reckendorf, Syntax, 456.
3 It is baQci. ina rather than bacd an that has survived
into most modern dialects s. e.g. Brockelmann,
GVG- II, 629;
Feghali, Syntaxe, 442 f f . , Blau, B?',
238.
It occurs also in A S P , s. Blau, A S P , 129.
4 Written here apparently as one word. cf.
^51 n.2.
1 cannot say whether bac d ma is written as' one or
two words in the other examples quoted here, not
having examined the originals.

Po41 Cf. in CA Reckendorf, SV, 668, 734 ff.;
30 REII, bj Brockelmann, GVG II, 540.

Wright, II,

2 It seems somehow unlikely that
A** yiere has
been influenced by the following
• more
probable is that this
represents the

*149
pnenomenon noted by Ntfldeke , Ziir C-r^ n a t i k . 69?
'*1)8.3 Impf. steht in ziemlich grosser Tlmfang in
temporalen Nebensdtzen, die einen Zustaud in der
Vergangsnheit ausdr&cken", a f eature 'treated all
too briefly by I. Aartun, Zur ffrage altarabischer
fempora (Oslo, 1963), 98.
Of," in ASP, Blau, A2P*7
5Si
?466.1 and 584 on such an .imperfect after
pina and fIna respectively.
A good example of
this tendency in modern dialects is the imperfect
after qablma "before” when referring to the past,
s. e.g. Blau, BZ, 239;
Cowell, Reference Grammar
359;
A. Bloch, op, cit. above " *| "230" n.STJ" J875;
Grotzfeld, Syr1sch™Ar ab1sch e Grammatik, 107;
M . P i a m e n t a, S t u d i e s i n t h e ^ ’S y n t a x "o f
Arabic
(J e r u s a l e m , 7PJ66), 73/47"

P a l e st ini an

3 Cf. in CA Reckendorf, Syntax, 477 ff.

305
1 Cf. e.g. Blau, ASP, 582 and for a modern dialect
s< the examples from Khuzistan in 3. Ingham,
BSOAS xxxvi (1973), 537/8.
2 Cf. the first example in Blau, ASP, 582

^467.

3 I have not found in the papyri examples of
L-governing syndetic clauses with
or
3
for the former s. e.g. an example in Brockelmann,
GVG II, 620 top, for the latter Schen, JSS 18, 95
and an instance from Spanish Arabic quoted by
Corriente, Sketch, 137 n.
4 Phis is but an aspect of the common feature of
nouns of time governing asyndetic clauses
(s.
§ 274); nevertheless, I have the impression
that '
—
in this construction is not particularly
frequent in CA, s. an instance in Reckendorf, Syntax,
390 antepenult.

306
1 S. the literature in Blau, ASP, 582 n.2Q.
2 Quoted bjr Blau, ASP, 583•

^307
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 585 n.l.
2 Grohmann renders;
"So will ich derm misern
Anspruoh a u Deinen lasten aufschieben, wenn Bu den
Stoff sendest, ..." and %similarly in F\'fAP, 168.
Now, to find in
'3
the meaning "to grant
respite/credit" is very plausible indeed, but in

M 5o

that case the translation "v/enn11 makes no sense;
what is needed is "until".
Could, i i; he that what
we have here is an example of lamma
< :ij.a ma
"until" ( 0 302a) so common in maay modenf dTalects
(on it So the references in Blau, ASP, 186 n.32)?
3 For lamma with the imperfect marking repeated action
in the””future, often with a conditional nuance, s.
the references in Blau, ASP, 581 a„31j 103 ii’i,
194/5 and in modern educated conversation an example
in H. Blanc, Stylistic Variations in Spoken Arabic.
A Sample of Interdialectal Educated Conversation,
in Contributions to Arabic Linguistics ed. C.A.
Ferguson (Cambridge, Mass., 19^0/7*128", 3» For
lamma followed by an imperfect in the function of
historical present s, Blau, 103 vi, 165®

308
1 S. V/right II, 12 REM. bj Reckendorf , Syntax 463 n. ,
484/5 and for conditional
l>i in modern dialects
Brockelmann, GVG II, 638 sec. e ? Ann.
2 This is attested elsewhere in Middle Arabic as in
Usama b. Munqidh Kitab al- Iftibar ed. P.K. tfitti
(Princeton, 1930), l(5T~"ante"penultV ^ * O" . '7 O*
<ua.U
nB V
U
"There is not much
v/rong with him, but if he is wounded again he will
die" and for Spanish ArabJLc s. Corriente, Sketch,
A'I
139.
Cf. also
"he realized that if he were to send^them awa/, _
strifejwould arise" Abu CA1T al-TanukhT Lis awar
al -IvTuhad ar a ed. D .S • I.Iargoliouth (London1
, 19217' ,

309
1 S. the literature on this subject referred to by
Blau, ASP, -589/90.
2 Further to the references in Blau, ASP, 589 nn.
cf. Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 557 Anm* 1 ; Feghali,
Syntaxe, 277/8; A. Spitaler, 30 x (1953), I7-9a
Bottom; Blau, I0S v, 2933 Cf. on this Blau, ASP, 397 n.28. , I have notecy this
construction in JA also :f t d f ip tjVF I'I.6 ygc
"and’ I (sic) do not know whether he has gone to Cairo
or to Damascus" T-S 10 J 13.10.
4 Could it be that
c/ reflecting CA
<:B y
&\
and
(s. the references above
S 279 m l )
may reflect CA*
&\ as well?

*151
310

1 Por which cf* Blau, ASP, 590/1 and the literature
ind.1eated there,

1 Por the imperfect in the protasis ox conditional
clauses in CA s. Blau, ASP, 591/2 and the notes
there, especially null which applies also to
Brocke Lrnanrj, G-VG II, 636 sec. h.
2 S. Reckendorf, Syntax, 485.

312
1 Cf . in GA Wright II, 39 bottom.
2 For a clear case of the jussive in. this position
cf .
"and If he cannot sell (it
$ 338a)in the land,
let him bring it to Fustat" PSR iii II, 32/3
(91 A.H.).
3 This example is quoted as "Apok. des Nachsatzes
in aufforderndem Sinne" by Reckendorf, Syntax, 487,
but is described by Blau, Emergence, 129 n.l as an
"imperx'ect instead of the imperative".
Incidentally, the remark of Reckendorf, loc. cit.,
to the effect that this phenomenon is frequent in
papyri is somewhat misleading;
it is quite true
that.the imperfect often appears for the imperative
(s. }138 b ) , but in the apodosis of a conditional
clause such replacement is quite rare - in this
position the imperative is without doubt the norm.
4 This is a purely formal classification based on the
fact that lam is followed here by the prefixcon jugation; it may on other grounds be preferable
to see this construction as the negative counterpart
to the perfect in the function of imperative dis
cussed in the next section.
5 This is the "Perf. des Kaupts. in aufforderndem Sinne"
of Reckendorf, Syntax, 485/6.
6 All these are very similar to the instance adduced
by Reckendorf, Syr.tax, 486 top.
7 For which phenomenon in GA s. the literature in Blau,
ASP, 447 n.4, and for Modern Standard Arabic idem,
10S iii, 197/8.
8 Quoted already by Blau, Emergence, 1299 S. e.g. V/right II, 42
499-

o!9 q; Reckendorf, Syntax.

*

152.

§313
1 For GA, s. e.g. Wright II, 16; Re eke n<3.or f, Syntax,
488*
So far I have found in the papyri only
conjugated not invariable kan in this construction
(but for this kan after law's’, the second example
in
244); cf.Tvith the To 11.ova n& examples those
in Blau, ASP, 593
f 482.1.
2 But s. Reckendorf, Syntax, 486 m l ,
cf. Bravmann, Studies, '79 n d ,

on which

3 On which s. the references furnished by Blau, ASP,
593 n.16; Feghali, Syntaxe, 270 n.; Corriente,
Sketch, 130/9.
4 Jahn read here
J 5 , offering no translation;
Levi della Vida, JA03 64, 133 suggested wadud
"gallium aparine”, translating;
"If there happens
to be”~Cwith you”)” some wadud11.
But the mark above
the line which Jahn took as raJ seems to me to be
nothing but a smudge.
5 Cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 487.
6 Pace Dietrich who translates;

"Sollte er hinauskommen".

7 S. Wright II, 15*; Brockelmann, GVG II, 638 Anm.l
referred to by Reckendorf, Syntax„ 48" n.2.

i314
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 593*
2 Quoted by Blau, Emergence, 129/30.

§315
1 S. Reckendorf, SV, 699*
For the rare occurrence
of a nominal sentence after in s. Blau, ASP, 590/1
with the literature given there.

§316
1 For which s. the literature given by Blau, ASP, 595
n .22; Schen, JSS 18, 94.
2 Thus the original editor as well as Grohmann, APSL
III, 14; FWAP, 128 and Littmann, 3DTG- 94, 299.
3 1 do not think that

a A/1
g/i
can belong in
either of these two cases to what follows rather
than to what precedes, i.e.^as if RPAF II, 22/3
should be divided as
<^y
T-r nlh Vjv- gh
"If God wills, you will not be ...'V

*153
317
1 But an Imp erf set continues lam + jussive fo 1.1owl rig
1 aw in the example quoted below
y 313 a.
'I'hls,
However, has nothing particularly to do with the
fact that it happens to appear in the x^rotasis of
law, but belongs to
$ 82 3.
J
Immnrwtt

2 For OA ef. e.g. ’
//right II, 7/8;
495/6 .
3 For OA cf. e.g. Wright II, 8;
49S.
'

Reckenilorf. Syntax,
'
Reckendorf, Syntax,
'

§318
1 S. e.g. Wright II, 8 top arid V/illmope , Spoken Arabic
of Egypt, 292; ' Feghali, Syntaxe, 259 flh
respectively.
2 S. e.g. Wright II, 348/9.
3 In GA la- nay not occur in the apodosis of law when
this is introduced by lam (Wright II, 34-9); ’this
is the case in the papyri as well, as APS1 V 305,
5; 3-10, 4 (ooth 3rd cent. A.H.).

319

f s

V \ **•s
1 "
y
->.? y das sonst in Altarabischen selten
zu sein sc-heint"; "In gewdhnlicher Prosa kommt
r)
kaum vor" (Ndideke, ITeu e 3 ei tr dg e , 20,
237).
Of. further Blau, ASP, 595
fTBd and for
Modern Standard Arabic, idem, I0S iii, 222.

§320
1 S. Reckendorf, Syntax, 495

>321

1 S. e.g. Wright II, 17 R U M b. end, 40 top;
G-VG- II, 646/7; Reckendorf, Syntax, 513/4.

Brockelmann.

§322
1 Cf. also Wright II, 339; Reckendorf. Syntax, 508/9;
for modern dialects Feghali., Synt axe, 429 1-^*
Cf. e.g. Wright 11, 339; .Brockelaiann, G-VG- II, 650
ec k onuorf , S y n ta x , 50 7/8 .

R

*1 5 4

This particular combination seems to be new; of.,
on
V(
in this function A. Spitaler, >9eriba
Monagensla, Frans Babinger sum 15, Januar 193T/*als
Festgrass “dar gebracht , ed . H. J, ICisGline;, A . Schmaus
(Leiden, 1952), 171 ff.; Blau., BZ 7%246/7?
M. Bravmann, Le tinsbon Ixxxiv (1973 ), 499 ff. , all
of v/hicli adduce* further literature.
I have not checked the original of the text quoted
here, and it may be that wa- should be read for fa-.

)323
3. Cf. Blau, ASP, 597/8 and the references given there

&324
J
1 Cf. on this Blau, ASP, 598 and the literature there;
further Schwarz, cUmar, 159 (Kosegarten1s G-rammatica
referred to there has not been available tcT1me7!
Blau, IOS iii, 186; idem, ibid., v. 295; Corriente,
Sketch, 132, 147.
For the elision of the preceding negatives cf.
ft 153 d; 154 b.
2 Both the original editor, Becker, and Grohmann, APSL
III 146, 9 add
V
to this sentence;
that this is
unnecessary is pointed out by Blau, ASF, 538 n.39.

25
1 S. e.g. the references in Blau, -ASP, 599 n.43;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 515/6,
2 Cf. the literature given by Blau, .ASP, 599 n.44
and, for Modern Standard Arabic, idem, IOS iii, 187

>26
1 In addition to Blau, ASP, 603 cf. Brockelmann,
g vg - II, 6 57.
2 This construction is exceedingly rare in CA, s.
Brockelmann, GVG- II, 657 quoting ITSId eke, Zur
Grammatik, 114.
3 Dietrich translates;
f,bei meinem Leoen .
Labe
ich aie nicht ohne mi oh zurhckgeXassen, _so Gotf
will'". For the possibly illogical
cf. J
j>3!6 REM.
4 Cf. in CA e.g. Brockelmann, GVG II, 657/8;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 516.

** 1 5 r"

§327
1 For this phenomenon cf* Blau, ASP, 601 fif. with
refers n cc s xo fur th.er 1 itera.tur e ; s * al so e „g ,
Spitta-Bey , Chrammatlk, 434; Feghali, Sy.uiaxG ,
Blau, 103 ij.T, 18F/9 ‘and idem, ibid. , V i ,“IF?
R ELIARK , 1a st ex amp 1 e „
2 Of. Blau, ASP, 601*

$328
1 Some aspects of this topic have already been touched
upon in what precedes, such as the order of com
ponents in optative constructions (§ 13d c), and the
position of cad when in conjunction with kan +
perfect ( 5238 b).
The question of word order in CA has never been
thoroughly investigated. Most works dealing with
Arabic syntax, the present one included, do little
more than offer a selection of more or less random
observations; the nearest approximation to a
comprehensive treatment of the subject is Bloch's
Vers unci Sprache (cf. also the section Be or dine et
vi vocabulaFuPTTn enunciation© in Ewald, uraramatica
II, 16T ff.rj7
2 Cf. Blau, AS?, 604: idem, JA, 261; ICS v i , 180/1;
Schen, JSS 13, 96. For existential sentences
beginning thus cf. Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 37;
Reckendorf, Syntax, 366; Blau, 103 v, 278,

$329
1 Cf, in ASP -(apparently only in translations) Blau,
ASP, 604; further e.g. Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 202;
Corriente, -Sketch, 123/4.
2 On these eases s. Fraenkel, ZA 20, 196 and cf. above
^ 190, beginning.

$330
1 Cf. on this the references in Blau, ASP, 60S n.13;
Bloch, Vers und Sprache, 100 ff. with further
literature;
Vick) SArabTya, 92; Schen, JSS 18, 96.
2 Or does a case such as this represent, rather
isolation of the natural subject (
5262 a)?
3 Cf. Ndldeke, Here Bei.trage, 222.

C
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*156

1 Cf. on gbhis phenomenon, which applies particularly
to
!>L*
} the literature in J311au, Emergence,
67 n.l; idem, IOC vi, 170; Wright II, 3T2^T

|>332
1 Cf. Brockelmann, G-VG- II, 434-; Reckendorf, Syntax,
134; Bloch, Vers mid Sonache, 105; Blau, ASP, 0O8 .

<j>333
1 According to Hariri, Burra , 21. hi™ should not he
used in cases such as these in which the object of
the verb of sending is a human being capable of
self-transportation, not needing to be "sent" in
the same way as would have been an inanimate object.
An earlier example
"that he send them
both" ICrackovskaja and ICrackovskij, Sogdiiskir
Sbornik, 55, 11 (99-101 A.H.) is referred to by
Fdck, c"Arabiya, 145 n.10.
This text also uses the
recommended construction:
(y t>'V U/a
"I shall send my servant on it", 1. 132 Point and translate so with Levi della Vida, JAOS
64, 129.
3 Cf. on this Blau, ASP, 608 n.l6.
4 On this type representing a "Verschiebung der
Satsgliederung"cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 230/1;
B1och, Vers und Spyache, 64/5.
5 Por CA cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 441.

1 On this of. Blau, ASP, 613 and the references given
there; further idem, IOS v, 287; ibid., vi, 167*
Postpositive
Leh
also occurs in the papyri
as ABEL V 289, 10 (3rd cent. A.H.) quoted above
5 261.0., but I have the impression that it is far
less frequent.

$335

1 This is explicitly stated by Reckendorf, SY, 661;
idera.Syntax, 470.

*157

$336
1 Cf. in CA Reckendorf, SV, 688/g, 729.

far
1 Some phenomena which might have been included here
have already been mentioned at appropriate places
in what has preceded, e.g. the fluctuation of
person at
J 218.
2 For this phenomenon in general in CA cf* Reckendorf,
SV, 687 (perfect and jussive alternating after
)
Rdldeke , Zur G-ramma t ik. 68 (narrati ve perfect
continued by imperfect*); Reckendorf, Syntax, 333/4*
519/20; in Middle Arabic, Blau, ASP, 615 and the
references there; Schen, JSS 18, 97.

3 Cf, Reckendorf, Syntax , 519/20.
4 For which cf. PTdldeke, Zur Or ammati k , 94;
Reckendorf, SV, 490; idem, Syntax, 337/8.

^338
J

1 Cf. Reckendorf, Syntax, 341.
2 Reckendorf, Syntax, 346.

^339
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 617 and the literature provided there
in n.4; Schen, JSS 18, 93.

$340
1 Cf. Blau, ASP, 619 n,6;

Reckendorf, Syntax, 523-

2 I am not inclined to find in
1
an independent jussive; this is in any case a
rare phenomenon, s. the references given by Blau,
ASP, 271 n., end.

AJ)17Ei\fDA

P.

7

^4hs

Add;;

ET

EMENDANEA

4*-/ /\ "its land" Melanges Islamo~

log!ones ii? 108, note to 1.5 (253 A.H.),
but this might be the plural according to
(jlOa, despite the a~lpj\ which occurs later
in the document.

Pp. 13/14

Cf.

plOa. REM.B:

'J

•

j)/Jt "they take" at

need not illustrate

a '3

I. I —I |- |M|||| mII

jj>77b, REM., which
f>

a

«,!■!

spelled
***

defectively^ but more probably a genuine short
vowel

ac >.

a

>

a

in the (newly) closed
i

syllable.
at

P. 19

P.

^l4b:

^?8a

Cf. also the forms of the verb (JL^
as well as

Cf. also

30 ^24a:

^<J>73 n.2; 79 n.4.

&\£ at

^99.

"the wall" occurs also at' APEL VI 386,
2 (3rd~4th cent. A.H.).

Pp.36/7

^30; There should have been mentioned the possi
bility that a case such as
may reflect

*sittt

^95a

3> sitt, for which cf.

Elau, ASP, 369, n.9.

P. 40

^36a:

After

add: "clasp of the hands".

Pp.46/7 ^47a; Concerning tab marbuta pronounced in status
constructus as

—t

cf. the reservation

expressed at

^-93 n.12*

ADDENDA

P. 87

!j82cU

Por

ET

EMBMWHDA

1 APEL VI 389, 16 a different, bu

on the whole less likely explanation is ciis
cussed at

P. Ill

§88;

Adds

$221 n„3*

Ct UA* , plural of

APEL VI

389, 14 and 15 (3rd cent. A .PI.).

P.143

£l43c:

Another example occurs in FWAP 164 , 9
quoted for a different purpose at

P. *1

§1 rx.4 : Three lines from the bottom

$ 289a„

of the note

read: ... probably do fall ...

P. *60:

$84 n.l8 has dropped out. Add:

Blau, ASP,

216/7.

P.*61 §84n.33 : After "late example" add:

<^-1S

•

P. *72 §95n.7 : The author's name, via. Jiha, has dropped
out before BismizzTn.

P.*91 ^145 n. 12: Add the reference to the source; APEL
III

P. *103:

153, 8-10 (91 A , H .).

$168 n.3 has been omitted. It reads:
Recorded already by Grohmann, Blnftthrung,
105; Blau, Scripta, 223; idem, Emergence,
203.

*16C

ET

P. *145;

The latter part of

EMENBANPA

$288 n.l is missing. Add;

On the problem of identifying these asyndetic
relative clauses s. the remark of Reckendorf,
414n., which may apply to some of the
cases given in what follows.

P•

xxix

The full entry for CRUM, W.E. and BELL, H.I.,
Wadi Sarga ...

should be:

Wadi Sarga, Coptic

and Greek Texts from the Excavations undertaken
by the Byzantine Research Acooun t , Edited by
W.E.C. and H.I.3., with an Introduction by R.
Campbell Thompson,

Coptica, Consilio et

Impe nsis Instituti Rask-Oerstediani Edita III,
Hauniae, 1922.

